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INTRODUCIION

SECTIONAL OUTLINE OF
MATTHEW VOLUME I3
12. Jesus Heals a Leper ................................................................
(8:1-4)
13. Jesus Heals a Centurion's Servant ........................................
(8:5-13)
14. Jesus Heals Peter's Mother-in-law ....................................
(8: 14-17)
(8: 18-22)
15. Jesus Calls to Discipleship ................................................
16. Jesus Stills a Tempest ........................................................
(8:23-27)
(8:28-9: 1 )
17. Jesus Frees the Gadarene Demotiiacs ............................
18. Jesus Forgives and Heals a Paralytic ..................................
(9:2-8)
19. Jesus Calls Matthew Levi ....................................................
(7:9-17)
(9: 18-26)
20. Jesus Raises Jaims' Daughter ............................................
21. Jesus Heals Two Blind Men ............................................
(9:27-34)
22. Jesus Evangelizes Galilee ....................................................
(7:35-38)
( 10: 1-11: 1 )
23. Jesus Commissions Twelve Apostles ........................
24. Jesus Receives Question from John and
Preaches Sermon on John ................................................
( 11:2-19)
25. Jesus Condemns Unbelieving Cities and
Invites "Babes" to Come to Him ....................................
( 11:20-30)
26. Jesus Answers Charges of Sabbath Breaking ....................
(12: 1-14)
(12:15-21)
27. Jesus Heals Many ............................................................
28. Jesus Is Attacked for Casting Out Demon
(12:22-37)
and Charge of League With Satan ..................................
29. Jesus Gives the Sign of Jonah ........................................
(12:38-45)
30. Jesus Refuses Fleshly Ties to Bind Him ........................
(12:46-50)

THE PROBLEM OF ORDER IN
MATTHEW'S NARRATION
Is this section really a series of events subsequent to the Sermon
on the Mount? It would seem-so upon first reading Matthew's text
alone. Yet the most cursory comparison with Mark's and Luke's Gospels,
of the events included in this section, reveals that there are clear differences in order and emphasis. (See Volume I, Introduction, pp. 4, 5)
If it is really Matthew's intention to follow a topical, rather than a
chronological, arrangement, we need not be concerned if Mark and
Luke both record much of this material in Matthew's chapters eight
and nine in relationship to other events. Again, it seems clear that
Matthew is illustrating the summary of Jesus' Galilean ministry mentioned in 4:23-25, by means of a good example of His preaching (chaps.
5-7) and ten good samples of His miracles (chaps. 8, 9 ) . If so, must
there be necessary time and place connections between each of the
samples? Would not logic61 connection suffice for what we deem to be
1
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Matthew’s evident purpose? Matthew concludes the section (chaps. 5-9)
in the way he began (cf. 9:35 with 4:23-25), adding the note cancerning the need for laborers in the harvest, a note which prepares his
readers for the next major section (chapter 10) containing the cornmission of the Twelve to evangelize Galilee.

WHAT ARE WE TO DO WITH
THESE MIRACLE STORIES?
What is the singular importance of Matthew’s placing a collection
of Jesus’ miracles together here in this place in chapters eight and nine?
The relationship to Matthew’s whole plan, as we can determine it from
his end result, is that he, as a writer of brilliantly clear narration, has
given us a quick outline of his project (4:23-25) and now sketches in
the outline with examples. He might even be responding to an unspoken demand: “We have heard this visionary who gives us high
ideals. But what can He do? Can He DO as well as DREAM? And,
better yet, can He make US doers?” It mighr just well be that Matthew
places this striking collection of miracles right after the Sermon on the
Mount to provide conclusive evidence that Jesus is not just a dreamer,
but also One who really has the power to make us over into whatever
image He demands. The miracles Matthew presents do not say merely
that this Jesus is a wonder-worker, but, primarly, that this Jesus can
throw in the super-natural difference between what we are and what
He wants us to be. Best of all, He who has such wonderful power
can also transform our feeble wills, our blind eyes, our demonic desires,
our double-mindedness, our spiritual insensitiveness to all that is important to God, our emotional storms, our physical wretchedness-all
this and more He can transform into a person of usefulness to God.
Incidentally, we must admit that He has chosen not to transform us by
a sudden word of power, because He, our Creator knows that the
fashioning of character takes time and countless lessons learned through
the practice of obedience to His Word. But that is just the point:
the gospel itself is His word of power to transform us into His likeness. Matthew knew, just as did the other Apostles (See Jn. 5:30-47;
10:37, 38; 14:10, 11) that Jesus’ miracles were but the authentication
of God, given as credentials to prove that Jesus knew what He was
talking about, regardless of whatever claim He might make.
And so it is that Jesus “came down off the mountain’’ figuratively
too, so as to meet people’s need at the level where they live. It is no
wonder that great multitudes could follow a Savior like Jesus who was
not satisfied to thunder lofty ideals from His ivory tower on the
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heights of the mountain but was willing to walk and work among needy
people, But notice that He did not merely attend to their most pressing
need, as they themselves viewed that need, but He responded to their
need in such , a way as, to accomplish at the same time His higher
purpose. Matthew‘s outline draws our attention to Jesus’ genius for
combining His merciful ministry to real human need at any level with
His presentation of His credentials as k i n g truly a “visitor from outer
space” come to earth to bring a message of earth-shaking importance.
In ‘these two chapters Matthew arranges his material into ten
demonstrations of Jesus’ might. These can be arranged into groups of
three miracles each followed by a response, the third group having
actually fmr exemplary wonders and two scandals.
But a caution is in order here: we must never destroy the quality
of these miracle stories as history in order simply to draw some parabolic teaching from them. They are told by the eyewitnesses as the
sober history of facts which actually occurred upon which the secure
conclusion is drawn that the miracle worker is thus identified as from
God. A secondary purpose for miracles is to show God’s mercifulness
in practical ways in direct response to some need of men. And yet,
despite this caution urging us to let the eyewitnesses tell their story,
as we read this history we cannot help identifying ourselves in the
stories with the leper, with the Centurion, with Peter’s wife’s mother,
with the demoniacs, the four men who brought their paralyzed friend,
with Mamhew the publican, with Jairus and his wife and countless
others. If we take these stories seriously as true narrations of real
events, we cannot but begin to identify ourselves and our problems in
these stories. Perhaps Plummer (Matthew, 123) is right when he
argues for a third intention behind miracles:
Perhaps the (Jesus’) touch (of the leper) was also necessary
for the sake of the millions who were to read of this cleansing.
No moral pollution can be so great as to make Christ shrink
from contact with a sinner, who comes to Him with a desire
to Le freed from his plague, and with the belief that He has
the power to free him. Christ’s miracles are parables. That
was part of their purpose when they were wrought, and it is
their chief meaning to us . , ,
Plummer’s metaphor (“Christ’s miracles are parables.”) must nor distract us from the printciple truth that our psychological reaction to
these facts is paraibolic in nature. Psychologically we reason rhus: “If
Jesus can treat with such render sympathy this wretched sufferer, He
can certainly cleanse me too.” Although this begins to be argument
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from analogy from which the conclusions are always doubtful, yet the
factual character of the narrations and the conclusions drawn from them
by the Apostles in their doctrine assures us that our identification with
the miserable characters helped by Jesus was .no misplaced confidence.
But if it be objected that we cannot rely for our applied conclusions upon this psychological (intuited) self-identification in the persons
whom Jesus loved and helped, then let us remember that, though it is
true that we have often identified ourselties with the mythical figures of
fairy stories as children or the heroes of dramatized fictions of later
years, fully knowing that they never existed, how much more surely can
we see ourselves being blessed and helped in these narrations of fact!
What was it that drew the multitudes to Jesus for healing and blessing?
Was ir not the news spreading like wildfire that He had helped others,
coupled with the conclusion of the suffering individuals that perhaps
Me could and would help them too, if they could but get to Him?
(cf. Jn. 4:45-47; Lk. 5:15; Mt. 4:24-25; Mk. 3:7-12) Our measure
of sanity is best gauged by that degree to which we acknowledge the
real world and reject the world of fancy. It was into this real wcrrld
that Jesus came to do His works, reveal to us the Father and call us
to enter His service.
But, again, the compelling power of these miracle stories recorded
by the four Evangelists lies in the authenticity of the facts. W’hile
it is true that men can be led to believe the most monstrous falsehoods, yet anyone who endeavors to construct a reasoned picture of
the life of Christ that ignores the factual character of the miracles, must
be confounded by the fact that Jesus’ life had no sooner ended in
apparent failure and defeat, than the entire company of His disciples
began immediately to proclaim Him to be a God. They did this
against great psychological hazards and unspeakable physical difficulties.
Also striking for its absence is the testimony of any first-century contemporary of the early witnesses that denies the reality of any facts
involved in the miracles. How did it happen then that the Apostles
and early Christians concluded that Jesus was God and worthy of their
worship and service if there were nothing in His life to distinguish it
from that of ordinary men or that would identify His ministry as supernatural and His person divine? (See special study on miracles at
conclusion of chapter nine.)

CHAPTER EIGHT
Section 12. Jesus Heals a Leper (8: 1-4)
Section 13. Jesus Heals a Centurion’s Servant (8:5-13)
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Section 14. Jesus Heals Peter’s Mother-in-law (8: 14-17)
Section 15. Jesus Calls Men to Discipleship (8: 18-22 )
Section 36. Jesus Stills a Tempest (8:23-27)
Secrion 17. Jesus Frees the Gadarene Demoniacs (8:28-9:

I.

11.

111.

IV.

V.

VI,

1)

JESUS’ RELATION TO THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL
(The following were suggested by Win. Barclay, [I, 298-3001 :)
Jesus Touched the Untouchaible, Here we see the man who was
kept at arm’s length by all men, wrapped around with the pity
and compassion of the love of God. (8:2-4)
Jesus Loved the Unloveable. Here we see the love of God going
out to help the foreigner and the slave whom men either hated
or despised,
Jesus Healed the Unknown, Humble Folk. Here we see the
infinite love of God of all the universe displaying all its power
where there was none but the family circle to see (8:14, 1 5 ) , to
Whom any man at any hour might come without being thought
a nuisance. (8: 16, 17)
Jesus Challenged the Badly Motivated. (8: 18-22)
A. The scribe, the short-sighted enthusiast in danger of shallow
zeal.
B. The disciple already committed to any other duty in danger
of tragic failure to seize the greatest opportunity.
Jesus Calmed the Uncalmable. Here is the power of God bringing peace and serenity into tumult and confusion. (8:25-27)
Jesus Tamed the Untameable. Here we see the power of God
dealing with Satan’s power, God’s goodness invading earth’s evil,
God’s love going out against evil’s malignancy and malevolence.
Here we see the goodness and love of God which save men by
triumphantly overcoming the evil and hatred which ruin men.
(8:28-9:1)

CHAPTER EIGHT
Section 12

JESUS HEALS A LEPER
(Parallels: Mark 1:40-45; Luke 5 : 12-16)

TEXT: 8:2-4
5
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2. And behold, there came to him a leper and worshipped him, saying,
Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst make me clean.
3. And he stretched forth his hand, and touched hk,,saying, I will;
be thou made clean. And straightway his leprosy was ‘cleansed.
4. And Jesus saith unto him, See thou tell n o man; but go, show
thyself to the priests, and offer the gift that Moses commanded,
for a testimony unto them.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Jesus accepted the worship of this miserable leper. If Jesus is not
God come in the flesh, what should one think od Jesus for accepting ? Or was this “worship” that one must render God alone?
b. What insight do you gain into the nature of true worship in this
leper’s request, “Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst . . . ”?
C. What is significant about Jesus’ touching the leper?
d. If leprosy was a dread disease, why does Matthew say Jesus “cleansed“
him instead of “healed” hfm?
e. Why was it important for the cleansed leper to “tell no man”?
f. Why was it necessary for the leper to show himself to the priest and
make an offering?
g. Why would the priests need to know that the leper had been healed
“for a testimony unto them”?
h. What do you think Jesus’ deepest purpose was in commanding the
cleansed leper to “tell no man”? Could not Jesus foresee his disobedience to such a difficult command? Or, foreseeing that the
man could not keep such good news quiet, Jesus might have used
reverse psychology to get the maximum advantage of news coverage
through a rapidly spread “secret”. What is your opinion?
i. Do you think, in light of the previous question, that the man was
entirely blameworthy for his actions? Are his actions true to normal
human psychology; i.e. are they actions that we would normally
expect people to do under similar circumstances? If so, does this
mitigate his responsibility for disobeying Jesus’ specific prohibition?
j. What is your opinion? Jesus touched the leper. Do you think that
Jesus was legally (in relation to Moses’ law on defilement) unclean
unril sunset that day and until He had bathed Himself? On what
basis do you answer as you do? This question may not seem too
important to moderns, but upon how you answer may depend how
much significance you attribute to Jesus’ spontaneous but meaningful
gesture.

6
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PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
While Jesus was in one of the cities, a leper approached Him
when he saw Him. He was a mass of leprosy, covered with it, Coming
up to Jesus and falling to his knees, he bowed his face to the earth in
front of Him and begged Him for help, “Sir, if only You are willing,
You can cleanse me because You are able to do it!”
Jesus’ heart was moved with compassion and, stretching forth His
hand, He touched the leper, saying as He did so, “Indeed, I am willing!
Become clean.” Instantly he was cleansed of the leprosy, for it left
him. Jesus dismissed the former leper with this stern warning, “Be
sure that you tell nobody; but go to the priests for your physical examination, and offer the gift Moses commanded in Leviticus 14, for
your recovery. Do this as a public proof-as
evidence to the authorities and the people-of the reality of your cure.”
But the man went away and began to talk freely about it and
spread the news so much that more than ever Jesus’ reputation was
well-known. Consequently, it became impossible for Jesus to show
Himself in a town but He stayed outside in the open country which
was sparsely settled. Yet great multitudes of people came to Jesus
from every quarter to hear His message and to be healed of their
diseases. But Jesus continued in His habit of retiring from time to
time to lonely places to pray.

SUMMARY
When a leper in the last stages of his disease came to Jesus in
one of thme Galilean cities, humbly and desperately seeking cleansing,
Jesus touched him, speaking but a word of power. H e then sent the
man directly to the priests to undergo the necessary physical examination performed by them and offer, consequently, the proper sacrifice.
The man was not to mention his cleansing to anyone prior to that
examination but he spoke freely about it to all. His actions rendered
Jesus’ ministry more difficult because of the excited crowds pressing
Him to perform the same miracles on their own sick folk. But Jesus
managed to keep up His habit of praying by getting away from p o p l e
to be alone with God.

NOTES
I. THE LEPER§ REQUEST
8:2 There came to him a leper. With this surprising senbence
Matthew begins this section which describes the marvellous supernatural.
7
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works of Jesus. To be able fully to appreciate Matthew’s inclusion of
precisely this illustration of Jesus’ unfailing compassionate love for outcasts, we must grasp the whole Jewish viewpoint regarding lepers and
leprosy, Otherwise, we may fail to see why this ‘sentence is such a
surprise. For special help in grasping the Jewish concept of ceremonial
and spiritual defilement (‘Lev. 15:31), seek out the principal passages
in the OT on this subject by checking through concordance listings
under “defiling, defilement, unclean, uncleanness, common, impure, profane, unholy, polluted”.
Leprosy is an infectious condition produced by microbe discovered
and described by A. G. Hansen in 1874. Hansen’s disease is contagious,
its infection being thought to arise from direct contact with infected
skin and mucous membranes, although not very readily communicated
by casual contact. Seemingly it is not hereditary. Nerve involvement
is attended with anaesthesia, tingling and pain of the parts affected.
In those forms of leprosy where nodular growths are the most prominent features the small bones of the hands and feet are destroyed and
often drop off. Modern medicine has discovered treatments for leprosy
of the various types (lepramatous, tuberculoid and non-specific) and
control through early diagnosis, isolation and some drugs that show
encouraging results, although complete cure is not yet promised.. Spontaneous arresting of the disease and temporary cures have occurred.
However, treatment is ofcen necessary for years. (See W E , 2954;
ISBE, 1867)
Some affirm, however, that Hansen’s disease is not the biblical
leprosy. There are several complications to our problem of identifying
precisely the leprosy of the Bible:

1. The Eiblical terminology identifying leprosy describe only the
initial symptoms and discuss none of the later manifestations
as a fully developed disease or attempt a medical description of
its characceristics. The purpose of the biblical terminology was
originally for identifying and isolating the victims of this
disease. It is worthy of note that there is nO mention of
treatment of remedy for the disease.
2. The biblical term “leprosy” in the critical passage (Lev. 13)
is obviously used in several senses, meaning, generally, “skin
disease” and, precisely, “leprosy” (the real thing). It would
seem that Moses iii that passage is describing leprosy and then
listing eight other skin diseases which might be confused for
leprosy, but which, regarding ceremonial defilement, were
“clean”.

8
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Any remarks derived from the Mosaic legislation would have
to be tempered by the actual practice of the Jews in Jesus’
time, which may well have been quite differlent. from that
intended by Moses. For instance, while Moses required lepers
to stay our of inhabited centers (Lev. 13:46), this regulation
may have been relaxed in later times so that lepers even entered
a segregated portion of the synagogues, although not into the
Temple. (Edersheim, Life, I, 493 )
CHAPTER EIGHT

3,

’phis circumstance however would not surprise us especially in
Galilee where Genrile custom and influence were stronger, producing
a more general laxity of rigid Judaism, Further, there are four facts
that serve to clarify much ignorance regarding modern prejudices concerning lepers and leprosy:

1. The biblical position regarding lepers and leprosy was stated
in relationship to o.ne nation of people, the Israelites, to whom
the law of Moses, which contains the leprosy legislation, was
given. Thus, the prejudices and inhumanity expressed regarding
leprosy after the coming of Christ has no basis whatever in
Christian documents, since Christ did away with that law with
a21 of its presm@tioons, whether on leprosy, circumcision, sabbath days or atonement.
..*
2. Although certain biblical cases of leprosy were clearly visitations of the wrath of God (Num. 12:9-15; 2 Kg. 5:25-27; 2
Chron. 26:16-21), this by no (means proves that all cases were
that. This view of leprosy as a “srroke of God” may explain
the usual hauteur with which some rabbis kept lepers at a
distance. The defilement that a leper brings to others by contact with them may also explain this. (Edersheim, Life, I, 495)
3. Modern medical science has been able to discover medicine that
for all practical purposes and under the right conditions of
hygiene, does away with the virilent aspects of the disease,
promising new hope for lepers which was totally unavailable
in Bible times.
4. The chief emphasis of the Levitical legislation in the first place
was the defilement which the disease brought to the sufferer,
thus rendering him incapable of entering either the camp of
Isratel or of participating in the formal worship of Jehovah
while in the grip of that disease. And it was by a sin offering
that the ceremonial uncleanness was atoned for, upon one’s
cleansing from leprosy. (Lev. 14:13, 14, 18b-22) Rut the

9
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homiletic use of leprosy as a TYPE of sin is not biblical, although
the similarities are striking. Were we to judge leprosy from the
ancient Jewish standpoint of defilement, there could possibly
be no lower state, nor worse defilement than this; however,
estimating the direase from Christ’s standpoint, there are certainly worse defilements than mere leprosy. (Study Mt. 15;
Mk. 7) Let it be rernsrked that though leprosy was atoned for
by a sin, that is, a guilt offering, yet Jesus never declared the
sins forgiven a leper in connection with his disease, in the
same way in which He apparently did not hold the demonpossessed as particularly &ty
or sinful, or as He did in
the case of others (Lk. 7:47-50; Mt. 9:l-8). Yet, from the
silence of the Scripture record, no real argument can be made,
inasmuch as the Apostles recorded only what we have. But it
must be made absolutely clear that leprosy today carries no
spiritual contamination to any man as it did only to Jews under
Moses law.

There came to him a leper, but not just a leper, for he was “full
of leprosy” (Lk. 5 : 1 2 ) , hence not clean (Lev. 13: 13), because, were
the man merely covered with white disease, he could have been pronounced clean without recourse to Jesus. O n the other hand, there is
an air of desperation in his voice. The fact that he approached Jesus
“in one of the cities” (Lk. 5 : 1 2 ) may not prove the desperation of
his case, which presumeably would have driven him to approach Jesus
in one of the cities, for. while the OT law required lepers to stay out
of the camp of Israel (Lev. 13:46) and as a matter of practice they
were thus excluded (Nu. 5 : l - 4 ; 12:13-15; 2 Kg. 1 5 : 5 ; 2 Chron. 26:1623; Lk. 17:12), yet other cases indicate that lepers could enter cities
(among Syrians not under the Mosaic law, 2 Kg. 5 : l - 5 ; among Jews,
Naaman was permitted to enter Samaria, 2 Kg. 5:5-7. Four lepers
thought they could enter the city of Samaria, 2 Kg. 7:3, 4 ) . And had
the Deuteronomic code specified that all sorts of unclean persons had
to leave the city wherein they dwelt after Israel entered the promised
land? The Levitical prescription had spoken of the lepers leaving the
camp of Israel while Israel dwelt together in one great rent city around
the tabernacle in the wilderness. How did the prescription apply upon
entering Canaan? Again, Edersheim’s note (Life, ’I, 493) should be
recalled that lepers were permitted into a segregated compartment in
the synagogues also. In what particular city of Galilee the leper approached Jesus is not stated.
We can \better appreciate thce impression Jesus made upon people

18
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8:2

by this simple affirmation: a leper came to him. In order to preserve their self-righteous personal ceremonial purity, some rabbis went
so far as to declare a distance no less than six feet as sufficient to keep
from a leper, but if the wind blew from the direction of the leper,
scarcely 100 were sufficient. Others boasted of throwing stones at
lepers to keep them at their distance. Another went on record as
best example of well-packaged foodrefusing to eat an egg-the
purchased on a street where a leper had been. (See Edersheim, Life,
I, 495). And yet this leper came to Jesus, without precedents in Jewish
history, except perhaps rhe case of the Gentile Naaman ( 2 Kg. 5 ) ,
whose position as an outcast of Israel he now shared. It may also be
that the Lord had not cleansed any lepers previous to this occasion
either; at least Matthew’s summary (4: 24) does not specifically mention
leprosy as an example of Jesus’ power. If this observation is correct,
we can sense the same difference between Jesus and His contemporaries
that this leper must have felt, a difference which awakened in him a
long-Bbsent hope that this friendly Galilean could change his vile body
into the image of His own healthy human body, and thus caused him
to dare to apprmch Jesus.
and worshiped him (see notes on “worship” at 2:2) Mark
and Luke strengthen this expression by noting that the leper kneeled
in front of Jesus bowing his head to the ground. From this unashamed
expressioa of deep reverence for Jesus, how much can we deduce of
this man’s understanding of Jesus’ true identity? Is hce approaching
Jesus with the same respect for Jehovah that caused Naainan to stand
before the door of Elisha? Perhaps we can say he intended the highest
respect for this Prophet who spoke for the living God and who could,
through the power of the Almighty, cleanse him. It is tempting to
read more understanding into the leper’s confession than he actually
gasped of Jesus’ Deity. Lord, for this Jew, may not have meant all
that this glorious title has come to mean to Christians, for until Jesus’
full Self-revelation was completed and His highest claims fully justified
and His true identity completely announced, it is quite possible that
those who addressed Jesus as Lord intended little more than rhe renm
of cowesy and respect, “Sir” (cf. Mt. 21:29; 2 5 : l l ; 27:63; 1 Pe.
3:G; Jn. 12:21; 20:15; Ac. 16:30; Rev. 7:14), as also the term Syrie
is so used in modern Greek, The problem is not how much this man
understood of Jesus’ true position as Lord of lords, and thus the depth
of his devotion, but rather what real content is present in our addressing Him as Lord, given our superior advantages of knowing Him.
(Mt. 7:21; Lk. 6:46)
If thou wilt, thou canst make me clean. Nowhere has
11
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there ever appeared a better statement of the right basic attitude of
prayer, which so trustingly, yearningly lays our otherwise hopeless case
upon God’s power to help. (See notes on 5:lO) The leper probably
did not intend this plea as a prayer to deity, but as the disciplined
request for cleansing. He meant, and we must mean as we pray,
1. If t h o u wilt (Luke adds edeQtb2,“He begged Him.”)
a. Some have suggested that this leper’s expressed uncertainty
about Jesus’ willingness throws the responsibility for his continued misery upon Jesus who could so easily deliver. Ferhaps so, for, psychologically, people are tempted rather
fatalistically to blame God for their continued suffering, and
with this sighed expression they resign themselves to their
fate. Also the usual treatment received at the hands of other
rabbis might have taught this leper never to presume uppon
any.
b. It is more probable that the leper’s lowly acquiesance intends to leave Jesus free to decide whether to leave him in
his horrible contamination or not. It takes deep insight and
rigorous discipline to place his case in these terms before
Him who is the leper’s last hope. As he bravely states his
desire, he is kommitting himself, if Jesus shall SO choose, to
remain a leper! (cf. Dan. 3:16-18; 2 Sam. 15:24-26) He
thus showed a more profound insight into the Lord‘s authority than some more privileged disciples.
2. Thou canst make me clean: “I am sure of your power.”
No double-mindedness here! (cf. Jas. 1:5-8; Heb. 11:6; Jas.
4 4 , 8) Note how immediately the man comes to the point
of his petition: “Cleansing, Lord!” No flowery expressions or
lengthy appeals to Jesus’ reason, understanding or sympathy
were needed. Christians can learn more directness in rheir
petitions from this Jew who felt his need deeply and could
concentrate it into one sentence.
11.

THE LORD’S RESPONSE

8:3 And he stretched forth his hand, and touched him.
To the western mind this verse cannot have the earth-shaking importance it would have had to the Jew trained in Levitical legislation
regarding ceremonial purity and defilement. (See on 8:2; Lev. 11:3945; 13:45, 46; 15:all, esp. 31; 18:24-30; 22:3-9; Nu. 5:l-5; 6:5-9,
12; 19:ll-22; Dt. 24:8, 9) These passages clearly require Jewish
clergy and laity alike, as well as those under special vows, to maintain
12
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that spcial separation from certain acts and contacts that were defined
by God as “defiling” or “unclean,” While it is true that there were
certain acts which defiled but were permissible (sexual relations, for
example, Lev. 15:18), yet, for the most part, no God-fearing Jew could
bring himself to go deliberately against the general order: ‘You shall
not defile yourselves , , , you shall be holy, for I am holy.” (Lev.
11:44,4 5 ) without bringing Iiimself under the condemnation: “Thus
shall you keep the people of Israel separate from their uncleanness, lest
they die in their uncleanness by defiling my tabernacle that is in their
midst.” (Lev. 15:31)
But what is so eternally important about views on Jewish defilement to the modern Christian whose entire mentality revolves around
completely different principles?
CHAPTER EIGHT

1. Because OUR appreciation of this meaningful gesture of Jesus
is enhanced as we understand the baclcground in which it comes.
Leprosy’s attack upon this man brought into the picture all of
the heartless application of Moses’ Law. The Law was the same
for all-heartless, and he, a leper, had been forced by that Law
to leave his family, his associations, his life. That same Law
required all to clear a heart-chilling circle around him everywhere, none could share with him t h e warming embraces of
love. The Law had perhaps made him even forget how the
touch of another’s hand felt, for he was now, for the duration
of his hopeless case, a fellow-sufferer with others of the living
dead. Yet, Jesus, “moved with compassion” (Mk. 1:41),
swiftly, spontaneously moved to the leper’s side, md touched
him. This was a demonstration of lave we should not soon
forget! This was an answer that shouted Jesus’ love more
than any word could have done. For Jesus, and for those who
follow Him, there is but one law: loving helpfulness to anyone who has a need, regardless of the loathsomeness of that
which makes his need so apparent. If necessary, we must
be prepared to dispense with conventions and take the necessary risks to help a suffering fellow human. This means also
that we must be prepared to take the consequences for our
actions.

2. Because our understanding of the nature and identity of Jesus
of Nazareth is partly contjngent upon what we think of this
act whereby He seemingly went beyond the express prohibitions
of God’s Law. The Law had been clear enough against this
deliberate defiling oneself through contact with what had been
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defined as “unclean”. Why must Jesus break the Law-if
He,
in fact, did? Or, is Jesus, as Author of the Law, hereby revealing a facet of its interpretation and application that we
could not have previously known?
a. Is he revealing that the Law is not the only or perfect expression of perfect righteousness, and that much of rhe loving compassion for suffering humanity, which God Himself
really felt, had to be omitted from the Law’s legal prescriptions? If so, by His actions Jesus is saying, “Friend, the
Law says I cannot touch you, but God’s mercy, which
triumphs over strict justice, permits it.” This seeming disregarding of the ceremonial law is on the same level as
those Ccts which, though, strictly -speaking, are violations of
the Mosaic legislation or interpretations thereof, are yet acts
in which not only Jesus, but any man could rise higher than
the strict application of the law, so as to show mercy and
kindness to these miserable, suffering neighbors to every
Jew. Lev. 19: 18 is also legislation on the treatment of
lepers too, and more people than Jews failed to see this.
b. Is Jesus revealing here, as elsewhere, that any Jew could
have ministered mercifully to these unfortunate sufferers?
(See on Mt. 12:l-8) If so, Jesus may be saying, “Though
the safe course for any man is not to touch you because of
the absence of adequate medicines whereby you could be
healed and brought back into the circle of human fellowship
again, yet I am that medicine, hence, I am the only one truly
qualified to bridge the gap and bring you back to health.”
Is Jesus’ action intended to teach us that the law of lovingkindness is above the law of ceremonies? (6.Mt. 9:12,13;
12: 1-14) Certainly, He is teaching that, although the Law
heartlessly had to separate the “unclean” from the “dean”
to preserve holiness, there was however no excuse whatever
that could justify all the inhuman traditions and heartless
cruelties on the part of the ceremonially “clean, pure and
righteous.”
c. Could it be that Jesus is also revealing the end of the entire
system of ceremonial defilements? This He will do on other
occasions and by means of the very character of the gospel
(cf. Mt. 15: 1-20). If so, this incident is in perfect harmony
with other revelations. This point is however not weakened
by the fact that the leper was not dispensed with the
14
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necessity to present himself to the Levitical priests for inspection and official recognition as cleansed, because the
Law itself must stand until Jesus took it away by His death
on the cross. (Eph. 2:11-16.See notes on Mt. 5:17-20)
But, how could Jesus touch the leper without incurring at least one
day's defilement?

1, One possible answer offered by some is that H e thus declared
Himself an independent Priest, after Melchizedek's order, hence
qualified to touch such a leper. This is doubtful, because, His
future priesthood was to be heavenly and universal while the
Law's prescriptions dsealt with this world's problems and the
Jews only (Heb. 8 : 4 ) . Further, the Mosaic system established
the Levitical priests as the official health officials; Jesus, the
future High Priest according to the order of Mdchizedek (see
Heb, 6:20-7:28),
had not been designated such a health
official for whom Moses' laws had relevance. Again, Jesus made
no such declaration of High Priesthood during His earthly
ministry. There is a better reason why Jesus touched the leper
without fear of contamination of defilement:
2. He was God and could act without any reference to Old Testament Law if He so choose: as Deity, He was the Author of
the Law, hence above it. Evidences supporting this conclusion,
which find their only satisfactory explanations in this conclusion, are the following:
a. Jesus showed divine authority by taking charge of the
Temple, when He cleansed it (Jn. 2: 14-22),
b. There is no evidence that Jesus ever offered sacrifices for
sin or even attended all the feasts required of all Jews,
(Dt. 16:lG) Rather there is evidence to the contrary
which would explain why Jesus would not have offered sin
offerings. (See Jn. 8:46; Heb. 4315)
c. Jesus forgave sins directly, without reference to the Mosaic
system (Mt. 9: 1-8; Lk. 7:48-50).
d. He deliberately announced the change of the central place
of worship, a cardinal doctrine of the Mosaic system. (Jn.
4:20-24 contrasted with Dt. 12:1-14; Josh. 22; 2 Kgs. 18:22;
2 Chron. 32:12; Isa. 36:7)
e. Jesus set aside the distinction between clean and unclean
foods (Mt. 15:ll; Mk. 7:19).
15
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f. For all practical purposes, Jesus drastically altered Mosaic
legislation regarding divorce. (contrast Mt. 19: 1-9 with
Dt. 24:1-4)
g. Jesus was baptized by God’s inspired prophet, not lor forgiveness of sins, as John had commanded others, but “to
fulfill all righteousness’ (see on Mt. 3: 15).
h. H e also claimed to be “grearer than the Temple” (Mt. 12:6),
“Lord of the Sabbath’ (Mt. 12:8), and declared that there
are cases when human needs supercedes the strict observance
of the Law (Mt. 12:l-14) His enemies thus understood
His claims to superiority to the Law and its institutions and
attacked Him at His trials on this basis, ignoring His disregard for their traditions (Mt. 26:61; Mk. 14:58).
i. The KEY INCIDENT which explains Jesus’ unique position as
Son of God and, a t the same time, Son of Man, is the
temple-tax incident (Mt. 17:24-27). God’s Son is not bound
to pay the temple tax even though Moses commanded it
(Ex.30:13; 38:26).

Thus, here Matthew records an act of Jesus that was, for those
trained in Levitical purity, every bit as marvellous as the
cleansing itself. But to Jesus, the Son of God come in human
flesh, this act was no different than what He had been doing
since His incarnation, for His incarnation had already brought
Him into intimate, defiling contact with mortal flesh. Some
have observed that when Jesus touched and healed and cleansed
the leper, that Jesus’ puriryLng touch overweighed the contaminating influence of the leper’s uncleanness. Jesus was not
defiled, but the leper was cleansed; the two were not left in
the leper’s formcr condition-defiled
(the situation covered by
the Law). Jesus made the leper like Himself-pure,
(a situation unimagined by any but God!) How like Jesus to touch
this leper! Here is a revelation of His quickness to perceive
another’s feeling because He loved him. In short, here is the
untouchable wrapped around with the love and mercy of God
in Jesus of Nazareth.
3. Another fieason why Jesus may have chosen to touch the leper
was to clear‘ any doubt about His willingness to hear. But
there is no indication that Jesus touched him to strengthen the
man’s faith, as some say, because this miracle like many others
did not depend upon the faith of the individual healed. (cf.
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8:5-13, 28-32; 9:18-25; Lk. 7:11-15) There is no hint of a
psychosonintic “cure” here.
Saying, I will. (Greek: thBlo) This is not the simple future
(bmmai) meaning “I shall do it,” but rather thklo, meaning, “I wish
(to heal you), I am willing (to do i t ) , I will it!” This expression of
Jesus was not merely the naked word or warming touch but also the
sheer exercise of His will, which cleansed the leper. Be clean. The
command of Jesus is perfectly consonant with the previously expressed
views on defilement: He did not say, “Be healed,” even though this
certainly was involved, but rather: “Be cleansed.” The marvellous and
immediate result: And straightway his leprosy was cleansed.
Borh Mark and Luke note further: immediately the leprosy left
him, almost as if to answer critical charges that Jesus‘ “healings” were
not obviously and immediately manifest to all, but required time, much
payer and boundless credulity. Instantly the raw sores and dead flesh
and insensitive nerves were restored to perfectly normal health. This
omnipotent act of Jesus shadows into insignificance all modern attempts
at “faith healing,” because His was real, immediate and complete.

8:4 See thou tell no man. Mark says that H e “sternly charged
him.” This man’s former conduct in coming to Jesus in a city to be
healed, when the clear implication of the Law was to forbid it, showed
that he needed such severe language. But he showed a similar carelessness with Jesus’ stern warning. This command probably clarifies
the fact that the leper was not cleansed in the presence of the “great
multitudes” of 8: 1, for such a charge as this could have little meaning,
although Jesus sometimes required this of multitudes also (Mt. 12: 15,

16).
But this command to silence cannot be urged as proof that Jesus,
during His lifetime never claimed to be Messiah, or that He was, for
some reason embarrassed by the possibility that His disciples after His
death might attribute Messiahship and Deity to Him on the basis of
such fabulous stories as the (unreal) cleansing of a leper. His injunctions to silence had quite another basis: He was fully aware of His
real Messiaship and time schedule. H e did not always forbid such
publicity (as in the case of the paralytic, [Mt. 9:2-8 also Jn. 5:l-181);
rather He sometimes commanded it (Mk. 5 : 18-20). He also empowered
Aljostles to enter the same miraculous ministry (Mt. 10:7, 8 ) . This
seeming inconsistency between Jesus’ claims to be Messiah and His
forbidding people to say anything about His works which identified
Him as such, cannot be offered as basis for rejecting the miracles as not
possessing historical reality or for supposing that the prohibitions of
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publicity are but hypocritical expressions created by the writers of these
narratives. This apparent inconsistency is aeally a valuable guarantee
of the truthfulness of the witness given by the gospel writers. TO
resolve the supposed contradictions we need but look in each case of
an injunction to silence for answers to the following questions: In what
part of Palestine was Jesus located when He prohibited such publicity?
’I’o what persons did He make such prohibitions? What political background made necessary such precautions, which without them, would have
hindered further the progress of Jesus’ ministry and schedule?
Galilee and Judea were particularly sensitive to any Messianic uprising. Jesus needed time to teach what kind of Messiah God really
inrended, before the people could seize Him and use Him and His
movement to raise a national liberation front to deliver the nation
from the galling yoke of Rome.
See thou tell no man, is sometimes interpreted by some as
Jesus’ use of reverse psychology whereby he forbade the man to advertise the miracle, thus insuring its greater publicity, It is reasoned
that surely Jesus would have forseen the effect of so wondrous a
cleansing upon the emotions of so horribly afflicted a wretch, and could
thus have predicted the enthusiastic reaction to his cleansing. Perhaps,
it is said, Jesus told him not to tell, so that the man would tell it all
the more as a secret too good to be kept. After all, nothing travels as
rapidly as a secret!
No, this suggestion is doubtful because:
1. Although reverse psychology is not in itself wrong, the plain
import of Jesus’ words required obedience to their obvious
meaning, unless something in the face or voice of Jesus indicated to the man the opposite meaning, a fact not recorded
by any Evangelist. Rather, both Mark and Luke record the
man’s actions, beginning with the weak adversative de’, Luke
adding also millon. While de‘ by itself, may introduce a
contrast between the clause it introduces and that which goes
before it, rnAlil2o.n dk introduces an expression or thought that
supplements and thereby corrects what has preceded. (“instead”). Luke’s actual word order is dk rniljoilt, which Arndt
and Gringrich translate “but to a greater degree, even more
than ever.” So it is clear that Mark and Luke regarded the
result of the. man’s advertizing as contrasting, not harmonizing,
with Jesus’ intent.
2. Poliltical popularity of the Messiah concept among the Jews
was definitely detrimental to the real success of Jesus’ ministry,
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and to agitate further an already emotionally charged atmosphere
was nor at all expedient,

3. Also, the man needed to concentrate on his own obedience to
God by carrying out witbout interruption the prescribed ritual
for cleansing. He must not disregard God‘s commands out of
excited gratitude to Jesus.
But, someone might object, was not there a crowd already present
when Jesus thus forbade the unwanted publicity? Were a crowd
present, would not His injunction to silence be rather meaningless,
since, manifestly, the crowd, not being required also to keep silent, would
have spread the news? And, is not the exact wording of Luke that
“a report about him (or “Him”?) went abroad, so that many crowds
gathered , . .” more consonant with the possibility that there were
already many present who also told of the cleansing? No, because
Mark clearly links the coming of the crowds to the man’s actions after
he left Jesus. And just because Jesus was in one of the towns does not
presuppose the existence of a crowd. Mt. 8:l probably is not to be
connected chronologically with 8:2-4, so again we have no crowd until
after the man went away. There is also hurry implied in Mark‘s’
expression: ‘ N e sent him away a t once” (ezttlhh exhbdelz), lest his
lingering till excited crowds could gather, further hindering rhe man’s
getting away to Jerusalem and impeding Jesus’ ministry.
But go show thyself to the priest means: “Go to Jerusalem!”
because the seven-day ritual of cleansing and offerings were to take
place at the Temple (see Lev. 14:11) and the priest who officiates at
the cleansing is the same as he who offers the sacrifices, applies the
blood and oil. A whole colony of priests living in Galilee could nor
pronounce him clean, without that trip to Jerusalem. Jesus, our potential
High Priest, superior in every way to Aaron, does not here set aside
the man’s responsibility to obey the then-valid Levitical prescriptions
that applied to him. Jesus, Hiinself the end of the Law, would not
save the man the long walk to Jerusalem for his physical exam.
And offer the gift that Moses commanded. See Lev. 14
for the entire procedure of cleansing. Offer for t h y cleansing.
Though Jesus’ Power had taken away all the physical aspects of the
leprosy, and thus the leper was “cleansed” physically, yet a leper is
legally “unclean” until his physical examination by the priests confirms
the fact that the disease has indeed left him. Though a healed leper
is considered “clean” prior to his offerings (Lev. 14:7), he is nQt legally
“cleansed” until after his offerings (Lev. 14:20).
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...

Go show yourself to the priest
tor a testimony to
them. W h o is “them”? Them is plural while the priest is singuh,
SO can the testimony to be rendered, refer to the priest at all? Perhaps,
since one priest may be a representative of the class of people in Jerusalem hostile to Jesus. It was very important that the priests have the
testimony borne to them that this healed leper could bring, because they
had not all the opportunities to see all the miracles thae crowds in
Galilee had. The priests who had only heard of Jesus, or who were
hostile and unbelieving, needed to have this conclusive evidence of the
reality of Jesus’ miracles thrust into their presence. They became thus,
to us, another group of witnesses to the reality of this man’s cleansing
and to the fact that Jesus did not disregard the law (cf. Mt. 5:17, 18).
And, certainly, the clean bill of health from the priest in the hands of
the former leper would be powerful witness to the Messianic identity
of Jesus. There are a multitude of reasons why Jesus should make this
peculiar reuuirement of the man:
1. Th‘at the people and priests might see that Jesus did not disregard the Law.
2, To get the official seal upon the validity of the cure by
authoritative certification by the priests, thus convincing others
of the completeness of the cure, permitting the former leper
to re-enter society.
3. To prevent the priests from hearing of the miracle before the
man arrived, and from deciding against the reality of the m e
ofx #of hostility to Jesus. They could perhaps deny that the
man had ever been a leper, or that he had been truly cleansed.
Thus their ignorance of the cause of his cleansing would keep
them from being prejudiced against a correct appraisal of the
leper’s true condition.
4. To prevent the multitudes from becoming unduly excited about
so great a miracle (cf. Jn. 6:15), when Jesus’ primary purpose
was to preach, not to heal (Lk. 4:42, 43).
5 . To remind the man himself of his responsibility to God’s
revelation as then given and applied to his case. He might
be tempted to think that a man so miraculously cured was not
bound by ordinary rules. His mixing with orhers before being
declared clean by competent authorities would serve only to
confirm the antagonism of the religious leaders to Jesus.
111. T H E LAST RESORT
Did the cleansed leper get to Jerusalem and offer as he had been
told or did he disobey this command also, as apparently he did the
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other one to tell no one? Mark says: “But he went out and began ro
talk frecly about it, and to spread die news,” All of the justificatiom
in the world that the man could have offered for his actions did not
remove the hindrance he thus created for Jesus: Jesus could no
longer openly enter tt town (Mk. 1 : 4 5 ) , This was not a question
of ability but of strategic impropriety of doing so. Jesus was planning
and executing the strategy of His campaign, but thc leper created a crisis
for Him, by coming to him openly in a city, Jesus sought to settle it
by endeavoring to keep the miracle as private as possible, but the disobedient leper interrupted Jesus’ plans, caused unwanted excitement,
thus closing the door to further activity by Jesus in open cities.
He was out in the country (Mk.), withdrew to the
wilderness (Lk.) and still the multitudes came to Him from every
quarter to hear and be healed! Jesus had to use such withdrawals to
the desert places as tactics to thwart the plans of those who sought to
take over His movement to use it for their own political ambitions.
Jesus’ only hope of accomplishing His earthly purpose lay in the careful
training of a few hardy believers who were zealous enough to embibe
of His spirit and purposes and carry out His work after the heady
excitement caused by His presence had died down. Jesus kept dividing
His multitudes in order to conquer them. His popular movement would
have k e n othwwise impossible to control. His constantly shifting headquarters made it difficult for anyone to capitalize on crowd fervor.
It is a distinguishing mark of Jesus’ true greatness that, at the
height of this popularity, He withdrew to the wilderness and
prayed (Lk. 5:16). H e could have done an excellent job as rabbi at
Capernaum alone. He had the masses literally in the palm of His
hand, but He recognized how near to being in THEIR hands H e was!
He deliberately escaped the noisy crowd of well-wishers to slip into rhe
presence of His Father to pray about this crisis.

PACT QUESTIONS
1. Is there any necessary (especially temporal) connection between
8:l and 8:2?
2. What additional information regarding this event d o Muk and
Luke contribute?
3. Describe the kind of leprosy proscribed by the law of Moses. Tell
where the legal descriptions are to be found, what examinations
are to ‘bemade and, how those definitely diagnosed as lepers were
to be regarded by the Israelites.
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4. What are the similarities (or differences) between the leprosy
described in the Mosaic legislation and modern leprosy?
5. Does the Bible reach that leprosy, as an obvious physical disease,
is a symbol or type of sin? Prove your answer.
6. If you deny that leprosy is a type of sin, then, what instruction
may be derived from this passage by way of application?
7. In what way(s) is the fact that Jesus touched the leper to be viewed
by the then-current Jewish mentality as unthinkable, disgusting or
even revolting? It there any Mosaic legislation against touching
a leper? Cive the passage.
8. Why ddes the Bible speak of “cleansing” of lepers, instead of
“healing” them? What., if anything, is the difference?
9. The leper “worshipped” Jesus. Is there anything implied in this
ward more than simple, natural, oriental obeisance of humility
rendered to a respected superior? Prove your answer.
10. Explain the psychological contrast between the original approach
that the leper made to Jesus and his later response to Jesus’
specific command not to tell anyone but the priests a b u t his
healing.
11. What, according to Mark and Luke, was the result of the leper’s
disobeying Jesus’ command to “tell no man”?
12. What do Mark and Luke report as Jesus’ reactions to the results
of the cleansed leper’s spreading the news of his cleansing far
and wide?
13. For whom was the leper’s offering to be a testimony? And, what
was the “testimony” to testify to “them”?
14. Though the nationality of this leper is nor stated in the text, as
sometimes the nationality is given for other people whom Jesus
helped, yet we can confidently affirm that this man was Jewish.
What clue in the narration leads us to this conclusion?
15. Is there anything in the account to indicate whether the man
advertized his healing before or after his examination by the
priests? (Cf. Mk. 1:45; Lk. 5:15)
~

Section 1 3

JESUS HEALS A
CENTURION’S SERVANT
(Parallel: Luke 7: 1-10.)

TEXT: 8:5-13
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5. And when he was entered into Capernaum, there came unto him

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

8

centurion, beseeching him,
and saying, Lord, illy servant lieth in the house sick of the palsy,
grievously torinenred.
And he saith unto him, I will come and heal him.
And the centurion answered and said, Lord; I am not worthy that
thou sliouldst come under my roof; but only say the word, and
niy servant shall be healed.
Far I also am a man under authority, having under myself soldiers:
and I say to this one, Go, and he goetb; and to another, Come,
and he cometh; and to m y servant, Do this, and he ddeth it.
And when Jesus heard it, he marvelled, and said to them that
followed, Verily I say unto you, I have not found so great faith,
no, nor in Israel.
And 1 say unto you, that many shall come from the east and w e t ,
and shall sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the
kingdom of heaven:
but the sons of the kingdom shall be cast forth into the outer
darkness: there shall be the weeping and the gnashing of teeth.
And Jesus said unto the centurion, Go thy way; as thou hast believed, so be it done unto thee. And the servant was healed in
that hour.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What is the special significance of this centurion’s request of Jesus
in light of Roman-Jewish relations?
b. Why do you suppose the centurion objected, for Jesus’ sake, to Jesus’
“coming under my roof“?
c. If Jesus knows all things, why did He “marvel” at the faith of the
centurion?
d. Why was the centurion’s faith so outstanding as to be above all the
believcrs of Israel?
e. What does his faith indicate about the nature of faith as it contrasts
with national heritage, blood lines, or family relations?
f. In what sense are Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob “in the kingdom”?
g. Who comes “from the east and west” to be in the kingdom?
h. Do you think that Jesus found “great faith” among the godly Jews
who truly had sought God’s kingdom and will?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
When Jesus bad finished addressing the people in the “Sermon on
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the Mount” H e descended from the mountain and entered Capernaum.
Great crowds followed Him there.
There was a Roman army captain who had a slave whom he valued
highly but the servant was ill, in fact at the point of death. When
the captain heard about Jesus, he came forward to Jesus in the person
of Jewish elders whom he sent, asking Him that He would come and
completely cure his slave. When they came to Jesus, they pressed
Him earnestly, saying “The captain says, ‘Lord, my boy is lying
paralyzed at home and racked with pain;’ He deserves to have this done
for him by ”you; *for he demonstrated his intelligent good will toward
our natim. Why, he has even built our synagogue out of his own

packet!”
Jesus said, “I will come and cure him,” and with this He went
with them. When He was not far from the house the captain sent
friends to Jesus with the message: “Sir, do not trouble Yourself: I am
not fit to have You come into my house-I did not deem myself worthy
even to presume to come to You in person. Just give the order and
the boy will be cured. I too know the meaning of authority, being
under it myself, with soldiers under me. I order this one to go, and
he goes; to another I say, ‘Come,’ and he comes; and I can say to my
slave, D o this,’ and he does it.”
When Jesus heard this, He admired the captain. Turning to the
crowd of followers, He exclaimed, “Believe me, nowhere, not even in
Israel, have I met with such faith as this! I’m telling you that many
Gentiles shall come from all over the earth to feast with Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob in the Messianic kingdom of heaven. But those to
whom the kingdom belonged by hereditary descent will be banished
to the darkness outside; there men will weep bitter tears of disappointment and grind their teeth in helpless rage and self-reproach.”
To the captain Jesus said (through those who had been sent by
him), “Go; as you have believed, so let it be done for you!” The
servant was healed at that very moment, far when those who had been
sent returned to the house, they found the boy in perfect health.

SUMMARY
THE RELATIONSHIP AND HARMONY BETWEEN
MATTHEW A N D LUKE
The Problem: Why is it that two ind’ependent testimonies of an
event cannot agree on the obvious facts of the case? Matthew was
pwportedly an eyewitness; Luke received his information through careful
research; yet neither tells this story like the other. (Read the two
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accounts to appreciate the differences of detail! ) Matthew represents
the centurion as coming directly to Jesus but includes no mention of
Jewish intercession or friends hastily directed to halr Jesus. Luke’s
narration includes these latter details, but gives the distinct impression
that Jesus never saw the centurion,
Several solz4tions: if it can be demonstrated that there is a possibility to harmonize all known facts, no charge of inconsistency or contradiction can be lodged against the aurhors.
1. Intentional difference in emphasis even though lwth authors
knew all facts concerned. Edersheim Cafe, I, 544) notices the
following distinctions in the historical emphasis of Matthew,
who seems to be addressing himself to Jewish readers primarily,
and that of Luke, whose narrative may have been intended for
wider readership:
a. Matthew’s “Jewish” Gospela. The “Gentile” narrative gives
gives the pro-Gentile prethe pro-Jewish presentation
sentation of the event,
of the event.
b. Matthew sketches the event b. Luke narrates’ Jesus’ dealing
as Ckrist’s direct, personal
with the Gentile indirectly
dealing with the heathen cenby Jewish intervention and
on the basis of the centurturion.
ion‘s spiritual sympathy with
Israel.
c. Matthew quota Jesus’ decla- c. Luke omits this.
ration that offers faithful
Gentiles a blessed equality
with Israel’s future hope, putting aside Israel’s merely
fleshly claims, dooming unbelieving Jews to certain
judgment
2. In both accounts Jesus deals directly with the centurion, the
delegation of Jewish elders and personal friends being essentially irrelevent to the central point: Jesus healed the centurion’s
slave. That is, Luke presents the fuller, more detailed account,
whereas Matthew summarized the account of the centurion’s
request without specifying his manner of presenting it to Jesus.
What a man gets another to do for him he may be said to
have done for himself, Thus Matthew’s account is to be interpreted as impersonal and indirect, according to Luke. The one
CHAPTER EIGHT
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difficulty with this view, obviousIy, is that, while all of the
cetlturion’s speeches reported by Matthew may be merely the
quotation of his words by the Jewish elders, what of Jesus’
command to the centurion (Mt. 8: 13) ? If the centurion were
not physically present in front of Jesus, how is this command
to be interpreted?
It should be noted that the command in Greek is but
one word: “Go!”(hzipags ) the verb as well as “you”
( s o i ) are both singular, both of which point to one
person being addressed.
It might be possible to interpret the last part of Jesus’ words
(“as you have believed, be it done for you.”) as Jesus’ answer
to be carried back to the centurion by the elders, but what of
the command in the singular (“Go thou! ”) ?
3. Another often-offered theory of harmonizing is to view the
two Evangelists’ narratives as essentially referring to different
phases of the total incident. In this case, Lube is regarded as
relating the sending of the Jewish elders and later of the centurion’s friends and omitting the coming of the centurion to
Jesus as H e neared his house. Accordingly, it is said, Matthew
mentions only the latter event, omitting the others. But this
view has two weaknesses:
a. This explanation fails to explain how the Jewish elders and
friends could have “returned to the house and found the
slave well” (Lk. 7: 10) unless they went to the house another
way and Jesus unexplainedly arrived there first, spoke
directly with the centurion and sent him home confident of
his slave’s healing. The impression conveyed by the text,
although not stated, is that the elders accompanied Jesus
back to the house, were halted with Jesus not far from the
centurion’s house by the second group of friends and, after
Jesus’ healing word, returned to the house with the friends to
find the centurion and his slave well and probably rejoicing.
b. This explanation fails to explain how Jesus could “marvel”
twice, once when the friends reported the centurion’s words
expressing great understanding of Jesus’ authority, and once
again when, according to the theory, the centurion himself
came out to meet Jesus. Is this psychologically credible?
A possible answer might be found in the meanings of the
word “marvel:
(1) When the friends brought the centurion’s expression of
”
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great comprehension of Jesus’ authority, Jesus was surprised, amazed by his almosr illcredible faith; hence,
Jesus “marveled.”
( 2 ) When according to this theory, the centurion himself
expressed his understanding in identical words, Jesus
was not surprised, for H e had heard’these words before
from the friends. Now, He adnzires the awe-inspiring
understanding of the Roman; hence, Jesus “marveled’
a second time.

While these problems may seem to be inconsequential to the common
person, yet they are of nmnent to the critical reader who sees the
Gospel of Matthew and Luke for what they are: two independent
historical testimonies of actual fact. If they can be changed with faulty
or contradictory reporting even in this one event, their record of other
events, whlch all readers ”would consider of utmost importance, is
thereby rendered suspect.
While it is difficult to decide which possible harmonization best
expresses all the known facts of the event under study, due to the
details omitted by both Evangelists, this diificulty has a positive outcome. Had Matthew or Luke copied from each other or from some
“earlier tradition,” they could have been more careful to eliminate these
apparent difficulties. Because of these difficulties we are driven to the
conclusion that each represents an independent testimony, a fact that
helps to guarahtee the truthfulness of the facts related. It becomes
obvious, therfefore, that there is one fact left out by both’ Evangelists,
a fdct which would solve the apparent dilemma. Each told his own
version without including the fact we need to harmonize the accounts.
But each told the truth insofar as he wrote. The notes which follow
as well as the PARAPHRASE HARMONY preceed along the lines suggested
in the second possibility for harmony mentioned above.

NOTES
I. THE CARING CHRIST
A. THE CRY OF HUMAN NEED (8:5, 6 )
8:5 And w h e n he was entered into Capernaum. Luke
(6:17-7:l)
identifies the Sermon on the Mount as the event immediately preceding Jesus’ return to Capernaum. Jesus had already
moved to Capernaum earlier (Jn. 2:12; Mt. 4:13; MIL 2 : l ) and
apparently shared a house there with His mother and brothers. His
sisters, possibly married yet lived at Nazareth. (Mk.6:l-5) Or else
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H e lived with families of His Apostles, since many were of Bethsaida
(see on 1 O : l ) . But Capernaum (of which Bethsaida was but a small
suburb) was Jesus’ headquarters, “his own city” (Mt. 9:l; Mk. 2:X),
even though He could point to no fixed dwelling place (Mt. 8:20).
T h e r e c a m e u n t o him a centurion. If our assumption is
correct that the centurion spoke with Jesus only through intermediaries;
all that follows, then, is to be interpreted as Jesus’ dealing with the
centurion via that line of communication. A centurion was an army
officer roughly equivalent in rank to our captain. These long-service,
regular officers were responsible for the discipline of 100 men, a
“century”. These men were literally the moral fibre of the army, able
to command, having character that was unyielding in fight and reliable
in peace-time operations. This centurion was possibly the captain of
the century stationed in or near Capernaum for the maintainence of
law and order on one of the main East-West caravan routes from Egypt
to Damascus. A centurion did not necessarily have to be Roman by
national origin but must be a Roman citizen (See ISBE, 256), inasmuch
as Josephus (At%iqzlities, XVII, 8, 3) reports that Herod indeed used
foreign troops for the maintainence of order, but of German and
Thracian origin over whom were muster-masters and centurions. These
wese definitely not Romans, as later they went over to the Romans in a
strictly Jewish-Roman battle ( AM., XVII, 10, 3 1.

Study the character of the centurions mentioned in the Bible,
remembering that they were men living on the fringe of the
knowledge of God (this man; the centurion at the cross, Mt.
27:54; Lk. 23:47; Cornelius, Acts 10; Julius Acts 27).
What sort man is this centurion? His character is seen inductively
from his deeds:
a. H e had a more tender heart than was generally found i n a
mercenary soldier occupying the land of the vanquished, for he
occupied himself with generous concern from the welfare of the
Jews so often that their leaders could honestly affirm: “He
loves our nation.” His goodwill had expressed itself intelligently
wh’en he paid for the building of the Capernaum synagogue
(W. 7:4, 5 ) .
b. H e understood the value of human life, be it slave or free.
Luke (7:2) informs us this “slave was dear to him.”
c. H e possessed a humility that authority had not spoiled and that
accomplishments could not puff up. Although he had done
much for the Jews that gave him real standing, he said not
a word about it.
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d. His courteous discretion puts more brazen believers to shame,
for he sent Jewish elders, not presuming ro be good enough to
presenr himself before Jesus. (Luke 7:7)
e. His intelligent faith caught Jesus’ eye. He did not even ask
Jesus to come to heal the slave; He just lays before Him the
story, confident that such great love as Jesus possesses could be
reached merely by a knowledge of the facts of the case.
f. He was a wise administrator, because he had probably passed
up the temptation to build something more impressive in
Capernaum instead of a synagogue, A theater, hippodrome, or
public baths would have been a more impressive expression d
his beneficence. However, Plummer (Luke, 195) notes that
Augustus had recognized the value of synagogues in maintaining
order and morality. But the centurion’s construction of the
synagogue was probably not prompted so much by an interest
in good civil order as motivated by a genuine sympathy for
the God of Israel, as his later faith seems to indicate.
beseeching him. Although the Evangelists do not inform us
with what words the centurion urged Jesus, it is clear that he did not
intend for the Lord to come into his house, as his later objections to
Jesus’ coming demonstrate, unless those objections represent a change of
position on his pact.
a. Luke’s report (7:3) that the Jewish elders were sent to ask
Him to come, may be understood to state what the Jews themselves thought the centurion’s commission meant, rather than
whar he had actually told them to say.
b. Another possible harmonization of the facts is the suggestion
thar he sent the elders to call Jesus to come near the centurion’s
house; then, upon seeing the success of his first medengers, he
sent his friends to stop Jesus not far from his house to inform
Him that he was an unworthy Gentile for wllom but a word
from Jesus would suffice.
It is worthy of note that Luke (7:4, 5 ) describes the elders as
“beseeching” Jesus (parekdoun aut& spoudabs), Matthew’s word
CHAPTER BIGHT

(parakaldn).
How much did this centurion know about Jesus? Jesus’ ministry
had befen concentrated around Capernaum (Jn. 4: 46-54; Mt. ’ 4: 13-17;
Mk. 1:21-34; Mt. 4:23, 24; Mk. 2:1, 2; Lk. 5:17; Mk. 3:7-12). It is
hardly likely that the centurion would depend entirely upon hearsay
information regarding the cause for greatly aroused public gatherings
in an area over which he was personally responsible for maintaining
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law and order. Could he afford to ignore this popular Leader in a
land tormented by social unrest fomented by self-styled messiahs? Had
he, as member of governmental circles, heard of Jesus’ healing of the
royal officer’s son (Jn. 4:34f.)?
Who are these elders of the Jews? They were no strangers to
Jesus, since they had already personally observed in their synagogue
His demonstrated authority over the ‘demon-world (Mk. 1:21-28;
4:31-37) and His undeniable right to forgive sins on earth, however
blasphemous this seemed to them (Mt. 9:2-8; Mk. 2:l-12; Lk. 5:1726). Is it necessary to assume that these elders were among the
habitual critics of Jesus, who, by the unquestionable generosity of the
centurion are thereby put in debt to him, and, thus, cannot deny his
present request for their intercession? May not these have been sincere
Jews, ever friends of truth and righteousness, whether that be found in
Judaism, Gentiles or Jesus? It is not necessary to assume that the
centurion sent, or could even persuade, all the elders. Their own urging
(Lk. 7:4, 5 ) reflects their real appreciation of this centurion’s true
spiritual sympathy with Israel as well s their understanding of Jesus‘
Person and work.
Viewed from a purely Jewish standpoint, the centurion’s coming
raises a crucial question regarding the nature of Jesus’ ministry itself
and His relation to the entire Gentile world. U p to this point no
Jewish request had been refused by the Nazarene. But is it fiossible
that God be a God of the Jews only? (cf. Ro. 3:23, 30) Is Jesus an
exclusively Jewish Messiah? Must bentiles be barred from the blessings
of His reign as somehow unworthy? Whether, at our distance, we can
appreciate it or not, Jesus’ ministry is facing an immediate crisis:
a. If He is but a Jewish Messiah from whose Kingdom unworthy
Gentiles are barred, then, philosophically speaking, He represents no God Who can be the Father of all men. If there is a
a segment of mankind for whom Jesus is not the Messiah, even
His claims to be an adequate Jewish Messiah are thrown into
doubt, for the very prophecies which had taught us to expect a
Messiah at all, promised that “he shall proclaim justice to the
Gentiles . . . in his name will the Gentiles hope.” (Mt. 12:15-21
from Isa. 42:14)
b. On the other hand, His hobbnobbing with rhe outcasts of Israel,
the pagans who “were without hope and without God in the
world,” (cf. Eph. 2:11, 12) could not help but occasion the
stumbling of many of Israel. It is fine to promise Gentile
participation in the Messianic Kingdom in the figurative lan-
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guage of the abstract future, but let none actually help any in
the concrete present!

8:6 and saying, Lord. Lord=”Sir,” since even with his
apparent clear insight into Jesus’ unlimited power, it is not necessary
to suppose that this centurion clearly comprehended, or believed,
Jesus’ Diety. This first, person-to-person encounter with Jesus may
certainly have led him to conclude Him to be a true Prophet of the
true, living God of Israel; but without further revelation he may have
gone no further. An understanding of the Deity of Christ comes upon
the basis of evidence found in the deeds of Jesus (Jn. 14:ll; 5:36).
This conclusion may have been dawning upon the Roman. Jesus here
furnished him clear evidence that would lead the cenuurion to grasp
Jesus’ identity.
M y servant lieth in the house. The centurion’s choice of
words indicates his sensitive taste, servant; but Luke states the man’s
actual social position, skzve (dodlos) , Barclay (Matthew, I, 307, 308)
collects the following ancient world viewpoints:
Aristotle: “There can be no friendship nor jusrice towards
inanimate things; indeed, not even towards a horse or an OX,
nor yet towards a slave as a slave. For master and slave have
nothing in common; a slave is a living tool, just as a tool
is an inanimate slave.”
Gaius, Flzstitzltes: “We may note that it is universally accepted
that the master possesses the power of life and death Over
the slave.”
Cato, on agriculture: “Sell worn-out o x n , blemished cattle,
blemished sheep, wool, hides, an old wagon, old tmls, an old
slave, a sickly slave and whatever else is superfluous.”
Peter Chrysologus: “Whatever a master does to a slave, undeservedly, in anger, willingly, in forgetfulness, after careful
thought, knowingly, unknowingly, is judgment, justice and

law.”
W e are aware that some ancients possessed slaves of even greater
ability than the master, as, for example, educated Greeks became slaves
of the victorious but less cultured Romans. But this does not prepare
us for Luke’s description: ( 7 : 2 ) “This slave was dear to him.” D e M
( L~.&vos: “honored, respected, esteemed; valuable, precious”. AmdtGingrich, 268) The centurion’s overt anxiety over the slave’s recovery
may also speak well for the slave’s previous conduct by which he had
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earlier so devoted himself to the Roman that his thoughtfulness and
obedient service merited him this concern.
Thp servant lay in the house sick of the palsy, grievously
tormented. Palsy is a synonym for p u d y s i s (UWRE, 3711; ZSBE,
2236). The centurion emphasized that the slave is in the house,
thereby suggesting the patient to be unmoveable, since the sick were
frequently brought to Jesus. While the specific disease cannot be
catalogued with accuracy, the fact that “he was about to die,” (Lk. 7:2),
grievously tormented, points to the conjectures of spinal meningitis (ISBE, 2207), progressive paralysis with respiratory spasms (ZSBE,
2236) or tetanus.
Observe that the centurion leaves Jesus free to decide what was
best to do about the problem, because he believes that whatever Jesus
chooses to do, He CAN DO!

B. THE CONFIDENCE OF DIVINE POWBR (8:7)
8:7 I will come and heal him. Jesus volunteers to go immediately to the centurion’s house, because this man’s faith is sure that
the living force of Jesus’ word is so irresistible that His physical
presence is not necessary to produce its effect ( 6 . 8:8). On other
occasions, as for example, that of the Capernaum royal officer (Jn.
4:46ff) when faith is weak and He is asked to go, He refused in order
to strengthen the confidence of the petitioner. But sometimes He went
anyway even in the face of weak, faltering faith, as in the case of
Jairus (Mt. 9:18-26). This statement of Jesus is loaded with a
powerfully confident assumption! Jesus did not say, “I will come to
see what I can do for him,” but “I will heal him!” This is the quiet
voice of dignified authority proceeding about its normal business.
I will come. Did the centurion actually ask the Jewish elders to
seek this decision of Jesus, or did the elders, being of weaker faith and
less insight, suppose that Jesus’ physical presence were essential and
therefore put this interpretation into the centurion’s words (see Luke
7:3), or did Jesus just decide mercifully to accomodate this needy
Gentile in this manner? The key that answers this question is the
motive for the centurion’s sending friends to halt Jesus not far from
the house :
a. He halted Him there because, to his happy surprise, his earlier
mission had achieved more success that he could have hoped,
for the wonderful Jewish Teacher is actually coming to his
house, but perhaps under a misapprehension as to the nature of
the house he is about to enter, i.e. it is that of an “unclean”
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Gentile. Thus, he sent his friends to apprise Jesus of this
fact. He had expecred Jesus to speak a word without coming.
What he would not have revealed to Jesus before, he must now
confess (8:8).
b. Or, he expected Jesus all the time, but changed plans when the
great reality seizes him that the Teacher is actually about to
enter the house. But is he, the careful planner, psychologically
caughr “off guard”?
c. He expected Jesus not to say a word at a distance, bur to come
to the house, stop in front of the house and speak the word.
Constrast THIS King’s confidence with that of king Jehoram ( 2
Kg, 5:7). A prophet that knows he is commissioned by God
talks this way (2 Kg. 5:8).

11. THE MARVELLNG MASTER

A. THE COURTESY OF GREAT FAITH (8:8, 9)
&:8 I am not worthy that thou shouldest come under
my roof. This humble objection was brought to Jesus by friends
(Lk. 7:6-8). Whether he had expected Jesus to come to his house
or not, he feels he must now confess his unfitness, since H e is actually
coming to enter his house. Either the centurion can now see the group
approaching his house, Jesus and the Jewish emissaries in the lead, or
else perhaps a runner brought him the joyful word of the success of
the elders’ intercession and Jesus‘ coming. Now the centurion, aware
of the Jewish viewpoint concerning Gentile houses, must react decisively
and rapidly to avert the possibility that Jesus contaminate Himself by
contact with Gentiles.
This centurion, alert to Jewish taboos (cf. Acts 10:28) that to
associate with a non-Jew, was religiously contaminating, whatever he
may have thought of these Pharisaic distinctions, apparently ascribed to
Jesus a holiness worth protecting. For this same reason he decided not
to approach Jesus personally (Lk. 7:7). He was almost certainly not
a proselyte to Judaism ( 6 . ISBE, 2467-2469) for the following reasons:
a. I am not worthy (8:8; Lk. 7:6) hikawds=“fit, appropriate,
qualified, able, “with connotation of ‘worthy’”, Arndt-Gingrich,
375.) This language is perfectly consonant with Jewish prohibitions regarding Gentiles (Edersheim, Life, I, 54G), since a full
proselyte would probably consider himself equal to Jews. Luke’s
expression (7:7) “I did not consider myself worthy to come
to you,” (uxi60) also speaks of the centurion’s feeling mdesewhg the dght to approach Jesus.
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b. Were the centurion somehow Jewish, Jesus’ response to his
remarkable faith would be inexplicable, since His elevation of
Gentile faith above Jewish unbelief would be less relevant in
this situation (Mt. 8: 10-12).
c. Plummer (Lake, 195) urges that “He loves our nation,” could
hardly be said of one who was actually a proselyte and would
more likely have been said of one in the service of the Herods
than that of heathen Rome. However, this has less weight
since Josephus (Ant. XX, 2, 5 ) records the remarkable story of
a series of benefits brought the Jewish nation by the proselyte
king Izates of Adiabene and his mother, Helena.
d. The more general truth that Jews, even those who were Roman
citizens, did not serve in Roman military duty (ISBE, 2622)
being exempt therefrom, might also corroborate the suggestion
that the centurion was in no sense a Jew.
I am not worthy. Though Matthew is a Christian, he records
the facts rrue to life as they occurred: as far as the Jewish elders (Lk.
7 : 4 ) and the centurion were concerned, Jesus was a purely Jewish
rabbi-prophet. Neither had glimpsed Jesus’ universality, for they hoped
H e would set aside whatever anti-Gentile sentiments H e might possess,
in order to respond to the centurion’s need. Else, why should the
elders argue the centurion’s worthiness in just those terms used: “He
is worthy
.”?
What a remarkable, practically unique concept of our Lord‘s
qualification and abilities that this centurion possessed! This uncommon
confession is the freely offered expression of a representative of the
conqueroring rulers of the vanquished people whose nationality Jesus
shared! It is said by a ROMAN officer to an itinerate JEWISH Teacher!
This courteous regard for Jesus probably goes beyond the simple discretion of a gentleman. Nobody really believes much in Jesus as Lord
until he learns humbly to recognize his own worthlessness and unhypocritically to await Jesus’ pleasure. This real man‘s man is convinced
of the great dignity and power of Jesus. This produced in him a
counter feeling of equal dimensions of his own unworthiness and inadequacy. This is a normal psychological reaction and a necessary
spiritual experience if we are to please God. (cf. Lk. 5 : 8 ) Edersheim
(Life, I, 549) rightly notices:
But in his self-acknowledged ‘unfitness’ lay the real ‘fitness’
of this good soldier for membership with the true Israel; and
his deep-felt ‘unworthiness’ the real ‘worthiness’ far ‘the Kingdom’ and its blessings. It was this utter disclaimer of all claim,

..
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outward or inward, which prompted that absoluteness of trust
which deemed all things possible with Jesus, and marked the
real faith of the true Israel.
In this connection see notes on Mr. 5:3. Compare

Zk. 15:21.

But only say the word and my servant shall be healed.

This is supreme confidence in the omnipotence of Jesus: Jesus’ Word
is to be the instrument by which the healing is to be effected. The
centurion’s personal experience in the military had taught him the axiom
of authority: a real authority needs only a word. (cf. Ps. 33:6-9.
Contrast Jn. 4:49; 11:21) His physical presence is not needed to
assure the carrying out of his wishes. These words of the centurion,
though stated in the imperative mood (e@ Idgo), must not be interpreted to make him commanding Jesus to use this method or that, for
Jesus does not so construe his words. The Lord views these words as
expressing the highest comprehension of His power H e had ever
encountered.
8:9 These expressions offered by the centurion from his own career
illustrate but one point: “I understand the principal of u d x v i t y . YOU
have but to give the command and the sickness will leave. If I, an
inferior can give orders and they will be unquestionably camied out,
how much more can You do so?”
I also am a man (kui gdr ego Iizthropds eimi). Why did the
centurion use the word man (dlzthro;bos), for it was not strictly
necessary in Greek to include this word in the phrase “a (man) under
authority.” In Luke 7:8 this is made more obvious by the addition of
“being set under” (tassdmenos) a masculine present participle. Is the
centurion meaning to suggest, by antithesis, “You are more than a
man,” Le,, that Jesus were superhuman? The use of “I” kai ghr eg6
is generally emphatic and here antithetic (Dana-Mantey, 123) and suggests that the centurion’s antithesis is: “But you are not a man under
authority, hence, over all things.” The “I also” might also mean “you
too,” suggesting that the centurion believes Jesus to be “under authority”
in a higher sense than that in which the centurion obeys orders of his
superiors, for the “also” may merely connect his illustrations with the
principle point he is making (“But a word will suffice.”) There 1s
a sense in which Jesus was “under authority” (see Jn. 5:19, 30; 14:28;
_ r , I CO. 15:24-28)
and it can be fairly argued that the centurion CMprehended by deduction this much of the truth about Jesus.
I say to my servant, Do this and lie doeth it. Is this
merely a general illustration of the centurion’s understanding of author-
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ity, or also an unconscious, incidental allusion to the now-suffering
servant? If also the latter, then we have a bit larger concept of the
slave’s personal fidelity which so endeared him to his master.

B.

THE JOY OF T H E LORD

(8:10)

8:lO When Jesus heard, he marvelled. This verse shocks
those who, having spent many hours arguing the Deity of Jesus, have
lost sight of His true humanity, for, how could Jesus marvel? Does
not marvelling include the element of surprise and surprise require the
element of previous ignorance? How is it possible for Jesus, who could
read the hearts of men as an open book (cf. Jn. 2 : 2 5 ) , to be suddenly
caught off guard by this sudden display of strong, intelligent faith? The
/
problem may rest in the unproven assumption
that Jesus was always
omniscient, whereas the obvious meaning intended by Matthew and
Luke is that He did not know that the centurion would respond as he
did. Jesus had accepted ordinary human limitations, except whereinsofar
He needed to a,ct in His character as Deity. Though He possessed
supernatural powers He chose not to use them. This means that where
ordinary means could not be used to arrive at supernatural knowledge,
He used supernatural means, but where ordinary knowledge was needed
to carry out His mission and could be obtained by common means, He
used them. (Study the following texts as further evidence of Jesus’
choice not to know certain things: Mt. 26:40; 24:36; Lk. 2:52; Mk.
Our own psychological insight into our own spirit should teach
us Jesus’ wisdom in chmsing to know only what He had come
to earth to reveal. There are some things it were better for us
not to know, for from a strictly human viewpoint, the joy of
surprise would be impossible to the man who knows literally
everything. Conversely, all the nightmares of a thousand tomorrows would be no secret to the man who knew everything,
and t h t knowledge would be unbearable. Unless we are prepaFd to be God,Who, knowing the future can do something
about its outcome, let us not fret to know a future that God
has left out of our ken. Jesus chose in His incarnation not to
know some things, in order that His human reaction be
genuine, not faked, because of unadmitted knowledge supernaturally acquired.
The question of Jesus’ ignorance is, then, a question of extent. If
this conclusion is surprising, let us just admit that we have never seen
a God-Man before, and we are likely never to see another. Jesus was
LIS I
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unique Son (monogems huids, Jn. 3:lG) and unique God (monogems
t h e h Jn. 1: 18). Since none of us have ever tried being God, let us
not be too quick to judge what is possible for Him who knows everything, yet chooses to empty Himself of His omniscience and all the
rest of those attributes which are His glory (Jn. 1:14; 17:5; Phil. 2:511) to be born in human flesh, hemmed in by all the limitations that
go with the definition of being human! That is a unique experience
that only a God could understand, This may be something of the
meaning of Jesus’ cry: “No one knows who the Son really is except
the Father!” (Mt. ll:27a) So let us just put this fact, that Jesus
could marvel, into our understanding of His earthly minisay and
accepr it. The Apostles who became firm believers and fervent
preachers and ready martycs for Jesus’ Deity do not flinch alt this suggestion of Jesus’ authentic humanity.
It should give us pause to realize that the two factors recorded by
the Apostles over which Jesus marvelled are: great faith (Mt. 8:lO)
and persistent unbelief (Mk. 6 : 6 ) . Both are intimately linked in
Jesus’ thought which follows.

I have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel. Jesus
thought it necessary, in order to give adequate expression to His
amazement, to cast the centurion:sa monumental faith against the backdrop of Jewish misgivings about His Messiahs&.
Vital faith always
excited Jesus, probably because it was so rare. This was a moment
of great joy for Him. He had been looking for faith; but had not to
that moment found any example so noteworthy. Jesus is still looking
for faith (Lk. 18:8), for He holds men responsible for what they trust
as their real God. This means, obviously, that God does not produce
faith in men by some mysterious action of the Holy Spirit without their
knowledge and will. For had Jesus produced faith in this centurion,
He could not have marvelled at its existence. Purther, He could not
have blamed the Jews for their unbelief or weakness of faith, because
thek failure would not be their fault, but His. ’ The centurion’s great
faith was the result of his apprehension of the evidences Jesus had
given men of His identity, plus his personal willingness to act upon
what he knew.
No, not in Israel. No more tragic lines have been penned!
Where should one expect great faith if not among the heirs of the
promises, the chosen nation particularly belonging to God? Yet all
Israel had no one, in Jesus’ judgment, to match this straightforward,
uncomplicated Gentile who crusted Jesus implicitly. Israel had encountered God’s mighty acts head-on; their very existence was living
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proof of His personal concern. They had every reason to believe Gdl,
but were outstripped in actual practice by this faithful foreigner. (See
also Mt. 15:21-28). Jesus’ joy is tempered by the human tragedy and
loss that Israel’s failure represented.
G r e a t faith is Jesus’ estimate of the man’s understanding upon
which his faith is founded. Let none suggest that his grasp of Jesus’
identity and work is somehow sullied by gross pagan concepts bordering
on magic. Not a few commentators suggest he may have even been
what later Judaism termed “a proselyte of the Gate,” i.e. a Gentile not
entirely converted to Judaism by ritual initiation, but still quite sympathetic with Jewish religion and practice.
For suggestions how his
faith was great, see Expo,ository Sermon Chapter Eight over this section.

Study the following texts that reveal that faith is a measurable
reality:
Mt. 17:20 The disciples could not cast out a demon “because of
their little faith” and were culpable because a small
amount of real confidence in God could have accomplished relatively greater results.
Lk. 17:5 The apostles requested Jesus, “Itzcreme our faith!” as
if His stiff requirements required an even superior
faith. Instead, Jesus replies again that the smallest
amount of real faith would render significant results.
What was needed was not more faith, but more humble
obedience (Lk. 17:7-10). Faith is a moral phenomenon for which the believer himself is responsible.
Jesus evidently did not actually answer the disciples’
request as they had stated it, but rather He increased
their understanding about what they could expect from
God. There is thus a certain point at which God does
not need to increase our faith, indeed, cannot, for that
is just the point where our own responsibility begins
and we must ACT on the faith we possess based on the
evidence He has given us all. We grow in faith by
doing His will.
Mk. 9:24 The father of the demonized boy recognized the involuntary doubt in his life that questioned ewn Jesus’
ability to help: “ I believe: help thou my mbelief!’
Mk. 4:40 Jesus rebuked the believing disciples for their fear
Mt. 8:26 during the storm: “Why are you afraid? Have you
ao

f&b?
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W . 18:8 Jesus seems to despair of finding my f&th on the
earth upon His return.
Mt. 15:28 Jesus praised the Canaanite woman for her dogged
instance that He heal her demonized daughter:
“Woman, great is your faith!”
W. 22:32 Jesus prayed for Peter that his fuith pot f&L
Mt. 6:30 Jesus attacked worry about food, clothing and shelter
as evidence of little faith, (also Lk. 12:28).
Mt,14:31 Jesus rebuked Peter for being afraid to walk on the
water after he had so well begun to do so: “0 man
of little faith, why did you doubt?”
Mt. 16:8 Jesus rebuked the Twelve because they so quickly forgot
the miraculous division of loaves and fishes and were
worrying about the fact that they had hardly any bread
for the whole group: “0 men of li,vZe f&th . :’
CHAPTER EIGHT
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111. THE JUST JUDGE

A. THE HOPE

OF FAITHFUL FOREIGNERS

(8:11)

8:11 The figure which Jesus used is typically Jewish in language.
(See Edersheim, Life,’I, 547f) Out of many O T texts the commonest
idea of the Messianic rule was the enjoyment, by reassembled Israel,
of the joyful banquet at which the patriarchs of renown would be
honored guests. (cf. Isa. 2:2; 25:6-9; 45:6; 49:12; 59:19; Zech. 8:2023; Mal. 1 : l l . Other N T uses of similar language: Lk, 13:27-29;
14:15f; Mt. 22:l; Rev. 19:9) Edersheim points out that it never
crossed the minds of the Jews that any Gentile would ever be permitted
to sit down at that feast.
M a n y shall c o m e from t h e e a s t and t h e west. These are
Gentiles from out of all nations of the world whose real belief in God
exceeded that of the standard Judaism that rejected Jesus. Notice the
gentle sensitivity of Jesus as He describes the Gentiles without actually
naming them, lest the Jewish bystanders, victims of their own prejudicial views of OT promises regarding the heathen nations, find His
choice of words unbearably offensive. (cf. Acts 22:21, 22) Still, the
prophets had not been unintelligible in their expression of their expression of God’s interest in Gentiles. (cf. Gen. 12:1-3; Ro. 15:9-12
where Paul collects some together. NT texts that further indicate
Gentile entrance into the Kingdom are: Mt. 12:18-21; 21:43; 22:9;
24:14; 25:32f.; 28:19; Jn. 10:16.) In fact, the whole history of the
Church down to the present has vindicated ohis prophetic word of Jesus,
in that the Church has known a Gentile majority almost before the end
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of the Apostolic age. What started as a mere trickle (Ac. 10-11:18)
has grown into the mighty river of Gentile believers John saw in the
Revelation. (Contrast Rev. 7: 1-8 with Rev. 7:9f.)
T h e y s h a l l sit down w i t h A b r a h a m : Isaac a n d J a c o b in
t h e kingdom. Jesus is looking at t h e kingdom as God’s reign
finally perfected at the end of time when the judgment will have
revealed the orue relationships that earth‘s national distinctions tended
to obscure. The true sons of the ancient patriarchs are, not those whose
only claim is physical descent, but, rather, those who trust God. This
truth forms the real basis for Christianity’s claim to be truly universal.
Note how often this theme permeates Christian teaching: Lk. 19:9;
Ro. 2:25-29; 4:11, 12, 16-18; Gal. 3:G-9, 29; 4:29; Eph. 2:11-3-9.

B.’ THE

(8: 12 )
8:12 B u t t h e sons of t h e k i n g d o m s h a l l b e c a s t forth.
W h o are these sons of t h e k i n g d o m ?
a. “The son of anything” is Hebrew parlance far some characteristic quality or relationship of the person thus described (ISEE,
2826; cf. Eph. 2:2). The meaning would be, then, those people,
whose main distinguishing feature would be their supposed
fitness for ehtrance into the Kingdom of the Messiah, have
suddenly been found very unfit.
b. If Jqsus means the word “sons” in a nonatechnical sense, the
emphasis is upon the legal heirs to the Messianic Kingdom as
physical inheritors of Abraham’s legacy transmitted through the
Messiah. (Ro. 9:4)
In either case, Jesus refers to those descendents of Abraham who rejected the One descendant of Abraham through Whom God intended
to bless all nations.
From the Phmisaic standpoint, Jesus is heaping insult upon injury!
Not only will Gentiles be welcome guests at the great feast, but the
“people of God‘s own peculiar possession,” the Jews as a whole, will
be not at all welcome to attend that banquet to which they supposed
The only valid
themselves to have most right. (cf. Mt. 21:33-22:lO)
passport to the blessing of God is not membership in a particular
nation, family, club or church: it is trust in Jesus, that God wants!
But this bitingly ironic declaration of Jesus should prove that He
was not meze “creature of his time, expounding the-highest hopes of
contemporary Judaism.” Let the unbeliever, who would thus reduce the
Lord, explain this fundamental difference between Christ’s judgment
upon His nation and the thought of His contemporaries. Jesus can
HOPELESSNESS O F DISBELIEF
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not even be called a mere reformer of current Judaism, for He is
hereby smashing its most cherished notions of the privileged place of
Israel in the economy of God!
Nm is Jesus merely elevating the Gentiles in importance before
God above Israel, for this would controvert the clearest revelations of
God‘s plans for Israel to be the nation through which He would bless
all the Gentiles, (cf. Ro. 9-11) Rather, the faith of Gentiles i s placed
on a par with that of believing Jews. Jesus flatly rejects Israed‘s
merely fleshly claims and obvious, obstinate unbelief. (cf. Mt. 3:7-10;
Ro, 9:6ff; 2 4 ; Jn. 8:37-47) According to Jesus, Gentile faith does
not however occupy a position unconnected with or above the m e
Israel, but rather shares with all Christian Jews the realization of the
promises made to the patriarchs on the basis of their faith. (Gal.
3 :6-9) This Jewish uoiversalism that admits God-fearing Gentiles is
the only true interpretation of Israel’s hopes for the messianic Kingdom.
(Ac. 10:34-43) This simple sentence pronounced by Jesus must have
crashed upon the ears of His audience with the force of an atomic blast.
Rather than predict Jewish worrld domination under the leadership of
the Messiah, Jesus describes the fate of unbelieving Israelites: “They
will go to hell!”
Outer darkness, weeping, gnashing of teeth: this Jesus
envisions as the clear alternative to being in the kingdom. These
vivid metaphors picture in short, rapid strokes a terrifying reality that
daqs human language to attempt its description, God‘s final punishment of the wicked. (cf. Mt. 13:42, 50; 22:13; 24:51; 25:30; Lk.
13:28) Outer darkness calls up three possible visions, all possible:
a. Banquets usually being held at night, the invited but unbdieving guests we shut out of the festal gathering to regret their
rejection.
b. Gehenna was spoken of by the Jews as “darkness.” (Mersheim,
Life, I, 550) Accordingly, Jesus’ expression becomes a Hebraistic expression for tbat place of punishment.
c. Or, perhaps He gives us a picture of a tomb-like dungeon where
the imprisoned while away useless hours in total darkness.
Whichever His meaning, the words picture an unbeliever shut out from
the light of God and the joy of His fellowship as well as the companionship of the best men of all ages, shut up only to hopelessness and
frustrated anger.,€or eternity.
Interestingly, the expression gnashing of teeth was not used in
OT for “anguish,” as one might suppose, but for “anger.” (cf. Ps. 35: 16;
37:12; 112:lO; Job 16:9; Acts 7:54)
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Lenski (Matthew, 330) reminds that the phrases “sons of the
kingdom” and “shall be thrown out” do not necessarily imply that the
Jews were actually in the kingdom, for one can be thrown out when
he attempts to enter a place to which he had no right without ever
getring into it.
Whether our prejudices will allow us to admit k o r not, Jesus has
just pronounced God’s judgment upon the whole earth. Believers,
regardless of their national origins, will enjoy the light and blessings
of the Father’s house forever; those who refuse to bdieve Jesus are
damned, regardless of previous national privileges or relationships. This
revelation of the outcome of God‘s verdict is valueless unless Jesus
knows what H e is talking about and has the authority to reveal it!

c. THE POWER OF REAL AUTHORITY (8:13)
8:13 However angered any Jew might have been by the compIete
controverting of contemporary Jewish beliefs, Jesus vouchsafed the
truth of His assertions by the instantaneous cure at long-range of the
servant. If the work of Jesus be Gods power operating in Him t o
restore life and health to that centurion’s “boy”, He shall have no
difficulty saving any believer, Jew or Gentile, out of spiritual paralysis
and death far eternity! If Jesus’ word is effective in accomplishing
that which no other man could do, then His judgment of those who
accept or reject Him will stand! (cf. Jn. 12:44-50)
G o ; as tliou hast believed, so be it done unto thee.
Unless we assume that the centurion has come out of the house and
is now standing before Jesus, this is a message conveyed back to him
by the elders. Luke (7-10) reports that upon their arrival at the
house, they confirmed the immediate cure of the slave by the powerful
word of Christ.
As thou hast believed, so be it done unto thee. This
phrase on the surface is charged with joy because of the great amount
of faith possessed by the centurion. But it also has ominous undertones expressed in its exact logical obverse: to the extent you have
not believed, what yau have asked will not be done for you.” (cf. Jas.
1:5-8; Mk. 9:23; 11:23, 24; Mt. 17:19, 20) Jesus is still talking a b u t
the quantity of the centurion’s faith: “To the extent you believed I
could heal your slave, I shall do it.”
.
e

However, Arndt-Gingrich (905) describe as (h6s) as a
relative adverb made from the relative pronoun ‘Be who” or
“that which” (hbs).a fact which speaks of content more than
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comparative extent. “Hds and the words that go with it can
be the subject or object of a clause,” If so, Jesus is saying,
“the real content of your faith is what will be done for you,
or, may what you have believed be done for you.))
Lenski (Matthew, 333) warns against a wrong application of this
declaration to our own experience of faith:
W e should not generalize this word of Jesus so as to make it
mean: whatever we believe he will grant us he will grant,
or that the degree of our faith insures the gift we desire.
A wrong faith may be ever so srrong in expecting a wrong
gift; Jesus will not meet that faith and expectation, he will
first correct it. And often he will do wondrous things where
there is no faith present in order to produce faith.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. What was a centurion? State their comparative rank and responsibility.
2. Why was one stationed in Capernaum?
3. Describe the apparent character of the four Bible centurions.
4. Explain how this centurion could have both known much a b u t
Jesus and thus come to so great faith in Him as to make this plea.
5. Explain in what sense “Jesus marveled a t him” is to be understood. Was Jesus in any way surprised by the centurion’s great
faith and understanding? It there anything wrong with Jesus’
being caught off guard by actions of other men?
6.. Who is meant by the phrase “many will come from east and west”?
7. Whar is the feast refesred to by the expression “they will sit at
table with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob”? Cite the passages that SO
identify it.
8. What is meant by the phrase “kiogdom of heaven” in this conrext?
9. Who are the “sons of the kingdom who will be thrown into outer
darkness”?
10. What is the “outer darkness where men will weep and gnash their
teeth”? How is this phrase to be understood? For instance, what
if by bad dental care, men do not have teeth any longer?
11. Explain the difference between Matthew’s and Luke’s accounts
wherein the firsr represents the centurion as coming directly to
Jesus with his request, while the second asserts that the centurion
never faced Jesus directly but sent Jewish elders and ocher friends
instead.
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12. What about the centurion caused the Jewish elders to intercede SO
willingly to Jesus on his behalf?
13. It is usually assumed that this centurion was probably Roman, but
certainlly non-Jewish. What are the indications in the text that
lead to this assumption?
14. Cite other incidents or texts that indicate that Jesus chose to be
particularly unwilling to see the . Jewish-Gentile distinction, and
helped other Gentiles or praised them, directly or indirectly.
15. State in literal language the meaning of Jesus’ metaphor regarding
the Messianic feast “in the Kingdom” (v. 11)
,

Section 14

JESUS HEALS PETER’S
MOTHER-IN-LAW
(Parallels: Mark 1:21-34; Luke 4:31-41)

TEXT: 8:14-17
14. And when Jesus was come into Peter’s house, he saw his wife’s
mother lying sick of a fever.
15. And he touched her hand, and the fever left her; and she arose,
and ministered unto him.
16. And when even was come, they brought unto him many possessed
with demons: and he cast out the spirits with a word, and healed
all that were sick:
17. that it might be fulfilled which was spoken through Isaiah the
prophet, saying, Himself took our infismities and h r e our diseases.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Why do you suppose Jesus came to Peter’s house? Was this a
friendly social visit or something more?
b. What is Matthew’s purpose in the quotation of the prophecy?
c. How did Peter’s mother-in-law “minister” unto Jesus? Why?
d. Why does Matrhew connect these cures of diseases and casting
demons out that Jesus is doing with Isaiah’s prophecy?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY

n

.*,

Jesus arose from the seat in the Capernaum synagogue where He
had k m teaching and left the building and entered the home of
Simon Peter and Andrew. Accompanying Him were, James and John.
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Now Simon’s mother-in-law was ill and had been put to bed
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with a high fever. Ar once they told Him about her, seeking His
help for her, and so Jesus came and saw her, As He stood beside
the pallet on which she lay, He rebuked the fever. Taking her by
the hand, He lifted her up, and as He did so rhle fever left her.
At once she rose and began to wait on them.
That same evening, just as the sun was setting, everybody in that
neighborhood who had any friends or kinfolk suffering kom any sort
of disease, brought them to Jesus-even those who were demon-possessed
were brought. The whole town was crowded into the nafrow street
in front of Peter’s house.
Jesus laid His hands on every one of them and healed the sick
ones but the spirits He cast out with a word. The demons came out
of many, screaming, “You ,are the Son of God!” But He spoke s t a d y
to them and refused them permission to testify what rhey knew to
be m e : rhat He was truly the Christ.
This whole incident resulted in the fulfilment of Isaiah’s inspired
prediction (53:4), “He took our infirmities on Himself, and bore
the burden of our diseases.”

NOTES
With this section Matthew describes Jesus’ incomparable love
for another group of Israel’s outcasts. But this time he d e s not
c h m rhose who by the Law are somehow proscribed or actually
banned by the rabbis. Rather, he concentrates the reader’s attention
on God’s interest in unknown, humble folk whom the rich, the elite,
the higher circles, the religious aristocrats would rather have snubbed
as “those provincial nobodies,” sometimes sneeringly referred to as
“chis crowd, who do not kcnow the law” (Jn. 7:49 cf. Lk. 7:29).
Matthew now gives the specific examples he had promised earlier
(See Notes on Mt. 4:23, 24).
The background and partial explanation of some of the expressions in this section find their origin in the events of the entire day
on that “Great Day of Miracles in Capernaum” (study parallel texts,
Mk. 1:21ff.; Lk. 4:31ff.). Jesus had returned to Capernaum 5rom the
seashore whence He had just called the four fishermen brothers a d
partners, Peter, Andrew, James and John, to become His close disciples,
since Mark‘s sequence is appairently tighter than that of Luke who
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places Jesus’ return from Nazareth in that general time-context. With
His newly committed disciples, Jesus goes to the regular synagogue
meeting on a Sabbath, where His teaching had special impact equal
in power to His forcefulness in the Sermon on the Mount. (Cf. Mt.
7:28, 29 with Mk. 1:22; Lk. 4:32) But Jesus was interrupted by a
demoniac’s raving, whereupon Jesus rebuked the demon, cast him out
asnd fired rhe man. The onlookers were amazed that Jesus’ authority
lay not merely in forceful words but also on thrilling deeds. News of
this event spread everywhere, a fact which explains what follows the
conclusion of the Sabbath rest that day. Immediately Jesus a r m ,
left the synagogue and, with James and John, joined Peter and Andrew
as guests in the home of Peter.
8:14 Jesus was come into Peter’s house. This simple house
probably located in Bethsaida (Jn. 1:44), apparently also the home of
Andrew also ( M k . 1:29) excites our intense curiosity about the lives
of the men whom Jesus had just callred to close discipleship. If these
men are still living in Bethsaida, this fishing village must be S(Y much
a suburb of Capernaum as to remain nameless in our text, while
Capernaum is the oi3y city named in Mark (1:21, 29) as gathering
about the door to Peter’s house. (See ISBE, 451, 452, article “Bethsaida”) However, the town, Bethsaida, remains distinct from Capernaum
in Jesus’ mind (see Mt. 11:20, 23) and Capernam’s sick might have
been brought the short distance to Bethsaida. This strange silence
about the passing from one city to mother as our text has ken
interpreted by some as indicating the moving of Peter End Andrew
to Capernaum.
Wherever this house was located, its very existance at this p i n t
in Peter’s discipleship indicates that he did not regard his service
to Jesus as requiring the selling oif the house, dispersion of his household effects and ascetic life with the Lord. To the contrary, this
vmy house proves Peter’s intelligent regard for the central patient
of our text, his mother-in-law, (See Notes on 4:18-22) since he
maintained this house even in his absence in the service of Jesus.
H e saw his wife’s mother because the other members of
the family told Him of her (Mk.1:30) and requested His help on
her behalf (Lk. 4:38). Does this mean that Peter’s mother-in-law
were lying in another room out of sight of the company in the front
room? Not necessarily, for immediately upon their entering the
house ohe family begins animatedly to describe her attack of fever,
urging His help. His mother-in-law’s very existence, PIUS a later
reference in Christian history ( I Co. 9:5), demonstrates several interesting facts:
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1, That Peter, the first so-called Roman pope, was married.
2. T h t Peter did not necessarily leave his wife to enter Christ’s
smvice. She might have even accompanied Peter on some
trips with JCSLIS, inasmuch as other women also followed Jesus
and ministered to His needs and those of the group. (See
Ik. 8:1-3; MI<.1 5 : 4 1 )
3. That having a wife was no apparent objection to Peter‘s
apostleship, since this incident and Paul’s remark certainly
follow Peter’s call.
4. That Peter’s wife accompanied Peter in later journeys, as did
the other apostles’ wives work alongside their mates.
We know practically nothing about the wife of Peter horself except
a notice or two in tradition, But her importance cannot be ignared,
as she lends more flesh-and-blood reality to the person of her more
illustrious husband. It is too easy emotionally to reject the apostles
as somehow a motley collection of effeminate old bachelors quite out
of touch with life problems.
Contrary to some opinion, a woman did not really count for very
much in almost every society, except the Jewish in the world of that
d,ay, (See ISBE, article “Woman,” 3100). In Judaism the woman’s
position was high, almost that of the man, although somewhat inferior.
(See Edersheim, Sketches, Chap. IX
While this healing paformed
by Jesus is significant for its privacy, having been done in the home
of a disciple, it is not necessarily significant in its being done for a
woman, for whom the usual Jewish rabbi would have had less concern
than for a man. (cf. Jn. 4:9, 27)
Iying s i c k of a fever. Luke ( 4 : 3 8 ) notices that she had a
‘%high fever” (puret6 megdlo). This may not be merely a thermometer
reading but a specific medical term ( Arndt-Gingrich, 738), possibly
malaria due to the proximity of her home to the Jordan Valley and
mosqui to-infested marshes. Edersheim, (Life, I, 486) notes:

.

The Talmud gives this disease precisely the same name, , .
’Burning fever’, and prescribes for it a magical remedy, of
which the principal part is to tie a knife wholly of iron by
a braid of hair to a thornbush, and to repeat an successive
days Exod. 3 : 2 , 3, then ver. 4, finally ver. 5, after which the
bush is to be cut down, while a certain magical formula is
pronounced.
Contrast the then-current Jewish standpoint, then. with Jesus’
approach to the problem:
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8:15 And he touched her hand, and the fever left her.
The other Synoptic Evangelists describe Jesus also as “standing over
her, H e rebuked the fever” (Lk. 4 : 3 9 ) and “taking her by the hand,
H e lifted her up” (Mk. 1 : 3 1 ) Jesus used various methods of healing,
as did His apostles after Him.
(Ac. 3:7; 28:8; Jn. 4:50-52; Mk.
5:41; 9:27; Mt. 9 : 2 5 ) Luke’s expression “Jesus rebgked the fever”
must not be regarded as proof that Jesus shared popular superstitions
which held diseases as malevolent personalities in the sufferers, samewhat like demons.
1. Jesus is merely addressing tihe impersonal fever in the same
way He shouted at winds and waves. (8:26)
2. The Gospel writers themselves saw and recorded a clear
distinction between sickness or disease and demon-possession.

The fever left her, not weak and exhausted from the illness, as
we would expect to see after a recovery finally comes by m m a l
means, after a slow convalescence. Immedhtely, says Luke, she was
strong. All three Evangelists unite in em hasizing the intensity of her
restored strength, evidenced by her imme lately arising to serve Jesus.
(Lk. 4 : 3 9 ) This stubborn immediacy is a fact which destroys the
naturalistic explanations of this miracle that suggest that the magnetic
personality of Jesus, the warmth of His personal touch or perhaps
the psychological suggestion of His words caused people to think
themselves well, (when really were not), whereby Jesus set in motion
perfectly natural psychosomatic laws which later actually m e d the sick.
And she arose and ministered unto him, ka3 egkrthe
kal diekdnei Note the change of tense: “She got up and began
serving and kept it up.” Mark and Luke remember that she s e d
everyone 6resenr too. It is not difficult to imagine how she SO
ministered: what would you do if you had just been a sick woman
put to bed with high fever when a houseful of company walks in?
Peter’s wife was there too possibly, but this remarkable mother-in-law,
fully conscious that all of God’s power had just been expended in
het humble case, has no time for hallelujahs that just bring Jesus
more sick people and unwanted publicity. (contrast Mt. 8 : l - 4 Notes).
Rather, being fully aware of the completeness of her cure, being
lovingly graaeful to Jesus who had miraculously brought her back to
immediate vigor and yet, being sensitively aware of His unmentioned
but abvious needs, she busied herself in practical service! What a
wife Peter must have had, if she were anything like her mother!
In this two-verse vignette Matthew holds up, not Peter’s motherin-law for admiration, but Peter’s Lord! In Peter’s humble abode where

$.
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there was no admiring audience to keep Jesus at His best, Jesus could
hear rhe call of human need and expend all His' love, care and power
in the service of humble, unknown, unheard-of folk whose only claim
to fame was their contact with Jesus of Nazareth, It is this kind of
close-up study of Jesus that convinced His disciples they had found
the real Messiah: He was the same at home as before the cheering,
admiring orowds, He deserved privacy, rest and relaxation as much
as any other man, and they know it. Yet He never considered human
need a nuisance nor was He too tired to help.
8:16 And when even was come. Matthew gives no reason
why these folks should delay their coming until sunset ( M k . 1:32;
Lk. 4:40). The two other Evangelists plainly declare the day to have
been a Sabbath, a day on which scricter Jews considered bearing burdens
to be illegal (cf. Jn. 5:lO-18) as well as healing (cf, Lk. 13:14).
The day legally ended at sunset (Lev. 23:32). These combined facts
not only clear up otherwise obscure questions and render unnecessary
ultimately unsatisfactory guessing about the delay, but also point up
one of the undersigned coiincidences among the Gospel writers that
show they are independent. They did not contrive their story.
They brought unto him. Mark and Luke describe rhe scene
as a spontaneous, almost-mass movement that began when the second
sttv in the sky could be seen, which signalled the end of rhe Sabbath.
Since Matthew had not descriibed the demon-experien
gogue, in keeping with his simplicity of style, he o
of the crowds, for since he had not mentioned them, he feels no
obligation to explain th& assemblage. Why was the whole city of
Capmaurn gathered at Simon's door? -All day long since the synap o k e service conversations in the homes kept running back to Jesus'
power to heal and cast out demons. (Mk. 1:27, 28; Lk:'4:36, 37)
Thus, what Matthew reports is all the more psychologically credible,
because grourided in the exciting events in the synagogue earlier
that day.
Many possessed with demons: and he cast out the
spirits with a word. Again, Mark and Luke are more explicit
regarding Jesus' dealings wirh these sinister beings from the spirit
wwld.

For special studies on

DEMONS, EVIL

SPIRITS,

UNCLEAN

see standard Bible dictionary and encyclopedic articles;
especially the Special Study "Notes on Demon Possession" by
Seth Wilson, THE GOSPEL of MARK, Bible Study Texrbook
Series, p. 509ff.; Merrill Unger, Biblicd Demovology.
SPIRITS,
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He healed all that were sick. Note how carefully these
supposedly “superstitious,” hence, uncritical people of Jesus’ generation,
especially the Gospel writers, recognized a clear distinction between
sicknesses, on the one hand, and demon possession, on the other. Jesus
is pictured here by Luke ( 4 : 4 0 ) as patiently moving through the
entire group laying His hands upoa each and every one, (hen$ hekdsto).
Beware Capernaum: multiplied blessings brings multiplied responsibility for the quantity of the Light against which you sin! (See Notes
on 11:20-24)
8:17 that it might be fulfilled which was spoken through
Isaiah the prophet. For general discussion of Matthew’s use of
prophecies, see Volume I, pp. 81-86. Matthew’s citation of Isaiah
53:4 raises the important question: how does Matthew intend to apply
this prophecy to Jesus’ work? Does he mean to limit its application
to the closing events of this one “great day of miracles in Capernaum,”
of which he does not actually narrate the exciting events in the synagogue (a fact which might not affect our conclusion)? Yet is it
possible that our author should presume to apply so grand a prediction to such limited circumstances?
1. Why not? Matthew may merely be calling up one verse from
the entire prophecy to suggest to th’e Jewish reader’s mind,
familiar with the Isaianic prophecy, the entire figure of the
Suffering Servant of Jehovah. Isa. 53:7, as context for this
text used by Matthew, applies so fitly to Jesus, who carried
more than our humm affliction, by bearing away especially
its ultimate cause, human sin. (See Jn. 1:29, 3G; Heb. 2:14;
1 Pe. 2:24) Even though Matthew himself does not furnish
the complete picture, the other Evangelists, who do record
the synagogue scene, but not the prophecy, unintentially provide the necessary pieces that complete the picture:
a. cod’s revelatioa rhrough Jesus’ preaching in the ym~gogue;
b. God’s power over the evil spirit-world;
c. God‘s power at the humble hearth of common people;
d. God‘s mercy and help for unlimited varieties of diseased folk.

It might be objecred that the most significant p r t of Isaiah’s prophecy,
the vicarious suffering and death of Jaweh’s Servant, finds no parallel
in Matthew’s application. But to this olbjection, two answers are
nesemry :

--Of course not, because Jesus’ death is yet

a question for His
future revelation to His disciples, even though He had given
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veiled hints already, (cf. Jn, 2:13-21) It does nor need to be
mentioned that His suffering and death itself is yet wholly
future,
-Further, Matthew is trying to teach us samething in addition
to, or something that goes beyond, our accustomed interest in
Jesus’ Last Week Passion. Levi wants us to see that Jesus’
suffering really began with His incarnation and conrinued
through His earthly preaching and healing minisixy. His vicarious, symparhetic suffering not only culminated in His death
and resurrection, bur was His whole merciiful life-work as H e
worked reasonably unhampered by hostile leadms too!
2. Matthew is deliberately understating his mse, applying only
that portion of the prophecy that is actually appropriate to the
situation at hand, but at the same time suggesting to the
thoughtful reader to begin to look for more applications of
Isaiah’s words in the life of this Jesus of Nazareth. For had
Jesus significantly fulfilled these words of the prophet, but
fallen dismally short of Isaiah’s fusrther description of the
vicarious death of Jaweh’s Servant, H e would still k unworthy of further attention, in our search for the REAL
Messiah.
Matthew is sayin , “If you think, dear reader, that these events I
have just mentio ed are wonderful for their revelation of a supernatural Cod a t a particular point of time aad space in His creation,
you must remember the ancient prophecy which prepared our minds
to look for just this kind of miracles. While, in the days of Isaiah,
the prophecy might have had less force with those who heard him
utter these words, for whom the fulfilment were yet future, yet far
us, who are living in this day of Jesus’ ministry, this confirmation
of Gods ancient promise through the healings performed by Jesus,
actually doubles the force of each miracle, Each sign perforined by
Jesus is but the echo of Isaiah’s voice repeated over again. The
ancient prophet’s prophetic authority is vindicated in our day as his
prediction comes true before our eyes; Jesus’ authmity is doubly
demonstrated both by His wonderful signs, which prove that God
is working through Him, as well as by His fulfilment of Isaiah’s
promise uttered 800 years ago!”
But, as even anyone reading the text can see, Matthew did not
say all the above in so many words. This seems, however, to be his
emphasis. Lt would perhaps seem strange to the modern apologist
that Matthew should draw no inore of a conclusion, adducing arguments
CI-IAPTDR BIGHT
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and further proof. Yet, our author merely submits one sentence out
of the prophecy introducing it into the middle of two chaprers of
miracles (Mt. 8, 9, but it is not until Mt. 12 that he returns to
similar prophetic applications) to alert the reader not only to the
fulfilment of the prophecy involved in those miracles of that m e
day, but also to similar fulfilment by those miracles which follow.
Himself took our infirmities, and bare our diseases.
This phrase could have been translated into clearer English by rendering the first word, autds, with a clearer English pronoun:

1. U m @ h d c personal pronoun : “he”, Isaiah’s emphasis lying
with the enormity of the deeds accomplished by Jaweh’s
fkNNlt;

2. Em@h& personal pronoun : “he himself” Isaiah’s emphasis
being upon the enormity of the fact that this great, despised
Servant actually identified himself so completely with OUR
weakness, as actually to bear Himself what we done deserved.

Autds is capable of both emphases. (Cf. Arndt-Gingrich, 122)
Either emphasis carries the amazed wonderment of an Israel, which
bears witness against its former blindness, having seen the actual fdfilment of Isaiah‘s words in the mediatorial suffering and humiliation
endured by Jesus, who, it turns out historically, is the exact counterpart of the prophet’s vicariously suffering Servant. Like Job’s friends,
Israel had rhought Jesus to be suffering humiliation and punishment
for His own great sins, if His sufferings might be used as the measure
for His supposed sinfulness. Matthew’s words merely suggest the
shock the true Israelite would feel at the discovery that Isaiah’s great
Bearer took OUR human weaknesses as His own. He personally took
upon Himself the whole crushing moral responsibility for the underlying cause for all our sin and sickness.
But, as Delitzsch (Isa., 11, 316) points out regarding this text
cited by Matthew, “It is not really sin that is spoken of, but the evil
which is consequent upon human sin, although not always the direct
consequence of the sins of individuals (John 9:3).”
Matthew in citing this text so early in Jesus’ ministry, quite out
of connection with Jesus’ mediation and vicarious bearing our sins
in His own body on the cross, shows us that Jesus is already by His
own powerful life taking sickness and infirmity away. He remained
uncontaminated by personal sins, and presumably never sick a day
in His life, but personally assumed and actually removed om burden
from beginning to the end of His earthly incarnation.
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But is there no sense in which Jesus took OUR infirmities
and bare OUR diseases, i.e. from us who are Gentile Christians
living today? Certainly, a comparatively few miracles in Palestine
wroughr over a three-year period do nor exhaust either the meaning
of Isaiah or the purpose of Jesus’ identification with us in our sickness and infirmity. This should be clear from the observation that
the very few He healed in comllarison to the world’s ill could again
contact further diseases later and, presumably, the fewer still whom H e
raised from death died again, Matthew’s use of this prophecy merely
draws our attention to Jesus’ perfect command over all human weakness which H e can restore to perfect soundness. These few samples
are convincing proof that His promises to remake us completely are
based in historic fact, predicted by inspired prophecy and guaranteed
valid for eternity. (cf. Phil, 3:20, 21; Rev. 21:3, 4 ; Ro. 8:18-25)
Matthew’s deliberate use of a prophecy too big for the examples
he cites as its fulfilment draws our attention to the broader general
outline of what Jesus was actually doing, Certainly Jesus was working
miracles of undoubtedly wonderful dimension, but we must also see
beyond them to comprehend the conclusion that Jesus really intended
us to draw: “Jesus can make us completely whole in soul and body,
because He personally bore away what had destroyed us through
disease or sh.”
He took and bore o w weaknesses and sicknesses. These two
verbs (klaben kal ebcistasen) also preach Jesus’ merciful understanding
love for us: He can be touched with a feeling for our weaknesses!
(Heb. 2:14-18; 4:14-16) This one line of Gospel has more power
in it to support suffering Christians than all the writings of all the
philosophers that ever dealt with the problem of pain. Tqtus, Jesus
has conquered sickness and transformed our viewpoint regarding it,
making it mere “little temporary troubles that illustrate once more
that the outward man suffers wear and tear and decays, while their
outcome is an eternal glory that far outweighs these shortlived difficulties.” (cf. I1 Cor. 4:16--5:9)
CHAPTER BIGHT

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Where had Jesus just been, when He entered Peter’s house?
2. What is the importance of where Jesus had been, previous to
His coming to Peter’s house, with regard to the events that follow?
3. Who was particularly sick in Peter’s house? What was the
specific symptom mentioned by Luke?
4. Describe the manner in which Jesus healed this sick person.
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5. Give thme evidence that the person was really healed.
6. State the time when the second series of events, included in this
text, began to wax.
7. Explain the Ireasan for the Capernaum citizens’ waiting until just
that moment to bring the sick to Jesus.
8. State the precise location where the sick were brought for healing.
9. Contrast the manner by which Jesus healed thse sick with the
manner in which He cast out demons, as seen in this text and
its parallels.
10. What was the unusual cry of the demons as Jesus cast them out?
By comparison wirh normal human comprehension of the ministry
and Person of Jesus seen in the Jews of that period, what d m
that cry indicate about the demons?
11. Explain why Jesus would not permit the demons to speak “because
they knew H e was the Christ.” Both Mark and Luke offer this
quotation as the reason Jesus silenced the demons. Show how
this reason is the proper explanatian of Jesus) action.
12. What kind of connection does Matthew indicate between Jesus’
activities and the Old Testament prophet, Isaiah?
13. How does Matthew mean the word “fulfil” in this connection
indicated in the previous question?

Section 15

JESUS CALLS TO DISCIPLESHIP
(Possible parallel: Luke 9:57-62)

TEXT: 8 :18-22
18. Now when Jesus saw great multitudes about him, he gave commandment to depart unto the other side.
19. And there came a scribe, and said unto him, Teacher, I will
follow thee whithersoever thou goest.
20. And Jesus sairh unto him, The foxes have holes, and the birds
of the heaven bdve nests; but the Son of man hath not where
to lay his head.
21. And another of the disciples said unto him, Lord, suffer me first
to1 go and bury my father.
22. But Jesus saith unto him, Follow me; and leave the dead to bury
their own dead.
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THOUGI-IT QUESTIONS
a. On other occasions when Jesus saw great multitudes about Him
He had compassion for them and helped them. Why does I-Ie on
this occasion try to get away from them? Compare verse 18 wibh
its parallels in Mark 4:35, 36 and Luke 8:22.
b. Why do you think Jesus tested this scribe who offers to be
disciple? Did not Jesus say that any who came to Him H e
would not ever cast out?
C. What did Jesus mean by “the Son of man hatli no place to lay
his head”? First, what did He mean by it a s , regards Himself
and, then, how was the scribe to understand and apply it? Did
H e really mean to indicate that one who follows Him should not
expect to have a roof over his head? Explain.
d. Should we try tu obey Jesus’ order: “Leave the dead to bury their
own dead’? How should it apply to us?
e. When ar under what circumstances is someone “Trning back“ and,
thus, “not fit for the kingdom”? (See Paraphrase and Harmony)
f. Have you ever wondered what kind of impact these blunt replies,
Jesus made to these potential disciples, upon the mind, understanding and preparation of the men whom He had called to Apostleship? Certainly, they must have been listening as Jesus said this.
How do you think they felt about what H e said to each inquiring
follower? How would you personally have felt a b u t these high
demands, had you been the Apostles?
How would you personally have felt about these high demands, had
you been the potential disciple of Jesus? What if it were your
religious respectibility, your dying father, your dear ones at home,
you had to leave for Jesus sake?
What do Jesus’ words envision as a future for His self-seeking,
glory-grabbing disciples who, clear down to the end of Jesus’
ministry. sauggled for prestige and priority in Jesus’ Messianic
Kingdom? (Study Mt. 18: 1-5; Lk. 9:46-48;22:24-27)
Is “was the father of the would-be disciple already dead?” a necessary question to answer before being able to interpret Jesus’ c m - ’
mand to “leave the dead to bury their dead”?
What is the one clear difference between Jesus and the Church
that shows up immediately when someone comes to become a
follower of Jesus? How does this difference between us and our
Lord affect how we deal with would-be disciples?
k. Do yoii think it is possible for us to issue the same challenges of
sincerity and commitment that Jesus gave to these men in out
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e?If so, haw should this be done, in view of our fallibility
of judgment, our ignorance of motives, etc.?
1. What is wrong with a man who finds Jesus’ requirements heamless and shocking?
m. How is it possible for us to become “unfit for the Kingdom of
God”?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Now when Jesus saw great crowds around Him that day, after
H e had finished preaching the Great Sermon in Parables (Matthew
13; Mark 4; Ihke 8), when evening had come He boarded a boat
with His disciples. He then gave orders for the departure to the
other side of the lake of Galilee.
But before they got under way, a man of letters, a scribe, came
up to Jesus and said, ‘Teacher, I will follow you wherever you p.”
Jesus replied, “Foxes have their lairs; birds in the sky their roosts
but the Son of man has nowhere to call His own.”
To another man, Jesus called, “Follow me.”
But this disciple said, “Lord, first give me leave to go bury my
father.”
“ ~ o ~ ~me,
o w and leave the dead to bury their own dead,” was
Jesus’ answer, “but as for you, you go and preach God‘s kingdom.”
Another volunteered, “I will follow you, Sir; but pesmit me first
to say good-bye to those at home.”
But Jesus told him, “No man who regrets his decision, after beginning the life he had chosen, has the right understanding of God‘s
de.”

CONNECTION BETWEEN MATTHEWS
NARRATIVE AND LUKE’S
There might be no connection whatever. Life is just unpredictable enough to make possible the repetition of two t o t d y unconnected series of events so very much alike that anyone not immediately familiar with rhe connections and relationships, names and
places, would almost swear rhat the two events, as mtrated by completely competent eye-witnesses, are but two accounts of the same
facts. But the two eye-witnesses, were it possible to recall them from
the dead to testify, could verify the difference between the two similar
incidents.
The problem before us is the practically verbal similarity - between
these two accounts, so verbally exact in the Greek text (with but
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minor variations) that these authors alre acaised of copying a rhird
unknown author, of having made persoaal variations according ro their
personal style and tasre, and of having completely forgotten the original
circumstances under which these events actually transpired. Here are
some of the facts of the difficulty:
CHAPTER EIGHT

Matthew located this account early
in Jesus’ ministry quite some time
before the feeding of the five
thousand. (Mt. 14)

Luke locates this incidenr later in
Jesus’ ministry after Peter’s confession, the Transfiguration and
Sermon on Real Humility (Lk. 9)

Matthew says the first potential
disciple was a “scribe”, a fact that
might >besuggestive were the man’s
motives known. Some attribute to
him selfish ambition in relation to
Jesus’ rising political popularity.
But Jesus’ answer does not necessitate this.

Luke omits this deail.

.

Matthew omits this disciple.

Luke adds the challenge Jesus
placed before a third potential
disciple (Lk.9:61, 62)

Matthew omits the whole ministry
performed by the seventy in P e m .

Luke seems to connect Jesus’ response to the first potential disciple with His rejection of a
Samaritan village; however this
connection is tenuous. Luke points
out that the second contact was
actually commanded to follow Jesus
to proclaim the Kingdom; Luke
next mentions the mission of the
70. Does he intend any connection by it?

Plummer (Lgke, 265) is probably comect in reminding us that, although Luke also lists these three stories together, he too may be
editing, bringing them together, not because they all occurred the same
day, but may be grouped together because they are similar in content.
Whatever is decided about the contrasting connections between
Matthew and Luke, it is very clear that Matthew, as he amanges his
own material, is giving some of the finest cases in point to Jesus’
words in the Sermon on the Mount. Each of these would-be disciples
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must decide whether he really wants to be “pure in heart” or not
(?:E?), whether he is orying to “serve two masters” or not ( 6 : 2 4 ) ,
whether he is seeking earthly treasuire and fulfilling merely secondary
duties or whether his first interest is the spiritual joy of God‘s kingdom
regardless of the personal expense, suffering, privations OT death for
Jesus’ sake. (6:25-34; 5:10, 11). The logicdl sequence of Matthew’s
chapters leads to this observation.

However, if Mark‘s sequence is the chrolzologicdly correct one,
thlen, chronologically, this section follows the great sermon in
parables. Accordingly, if the scribe approached Jesus a t the
conclusion of that message, it may be that th’dt sermon influenced him instead of anything Matthew includes immediately
in this context. (Mk. 4:l-34 recorded by Matthew 13; Compare Mt. 8:18, 19, 23-27 with Mk. 4:33-41)
W H A T IS THIS1 TEXT DOING HERE?
Would that more preachers of the Gospel ordered their material
after the orderly style of this farmer publican, Matthew-Levi of Alphaeus! As pointed out earlier (Introduction to Chapter Eight),
Matthew arranges the miracle stories in groups of three with a line
or two aecording the response of people to Jesus. This time, however,
he puts two responues into the Same text and masterfully throws
OUR conscience into a crisis. Observe how he brings the two wouldbe disciples into their own crisis of faith: each must decide what he
really thinks of Jesus. There may be other clear reasons why neither
Matthew nor Luke record the final choices that each disciple finally
made. But it seems as if by a deft use of silence these Gospel
writers have thus brought into trial our motives for following Jesus. As
would a persuasive preacher driving for decision, so Matthew too is
not merely telling enjoyable miracle-stories with a happy ending; rarher,
he is leading the reader psychologically to DECIDE about Jesus. And,
to be true to his task, Matthew must insist that we decide about Jesus
in a manner that so deeply affects our lives that our whole reason for
existence be altered. Many would follow Jebus, but on conditions!
If they can remain king of their lives, they will follow Jesus to the
end of thse earth. But the basic principle behind these compact crises
of conscience is this: the Kingdom of God is the rule of God that
requires all there is to a man, not all of God that man’s rule can
require. (See Notes on 5:8; 6:19-34) May we paraphrase Matthew’s
purpose, if we have correctly inferred it, like this: “Friend, you have
seen pictured the Son of God identifying Himself as the rightful
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authority to speak for God to you, You have seen His credentials
through these miracles just recorded: He cleansed a leper, restored
life and power to the centurion’s servant, rebuked the fever that bad
atraclted Peter’s mother-in-law, and healed all of Capernaum’s sBck.
On the strength of this evidence, are you willing to turn your life
over to His direction? Decide! But remember: your reasons for
following Him must be pure, unmixed, Your commitment must neither
be shallow and hasty nor reluctant and procrastinating, Bur you MUST

decide!”

NOTES
8:18 Now when Jesus saw great multitudes about him.
This, Matthew says, is the explanation for Jesus’ departure. But why

would Jesus deliberately try to get away from popularity at any time
in His ministry? Mark (4:35) definitely links this‘ sentence with
,the conclusion to Jesus’ great sermon in parables, and consequently finds
its explanation in that situation. (See Notes on Mt. 13) Matthew’s
connection does not draw as much attention to the popular ministry
of Jesus that had already developed, requiring that He keep a tighr
rein on the mistaken excitement of the crowds who would go to war
at the indiscreet mention of the word : “Messiah.”
The day is over ( M k . 4:35) and Jesus is worn out after a hard
day of preaching, arguments and miracles (cf. Mk. 3:19b-35; Lk. 8:23),
this being an entirely different day than that on which Peter’s wife‘s
morher and many others were healed at sunset. (cf.’ Mk. 2:22-34)
Hence, Matthew omits the mention of the time as being sundown,
lest this different day be confused with that. At the conclusion of that
day Jesus had remained in Capernaum overnight and next morning the
orowds were ready to mob Him again almost before H e hardly had
begun to pray in private. This time He intends completely to escape
rhe multitudes entirely.
He gave commandment to depart unto the other side
of the Sea of Galilee by boat. (Lk. 8:22; Mt. 8:23) Peter’s former
fishing boat may well be the one intended, since Zebedee’s boat may
still be in service as a coniniercial fishing bcrat. (See Mk. 1:20) Since
Jesus has just finished a day of ministry probably at Capernaum (Mk.
3:19b), His command means to sail east across to the less P O ~ U ~ O U S
eastern shore fm some privacy and rest. The following section concerning the Gadarene demoniacs also confirms His intent.
To some, this delibetate “escape” ordered by Jesus may bei surprising, for we would have expected Jesus to continue day in day out
mercifully ministering to multitudes of needy people. But Jesus, we
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often forget, was every bit a Man who really tired, really hungered,
really needed time to get away kam the pressures of constant public
attention to be alone with His disciples. (See Notes on 4:l-11 and
special study on Jesus’ Temptations, Vol. I ) Not only must Jesus have
privacy to teach His disciples and privacy to seek the Father’s face, but
He must also cool the ignorant zeal of the multitudes. He often used
this “tactic of unavailability” to hold them where He could thus control
them and keep His own schedule with as few interruptions as possible.
(cf. Mk. 1:36-38; Lk. 4:42, 43; 5:15, 16; Jn. 5:13; Mk. ?:9; Mt.
14:22, 23; Jn. 6:15; Mk. 7:24; Mt. 15:39; 16:4; Mk. 9:30)- Jesus
did not forsake the multitudes because He did not love, but precisely
because He DID love them. He knew that their salvation depended
upon their understanding His revelation of Himself, but they insisted
upon His healing all their sick. This very ihsistant clamor drowned
Jesus’ self+revelation to them. The irony of the situation lay in the fact
that if Jesus kept healing their bodies, feeding their stomachs with
miraculous bread and fish, raised their dead, if He kept serving their
material needs, they would miss that very truth which would save their
souls! Their attention must not be centered upon the earthly reign of
a worldly messiah who can pamper everyone’s appetite a’nd keep all
men healthy, wealthy and worldly wise but ignorant of the Rule of
God! At all costs, Jesus must concentrate their attention upon His
real mission to earth.

THE LURE OF THE LEGITIMATE
A. T H E LONGING FOR LODGINGAND LEISURE (8:19, 20)
8:19 And there came a scribe. As at the conclusion of a
lecture some of the students crowd around the instructor to ply Him
with qhestions or pursue a question further, so this scribe seeing that
Jesus had dismissed the crowds and was im,mediately preparing to
embark for some unknown destination, elbowed his way through the
group bustling around him in all directions till he found himself at
water’s edge where the Lord was just hurrying the last of the Apostles
into the boat for the lake crossing.
The scribes, as a class in Jesus’_time, had grown from careful
students of Mosaic legislation among the priestly class into an honored
upper-class occupation of professional lawyers, zealous defenders and
teachers of the Law beyond the bounds of the priestly group of earlier
days. A5 experts in OT Law and exposition, application and instruction
to the people, they were classed as professional rabbis with nobility.
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(See ISBE, 2704 and Bible dictionary articles on their origin and
posirioii in the nition.)

Nets gruanimnteiis (“one scribe”) is said to be emphatic, practrically stating that this is the only scribe that ever followed
Jesus, a fact which is undoubted insoiar as the record shows.
Perhaps so, but bets, “one” is also equivalent to the indefinite
article, “a scribe” (Arndt-Gingrich, 230). O r , regarded as
equivalcnt to the indefinite pronoun tis, there being no definite
articles, heis is the real subject of the participle and grunzmatelis is a noun in apposition with heis: “NOWthere came a
certain inan to Him, a scribe, ,

. .”

These texts indicate Jesus’ relations wirh the scribes: Mt. 22:35;
23:l-36; 15:1-20 (See Notes); Lk. 5: 17; 10:25-29; 1.1:45-52; 14:3;
Ac. 5:34) This scribe may already have been a disciple, since the
next man Matthew mentions is “another disciple,” He is possibly a
secret disciple, like Nicodemus, now coming out into open confession
of his willingness to follow Jesus. (Note Jn. 12:41-43) Bur, considering the almost universal condemnation of the scribes as a class
by Jesus, and their monolirhic rejection of His message and ministry,
we may well ask what caused this particular man to flaunt tradition,
throw away his friends and brave the censorship of his former colleagues?
1. It may be that this scribe’s own inadequate or selfish motives
were not yet clear to himself. So Jesus drives straight to
his heart’s motivations, causing him to examine his real purpose
for following.
2. McGarvey (Mdthew-Mark, 7 9 ) argues that this scribe seems
to have desired to go along with Jesus as a guest, but Jesus
gently declines his company since he has no shelter and can
not entertain His friends. But does it seem likely that a
scribe would be so frivolous as to identify himself with this
uncertain, popular movement led by one who so persisently
contradicted “the assured results of modern rabbinical thinking,” without thus cutting himself off from all that he held
dear among the other rabbis as a class?
3. W e may be seeing here the sheer impact of Jesus upon the
life of this Jewish doctor. This man, thoroughly educated in
the method of the rabbis, must have seen in rhis itinerate
rabbi from Nazareth an Aurhority and excellence that went
far above and beyond that of all suibes that he knew about.
(cf. Mt. 7:28, 29; Mk. 1:22) Jesus’ miracles had identified
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Him to THIS scribe at least, as a Teacher come from God
(cf. Jn. 3: 1, 2 ) and His message had the ring of true authority
in it. This Jewish rabbi, wealthy in the memory of hundreds
of OT Scripture rexts, heard in the voice of Jesus exactly
that kind of doctrine that might be expected from a spiritual
Messiah predicted by the prophets. Had he gone this far?

If we reason backwards from Jesus’ answer, we shall be better able to
see the man as Jesus saw him.

4. Was this scribe unconsciously but clearly compromised by his
station in life and preconceptions about the messianic king
dom? And this, even though he be completely sincere, insofar
as he is aware of his motives? Perhaps, as Foster suggests,
he expected a great earthly messianic kingdom, is now thoroughly
convinced that Jesus can bring it about, and now comes forward to assure himself a glorious position and honor when
that kingdom becomes reality. And yet, in his own mind,
rhis is the right move to make, consonant with his own
understanding.
~

Teacher I will follow thee withersoever thou goest.
His approach is all the more remarkable when it is remembered that
he was himself an accepted teacher among the Jews.
of function but, as a word addressing Jesus, does n
ken in sarcasm or loaded flattmy, as at other rimes. (%e
Mt. 22:16, 23, 36) Here is the honest confession of one rabbi who
was literally overwhelmed by the supernatural wisdom *of this REAL
Rabbi to whom he now enthusiastically offers himself as willifig
follower.
I ‘will follow thee withersoever thou goest. Rereading
this sentence, we see in it the perfect expression of that unconditional
commitment Jesus really sought from every disciple. And no man
can come ’to Christ until he is ready to make this declaration. And yet,
Jesus sees something in this particular disciple that is hidden from
many:
1. The danger of momentary enthusiasm. (Mt. 13:20, 21) How
would this confession sound when rhe going got rough, as
Jesus tangled more and more bitterly with the scribes?
2. The danger of rash over-confidence: “Without knowing precisely where you plan to go, Jesus, I am prepared to travel
that last mile with you!” (Cf. Mt. 26:31-35; Lk. 22:33; Jn.

13:37)
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3. The danger of deep ignorance of the issues involved. This
man will probably be shwlced to learn the real future of
Jesus and His disciples. (cf. Mt. 16:21-28; 17:22, 23; Lk.
9:45)
How would we have reacted to this man’s generous offer of his life
and jofluence to our movement, were we Jesus? The man is one of
the finest prospects for chuich membership we have seen in a long
time: he has influence, position, learning and, best of all, a ,willingness
to cast in his lot with us in the service of God. The measure of
difference however, between our response to him and Jesus’ response
indicates how little we really understand our mission to bring men to
Christ.
8:20 Jesus saith unto him. Tired as He was and anxious
to get away from people for awhile for various reasons,‘ still Jesus did
not treat this excited scribe as a troublesome nuisance interfering with
His plans. The Lord may have well known that this scribe had
wrestled with his conscience and emotions before, to decide whether
to link himself with Jesus at all. Now he rushes up to Jesus at the
conclusion of a tsying day for Him, right at the very moment after
He made the psychological beak with the crowd. Having dismissed
them, He is busy hurrying the disciples into the boat for immediate
departure, whep. before Him stands a man whose spiritual crisis had
reached its zenith, whose eternal salvation was at stake. Besides, this
generous enthusiast has bared his heart and life to Jesus. Undoubtedly, Jesus cannot but be moved by this offer. O n the other
hand, He could not compromise His honesty even to gain this disciple.
The foxes have holes, and the birds of the heaven
have nests: even the siniplest animals of God‘s creation are provided with inme or less permanent homes, but the Son of man
hath not where to l a y , h i s head. This mercifully homely response shows Jesus baring a secret of His heart to His would-be
disciple that H e did not talk about with others. However unworthy his
real motives might have been, Jesus does not scold him or crush his
zeal. Still, in view of so sweeping a proposal, Jesus inust challenge
the scribe to consider the cost of discipleship. He will have no unrealistic disciples who have never heard what it is they must confront
in His service. Jesus did rliis over and over:
1. To this scribe: “Do you really want to follow me? Listen, it
will cost you more than you dream! My service will not be
comfortable to say the least, but come along if you thisnk you
can take it.’’
CHAPTER EIGHT
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2. T o the rich young ruler: (Mt. 19:16-22; Mk. 10:17-22, esp.
v. 18) “Do you really mean ‘Good Teacher’? Only God is
good: do you really mean to call me ‘God‘? Are you then
willing to sell all and follow me as God?”
3. To Nicodemus (Jn. 3) “Do you really think I am a teacher
come firom God? Good, then why argue with me about the
possibility of new birth, as if I were but a rabbi on your level?
I am not disczlssing this with you, Nicodemus; I am tellhg
you!” (Jn. 3:9-12)
4. James asnd John (Mt. 20:22)
5. An enthusiastic woman (Lk. 11:27, 28)
6. Peter (Lk. 22:31-34)
Why did Jesp cool men’s enthusiasm?
understanding.

In order to deepen their

1. They must count the cost of discipleship; (Lk. 14:25-33)
2. They must learn to live with the fact of Jesus’ Lordship; (Mt.
7:21; Lk. 6:46)
3. Then, having made them fully aware of the sacrifices involved,
H e would call forth the heroic in them that would drive them
to offer seemingly impossible sacrifices for Him.

Jesus HAS to offer blood, sweat and tears to get these excited people
to grasp even the smallest conception of where Jesus is going, i.e. to
suffering and death. He fully knows how shocking to this scribe
would be a full revelation of His future opposition by the scribe’s own
colleagues, suffering the misunderstanding of His own disciples and
horrible mockery of justice and criminal crucifixion that would be
His. Rather than destroy this scribe’s glimmer of real faith by baring
these harrifyi’ng facts, Jesus considered it enough to say: the Son of
man hath not where to lay his head. But what does this mean?

1. Literally, this was not true, because, undoubtedly, Jesus and
the Twelve rested somewhere ever night. Further, He would
be welcome in hundreds of homes across the country on any
night He chose to visit. (cf. the oriental hospitality of Lk.
24:29) Again, He seems to have had a fixed dwelling at
Capernaum to which He returned from His evangelistic trips.
(cf. Mk. 2: 1) Add also the fact that at different times and
in different ways, Galilean women contributed to the financial
expense of His life and ministiry (Lk. 8:l-3). His group
also had a treasury with enough money in it to help others
and tempting enough to sceal from (Jn. 12:4-6; l3:29).
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Admittedly, there may have been several occasions when Jesus
and His closest followers were IxobabIy too many guests in
homes every night, and so must have camped out. This leads
us to ask: exactly what was Jesus’ emphasis and intention for
saying this then?

2. Figuratively: Jesus deliberately exaggerated His case for emphasis to impress the scribe with the nagging uncertainty and
constantly moving character of Jesus’ service. The scribe,
accustomed to the comforts of a fine home, needs to realize
that, if he would follow Jesus, these must be sacrified at once,
Jesus is saying: “Because of the demands of my unsettled,
wandering ministry, I have no time for regular home life.”
In this text Jesus is confessing to a poverty equal to the poorest of
His day and yet claims allegiance like the most autocratic oriental
despot over the tenderest, dearest sentiments of man! Only a Jesus
can unite these extremes, for His relative poverty was self-chosen, that
none of us may ever despair of His comprehending our sorrows, even
though Jesus now reigns a t the right hand of the Farher that none
may presume to believe His Lordship can be lightly dismissed. Every
tie ehat binds us and hinders our service to Him must be crucified!
Jesus would have us all see the sinful h r e i’n legitimate things, things
that are right, good and often necessary. So He contrasts in this
vivid way the sheer uncertainty of His earthly existence with the
normal human desire for roots and security.
The Son of man is a title that Jesus used to indicate Himself
more than any other that He might have chosen. But where did
He find this title and why did He use it, as opposed to better-known
expressions of Messiahship? Attention is called to James Stalker’s
article “Son of Man” (ISBH, 2828) which summatrizes the answers
to these questions:
1, Jesus used this title in full consciousness of His Messiahship,
even as Daniel had used it (cfr. Dan. 7:13, 14 with Mt. 24:30;
26:64. See also Rev. 1:7; 14: 14. Note Keil, Dmiel, p. 269275 o n Dan. 7:13, 14)
Keil: “He thereby lays claim at once to . . , a divine preexistence, as well as to affirm true humanity of His person,
and seeks to represent Himself, according to John’s expression,
as the Logos becoming flesh.”
This is most startlingly clew from the form of the oath by
which the high priest bound Jesus to commit Himself to say
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“if you are the Christ, the Son of God” (Mt. 26:63).
only did Jesus respond in the affirmative, but added
promise that pointed directly to Dan. 7:13: “You will
the Son of man seated at the right hand of Power,
coming on the clouds of heaven.”

Not
the
see
and

2. But Jesus did not merely use this title of Messiahship as an
overt revelation of His true character, since this title apparently
was not commonly used among the Jews for “the Chist,” even
though they had some understanding thereabout. (See Jn.
12:34)
That the Jews did understand the words “the son of
man” to be messianic is proved by the nature of their
question for clarification of Jesus’ cryptic declaration
that “the Son of man must be” crucified: “We have
heard from the law that the Christ remains for ever.
How can you say that the Son of man must be lifted
up? W h o is this Son of man?“ (Jn. 12:33, 34; see
notes of Hendriksen, Johlz, Vol. 11, p. 203ff)
In this true messianic title lay half-concealed, half-revealed
His identity, and as a term, would not expose His ministry,
so readily as would other terms, to the excesses of nationalistic messianism, giving Him time, thus, to develop in the
minds of His closest followers the true character of the
suffering Christ. Since “son of man” was also a title with
which both Ezekiel and Daniel are addressed in their prophetic
office, Jesus’ application of the term to Himself, without clear
and obvious christdogical intent or explanation, might suggest
no more to the uninformed listeners than that Jesus was
speaking of Himself as belonging to the same prophetic line.
Or else, since “son of man” related the bearer of this title
most intimately to the human race (cf. Fs. 8 : 4 ) , the uninformed hearer could well be held at a distance by its use.
However, as indicated before, Jesus’ intention was ever to
indicate His Messiahship almost as eloquently as if He had
said, “I am the Christ.” Yet He does this without unnecessarily exciting the wrongheaded political ambitions of
national messianism.
3. A third suggestion why Jesus should make use of this title
rather than so many others by which to characterize Himself,
is His identification with the human race. While His title
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“Son of God” emphasizes His unique and unsliared relationship with the Father, this title, even though messianic m d
specifically originating in a context that unquestionably establishes His divinity, still speaks of the human form in which
His ministry to man took place (See on 9:6; Cfr. lHeb, 2:518 as commentary on Psa. 8:4-6; Jn. 5:26; Mr. 20:28; Phil.
2:5-8)

But which of these views indicates best what Jesus was sayilng to rhis
excited scribe? Any one of the choices is fair enough, alrhough the
irony involved in thinking that the Messiah of God is so reduced
as man as to have no place to call ‘home, is as heart-breaking as it
is oremendous!
Before we feel too much pity for Jesus who had eo comfmtable,
permanent home or earth, we must ask ourselves who is really to be
pitied: Him who knew how to detach Himself from home so as to
be free to prepare Himself alnd men for God‘s eternity, or us who
are so attached to the loved and known, to home and family that we
cannot respond to Jesus’ call to service as we ought? So in the long
run, Jesus’ answer is less cruel because He will not let this scribe
be disappointed after rushing in where he did not understand what
he would have to suffer. Still Jesus does not refuse the man. He is
now left to decide wherlier he too is free from earthly attachments
to follow the Master, in such unhesitating, whole-souled service as he
had at first offered. He must decide whether he will cast in his lot
with this homeless Rabbi whose Words alone led men home.
B. THE LATENT LAWLESSNESS OF LEAVING THE LORD TO THE LAST
(8:21, 22)
8:21 Another of the disciples said to him. This phrase
seems to clarify two points: one, that the saribe before him was
actually a hidden disciple who was coming out into open commitment
to Jesus, and, second, that this follower is already numbered among
the openly committed disciples of Jesus, This gives point to Luke’s
account of this man’s call: To another he said, “Follow me.” (Lk.
9:59) For what special purpose did Jesus wish this known disciple
to enter His special compassionship? This is precisely the same
wording used by Jesus to call Matthew to apostleship (Mt. 9 : 9 ) ,
the fishermepApostles (Mt. 4:19) and Philip (Jn. 1:43). Did
Jesus wanr this man to ’enter some special service like that of rhe
Apostles? Was he to become one of the evangelists who would later
evangelize Perea? (See Lk. 1O:l-23) If so, it is not surprising that
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Jesus would need considerable manpower to stir up popular interest
in His message among the many cities of Perea and Judea where He
had not previously labored with the intensity with which He had
practically mobilized all Galilee behind Him. Maybe this invitation
was but a general mission to which Jesus called this man, as He had
so done with others. (See Mt. 10:38; 16:24; 19:21)
Here is the tragedy of the unseized opportunity: Lord, let me
first go and bury my father. This man’s excuse is reasonably
valid within. itself, so reasonable in fact that any further argument
about his refusal seemed to be eliminated. Not only is his reason
normally quite justifiable, but beautiful and honorable, if anyone
else but Jesus were calling him.
What was the actual condition of the father?
a. Perfectly well? Then this declaration of the son may be
interpreted as an oriental expression of dependence upon
the father until the son becomes his own master at his
father’s death. Nothi3ng is clearer than this fitting exhibition of oriental filial duty. If this is the case, perhaps
the young man is bargaining far time.
b. Sick unto death? Then this plea is to be interpreted as
requesting perhaps months of delay before taking up
Jesus service.
c. Actually dead? This again is oriental filial duty to give
proper respect to his departed ancestor.
Some might feel that it would make some great difference were we
to choose one of these interpretations as against another. But the
fault of the request is still present in all three possibilities: “ k t me
put anything else first, before serving You.” Further, Jesus’ refusal
is applicable to all three situations. This is proof that the actual deatih
of the father makes no difference: following Jesus is our duty higher
than duty to family alive or dead!
Why should the young man wish to remain with his d d father,
instead of following Jesus immediately?
a. His father was probably an unbeliever in Jesus: a believing
father who understands Jesus’ ministry would have insisted
that the son serve Jesus. Apparently the young man did
not wish to be rejected by his family who would misunderstand his higher calling to serve Christ. They would
be too blind to understand what he was doing. Probably,
he had every intention of entering Christ’s service later
68
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when he became master of his own destiny at the death
of his father,
b. The young man himself did not recognize that his reluctant
or hesitating request contained a deadly principle, which,
if admitted, would prohibit any further effectiveness as a
disciple, if not his very discipleship itself: “any other
duty may be put first.”
8:22 But Jesus said to him, “Follow me, and leave the dead
t o bury their own dead.” Jesus refused his request in the most
imperative language. (cf. Jn. 21 :19-22) Jesus knew the human heart’s
desire to procrastinate, to put the hard duties off until later. I n the
strongest terms, Jesus urges His disciple: “My friend, it is now m
never: be mine!”
By the time the man’s father’s funeral was over Jesus would be
gone on more important evangelistic activity and this disciple will
have missed his once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to be the personal
colaborer of Jesus of Nazarerh! Worse yet, the man, having not
taken this one great opportunity might be convinced by his own
complacency or by unbelieving relatives not to return to help the Master.
Leave the dead to bury their own dead. This interesthg
figure used by Jesus has but one point but many applications. Without mentioning the emotionally touchy word “your dead father,”
Jesus makes the highest demand upon this young man: “let those who
are spiritually insensitive to the high call of the kingdom of God take
care of those things that might be called the highest duties of human
life.” There are people enough who have not caught your vision
of God’s service: let them attend to those affairs which, in comparison
with my service, are clearly secondary.
Jesus does not intend fa us to neglect normal human responsibilities. (See Notes on 15:l-20; cf. I Tim. 5:s; Eph. 4:28; 6 : l - 4 )
Jesus Himself went to the funeral of Lazarus, but He did not require
that Mary and Martha leave the tomb to began an evangelistic journey
with Him. Of course, it might be objected that, in all the connections
Jesus had with the dead, He intended to raise them, But this is not
true, for He did not raise John the Baptist. Raising some of the
dead people in scattered parts of Palestine was the least often mpeated
of His miracles, if the few instances we have is alny indication.
Note that Jesus does not mention great sins that cause our hearts
to be polluted with hawed, malice, jealousy, dishonesty, selfishness,
falsity, murder and the like. Rather He raises the standard: He regards
only total commitment to Him as righteousness. Any other reason-
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able, useful, justifiable, good duty that is used to keep a man f r m
following Jesus is SIN! (Mt. 10:34-38; 16:24-26; Lk. m 6 - 3 3 )
Jesus does not intend nor does He insist on our denial of some things.
Rather, He insists on our total commitment to Him that will sacrifice
anything to be free to do His bidding. (See Notes on 5:29, 30) NO
man, having heard the direct call of Christ to any work and is sure
that Jesus means him (and not merely infers that he is meant on the
basis of reasoning based upon Jesus’ words), has a right to make
reservations or limitations on his service. Jesus wants the whole
man. Too often we axe none of us all of one piece. More than one
man dwells within us, often in uncomfortable association with his
fellows. We are “walking civil wars.” Thus, myone who commits
himself to follow Jesus and delays, temporizes or reminisces about the
desireability of the life or relationships he is leaving behind, is not
fit for the kingdom. His heart is still tied to r , e world. (cf. Lk.
17:32) No family tie or social relationship may have any competitive
compulsion over a disciple of the Lord. (Mt. 10:36, 37) And yet,
tzagically, some do go home to discuss their conversion with unbelieving relatives and never return. Jesus demonstrated what He meant
by this principle, (Mt. 12:46-50; Jn. 2:4) Did He love Mary and
His brothers any less than when He walked out of N a m e t h never
to return “home” again? That higher ministry, for which He left
them behind in Nazareth and refused to let their fleshly relationship
hold Him or influence His ministry (cf. Mk. 3:21), revealed a higher,
d e e p love for them than all the remaining at home and serving
them thme could have ever shown. Paul too understood Jesus’ meaning. (Phil. 3:5-10)
Lk. 9:60 But a s for you
Jesus recognizes in this man
a m e disciple in spite of his hesitations: ‘You are not a dead man
you are sensitive to the needs of Israel, you have heard the call of
God. The ministry to which I have called you is so important and
this discipleship so holy that you have ,as much reason as any high
priest to leave the burial of ‘your family to others in order to do
your dnty to me!” (See Lev. 21:11; Nu. 6:6, 7 ) The ministry to
which I have called you is no less than the proclamation of the
kingdom of God!” Foster (Middle, 101) points out that, once a man
is dead, there is little moce that can be done for him, while there
are living souls icn eternal danger for whom much can be done by
urgent preaching. H e sees Jesus’ words as implying a contra% between
the relative unimportance of funerals when compared with the urgency
of saving the living.

...
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Why did Jesus give different people different answers? Because
they were different people. His admonition depended upon the
situation, the circumstances and the petson’s hearts:
1. To one He says, “Follow me” (Mt. 8:22; Lk, 9:59; Jn. 1:43
etc.)
2. To another He says, “Return home to friends and declare
how much God has done for you.“ (Lk, 8:39)
3. To cleansed lepers: “Go show yourselves to the priests and
offer the gifts . . ,” (Mt. 8:4; Lk. 17:11-19)
4. To an enthusiastic scribe: “Consider the hardships.” (Mt.
8:20)
5. To a rich young ruler: “Sell what you possess and give it to
the poor, and come, follow me.” (Mt. 19:21)
6. To a compromiser: “I accept no lukewarm service.” (Rev.
3:16; Lk. 9:62)
This hard saying of Jesus is perfectly in harmony mith the hard terms
of discipleship He set before the multitudes. Plummer rightly gives
us pause with the question (Matthew, 130): “Who is this One who
with such quiet assurance makes such claims upon men?” Unless we
are willing to answer this question and unflinchingly surrender even
the most justifiable, and most useful occupations that hinder obedience
to Jesus, we cannot properly call ourselves His disciples!
1

c.

THE LIABILITY AND LOSS OF A LAST, LINGERING LOOK AT T H E
LOVED AND A LAMENTATION OF WHAT IS LBFT (Lk.9:61, 62)

Even if the two accounts of Matthew and Luke are not the same,
let us study Luke’s third man as additional commentary on Jesus’
attitude toward shallow commitment. Here is a disciple facing the
danger of unfinished commitment. Hear his dallying temporizing:
“I will follow you, Lord, but let me first
It does nor
really matter what words follow for he has already pronounced
those two words that may NEVER be used in the same sentence when
addressed to Jesus: “But Lord , , ,” If Jesus is LORD, then there can
be no but’s, if‘s, and’s or maybe’s.
Permit me first to say farewell to those at my home.
In contrast to the man just before him, who might have been requesting much time, this disciple assures Jesus of his willingness to take
up His service, with the very small request, the very small proviso,
that he be permitted to take leave of his loved ones. What could
be more reasonable? Is this nor a proper oespect for those whose
society has been our familiar environment and for whom we have
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been pleasurable companions? Yet, Jesus sees in this man’s plea
a mind, a heart that is still on the past, the loved, ohe dear. He
must enjoy them once more before giving them up permanently. He
had a “Lot’s wife mentality.” (cf. Lk. 17:32) Jesus’ service was not
yet for him his highest joy, nor was Jesus yet dearer than the home
fdks. W e can best understand Jesus’ attitude toward this man’s
weakness by studying contrasting illustrations of men who grasped
this truth:

1. C o m p t e Elisha’s call to the prophetic ministry (I Kg, 19:1921)
2. See Paul’s attitude towilrd the realtive value of ALL ELSE
(Phil. 3:8f.)
3. Contrast Matthew’s attitude when he gave a farewell feast.
Rather than enjoy the company of his former associates a
little longer before making the final break, he apparently
intended the occasion to be used to inrroduce his old cronies
to the new Lord of his life. It was obvious to Jesus and to
Matthew’s friends that he had already, permanently and mequivocably broken his emotional ties with the publican life
from which Jesus had called him. (See on Mt. 9:9-13)
”

-’’ Lk. 9:62 Jasus said to him, No one who puts his hand
to the plow and looks back is fit for the kingdom of God.
This dreadful warning of Jesus-“None
who begimn my service and
look back are FIT!”-must
cause us to sense the lofty, imperative
character of Christ’s call. W e must learn to live wirh the FACT of
His Lordship.
Put his hand to the plow, taken as an expression, probably
has nothing at all to do with plowing, as if in the act of looking
hack, the plowman should be thought to fail to plow a straight
furraw. Jesus is not discussing plowing at all, but BNTBRING INTO
DISCIPLESHIP. If Jesus’ words iin the first part of this conditional
clause are considered metaphorical as well as those in the conclusion,
why should the intervening words be taken literally? What are we
to suppose the plowman to be looking at? It is just better not to
regard this admonition as a ‘‘parable of the plowman,” and, instead,
take His words simply in a metaphorical sense. The poilnt Jesus is
making, i.e. undivided loyalty and concenttated, committed attention
to the tasks of the Kingdom, can be understood from His words without
first reducing them to a parable. This is but a proverbial expression
meaning: “anyone who begimns the task.”
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And looks back. If you take your allegiance to the Christ as
a settled matter, do not die a thousand deaths struggling to decide
whether you will do what He wills or not. (Cf. Phil, 3:13; Jn, G:G6,
67; Heb, 10:32-39) The reason Lot’s wife was destroyed with Sodom
and Gomorrah is that her look back revealed that her heart, her life,
her love lay with the cities that God had determined to destroy, Her
act of looking back unveiled an unwillingness ro forsake all for God’s
sake, not even if her life depended upon it.
This passage is no reference ar all to those who, having become
Christians, engage in “secular” work for their living, for so-called
“secular” work may enable one to publish the gospel much more
effectively from a standpoint of financial independence. At the same
t h e , such “secuhs” work can give power to one’s preachhg, not only
by personal example on the job, but also as proof that “we seek not
yours, but you!” (Cf,2 Co. 12: 14)
CHAPTER EIGHT

WHO ARE THESE MEN?
There have been commentators that have sought to identify these
men willing to follow Jesus under certain conditions, (See Plummer,
Lzlke, 266, for illustrations.) ?“he most notable suggestions are usually
Apostles, who, out of deference for their latet office, remain anonymous,
according to the view of those who search for the identity of these
totally unknown men. It is certainly useless to waste time trying to
learn what the Bible did not say.
But it IS of profound importance to remember that the lives of
the apprentice Apostles was not all light and beauty. They struggled
with real prejudices. (Cf,Mt. 16:21-23) They wrestled their misinformed consciences wliile Jesus’ requirements and views continued to
batter their own cherished notions. Foster (Middle, 98) krovokes
imaginative thought by asking: what kind of impact did Jesus’ blunt
challenges to these would-be disciples make upon the mind, understanding and preparation of the men whom He had called to Apostleship? They would yet, even until Jesus’ last hours, debate their own
relative merits for high positions in Jesus’ Kingdom. (Cf. Mk. 9:3337; Lk. 22:24-27) How must the Apostles have understood these
hard-line answers Jesus gave these orher men? They could not remain
unaffected by the shocking treatment Jesus gave the othets. (Cf.Mt.
15:12) His words could not but affect their later judgment ,regarding the relative value of social position, wealth and family.
%
As for these would-be disciples, we know nothing about what
decision they made when their conscience was thrown into crisis.
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But we do know and thank God for what the Apostles decided. Thus
is our own conscience faced with the burning question of Jesus’
Lordshipa How shall we respond?
Jesus is endeavoring to impress, sift and confirm His disciples. He
had already arrested their attention by so vividly describing the nature
and conditions of His service, that they might be clearly aware of what
they would face if they follow Him. These words sift and eliminate
some who are too unwilling, or too fearful to undertake His service.
These words inspire and confirm the determination of those who,
though also frightened, desire service under Jesus above all else. His
words stir the hero in their hearts and call him forth.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. State the problems involved in trying to harmonize Matthew’s
account and the circumstances to which it was related, with that
of Luke in the circumstances in which this latter tells us this
same basic story.
2. Do you conclude that these are two accounts of the same event
or two separate events? Upon what basis do you decide this?
3. If you have not already done so, in answer to the previous questions, sitate,,, the different circumstances which precede Matthew’s
account, and then those which Luke states as immediately preceding this event. These must be known, since our understanding
of the author’s intent for including them will certainly affect how
they axe to be interpreted. Where was Jews going just as the
scene begins, according to Matthew? According to Luke?
4. According to Matthew, who was the first disciple to approach
Jesus requesting permission to accompany Him in His ministry
ond travels? What is so significant about this man’s offer?
Desoribe his social position which makes his offer so unusual.
5. State and hterpret Jesus’ answer. Was Jesus’ answer strictly true?
Did Jesus have a home, whenever He was “at home”, to return to?
6. Is it known whether the fathet was dead, for whom one invited
disciple desired to delay his service?
7. W h o are the “dead” who must be left to “bury their own dead”?
Explain Jesus’ use of the word “dead’ in each case.
8. What does Luke report as Jesus’ antithesis of His command eo
leave the dead to bury their own dead? That is, what does
Jesus state as being the direct opposite, in this case, to ministering
to one’s dying or dead relatives?
9. Bid Jesus regard the disciple, whom He ordered to leave the dead
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to bury their own dead, as being "dead" too? How do YOU
know?
What is meant by the expression: "Go and ptoclaim the k i n g
dom of God"? What is this "kingdom of God" that Jesus wanted
proclaimed by that disciple? How does that concept differ (if it
does) from the kingdom of God realized in the Church today?
What additional situation does Luke record in connection wish
these challenges Jesus gave others to count the cost of their
discipleship to Him?
Was the third man committed to Jesus? If not, why not? If SO,
icn what way?
What did Jesus think w,as wrong with saying farewell to OS^
at home?
What is meant by Luke's expression: "put one's hand to the

plow"?
15. In Jesus' warning, what does He mean by the expression: "look
back"?
16. Does Jesus mean these expressions literally or figwratively?
17. In what way is one, who begins service in the Kingdom of God,
acoepts the responsibility to follow Jesus and then tempts himself to reconsider his decision by evaluating all he is giving up
for ohis service, so particularly unfit for the kingdom of God?
What does Jesus mean by the expression: "not fit for the
kiagdom" ?
18. Is Jesus using the expression "kingdom of God" in this admonition
exacrly with the same force or meaning as earlier when H e
chatged the other disciple to "go and proclaim the kingdom of
Cmd"?

19. Explain the absolute necessity for Jesus' challenging of rhe sincerity
and commitment of these enthusiastic followers. Show the contrast between the open-arms reception we feel constrained tQ
give any contact who manifests an interest in Christ, and the blunt,
almost stand-offish approach actually used by Jesus Himself here.
20. List other cases where Jesus cooled the enthusiasm of a would-be
follower, in order to deepen his understanding and strengthen his
commitment.

Section 16

JESUS STILLS A TEMPEST
(Parallels: Matk 4:35-41; Luke 8:22-25)
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TEXT: 8:23-27
23. And when he was entered into a boat, his disciples followed him.
24. And behold, there arose a great tempest in the sea, insomuch
that the boat was covered with the waves: but he was asleep.
25. And they came to him, and awoke him, saying, Save, Lord; we
perish.
26. And he saith unto them, Why are ye fearful, 0. ye of little faith?
Then’ he arose, and rebuked the winds ,and the sea; alnd there
was a great calm.
27. And the men marvelled, saying, What manner of man is this,
that even the winds and the sea obey him?

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What do you think made Jesus sleep so soundly as to remain unawakened by the tossimng of the boat during the tempest?
b. How did, fear of the great tempest prove that the disciples had
‘‘little faith”? Explain what is so faithless about fear.
c. If the boat was “covered with the waves” why did it not sink?
In what sense was it “covered?
d. What do you think is the answer to the men’s question (vs. 27)?
e. If these men were so faithless as Jesus says, why does He pass over
their faithlessness with no more than a rebuke? Why did He not
rather punish them?
f. Have you ever been as frightened as these Apostles, just as scared
by your circumstances as they were in theirs? If so, you can understand something of the fear they felt. They certainly had a right
to be afraid, Rut Jesus rebuked them for their fear. Why?
g. If Jesus were merely tired at the end of a busy day needing rest,
why do you think He would dismiss the crowds and rush away in
a boat where they could not immediately follow? Would it not
have been just as good far Him to dismiss them formally at rhe
conclusion of His work-day, test the night through there in Capermum, finding Himself fresh for another full day’s work? Does
it not appear that Jesus does not wish to be available that next day?
If so, how do you account for His strange actions? In deciding
upon your answer, you need to look both forward to the events
that follow as well as the particular events which immediately
preceded this precipitate departure.
h. If these disciples were completely without faith, as Jesus’ rebuke
sueqests then what does this appeal mean to Him? If they did
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not believe that He could do something, why did they even bother
to wake Him?
i. W h y were the disciples not as sleepy as Jesus? Had they not also spent
the full, busy day with Him? Would they not also be tired? What
effect would this possibility have upon their response to the aorm?
j. Put yourself in the place of the disciples during the storm before
they awakened Jesus, State clearly the alternatives that lay before
these men. Be especially clear in outlining what the disciples could
have done besides crying out in sucl~ great fear to awaken Jesus,
Should they have awakened Jesus?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Now when Jesus saw great crowds around Him that day, about
evening He borrowed a boat with His disci les and gave orders for
P
the departure to the east side of the Sea of Galilee. So, leaving the
crowd, the disciples took Jesus with them, just as He was, in the boat
with them, and set out for the other shore. Now other boats accompanied Him. As they got under way, He dropped off to sleep.
A heavy squall swept down off the Galilean hills down upon
the sea (which is itself 682 feet below sea level) causing the wind
to rise driving wave after wave into the boat until it was being swamped.
They were taking in water and were in grave danger. Rut Jesus
Himself was in the stern still asleep on the cushion. The men came
and roused Him, shouting above the wind, “Lord! Master!’ Save us!
We are going to drown! W e are sinking! Don’t You care?”
Jesus awoke and shouted to them, “What are you afraid of, you
men with little faith?” Then He rose to His feet and rebuked the
howling wind and raging waves, “Silence! Be quiet!” and the wind
dropped and there was dead calm. Again Jesus said to them, “Of
what were you afraid? Have you no faith? Where is it now?”
Mixed emotions of fear, awe, and marvelling filled those men, as
they kept sayiing to one another, “Who can this be Who commands
even wind and sea, and they obey Him?”

SUMMARY
After a particularly exhausting day of miracles, arguments and
preaching Jesus ordered His disciples to take the boat in which H e had
preached across. the lake and away from the crowds. During the voyage
Jesus fell into deep sleep. A great storm threatened the life of all
out on the sea. Jesus, awakened by the cries of His Apostles, arose
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and, with a ward, completely removed the storm, restoricng perfect
C d h over the entire scene.
The happy surprise mixed with f e u
expressed by the Apostles, suggested something of their appreciation
of the true nature of the Lord.

NOTES
I. STRATEGIC SHIFT OF THE SCENE OF HIS SERVICE
(8:23-26)
Matthew said in 8:18: “Now when Jesus saw great crowds around
Him, H e gave orders to go over to the other side.” Mark reports
( 4 : 3 5 ) “On that day when evening had come, He said to them, “Let
us go across to the other side.” Luke indicates (8:22) : “One day
H e got into a boat with His disciples, and He said to them, “Let us
go across to the other side of the lake.” In order adequately to appreciate this unusual movement by Jesus, one must assemble clearly
all the facts that occurred on that day. For these events explain why
Jesus would deliberately sail away from obvious populalrity. If we
may be sure of our chronological connections, Jesus’ activities on this
busy day of ministry may be summarized as follows:
1. No sooner had Jesus arrived home from His second preaching
tour of Galilee (Lk. 8:l-3; Mk. 3:19b-21), than a crowd
gathered, interrupting any possibility of eatiag. His own sought
lock Him up for His own good, since it seemed to them
H e was going mad.
2. A special committee of scribes flrom Jerusalem attacked Jesus’
miracles attributing His power to Satan (Mt. 12:22-37; Mk.
3:22-30). AIthough Jesus deftly refuted their charges with
;unanswerable logic proving Himself to be God’s Son by deeds
that only God’s Spirit in Him could do, yet some of the Rabbis
unreasonably demanded a sign from God that would prove
His claims (Mt. 12:38-45).
3. b the midst of these attacks and responses, Jesus’ mother and
brothers try to interfere with His ministry (Mt. 12:46-50;
Mk. 3:31-35; Lk, 8:19-21), but Jesus openly refused to let
human fleshly ties bind Him, claimed special relationship to
God shared by no man and placed discipleship on a higher
plane than a11 fleshly telationships.
4. Leaving the house where the “very large crowds” and committees had Him cornered, He boarded a boat beside the
shore so as better to handle the throng. (Mt. 13:1, 2; Mk. 4:l;
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Lk, 8 : 4 ) Since they could not push out into the water to
mob Him, 1-k was able to teach them. But He deliberately
taught them for hours without telling them anything except
interesting stories that half-revealed, half-hid unpleasant truths
they needed to learn. (See Notes on Mt. 13: 1-53)
5, Apparently, Jesus dismissed the crowds and returned to the
house (Mt. 13:36) where He gave private instruction to His
own disciples.
6. Since the crowds did not go away (Mt. 8:18), Jesus did. (See
additional notes on Mt. 8:18)
These facts lead to the conclusion that Jesus was not merely departing
for awhile to rest, something He could easily have done at Capernaum.
Apparently, this strategic shift of the scene of His service is intended
to accomplish these three results:
1. He needed to separate His disciples for private instruction
from the wildly excited but ignorant crowds who were more
interested in having their sick healed and seeing wonders than
in understanding His message. His Apostles MUST understand
that message.
2. He needed to take the pressure of the increasing attacks of
the Jerusalem scribes and Pharisees off the Apostles. Even
though He Himself can out-argue the fiercest opposition of
the religious authorities (cf. Mt. 21, 22), the very existence
of this opposition cannor help but effect the emotions and
conscience of the Apostles who from childhood had been
taught to respect those very elders who now so vehemently
oppose their Master. (See Notes on 15:12 and 1 6 5 - 1 2 )
3. Looking forward to the later evangelization of the Decapolis
area (see note on 8:34b; cf. Mk. 5:20), Jesus could have
chosen the particular course He. did, in order to make contact
with that IargeIy unevangelized population. Through the former
demoniac, Jesus would be able to advertize, and thus, to prepare for His Decapolis ministry next year.
The unresolved question remains: if a11 the above is true, why then
did Jesus meekly leave the Decapolis when the Geresenes begged
Him to do so? Why did Jesus submit His will to the ignorant fears
of a few superstitious townsfolk? Even if He, in divine deference
to humain weakness, chose to wait for a better opprtunity in which
to teach them, why did He sail directly back to Capernaum instead of
landing further south down the eastern coast of the lake? Several
answers alre possible:
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1. Because of this miracle performed on the sea, rhe Apostles
themselves had much more reason to believe Jesus, against
whatever opposition the Jerusalem leaders might offer.
2. Jesus actually accomplished much in Decapolis by sending the
freed ex-demoniac through that area telling what God through
Jesus had done for him. (Mk.5:18-20; Lk. 8:38, 39)
3. Perhaps Jesus also knew that His mswers had silenced the
Pharisees at least temporarily, and that the Jerusalem soribes
had left to make their report. (They do not reappear until
later in the first six month of the third year. Mt. 15; Mk. 7 )
When Jesus returned, however, there remained a few Pharisees
around to mutter the same old hackneyed argument (Mt.
9: 32-34).
4. Also, if He had merdy gotten away from Capernaum for
some rest after that fatiguing day, He was now reseed, accomplished His other purposes for getting away for awhile
and can now return to finish His Galilean minisfry (Mt.
9:35-38).
Why bother with all these seemingly “unedifying details” out of
the records of Jesus’ minimy, some might ask. After all, are not
Jesus’ teachings of muoh mor6 imp,qpnce? GmEted, and one of
Jesus’ most important doctrines clarifies the point that we can learn
a man by studying his deeds, the h i t of his life. (Mt.
7: 15-21) If this priinciple is true a b u t men, how much more
significantly is it in reference to Jesus? By His acdons He too revealed His viewpoint, His way, hence God’s way, of dealing with
human problems. To understand Jesus is to have studied how He
Himself (put His message into practice. He had to wark out practical
problems. He too must live with the physical weakness of rhis human
flesh. He must plan the tactics of His evangelistic campaign while
ministerilg to people’s personal problems.
Jesus had said, “Let US go across to the other side of the
lake.” (Mk. 4:35; Lk. 8:22) In contrast to Galilee, the eastern
region across the Sea of Tiberias was much less populously settled,
(cf. Mk. 6:31 with Jn. 6 1 ) although nine of the ten famed Greek
independent cities of the Decapolis lay scattered throughout rhat
territory. This command of Jesus to embark can hardly be interpreted,
as ,do some, as Jesus’ deliberate leading His disciples into the
dalnger of the storm merely in order to put their faith in Him to
the test.
8:23 And when he was entered into a boat. Can this be
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Peter and Andrew’s fishing boat held in readiness for Jesus’ frequent
use and trips across the lake? (cf. Mk. 3:9; Lk. 5 : 2 , 3; Mt. 9:l; 13:2;
1@:13, 22ss; 15:39; Jn. 21:8 shows that phere was always a boat
ready and available when Peter just “felt like” going fishing.) It
was a boat small enough that it could be propelled by rowing ( M k .
6:48; Jn. 6:19) bur large enough for Jesus aind the Twelve.
This verse is in perfect agreement with the facts narrated in Mt.
13 which, according to the chronological order of Mark and Luke,
preceded this event, Mt, 13:36 clearly indicates that Jesus had left
. the boat after dismissing the crowds and gone into the house. Now
He reenters the boat for a sudden departure. The suddenness is
suggested by the following circumstances:
1, His disciples followed Him. He led them, getting into
the boat first. But were the disciples reluctant to follow Him
in a boat trip across that lake without any special provisions
for a journey when they had hardly time to eat all day? It
would perhaps have been more comfortable for them to have
refreshed themselves in Capernaum. Or had perhaps the
expert eyes of the Galilean fishermen spotted the weather
signs of an imminent tempest? But Matthew is clear that
Jesus had commanded this trip (8: 18), so perhaps in the rush
to leave the crowds, none of the fishermen could get together
to discuss how to dissuade Jesus from going out on the lake
that night. If they did have any objections, they showed their
discipleship by following Hh!
2. Mark (4:36a) uses a oryptic phrase: “Leaving the crowd,
they took Him with them, just as He was, in the boat.”
The presence of the crowds made it inconvenient to procure
the necessities for a’ boat trip toward sparsely populated country
at the end of the day. This probability merely underlines the
reality of the uncertainty in Jesus’ discipleship as represented
to the scribe (8:20)
3, And other boats were with Him. (Mk. 4:36b) Why?
One boat was usually large enough for Jesus and the Twelve.
Who are in those other boats-other followers trying to keep
Jesus from goiag away without them? Are rhey pwt of the
very crowd Jesus would leave behind on the shore, intent
upon following Him? (See note on 8:27) WhateveJ- the
answer, the owners and occupants of these boats became
witness both of the terror of the storm and the miracle.
His disciples followed Him. This fact is remarkable in light
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of the stern challenge of the cost of discipleship to the would-be followers (8: 18-22). The prospect of a night out on the lake in nothing
but a fishing boat was probably not the idea of comfort for the
landsmen among the Apostles. But though they too were to have
“no place to lay their head,” they sailed, because Jesus had commanded
it.
Luke (8:23) inserts here the observation that “as they sailed
He fell asleep.” As soon as the boat began picking up speed moving
through the water, the milling thirongs on the shore began to fade
into the distance and Jesus could now relax, leaving the handling of
the boat to Peter’s direction. The gentle motion of the boat was
sufficient to entice Jesus’ tired body to submit to sleep. Resting on
the cushion in the stern, He dropped into deep sleep (Mk. 4:38).
8:24 And behold t h e r e a r o s e a g r e a t tempest in t h e
sea. Luke says that the storm “came down on the lake,” a fact that
arises out of the topography of the sea itself and the swrrwnding
mountains. The sea, or better, lake (see aote on 4:18), lying already
682 feet below sea level, is surrounded on the east and west by hills
some rising as high as 2000 feet above sea level, intmsected by plains
and gorges. These latter function as funnels concentrating any significmt wind movement upon the surfalce of the lake, whipping the warer
into waves even six feet high. (ISBE, 1166; Rand McNally, 37, 381)
Mark and Luke both use a term (lutlups) that perfectly justifies the
strangest translaition, “whirlwind, hurricane, fierce gust of wind.” (AmdtGingrich, 463 )
Matthew’s term seismds is a term used moa ftequently to
denote emthqauh, and could even refer to an earthquake
under the Sea of Galilee, which lay in the geological fault of
the great el Ghor rift. Hot springs and the presence of lava
indicating volcanic activity around the lake, plus frequent and
sometimes destructive earthquakes, leave open the possibility
that such an earthquake occurred out of which tidal waves we
born. Yet, Arndt-Gingrich (753)point out that seismds means
literally, a shaking and can be used for a sea storm with
waves caused by high winds (cf. vs. 26f where bnemoi is
found with thulrisse . . .) Both Mark and Luke emphasize
the wind ( u n h o u megble).
Luke‘s sober conclusion (8:23) declares that these men were not
merely imagining their peril; their danger was real.
Insomuch that the boat w a s covered with the waves.
The ASV of this passage as does the KJV rendering of Mk. 4:37
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gives a particularly bad translation at this point and creates a clear
inconsistency with reality: “the waves bear into die ship, so that it
was now full.” If the boat were “full“ why did it not sink then?
The Greek construction (hdste with the present passive infinitives
kalziptesthai in Mt., gemtzesthai in Mk.)does not state either that
the boat was already coveted or akeady filled. The construction states
only that t-his tendency was certainly in progress. The infinitives are
presenr jnfinitives, speaking of the action as in progress, but l ~ o t
completed, as suggested by the ASV and ICJV in these texts. (cf.
ASV on Nk. 4:37.)

Waves towering several feet high as the boat plunges into the
trough, makes this description no exaggeration. Depending upon the
direction of the wind, undoubtedly tlie boatsmen among the Apostles
would have strained rheir mightiest to head the boat into the wind,
rowing to gain steerageway. This maneuver would help the already
heavily loaded boat to resist the pounding of the monstrous waves
and keep from capsizing. This orientation. incidentally, would put
Jesus, asleep in the stern, farthest from the immediate blast of water
as the waves smashed into the bow.
But he was asleep. It is probable that Jesus was not on the
stern seat itself, as that would be occupied by rhe disciple operating
the tiller, fighting, along with the others who were rowing, to keep
the boat under control, Yet it is difficult to imagine how H e could
have escaped the cold veil of spray from the surface of the whitecaps, or from rain lashing the open boat from above. By this time,
rhe boat was probably rollercoasting, careening more wildly with each
wave and taking in more water.
HOWcould Jesus remailn asleep as that boat bucked and plunged
into the trough, wallowing through each wave, threatening to swamp
wirh each successive minute of tempest? Our Lord was utterly
exhausted! The great fatigue, produced by the constant demands of
the multitudes, emphasize the reality of Jesus’ human nature. Jesus
was NO angel, bur a sharer in the flesh nnd blood of the descendents
of Abraham! (Heb. 2:14-18) He had preached, healed, argued and
mercifully ministered to people all day. This kind of work wears
MEN out. Jesus had completely collapsed into that dead sleep that
comes to the thoroughly exhausted. Same commentaries affirm without reason that Jesus slept with the deliberate purpose of trying the
patience and faith of His men. He had no discernible intention of
delaying His help in order merely to bring them into a crisis He
could get them out of, merely to show off His glory and power.
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If it be objectively true that t h e y a w o k e Him, as all three Evangelist
affirm, then He was really asleep, not merely feigning sleep until the
right moment. (See comments on 4:1-11 and the special study:
“Temptation,” which deals more in depth with the human nature
of Jesus.)
!

8:25 A n d t h e y c a m e t o him, a n d a w o k e h i m , saying
S a v e , L o r d ; we perish. From the completely naturalistic view,
these ARE ,facts relative to a swamping boat in hulrricane-force winds.
But their cries reveal not only the bare facts of the situation. They
lay bare their almost complaining reproach, almost bluntly accusing
Jesus of not caring. They must have been very greatly terrified to
have permitted themsehes to addsress Jesus like that! These disciples
had been watching the storm since its inception, leaving Jesus to rest
peacefully, so long as they could handle the situation. But now the
danger is inoreasing much too rapidly. Now, rather than see Jesus’
sleeping as typical absolute consciousness of safety however great the
storm, these Apostles, not fully aware of Jesus’ nature and identity,
were tempted to regard Jesus’ sleep as typical human weakness and
inability to conquer the demands of the human nature, especially in this
moment. Jesus was asleep, so they must have thought, because He is
just another man after all, hence His sleep betrayed a real indifferace
to their terror, not because He could not understand their fear, but
because H e could d o nothing about it. “Teacher, do you not care if
we perish?” (MI. 4 : 3 8 ) How could anyone spend THAT much time
with Jesus and yet ask that exceedingly thoughtless and presumptuous
question?

Lk. 8:24 “Master, Master, we are perishing!” Their repeated
cries bqtzay their desperation. All three Evangelists use present tense
verbs or participles ( lBgo.ntes, lbggozlsilz), indicating the repeated appeals
to Jesus to wake up. Was this no time for prayers? Just because
Jesus was sleeping, did God sleep also? Did they actually believe
that a sleeping Jesus could not save them, but would also Himself
drown? Or is their cry “we perish’ meant to include only themselves?
Did they suppose that Jesus could save Himself and leave them to a
watery grave? What a reflection upon His love and merciful care for
them! The answer to these questions depends upon the view they
held of Jesus expressed in their amazed question: “Who then is this?
What sort of man is this?” Did they suppose that the ship could
sink “wherein lies the Master of oceans, earth and skies”? However
great this gale, the storm has not yet been made than can sink God‘s

san!
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Idere is the self-revelation of Jesus’ disciples, The true nature
of their character, their comprehension of Jesus’ message and nature,
their faith and their doubts are all exposed by this life-and-death crisis.
SO long as the going was relatively easy and there had been no peril
to life and limb, with only an occasional skirmish with the Pharisees,
the discipleship of these men had ‘not been so severely tested nor so
closely bared in its weakest form, And yet, however imperfect these
followers may be shown to be, they are a comprehensible picture of the
nature of the Church: imperfect subjects being perfected. W h o wei-e
these men? I wonder if we do not read our name written between
the lines here.
1. They were loyal men. They had gone with Jesus whatever
the cost. Now they come TO JESUS and, however brusquely
they awakened Him, lay before HIM their plight. But they were
only half-trusting “Save us!” is the voice of laith, but “We
perish!” is the cry of doubt. Considering the desperation of
their cries and the pity of Jesus’ response, what did the
disciples really expect of Him when they shook Him awake?
It is certain that they did not expect what actually occuned.
Is it. possible that they possessed an unreasoned, undefined,
almost blind, desperate hope that Jesus possessed an unlimited
power? Or rather, as Edersheim (Life, I, 601) suggests,
there existed in them a belief that coexisted, not with disbelief nor even with unbelief, but with the inability to comprehend His full nature. It is certainly true that Jesus’ revelation of Himself gradually emerged through what H e said and
did. Each new, unique piece of evidence declared His identity
or, better, filled in the outline of his rrue personality in the
chaeacter of the God-Man. The presence of some faith in
these terrified disciples is proved by the fact that these expert
sailors who had wrestled with Galilean storms before, appeal
to Jesus who had never handled boats. How could a former
carpenter be of any help when these knew that all their skill
had found a crisis completely beyond their F o r , frail powers?
Their half-believing, half-fearful appeal is not directed only to
the human Jesus, but has some reference to His divine ability,
even if the men themselves ate very ignorant of His identity.
2. They were afraid. Why? Because of the humaa habit of
depending completely on their own means and solving their
problems by their own wits alone. They had tried to battle
that storm by themselves and were not depending upon Him,
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Now they HAD no other alternative! He had been merely
their last resort, their escape hatch, their emergency exit.
Though He wanted to be their constant companion, sharing
and helping with their problems and fears by giving them
answers, inward peace and calm, they had kept Him on the
hinge of their lives, holding Him in reserve until they had
tried all else.
3. They were doubters. How simple it would have been to crawl
over to Jesus, arouse Him and in perfect confidence say: “Lord,
this storm has gotten beyond our small powers to cope with
it. But you, who possess all power mer sickness and disease,
you7can do something about this tempest too.”

II. THE SOVEREIGN STILLS THE SAVAGE STORM, SHOWING
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF STEADFASTNESS UNDER STRESS
(8:26)
8:26 And he saith unto them, Why are ye fearful, 0 ye
of little faith? Both Mark and Luke record a rebuke after the
calming of the storm, while Matthew places this reproof before that
fact. It is more than likely that Jesus said it both times: before, to
draw their attention to what He was immediately about to do; and
then after, to show them the moral implications of theicr fear. It would
seem, therefore, that we have before us a marvellous example of absolute
serenity..and composure in the face of what threatens to destroy
everything. Before moving a muscle to deal with the storm, Jesus
dealt first with the panic of His men. Then he arose and rebuked
t h e winds and t h e sea. T h e n (&e) seems almost emphatic in
revealing the deliberateness with which Jesus acted. Anyone else could
have objected: “But Lord, this is no time for sermons! Please, do
something about this storm!”
W h y are ye fearful, o ye of little faith? Wlhatever the
tone of Jesus’ voice or the look in His eyes, these words clearly constitute a rebuke. His rebuke is full of:
1. Absolute assurance that in matters that are really important,
even this Force 9 or 10 gale was nothing! If there is a God
in heaven whose word cannot fail, even death in the waves
may be calmly awaited or else His immediate aid may be
humbly asked and confidently expected. Here is the courage
of faith: these men should have kept their fear under control
with an unshaken confidence in God that keeps them doiag
their best to keep the boat rightside up, when there is every
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good human reason to panic. Jesus’ clearheaded indifference
to cilrcumstanccs, that had torn these lesser men’s reason and
faith from the moorings, could not help but begin to restore
order in their hearts. He deliberately let the storm rage on,
wliile He rebuked their faithlessness.
2. Loving pity, because in crisis these HISmen had failed. They
were the men who one day would unflinchingly face trials,
harrassment, persecution, and death. And Jesus would not
then be physically “in the same boat with them.” Here, however, their growth in faith is insufficient to pass the trial by
storm,
3. Sovereignty over their souls. No rabbi could have demanded
such unwavering trust as did the Lord, Any religious teacher
could have rebuked his students for failing to trust God, but
Jesus responds to His disciples’ rebuke for His seeming indifference and inability by scolding them for their failure to
trust HIM! This rebuke finds its fullest expression when
Jesus did what no rabbi would have dreamed of attempting:
the stilling of the storm. Thus, He showed in what sense H e
intended His rebuke, repeated also after the storm, to drive
the point home.
It is obvious that the purpose of Jesus! question was to cause these
men to see for themselves the seriousness of theiir moral stature, but
why ask THIS question? Fear is God’s blessing created into man’s nature
to trigger his instinct for self-protection, Otherwise, total fearlessness
breeds that imprudence that lays die unsuspecting open to all that
can harm. Why, then, are the disciples so wrong to fear? It was not
that they had no faith at all, for they did have a “little faith”. Nor
was it that they should not have feaqed at all, else they would have
been psychologically untrue to the nature God gave them. Nor was
this rebuke given for seeking Jesus’ help. Why did Jesus say it then?
1. Trench (Miracles, 90) cites Mk. 4:40 thus: “Why are you so
fearful?” According to a number of Greek readings, so
(horhos) belongs in the text here. (See Spopsis, 120) This
suggests that their culpability lay in the excess of terror displayed. Fear was important to their self-preservation, but it
should have prompted them to pray for God’s preservation,
rather than cause them to forget His care. Fear is proper, but
it must never be allowed to destroy the rationality of genuine
confidence in God‘s goodness. (Study Isa. 26:3; 43:2; Psa.
46:1-3)
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2. Lenski (Matthew, 347) reduced this question of Jesus to an
exclamation “How frightened you are!” based on the use of the
Greek ti as a translation for the Aramaic mah, “how.” Just
as Jesus had marvelled, exclaiming the greamess of the centurion’s faith (Mt. 8:lO comments), now His exclamatian
implies that He had the right to expect more faith and understanding of His own disciples. Accordingly, Jesus is marvelling
at their failure to grasp His true nature. (cf. Lk. 2:49)

3. They were much too afraid to die in Christ’s company and
sekice. As k n g as HE is safe, so are His followers! All who
sail with Jesus sure safe, regardless of the greatness of any
tempest that may come!
The further rebukes of Jesus after the storm, as recorded by Mark
and Luke give a bit more insight into Jesus’ meaning:
4. “Why are you so afraid? Have you not yet faith?” (Mk.4:40)
This suggests that Jesus, while admitting that these disciples
possessed some faith, is deciding that they were not yet arrived
at that point in their discipleship where they should have been
able to arise in unshakeable trust in God to meet the challenge
to their very lives.
/The translation “not yet” is justified from the reading
followed by Aland, (Greek! NT, 137) who selects this
reading with reasonable certainty, ( o q o against pds
O@k)

“Where is your faith?” (Lk. 8 : 2 5 ) challenges these men to
discern the true character of their discipleship, if under these
circumstances, their confidence in Jesus and dependence upon
Him had been so easily forgotten.
5. It might just even be that the disciples HAD prayed to God,
but their continued terror betrayed a lack of confidence in
the result of their prayers. Worse yet, they fear that their
prayer is useless. Where is the faith of Daniel or Shadrach,
Meshach and Abednego, Elijah and countless others who faced
death in the service of the invisible God? These disciples had
not only the undoubted history of God‘s great deliverances of
those men of faith, from which to profit, but they had lived
and walked personally with Jesus. Even if they yet saw in
Him no more than a great prophet, their failure to trust God
is nonetheless to be rebuked, if nor outright condemned. (Psa.
107:23-32; see comments on Mt. 6:19-34 esp. 6:30b)
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Then he arose, and rebuked &e winds and the sea;
and there was a great calm. His words of rebuke: “‘Peace! Be
still!” (Mk.4:39) One act alone was worth an encyclopaedia full of
philoso&ical discussion regarding Jesus’ sovereignty over the sea and
men’s souls. One magoificent proof immediately cleared all doubts.
And to produce this great wonder, Jesus’ word alone was enough. H e
needed no special instruments through which His power was exerted
to effect the stupendous result, (cf. Ex. 14:16, 21; 2 Kg. 2:14; 4:29-37)
Rebuke the winds and sea: is this simple personification of these
natural elements in order t o emphasize Jesus‘ full control over them,
as if they were but domestic animals before theilr Mastm and Owner?
And there was a great calm.
This calm i s .defined by
Mark and Luke by the specific notice: “the wind ceased and the raging
waves ceased.” A multitude of experiences has taught one to expect
a sudden drop of the wind on Lake Tiberias, but this would nor immediately calm the rolling sea, Yet, contrary to nature, these eyewitnesses testify to the immediacy of the miracle as a direct result of
Jesus’ words. Their evidences:
1. The sed obeyed Jesus; it did not keep rollhg after the wind
died.
,

2. The verbs used by the witnesses atre aorist, i.e. not specifically
defining the time of the action involved (Mt.: egdneto Raldne;
Lk.: epakanto), whereas if the writers intended to convey the
impression that the sea gradually calmed in a natural way,
they would have been expected to have used the imperfect rense.
This latter tense would have expressed the continuity of the
dying down. As the text stands, the wind and the sea ceased
their raging at Jesus’ word.
3. ”he impression‘upon these men well acquainted with the ways
of the sea is totally inexplicable, were there no miracle. Yet
they were convinced by what they saw that this was indeed a
supernatuiral act of God. The incontrovertible reality of their
experience was too obvious to allow these disciples the sort of
naturalistic rationalization indulged in by professors of theological or philosophical faculties who spin fine rheories miles and
centuries from the facta actually seen by the apostles.
4. The rebuke for faithlessness seriously reflects upon the supposed
inventors of this fiction, if there were indeed no teal milracle.
Were there no immediate sign which took place at Jesus’
word, He could not have possibly rebuked their failure to
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imagine what staggers the imagination! Further, as Edersheim
(Life, I, 604) suggests, the narrative very markedly expresses
that the apostles certainly did not expect Jesus to teact to the
storm in the way He did. This is a fact, incidentally, which
proves also that there was nothing in the popular messianic
expectations nor apparently in rabbinic thought to supply a
parallel idea out of which some unknown Christian author
could have created the legend out of which this “story” is
supposed to have come. (See Edersheim, in h.)

5. The witnesses say that Jesus addressed the natural elements,
commanding them to be still. Jesus’ integrity is brought
into question by this fact: either He is a madman or an imposter, if H e said what these men testify: “Peace! Be still!”
and if H e could not compel the wind and waves to submit
to His will. A truly honest, self-effacing Jesus would also
have had to correct the false impression created in rhe minds
of His disciples, for their leading questions in response ro
whatever happened (if there were no miracle) definitely place
Him on a par with divinity. If the Evangelist have falsified
the record by declaring that Jesus actually spoke wards He
never intended, then we have no basis for certain knowledge
about this event at all.
6. The unusual but perfectly credible question: “what manner of
man is this?”, given as the conclusion to this section by all ohese
Evangelists, further evidences the trustworthiness of the narrative. Inventors of gospel fiction would have been tempted to
conclude the record with an extended argument or at least
with a stated conclusion regarding the deity of Christ, something to the effect of: “by which, we have now demonsnrated
the supernaturalness of Jesus.”
7. Another evidence of the accuracy of the facts narrated in this
section is the general representation of Jesus. All three Gospel
writers picture Jesus, whom all apostolic testimony declared to
have been “in the form of G o d , as surrendering to the pangs
of hunger, and the demands of exhaustion upon His human
body. Now, as Edersheim argues (Life, I, 600), if the Apostles
had set about to devise this fiction to exhibit Jesus’ supernatural
power by ascribing to Him power to calm the tempest with
a single word, how is it that they do not sense the glaring
contradiction between this conclusion and the circumstances
with which they introduce the situation? There Jesus is
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imagined as exhausted and asleep because of His great fatigue.
Edersheim concludes:
Each of these elements: (Jesus’ humanity and His
divinity) by themselves, but not the two in their
combination, would be as legends are written. Their
coincidence is due to the incidence of truth. Indeed,
it is cha~ract~risticof the History of the Christ, and
all the more evidential that it is so evidently undesigned in the structure of the narrative, that! every
deepest manifestation of His Humanity is immediately
attended by the highest display of His Divinity, and
each special display of His Divine Power followed by
some marks of His true Humanity. Assuredly, no
narrative could be more consisLent with the fundamental assumption that H e is the God-Man.
111. THE SEAMIN SEEM TO SENSE THE SECRET OF HIS
SUPERNATURAL SUPREMACY (8:27) .

8:27 A n d t h e men marvelled, s a y i n g , W h a t m a n n e r of
m a n is t h i s , t h a t e v e n t h e w i n d s a n d t h e sea obey Him?
Mk. 4:41: “They were filled with awe.” Lk. 8:25: “And they were
afraid and marvelled . . ,” This evident surprise of the Apostles is
evidence of thek inadequate comprehension of Jesus and His powers,
for had they comprehended the towering stature of His divine n a m e ,
they could not have been surprised at anything He did. SO, there is
nothing at all incredible about this question,
Study the disciples‘ grow& of faith from the question posed in
the Capernaum synagogue: “What is this?” (Mk. 1:27; Lk. 4 : 3 6 ) , to
this question: “What sort of man is this? . , W h o then is this?”,
to their later affirmation: “Truly you are the Son of God.” (Mt. 14:33).
W e grow so accustomed to inspired Apostles who inerrantly proclaimed Christ’s message, that we can easily forget that these same
men had been exactly what the word “disciple” implies: “learners
who can make mistakes before their ignormce and prejudice begins
to diminish before the advances of knowledge and comprehension of
their Master’s message.”
T h e men. Why does Matthew use this expression instead of
‘‘the disciples” or perhaps “the apostles”? Is he intending thereby
to intimate the distance between these awed witnesses of the miracle
and rhe supernmral Jesus who effected it? The sensation of ijhe awesome presence of God in their midst begins to settle down over these

.
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men. (cf. Lk. 5 : s ) They had witnessed great and marvellous cures
and miracles before, but this was a supernatural event in their own
element. It touched them personally. Another difference that marked
this miracle is its display of Jesus’ supremacy over nature in so large
a degree. And even though objectively it requires no mare power
perhaps to rebuke a hurricane than it does to change water into wine,
yet the emotional impact upon the observers was much greater. Here
also is painted the sagacity of the Master: by producing so great a
variety of%iraculous evidence of His identity, nature and power, H e
leaves no ’room for doubt even in the weakest disciple that Jesus can
do ANYTHING that God can. Even though one of the extraordinary
characteristics of Bible miracles, that distinguish them from heathen
pfodigies, is the notable absence of the love of the marvellous in the
mabter-of-fact tone in which the Gospel writers narrate these events,
yet the astonishment registered in the Ireaction of these disciples to
this miracle rings true psychologically. (See A. B. Bruce, T ~ ~49)g
Had they NOT been surprised, we might have wondered at the truth
and authenticity of the story. As it is, Matthew and Peter (through
Mark) both faithfully record their own unbelief and surprise, even
though it pictures them yet less developed, less mature than their
later offices required. As Bruce accurately observes, by the time they
wrote these facts into our present Gospels, their sense of wonder at
these bremendous deeds had been deadened by being satisfied. They
had seen too many miracles while with Jesus to be able any longer
to reactth them as we find them doing in this text. But even though
their sense of wonder at the power of Jesus did not continue, they
never ceased to be deeply moved at the marvel of His grace.

The men reminds us also of the other boats and pricks our
curiosity about oheir occupants and owners too. If, as suggested above
(8:23), they survived the storm to witness the miracle, how did they
react? Foster (Middle, 111) asks: “Did the men in these boats turn
back after the storm feeling they had had enough for one day and
seen enough for a lifetime? There is nothing to indicate that they
were present when Jesus and the Apostles landed at Gergesa.” If they
turned back to Capernaum after the calm, their account of the news
would have whipped Gpernaum’s excitement to fever pitch. What
a story they would have had to tell! This explains rhe “great crowd”
(Mk.5:21) that gathered about Jesus to “welcome Him” (Lk. 8:40)
immediately at the seaside when He returned next day.
What manner ob man is this? What indeed! (See Psa.
89:9; 107:29) Have we learned better what these men had not yet
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fathomed, that of which they were but then beginning to catch a
glimpse: the voice which the wind and sea obeyed was the voice which
spoke the world itself into being? Although the Evangelists record
only rhis puzzling question as the only one uttered, the very question
itself was probably the cause of many others: Indeed where WAS our
faith? Why did we ourselves fail? How could we have questioned
His conrrol over this storm? Perhaps the more reflective among them
pandered: when or how will we fail Him again? Note how deftly
the three Evangelists conclude their narration with thjs thoughp
provoking question. They add no answer that might have been uttered
that night. This splendid literary device is rhetorically perfect to kindle
fires of thought and set the thoughtful reader to musing.

2

LESSONS TO OBSERVe FROM THIS TEXT:
When
Jesus is in the boat, it is SINFUL UNBELIEF to say:
1.
“We are perishingl” All who sail with Jesus are SAFE, however great the storm. Jesus’ very incarnation was His way of
“getting into the boat with us” by which H e shares our storms
with us. Though He is not physically present in the boat in
our present storms, He is nonetheless sympathetic and powerful
to save,
2. And since Jesus has been “in the same boat with us,” it is just
as presumptuously sinful to soream: “Do you not care if we
perish?” His human suffering is God’s evidence proving that
Jesus cares more than we can ever imagine. He cared so much
if we perish that He went to the extreme limit of the cross,
worked the supreme miracle of rhe resurrection, just to show
us just how much He cared! “Do you not care?” dces not
apply to Jesus!
3. Though fear as an instinct is fundamental, yet we cannot let
fear destroy our confidence in His control. Let us abandon
our total dependence upon human help, and failing resources,
casting ourselves completely, confidently upon Jesus. No matter
how great our trials, things are still in His control.
4. We dare not leave Jesus to last place in our life as a mere
escape hatch for emergency use only. He wants to be OLX Companion and all-powerful Friend and Guide throughout life.
Let Him be the FIRST one to whom we turn!
5. It is quite possible but just as inadmissible to mix doubts
about Jesus with faith in Him.
Jesus wants all or nothing.
6. Our shattered nerves, our broken hearts, our wasted energies,
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our straining muscles, our hau’nted lives need this word of
Jesus: “Peace! Be still!”
7. However imperfect our faith and prayers, Jesus is still waiting
to answer our cry, sorengthen our faith and justify our confidence in Him.
8. All these foregoing points have no significance unless we understand that Jesus is God whose word created and sustains the
universe atrd in whose control our destiny rests.
9?

FACT QUESTIONS

j

1. List all of the events that rhe Gospel writers clearly indicate as
having taken place on this day which concludes with the storm
an Lake Galilee.
2. What is significant about the quantity and n a m e of the events
you h v e listed in question 1, that explains a detail described in
this account of Jesus’ stilling the tempest?
3. True or false? Jesus and His disciples were the only witnesses
to what transpired on the lake that night. Prove your answer.
4. Describe the tempest, explaining both its nature, as described by
Matthew, Mark and Luke, and its possible natural origin.
ate the cries of the apostles as they awoke Jesus.
scribe Jesus’ reaction to their cries.
7. GivefTall the words that the Evangelists use to describe the reaction
of these Apostles to Jesus’ stilling the tempest.
8. Justify. Matthew’s use of language when he describes Jesus as
“rebuking the winds and the sea.” Anyone knows that both the
wind and the sea are inanimate objects with no conscience or soul
to rebuke.
9. What is so remarkable, from a natural point of view, about the
fact that, immediately after Jesus rebuked the storm, rhere was a
dead calm?
,lo. Matthew and Matrk say that “there mose a storm on the sea;”
while Luke affirms that “a storm of wind c m e d o m on the lake.”
. Show the perfect harmony between the narratives, that explains this
apparent contradiction.
11. At what time of day did the storm start? What effect would
this fact have on the disciples’ nerves, if any?
12. Describe the probable type of boat Jesus and His disciples were
in, how it was propelled, or maneuvered. Picture how it would
mxt in this storm.
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Section 17

JESUS FREES THE
GADARENE DEMONIACS
(Parallels: Mark 5 : 1-20; Luke 8:26-39)

TEXT: 8:28-9:1
28. And when he was come to the other side into the country of the
Gadarenes, there met him two possessed with demons, comhg forth
out of the tombs, exceeding fierce, so that no man could pass
by that way.
29. And behold, they cried out, saying, What have we to d o with
rhee, thou Son of God? art thou come hither to torment us
before the time?
30. Now there was afar off from them a herd of many swine feeding.
3 1. And the demons besought him, saying, If thou cast us out, send us
away into the herd of swine.
32. And he said unto them, Go. And they came out, and went into
the swine: and behold, the whole herd rushed down the steep into
the sea and peiished in the waters.
33. And they that fed them fled, and went away into the city, and
told everything, and what was befallen to them -that they were
possessed with demons.
34. And behold, all the city came out to meet Jesus: and+lwhen they’
saw %him, they besought H i m that he would depart from their
borders.
9:1. h d he entered into a boat, and crossed over, and &me .into his.
own city.
.

,

, I

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Frbm the information given in this text in the’ speeches $of the
demons thdmselves, what is revealed about their nature?
b. Why did the heid of pigs react so violently?
c. What is the value of the testimohy of those who kept the swine in
this incidgnt? ,
d. Why should people, whose public enemies numbers one and two
had been completely “rehabilitated,” request their Benefactor to leave?
Why, do you ’think, did Jesus so meekly leave this territory ‘without
actively opposing His expulsion? Could He not have reasoned with
this superstitious populace and have gained thus entrance into rhe
Decapolis?
‘
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a:2a--9: I
e. Since it was apparently under Jesus’ orders that the disciples took
& e boat back to Capernaum with Jesus on board, what does this
indicate about Jesus’ original desire to get away from Capernaum
for awhile? (See Notes on 8:23) Did Jesus change His mind after
H e left Capernaum? If so, tell the sequence of events which may
have led the Lard to decide to return to Capernaum instead of
sailing further sourh on the east side or else landing on the western
shore south of Capernaum.
f. Do you think that we have anything today similar to the demonpossession as described in the Bible? What is the basis for your
conclusion?
g. Why do you suppose the demoniacs lived in the tombs?
h. Could these demons foretell the future? What makes you think so?
i. Explain why the men who tended the swine fled.
j. ,Do you think the following question is fair: “If Jesus is truly just,
why rhen did He permit this loss of property to the owners of the
mine?” If you think it is fairly stated, answer it; if not, show how
it does not justly represent the situation involved. In this latter case,
how would you rephrase nhe question and then answer it?
k. Why do you think the freed demoniac made the request that he did?
1. Can _ y ~ ugive at least one reason why Jesus sent the man back to
his Own city to tell them what God had done for him?
m.How does Jesus’ technique of sending the freed demoniac back to
his own people in the Decapolis, haxmonize with Jesus’ own admission of the general proverb: “A prophet is not without honor
except in his own country and among his own people”? (cf. Lk.
4:24; Mt. 13:57)
n. From an objective wading of the three synoptic accounts of the
demoniacs’ approach to Jesus, can you decide whether the actions
of these two are attributable to the influence of the demons or to
the men themselves, as they struggle against the malign influence?
For instance, what prompted them to “worship” Jesus? Would
demons have been likely to worship Him? What makes you say so?
0. If you decide that the demons actually worshipped Jesus through
rhe outward actions of these demoniacs under their influence, what
may be learned regarding the respective positions of Jesus and the
demons in relationship to each other?
p. If you decide that the men actually worshipped Jesus in a wild,
desperate attempt to seek help in being rid of the demonit influence, then what may be deduced respecting the personal re-
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sponsibility and control or freedom of anyone who i s demonpssessed?
q. Some suggest. thar the demons chose to enter rhe swine with hatred
for Jesus and planned to drive the hogs to destruction in a deliibate
attempt to discredit Jesus before the local populace through the
eradication of the swine herd. If so, could not Jesus have forseen
this alnd forestalled the consequent rejection by the townspeople?
Do you think Jesus was gullible enough to let Himself be tricked
r
by the demons?
r. Where do you think rhe ex-demoniacs found the clothes in which
they were seen dressed, sitting at Jesus' feet, by the time the crowds
firom the town arrived? Considering their former manner of life)
under demonic conorol, their wild, naked existence, would they have
been likely to have a suit packed away in one of the tombs? Where
did rhe clothes come from?
S. Whose idea was it to make the plunge into the lake, the demons'
or the hogs'? Or was this rhe purpose of neither, hence, an accident?
t. If you conclude that the demons upon entering the swine had no
intention of driving them i,nto the lake, but rather deceived rhemr
selves into supposing a peaceful habitation in those animal bodies
in order to postpone being hurried into the abyss, are the cornmentaries ,right in suggesting that the demons' succeeded in thwartimg Jesus' fufrther work among these people?
11

I

\

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Then, after the calming of the tempest, they arrived on the eastern
shore of the Sea of Galilee (which is opposite the province of Galilee,
as you look at it on the map), to the country whose chief Roman city
is Jerash or Gerasa. Closer to the sea is the town of Gadara while
Gergesa is located on the shore. All three towns have given their
name to the territory.
As Jesus came ashore, there met Him two demoniacs from the
n m b y city who were coming out of the tombs where they lived. For
a long rime they had worn no clothes and did not stay in a house at
all. They were men in the grip of an udclean spirit. They were SO
violent that none dared use that road anymore. No one had yet been
able to subdue them, not even chains could hold them. Many had been
the times they had been secured with fetters and lengths of chains
but they merely snapped the chains and 'broken the fetters to pieces
and made off for solitary places. No one was able to do anything
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with them. And so, unceasingly, night and day, they would soream
among the tombs and on the hills, gashing themselves with stones.
When they saw Jesus in the distance, they ran and flung themselves down on their knees before Him and worshipped. (Jesus commanded the foul spirit, saying, “Come out of him!”) Then the demons
began yelling a t the top of their voices, “What business have YOU
here with us; what do You want of us, 0 Son of the most high God?
Have Youncome here to torment us before the appointed time? For
God‘s sake,*we beg of You, do not torture us!”
Jesus questioned him, “What is your name?” To this, the most
prominent demoniac replied, “My name is Legion, for there are many
of us,” for many demons had entered the men. The spirits begged
and begged Jesus earnestly not to banish them from the country into
the bottomless pit.
In the distance on a hillside there was a large drove of hogs
feeding. So the demons begged Jesus, “Send us over to the pigs and
we will take possession of them!” So Jesus gave them permission, saying, ‘%a!” and the unclean spirits came out and went into the pigs.
The whole herd of about two thousand head stampeded over the edge
of the cliff and down the steep slope into the sea, where they were
dmed.
When the hog-feeders saw what had taken place, they took to their
heels, and made for the town where they poured out the whole story,
not forgetting the part about what had happened to the demoniacs.
All over the counayside they told the news! Notice that the whole
town came out to meet Jesus and to learn what it was that had
happened. They saw Him and former demoniacs sitting at Jesus’ feet
clothed properly, and in full control of themselves-the very ones who
had had the legion of demons! The crowds were afraid. Those who
had seen the incident told them what had happened to the demonpossessed men and about the tragedy of the pigs. Upon rhis all the
inhabitants of the surrounding country near Jerash began to implore
Jesus to get out of their neighborhood; for they were terrified.
When Jesus was boarding the boat, one of the former demoniacs
begged Jesus to let him go with Him but Jesus would not allow it but
sent him away, saying, “Go to your own home and friends and tell
them how much God has done for you and how the Lord has had mercy

on you.”
So the man went all over the town spreading the news of haw
much Jesus had done for him. He did this, in fact, throughout the
Decapolis. Those who heard him were simply amazed.
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So, Jesus, boarded the boat and crossed over the lake to the other
side and came to His own city of Capernaum.

SUMMARY
After the stilling of the tempest, perhaps even the same evening,
Jesus and His disciples landed at Gergesa. They were met on the shore
by two demoniacs who recognized Jesus for His divine authority.
Jews cast out rlie demons, giving them leave to enter a swine herd.
The frightened swineherds alerted the local populace to come see what
had happened. The superstitious folk unanimously begged Jesus to
depart. The chief ex-demoniac pleaded to be permitted to accompany
Him, but was sent home to testify to God’s goodness in his behalf.

NOTES
I. THE VIOLENT
8:28 And when He was come to the other side of the
Sea of Galilee following the stormy crossing, the events occur which
follow. However, the time element is not clear since this event
f d o w s hard on the stilling of rhat tempest, which, in turn, took place
after the disciples and Jesus set sail “when evening had come” ( M k .
4:35) This phrase used by Mark (opsim genomknes) must be interpreted according to context to determine just what time is meant,
whether before or after sundown. (Amdt-Gingrich, 606) So, if the
storm blew the disciples in an easterly direction, like the wind after
the feeding of the five thousand (cf. Jn. 6:17 with Mk. 6:48), it
would not be impossible for them to have arrived at Gerasene shore not
too long before sunset, Thus, the fteeing of the demoniacs possibly took
place that evening. Rejected by the native population, Jesus and His
disciples either slept in the boat for the return trip to Capernaum, or
else slept on the beach where the local people found them the next
morning and asked them to leave.
to the country of t h e Ciadarenes. A quick survey of rhe
parallel texts in various translations will reveal divetgent names for
this area. The Greek texts ate not much more help, although there
is a firmer concensus of opinion among the editors of Greek texts that
Matthew’s original wording was “Gadarenes” while that of Mark and
Luke was “Gerasenes.” This apparent confusion is due to the error
of scribes, seeking to correct what was thought to be an error in an
earlier manuscript, when they had the correct original reading in hand.
The country of the Gadarenes is the political tenritory around
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Gadara, the chief city having jurisdiction over the land on the southeast side of the Sea of Galilee. This could certainly include the lesser
town, Gergesa, a name also found in the manuscripts a t this place.
Gadara was one of the well-known cities of the great Decapolis c i q
much farther away. from the Galilean Sea to rhe south-east about 30
air-miles. Or, this latter name may be a pronunciation variant of the
word Gergesa, found in the manuscripts. (See ZSBE 1217b) Barnes
(Mdthew, 91) notes that these different names simply prove that the
Evangelists are not deceivers, since, were they imposters attempting
a hoax, they would have sought to agree! But their testimony is the
more valuable, since this divergency demonstrates rhat these independent
witnesses knew their land!
One fact stands out clearly: as will be seen fsrom the map, the
Arabic name Khersa or Kurseh clings to the ruins of a city mentioned
by McGarvey (Lmds, 328). At the southern side of the mouth of
a deep ravine through the eastern mountains called Wady Samakh are to
be found these remains. MGarvey describes the area:
Immediately south of (Khersa) rises a rocky mountain penetrated by tombs, which extends more than a mile along the
lake-share, at first leaving a plain more than a quarter of a
mile wide between its base and the water’s edge, but finally
projecting one of its spurs close to the shore. Here, as
C q p i n Wilson has clearly shown, must be the place where
the hogs into which the demans entered “ran violently down
a steep place into the sea.” (Mt. 8:32) He says: “About a
mile south of this (Khersa), the hills, which everywhere else
on the eastern side are recessed from a half to three-quarters
of a mile 6rom the water’s edge, approach within 40 feet of
it; they do not terminate abruptly, but t h a e is a steep, even
slope, which we would identify with the ‘steep place’ down
which the herd of swine ran violently into the sea, and so were
choked. . . It is equally evident, on an examination of the
ground, that there is only one place on that side where the
herd of swine could have run down a steep place into the
lake, the place mentioned above.”

.

Angry, fear-filled eyes had been following the progress of the boat
in which Jesus and the Apostles had crossed the Sea of Galilee. Apprehension grew in the two as the boat bearing the Son of God drew
n m e r and nearer the shore. As the Creator and Lord of heaven,,earth
and hell stepped ashore, the two watchers ran to accost Him. There
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met Him two possessed with demons, coming forth out .of
the tombs, exceeding fierce, so that no man could pass that
way. See the Paraphrase-Harmony for the full desclription of their
terrible case. Mark ( 5 : 6 ) intimates that from their home in the
tombs, from a distance, the demoniacs had watched Jesus and the
disciples disembark. Now, they run to Him. fling themselves on the
ground at His feet and worship. (Luke 8:28) Here is tragedy:, these
men belonged to the city (Lk. 8:27), but they came out of the
tombs.
i
Out of the tombs is probably not intended to suggest that the
demoniacs became such by some league with the devil through communication or companionship with the dead, for Luke (8:27) states
the natural antithesis of this abode thus; “He lived not in a house,
but in the tombs.”

However, see Isaiah 65:4 which connects base idolatry with
sitting in graves. Is there some connecting link between idolatry, necromancy and demon possession? The gods of the
Gentiles are called demons. (See Deut. 32:17; Psa. 106:3637;Rev. 9:ZO; I Cor. 10:20, 21) False religions are also connected with demons. (I Tim. 4 : l ; I Jn. 4:3-6; 2 Th. 2:2$
3, 9-12; I cor. 12:lO; Rev. 1 6 1 3 , 14; I Kings 22:22, 23;
Zech. 13:2)
e

The hillside between the ruins of modern Khersa (Gergesa?) and
the spur closest to the sea is literally studded with natural and hewn
caves which were used as tombs. These two demoniacs were able
from their shelter in the tombs to hinder passage along the road that
followed the seacoast by rushing opt screaming, terrorizing all who
I
attempted to use the road.
TWO possessed with demons. This alleged contradiction with
Mark and Luke who mention only one demoniac is a simple diffetence
in style of wdting, since there are several cases where Matthew speaks
of two persons or things in a given situation, while the other two
Synoptic authors, in describing the same situation, mention only one.
(Stee McGarvey, Evidences of Christimity, 111, 57) Obviously, Mark
and Luke mention only the more fierce of the two, while Matthew
objectively describes the toral picture. In addition, the other two
authors do not affirm.,;hat there was only one demoniac; hence, there
is no contradiction.
Demons. Far fuller notes on Demons, see the special study
“Notes on Demon Possession” by Seth Wilson in THE GOSPEL OF MARK
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by. JohnsonaDeWelt, pp. 509-513, with its selected bibliography. The
very mention of demons brings us moderns to an immediate crisis of
conscience: here before us are records that purport to be true, which
includes the assertions that Jesus Christ talked with, and cast out of
their human victims, certain. spiritual beings of which there is very
limited scientific knowledge today. Did Jesus really cast out demons?
A.

Assuming the accounts which record this phenomenon are false,
we can have no certain knowledge about Jesus, since there are no
abjective grounds whereby the accounts themselves can safely be
excised from the total record without destroying the fabric of
the whole testimony of each Evangelist that mentions Jesus’ casting
out of demons. Only the subjective presupposition that demons do
not exist (a prejudice in itself) has been periously offered. (See
special study on miracles at the end of chapter nine.) Foster
(syllabus ie loc.) lists the following radical explanations offered
by some:

1. “The whole story is a myth.” But there is just not time historically available for the development of the legend between
the supposed occurrence of the facts and the writing of the
record and its reception by .hundreds of witnesses who both
knew the facts and could testify to the conmry, were that
necessary.
2. “The freeing of the man from the demon and the peaple’s
rejection of Jesus are true but. the swine detail is a later,
untrue addition.” Again, there is no objective evidence, textual
or otherwise, of any addition.
3. “The demoniacs frightened the swine: thus the supposed transfer
of the demons into the swine was imagined.” But again
Jesus’ own words are proof against this: H e permitted the
demons to go. Nor is thelre any evidence rhat the demons
left the men with such a paroxysm so great as to scare the
hogs.
4. “The drowning of the swine and the casting out of the demons
are simultaneous evenrs with no connection between them.”
However the inspired Apostles record the connection, for they
were eyewitnesses and could not confuse hearsay reports about
*the two events.
5. “The demons were just mentally insane, whom Jesus humored
by granting permission to imaginary demons to enter the
swine, giving rise to the fable of the demons entering the
1
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swine so producing their destruction.” Explain, please, the two
thousand dead hogs bobbing up and down in the water.

Tlius we are compelled to reject not merely the objectionwble parts of
the narrative that do not suit our preconceptions, but rather the narrative
in its totality, since there is no sure method whereby we can safely
reject one part of the eyewitness’ testimony and accept any other part.
Furrher, we must admit that the record is free from the influence of
popular Jewish ideas. Edersheim (Life, I, 480-485, also ,Vol. I1 and
appendix XIII, p. 748.763 and appendix XVI, 770-776) demonstrates
that it is not merely deceiving, but totaly untrue to assert that these
reports ace tainted with the ideas prevalent in that superstitious age.
These reports are just as different from the ideas that Judaism expressed on demons and demon possession as the difference between
empty superstition and what is sober, credible history, (See also ISBE
article, 828, 829.) W e alre driven to:
B. Assume the accounts which contain the reports of demon possession and the casting out of demons are true, But even the
assumption that the accounts are mue, does not free us from
responsibility ro weigh carefully this evidence. For:
1. Either Jesus did not know demons did not exist.
a. In this case He was Himself deceived, for He actually
thought He was casting them out, which, in fact, He never
did.
b. And He is as ignorant and superstitious as the people H e
pretended to teach and help.
2. Or else Jesus knew that demons did not exist.
a. In this case He is a conscious deceiver, since H e continually
“went through the motions” of casting out demons, encouraged His disciples to believe that they too had the
power to do the same (Mt. 10:8); scolded them fos their
failure to do so (Mt. 17: 14-21). He Himself claimed to
cast them out and gave God thanks for this powm (Lk.
10:17, 18, 21) as well as argued on the basis of the actual
fact, not rhe hypothesis, that He had so done. (Mt. 12:27-

I

29)
b. Even a theory that describes Jesus as “accomcdating Himself‘’ to the popular superstitions of the day, in order to
deal with what modern scientific knowledge would term
“an unbalanced mental condition, manias, insanity, etc.”
leaves Jesus under the morally fatal charge of deception,
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by p4rmitting even His closest disciples to remain under
the old delusion. He is hereby to be charged wioh withholding vital information from us on so i m p m m t a subject
in the modern period.

3. Or else Jesus knew that demons exist and dealt with them accordingly.
a. But Jesus did not treat demoniacs as merely sick, nor
.;demons themselves as another disease, although when the
demons were gone out of their victims, who had shown
also characteristics of disease, the demoniacs were well.
b. Nor did Jesus treat demons as mere “sins”. There is no
. evidence that He regarded demoniacs as particularly
guilty, beyond other sinners.
However, Edersheim (Life, I, 481) argues that there
is no evidence for permanent possession or that the
demonized were under constant power of the demon.
An illustration of this is the impression of a sudden
influence in the demoniac in the Capernaum synagogue
as if occasioned by the demon’s reacting to the spiritual
effect of the words Or Person of Jesus ( M k . 1:21-28).
Consider also the epileptic demcmized boy (Mt. 17:1421; Mk. 9:14:29, esp. 18; Lk. 9:39). The boy was
possessed from childhood ( M k . 9:2 1)
Accordingly,
says Edersheim (o? cit., 484), this fact “establishes a
mord element, since, during the period of their
temporary liberty, the demonized might have shaken
themselves free from
the overshadowing power, or
sought release from it.” 1s Jesus discussing demonology when He taught that “when the unclean spirit
has gone out of a man, he passes through waterless
places seeking rest, but finds none, whereupon he
returns with seven other spirits more evil than himself”?(Mt. 12:43f)
c. Jesus dealt with demons as spirits who inhabited the body
and governed the mind of human beings. He addressed
them as evil visitors from the spirit world whose malignant control over those made in God‘s image roused
His indignation and sympathy.

.

There met him two demoniacs, but Jesus saw them as men:
1. Violently antisocial: “they lived not in a house but in the
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tombs,” “fierce,” “night and day among the tombs and on rhe
mountains,” “driven by the demon into the desert.”
2. Indomitable: “None could bind him any more with fetters and
chains, no one had the strength to subdue him.”
3. Extremely tormented to the point of brutal self-abuse: “he was
always crying out and bruising himself with stones,”
4. Unclean spirit (Mk. 5 : 2 ) Up to this point one might have
pointed to natural mania or some other violent insanity. Here
rhe line is sharply drawn, for the man was the +;tile home of
other personalities who were destroying him.

There met him two demoniacs, and Jesus met the?.

He

stood

His ground calmly while the fiercest, wildest beings alive ’ ran, screaming toward Him. He had earlier been charged by the Pharisees with
being the very incarnation of Satan’s power, but now is the moment
of truth as He stands calmly awaiting the most tarifying conflict with
naked evil, What thoughts race through the mind$ of the disciples as
these frightening figures rush toward their Master? The Apostles’ worst
nightmare was occurring in broad daylight. They probably did not
run because Jesus did not, When Jesus is in this thing, we are not
to panic regardless of the danger or few we feel! The Pharisees had
snarled that Jesus had some secret agreement with the Devil. This
calumny is about to be brought to its most startling test.

II. THE VANQUISHED
The two demoniacs ran and worshipped Him (Mk. 5 : G ) . But
why? Who really did this: the demons or the men themselves?
a. If the demons worshipped Jesus, then out of what motives?
(1) Recognition of their real Master, greater than Satan, and
their fifnalJudge for eternity? (See on 8:29)
( 2 ) McGarvey (Mdtthew-Mlmk, 289) supposed two malignant
purposes:
(a) The demons perhaps used cunning flattery and fawning to dissuade Jesus from casting them into the
abyss;
( b ) By pretending friendship between themselves and
Jesus, they could hope maliciously to injure His cause,
and show thereby that the wicked calumny of the
Pharisees was true.
b. If the men worshipped Jesus, then this could be seen as a
desperate bid for freedom against the awful possession which
seemed unending. But, how could two mere men recognize
105
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in Jesus the potential Savior when 'they terrorized all others
who passed that way? Or, did Jesus' personal calm tame their
habitual fierceness by showing them a reaction never before
experienced, and in their surprise they are reduced to abject
submission? Did Jesus' moral courage temporarily resttain the
demorb, giving their victims opportunity, to express themselves
thus? Could it be that the demons' fear of God's Son was
commimicated to the harried minds of their victims?
I n this samg'general connelction, it will be seen in the Gospel narratives
several apparently contradictory elements in the speechs of rhe demoniacs, both in irequent changes from singular to plural and vice
versa as well 'as changes from the man who seems to be speaking, to
the demons who use the man's voice to speak their will. Edersheim
(Lge, I, 608f.) deals with these phenomena thus:
In calling attention to this and similar particulars, we
repeat that this must be kept in view as characteristic of the
demonized, that they were incapable of separating their own
consciousness and ideas from the influence of the demon, their
own identity bei'ng merged, and to that extent, lost, in that
of their tormentors . . . The language and conduct of the
demonized, whether seemingly his own, or that of the demons
who influenced him, must always be regarded as a mixture of
the Jewish-human and the demoniacal. The demonized speaks
and acts as a Jew under rhe control of a demon. Thus, if
he chooses solitary places by day and tombs by night, it is
not that demons really preferred such habitations but that the
Jews imagined it, and that the demons, acting on the existing
consciousness, would lead him, in accordance with his preconceived notions, to select such places . . . The demonized
would speak and act in accordance with his previous (Jewish)
demonological ideas. H e would not become a new man, but
be the old man, only under the influence of the demon.
This note argues the difficulty of deciding whether the men themselves
worshipped Jesus or whether it were the demolns, since their selfidentity was lost in that of the other. As Mark ( 5 : 9 ) and Luke (8:30)
say, Jesus endeavored to bring out the slightest possible trace of the
demonized men's self-identity, but the answer reveals the depth of
the confusion of the man's consciousness with that of rhe demons.
8:29 And behold they cried out, What have we to do
with thee thou Son of God? The report of Mark and Luke
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includes Jesus’ personal name and describes God as “the Most High
God,” Plummer (La&, 229) believes that this expression as a demiption of God given by the demons, “rather indicates that the man
was not a Jew, and there is some evidence the owners of the swine
were not Jews, ‘The Most High‘ (Elyolz) is a name for Jehovah
which seems to be usual among heathen nations,” His references cited
are Gen. 14:20, 22; Num. 24:16; Mic. 6:6; Isa. 14:14; Dan. 3:26;
4 : 2 , 24, 32; 5:18, 21; 7:18, 22, 25, 27; Acts 16:17. However, some
of these are statements by Daniel not necessarily directed to heathens
or spoken even for Gentile ears, even though stated within a Babylonian
context, as Plummer notes. Fulrther, see Stephen’s thoroughly Jewish
sermon, (Acts 7 : 4 8 ) and many other undoubted Jewish references in
the OT (Psa. 7:17; 78:35; Dt. 32:8; 2 Sam. 22:14 etc.) Thus, the
demoniacs could well have been very Jewish indeed.
Jesus, thou §on of God. It is remarkable that these denizens
of hell refer to Jesus in terms totally contrasting with the common
Jewish expectations regarding the Messiah. (See additional references
to Jewish views made by Edersheim a t 8:28 under A.) Further, they
use terms that even Jesus bad not publicized as often as His use of
the title “Son of man,” even though H e accepted and used the tetm
Son of God as true concerning Himself on other occasions. ”his fact
immediately gives the lie to the possibility that these “anachronistic”
terms were mythologically originated or else derived from supposed
Jewish parallels. The point is that these demons, then, really did
know Jesus! (cf. Mk. 1:24) They, however, are not the proper
witnesses by which Jesus would have His identity proclaimed, even
though these supernatural voices f’rom the spirit-world provide corroboratory testimony,
What have w e to do with thee, thou Son of God? art
thou come hither to torment us before the time? Here the
personal testimony of the demons clarifies the true relationship between
themselves and Jesus, and, at the same time, shows that they recognized
Jesus’ authority above that of Satan:
1. By their cries to be let alone. But, let alone to do what?
They preferred their past cou<rse to be far better than any
temporary or permanent judgment Jesus would bring.
2. By their denial of all connection with Jesus: What have we
to do with thee? (Ti hemtn kai sot’) means ”what do
we have in common? What is there between us that unites
us in a common bond? Nothing!” (See other examples: 2
Sam. 16:lO; Jn. 2 : 4 ) Here the demons implicitly declare
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the total lack of connection between Jesus and themselves.
NOWnone could make the mistake of supposing that Jesus
casts out demons with Satan’s blessing and aid.

3. By their expressed understanding that He had the right to
cast them into abyss. Have you come here to torment
us before the time? There is no question in their minds
about the torment: for them it is but a question of timing.
It is a fair question whether this pained question by the
demons, which is reported by Mark ,and Luke as an earnest
pleading and, ironically, an adjuration by God, be further
illuminated by the demons’ later entreaty “not to command
them to d e p r t into the abyss” (Luke). That is, are these
latter requests an expression of the demons’ understanding
of the meaning of the “torment” feared? The time referred
to can be no other than God’s final. vindication of His wrath
against all rebellion in His creation. (cf. Mt. 25:41; 2 Pe. 2:4;
Jude 6; Rev. 12:12.) They are sure of the torment. (cf.
Lk. 1 6 2 3 , 25, 28; Rev. 14:10, 11; 20;lO)
This adjuration, “I adjure you by God, do not torment me.” (Mk.
5:7b) probably represents the desire of the demons, but expressed
in the conscious thought-form of the Jewish speakers, since the
men are so confusedly identified with them. (For similar form
of adjuration see Mt. 26:63. For an example of exorcism by
,-t I
use of this same formula, see Acts 19:13.)
The abyss (Lk. 8:31) is a figure used in the 0“ for
ocean depths (Psa. 33:7; 77:16; 107:26) or even deep fountains (Deut. 8:7) which gives the figurative picture of any,< thing deep out of which immediate or easy escape or access
is impossible. Thus, by the time of the NT period, it became a
figure of “the depths, of the underworld,” in the sense of the
abode of the dead (Ro. 10:7); the dungeon where the devil
is kept (Rev. 20:3), abode of the beast (Rev. 11:7; 17:8),
of Abaddon (Rev. 9 : l l ) . But in Revelation the abyss
denotes only the abode of evil spirits, although not the place
of final punishment, since it is apparently distinguished from
the “lake of fire and brimstone” wherein the beast and false
prophet are thrown alive and into which the Devil is to be
finally cast (Rev. 19:20; 20:lO). (See ISBE, article “abyss”, 26,
27; Arndt-Gingrich, 2)
Out of the country (6x6 t2.r chdrus) may be the antithesis in the demons’ mind with “do not send us into the
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abyss,” meaning “do not send us out of the district of this earth
inro the abyss,“ But tliis plirase is also perfectly consonant wit11
the confusion, in the demonized wretches, of their interests with
those of the demons: he does not wish to leave his home
country to be sent into the unknown. Edersheim (Life, I, 612)
supposes this means that the d e m o n s desired to remain in
Gilead too, and gained their purpose through the permission to
go into the hogs. But the destruction of the hogs frustrated
this, although it is left unknown whether the demons yet had
to go into the abyss or were left wandering homeless throughout the Decapolis.
4. By their oven, acts of worship, the demons vigorously expressed their recognition of Jesus’ authority. This focuses
more clearly an answer to an earlier question: who worshipped
Jesus-the
demons or the men? Perhaps both, but certainly
it is the demons that expect the final triumph of Christ!
5. By their implicit knowledge that it was useless for them to
fight or flee, though they were an obvious numerical majority,
while He was only One against a Legion. Though they had
easily overpowered humans and terrorized the countryside, they
stood calmly bowed before Jesus of Nazareth, knowing that
their only respite could be gained through parley.
6. By their parleying for. another place of abode, in place of
banishment to the abyss, they reveal the almost certain knowledge that He could and would cast rhem out. This is more
than insanity: rhis supernatural knowledge comes out of the
spirit world,
This protest shouted by the demons is the expressed admission that
the demons themselves stand in the presence of God’s Holy One,
before Whom all the powers of moral destruction cannot hold their peace:
they must speak and confess their subjection and doom. It is unnecessery for Jesus to discuss or debate with these evil spirits. It is
sufficient for them that Jesus is the Christ: ,He had already won the
victory. Now it was merely a question of what to do with the
captives! James’ words (2:19) ring true: “The demons believeand shudder!” In another connection McGarvey comments: “Let the
sinner listen to that cry and learn what is to be under the domination
I
of Satan.”
At this point, Mark and Luke report that Jesus asked the principle
demoniac, “What is your name?” His answer was: “My name is
Legion; for we are many,” for many demons had entered him. Note
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the ohanges from singular to plural. Legion: There is no necessary
connection between the usual sire of a Roman legion, 4000-5000 men,
and the actual number of demons in the two demoniacs. Edersheim
(Life, I, 612) offers as a suitable translation of “Legion” a purely
Jewish expression representing a large number, an idea more general
than, strictly, a Roman legion. Who answered therefore, the man
speaking for himself or the demons? Probably the demons spoke, still
being in control, since ir was not until they were ejected that that
man’s o h rationality returns, showing itself in reasonable speech.
(Mk. 5:18-20; Lk. 8:38, 39) But why did Jesus ask the man his
name?
1. Perhaps Jesus was trying to dlraw OUT of the human bebg
himself all the human identification He could possibly reach.
Had this demoniac so completely lost his original identity with
his family and the society from which he had come, that, as
far as he was concerned, his own true name was completely
blotted out from his disordered existence? If so, it is because
he must see that he is a person, once free from, and even
now not permanently bound to, the demons.
2. Perhaps to reveal the name of the demons to His Apostles.
But if so, for what future purpose? Was i t to expose the
demons’ vulnerability to His men, who would later cast them
out? If so, these disciples must learn that even the fiercest
:‘i of these spirits from the unseen world, however strong or
numerous they may be, they we all subject to Jesus’ world
and to those who stand against the demons in Jesus’ name!
3. Plummer (Matthew, 134), placing emphasis upon Jesus’ human
nature, suggests that He asked him for information, since Jesus
may have chosen not to know by supernatural insight. If so,
this question becomes another manifestation of the historical
dependability of the narrative, since it would seem to imply
some ignorance (even though willed) on the part of Christ,
which the Evangelists, on the basis of apologetic motives,
would have sought to remove. Any sharp-eyed critic can see
the scandalous character that would be pictured for Jesus
among those who do not understand His unique incarnation.
8:30 Now there was afar off from them a herd of m a n y
swine feeding. Two thousand head of swine (Mk.5:13) were
feeding on the hill overlooking the Sea of Galilee about a mile south
of modern Khersa. (See map of the Sea and notes on 8:28) But
what were so many pigs doing in Jewish country? But that is just
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the point: this was not merely Jewish territory, but rather the subterritories of the famous independent cities of the Greek Decapolis.
(IMk, 5:20) It may well be that that herd of swine represents Gteek
contempt for Jewish prejudices. Yet, since this event occurred within
the tetrarchy of Philip, the owners of these swine could well be Jews,
seeking profits from Gentile purchasers. They could have justified
themselves, whining, “But we don’t eat the stuff! W e just grow the
hogs and sell the pork to the heathen neighbors!”
8:3l And the demons besought him, saying, If thou cast
U S out, s e n d us away into the herd of swine. If thou cast
us out is no expression of doubt, sinlce Jesus had commanded the
unclean spirit to depart (Mk. 5:8; Lk. 8:29). It is rather a dickering
device, whereby the demons can escape rheir worst fears and yet hope
to pacify Jesus. They did not instantly obey Jesus’ command, since
they began to protest and barter instead of leaving. This fact, too,
demonstrates the trustworthiness of the record, since the Apostles would
pmbably have tried to cover up the obvious disobedience to Jesus’
commands.
Send us into the swine. Why did they make this strange
request? Several answers are possible:
1. They did not ask to be sent into other humans, Such a request would
be self-defeating, as they would only be cast out again.
2. They apparently did not wish to remain disembodied. (cf. Mt.
12:43-45). If so, this suggests their inability to read the
future, since they probably would not have made this request
had they been able to foresee the outcome that ensued. Desperate to have a home, any home but the abyss, they seized
upon ,those brute beasts which they probably must have surI mised to be less precious to Jesus.
3. It might be that they requested this with malicious intent, surmising,
from the damage that they had been able to d o while inhabiting the
two humans, that they could turn the swine into savage beasts,
hence, damage Jesus’ reputation. It would thereby appear that
this Benefactor brings no unmixed blessings.

TO any
9-

who would reject any of these reasons on the basis of the
fact that the demons, in driving the herd into the sea, defeated their
own supposed purpose, let it be noticed that nowhere is it stated that
the demons “drove“ the herd anywhere. What we see in the hogs’
acrion is THEIR decision, not that of the demons! If it be asked why
the demons, who had so obviously taken men under control, could
not have prevented the swine from destroying themselves, thus disembodying
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the demons again, it might be suggested that the demons could not
control these beasts without as much intelligence or will power as
men. The hogs turned savagely wild, ran the easiest direction i.e.
downhill and the herd found the lake in its path and could neither
turn nor stop.
8:32 And he said unto them, Go. And they came out
and went into the swine: and Behold, the whole herd rushed
down the steep into the sea, and perished in the
waters. Down the steep slope that fell away toward the road
that skirted the seacoast. For a description of the land, see on 8:28
and ISBE, llG6a. This was nor necessarily a sheer precipice, as some
artisrs draw it. Mark notes that the herd numbered “about two
thousand.” There is no necessary connection between the number of
demons i.e. “Legion” Roman legion of 4000-5000 men, and the size
of the herd. Actually, just a few wild hogs could stampede the whole
herd. There is no need to seek a harmmy between “2000 hogs and
4000 demons”, since no Gospel writer affirms the latter figure.
And he said to them, Go. Whether this word be construed
as mere permission or as a repeated command (cf. Mk. 5:8 and Lk.
8 : 2 9 ) , by its use Jesus unleashed the demons to go their chosen parh.
But by the same word, Jesus unleashed another storm of controversy
among modern scholars about His right to say it. The moral problem,
it is said, lies around the question: How could Jesus allow this
destruction’of personal property which did not belong to Him? How
could Jesus have permitted the demons to have what they requested
without becoming also morally responsible far the damage that was
produced? Several answers have been suggested:
1. If evil blinds its victims to hinder them from considering all
possibilities in a real world, could the demons have foreseen
the reaction of the hogs, that, finding themselves in *the fearful grip of rhis horrible power, rushed around in wild panic
until, against the will of the demons, they plunged further
and more wildly down the hill to their destruction? Thus, the
demons, victims themselves of the deception of evil, had not
forseen rhe frustration of their desire, as Jesus could well
have planned.
2. Would Jesus, thus, have been so shmt-sighted and gullible as
to have accepted so apparently benign and harmless a plan
\
as the demons proposed? Did He not, cather, foresee both
rhe destruction of the herd and the frustration of the demons?
Otherwise, would He not have simply demanded the immediate
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passage of the demons into the abyss? As i t is, He accomplishes
a double purpose of His own, presuming that His permission
was a judgment upon the swine owners too. If these latter
were Jews, then they were violating the spirit of Moses’ Law
in keeping swine, (See Lev, 11:7, 8; Isa. 65:3-5; 66:3, 17)
Jesus’ permission to destroy the herd becomes to them a
shocking reminder of duty to God.
3. Anothet suggestion describes Jesus’ permission as &like God’s
general permission of all evil and all evils till the end of all
all wil. God perrmits tornadoes, floods, animal diseases and
other natural disasters to destroy herds or portions thereof
every year. Hence these owners had no more right to complain than other owners who lose animals to whatever cause.
4. Others say that, as Creator of the universe, Jesus had a right
to do what H e wished with His own, The local owners of
the swine were but. temporary stewards of their possessions,
whereas the Owner of rhe world suddenly chose to “liquidate”
His swine holdings. What is so unusual about this act of God
incamate? (See Psalm 5O:lO-12) Is it not H e who gives
and He who takes away, in order that thereby H e may bless
His childrep? (Study Job 1:21, 22) Why should He not
decide to destroy the man’s herd of hogs in order to give
him a brother for whom to care? Plummer is right in saying
(Matthew, 133), “Brutes and private property may be,sacrificed
where the sanity and safety of human beings is concemed.”
The slaughter of these brute beasts, were it personally willed
by Jesus Himself (of which there is, of course, no proof), is
of no relative importance compared with the saving of the
souls of two men! As Gad, Jesus could dispose of His own
possessions as He choose, and what human subject could

object?
5. “hose who see a real moral difficulty here and thereby endeavor
to reduce Jesus to a mere man, face the equally great difficulty
involved in succeeding. For if they can seduce Jesus to a
mere man, He could not have foreseen this destruction and
cannot be blamed anyway! Thus, the answer to the apparent
dilemma lies elsewhere.
6. Ttench (Miracles, 102) suggests an interesting principle that
is worth studying:
To the evil all things turn to evil. The wicked Satan
(Job 1:ll) and his ministers are sometimes heard, and
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the very granting of their petitions issues in thek worst
confusion and loss. (Num. 22:20, 35; Jos'h. 13:22; Psa.
78:29-31) So it is now: the prayer of these evil spirits
was heard but only to their min. They are allowed to
enter the swine; but the destruction of the whole herd
follows . . . they defeated their own purpose . . . there
reveals itself here the very essence and truest character of
evil, which evermore outwits and defeats itself. . , .
1n''seeking applications of this principle, it would be well to
be aware of the fact that not all evil turns to evil hmedhte2y.
Some evil men seem to succeed to turning all things to good
during their lifetime, (cf. Job 21) These inequities will,
however, be rectified at the judgment.

111. THE VILLAGERS
8:33 And they that fed them fled, and went away into
the city. If our identification of the site of Gerasa, or Gergesa, as
the location of the steep place is correct, then the herdsmen had about a
mile to run. But why flee? What reaction is more natural, when
the herd you are watching as it calmly roots or rests, suddenly begins
to squeal and ~kllow, then rushes headlong down the slope into the
lake below? You can give no normal explanation for this mad dash
of the drowned herd now only so many corpses floating at the shore.
charged with the safe care of this valuable herd. Why not
run? But why flee to the town to shout the news of the herd's
destruction? Who would believe the fantastic story about Jesus and
rhe demoniacs?
1. They fled out of fear of the unknown: What had really caused
rhe inexplicable actions of the hogs? Were they demonized?
If there were spirits in the neighborhood, it is best to leave
the place!
2. Fear of the consequences to the swineherds themselves if other
mouths brought the owner word. It is better to tell it yourself rhan let him find out about it himself: he could hold you
liable and punish severely.
3. But the swineherds were also eyewitnesses of the whole event.
They had seen the whole proceeding. The still air af the quiet
countryside had been pierced by the shrieks af ohe demoniacs
as they approached Jesus, drawing also the interest and attention of these swineherds. So they told everything and
what was befallen to them that were possessed with
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demons. It was this message about the casting out of the
demons that was foremost upon their lips as they tushed through
the town shouting the news, It was the one fact that would
lend credibility to their srory about the swine.
8:34 And behold, all the city came out t o meet Jesus:
and when they saw him, they besought him that he would
depart from their borders. AI1 the city means the majority of
its inhabitants, as we say, “Everybody and his dog was there,” although
we never mean the absolute totality of any population. The people
had come:
1. to meet Jesus, because the swineherds had testified that it
was Jesus that had cast out the demons. There could be no
doubt that He possessed unlimited, supreme power.
2. to see what it was that had happened. ( M k . 5:14b)
This was for these citizens a time of severe testing even though
they probably did not realize it.
a. To the demoniacs. The very fact, that these their own
fellowcitizens had been delivered from Saran’s bondage,
should have signalled beyond doubt to the gathered crowd
that God’s Kingdom had suddenly come among them. (cf.
Mt. 12:28 and Acts 14:8-13 for a true pagan reaction)
They were being tested whether they would hold all else
cheap in comparison to the victqry and joy at the release
of two human beings, God‘s creatures and their townsmen.
Was it to be nothing to them that the former demoniacs
now freed, were sitting at Jesus’ feet, clothed and in their
right mind?
The expression “in his right mind” certainly imgies
that the demoniacs had been insane, which is correct. McGarvey (Matthew-Mark, 292) comments
wisely: “This detracts nothing from the reality of
demon possession; it only shows that the presence
of the foreign spirit within a man disturbed, as
from the nature of the case it must, the normal
workings of his own spirit.”
b. And to the swine, The corpses bobbing up and down
in the lake gave tangibility to the story told by the swineherds, who according to Mark and Luke, undoubtedly repeated their testimony to all comers.
And when they saw Jesus, they besought him that he
would depart from their borders. They knew that He could not
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be treated indifferently nor safely ignored: they must decide. They
chose to ask Him to leave! Why?
1. Did they fear the loss of more property? Was it that they
considered the loss of only two thousand hogs of more importance than the restoration of two men to useful life as
citizens of their town? If so, what a horrid warped sense of
values! Can it be that they would hold fast to the most forbi.dden sins, the most despicable life and the most perishable
property, ‘rather than rejoice in the presence of Jesus and the
happiness, peace and blessing He brings?
2. Luke (8:37; cf. Mk. 5:15; Lk. 8 : 3 5 ) emphasizes the depth of
their fear: “(they) asked him to depart from than; for they
were seized with great fear.” (Study Lk. 5:8; 8:25 for similar
responses.) These sinners, when they had sized up the whole
picture of Jesus, the freed demoniacs, the dead swine, they
realized they were standing in the presence of naked supernaturalism, in the presence of sheer otherworld power. They
stood on the battlefield of a spiritual-world and it unnerved
them. These sinners stood in the presence of Jesus, the Holy
One, the Son of the Most High God. But their gross ignorance
of His mission of mercy and help to earth hindered them from
understanding God‘s power and holiness. They found Gods
holiness incarnate, standing in their presence, intolerable, SO
they asked Jesus to leave. What other consequences would
follow in their lives if He were allowed to remain? If illegal
hogs could be destroyed in a flash, what would He do in their
personal lives? Would they too soon be visited for their own
many sins? Their own fear and guilt is the pain of their
sinfulness in the presence of God’s holiness, and it blinds them
to God‘s mercy. (Cf. Job 21:14 where the same words seflect
not so much fear as rebellion.) Perhaps the only reason none
dare present Jesus with a bill for the payment for the destroyed
swine is both secret acknowledgement of His right to have
destroyed the animals and fear to admit the ownership of the
illegal animals. Besides their suspicions, and proof He did it
was circumstantial. Only the swineherds had seen the facts
but perhaps had not heard the direct connection between Jesus’
permission to the demons and the destruction of the hogs.
Plummer (Mlstthew, 134) points out that this “request
of the inhabitants is a guarantee for the general trustworthiness’
of the narrative. Fiction would have made the inhabitants
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anxious to detain Him that I-Ie might work other wonderful
cures, where H e was regarded, nor as a dangerous magician,
but as a great prophet. , , ,”

IV. T H E VALIANT

Mark and Luke narrate the anxious clinging of the freed demoniac
to Jesus, Just as Jesus was boarding the boat to depart, the man begged
Him that he might accompany Him. Here occurs one of @e starkest
lessons of discipleship: Jesus refused his request, even though SO natural
and apparently so needful, Why did Jesus do it? Edersheim (Life,
I, 614) puts it so poignanrly:
It would have seemed to him, as if he could not bear t o lose
his new found happiness; as if there were calm, safety and
happiness only in His Presence; not far from Him-not
among
those wild mountains and yet wilder men. Why should he
be driven from His fellowship, who had so long been an outcast from that of his fellow-men, and why again left to himself? So, perhaps, should we have reasoned and spoken; so too
often do we reason and speak, as regards ourselves or those
we love. Not so He Who appoints alike our discipline and
our work. To go back, now healed, to his own, and publish
there, in the city-nay, through the whole of the large district
great things Jesus had done for
of the. , , . Decapolis-how
him, such was henceforth to be his life-work. In this there
would be both safety and happiness.
All of his fear, that the demons, in the absence of Jesus their Master,
mighr return to repossess their former victims, then, diminishes in
the man’s confidence that Jesus’ command to return home has become his
assurance that Jesus’ authority is complete. The demons will not return:
he is safe even with Jesus gone. So long as the man is engaged in
this mission on which Jesus sends him, his safety is guaranteed. If he
fears the unfriendly populace which had rejected his Savior, then Jesus’
command to evangelize them, to take the offensive, is his best defense.
If his desire is to accompany Jesus as a close disciple out of deep
gratitude for his salvation, Jesus indicates the direction his discipleship
and gratitude must take: “Go home to your friends, and tell them how
much the Lord God has done for you and how H e has had mercy
on you.” (Mk.5:19; LL. 8 : W )
Note that both Evangelists record that the man did go home and
told how much JESUS had done for him. The theological connections
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between God and Jesus might not have been crystal clear to the man
yet, but he could speak in concrete terms about the power of Jesus.
Contrast this commission given by Jesus to this ex-demoniac to
go tell what God had done for hlm, with the injunctions to silence
given to others:
1. This area is not Galllee but Gilead, less-thickly populated and
Iess excitable by Messianic rumors. Also Jesus had not yet
yprked here and needed this man’s enthusiastic pre-campaign
advertizing here, not over in Galilee to which Jesus was soon
to return.
2. The others healed by Jesus needed more inner reflection upon
God’s great action on their behalf in order to learn deeper
appreciation of God’s power and goodness. As Jesus’ disciples,
they needed to learn submission and self-control. But this
ex-demoniac needed immediate association with people, to reenter human society once more. He needed to be drawn out
of himself, out of his lonely environment into usefulness to
his fellows. Jesus knew that by his public proclamation of
God’s mercies this man could certainly maintain the spiritual
health with which Jesus left him. (Psa. 66:16)
3. Jes,us laid no unnecessary burdens of grea
pleship upon the man. He restored him immediately to his
JfilIf&milyand friends. H e sent him home (Mk. 5:19; Lk. 8:39)
and to go home and!work for Jesus was just as much obedience
as for others to leave home to work for the Master! (Lk.
59-62) .
enthusiastic reports of Mark and Luke about the man’s
minist?$: or should we say, that van’s obedience after the disappointment of, not’ being ”permitted to join Jesus’ immediate company! “He
went away and began proclaiming throughaut the whole city, nay, in
how much Jesus had done for him. And all men
my soul, can I take “no” for an answer from Jesus
andsstill love Him and go right on preaching His Word where H e
is largely an unknown, rejected miracle-worker from Galilee?
It is easy to think of the valiant Twelve who remained by Jesus
in His minisrry and suffering; but they are also valiant servants of
God who go it alone, knowing only that Jesus wills it? This man’s
preaching must have been tremendously. effective, since everyone could
remember him as the mighty terror of Gerasa. But now he was the
living monument to the power and mercy of God in Jesus of NaziI
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retli! No wonder he succeeded: his mission method was personal
witnessing to the change wrought in his own life,

I

V. THE VICTOR
9:1 And he e n t e r e d into a b o a t , a n d c r o s s e d over, and
c a m e into his city. To entitle this section which describes Jesus’
retreat from Decapolis “the Victor,” would seem to some exaggerated,
since Jesus obviously accepts the fear-filled request of the selfish,
But ‘this is to
superstitious villagers as sufficient reason to leave,
forget the total picture painted by the three Evangelists: Calmly Jesus
had stepped out of the boat to face the fiercest inhabitants of the
Decapolis, The inere fact that He was the Christ was itself victory,
and the demons must confess their submission and condemnation,
With but one final authoritative word, H e drove the unclean spirits
from their victims. Against His ultimate command there was no appeal.
What had . been proved thereby? Edersheim answers so picturesquely
( L i f e , I, 613) :
H e that bad erst been the possession of foul and evil spiritsa very legion of them-and
deprived of his human individuality, is now ‘sitting at the feet of Jesus,’ learning of Him,
clothed and in his right mind.’ He has been brought to God,
, .restored to self, to reason
nd to human society-all
this
by Jesus, at Whose Feet he is gratefully, humbly sitting, ‘a
,
$isciple.’, Is He not then the Very Son of God? Viewing
is miracle, as an historical fact, viewing it as a parabolic
Miracle., viewing it also as symbolic of what has happened in
all 8ges7is He not the Son of thr Most High god?^ And is
there not now, on His part, in the morning light the same
calmness *and majesty of conscious Almighty Power as on the
evening before, when He rebultecl the , storm and calmed ’
the sea?
But what is so victorious about His retreat? Here is written the
meekness of the Son of God. He could have mustered#all manner
of invincible argument why they should permit Him to .remain. H e
could have shown a demonstration of supernatural power that would
have .overpowered their reason and frightened them into abject submission, But He did not, Jesus did not stay long where He was
not wanted, (rf. Lk. 9;51-55; Mt. 13:54-58; Lk. 4:16-30) H e simply
left without a word.
But He left behind Him a one-man advertising campaign that
would more than prepare for His Decapolis ministry next year! (See
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Mt. 15:29-39; Mk. 7:31-8:lO)
Jesus’ real purpose for coming to
the Decapolis area was to save it. Though He must postpone His
actual ministry there till a later date, yet the activity of this freed
ex-demoniac brought a deep change in the attitude of the people.
Later when Jesus returned He met an open-hearted reception. Contrary to several commentators who ignor Jesus’ Decapolis ministry
cited above, Jesus DID come back. His mercy is long-lasting. He gave
Decapolis a second chance!
Whit is the proper theology regarding this section and many more
like it? Jesus is NOT in league with Satan, but is successfully routing
the devil’s infantry at every encounter! Casting out demons, defeats also
their lord, Satan. (cf. Lk. 10:17, 18; Mt. 12:29) No wonder Peter,
in ret,rospect, described Jesus’ ministry thus: “He went about doing
good and healing all that were oppressed by the devil, for God was
with Him.”

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Where is the “country of the Gadarenes”? Explain about the
three different wordings of this and how they harmonize.
2. How many of the Gadarenes were possessed with demons according
to the Gospel accounts? Explain the apparently conflicting reports
tegarding the number of demoniacs by listing other occasions
where Mark mentions one thing or person where Matthew mentions
a multiple number.
3. What symptoms or actions indicated that they had demons?
4. How could people tell that the demons were gone from them?
5. Quote accurately what the demons said to Jesus and tell four or
five things that are clearly indicated by their speeches.
6. What did the general populace ask of Jesus after the demoniacs
were healed? Why?
7. What did one demoniac ask of Jesus after he was healed?
8. What did Jesus command him to do?
9. Explain the meaning of the demons’ expression: “Are you come
here to torment us before the time?” To what did they allude?
What were they afraid of?
10. Tell what the N T teaches about “the abyss,” “the bottomless pit”
which was the homer of these demons. What is the difference
between this and hell?
11. State the pleas made by the demons in reference to their future
state, whereby they hoped to secure a compromise horn Jesus.
What other NT passages may explain why they made this particular
plea?
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This map of the Sea of Galilee indicates in a general way the movements of Jesus when He left Capernaum by boat, calmed the srorm,
debarked in Gadarene territory, freed the demoniacs and sailed directly
back ro Capernaum.
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EXPOSITORY SERMON CHAPTER EIGHT:

“THE TOUCH THAT CLEANSES”
(8:2-4)
Intro&ci%on: When Matthew wanted to show God‘s power at work
in Jesus of Nazareth, he picked the most loathsome disease he could
conceive.

I. THE, LEPER’S INSISTENT REQUEST:It was:
A. Original: there were no previous recorded instances of such a
cure amid all the Judean and Galilean cures. Perhaps he reasoned: “It is no secret what God can do; what He’s done for
others (He can do for me too!”
B. Courageous: “full of leprosy” “in a city” directly to Jesus he
came with a courage born of desperate hope.
C. Pitiful: “Lord, if you will . . .” Is he not sure of Jesus’ willingness?
1. He had a repulsive disease from which people recoiled in
disgust; it was a horrible, living death.
2. His was a contaminating disease; rabbis wanted nothing to
do with him or his kind; they even delighted in throwing
stones to keep him at a distance so as to insuire their
ceremonial purity.
h3. H e had an isolating or separating disease which barred him
from human society.
D. Believing: he had a perfect crmfidence in Jesus’ power and
even in Jesus’ willingness to welcome the man whom everyone
else would have driven away,
B ~ H u m b l e : There is no demand here, no thoughtless claim upon
His time, or energies. His unspoken plea: “I cast myself upon
your heart.”
11. THE LORD’S IhGUEDIATE RESPONSE: To a Jew trained in the

stsict dbservance of the Levitical mentality of ceremonial pollution
and cleanness, there could be no more amazing sentence in the
New Testament than the simple declaration: “Jesus, moved with
compassion, put forth his hand and touched the leper.”
A. From a human standpoint Jesus ran the risk:
1. of ghastly infection: “What if Jesus became a leper too?”
2. of moral contamination: “Should anyone, including Jesus,
deliberately sully His life with such outcasts as lepers?
Would not God also reject Him?”
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3, of social rejection: “WIiat if the crowds rejected an unclean
Christ?”
B. Jesus got involved and touched this leper. It was just like
Jesus to do it! But when Jesus became man He had already
gotten involved with our filthy, corrupting morals and our
insoluble problems.
C. Jesus not only spolte cleansing but willed it! (Greek: th&)
“I will it-I want to cleanse you!” Jesus’ answer was no naked
word of power spoken at an uncommitted distance. Jesus loved
him and desired to help hiin. Here we see a man who had
been kept at alrms’ length by all men, now wrapped around
with the compassionate love of God.
111. THE FIRST COMMAND OF JESUS TO HIS DISCIPLE: “Obey
God’s revelation for those in your situation!”
A. To the cleansed leper it was:
1. “Go show yourself to the priests for a testimony to them!”
They too must hear of my power first.”
2. “Offer rlie sacrifices Moses commanded for your cleansing!
Not even so marvellous a cleansing as that from living
death can excuse you from your normal duties to God.”
3. ‘‘Keep srill: revolutions are afoot; the success of my ministry
cannot stand such display of ignorant popularity encouraged
in unthinking crowds. Besides, your pride cannot stand
display either. Tell it to no man!”
B, To us and our age, Jesus charges us who claim to be His
followers :
1. Faith, repentance, baptism (Mt. 10:32; Lk. 13:3; Mt.
28:18-20).
2. Growth in discipleship (Mt. 11:28-30) and all that it
involves,
3. Sharing His message and His life with our associates.
4. Getting involved in His work.
CONCLUSION. Jesus touched the untouchable, crossed the chasm and
got involved in our suffering, our sorrows. Who can refuse such a
Lover as He? No man can ever feel himself incurable in body or unforgiveable in soul while Jesus Christ lives! Do you fear the exposure
of some hideous sin in your life? Are you deliberately separating yowself from human companionship because of some heartbreaking
experience in your home and family? Do you wonder if anyone really
loves you and cares what happens to you? Do you long above all else
to turn to a useful, happy life of service, gratefully rendered to Jesus?
Jesus calls you to His side. Will you come? Will you say, “Jesus, if you
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want to, you can cleanse me, restore me, heal me, fill me!” He lays
His reassuring hands upon you, saying, “I want to, come to me. I
will give you rest and cleansing.”

“THE MASTER MARVELLED”
(8 5-13)
What can excite the wonder and admiration of Jesus of Nazaretk?
The times of Jesus’ earthly ministry were days loaded with excitement,
but they must’not dim our sight of the Lord Himself, If we deske
to delight this Master, let us pay attention to what brings Him highest
joy. There are some genuinely impressive facts in this text: what one
fact drew Jesus‘ attention leaving Him overjoyed and amazed? Matthew
tells us of . . .

I. AN UNEXPECTED COMPASSION. Ours is a cruel, hard-nosed,
“business is business” world, where men climb the heights to a
success over the bent backs of their inferiors, the less fortunate.
A. An unlikely object of compassion was the centurion’s slave.
1. Slaves in the Roman empire were no better than a living
tool, differing from other things possessed by owner in the
sense that the slave could talk. Slaves too sick, too old or
too unable or unwilling to work could be disposed of in
,,,,any manner the master chose.
2. But here in this household the anguished cry from a p r a lyzed human being, though a slave, was heard!
€3. An unlikely person for expressing such compassion was the
centurion.
1. His military career had not been able to extinguish his
human concern for another human being.
H. P. Hughes commented: “I know nothing more
noble, more indicative of the godlike man, than a
proper courtesy and thoughtfulness and a disinterested and unselfish care for those who are our
social inferiors.”
2. The centurion was not Jewish, therefore, technically a pagan.
What opportunities had he had for knowing Gods revelation? What circumstances had God combined to bring him
to his love for the subject people over which his own
government had posted him to keep law and order?
C. No, while this compassion and unexpected generosity certainly
surprises us, this is not yet what caused the Master to marvel.
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11. AN UNPRECEDENTED AFFECTION. (Read Luke 7: 1-10) Here
Jewish elders actually intercede with Jesus on behalf of the Capernaum centurion-yes, a centurion!
A. He was more a candidate for assmsination, not assistance.
1. In the Jewish struggle for independence from the Roman
yoke, every Roman official, every collaborator with Rome,
every supporter of Roman governinent would be viewed
with suspicion, if not outright hatred .
’4
2. But here we find the precise opposite to be the case: responsible Jewish citizens expressing unprecedented affection
for a centurion.
a. Why shozlld they hesitate to help him? “He loves our
nation. He built us our synagogue!”
b. Herein is a sentence sermon: Sterile orthodoxy that does
not love, that does not act, is not orthodox!
c. The orthodox deeds of one Gentile centurion produced
more concrete results, more humanity, more genuine
affection and deep-felt appreciation than all the orthodox
speculations of a hundred theologians.
B. Who were these “elders”? Was Jairus among them? What
about the royal official (Jn. 4:46-54) whose son Jesus had
already healed?
C. What opportunities had they had for knowing God’s revelation? What witness had they given to this centurion ccmcerning Jesus? Had they been as generous with the centurion as
he had been with them? Many of these intriguing questions
stimulate our imagination, as they fill in the flesh-and-blood
outline of these real people.
D. The actions of these men who normally would not be known
to be so solicitous for a Roman’s needs lead us to feel their
unprecedented affection for him, and yet even this example
rising above usual Jewish parochialism did not excite the
wonder of our Lord so much as
111. AN UNEXAMPLED FAITH. That did it! Nothing turns the
head of Jesus of Nazareth so quickly as the concrete expression of
real belief! What was the formula of his “great confession“?
A. “I am not worthy.”
1. He is a Roman who says this to an itinerate Jewish Rabbi!
2. This is obviously real humility: the higher he held Jesus,
the lower he esteemed his own power, position, accomplishments and person.
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3. This confession of unworthiness was his highest claim to
being actually worthy of the Kingdom! (Mt. 5:3)
B. “I understand authority and I know you possess it.” When he
had learned to confess Israel’s God as his own and to believe
Jesus to be absolutely unlimited in the exercise of God‘s power,
this centurion permitted no frivolous objections to hinder his
decisive action, such as might be raised by scribes and
Pharisees of his day.
C. “Only speak the word, and my servant will be healed.”
1. What an intelligent grasp of the fundamental principle
udderlying God’s government of the world! (Ps. 33:6-9;
Heb. 1:l-4; 2 Pe. 3:5-7)
2. The centurion knew that if one simple word from Jesus
could not cure his slave, hundreds of mumbled or shrieked
incantations from others were so far less incapable of bringing the slave back to life and health. One powerful word
from Jesus is all that is needed: “Just give the command,

/.

Sir.”
D. This kind of faith brought Jesus joy, wonder and admiration
just because it was so rare, strong, pure and real. Why great?
1. The centurion was sensitive to human need; religious people
can be so unseeing, so deaf to concrete hard life problems.
, 2. @;The centurion had overcome gigantic obstacles of prejudice
to bow before this Jewish Teacher; more often “the right
people” would have called this “improper” at least, or un. thinkable, at most, for a man of his position.
Honesty
compelled him.
~ 3 .Despite the difficulties that would have choked the momentary enthusiasm, the conflicting theories and contradictory
logic and broken the reasonably resilient faith of others,
the centurion arrived a t a determined conclusion and with
confident firmness confided his case to Jesus.
4. The centurion was humble enough to recognize the high
holiness of Jesus. Our “humility” is often so pretentious!
By conrrast, this centurion was willing not to be honored by
the Lord’s presence.
5. The centurion, even though a Gentile and in much more
need of it, did not ask Jesus for a confirmatory sign for
verification of the reality of His power before working the
miracle. (Contrast Gideon’s fleece, Judg. 6:36-40; or the
Jew’s demand for signs, Mt. 16:1-4)
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6. The centurion showed careful planning by sending thhc
elders, men whose religious views he thought would not
be so likely to clash with Jesus as would perhaps the
Gentile unworthiness of the centurion himself. Thus, he
showed himself keenly sensitive even to Jesus’ views, as
a man,
7. His faith had been intelligently arrived at, Simple trust of
Jesus may be acceptable, but Jesus is more,,stirred by a
man whose faith is the result of his mental wrestling with
facts, theories, alternatives, prejudices, personal ignorance
and desires and who STILL decides to believy Jesus. The
centurion had shown careful reasoning behind his actions.
This leads us around to

IV. AN UNTHOUGHT-OF-CONCLUSION. The tables are turned;
the relations reversed!
A. The UNWELCOME are welcomed! (Mt. 8: 10. 11)
1. Jesus praised the “pagan” centurion’s faith: “I tell you I
have not fomd so great faith!”
2. Jesus answered a “pagan’s” prayer, wrapped the loving arms
of God’s compassion around both men:
a. around the hated man, the agent of a foreign, government occupying one’s homeland.
b. around the despised man, the slave; the living tool with
no human rights and no legal existence except as property of his master.
c. “I will come and heal him . . (later) Go your way;
as you have believed, so be it done for you.” Jesus
knew neither Jew nor Roman, slave nor free, h a l e nor
female; He only recognized human need. No prejudice
was strong enough to hold Jesus within its narrow,
provincial bounds.
3. Jesus threw open the doors to God’s Kingdom to believing Gentiles like this centurion. (Mt. 8: l l )
B. The ELITE are excluded! Jesus Christ and the Kingdom of
God are not the exclusive possessions of any exclusive race of
men. He is the possession of every man in every nation in whose
heart there is FAITH.
3 . Jesus’ amazement at the centurion’s faith was caused directly by the contrast with the usual, dull lack of deep
commitment He met in the very people who had enjoyed
God’s preparation lor Messiah’s coming.
( .
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2. Jesus’ voice reflected the tragedy of unbelief: “I have not
found so great faith, no, mot in Ismel!” With a reluctance
that throbbed with the love of God, Jesus condemned unbelievers to hell (vs. 12)
Yes, Jesus marvelled at the faith found in this very unlikely person,
He encouraged the man as far as circumstances permitted and answered
the centurion’s request. Any Jew standing around could probably
have said, “Who would have thought that THAT man could be the
object of God‘s mercy?”
All of us make a very unlikely crowd to be the special objects of
God‘s continued mercy! But the point is: He does care. Who would
have thought that WE could be Christians? But we began with the
confession: “I am not worthy. . . . Jesus, you are our Authority: only
speak the word and we will live!”

CHAPTER NINE OUTLINES
Section 18. Jesus Forgives and Heals a Paralytic (9:2-8)
Section 19. Jesus Calls Matthew Levi to be Apostle (9:9-17)
Section 20. Jesus Raises Jaitus’ Daughter (9: 18-26)
and Heals Woman’s Hemorrhage
Section 21. Jesus Gives Sight to Two Blind Men (9:27-34)
Section 22. Jesus Evangelizes Galilee (9:35-38)

I. JESUS

S’I’UDY OUTLINE
FORGIVES AND HEALS A PARALYTIC

(9:2-8) ar a
“Congressional Investigation.”
A. Situation: house full of critics, Jesus in midst. Paralytic
lowered through roof into Jesus’ presence.
B. Crisis: Jesus forgives the sins of the paralytic
1. Pharisaic ,reasoning:; “blasphemy!”
2. Jesus’ reasoning: “It is my right.”
C. Conclusion: Jesus, as God, has power on earth to forgive sin.

11. JESUS CALLS MATTHEW LEV1 TO BE APOSTLE (9:9-17)
A. The Call of Matthew (9:9)
B. The Concept of the Master: “I am Physician for the sick, at
work where I belong. (9:lO-13)
C. The Controversy: feasting versus fasting (9: 14-17).
1. Situation: Disciples of John and Pharisees fasted, while
Jesus’ disciples feasted. ,
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2. Jesus' Defense: Things that do not harmonize should not
be united.
a. Illustration: a wedding is no place for mourning
b. Illustration: new patches do not repair old garments
c, Illustration: new wine bursts old wineskins
111. JESUS RAISES JAIRUS' DAUGHTER ( 9 :18.26)
A, Situation: Twelve year-old daughter of the leader o f synagogue
dead; father comes to Jesus requesting His help.
B. Jesus' response: The broken heart of the father moves Jesus.
1. Jesus' journey, interrupted by the woman He healed, was
filled with agonizing delays for the father whose understanding was inadequate.
2, Death notice delivered to father: extreme crisis of father's
faith.
3. Jesus ministesed comforting words to Jairus, H e was healing
the father's heart also.
4. Jesus stopped the funeral to call dramatic attention to what
H e is about to do.
5 , H e then raises the daughter from death.

IV.JESUS HEALS A WOMAN'S HEMORRHAGE (9:20-22)
A. Situation: Jesus hurried to Jairus' house, pressed by crowds on
every side. Woman in crowd with unhealing 12-year hemorrhage, practically excommunicated from worship, from normal
marital relations, practically penniless, decidedly incurable and
unbelievably desperate.
B. Jesus' Response: healing.

V. JESUS

GIVES SIGHT T O TWO BLIND MEN (9:27-31).
A. Situation: Coming away from Jairus' house, Jesus is accosted
by two blind men requesting healing, who persist in following

Him indoors.
B. Jesus tests their faith,
C. They respond affirmatively.
D.Jesus healed them instantly with a word and a touch.
E. Jesus demanded secrecy.
P. Instead they publicized the miracle.
VI. JESUS FREES A DUMB DEMONIAC (9:32-34)
A. Situation: A dumb demoniac is brought to Jesus;
B. Jesus' Response: He cast out the demon, with the result that
the dumb man could speak.
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C. The Crowd‘s Reaction: “Nothing ever seen like this in Israel!”
D. The Pharisees’ Reaction: “Jesus is in league with Satan.”
VII. JESUS EVANGELIZES GALILEE AND S H m HI§ VISION
WITH T H E DISCIPLES (9:35-38)
A. Situation: Jesus goes on a preaching and healing tour of Galilee.
B. Jesus’ Motivation: His compassion and intelligent love for the
leadqless multitudes.
C. Jesus’ Challenge: Pray for helpers to reap the waiting harvest.

Section 1 8

JESUS FORGIVES AND HEALS
A PARALYTIC
(Parallels: Mark 2 : 1-12; Luke 5 : 17-26)

TEXT: 9 : 2 - 8
2. And behold, they brought to him a man sick of the palsy, lying
on a bed: and Jesus seeing their faith said unto the sick of the
palsy, Son, be of good cheer; thy sins are forgiven.
3. And behold, certain of the scribes said within themselves, This man
blaspheme th.
4. And Jesus knowing their thoughts said, Wherefore think ye evil
in your hearts?
5. For which is easier, to say, Thy sins are forgiven; or to say, Arise,
and walk?
6. But that ye may know that the Son of man hath authority on earth
to forgive sins (then saith he to the sick of the palsy), Arise, and
take u p thy bed, and go unto thy house.
7. And he arose, and departed to his house.
8. Eut when the multitudes saw it, they were afraid, and glorified
God, who had given such authority unto men.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Why do you suppose so many theologians began to gather around
Jesus on this occasion? Were they slowly becoming His disciples
too?
b. Why did Jesus declare first the forgiveness of the man’s sins? Would
it not have been better first to heal the man and then declare his
sins forgiven? It certainly would not have scandalized the religious
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leaders so drastically. What do you think about Jesus’ method? What
war; He trying to accomplish by this abrupt approach? Did He not
know that He would shock them by this method?
C. Why did Jesus command the man to carry off his pallet?
d. Why could not the four men have waited until Jesus finished teaching
and dismissed rhe crowds? What was so important about their
friend’s illness that demanded that they interrupt Jesus’ teaching?
e, If the four men had had the opportunity to express their desire to
Jesus regarding their sick friend, would they have been more likely
to ask for healing for him or forgiveness? Why do you say that?
If you think rhey would have asked for healing, then why does
Jesus give them what they would not have requested? Is not He
being a bit presumptuous?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
After several days He returned to Capernaum. On one of those
days the news spread that He was at home, and so many people gathered
together that there was soon no longer room for them even about the
doorway. He was preaching the word to them. Now as H e was
teaching, there were some Pharisees and teachers of the law sitting
near Him. They had come from every town in Galilee and Judea,
even from Jerusalem. The power of the Lord was with Him to heal
people.
Meanwhile, there came some men bringing to Him a pmalytic
lying on his pallet which was carried by four men. They were trying
to bring him in to lay him down before Jesus. However, finding no
way to get near Him on account of the crowd, they went up on the
roof. They removed the roof above Him, and when they had dug an
opening, they lowered the stretcher on which the paralyzed man lay,
down through the tiles into the midst of the crowd in front of Jesus.
When Jesus saw their fairh, He addressed the paralytic, “Take
courage, my son, your sins have been forgiven you.”
At this some of the scribes and Pharisees who were sitting there
began debating in their minds, saying to themselves, “This fellow is
blaspheming. W h o is this blasphemer? Why is he talking this way?
It is blasphemy! For who can forgive sins but God alone?”
Now Jesus, knowing their thoughts, realized in His spirit that
they were reasoning in this fashion within themselves, answered them,
“Why do you argue this way and think evil in your hearts? For which
is easier to say to a paralyzed man, ‘Your sins have been forgiven you,’
or to tell him. Get up, take up your stretcher and begin walking?
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But, to make you know that the Son of man has on earth the right to
forgive sins” ( H e then said to the paralyzed man) “Stand up, I tell
you; pick up your pallet and return to your home!”
And immediately he stood up in their presence, took up the pallet
he had been lying on, and went out in the sight of them all. He walked
home, giving praise to God,
When the crowds saw what had happened, they were afraid, for
astonished dnazement seized them all. They began praising God who
had granted”such authority to men, They were filled with awe, saying,
“We have never seen anything like this! W e have seen wonderful
things today!
I’

SUMMARY
Jesus returned to Capernaum after His first general tour evangelizing Galilee. While teaching, He was the center of immediate attention, especially of investigating committees from all Palestine. Four
friends of a paralytic show real ingenuity in placing their friend before
Jesus. The Lord took the opportunity to demonstrate His divine
prerogative to forgive sin, by showing Himself to possess power that
only God could claim. This He did by healing the paralytic.

NOTES
9:2 And behold, they brought to him a man sick of the
palsy. The brevity of Matthew here emphasizes the fact that he has
sharpened this story down to the barest facts in order to set in sharp
contrast just the major points. Mark and Luke, however, add the following ’details:
1. There were four men who carried the paralytic on a portable
mattress or pallet-type bed, easily rolled up and carried over the
shoulder.
2. The room in which Jesus sat teaching was pcked with people,
primarily the Pharisees and teachers of the law who had come from
many cities. Secondarily, other people jammed into all the test
of the available space, blocking all entrance to the house. This
concentration of religious leaders around Jesus is probably no
accident. This is a “congressional investigation” carried out by
these recognized authorities in Israel. Certainly these rabbis had
gathered at this time in Capernaum from as fasr away as Judea and
Jerusalem! Considering the distanlce, we may conclude that they
were not merely dropping in on Jesus after a Sunday afternoon
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jaunt! They had prob~blywalked the 75-100 miles to be here in
Caperrinurn at this moment. Why? There is a revolution afoot,
nor only religious b u t possibly political, for all they knew about it,
They were here to hear Jesus and arrive at Some definite conclusion
about Him: what is the general tren,d of His doctrine? What of
His authority o r riglit to teacli’, Where is His movement leading?
W h a t does He say nl>out hiinself? For these reasons what occurs
on this occasion becomes the more significant, Jesus is literally
on trial before the leaders of Israel and H e well knows that their
report will be circulated throughout the higher echelons of the
highest governing body of Judaism. One can not be too careful
how he talks before such an august assembly. But observe well
how Jesus comports Himself in their presence! Luke (5:17)
records that “the power of the Lord was with Him to heal.” Is
this a simple, general statement, prefacing what is to follow or
does this imply that other miracles had been wrought that day
prior to the climactic cure of the paralytic? If the former, then
it is made abundantly clear by Luke that Jesus’ power to work
miracles was not a t all hindered by, the critical disbelief of the
opponents present. This incident, along with other similar situations, becomes the best kind of evidence that Jesus’ miracles are
historic fact, since they were done in the presence of enemies who
had everything to gain by successfully disproving the reality of
the mimracle.

3. The four men, finding they could not enter by usual means, went

,

up on the roof of the house. They either climbed the outside stairway leading to the flat roof, or else, they went from roof to roof
over the neighboring, contiguous houses until they stood above where
Jesus was teaching. Then, by removing the roof tiles, they made an
opening just above Jesus through wl-iich they lowered their friend
into Jesus’ presence.
Why did they not simply wait until Jesus’ message was over and the
crowds dismissed, before they brought their hqlpless friend to Jesus?
These men’s hearts were probably so burdened with the real need of
their friend, that they were driven by the urgency to seize this precious
opportunity to help him. Nothing else is said in the text of the
seriousness or urgency of the man’s condition, except the hurry of
these his friends to take emergency measures to get help for him fast.
Was his paralysis of such nature as to lead to heart stoppage and
death? If so, it was now or never. Certainly, the one element that
caused these men to overcome the practical obstacles, even the objection
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that they should have waited until Jesus were free to help them, is
their great faith in Jesus Christ as Healer. Such a One as He, could
also be merciful about interruptions.
Though Jesus was concentrating all His efforts and attention upon
teaching the word to this representative cross-section of His people,
H e did not regard the interruption, caused by the four men’s de-tiling
the roof above Him, as an unwelcome intrusion. As the event which
follows indicates, He saw it as but the opportunity for perfecr confirmation of the authority of His teaching. Also, since the entire event
takes place in a private house (for this is the distinct impression given
by Mark 2 : 1, 2 ) , the entire situation was less formal than would be
a synagogue service. Thus, the interruption would be less offensive,
however unusual the method used by four men to make their need
known.
sick of the palsy ( p m d y t i k o n ) Luke (5:18) follows better
medical terminology, apparently, since he uses the more specific phrase
“a man who was paralyzed,” whereas the other two call him a paralytic.
(See Plummer, L z k , in loc.) Lying on a bed: this oriental bed
consisted of perhaps no more than a low mattress upon which the man
was carried by his four friends, each one holding up a corner. For
lowering the pallet into the presence of Jesus, they may have tied
ropes to the four corners.
Jesus, seeing their faith. Mark and Luke tell in detail what
hindered these intrepid friends of the paralytic and to what lengths
they went to overcome these obstacles. Jesus saw their faith and
was pleased. Their vivid, detailed planning which they dared execute
is more eloquent than words. No great confessions or pious words
were uttered. All three Gospel writers unite here in describing their
deeds as their faith. Jesus apparently spoke first. Either the paralytic had no strength to utter his request for healing or else Jesus gave
him no opportunity, his faith being so obvious. He had permitted
himself to be laid before Jesus, regardless of the unusual method or
the social or physical obstacles they must overcome. Their faith
cheered Jesus too, because of rhe contrast to the unbelief and critical
prejudices in the scribes and Pharisees in the room with Him.
Jesus
,
s a i d unto the sick of the palsy, Again, Jesus
may have spoken first in order to speak, not about the obvious disease of
the man, but about forgiveness of sins. Jesus seizes here the initiative,
temporarily taken from Him by the interruption caused by the four
men’s digging through the roof. Dust and small clods of dirt had
been falling down on the Pharisees’ fine robes and while they were

. .
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brushing themselves off, half laughing at the interruption Jesus’ followers brought Him, half complaining at the disagreeable soiling of
their clothes and warm air in the crowded room, Jesus graciously takes
charge of the moment. He lcnows what H e will ultimately do abow
the paralytic’s disease, bur He must speak first, before the request for
healing is mndc, lest this cloud the issue H e has chosen to bring before
the critics in the room: His identity and consequent authority.
S o n , or as some Greek texts have it in MI<.2:5,, M y son, as
well as M a l i , (Luke 5 : 2 0 ) all indicate that Jesus is being especially
friendly, speaking in this kind, familiar way to the man lying helpless
at His feet.

In the article dnthropos, Anidt and Gingrich, 67, say that “in
address hnthrope, friend, indicates a close relationship between
the speaker and the one addressed, Lk. 5:20.” However it
can also have a reproachful connotation, as well as express
some familiarity between the one who uses it and the one
addressed. (See Lk. 12:14; 2258, 60.)

’

Jesus did not hold Himself aloof from sinners, as might the reverend
doctors from Jerusalem seated around Him. H e dared show his affection for these weak, helpless sinners who came to Him!
Be of good cheer, your sins’ are forgiven. Jesus saw more
than their faith: He saw also the despair of a guilty cons
judgment. H e saw the discouragement of an enslaved heart that has
learned, through long experience of failure, to take sin for granted.
With a gesture of loving tenderness, Jesus dealt with the man’s greater
need for forgiveness. Your sins are forgiven. This was no mere
wish or description of some future pardon, but a declaration of fact.
Jesus speaks as a kindly Father (“Son”) and an acquitting Judge (“your
sins are forgiven.”) For the moment Jesus turns His full attention on
this man, seemingly ignoring the scribes and others around Him, disregarding their attention almost as if it mattered not what they thought,
while He took time to encourage and save this lost soul hanging between the hospital and hell. The urgency with which tlie man was
brought suggests that his paralysis was critical and could become fatal
if not helped immediately. If so, this man, staring death and judgment in tlie face, needed pardon before God, even if he were NEVER
healed! Jesus gave him both pardon and healing!
Why did Jesus address the man first in relationship to his sins,
and not rather regarding the healing of his paralysis? Because a man
who is right with God and KNOWS it certainly, can endure all manner
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of suffering and waiting. (Consider 2 Cor. 12:5-10) He can even
face death calmly, though horribly paralyzed, because he knows that
death in God‘s grace is his final freedom and highest joy. But a man
who is merely healed but not forgiven before God does not share this
certainty, until he makes it right with Gad. But why had not Jesus
forgiven other people before He healed them prior to this occasion?
Why begin here? Why not forgive, then heal, in every case? There
had been many other opportunities to say it before now. It is obvious
that Jesus has A special purpose at this time and place:
1. Jesus delibeiately brought up the question of forgiveness for clarification and teaching. He must communicate the message to men that
He has aurhority on earth to forgive sins. This is as good a time
as any to start telling them. But this fact, that He must clarify this
doctrine for the scribes, must not obscure the greater truth that
He was helping the sinner who had the need.
2. Jesus needed, in the nature of evidence, just such occasions to con-’
nect His claims to dmivine prerogatives with demonstrations that
verify His claims as true. He had come to e m h , not to work
miracles, but to identify Himself as the Forgiver of sins.
3. The fact that Jesus mentioned forgiveness in place of a declaration
of the healing of the paralytic must not be taken to mean that
Jesus sees a disrect and necessary causal connection between one’s
indmividual sickness, disease or death, and his personal sins. Even
though Jesus declared the man’s sins forgiven, he was not immediately healed. A discussion about Jesus’ alleged blasphemy
intervened before the main was casually released from his paralysis.
However, it is true that in SOME cases diseases are directly
attribdtable to a course of indulgence in certain sins or vicious
practices, as for example, intemperate eating and drink, fornication
or any other misuse of the body, (See Ro. 1:24-27; I (2.6:13-18)
If this is the case with this paralytic, then Jesus removes whatever
fears the paralytic may have had that Jesus would not help so
great a sinner. The Lord speaks forgiveness to his soul, a far
greater need than mere freedom from his paralysis.
One may well doubt whether the man’s paralysis be caused by
a consciousness of guilt, even though psychosomatic paralysis is not
impossible. One may doubt the psychosomatic connection, since
Jesus’ argument is based on the evidence presented through a real
healing uniquely produced by the instantaneous exercize of the
power of God. But, even if the man’s paralysis were 100%
psychologically based, still the obvious instantaneity of his total
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cure, without weeks of consultations and therapy, is miraculous, in
the supernatural sense of the word.
And even if all the rabbis in Palestine had taught, as some of
them actually did (see citations by Barclay, Matthew, I, 3 3 4 ) , that
there is no sickness withour some transgression back of it, is it
necessary for Jesus to accomodate Himself to that view, in order
to deal with this paralytic whose personal views may have been
influenced by that thinking? (Cf. Jn. 9:1-3) Whilebit is true that
Jesus dealt with men in their own situation and culture, yet it is
not necesswy to conceive of Him as leaving men in this belief, if
He knew it were not true, While it is true that disease and death
are in the world because of sin (Ro. 5:12), yet we err greatly in
presuming to describe as sinners everyone whom we find personally
afflicted, as if God had smitten them on the basis of the greatness
of their sins. If this paralyzed man has been attacked by some
malady that is paralyzing him, then the,re may be no disect connection between his present condition and specific, past sins. A
person who is bitten by a poisonous’spider or serpent is not morally
responsible for the physical results that ensue.
Whatever Jesus’ reasons may have been, the scribes’ personal views
certainly affected their understanding of Jesus’ words. Basclay (I,
334) notes:
Rabbi Alexande’r said, “The sick arises not from his sickness,
until his sins are forgiven . . Rabbi Chija ben Auba said,
‘No sick person is cured from sickness, until all his sills are
forgiven him.’ This unbreakable connection between suffering
and sin was part’ of the orthodox Jewish belief of the time
of Jesus. .
Now remember that these scribes believed that
no one m l d get up and walk unless his sins were forgiven.
If Jesus was able to make this man get up and walk, then that
was unanswerable proof that the man’s sins were forgiven,
and that Jesus’ claim was true.
9:3 And behold, certain of the scribes said within themselves, this man blasphemeth. If they had been surprised at the
intrusion, and disgusted by the discomfort of dust falling down into
the room around them, and contemptuous at Jesus’ common familiarity
with the paralytic, this is all forgotten m
in the greater shock caused by
Jesus’ claim to forgive sins. Not only is this-a surprise to the Jewish
scholars present, since the Mosaic law of pardon was then in vigor.
But this would surprise Jesus’ closest disciples also, since this is apparently the first of very few times in Jesus’ personal ministry when

.
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H e pronounced a person forgiven. (See Lk. 7:48; 2 3 : 4 3 ) . W e moderns
can share this sense of shock only to the extent that we have learned
to feel deeply the horror for and heinousness of blasphemy. This depends upon the depth of our jealousy for God's honor. Rut Jesus'
purpose for risking this jolting of the conscience of all present is clear
and necessary (9:ba). Jesus could have eased tensions by simply healing
the man without a word about forgiveness. The oppositions and anger
H e aroused might have been avoided. But Jesus must reveal the
astounding truth that the whole human race has Someone who undmstands them perfectly, whose perfect life condemns all their sins, but
whose divine prerogatives qualify Him to bring forgiveness and righteousness to all who trust Him. This is truth in which not only that
generation was interested, but which all honest men have longed to hear.
And, best of all, Jesus announced this truth "in the presence of those
most interested in exposing it, if false, and most able to explode it,
had it not been true. Whether His words were truth or blasphemy,
was the controversy between Christ and the rulers from that day to
the end of His Ministry, Mt. 26:65." (McGarvey Fowfold GoJpel, 186)
The scribes said within themselves. See on 9:4
This man blasphemeth. This secret declaration of their consciences signalled the beginning of the scribes' hostility and opposition
to Jesus. The criticisms developed into open confrontations in five

ed blasphemy: here

2. Having common followship with people with whom no selfrespecting rabbi would ever be found: (Mt. 9:ll;Lk. 7:36-50)
3. Neglect of traditional religion with its ascetic practices, such
as the ablutions (Mt. 15:l-20);the fasts (Mt.9:14-17)
4. Violation of the sabbath: (Jn. 5:15-18; Mt. 12:l-14)
5. Being in league with Satan: (Mt. 9:34;12:22-45)
Although from a Jewish standpoint, all these charges were serious
enough, it was this charge of blasphemy for which they crucified the
Lord. (See Mt. 26:63-66)
There are two means of blasphemy: direct, by which one calls
God unjust or unholy, or disparages anything that speaks of the
sovereign majesty of God; or indirect, by which one holds anything or
anyone as equal with God, hence, placing oneself in the place of God,
or assuming any of His unique prerogatives. Thus, Jesus deserved to
die, if He were not the very incarnation of God Himself! The Jews
were right in their attack. Their horror in the presence of this apparently common human being, who lays claim to one of God's unique
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rights, is proper. But when they refuse the evidence that He IS the
Son of God, then THEY become the blasphemers. But their horror
was not so innocent as it may seem at first glance. Their contempt
is unwarrmted, since all Jesus’ other mkacles should have identified
Him to them as possessing this right without further proof. This rnan,
on the lips of these accusers, i s decidedly emphatic: “Who does this guy
think He is anyway?“ (Cf. Lk. 4 : 2 2 ; 7:39, 49; 9:9; 14:30; 15:2; Jn.
9:33 for other emphatic uses of hol)tos, “this one, this fellow, this
man,”)
The Pharisees arrived a t this conclusion through a syllogism
perhaps similar to this one:
Major Premise: “No man can forgive sins but God alone.”
Minor Premise: “But Jesus of Nazareth is not God in any sense.”
Conclusion: “Therefore, Jesus is blaspheming God in arrogating to
himself authority to forgive sins, a prerogative which
is God’s alone.”
Their major premise is a right principle, (Isa. 43:25; 4 : 2 2 etc.) The
fundamental question lay in the minor premise: is Jesus God in any
sense that affects the truth of His claim to forgive sins? For the
corlrection of this false conclusion drawn by the Jews, see on 9 : 5 ,
where Jesus’ argument shows the fallacy of their minor premise and
conclusion.
9:4 And Jesus knowing t h e i r t h o u g h t s said. Several factors combine to lead us to the ulnshakeable conviction that Jesus supernaturally perceived the content of their mind. While the probability
is great that anyone could have read the minds of these scribes, given
the knowledge of their views on blasphemy and the overt expressions
on their face and perhaps the tearing of their garments, yet the capacity
to divulge with unerring accuracy what had not been said is an obvious
miracle of omniscience. At first view Luke (5:21) gives the impression that at least some of the scribes expressed their thoughts openly
in words, which are, in fact, reported by all three Evangelists. Or is
Luke‘s expression to be interpreted in light of the supposedly fuller
statements reported by the other two? This is the case here, for, as
Plummer (Luke, 155) demonstrates, ldgontes, “saying,” may be used
of thoughts, even when not uttered, (See Lk. 12:17; Mt. 21:25) So,
if we conclude that the scribes said nothing about what was going on
in theh minds, although they were deeply agitated, this event identifies
Jesus as God who knows men’s hearts, come in the flesh. (Cf. I Sam.
1 6 7 ; I Chron. 28:9; 2 Chron. 6:30; Ezek. 11:5; Jer. 17:lO; Acts
1:24; Rev, 2:23; Jn. 2:24, 2 5 ) While Jesus did not here directly claim
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omniscience, yet he challenged their thoughts with such pointed reference
to them, that had this not been the direction of their thoughts, the
scribes could have objected to Jesus’ misrepresentation of their reaction
to His words. No such objection is recorded. Rather:
1. Matthew and Mark describes the objectors as “saying to thernselves” or “questioning in their hearts.”
2. All three Evangelists picture Jesus as “knowing their thoughts,”
or -#s perceiving in His spirit that they thus questioned within
thehselves,” or ‘‘perceiving their questionings.”
3. Jesus‘ did locate openly the place where their evil thoughts and
quesiionings arose: “in your hearts,” a fact cited by all t h e e
Gospel writers.
This power to pronounce with certainty the hidden, innermost
thoughts of the human mind, qualifies Jesus as the perfect Judge, not
only of the Pharisees and scribes whose hearts H e has just laid bare
before them all, but He, as Judge, can acquit the paralytic too!
Wherefore think ye evil in your hearts? The scribes’
conclusion was not illogical, granted the premises. But they refused
to admit the evidence which would have corrected theiz mhor premise
and led them to a different conclusion. Their reasoning was evil,
not merely faulty or incorrect, since it was produced by hearts bent
upon rejecting evidence, bent upon destroying Jesus. Jesus’ question,
thereforqs challenges the motivations and purposes behind their
rejection of His deity. These hidden reasons for their objections were
morally indefensible. And their objections lay in their own preconceived notions about what God’s Messiah had to be like. The evil
lay in adhering to these prejudices rather than follow the clew evidence
H e had so faithfully and continuously presented of His divine right.
Note that Jesus does not object to the right principle upon which
the theologians state their case. He respected their zeal for God’s
honor, by claiming to forgive sins, not in His right but upon Gods
authority. He tacitly admits that they are right in affirming that
anyone who would presume to forgive sins on his own authority would
be guilty of blasphemy. As we follow Jesus’ method of argument, we
see that if H e had claimed to forgive this man’s sins, without God‘s
authority to d o so, He Himself would be whar they had claimed, a
blasphemer. The fact that He virtually accepts their way of stating
the case, makes His further declarations and proof of His right so much
stronger.
9:5 For which is easier, to say, Thy sins are forgiven;
or to say, Arise, and walk? The twice repeated expression
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t o say, is the key to Jesus’ meaning. Even though Jesus asks which
is e a s i e r to claim, His obvious intention is to place both claims on
the same level, because both statements are ridiculous claims for the
man who can do neither. Both claims demand the identical power and
authority of God, before either can be seriously meant. Jesus is not
asking which is the easier to do, but which is easier to claim. Naturally, the e a s i e r t o claim is to forgive sins, for none can examine
any external, visible evidence that proves it. But to claim to heal a
paralytic is capable of visible, immediate verification. It is here that
the real test of Jesus’ authority will lie, if He can demonstrate through
this latter claim that He is God and possesses therefore the proper
and personal authority to ‘forgive sins. This He proceeds to do, because,
even though He has proven it over and over again, Jesus would not
ask these present to believe without evidence, They must have a
rational ground on which to rest their faith in His word. Though they
have more than enough evidence to convince the honest heart, mercifully Jesus gives them more, But this is not simply more evidence,
since it is inextricably linked with His majestic claim to forgive sins
here on earth.
9:6 B u t t h a t you may know, i.e. with the specific purpose of
making my authority clear and &vious to you. Here Jesus draws the
direct, immediate connection between His works end His claims. (See
Jn, 10:38; 14:10, 11) t h a t t h e Son of m a n (See Notes on 8:20)
This use of this title by Jesus forms the conclusive proof that Jesus
does not intend thereby to identify Himself with mankind, in the
sense of making the title equivalent to “man” or “Everyman,” as opposed
to “Son of God.” The authority to forgive sins does not belong to
men, Jesus uses this title in its m e Messianic sense, determined from
Daniel (7:13, 14). For fuller notes on “Son of man,” see ‘also
Plummer (Lzde, 156, 157).
B u t t h a t y o u m a y know t h a t t h e Son of m a n h a t h
a u t h o r i t y on e a r t h t o f o r g i v e sins ( t h e n s a i t h h e t o t h e
s i c k of t h e p a l s y ) , Arise, a n d take up t h y bed, a n d go u n t o
t h y house. Jesus establishes hereby His’ entire claim to the possession
of personal authority to forgivc sins on the reality of this miracle.
In effect, He was saying to His critics: “You presume that it is a safe,
easy thing for me to pretend that I can forgive sins, since no one on
earth can verify whether, when I address this paralytic, saying, Your
sins are forgiven,’ they are actually pardoned or not. So, let me provide
you a test that you can verify. You know that only a person possessing
God’s full authority could say to this paralyzed man, ‘Rise and walk,’
with the result rhat he be actually healed, in exactly the same way
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that it ‘really demands God‘s authority to say, ‘Your sins have been
forgiven you,’ with the result that he has the certainty that God really
has forgiven him. Now, if a physical cure of his paralysis takes place
when I say to him, ‘Get up, pick up your bed and go home, then you
can be certain that when I say to him, ‘Your sins have been pardoned,’
his forgiveness is a reality. In which case, of course, I am not guilty
of blasphemy, as you charge. On the contrary, my high claim to God‘s
authority shall be vindicated.”
The logic of Jesus’ argument may be stated like this:
Major Premise (tacitly) : “No man but God can heal paralysis
withja word of power.”
Minor Premise (demonstration) : “But I have power on earth to
heal paralysis with a word of power.’’
Conclusion: “I possess on earth the authority of God to heal
paralysis.”
This conclusion becomes the minor premise of further argument:

Major Premise: “None can forgive sins but God alone.”
Minor Premise: “But I have shown that I possess God’s authority.”’
Conclusion: “Therefore, I have power on earth to forgive sins.”

.

Or, the alternative, implicit reasoning arrives at the same conclusion:
Major Premise: “Only those who pretend to divine prerogative
without right or authority are guilty of blasphemy.”
Minor Premise: “Rut Jesus has demonstrated by this miracle that
He does possess the proper right or authority to
exercise divine prerogatives.”’
Conclusion: “Therefore, Jesus is not guilty of Blasphemy.”
Arise, take up thy bed, and go unto thy house. %re
could be no bolder challenge than this. It is at this point that Jesus’
claim to the right to exercise divine prerogatives stands or falls. If
the paralytic can do what Jesus says, then his forgiveness is real. Jesus
healed the man, not merely because He was anxious to vindicate Himself, but out of great tenderness and mercy He felt for the man’s need
Instantly H e healed him, that the people might have the required
evidence upon which they could base their trust in Him.
9:7 And he arose, and departed to his house. That settles
the question. One fact is worth more than a thousand theories. Luke
( 5 : 2 5 ) reports the man as arising immediately on the presence of the
people. Then he probably rolled u p his pallet and walked through
the amazed crowd. The point to be noticed is that Jesus knew with
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unerring certainty exactly what would happen before anything took
place. In one sense He was taking no chances, for with divine fore.
sight He could see the paralyzed man arising even before He forgave
him. But f,rorn a strictly human point of view, Jesus had taken an
awful chance of losing everything He had won! W h o bur Jesus could
have had the necessary knowledge? Who but Jesus could have had
the power demanded to heal the paralytic? W h o else could have given
the required proof of His identity?
Whereas the man's friends could not even carry him into the house
due to the crowd jammed into the doorways, now the astounded people
open the way for him to leave. Luke (5:25) reports that this grateful
ex-paralytic walked out glorifying God. Whereas the scribes had accused
Jesus of blasphemy, this man had nothing but praise for God. Had
he understood the connection between Jesus and God? Whatever Ize
may have understood, his exuberant example of rejoicing and praise
was contagious.
9:s But when the multitudes saw it, they were afraid,
and glorified Ciod, who had given such authority unto men.
This mixed reaction stands in perfect harmony with human nature and
is psychologically sound, since these people felt their own sinfulness
in the almost touchable presence of God. They knew they were
standing in that no-man's land, that twilight zone between the natural
world and the supernatural. They knew that this earth had just been
invaded from outer space where they supposed God dwells. And they
recognized the Invader as God, and they feared, Yet the joyful surprise
and marvel of the seemingly impossible healing drew out of them this
glorifying praise for the God they feared so near. They had heard
Jesus pronounce that word which the honest heart of sinful (mankind
longs to hear more than any other. They had not believed Him.
Rather they had concluded that He had blasphemed, saying something
incapable of proving. They had questioned His right to say something
they could not accept as truth. Now they had to reckon with the shock
of truth breaking into their personality: they could not deny its reality
without denying the dependability of their own senses with which they
observed it. In response to this manifestation of God's presence seen
among them, they glorified Ciod. (Compare similar experiences of
the Jews on mount Carmel as the fire fell from heaven after Elijah's
prayer, I Kgs. 18:36-39, and Peter's reaction tp the miraculous catch
of fish with his own nets and boat, Lk, 5:8.)
They glorified God, saying in their amazement and awe, "We
never saw anything like this-we have seen strange things today!" ( M k .
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2:12; Lk. 5:26)

They had seen things transcending ordinary human
experience and reason: sins forgiven, omniscience and healing of
paralysis. But they had also seen the greatest difference beween Christ’s
religion and the message of all other isms: while all other philosophies
glorify and save the fittest through survival of all natural forces or
through perserverence in progression through an infinite number of
stages or steps or through the endless accumulation of an undefined
number of merits or, to sum them all up, while all other systems
“save” the powerful, the good and the worthy, the greater glory of
Jesus’ mission lay in His stooping to concentrate divine attention upon
the lowly, the sinful, the poor, the weak, the damned. He brought
forgiveness withisn reach of all. And this miracle proved it! The
crowd is convinced that .the charge has been disproved and that Jesus
is acting with the full authority of God. What effect this miracle
produced in the theologians present is not mentioned in the text, but
it may be suggested from their growing opposition on later occasions
that they remained unconvinced.
God who had given such authority unto men. Though
Matthew does not cite the words of the crowd directly, it is probable
that he is quoting the content of their praise, even as Mark and Luke
cite directly thei’r words: McGarvey (Mdtthew-Md, 82) well ’says:
“It was to the man, Jesus, that the power was given, and to men
only as He was contemplated as one of the race.” These people were
to admit that God had actually granted such authority
to Jesus. His claim was vindicated in their eyes.
What does this miracle prove about Jesus? It proves that Jesus
has “the right to speak with all the authority of God. It means that
H e can be relied upon to speak authoritatively the message of God.
It means that we must accept Jesus’ word provided by this miracle
and we do not need to ask for more miracles to back up everything
else H e may affirm. It means that we may be 100% certain that what
we had asked of Gad, i.e. forgiveness, we may now ask of Jesus of
Nazareth, for H e is God come in person to tell us that He is the
real Ruler who is able to present us without spot or blemish before
God, forgiven, pardoned, cleansed, fit for fellowship with God.

COMPARE
For a similar cam which touches this nazrative at several points, see
the healing of the paralytic in Jerusalem. (Jn. 5:lff.) Edersheim
(Life, I, 500) suggests the following interesting points of similarity:
1. ‘The unspoken charge of the Scrisbes, that in forgiving sins
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Jesus blasphemed by making Himself equal with God, has its
exact counterpart in tlle similar charge against Him in St.
John 5 : 18, which kindled in them the wish to kill Jesus;
2. “as in that case the find reply of Jesus pointed to ‘the authority’
( e x o a k ) which the Father had given Him for Divine adminisfiration on earth, (Jn. 5:27), so the healing of the paralytic was to show the Scribes that He had ‘authority‘ (exozcsh)
for the dispensation upon earth of the forgiveness of sins,
which the Jews rightly regarded as a Divine prerogative.
3. “the words which Jesus spake to the paralytic . are to the
very letter the same . , .”
4. “alike in the words which Jesus addressed to the Smibes at
the healing of the pardlytic, and in those at the Unknown
Feast, He made final appeal to His works as evidential of
His being sent by, and having !received of, the Father ‘the
authority’ to which He laid claim.” (Jn. 5:3G; cf, Mk. 2:lO)

. .

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Locate this incident in the chronological history given by Mark
and Luke. When did this iniracle occur during Jesus ministry?
e*2. Identify-the city meant by Matthew when he used the cryptic
expression “His own city.” Prove your answer.
3. Describe the situation on this occasion, borrowing materials fcom
Mark and Luke, which give clatrity to the situation here narrated
by Matthew. In other words, explain why it was necessary for
the four men to bring their paralyzed friend to Jesus in the exact
manner they used.
4. What more important need did this man have than the cure of
his paralysis?
5. State the evidences of Jesus’ deity expressed in this passage.
6. What kind of bed did the four men hoist up on the roof? How
did they manage to get the friend into the presence of Jesus?
What was hindering them?
7. Is there any evidence in the narratives of this miracle that the
paralytic himself expressed any faith in Jesus? If so, what is
the evidence?
8. What did Jesus see, when, as the Gospel writers put it, “He saw
their\ faith”? What was visible about sov invisible a quality as
faith?
9. What was rhe effect of the miracle on the crowds present?
10. State the response of Jesus to the expression of faith on the put
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of the four men who had brought their friend. What did Jesus
actually say?
11. What was the response made by the Pharisees and theologians to
Jesus’ declaration? Express the principles behind their assertions
about Jesus’ declaration. Though you may disallow their application to Jesus, justify their conclusion when applied to anyone
else who said what Jesus said. Quote Jesus’ answer to their
complaint.
12. Show the conlclusiveness of Jesus’ rebuttal of the theologians’
conclusion. Explain the relationship berween what Jesus said and
the miracle He performed in the presence of these people.
13. What did Jesus mean by the expression: “authority on earth to
forgive sins”!
14. Explain why these “reverend doctors from Jerusalem” were even
present on this occasion. What was their special interest in
Jesus’ message and ministry?
15. What kind of roof do Mark and Luke describe the house as having,
wherein Jesus sat with the crowd of people? What does this
fact have to do with the event itself?

Section 19
,

JESUS CALLS MATTHEW LEV1
(Parallels: Mark 2: 13-22; Luke 5:27-39)

TEXT: 9:9-17
9. And as Jesus passed by from thence, he saw a man, called Matthew,
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

sitting at the place of toll: and he saith unto him, Follow me.
And he arose, and followed him.
And it came to pass, as he sat at meat in the house, behold, many
publicans and sinners came and sat down with Jesus and his
disciples.
And when the Pharisees saw it, they said unto his disciples, Why
eateth your Teacher with the publicans and sinners?
But when he heard it, he said, They that are whale have no need
of a physician, but they that are sick.
But go ye and learn what this meaneth, I desire mercy, and not
saorifice: for I came not to call the righteous, but sinnets.
Then come to him the disciples of John, saying, W h y do we and
the Pharisees fast oft, but thy disciples fast not?
And Jesus said unto them, Can the sons of the bridechamber
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mourn, as long as the bridegroom is with them? Bur the days
will come, when the bridegroom shall be taken away from them,
and then will they fast,
16, And no man puttetb a piece of undressed cloth upon an old
garment; for that which should fill it up taketh from the garment,
and a worse rent is made,
17. Neither do meiz put new wine into old wine-skins: else the skins
burst, and the wine is spilled, and the skins perish: but they put
new wine into fresh wine-skins, and both are preserved.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. W e all know how important it is to choose our friends with care.
The more important the person, the more care he must exercise
in the selection of his friends. On what possible basis, then, how
can Jesus be justified for being intimate with the riff-raff of Jewish
society? A man is known by the company he keeps. Yet, ironically,
how does this very fact identify Jesus as the finest of men ever
knowp?
b. Why do you think Jesus chose to call such a man as Matthew to be
an Apostle? Would not He have run too great a risk to call a
publican?
c. How is it possible for Hosea to declare that God did not really
care for sacrifices, since it was mercy He wanted? After all, had
not God originally ordered that the sacrifices be given? What could
Hosea mean that reflects not only God‘s original command but also
the true purpose behind the law of sacrifice?
d. Do you feel that Jesus’ hobnobbing with sinners justifies a man in
seeking bad company? In what way would he be right in so doing?
e. Can you give a possible reason why the Pharisees and legal experts
were on the scene when Jesus went to the dinner party with
Matthew? Had they k e n invited too?
f. Paul says (Romans 3:lO-18, 23) that there are none who are
righteous and that all are sinners. Who, then, are those whom Jesus
describes as “righteous”? Are there some “righteous” persons on
earth whom Jesus did not need to call to repentance?
g. Do you think the disciples of John the Baptist were criticizing
Jesus? On what basis?
h. What effect would Jesus‘ cryptic declaration have on the Apostles
when He said, “But the days will come, when the bridegroom shall
be taken away from them, and then they will fast”?
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i. Do you think that we too should fast? Why? Under what circumstances.
j. Does it not seem to you that the call of Matthew to follow Jesus
was a little abrupt? On what basis is it possible to comprehend
Matthew’s instant, deliberate response?
k. Why would Matthew invite Jesus to the dinner party in his own
house?
1. Why would Matthew have invited also all his old cronies, when he
knew that, the pure Jesus of Nazareth would be there? What
possible purpose could he have for making this social blunder? Or
was it a blunder?
m. If you decide that fasring is something a follower of Jesus can do
today, do you feel that fasting is a ceremony to be observed
regularly, or should the circumstances in which you find yourself
determine your choice?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
As Jesus was passing on away ffom the seashore where He had
taught the gathered crowd, He saw a man, a tax collector, named
Matthew Levi, son of Alphaeus. Matthew was busy at the tax office,
but Jesus invited him, “Come, be my disciple.”
Matthew left the whole business, stood up and went along with
Jesus.
Later,- Matthew made Him a large banquet in his home. While
the Lord was at his house as dinner guest, there was a large number
of Matthew’s old cronies, sinners and other people who came as guests.
They all sat down with Jesus and His followers, for there was also
a large group who came with Him.
Now when the Pharisees and their legal experts saw that Jesus
sat there enjoying dinner with such notorious sinners, they murmured
against Jesus’ disciples, “How can you and your rabbi enjoy the fellowship of such scum?’’
When Jesus heard what they were saying, He argued: “People who
are well do not need a doctor, just sick folk do. You go study what
this Bible text means (Hosea 6:6): “It is not just your sacrifices
want you to learn to be merciful! And besides, why
that I want-I
should I spend my time trying to get the ‘righteous’ to turn from their
sins? It is the SINNERS who need my help!”
Now the disciples of John the Baptist as well as the Pharisees
fasted regularly each week. So the disciples of John approached Jesus
with the query: “Why do we regularly go without food to spend time in
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prayer? The Pharisees and their disciples d o it too, But your followers,
what do they do? They wine and dine! ”
Then Jesus responded like this, “You cannot make the wedding
guests go without food or be sad during the wedding festiviries, can
you? No, with the bridegroom present, it would be out of place for
that. The time will arrive when the groom will be taken away from
them. Then it would be appropriate for them to refuse to eat.”
He illustrated His point with this parable: “Who would tear
a piece from a new suit of clothes and sew it on a worn-out garment?
If he does, he will tear the new material, and the new piece would not
match the old anyway. In a similar way, no one sewg a piece of
unshrunk cloth on an old garment, because if he does, the new patch
rips away from the old cloth and you have a bigger hole than before.
“Neither should you store freshly pressed grape juice in old goatskin bottles. If you do, the pressure of the expanding ‘new wine will
burst the skins. The wine gets spilled and so is lost and you have
destroyed the skin bottles too. No, new wine must be stored in new,
flexible wineskins. That way, both are preserved.
”No one who is accustomed to drinking vintage wines calls for
this year’s wine. ‘The old,’ he claims, ‘is pleasant; it suits me.”’

SUMMARY
Leaving the seashore where He had been teaching the multitudes,
Jesus passed by Matthew-Levi’s tax office and called him to intimate
discipleship. Matthew, in turn, responded joyfully by givilng a huge
farewell dinaer party for his former associates. Jesus’ iriendly fellowship with this level of society aroused the criticism of the Jewish
Puritans, the Pharisees, but Jesus defended His ministry among such
sinners as absolutely essential.
The disciples of John the Baptist too were scandalized that Jesus
and His followers paid little of any attention to the traditional fasting
practices. Again Jesus defended His practice and views as being so
new and different in nature from the old system that John’s disciples
hoped to purify, that one would do violence ,to both systems to try to
mix them. Jesus concluded by warning them about being prejudiced
a g i n s t the new ideas by thinking the old ways to be better.

NOTES
A. THE CALL OF MA“I-IEW
This account of the call of Matthew to close companionship with
Jesus, following as it does upon the foregoing account of Jesus’ divine
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right on earth to forgive sins, is in its proper logical place. Jesus’
call of him who, in the minds of popular Judaism, was a most flagranr
sinner, is a thrilling exercise of Jesus’ power to forgive sins and
transform a man.
9:9 And as Jesus passed by from thence
Between
the astounding narration of Jesus’ proven ability to forgive sins on
earth, demonstrated by His instantaneous cure of the paralytic lowered
through the roof, and this record of Matthew’s call, Mark (2:13) and
Luke (5:27a)’ both report that Jesus left the crowded house in which
that cure occurred. Perhaps it was precisely because of the pressing
crowds that :He went outdoors, in order to have more space. As H e
had done on other occasions, He led the people to the Capernaum
wharf, where H e could speak to them all with greater facility. Apparently, when Jesus had finished His discourse before these people,
He dismissed them and walked directly toward the toll office of
Matthew.
He saw a man, called Matthew, sitting at the place of
toll. This could be the most beautiful sentence in the New Testament and the most incredible declaration in all of Jewish literature!
Jesus, the mover of multitudes, could see the individual, Matthew. Levi
was no mere number to the Lord, no “warm body” w h ~ s eliving perad thousands of other
sonality could be ignored. How many tim
Jews B p p d by chat same toll office without eve,r seeing this human
being ca ed Matthew sitting there? How often had their own
awareness of his hated occupation caused them to shun h h deliberately,
m n i n g their head the other way, pretending not to have seen him?
But Jesus saw Matthew as he was and loved him. W e too must learn
to see people, not for the clothes they wear, the position they occupy,
the relationships they represent to us. This latter only hides the individuality of that person. M e must see the man or woman as human
beings in need of God. We must see, as Jesus saw Matthew, the
individual possibilities they have to grow into the image of God.
. Jesus was not afraid that the moral filth and contamination, of which
the Pharisees were so afraid, would cause Him to lose His o w n p r i t y .
Nor should we withhold help for fear of contamination from those to
whom Jesus felt irresistibly drawn. Jesus was‘ not deceived by a
contact with Matthew elsewhere, for He saw Matthew precisely as
he was, engaged in his universally despised occupation.
Sitting at the place of toll. For detailed bibliographies on publicans
place of toll, etc., see encyclopedic articles and special studies, especially
Edeirsheim, Sketchsees, 51ff.; f i f e , I, 515-517; ISBE, 292Oa, b, 292la,

...

~
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Arndt-Gingrich, 820 on te/6n,?,rs.The official position of the tax official in Jewish social life, regardless of the education, wealth or p w e r
of the individual who exercised that office, was despicable beyond
belief for those unaware of the peculiar religio-political situation that
existed in Palestine during this period. Religiously, the Jews owned
no king but God and to Him alone should they bring proper tribute,
(Though for convenience’ sake, they acted otherwise more often than
not, as for example, Jn. 19:15; yet rheir religious ideal was this.)
Politically, they were a small political unit of the Roman empire to
which they owed tribute, custom, and duty. Although in a period
previous to the Roman imperial era, the taxes were hcollected by
wealthy men who purchased from the Greek kings the right to collect
them (see, for example Josephus, Alztiquities, XII, 4, 1 - 4 ) , under rhe
empire “the direct taxes were not farmed out, but collected by regular
imperial officers in the regular routine of official duty. The customs
or tolls levied upon exports and imports, and upon goods passing
through the country, were sold to the highest bidders, who were called
‘publicans’” (ISBE, 2920b). Even though the publicans themselves
were apparently not Roman officials, they possessed all the authority
of Rome behind their exactions. As a Jew, the publican was viewed as
a traitor to his nation and to God, because of his willingness to collaborate in this way with a pagan, foreign conqueror. Worse still, the
Roman system encouraged greed and graft by selling th
collect taxes at auction, from which the publican repaid
his wbrk and risk involved by collecting all he could. The tax collectors
naturally enriched themselves at the expense of their own nation. The
indefinite rate of taxation plus the exaggerated and arbitrary value placed
upon goods by the publicans rendered their position indescribably, odious
to all other Jews,
Scripture notices of the publicans reveal in passiing in what
light they were considered in Jesus’ time: they were typically
selfish (Mt. 5:46, 47). They ‘were classed on a par with
heathens (Mt. 18:17), prostitutes (Mt. 21:31) and other
notorious outcasts (Mt. 9:10, l l : l 9 ; Lk. 1 8 : l l ) . Even though
Jesus Himself viewed them as people to be loved and saved,
yet His use of popular language in regard to the publicans
reveals profoundly in what light they were viewed by the
majority of the people before whom Jesus used this language.

And He saith unto him, Follow me. Matthew knew that
Jesus could have found plenty of other, respectable men who had no
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embarrassing past to live down. Jesus could have eased tensions between‘ Himself and the “orthodox” by selecting His disciples more
discreetly. By Pharisaic principles, Jesus should have prudently passed
right on past Matthew, but He chose nor to. These two words of invitation are Jesus’ deliberate demonstration of His determination to show
what He could do with a man icompletely surrendered to Him, segardless of background or lack of previous religious virtue. Jesus icntended to take this dull, bough, crude, sinful man and help him to be
transformed‘ into His own image. Jesus could see Matrhew as he could
become, so invited him to follow. Jesus could see in Matthew more
than Matthew himself dared dream; because He was seeing “the p s i bilities in pe;sonality.” Jesus knew the man that Levi might become,
quite as well as the man Levi already was. It was Jesus’ unshakeable
hith in the better Matthew that became the power to make Matthew
die to be that better man! He was literally calling this man to greatness. The tragic question that renders them the more guilty is how
many times ,had Jesus offered the same invitation to the Pharisees?
And he arose and followed Him. This was the vital difference between Matthew and the Pharisees: he could properly evaluate
this invitation. He responded differently from the Pharisees precisely
because he was a different man. He had endured hate from his
fellow Jews for years. He knew that he had sold out to the Romans
for this well-paying job, but all he had earned in human relations, of
which are made the real treasure of life, was the contempt and snubbing
of his own people. He had felt the power of greed, cruelty, gouging
and cheating in his own heart. Sick of soul, Matthew does not surprise
us by responding this way. And yet, Matthew’s own will could have
hindered all that followed this moment, for, as Morgan (M&thew, 92)
p i n t s but, Jesus could offer the highest invitation of heaven, but He
stood limited before the surprising reality that a man can say, No.
Matthew could gratefully appreciate how much it cost Jesus to
involve Himself with such as Matthew. But this publican had never
witnessed a man sacrifice his reputation like this before. This customs
agent could never have dared hope for such personal recognition, much
less could he hope to be called to personal companionship with Jesus
and Apostleship! How long had he been a secret admirer of the
Prophet from Nazareth?
One interesting problem is noted and adequately handled by
Bruce (Trchhg, 22), i.e. why and how Matthew should respond to Jesus’ invitation so promptly without any apparent
or at least cecorded psychological prepararion. The Gospels
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give rhe impression of abruptness surrounding Matthew’s call,
as if Marthew had not known Jesus quite well previously.
Two factors combine to suggest very srrongly that this
acquaintance actually existed:

1. The call of other Apostles is surrounded by the same sort
of abruptness, whereas we know that several of them had been
previously acquainted with Jesus. (See on 4:18-22) As Bruce
( o p !$A) notes, “The truth is that, in regard to both calls,
the evangelists concerned themselves only about t h i & d ~ ,
passiag over in silence all preparatory stages, and not deeming
it necessary to inform intelligent readers that, of coursi? neither
the publican nor any other disciple blindly followed one of
whom he knew nothing, merely because asked or<commanded
to follow.”
2. Considering Jesus’ close connection with the city of Capernaum, His mighty works done and repeated before a
grateful and at first, responsive populace, and remembering
that Matthew probably lived and worked in Capernaum, we
conclude rhat Jesus and Matthew had been fellow-citizens
of Capernaum and could well have known each other. It would
have been more psychologically improbable to believe that
Matthew had never heard of Him. (See on Mt. 11:23).
Had he had business relationships with the fishermen and shipowners
among the Apostles? Had he been watching the growing opposition
to Jesus’ ministry? Or had he failed to notice the fact that Jesus
seemed always to be surrounded by common sinne’rs like himself?
Could not this fact have encouraged Levi to leave his table on various
occasions to slip in at the back of the crowds to hear Jesus personally?
But when Jesus came right up to his table, placed before him this
invitation to destiny, it took not even a moment’s deliberation to make
that decision that forever sealed his future and gave to the world
Jesus’ first publican-Apostle. As Edersheim paints him, “His soul was
in the speechless surprise of unexpected love and grace; but he rose
up, left the custom-house and followed Him”!
And he arose and followed, The significant omission of the
word “immediately” allows us to surmise that Matthew first settled
his accounts, closed out his b k s and turned over his responsibilities
to others. His good rapport with publicans later indicates that he
did not leave them embarrassed by his absence. While he may well
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have concluded his work to leave all to follow Jesus, why did he rise
up to readily?
1. Was it because he still retained influences of a godly upbringing? Is his deep knowledge and use of the Old Testament shown later in his Gospel, only the result of supernatural
inspiration, or was it the result of a proper godly training,
firom which he in mid-life badly strayed in search of wealth?
2. Ori was he reflecting a deep, personal dissatisfaction with a
life’: which from its beginning had been empty, shallow, hopeless? Had he realized the depth of his desperate condition
as a ‘sinner, depicted so well by Barker ( A s Matthew Suw t h
Muster, 41) ? “The broken intentions, the wasted dreams, the
splintered personality, the poisoned mind, and the calloused
heart-it
added up to a loathesome, hopeless case.”
3. Or was Matthew simply a better man than the average
publican?
Whatever his preparation to be called by Jesus, Matthew responded,
leaving a comfortable job and the security of a good income for a
life of destiny, adventure, peace and joy. His talent was turned to
serve in composing one of the most extensive records of Jesus’ teaching
ministry that has ever come down to us.

B. THE CONCERN OF MATTHEW

9:lO And it came to pass, as he sat a t meat in the
house
Modestly, Matthew omits details that would glorify h i m
self, reserving himself only to the barest facts. However, Mark and
Luke describe the acrangements Matthew prepared in his own house:
1. Levi made “a great feast” (Lk. 5 : 2 9 ) , such as one would
expect a former publican, probably wealthy, to be able to
give. Nothing is spared to make this moment a memarable
occasion for all who hear of it.
2. Levi made “Him” a great feast: Luke is affirming ( 5 : 2 9 )
that Matthew arranged this banquet for Jesus Himself, in
His honor.
3. All Synoptic writers agree in the large number of guests, not
only Jesus and many disciples that followed Him (Mk. 2:15),
but also “a large company ’of tax collectors and others” (Lk.
5:29).
Notice the elaborate plans carried out by this one repentant publican.
His conversion must have caused quite a sensation in Capernam!
After all, here is a wealthy but notorious publican suddenly called

...
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away from his occupation to leave everything to enter the companionship of the most truly holy Rabbi people in Capernaum had ever
known, All who heard about it would wonder not only at the readiness of Levi’s response and rhe completeness of his change, but also
the purpose behind Jesus‘ unusual choice.
Apparently Matthew planned this feast with the specific purpose

of introducing Jesus to all his former associates. H e cared enough to
invite all his old cronies to a feast where the issue of his own former
life and present association could be faced head-on. Certainly Matthew
invited his friends to the feast: who else COULD he invite? This is
the reason the guest-list contained so many publicans’ names. But
why, in re-telling his story, does Matthew use this particular expression:
many publicans and sinners came and sat down with Jesus?
Is this a fixed phrase in popular Jewish speech, or is he writing with
tongue in cheek, preparing the mind of the reader for the h y p r i t i c a l
question of the Pharisees which follows? Or, by saying, publicans
and sinners, is he revealing the purpose of his own heart? The
men he invited are sinners like himself, This former lover of gain
has begun to act like his Lord; he has become a lover of souls, immediately doing all he can to bring his fellow sinners under the
influence of Jesus’ voice.

It took great insight on Matthew’s part to have been able to plan
in precisely this way, knowing surely that he could bring his friends
to Jesus in this way that would be perfectly in harmony with Jesus’
character. C. E. B. Reed comments: (Preacher’s Homiletic Cowmelzmy, XXII, 224)
One can see that Matthew had already studied to good purpose
his Lord’s character.
I, First of all he perceived that he could best serve Him,
not by eating and drinking alone in His presence, but
by inviting the outcasts of society and befriending them
for the sake of Him who made their cause His own.
11. He invited to the feast his own associates. Many men
would have forsworn the class from which they had been
called and sought some new field of benevolence; whereas
he does not disown his publican comrades, but selects
them as earliest recipients of his bounty.
111. H e recognized that the besr thing he could do for them
was to bring them into contact with Jesus. Instead of
going among them and rallcing about his new Master, he
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wisely brought them face to face with Him whose teaching
he could not match for breadth or power.
IV. This intercourse between Christ and the publicans Matthew
contrived to bring about by means of an entertainment.
He knew well that most of them would never come to
hear a formal discourse from the Lord, but that meat and
drink would open their hearts to receive the scattered seeds
of ,lis teaching . . .
Note that FMatthew’s call to become Jesus’ personal disciple had not
turned his head. He could still see his old friends. He was still
interested ini them, still loved them, though he had made a definite
break with his old life among them. See how he reflem that new love
from Him who loved Matthew as no other! Is not this repentance
at its best?

C. THE CRITICISM OF MATTHEW’S MASTER
9:11 And when the Pharisees saw it. What were THEY
doing there? It is not too likely that nhey had come to the feast of
publicans in order to take part! Storm clouds of opposition to Jesus’
ministry had already begun to form, because Jesus had already begun
to succeed at the very business He had come to ea,fth to do. These
critics would never have bothered criticizing Him, were He not making
real headway. His was a movement that was going somewhere-it
was alive,:, Nobody bothers to criticize something that is all but dead.
Nor were they particularly interested in Matthew, one of the “sinners”
with whom Jesus ate. What these eagle-eyed censurs were a f t a
was Jesus. Matthew could have eaten with all the sinners in town
and nq,.one would have noticed. But when Jesus of Nazareth is
willing to risk His repucation for Matthew by eating with him, these
Pharisees attack,
It is not necessary to suppose that these Pharisees who see this
spectacle of a Rabbi among publicans are theologians only, although
Mark acnd Luke both affirm that there were theologians present. The
“fraternity of the Pharisees” included people from all walks of life,
(See Edersheim, Sketches, 226ff.) some of whom may have seen Jesus
and His followers enter the publican’s house. They may have then
reported the incident to “their scribes” (Mk.2:16; Lk. 5:30) who,
reenforcing those first on the scene, now begin to complain.
They said unto H i s disciples. Notice the sheet cunni’ng in
this approach made to Jesus’ disciples, although the cunning might be
motivated by moral cowardice, or that fear to face Jesus directly.
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These theological lawyers, idstead of introducing some deep, debatable
theological objection to Jesus, try to shake the disciples’ confidence in
Him by showing how their Master violates acltnowledged Jewish propriety. If they succeed in underniining Jesus’ influence by demonstrating that, while in theory He may mean well, yet in practice He
fails at a critical point, then is His ministry ruined.
Why eatetli your Teacher with the publicans and sinners? This question has perhaps less point for us Westerners than
it would for an oriental to whom a meal was a sacred matter. (Remember how Petec too violated this Jewish taboo by (eating with
Gentiles, Acts ,11:2, 3 ) To break bread together pledged each to
solemn friendship and mutual help. Consequently, self-respecting people
eat only with other respectable people with whom they wish to
associate. Thus would these accusers inculpate Jesus through guilt by
association, making the false assumption: “You are known by the
company you keep!” Thus rhey would insinuate that Jesus was of
like character, It was as if they were asking, “What kind of God
does He think He represents, keeping compay with scum like thait?
He is unable to discern their character perhaps, in which case H e
disqualifies Himself to be a proper rabbi!” Any way the statement is
phrased, their complaint shows no obvious love for these lost ones.
Their merciless self-righteousness had shut their heart and frozen their
concern for those who need God so desperately.
As Edersheim teaches, (Life, I, 507), this text highlights the
fundamental distinction between Christianity and all other religions,
especially Rabbinism, since all other religions must stand confessedly
helpless regarding the positive forgiveness of sins and welcome for
the sinner. Tliey have nothing to say in contrast to the personal,
merciful approach of God in Jesus Christ to the sinner, welcoming
him back to repentance. This welcome produces repentance like no
other stimulus in other religions could ever do. The burdened soul
struggling toward God finds the answer of Jesus convincing and helpful like no other. Worse yet, the very title “Pharisee,” or “separated
one,” underlined the very character of Rabbinism, even of Sadducess
too in this respect, since the goal of the system was the exclusion of
the unlearned, the unworthy, the sinners, So it was that this very
feast of Matthew could only be looked upon by these Rabbis as a
kind of reproach to the most fundamental principles chey espoused.
They were pledged to the maintenance of the separaltion of the wicked
from the rigliteous, the Israelites from the Gentiles, the people of
God from publicans and sinners. Here Jesus refused to maintain the
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arbitrary lines they had drawn. This was not mere supercilious pride
they felt; it was deep-running religious indignation. Jesus' goal, by
striking contrast, was the INCLUSION of sinners, welcoming them 20
repent, assuring them of mercy and power to change their lives. "he
ideal of the rabbis was the welcoming of sinners d f t e y they had repented, with only the sterile stimulus to do so that is inherent in the
repeated exhortations to repent and in the praise of repentance itself,
with no definitive proof that the sins have actually been forgiven.
aves the heart of the person trying to come back to
God desperate and pessimistic. Instead of reinforcing the Phariseesm
separatism, Jesus is seeming to sanction confusion of the traditional
lines a1ong)jyhich righteousness and holiness had been defined. It is
no wonder that the Pharisees should be excited!
But Christ could not help arousing opposition. He was teaching
the truth of God about sinners and about God, that would lead men
to know genuine reality, as opposed to the sham or partial realities
of their limited knowledge and experience. However, for doing this
and for claiming to be the Son of God, He was opposed. For receiving sinners and eating with them, He was blamed. (Lk. 15:1, 2 )
Matthew himself wag one of the chief reasons why the opposition SO
resented Jesus. It was but the age-old problem of the new idea
its own merits.
presented in a context where people do not judge .
They evaluate and its propounder only in terms
accustom_ed to iriterpreting it.
Ironically, for the very reason that they supposed themselves to
be of superior righteousness and despised all others, these Pharisees
thereby ceased to be righteous and manifested their own real sinfulness
and m g d of mercy from God. ,The Pharisees were masters of refiined
sin too, and Jesus p a & strenuous efforts to win. them to discipleship
through repentance. Jesus' gentle speech here is an illustration.
,
"tried to kill Him..
,
Usually, however, rather than repent, they got mad and
D. " H E CONCEPT OF THE MASTER
9:12 But when He heard it, He said, 'T%ey that are whole have no need of a physician, but they that are sick. This
vital question, so impomant because it involved the fundamental direction and purpose of Jesus' mission to earth, was asked of the disciples,
but answered by Jesus. Frpm Jesus' answer we get His own view of
the work H e came to accomplish. Had the disciples tried to deal
with the critics, perhaps we would have something of less weight, depending upon their apprehension of His goals. Perhaps .they ' even
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tried, but the Evangelists are satisfied only to report Jesus’ definitive
answer, which forever settles the issue,
Bur observe how Jesus answered the captious question leveled at
Him. As Bales ( J e s w the Ideal Teacher, 92, 9 3 ) puts it: “Jesus
appealed to a principle which they endorsed, and showed by an apt
illustration which they could nor dispute successfully that His conduct
was endorsed by that principle , , , Jesus made another point whwein
He indicated that they need to learn the meaning of certain teaching
in the very scriptures which they accepted.” The princible accepted
by practically every Jew was that a teacher of the Law was, symbolically,
a physician to the sick. (Cf, Edersheim, Life, I, 520). It would seem
that Paul in Ro. 2:17-20 is listing appelatives by which the Pharisees,
among whose number Paul used to count himself, loved to identify
themselves!
.
Thus Jesus is using here no innocuous or merely interesting figare
of speech: He is refuting His opponents with a reply that cuts them
two ways:

I

,

1. According to the Pharisees’ own view of themselves and of
the publicans, Jesus, even had He been a member of the
Pharisees‘ own party, was precisely where He should be, thus
His course was justified. Jesus is saying, “I am a Physician
se whom we all describe as sick, the ignorant and sinful
of the land. As Physician, I must make contact with
’
those whom I would help. Were I to ignore them ’% despise
them, I would not be tme to my mission as a doctor. T h e
doctor that spends his ,time only with other doctors or with
the well is not worth his salt as a healer of rhe sick. Instead
of being contaminated ’by the djlsease or carrying their contagion to others, I am bringing salvation and healing.‘ These
pubficans with whom L’am now feasting &re’the very people
to whom we should minister, hence I am right. where I should
be, making my rounds.”,
y the same principle, the Pharisees themselves and all who
shared their views were unfaithful to the ideals they espoused!
“If you admit that you too are teachers of the soul and
physicians to the unrighteous, why are you not mercifully
ministering among these publicans too? But you shun and
excommunicate these people as outcasts, never offering them
. the mercy of a forgiving God. Tlius, by your obvious failure
to live by your own ideals and principles, you confess that
you are.unqualified for the high honors you receive or rhe
I
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high pretenses you make at being righteous! You doctors,
ironically, are letting the sick die!”
3. Jesus’ rebuttal has a third undertone that, by the way His
argument is stated, shatters the force of the Pharisees’ most
fundamental presupposition. When He says: They that are
whole, H e has no intention whatever of subscribing to the
Pharisees’ self-estimate of themselves as righteous, fit to stand
proudly before God’s judgment. This expression, as well as
thel righteous in the following verse, are to be taken as
ironic. As Lenski (M&thew, 366) asks:
Could they really be righteous when they knew no
>mercy for the sinners, were blind to the prophet’s
word demanding that they have mercy, and railed a t
the mesciful Physician who labored among those who,
according to the Pharisees themselves, so sorely needed
His help? . . . Thus, even their claim to be righteous,
by which they attempted to justify their contempt for
sinners ( 6 . Lk. 18:9, l o ) , exposed not only the
hollow falseness of their religion and the emptiness
of their hearts, but also disqualified them from being
the great teachers of the Law they pretended to be.
The Pharisees, in short, are here exposed as common sinners, whose
best attempts at separation from sin had only left them miserable
and in need of repentance. There are none in so dangerous a position
as those who think they are not sick and thus refuse the healing mercies
of the Physician! But lest we become too smug and pray, “Thank God
I am not a Pharisee, snubbing the weak and despising the sinful!”, let
us remember that Jesus ministered with patient mercy even to these
sinnms too.

...

9:13 But go ye and learn what this meaneth
Edersheim
(Life, I, 520) affirms that this command is a rabbinic formula “so
often used when superficial speciousness of knowledge is directed to
further thought and information.” If so, the Lord assumes His proper
place as the Teacher of these rabbis, using a language they can understand. But this command is much more: Jesus, being the real Physician
that He is, cannot send even these Pharisees away without providing
them tux, a cure for their own sod sickness. But was the Lord
requiring that these theologians spend further time in book study and
aot, rather, in learning the true meaning of sacrifice by actually showing mercy? Much of God’s will is not to be learned by pondering
and intellectual perception, but rather by obedience.
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I desire mercy and not sacrifice, The parallel phrase in
this citation of Hosea G:G completes the couplet: “Alnd the knowledge
of God, rather than burnt offerings.” This is a highly compressed
saying, sraring in Hebraistic style of absolute negation what we would
express in relative terms, Paraphrasing this verse in a manner that
would interpret the verse in its proper relative sense, we might hear
God sayiag to Israel something like this: “When I commanded you
to make sacrifices, it was not burnt offerings that I waated: 1 wanted
you thereby to learn mercy and the knowledge of God!” (See Notes
on 5:23, volume I ) The mercy of God and the mercy demanded by
God of His people mean more to Him than all the perfect fulfilment
of any empty ritual. Hosea does not represent God as refusing the
sacrifices in themselves, but simply those sacrifices which did not
represent the heart of those wicked people who supposed that thereby
they could cover their sins. The mercy that God requires is that intelligent love of one’s neighbor which is based upon the knowledge
of God and moves one to share God‘s mercy with one’s fellow sinners.
((3. Mt. 18:l-35 for an even stronger polemic against that selfish
mercilessness which compounds the guilt of those who sin thereby.)
For similar declarations, study I Sam. 15:22; Isa. 1:11-17; Mic. G:G-8;
Psa. 40:6-8; 50:8-23; Prov. 21:3; Mk. 12:28-34; Heb. 10:5-8; 13:16.
Jesus’ use of this highly revealing text, that indicated God‘s real
purpose behind all the positive commandments of the Mosaic system,
is to show that God is far more concerned to show mercy tailsinners,
far more anxious that sinners show mercy than He is to have heartless,
punctilious performance of meaningless forms. The superior claims
of mercy rise higher than strict justice, or that righteousness based
upon the letter of the law. (Cf. Jas. 2:13 and notes on 5:7 and 6:12)
Instead of freezing out the publicans and sinners, the truly righteous
would have made every effort to show God’s mercy by endeavoring, as
patiently and loving as Jesus, to help them to understand the mind
of God, repent of their sins and become the greatest of saints. Thus,
for Jesus, merely to live a moral life that is devoid of practical expressions of merciful helpfulness to fellow sinners is not enough. Worse
yet, it is plain deceiving, since it gives a false sense of accomplishment
to the man who would shut his personal goodness off to himself.
For Jesus, merely to live a religious life, made up of the outward
functions and rites of religion without the spirit and content which
the forms were intended to hold, is worse than iiseless. It blinds the
man to that whole way of life which is God’s service, permitting him
to see only a few convenient commandments while ignoring “justice,
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mercy and faith.” (Cf. Mt. 23:23) These Pharisees, though extremely
religious, had followed their limited views to the logical extremes
and had become harsh critics, proud, completely inhuman to the point
of hating “all lesser breeds.” Thus Jesus exposes their character as,
in God‘s sight, being far more condemnable than those they condemned.
For I came not to call the righteous, but sinners. Jesus
is not disclaiming concern for the truly righteous or even admitting
that there tfeally are people so righteous that they do not need what
He has to offer. Note that neither Mark nor Matthew specify to
what Jesus had come to call sinners, even though Lake adds the words
“to repentance.” Jesus called men not only to repentance, but to
Himself. It must be said, however, that a proper understanding of all
that is involved in repentance is the secret of joy in the Kingdom of
God. (See Notes on 3:15).
I came not t o call the righteous. There are none who
qualify for this title: we are all sinners! (Ro. 3:lO-18, 23) Hence, we
are to take Jesus’ words in an ironical sense: “I came not to spend
time with the self-righteous, whose self-satisfaction would keep them
from appreciating the righteousness I offer. Only those who know
how much they need me will accept my invitation.” If Jesus’ purpose
is only with sinners, with the unrighteous, to give them the true
righteousness, then for all the world, I would not be “righteous” (in
my own sight)! For, in that case, Jesus could not help me! The
duty of the truly righteous man, according to the Lord, is to admit
his own sinfulness, believe Jesus and share the good news of God’s
mercy with his fellow sinners, regardless of the relative righteousness
(or sinfulness) they may possess. Unfortunately, it never emers the
head of most self-righteous individuals that UNBELIEF, a failure to
accept Christ, is sin. (Jn. 3:36) The gospel of culture, civilization,
morality and humanimtarianism has not enough power in it to save
one sinner. Only Jesus can save,-the cultured, the civilized, the moral
humanitmians as well as the other common sinners!
I came to call to repentance, (Cf. Lk. 5:32) This should be
the true mission of any man of God, who serves a holy God and
dwells among a rebellious people. It is also, at the same time, Jesus’
significant hint that His program would not stop short of anything
but total religious revolution, bringing salvation, not to the privileged
few, the righteous, the “whole”, the elite, but to the despised wtcasts,
to the socially disgraced, to sinners, in short, to the world. As Bruce
explains, with deep imnsight, (Tdzitzg, 28): “It was one of the
pregnant sayings by which Jesus made known to those who could
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understand, that His religion was an universal one, a religion for
humanity, a gospel for mankind, because a gospel for sinners,”

I came to call sinners. How far do WE share the vision and
purpose of Jesus? Are there people whom we ignore or for whom
we do not pray? Are there certain individuals or classes for whom
we dare not soil our “righteousness,” because of the apparent gravity of
their sin (in our sight)? Do we refuse to pray for or withhold every
evangelistic effort to help the poor, d i e rich, the Indians, the Negroes,
the whites, the city dwellers, the country folk or any other such
group? To the extent that we are able to say, “Yes, Lord, but they
are too wicked and unworthyl’, to that extent we do ‘not share His
vision. To that extent we do not have a universal gospel that is
capable of saving ALL sinners, and it may well be doubted that a
gospel that is incapable of saving EVERY sinner, is also incapable of
saving the sinners that preach it. The seriousness of people’s sin is
never to be considered a barrier which we may use as a reason for not
loving or helping anyone. Jesus came to overcome these barriers and
save the sinner, To Him, the biggest sin in the world is that closedhearted attitude of the self.righteous that never thinks of the desperate
need of those whom we condemn, hence ignore. One might almost
say, that, to Jesus, the greatest display of mercy is that shown to the
person who needs mercy the most, the greatest sinner, the most
despised.
I came to call, not the righteous, but sinners. The socalled “righteous” have separated themselves along lines of national
pride, privileged monopolies on God‘s grace and sectarian exclusivism
But the sinners Jesus calls learn the truly desirable, proper separation.
In contrast to the separation that the Pharisees demanded of others,
Matthew‘s holiness, learned from fellowship with Jesus, was separation
unto Christ, not merely separation from his fellows. His desires
and acts became really holy, or separate, unto God, because he had
learned the mind of God revealed by Jesus, something not true of those
self-righteous, and, ultimately, unholy Pharisees who had despised him
and criticized Jesus because of His association with Matthew and
Matthew’s kind. But it was this very discipleship, that made publicans
and sinners truly righteous, actually holy, and not merely outwardly so.
Jesus showed no mercy to the sinners’ sin-to
Jesus, Matthew’s sins
were still sins. To call those whom He had come to save “sinners”,
is a declaration of unvarying divine judgment. But to “come to call”
just such people out of those. sins, offering them the o p p t u n i t y to
become the greatest of saints, is a declatation of divine mercy. This
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demowtrates the exceedingly practical nature of Jesus’ ministry as well
as its divine origin, because He proves by the purpose and direction
of His own ministry that God is more interested in showing m e r q
than in holding people to the letter of the law.

E. THE CONSCIENTIOUS
One might almost entitle this next section “the Controversy”
were it not for the very spirit with which the question contained
therein waY’brought to Jesus. It is precisely this notable difference in
attitude deen in the disciples of John, in contrast to the Pharisees, that
makes the difference in the way the section is considered. Admittedly,
John’s disciples bring up a criticism of Jesus’ program, but more in
the spirit of inquiry for information, than to discredit Jesus before
,His followers.
As Bruce (Trai&zg, 67ff.) rightly judges in a masterful discussion
on this section, this very portion of the Gospel is fundamentally a
lesson on Christian liberty, the .first of t h e e that reveal the genius
of Jesus’ program in sharp contrast to every other religious system,
Judaism in particular. These lessons -arise out of His approved nohconformity to Judaism which He expressed by disregarding minute
mechanical rules and by repeatedly placing much more emphasis upon
the great principles of righteousness and morality. These three lessons,
pointed out by Bruce, will be studied in their separate texts:
1. Fasting (here)
2. Ceremonial purifications prescribed by tradition (chap. 15: 1-20)
, 3. Proper observance of the Sabbath (12:l-15)
The significance of these seemingly dusty texts for the modern Christitan isi, the fact that out of just these situations grew the religious
revolution and spiritual freedom that characterize Christianity. That
is, Jesus’ revelation was originally made in these historic situations, in
conmast to the views held by the people of t b t period. Hence, an
appreciation of these situations is absolutely necessary in order to
grasp the fundamental difference between Jesus’ revelation and all legal
religion (i.e. religion based upon perfect fulfilment of an hfinilte
number of regulations, but having no assured guarantee of personal
mercy for all failure). Otherwise, we moderns will rewrite the onceabolished traditions, ignore the totally new spirit Jesus intends to put
into us and conclude by repeating all the same mistakes made by these
ancieat rabbis in relation to God‘s Word given a t that time, losing
ourselves izn minutiae and missing the grand moral principles of real
righteoumess.
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From the point of view of Jesus’ disciples themselves, as they
developed into Apostles under Jesus’ leadership, this non-conformity
towards the established usages and customs of “proper Jews“, is, as
Bruce notes further,

a solemn crisis in any man’s life when he filrst deparrs in the
most minute particulars from the religious opinions End
practices of his age. The first steps in the process are generally the most difficult, the most perilous, and the, most
. for apprentices in religious freedecisive . . , It is well
dom when they make their first essays in the company of an
experienced friend, who can rescue them should they. be in
danger . , , Non-conformity invariably gives offence to many,
and exposes the offending party to interrogation at least, and
often to something more serious. Custom is a god to the
multitude, and no one can withhold homage from the ideal
wilth impunity.
q

This is a particularly valid reason for letting these texts guide our
reflections as we meditate upon our own discipleship as Jesus perfects
us in His image. Often this loyalty to Him will bring us into confliot
with the established views, customs and usages of our age, even into
conflict with the Established Church. Only as we have comprehended
Jesus’ message well will we be able to respond to each situation in a
manner that will please Him.
L
b

1. T H E SITUATION
9:14 Then come to Him the disciples of John, saying,
Why do we and the Pharisees fast oft, but thy disciples
fast not? This critical question comes from an entirely different
source than the usual carping complain~ts~
of the .Pharisees, a source
that, at first, surprises us: the disciples of John. This phraq
suggests that those followers of John who had not left him to follow
Jesus, as had many others, were maintaining their commitment to
John, even though his ministry is entirely eclipsed by that of Jesus
(see Jn. 3:26) and! practically terminated by his imprisonment (Lk.
3:19, 20). But why did they come? Several factors may help
answer:
1. All three Evangelists unite in including this section immediately
after their reporting the feast of publicans, almost as if to
display the two sections by contrast: “feasting versus fasting.”
2. Mark’s observation (2:18): “Now John’s disciples and the
Z
, suggests that MatPharisees were fasting” ( ~ S J ~ MIz~stezjolntes)
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thew’s feast took place on one of the traditional fast days.
(Cf. Lk. 18:12) This is the more noticeable since, though
this periphrastic ,imperfect may stand for a simple imperfect,
one may well ask whether Mark intended merely to record,
“as a matter of habit these fasted,” and not rather to remember, “at this particular time they were even then fasting.”
Either way, the fact is that, though there was little or nothing
in ,Common between the religion of John the Baptist and that
of ‘the Pharisees (see, for example, Mt. 3:7ff.; 21:28-32), yet,
in contrast to the acknowledged practice of Jesus, both groups
fasted. So whether it was the self-imposed empty stomach
that gnawed a t John’s disciples as they hungrily looked in on
Jesus’ feasting disciples, or whether they merely heard of
Jesus’ geDeral reputation (cf. Mt. 11: 1 9 , their question still
finds its cutting edge in their customary practice.

3. But why did John’s disciples, who framed the question, put it
just that way? Why mention the Pharisees at all? Why
should Mark ,also mention the practice of these latter, whereas
they do not step into the foreground? Could it be that John’s
followers were instigated by the Pharisees, since their last
encounters with Jesus had left them silenced (Mt. 9 : 2 - 8 ) and
rebuked (Mt. 9:9-12)? If so, they could gain much by enlisting the aid of these zealous disciples of the Baptist, since
these represented a strong religious force in Judaism. In this
case, this objection, lodged by John’s disciples would be all
the more damaging, since a conrradictory diversity in practice
would be exposed, placing John and Jesus in clashing opposition. The result would be disasrrous for both Jesus’ and
John’s groups, but definitely advantageous to the cause of
Established Religion which had cmtinually withstood both.
Had the Pharisees not been behind the disciples of John,
would it not have been more consonant with their discipleship
to John to have asked, “Our master, John, has taught us to
fast, but your disciples feast!”? In the absence of the guiding
force of their master, were these John’s disciples developing
a sectarian mentality of rivalry and jealousy? Were they
desiring, by their inclusion of the reference to the Pharisees,
to set Jesus’ disciples in the minority on a question that sureIy
was already decided by the opposing schools of John and of
the Pharisees?
Bruce suggesrs another motive as possibly motivating this criticism:
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surprise, The disciples of John were astounded “that in respect of
fasting they should approach nearer to a sect whose adherents were
stigmatized by their own master as a ‘generation of vipers,’ than to
the followers of One for whom that master cherished and expressed
the deepest veneration.”
Why had they come? Perhaps they had been tormented by uncertain’ty caused by John‘s imprisonment, not knowing whether to
leave, to rot alone in Herod’s dungeon, him who had given them the
first real glimmer of messianic hope and the first real taste of genuine
righteousness, in order to follow Him to whom John pointed. Any
hope that they may have nurtured of John’s deliverance from prison
and vindication before Israel lay in Jesus’ hands and He was to i>e
found down at Matthew’s house enjoying a feast with the despised
scum of Jewish society! It was not the fact that Jesus received
publicans and sinners that piqued them, since John himself had not
rejected them. (See Lk, 3: 10-14) What shattered their Confidence
in Him was His feasting at a time when, in their opinion, fasting
and prayer would have seemed so much more appropriate. Could
Jesus be the Christ if He sics down to eat and drink at a feast of
publicans, while John is lying in the dungeon of Herod?
However strident the contrast might seem between Jesus’ practice
and their views, yet Jesus was training His disciples to act on a
principle of which John’s disciples neither understood the firuth and
validity nor the meaning. Further, until these latter asked Him, they
would never grasp it. But they did come and they did ask.

2. JESUS REPLY
Note the difference in approach used by the Lord in dealing with
John’s disciples and His method in dealing with the Pharisees (Mt.
15, 23, etc.) Toward these He i s respectfully defensive, giving reasons
for His position, whereas with the Pharisees, He denounces their
marked preference for their own rules while despising God’s commandments. Here, however, He is definitely on the defensive, not
wounding their conscience nor attacking their practice until H e could
teach them, They were probably more open to learn than were the Pharisees. If it could be proved that John’s disciples had nbt at all been
morivated by the Pharisees, then their coming to Jesus reflects that
attitude of anguished confidence shown later by their leader, John
himself, in the hour of his great perplexity and soul anguish, when
he too asked Jesus the torturing question of his h a r t . (Mt. 11:3)
Jesus’ gentleness with John’s disciples is further significant because
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in no way did the Laid put in doubt the validity of John’s message
or practice. It is not necessary to decide whether this fasting psaoticed
by John’s disciples were actually part of his program of repenmce
required of Israel. Tolerant of the present state of things, which, in
Jesus’ view, would soon pass away, the Lord contents Himself with an
appeal to His critics’ sense of propriety, in order to help them see
that His program and that of John were not mutually exclusive OT
contradictory.?but represented different, progressive phases, the old and
the new, offr-God‘s continuing message to Israel. In fact, Jesus’ response
is so very gentle that He does nor actually state His conclusion directly,
as though He would force them to see the truth. Rather, by means
of three brilliant illustrations, He leads their minds to make -His
unstated conclusion.
Were we ta formulate the actual conclusion to which Jesus WBS
leading, we might state it something like this: “Real religion is that
harmonious outward expression that corresponds with what the heart
really feels and is. False religion involves the attempt to act without
reference to that con-espondence, or else to cause others to do cemin
acts or acquire habits wirhout any connection to the inward condition
of their heart. Fasting does not reflect the present spiritual condition
of my disciples, hence should not be forced upon them artificially
by some mechanical rule. While the.,,old Judaism-aut of which John
would preserve the finest elements and the new Christianity I represent
have thek., respective place, it would be a catastrophy to endeavor to
mix the quite different dynamics of the two.”
a. FIRST ILLUSTRATION: A WEDDING IS NO PLACd TO FAST

9:15 And Jesus said uhto them, Can the sons of the
bridechamber mourn, as long as the bridegroom is with
them? The sons of the bsidechamber is a common’ Hebraism referring to those closely connected with the groom, i.e. the wedding
guests. ( 6 . the use of the Hebraism elsewhere: Lk. 10:G; 16:8; 20:36;
Ac. 4:36; Mt. 23:15; Jn. 12:36 and Edersheim’s olxervation, Ske&hes,
152, 153) As used by Jesus here, the wedding guests are Jesus’
disciples. Jesus thus .calls attention to a very definite and accepted
exception to the rule of fasting: must wedding guests fast? (See
Edersheim, Life, ha Zoc., Sketches, 151-156; cf. Mt. 22:2; Jn. 2:l-10;
3:29; Rev. 19:7-9) This question in Greek, begurntnl: as it does with
the negative m-,
shows that Jesus expected His hearers to answer,
“No, of course not.” By universal custom the martiage week was to
be marked by unmixed festivity, a period when fascing or mourning
would be especially inappropriate.
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This illusmation would perhaps appeal to the disciples of John
with particular force, since John himself had called Jesus “the bridegroom,” while referring to himself as “the fsiend of the Bridegroom.”
(Jn. 3:29) John’s use of this figure actually proved the contrary of
his disciples’ present position, since rather than fast and mourn over
Jesus’ ministry, John “rejoiced greatly,” his joy was now full. HOWever, whether these disciples now questioning Jesus ever heard that
comment irom John does not matter, since Jesus‘ illustration stands
independently as an approved exception to the fasting rules probably
practiced.
But nute that in making His answer Jesus changes from the word
“fasting,” as asking by John’s disciples, to “mournitng.” By this
change Jesus shows that fasting must ‘be the expression of an afflicted
heart. Hence, the question of fasting cannot be solved by a mechanical
rule. It must be governed by the state of mind. Fasting is perfectly
in order when called for by some preoccupation or great, abswbing
life crisis. When the heart is deeply troubled, who cares about food
then? Even though the Law had been painfully specific in regard to
saibbaths and the great feasts, which the Jews were not at liberty to
reject or ignore, yet the Mosaic legislation has little, if anything, to
say albout fasting, and then only in connection with an afflicted soul
(See on 6: 16, volume I.) Thus, each person was left at liberty to
decide for himself when he should fast. Fasting at a wedding would
I>e especially forced, unnatural and real. Therefore, unless there i s
some significant reason to fast, to do so would be unreasonable,
hypocnitical.
It is interesting to note that this principle Jesus states justifies
both His own disciples as well as John’s. The loss of their master’s’
leadership through an imprisonment which would eventually end in his
untimely death, was a momentous crisis fos them, arisitng as it did.
out of the wickedness of the age against which John had preached. So
for John’s disciples there was a heart-felt need to fast.
But Bruce (Tt&&zg, 73) pifirs out the real danger to these
men: after crystallizing a movement around John’s revolutionary
message of repentsllnce and preparation for the Messiah, these
his disciples had not totally committed themselves to che
Bridegroom whom John had already announced. Thus, “their
grief was willful, idle, causeless, when He had appeared who - ~ ,
was to take away the siz.Gf the world!”
Fwther, some of Jesus’ closest disciples had originally been also disciples
of John and had followed John’s message more closely by leaving him
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to follow Jesus. But then, finding themselves in Jesus’ company, they
found themselves required also to change their manner of life in
harmony with their new, altered circumstances. How could they fast
and mourn, when in His presence was to be found peace and joy?
But the days will come, Plummer (Lake, 162) regards this
as a complete phrase, followed by a mournfully significant silence in
which Jesus seemed almost unwilling to speak His mind became of the
impact Hkawords must necessarily have on His disciples. There i s
evidently power in these few words: they are the voice of the prophet.
This early knowledge of Jesuss’ violently being snatched away from His
people and ,their consequent grief, demonstrated that His grasp of
His own divine mission was not forced upon Him from without by
chain of circumstances that brought about His death. It pvoves, on
the contrary, that, even from the beginning of His ministry, He not
only knew toward what goals He moved, but He set about to reach
them with mwavering purpose. (Cf. Mt. 26:ll; Lk. 17:22; Jn. 2:19;
etc.) Jesus knew what fidelity to God would cost Him, yet He did
not swerve from this knowledge. But His omniscience, as God, assures
us that He holds the future secure in His hands.
When the Bridegroom shall be taken away from them,
and then they will fast. The implication is clear that Jesus’
disciples personally are meant. How then did they receive these
ominous words? Their own ideas of the Messianic Kingdom did not
differ greatly from those of the disciples of John, even of all Israel.
If they viewed God‘s Kingdom as one continuous, external victory by
which the Messiah asserted invincible Jewish power over the world,
they were completely mistaken. If they assumed that Jesus’ presence
among them were permanent, they needed correction. (Cf. Jn. 12:3234; 7:33; 13:36; 16:16-22) Here is one of the first intimations of
approaching rragedy. In the nature of the case, this becomes a waming to the Apostles to cou’nt the cost. At the same time this reality,
that there would be gloom in Jesus’ absence, becomes a challenge
to the Apostles: can you unite in your personal experience both the
Christian joy and the Christian cross?
Then they will fast, of their own accord. No one will have
to tell them to mourn or fast. Jesus does not say, “Then you can
make them fast,” which would be the exact opposite of Jesus’ teachimng
earlier. Compelling Jesus’ disciples to fast when Jesus would have
been ‘taken away from them would be as totally unnecessary as it
would be totally incongruous now in His presence. Upon revealing
the approaching death and departure, Jesus concedes that fasting wauld
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under those circumstances be quite appropriate and voluntarily chosen.
But in that case the value of fasting would consist not in its being
forcibly imposed by others, but in its being spontaneously adoped
because of the real sentiments of His disciples at tliat time under
those altered circumstances,

b.

SECOND ILLUSTRATION: NEW PATCHES DO NOT
REPAIR OLD GARMENTS

9:16 And no man putteth a piece of undress cloth upon
an old garment; for that which would fill it up taketh
from the garment, and a worse rent is made. It is worthy
of note that Luke (5:36) calls this illustration a “parable,” a f a
that may not be pushed too far, since no parable can be extended to
mean more than the point the author himself intended to illustrate.
Nevertheless, the two following illustrations have much in C O I M ~ O ~ ,
not to mention the two additional illustrations that Luke (5: 36, 39)
includes. In all the illustrations, there is a particular emphasis laid
upon the incongruity and impossibility of mixing something old with
the new and vice versa. In all but the last there is definite loss or
ruin involved in this confusion of old with new or the new with the
old. The context of these parables helps to clarify their poimnt since
they were told to answer John’s disciples’ question that touched rhe
radical difference between Jesus’ program and that of John. (Cf. the
use of old versus the new, developed by the Apostles in describing
the weakness and failure of the Law versus the mansforming vigor of
the Gospel of Christ: (Ro. 7:G; 2 Co. 3:G; 1 Co. 11:25; Heb. 7:22;
8:6-10; 9:15-20; 12:24 in which Ruilzds and &os are both used to
describe Jesus’ new program.)
Contrary to McGarvey’s contention ( M & t h e w - M d , 84) that these
parables “have nothing to do with the proper relation of the gospel
dispensation to the Jewish law, but rather deal only with propriety of
fasting on a certain occasion,” an argument erroneously based upon
Luke’s concluding illustration ( 5 : 3 9 ) , let it be urged that the whole
point of Jesus’ argument is to show John’s disciples that His program
and message, whereby His disciples are being trained, cannot be mixed
with the old system with its forms and expressions of piety ,out of
which fasting had come as a specific, representative practice.
The literal expression of Jesus’ illustration is based upon the
absurdity of using a patch of new cloth that is not pre-shunk to
repair an old robe. At first washing, the new patch would only rip
the tear still wider, as the shrinking patch pulls against the threads
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of\ the repaired robe. At this point Luke (5:3G) sets fonth the
antithesis of chis illustration by bringing in another illustration using
exactly the same figure with another emphasis. This should be called
the third illustration:

No one tears a piece from a new garment and puts

it on an

old garment. If he does, he will tear the new and the piece
from the new will not match the old.
Taken together, these two similar but antithetic parables teach that
the religion of Jesus is in no sense just Judaism patched up, modified
or revised for a later age. It is something entirely new, separate and
distinct. Nor can Jesus' program be adjusted to fit the mentality of
the old system without irreparable damage to what He is bringing into
being. Old Judaism cannot bear mending by the superimpsicion of
a totally new concept of man's relationship with God upon Judaism's
forms. This would only destroy Judaism. But fasting came-out of the
old system under which John's disciples had been trained, precisely as
feasting came out of the natural environment in which Jesus' disciples
were being trained. And to deprive Jesus' followers of this freedom
from fasting while He was with them would confound the message
they had been taught to believe. To force the Pharisees and others
to stop fasting before they had grasped the spirit of what Jesus was
bringing to men, would destroy the fabric of religious .consciousness
they had-developed under Judaism.
C.

THIRD ILLUSTRATION: NEW WINE BURSTS OLD WINESKINS

.

9:17 Neither do men put new wine into old wineskins:
else the skins burst, and the wine is spilled, and skins
but they put new wine into fresh wine-skins, and
both are preserved. Wine-skins are skin jugs made horn a
single goat-skin from which the flesh and bones are removed without
cutring the body; only the head is removed leaving the neck of the
animal to become the neck of the bottle. (For thek use, see Gen.
21:14, 15, 19; Job 38:37; Psa. 119:83) When new, the flexibility
of the skin permits considerable expansion due to the pressure of the
carbon-dioxide present in the wine during fermentation. However,
when the skins have become inflexible with age, they are not able to
expand, not absorbing thus the internal pressure of the liquid that
can burst a common glass bottle. This is why they explode, causing the
loss of their contents. (Hear Elihu's complaint, Job 32:19)
The main point of Jesus' illustration is that 'the physical results
produced by expanding new wine do not mix with the inelasticity of
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old wine-skins. Here again, as in the farmer illustration, there is
contrast between the old end the new. Lenski notes (Matthew, 370):
This illustration advances the thought. The old cannot be
kept by adding a liftle of the new, nor by combining all of the
new with it. In this reSpxt diere is a parallelism of thought.
But again both illustrations speak of conserving: the first, the
old robe; the second, the new wine , , , In this respect the
illustrations are antithetic.
But there is also another current of thought in Jesus’ illustration, not
specifically stated but immediately below the surface: conservation,
not only of the new robe from which no patches are taken and the
new wine in rhe new wineskins, but also of the old robe with old
patches and old wine in old wineskins. Jesus is not arguing that the
old system was not good or that the forms which expressed it were
bad, like, for example, fasting. Id fact, He actually admits rhat honest
admirers of the aincient system of Judaism would have difficulty quickly
changing over to the new system of a d s t . (Lk. 5:39) He does not
propose the burning of the old robe or the destruction of the old
wineskins, since each served its purpose in its time, Jesus did not come
to destroy the Law or the prophets but to fulfill them. (See Notes
on 5:17, 18, Volume I ) But once the old robe or the old wineskins
had served their purpose and could no longer be repaired or filled
with the power and vigor of the new, they must be replaced,,
Both are preserved. Jesus is .interested primarily in preserving
the vital spiritual force of the Gospel as well as the forms in which
it wodd be expressed. He knows that it would be fatal to limit
Christianity by trying to express it i n the thought-farms and rituals
of it legal system. Christianity must have modes of expressioh that
are consonant with its nature. In the establishment of Christianity
among men, the Apostles declared authoritatively what fundamental
fofims express Jesus’ new religion. To the extent that &e Lord or
His Apostles have described these new forms, or their content, it is
iheresy to seek other forms and accept other content,
But this raises the burnling question. about what we should do
when the new robe, the new wine of Christianity, because of uhe
sterilizing power of tradition, becomes in our day “old wine, old cloth,
old wineskins.” W e can but pray, “Lord, make us into new wine
again; transform our tired, worn-out robe into new cloth.” Then, in
agreement with our prayer, we will seek in che original message of
Jesus and the Apostles that transforming power which will bring us
back to what the Lord wanted originally. We should remember with
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Lenski (Matthew, 371) that the modern philosophies that reject the
supernatural and the religious views that revere the traditions of the
fathers, both of which reject Jesus today, are nothing but the ancient
Pharisees and Sadducees with updated names. To follow them would
be but to fall into rhe ancient but rejected errors of those who crucified the Lord, T h e so-called “new categories of thought, new concepts
of sin and righteousness, new visions of God, new morality” are
nothing but. old errors, heresies and ignorance rewritten, revised and
reissued. .&r only hope for remaining new wine is by ever coming
back to Jesus; only His message is ever new, however long ago,
historically, H e gave it.
Jesus says, “The content of the new relationship with God that
I propose cannot be confined within the mode of expression of
Judaism. There is such power and vigor in the Gospel, that, by its
very nature, it bursts the consrrictions of Judaism, or of any other
legal system with which it is put.” This is why Christianfity with its
modes of expression is a completely different kind of thing than
Judaism, eveh though it is founded upon the preparations made for
it in the Law and Prophets.
There is a succinct w m i n g , however, in Jesus’ admission that
there would be plenty of admirers of the old wine, (Lk. 5:39) “And
no one after drinking old wine desires new; far he says ‘The old is
good.’” He points out how natural it is far those, who have been
accustomed to the old worn-out forms of Judaism, to be unwilling to
abandon them for what they would consider to be “untried and novel.”
Jesus faces the reality of the old conservatives, the reactionaries in
Judaism whose lives were bound up in the formalism and thought
of the past. Barclay (Motthew, k.Zoc.) sees the problem of
Jesus was perfectly conscious that He came to men wirh new
ideas and a new conceprion of the truth, and He was well
aware how difficult it is to get a new idea into men’s minds
at a.ll . . . Our minds must be elastic enough to receive and
contain new ideas, since the history of progress is the history
of rhe overcoming of the prejudices of the shut mind.
Some might take exception to Jesus’ argument, saying, “Rut it is universally conceded among those who know good wines, that rhe old
wine is in fact the best, the most fully matured, the richest flavored,”
Rut Plummer (Lake, 164) answers:
The comparative meyits of the old and the new wine are not
touched by the parable, but the t m e for them. .One who is
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accustomed to old will not wish for new: it does not attract
him by look or fragrance , , The prejudiced person will
not even try the new, or admir that it. has any merits. He
knows that the old is pleasant, and suits him; and that is
enough; he is not going to change , , , ,
Compare the relative conversion of an outcast tax-collector, who had
less prejudice for the old system, with rhe conversion of a Pharisee
who had advanced in Judaism beyond many fellow countrymen and
extremely zealous for the traditions of his fathers. (Gal. 1:13-17; Phil.
3:5, 6; I Tim.1:13; Ac. 2 6 1 4 ) .
One more note is in order regarding how Jesus dealt with His
objectors. He practiced what He preached: mercy and not sacrifice.
According to the letter of divine truth and justice, he could have
cut down John’s disciples with a withering fire of irrefutable argument.
By the sheer power of His voice He could have given them no ground.
But in mercy the Lord here gives us a beautiful example by which
we may grasp the truth that “the Lord’s servant must not strive, but
be kindly to every one, an apt teacher, forbearing, correcting his
oppone,nts with gentleness. God may perhaps grant that they will
repent and come to know the truth”! ( 2 Tim. 2 : 2 4 , 25) Our Master
was that way. He knew how to concede a point, admitting the natucal
preference of some Jews for ancient Judaism, As Bruce writes

’

(Tr&n&g, 75 )

This striking sentiment exhibits rare candour in stating the
case of opponents, and not less rare modesty and tact in
stating the case of friends . . , Too seldom for the church’s
good have lovers of the old ways understood Christ’s wisdom,
and lovers of new ways sympathized with His charity.

’

What Jesus required of the Pharisees (9:13), He Himself practiced
in this critical encounter with John’s disciples. He is not willing tihat
m y of these men should perish, but that they should all come to
repentance by leaving the old forms of Judaism, stop trying to correct
the faults of the old and just become new men in a new, totally
different relation with God. This they could do in His discipleship
to which, by His very gentleness in dealing with their problem, He
leaves the door open. He proves in everyday practice what H e will
later affirm of Himself, His meekness (Mat. 11:29). This sheer gentleness with opponents, when such invincible power lay within His
grasp, sets Jesus apart as the real Savior of men. (Cf, 2 Co. 13:lO)
This attractive gentleness of Jesus, whereby He deals effectively with
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human problems, without destroying the confidence or glimmer of
hope that Jesus could help, probably caused John’s. disciples later
to return to the Master, when their great light in Israel had been
extinguished. (Jn. 5:35; Mt. 14:12). Here then is the might and
wisdom of meekness.
/

FACT QUESTIONS
1. W h a t j s a “place of toll”?
2, Who were the publicans?

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Describe their occupation, public
notariety, religious and political character as viewed by their
contemporaries.
Describe Matthew’s response to Jesus’ invitation to be His disciple.
Give evidence that renders psychologically sound the impression
given in the text that Matthew responded immediately and
decisively to Jesus’ unusual irnvitarion.
Tell ad you know about Matthew Levi.
What passage of Scripture did Jesus cite book, chapter and
verse) in defense of His intimacy with such scum as the publicans,
and sinners.
What was the probable reason for Matthew’s giving this feast
for Jesus as well as for his acquaintances?
What were the complaints offered regarding Jesus’ feasting and
what two separate groups made them? How did these complaints
as well as b e complainers differ from each other?
Explain the three parabolic figures used by Jesus to answer the
questions raised ‘by those who objected t6 His feasting instead
of fasring. .
What particular twist does Luke give to the last illustration, thus
making it a fourth illustration? What does Jesus mean -by this
latter picture?
What particular facts out of oriental life and culture does one
need to know i n order to grasp the meaning of Jesus‘ last three
illustrations about the present bridegroom, the torn cloth needing
repair and the bursting wineskins?
Explain the point of view behind the question posed by the disciples
5

10.
11.

12.

of Jolm.
13. Explain why it was so natural and right for Jesus to be found
generally surrounded by sinners. Show how this fact just as
- deeply demonstrates His identity and m e mission ro earth as
His stupendous miracles.
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Section 20

JESUS RAISES JAIRUS’ DAUGHTER
(Parallels: Mark 5321-43; Luke 8:49-56)

TEXT: 9:18-26
18, While he spake these things unto them, behold, there came a
ruler, and worshipped him, saying, My daughter is even now dead:
but come and lay thy hand upon her, and she shall ‘live.
90 did his disciples.
And behold, a woman, who had an issue of blood twelve years,
came behind him, and touched the border of his garment:
for she said within herself, If I do but touch his garment, I
shall be made whole,
But Jesus turning and seeing her said, Daughter, be of good cheer;
thy faith hath made thee whole. And the woman was made whole
from that hour.
And when Jesus came into the ruler’s house, and saw the ,fluteplayers and the crowd making a tumult,
he said, Give place: for the damsel is not dead, but sleepeth.
And they laughed him to scorn.
But when the crowd was put forth, .he entered in, and took her
by the hand; and ’the damsel arose.
And the fame hereof went forth into all that Iand.

19. And Jesus arose, and followed him, and
20.
21.

22.
23.
24,
25.

26.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What kind of faith in Jesus did Ji&s

and this sick woman have
that drove them to Jesus? What factors probably brought them
to thishind of belief?
b. What is your opinion? Was the miracle of healing performed on
the woman without the knowledge and will of Jesus?
c. Why do you think the woman would wish to resort to the method
she chose, rather than simply ask Jesus directly for help?
d. Why did Jesus stop to embarrass this poor woman? She was
embarrassed, was she not? What possible motive could Jesus
have had for doing it?
e. Why w a s the woman so afraid after she had been healed? Would
we not rather expect confidence and joy of her than fear?
f. Why do you think Jesus said “only believe,” to the desperate
Jairus when the news came of the death of his daughter? How
c d d that help?
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g. W h y would Jesus permit no more to enter the room where the

h.

i.

j.

k.

1.

maiden lay dead than just a few? Why should He drive everyone
else out? Would it not seem better to have as many witnesses
to this milraculous eyent as possible?
Why did Jesus order Jairus and his wife to provide some nourishment for their daughter after He raised her from the dead? Could
not He have provided miraculous bread for the little girl?
What possible reason could Jesus have for not wanting this miracle
reported? Was He ashamed of what He had done, or, perhaps, did
He fear critical examination of the evidence for the fact and
knew that He had foisted a common deception upon the parents?
What was to gain by demalnding silence over this miracle?
Do you think that Jesus really expected the people to keep quiet
about this wonderful miracle performed upon the only daughter of
a prominent official? Could He not have foreseen that at least
the neigh’bors would have known the facts and so divulged the
information? If He did not expect them to be silent a b u t the
miracle, why then did He sternly instruct them to be silent? If
He did expect them ro remain silent, how did He expect His
instructions to be carried out against human nature?
Why did Jesus have the Gadzrene demoniac spread the news of
his great deliverance, but requires the opposite of Jairus and
countless others?
Why do you suppose Mark quotes Jesus’ words to the dead maiden
in h a m a i c ? Does this give any indication whether Jesus usually
spoke h a m a i c or Greek? How would you go about deciding?
Is there any value in knowing the answer?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONk‘
Now when Jesus had returned across the 5% of Galilee in a boat
and arrived on the other side, He disembrked at His home, Capernaum.
Instantly a large crowd of people began to gather about Him and
welcome Him back, because they had all been waiting for His return.
While H e was standing there on the beach talking to them, a man
named Jairus, one of the synagogue officials, came up rhrough the
crowd. When he spotted Jesus, he fell to his knees before Him,
worshipped Him, begging Him desperately to come to his home,
since his only twelve year-old daughter. was dying. He pleaded, “My
little girl is about to die! She is dead (if you do not come!) Just
come lay your hands on her to heal her and she will live!”
So Jesus started out to follow him with His disciples. But as
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they went, a large crowd of people followed too, the people all
crowding through the narrow streets, They were all around Him.
CHAPTER NINE

Now, notice, there was a woman i,n that crowd who had suffered a
hemorrhage for twelve years. This lady had gone through a great
deal under the treatment of many doctors. She had spent all her money
and still could not be healed by any of them. She was no better off;
rather, she had gotten worse, She too had heard what people were
saying about Jesus. So she came up behind Him in the crowd and
touched the fringe on His robe. She did this because she had said
to herself, “If I could just touch His cloak, I would be healed.” Right
then and there her hemorrhage stopped, and she knew in her body
that she was cured of her disease.
Jesus, aware that healing power had left Him, immediately stopped,
turned around in the crowd and asked, “Who touched my clothes?
Who was it that touched me?“
When all denied it, Peter and those disciples who were with
Him, objected, “Master, you see so many people all around you,
pressing against you, and yet you ask, ‘Who touched me?’”
Meanwhile Jesus kept looking around to see who had done it.
Then He reaffirmed, “Someone touched me. I know because I felt
healing power leave me.”
But when the woman, realizing that she had been healed, saw
that she had not really escaped notice, came forward trembling fearfully. Falling down at Jesus’ feet, she laid before Him the whole
story. She admitted before everyone why she had touched Hcim and
affirmed that she had been instantaneously cured.
Looking right at her, Jesus encouraged her, “Cheer up, Daughter,
it is your faith in me that has healed you. Go in peace, healed of
your disease.”
Immediately the woman was cured!
While He was still talking to her, a messenger came from Jairus’
home with the news, “Your daughter is gone. W h y bother the Rabbi
fui-ther?”
But Jesus, overhearing and ignoring what was said, comforted
the synagogue official, “Now do not be afraid, just trust me and
she shall be well.”
Then Jesus cut the size of the group down to Peter, James and
John and hurried along to Jairus’ house. When they arrived at the
house, He permitted only these three and the child‘s father and mother
to go in. He heard the funeral music and saw the crowd in genetal
commotion. The people inside the house were weeping and wailing
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loudly, mourning her death. But when Jesus went in, H e asked them,
“Why all this commotion and weeping? Stop crying and leave,
because the little girl is not dead, just sleeping.”
This drew a scornful laugh, since they all knew that she was
really dead.
But Jesus ordered them all outside the house and led the little
girl’s father and mother and His companions into the rmm where
the child was. Then, taking the little girl by the $and, He said to
her in Abdmaic, “Talitha cumi,” which means, “My child, get up.’’
Instantly her life returned. The girl stood up immediately and
walked around. She was twelve. Her parents just could not get over
it, they were ‘so overcome with happiness.
But Jesus very earnestly instructed $hem not to tell anyone about
what had happened. Then He directed them to give her something to
eat. The story of this became the talk all around that country.

SUMMARY
No sooner had Jesus returned from the Decapolis where He had
freed the two Gadarene demoniacs, when He was met at the boat by
well-wishing crowds who had been waitlng for Him. No sooner had
He beguri talking with them than Jairus, an important synagogue
official, requested Jesus to come immediately to heal his dying daughter.
On the way, Jesus’ progress is not only impeded by surging throngs
blockifljf‘the streets, but also by a woman whom He stopped to heal
of a long-standing disease, a hemorrhage. Messengers informed Jairus
that in rhe meantime his little girl had died. Whereupon Jesus encouraged him not to lose heart but trust Him. To hurry, Jesus reduced
His entourage to three men and reached the ruler’s house only to
find
funeral already in progress. Jesus, Jairus and the three
Apostles rush into the house. Jesus said, ‘Stop the music: funeral’s
over! The little lamb is asleep, not dead.” Everyone thought His
words in bad taste and utterly ridiculous since they knew the child to
be dead. But after ordering the crowd to leave the house, Jesus raised
the damsel to life. The overjoyed parents’ part was to provide the
little girl some food. Jesus tried to keep the matter private, but the
story spread anyway.

NOTES
I. THE REQUEST (OFJAIRUS DELIVERED (9:18, 19)
9:18 While He spake these things unto them, as a phrase,
immediately raises the obvious questions: to whom? abou; what things?
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Some harmonists use this phrase as if it were the clearest clue regarding tlie connection of contexts given by the three Evangelists, since
Mark and Luke only begin this section of their respective narratives
with the word “and” (kat’) which loosely connects this section with
what fihey record as preceding, Matthew, on the other hand, begins
his narration of Jdrus’ request with a genitive absolute thnt contains the
apparently strict connection of time subsequent to what had immediately (before been narrated, i.e. Matthew’s feast and the insuing
discussion with John‘s disciples. In which case, we would know both
the people with whom Jesus spoke as well as the subject matter.
But it is strange that Merk and Luke, who so often generally
follow a more chronological arrangement, should now find rhemselves
agreeing together on this point over against Matthew, who more often
follows a logical system! Mark and Luke connect this request made
by Jairus with Jesus’ return from Decapolis by boat after the freeing
of the Gadarene demoniacs. (See Mk. 5:18-22; Lk. 8:38-41) And in
fairness, it must be admitted that Matt’hew too, however much more
generally, puts Jairus’ request after Jesus’ return from Decapolis (Mt.
8:34; 9;1, 1 8 ) , with the exception that he inserts the accounts of
the forgiven paralytic (9:2-8) and the call of Matthew, the feast of
the publicans and the question from John’s disciples (9:9-17), events
which Mark and Luke locate elsewhere, As noticed before, this does not
surprise us, since Matchew has made no pretences of following a
strictly chronological sequence. But what IS surprising is Matthew’s
rather precise time connection with which he introduces this narrative.
Even though this second view of the question is taken in the PARAPHRASE-HARMONY, it remains an admitted difficulty how Matthew’s
introductory phrase is to be understood by the original readers of his
Gospel who had no opportunity to compare Mark and Luke, Certainly
they would have connected the phrase with the immediate context, as
indicated above. But as noted by some commentators, this phrase by
Matthew is introduced apparently without reason, until the other
Evangelists are consulted. They, in turn inform us that Jesus was
indeed met at ehe seashore by a great crowd of people who had been
waiting to welcome Him back. It would then be this group H e was
addressing when Jairus arrived. This puts the emphasis upon the
independent witness of the separate Gospel writers who give varying
features of the same event while unwittingly complementing each
other’s testimony.
But the greater problem raised by Jairus’ arrival is that, since
Jesus was just in Capernaum the day before, before He sailed for the
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eastern shore, why had not the ruler brought the case of his daughter
before Jesus then, before she got into this desperately sick condition?
1. This condition could have been caused by the sudden attack of
some lethal illness or of a poison, a situation which would have
left Jairus quite unprepared to intercept Jesus in t h e before
He sailed.
2. Or perhaps the ruler’s own faith had not developed into that
concrete confidence in Jesus that would have caused him to
take that decisive step the day before. Could it be chat the
grbwth of his faith in Jesus had to overcome his own personal
pride?
While He spake these things unto them, certainly indicates the
emergency nature of Jairus’ request, as if, having once made the
decision to a$k‘Jesus, he must now interrupt what the Lord is saying
to make his plea known. Eut Jesus, too, is willing to interrupt an
important discussion (and what discussion of His was NOT important?)
to heal the broken heart of this grieving father. ‘Discussion was importanr, but the actual call of human need, to practice God‘s mercy
in actual cases, drove Jesus to action. His doctrine did not stop with
discussion and theory bur ACTION!
Behold, there came a ruler, named Jairus, one of the Jewish
elders, responsible for the administration of the synagogue ( M k . 5 : 22),
a pillar of Jewish orthodoxy in Capernaum. But his wealth and
positio; meant nothing when death visited his home. Standing helpless before the tragedy that is at this moment threatening to strike
his little girl, he comes to Jesus. That Jairus lived in Capernaum,
hence had many excellent opportunities to see Jesus’ miracles for
eE and come ro this position of faith, is decided by comparing
9:l: ’“Getting into a boat He crossed over and chme to His own
y,” with Mk. 2: 1 where it is learned that Jesus was “at home” in
Capernaum. This had been ’ Jesus’ headquarters since His removal
there early in His career (Jn. 2:12; Mt. 4:13). Had Jairus earlier
joined his colleagues in accusing Jesus of (blasphemy? (Mt. 3.:2-8)
Had he discussed the .healing, done ‘by Jesus at long distance, with
the government official (Jn. 4:46b ff.)? Had he been among the
delegation sent by the centurion to^ request Jesus’ healing for his
servant? (Lk. 7:3-5) Whatever had been his conviction earliq, the
circumstances in his family were facts stronger than ltheories. Nojw
a3 never before he must decide what he thinks about this Rabbi from
Nazareth! But he must decide carefully for a man in his position has
everyrhing to lose, should he choose wrongly: the disgrace brought
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about by failure, would lbe impossible to bear, his townspeople impossible to live with, He could be turned out of his influential
position and laughed out of town! Jairus must have reckoned with
this possibility as he weighed every facet of this question, He must
now decide whether he believes Jesus or not, But this internal struggle
is rendered most severe by the rapidly deteriorating condition of his
only daughter who lay dying before his eyes, Surely all of the past
miracles of Jesus now loom large in Jairus' mind, tipping $he balance
in favor of appealing to Jesus for help now. So he goesqr,
A ruler worshipped Him. (See on 2:2; 4:9, Vol. I ) This
homage is deeply significant, not because somebody falls .at the feet
of Jesus, bur because THIS man, this member of the school board, this
leader in religious matters, does it, As a man of position high in
Jewish society, he stands to be disgraced if Jesus could not do exactly
what he now asks, If he is trusting his cause to a Nazarene Rabbi,
with whose views his unbelieving colleagues violently differed, he has
more than personal pride to forfeit. Thus, this act requires great
courage, born of love for his only child and confidence in and respect
for Jesus, to grovel in the dust not only in front of Jesus, but in full
view of the large crowd of people gathered about Him. (See Mk.
5:21; 8:40)
What is most noticeable here is that, while Jesus refused all
forms of human ostentation and preached against it mercilessly, He
accepted without blush this worship. (Contmt the proper response
shown by His servants: Peter, Ac. 10:25, 2G; the Angel, Rev. 19:lO)
Who is this that permits such high, respected religious officials . to
wmship Him?
Saying, M y daughter .is even now dead, The problem
immediately arises here how to harmonize this declaration of the father,
as reported by Matthew, with his statement recorded by Mark and
Luke: "My little daughter is at the point of death. Come and lay
your hands on her, so that she may be made well, and live." (Mk.
5:23) "She was dying." (Lk. 8:42) Later, according to Mark, and
Luke, a messenger from. Jairus' house reports the actual moment of
death, after this appeal of Jairus had been made to the Lord, Two
principle solutions have been offered to this apparent contradiction:
1. .Either Jairus did not say it, in which case Matthew puts wards
into his mouth. Those who seek to point out that Matthew
merely abbreviates the account, while Mark and Luke give the
fuller version, must face the resultant weakness in Matthew's
historical reporting that such a harmonization involves, Here
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the fact that Matthew’s Gospel is topical, as opposed to the
chronological versions of Mark and Luke, does not help.
For, even if for sake of brevity, Matthew puts words in Jairus’
mouth on one occasion, which he did not say himself but
heard from others on a later occasion, what is to keep Matthew
from reporting words that Jeszls did not say? Or facts that
He did not do?

2. Of’Jairus did say it, in which case his words may be intdipreted in a sense that permit them to be a fairhful description of the facts as he knew them when he left home in search
of Jesus. See PARAPHRprsE/HARMONY at this point. Barnes
(Matthew-Mark, 102)observes:
It,% likely that a father, in these circumstances, would
use a word as nearly expressing actual death as would
be consistent with the f a q that she was alive
_‘My
,
daughter was so sick that she must be by this
time dead.’
Augustine, cited by Trench (Miracles, 108) commented: “For
such was his despair that his desire was rather that she should
be brought to life, since he did not think it possible she
should be found alive, who was dying when he left her.”
Bengel, cited ,by Trench (@ cit.) thinks that “this he said a t
:cii guess.” Trench himself concludes:

...

When the father left his child, she was at the latest
gasp; he knew Isife was ebbing so fast when he
quitted her side, that she could scarcely be living
still; and yet, having no certain notices of her death,
he was perplexed whether to speak of her as departed or not, and thus at one moment would express
himself in one language, at the next in another.
With this latter suggested harmonization agree also the latter words of
Mark (5:23) “that she may be made well and live.” Thus, Mark,
while describing the daughter as “at the point of death,” also intimates
Jairus’ anxiety and awareness that perhaps, even as he spoke, his only
begotten had Eassed on. This latter hafimonization also leaves Matthew’s
reporting intact without assuming abbreviation, and reveals even -more
poignantly the truest psychological expression of the father.’ The
problem is most easily resolved, therefore, not be examining hhtthew’s
reporting but by insight into the contradictory feelings in the heart

of Jainw.
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But come and lay thy hand upon her, and she shall
live. How many times had this ruler of the synagogue seen Jesus
heal just this way, by puoting His hands upon the sick? She shall
live: he asks for more than the common rabbi's blessing; he demands
life! These are words of faith, although not of so great faith as that
of the centurion, since Jairus could not conceive of Jesus as being able
to speak the word from where He stood, to heal his daughter. (Cf.
8:8) Nor did Jesus require him to accept such a great tqst of his
confidence in His power, as He did of the other Gpernaup official
(Jn. 4:4Gb-53) Instead
9:19 Jesus arose, and followed him, and s o ' did His
disciples. Imagine the scene: Jesus, having acknowledged the warm
reception awaiting Him' at the waterfront, was talking vith the
gathered crowds. Jairus interrupted to make his frantic' plea. Now
Jesus and the Twelve get moving through the crowds following the
lead of Jairus. But the intensely curious people whose chief interest
was the Lord do not necessarily open up a path in their midst to
permit easy passage for this .emergency. By the time the immediate
par$ of Jesus arrive in town it becomes almost impossible to make
rapid headway through the .people (Cf. Mk. 5:24; Lk. 8:42b especially
in Greek: sylzbthlibon and sanbfinigon) crowding the narrow streets.
Why and how such a large crowd could be waiting for Jesus on
the beach as He disembarked is easily explained by two facts:
1. They could be easily amassed at the beach long before H e
arrived, since the familiar boat in which ,He rode (Peter's)
could be seen coming across the lake long before it was
pulled up on the western shore.
2. The explanation of the excitement of the people and their
desire to welcome Him back is found in the unabated excitement of the preceding day, which, according to Mark and
Luke, was a moment of great popularity for Jesus. (See on
8:23)
Jesus had literally sailed away to escape this excitement. Now the people wait for Him, gather around Him
and welcome His return. No wonder that, upon His first
call to go elsewhere, they crowd around Him, reluctant to
let Him out of their sight.
But in so doing, they impede His progress and unwittingly frustrate
Jaims as much as humanly tolerable!

TI. THE ROBE OF JESUS DISCREDITED (9:20-22)
9:20 And behold, a woman, who had an issue of blood
twelve years, came behind Him. Here was one person in that
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vast throng that was not the least bit curious about what would happen
at Jairus’ home. Her desperation and determination drove all other
consideratiofis from her mind: she was concentrating on her one last
chance to be well after years of failure. Her hemarrhage must be
seen from the Jewish legal standpoint to be able to appreciate the
measures she adopted for her healing here. She was:
1. Bsnned in a practical way from worship of God in the temple,
since the hemorrhage rendered her Levitically unclean (Lev.
l$:19-31) and contaminacing to all she touched (Num. 19:22).
So she dared not venture into the Temple with the other
worshippers (Num. 19:20; Lev. 15:31; cf. God‘s symbolic use
of exactly this woman’s situation as an expression of His deep
disgust for Israel: Ezek. 36: 17).
2. Practically excluded from normal marriage relations (Lev.
1624).
3. She should not even have been in this crowd, for she bmugbt
ceremonial uncleanness upon all she touched.
4. Practically penniless (Mk. 5:26) having spent more on medicines and doctors than on essentials. Until medicine was developed into a science, its practice in those days brdered
more upon witchcraft, ignorance and supersititon than upon
knowledge. (See Edersheim’s description of typical prescriptions offered for this particular case, Life, I, 620) No cure,
.,for which she paid, worked.
5. Decidedly incurable and growing worse ( M k . 5:26; Lk. 8:43).
6. Unbelievably desperate after waging this futile battle for
twelve years against an illness that left her without her
strength, her social intercourse, her worship.
Is it any surprise then, when we view her plight from this standpoint,
that she should approach Jesus this way?
She came behind Him, and touched the border of His
garment: for s h e said within herself, If I do but touch
His garment, I shall be made whole. Why would this woman
wish to touch just the border of Jesus’ garment rather than ask Him
directly !or help?
1. Having already dealt with so much superstition that passed
for medicine, as well as being Jewish, hence, affected by the
views Jews held toward the sacred fringe (see below), she
may have held a somewhat superstitious view of His clothes.
It is presumed she was Jewish, only in the absence of a
declaration that she was gentile, something that the gospel
writers would probably have not failed to notice.
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2. The nature of her illness might cause her in fitting modesty to
seek a “private miracle,” After all, she could not go to
request Jesus’ help in the synagogues. And, in private, H e was
nearly always surrounded by His dose men friends, His disciples. She must meet Him somehow while H e was going

from one place to another, But because of her particular
disease, she could hardly force herself to make her need public.
3. But her Jewish background would teach her that she would
contaminate everyone she touched, hence she would most
naturally try to touch Jesus without making anyone else aware
of it, But did she not believe that she would not also render
Jesus impure? Had she heard about Jesus’ touching the leper
without great concern for His own purity? (Mt. 8:3) Or did
she even consider these questions? Her understanding is
certainly conditioned by precisely what she ltad heard a b u t
Him. (Mk.5:27)
4. Could it be that her humiliating poverty and ignorance of
Jesus’ gracious willingness to help without charge, caused her
to try to sneak this unpaid blessing away from Him?
5. Could it be tliat her desperation, brought about by years of
semi-invalidism, led her to conclude this method to be the
only one she dared risk? It is impossible for us to know
perfectly the mental state with which she now approached
the Lord.
These questions only superficially examine the woman’s situation firam
the naturalistic point of view. Jesus’ words ( 9 : 2 2 ) are decisive in declaring that her real motive for coming to Him was her faith. These
words (9:21), however tinged with ignorance they may seem to us,
are the expression of her faith! Jesus respected even this amount of
rrust she had in Him, in order to bring her to fuller knowledge and
more intelligent faith,
The border of His garment. The westerner might ask why
not merely touch Jesus while standing erect, or perhaps touch a fold
of His robe without stooping to take hold especially of the border?
But to the Jews the border of the outer garment was especially meaningful, since God had ordered them to make blue tassels at the four
corners of their outer cloak as a reminder to them of their holiness
unto God as His people committed to do His will, (Num. 15:37-41;
Dt. 22: 12) Arndt-Gingrich (449), translating R&@edom, put “edge,
border, hem of a garment,” as first definition, but include the “tassel
which the Israelite was obligated to wear,’’ with the proviso: “de
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pending on how strictly Jesus followed the Mosaic law, and also upon
the way in which krh9edon was understood by the authors and first
readers of the gospels.” If the tassels are meant, they were fastened
at the four corners of a large square of cloth with a hole in the middle
for the head. When put on, this was folded over the shoulders with
half in front, half in back much like a poncho. With tassels on the
two front corners and the two back, it would be easy for anyone to
touch one of the back tassels without the wearer feeling the touch.
(See Edersheim, Ufe, I, 623; who thinks that exact knowledge about the
nature of Jesus’ outer garment is not necessary, since the law would
be fulfilled when fie tassels were attached to the corners of any
garment of any design.) Since the Pharisees attached great importance
to the tassel by enlarging theirs (probably just another case of ostentation to gain special rherit for obvious piety), this woman may have
decided that the robe of Jesus possessed special power that she might
receive by merely touching it, thus without disturbing Him or rendering
public the nature of her affliction.
I shall be made whole. Looking at her actions as the expression of great faith, rather than half-enlightened superstition, Eders h e h (Life, I, 626) suggests that she had thought a b u t Jesus as
One whose word, spoken at a distance had brought healing, and he
concludes:

What strong faith to expect that even contact with him,
the bare touch of His garment, would carry such Divine
Power as to make‘’her ‘whole’ . . . §he believed so much in
Him, that she felt as if it needed not personal appeal to Him;
she felt so deeply the hindrances to her making request of
at- believing so strongly in Him, she deemed it
sufficient to touch, not even Himself, but that which in
itself had no power or value, except as it was in contact with
His Divine Person.

...

9:22 But Jesus turning and seeing her said
The
process by which Jesus singled her out among the crowd is here gteatly
abbreviated as Matthew omits what Mark and Luke record as a short
conversation noted in the PARAPHRASE-HARMONY.
One problem, noted by many commentators but left unsolved by most and unsatisfactorily handled by the rest, is:
did this miracle occur with the foreknowledge and will of
Jesus? That is, did Jesus see her coming, perceive her heart
and need and deliberately heal her when she touched His
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garment? It is easy to assert His omniscience on the basis
of other texts, but that would not solve the question raised by
this text, since there were certain things Jesus chose not to
know, such as the time of His return (Mt, 24:36) and the
exact quantity of faith of the centurion (Mt. 8:lO on which
see Notes) or the unbelief of the Nazarenes ( M k . 6 : 6 ) , for
by both Me was genuinely surprised. Unfortunately, our text
does not state when Jesus knew the woman‘s purpose or
whether He exercised His will to heal her, The Evangelists
do note clearly that the Lord was immediately awa’re that
power had gone from Him to heal (Mk. 5:30; Lk. 8 : 4 6 ) .
Further, His delisberate gesture of looking arohnd to see her
who (idetn t&) had done it ( M k . 5 : 3 2 ) and His question:
“Who touched me and my garments?” can also be harmonized
just as much with a desire to bring this hidden healing before
the crowd as with a genuine desire for information. (Other
illustrations where Jesus knew the answer to questions H e
asked in order to teach or clarify an issue: Cf. Lk. 9:47
with Mk. 9:33; Jn. 6:5, 6; Lk. 24: 17)
If He asks for information, in which case His personal
knowledge and will were not involved in the healing, how
then was the woman healed? It is answered by some that
God the Father in His absolute omniscience knew the woman’s
intention and approach, and so healed her by power from
Jesus, whose human attention was deliberately concentrated
elsewhere, i.e. upon Jairus and his needs. Jesus, then, aware
of the healing but not immediately of the identity of the
healed, stopped to discern who it was. Turning His divine
attention to this question, by omniscience He knows who it
was before she came forward.
These suggestions are admittedly not without problems,
due both to the deliberate limitation of information shown by
the Holy Spirit as well as by our ignorance of the true nature
of the God-Man, Jesus of Nazareth.
Jesus’ purpose in asking the questions was not to
embarrass the poor woman, but to bring to light the facts
of her case, her miraculous healing and to correct what misconceptions she had about His willingness to heal her or
about the power that accomplished it. His question, asked in
m a s d i n e gender (Lk. 8:45: tis ho hafishnetads moll;), leaves
her free to admit what she had done, But her fear and
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trembling, noticed by both Mark and Luke, arise perhaps from
fear that He was offended by what she had done in secretly
taking a blessing while cohtaminating Him by her touch or
that H e might take back the blessing, leaving her thus forever hopeless after knowing an instant of perfect health.
(Cf. 2 Kg. 5~20-27)
But why did Jesus stop to paint her out before the crowd, even
though it must cdrtainly embarrass her? The primary motive was
His concern for her. He stopped and took time to concentrate all of
His precious time, energy and attention upon this one human soul,
for this was HER hour of need. Then, He must do this out of concern
for the crowd and for His own honor. Her desire to hide the cure
was cheating both her a’nd the other people of the joy in knowing
what Jesus desired to communicate both to her and all men. Her
desire to hide was also withholding the thanks and honor due Him.
Superstition could arise from this incident insinuating that Jesus’ robe
itself possessed magical powers quite independent of His knowledge
and will. So several reasons suggest themselves to explain Jesus’
actions:
1. Jesus wanted to prevent the misconception that there might
be some magic power in His garments. Plummer (Lake, 236)
summarizes: “It was the grasp of her faith, not of her hand,
that w u g h t the cure.” It was her confidence in Him that
healed her, not magic or superstitious reverence for a tassel!
. Jesus Himself discredited His own robe, leaving no place for
sacred relics to be specially venerated in His religion.
This incident was definitely not Jewish magic. (See
Edersheim, Life, 11, Appendix XVI, 775) Nor was it that
practiced by Asians or Westerners of a period shortly later
when the Apostles in the name of Jesus combatted those very
forms of the black arts, condemning those practices in no
- uncertain terms. However, some of their miracles, comment
Conybeare and Howson, (Life and Epistles of St. P a l , 372),
were accommodated to the peculiar forms of sin, superstition, and ignorance they were required to appose.
The narrative of what was done by St. Paul at
Ephesus (Acts 19:11, 12) should be compared with
St. Peter’s miracles at Jerusalem (Act. 5:12-16). .
Though the change was usually accomplished on the
speaking of a word, intermediate agency was sometimes employed; . . . (Jn. 9:6, 7 ) . The hem of
<

. .
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Christ’s garinenr was made effectual ro the healing
of a poor sufferer and the conviction of the bystanders. So on this occasion garments were made
the means of communication of a healing power to
those who were a t a distance, whether they were
possessed with evil spirits, or afflicted with ordinary
diseases, Such effects, thus publicly manifested, were
a signal refutation of the charms and amulets and
mystic letters of Ephesus. Yet was thir; no encouragement to blind superstition. When the suffering
woman was healed by touching the hem of the
garment, the Savior , . , said, ‘Virtue is gone out of
me.’ And here at Ephesus we are reminded that it
was God who ‘wrought miracles by the hands of
Paul’ (ver. l l ) , and that ‘the name,’ not of Paul,
but ‘of the Lord J e w , was magnified’ (ver. 17).
Jesus needed to demonstrate His certain: knowledge of the
miracle. To Him this was n o surprise, even though done by
secret, unseen power. He was unsatisfied to appear to have
healed her impersonally by His garments, It was as if H e
said to her: “I Wanl you to see my face.”
2. To confirm as hers what she had already taken, Jesus here’
states His own free, generous giving of ir: “Go in peace, and
*
. be healed of your disease.” (Mk.. 5:34b). By so doing He
removes any doubt in her mind about His willingness to heal
and forgive her of any offense she may have caused Him
by using the approach she did.
3. By lovingly restoring her to fellowship, love dhd usefulness,
H e opens the door for her to leave her secret admiration and
become His disciple openly. Edersheim (Life, I, 627) remarks
approvingly:. “The Lord did not, as Pseudo-orthodoxy would
.
prescribe it, disappoint her faith for the weakness ”of its manifestation. To have disappointed her faith, which was born
of such high thought of Him, would have been to deny Himself.:
By. addressing her, “Daughter,” H e renders this
stranger, alone in the crowd, a member of His own spiritual
family in fellowship with God (cf. Mt. 12:46-50). This
tender, endearing term does not indicate whether she were
older or younger than Jesus. It could be justly a friendly
greeting by which He. assures her of His own love and
concern for her in contrast to her fear of His reproof.
I
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Your faith has made you whole. (Other examples: L.k.
7 : 5 0 17:19; 18:42; Ac. 3:16; 14:9) McGarvey (Muttbew-Mark, 295)
repeats what should be axiomatic in Christianity: that faith saves a
man “not by the mere fact that he believes, but by that which it leads
him to do.” This woman, going only on what she had heard of Jesus,
formulated this plan and carried it out, even though it involved great
ignorance on her part about His mercy and willingness to help. But,
even as Jesus clarified the issue, it was not her plan that saved her,
but it was her p k n that brought her to Jesus, who, on the basis of
her faith, saved her. How much more can our faith save us as we
follow Jesus’ clearly revealed plan of salvation whereby we come to
Him to be saved? Praise God for His mercy in not leaving us to
formulate our own plans out of ignorance! Now we can mold our
plans according to His gracious revelation.
How had her faith made her whole? Her subjective trust in an
objective supernatural power caused her to bring herself into contact
with that power. ,Many had touched Jesus that day ( M k . 5 : 3 1 ) , but
nothing happened to them, even though many had diseases just as
obstinate and needing miraculous help as hers. Her faith and determination to express it singled her out, so Jesus healed her only. Other
days there would be other people (Mt. 14:36), but this day there was
but one woman who showed this faith.
H E @JstLr p a ~ds6kdlz se is ambiguous. See the examples above
cited in which this phrase (‘‘Your faith has saved you.”) is sometimes
used with those whom Jesus had healed; at other times He says it to
healthy, forgiven sinners. Perhaps Jesus deliberately chose this expression to convey two ideas instead of one: “Your faith has brought you
both healingand forgiveness.” Whatever offense she might have brought
Jesus by secretly trying to take a blessing without His express approval
or by defiling Him by her touch (according to her view of defilement), is all forgiven. But the emphasis here is on the healing, since
the lady thought, “I shall be made well” (so’thi~omaiis the same verb,
s&&,
Jesus used to declare her salvation, sds6kelz).
And the woman was made whole from that hour. Mark
and Luke time her healing as taking place when she touched His robe,
since she immediately felt the change in her body that the healing
produced, a fact which she apparently related leter (Lk. 8 : 4 7 ) . Matthew’s general statement (@d tes h6m.r eheitzil) must not be interpreted so as to contr,adict the others, as if the healing depended upon
Jesus’ words here related and not upon the release of healing power
Jesus Himself noticed earlier (Lk. 8:46; Mk. 5:30), an impression
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however distinctly conveyed by the RSV in that committee’s choice
of the word “instantly.”
CHAPTER NINE

’

111, THE ROLE OF JESUS DECIDED
Jesus’ journey, interrupted by the healing of the woman, was filled
with delay that must have been agonizing to this father who “just knew”
that every second counted, His understanding and faith could not
rise to the challenge imposed by, the many hindrances these must
overcome. Just then, right at this extremely tense moment for Jairus,
when the hurrying procession, bringing the Master ro heal his daughter,
had ground to a halt by seemingly endless delays, i s about to get started
again, right at that moment, the word came from his house that his
worst fears alre now reality: they are too late! (Mk.5 : 3 5 ; Lk. 8 : 4 9 ) It
would have taken almost superhuman effort to keep him from going
into shock there, but Jesus’ words provided just the needed psychological
power to balance the effect of that crushing message and give him
hope: “Do not fear; only believe and she shall be well” (Lk. 8:50;
nore here again s6tbEsetai). Feel the irony of the-situation revealed by
the words of the messenger: “Your daughter is dead: why trouble
the Teacher any further?” They had had faith enough to believe
Jesus could heal the sick, but not enough to believe He could raise
the dead. This practical unbelief on their part could become contagious,
infecting also the ruler himself. This news drove his crisis of faith
to the very limit. Perhaps the very confidence of Jesus’ manner when
He encouraged Jairus to believe, plus the fact that Jesus calmly resumed His journey to Jairus’ house, gave the man respite from the
pressure of the immediate disaster of the apparently unchangeable fact
of his daughter’s death. Edersheim (Life, I, 630) notes accurately
the completely passive role that Jairus now plays from this point to
the end. Whereas before, he had led Jesus toward the house, now
Jesus takes complete charge of the whole scene, making on-the-spot
decisions and giving orders. (MIL 5:37-40; Lk. 8 : 5 1 ) Jairus’ faith
was threatened for its very existence, but Jesus would not despise or
quench it. He was ministering also to Jairus in his greatest moment
of need.
Jesus’ role in the picture is no longer that of a Healer. If H e
continues another step further toward Jairus’ house, He must do so
as Victor over death itself. If He admits that the common sense course
for Jairus is to cease troubling the Teacher, to let Him go His way, then
Jesus will have quailed in face of death. His human contemporaries
could have excused Him, for what other rabbi could challenge Death?
However much we may have loved Him and honored His message,
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we could never worship Him as complete Master over all problems
that it is our lot as human beings to suffer. (Cf. Heb. 2 9 , 14-18) The
death notice was for Jairus a crisis in faith, but the somber message
was even more for Jesus a crisis in His self-revelation.

IV. REASON FOR JOY DISPUTED (9:23, 24)
9:23 And when Jesus came into the ruler’s house, He
had already commapded nine of the Apostles to remain behind, bringing with Him only Peter, John and James. His purpose was obviously
to keep the crowd under control and uut of His way, since “He
allowed no one to follow Him” (Mk. 5:37) or when He got toi the
house, “He permitted no one to enter with Him, except Peter, John
and James and the father and mother of the maiden.” (Lk. 8:51)
His choice of the nine Apostles to remain with the crowd was perhaps
to serve as an example of self-discipline. Physically, the nine men
just by standing still easily blocked the passage to all who tried to
follow Jesus. T
first step was necessary in order for Jesus to
secure the quiet and dignity He desired to surround the resurrection
of Jairus’ daughter.
When Jesus came into the ruler’s house, He saw the
flute-players and the crowd making a tumult. The funeral
began even the same day as the death. The flute-players and
tumult represgpt a different custom of mourning the dead than ours.
OW custom demands silence of respect for the dead; theirs calls for
release of pent-up emotions through loud mourning. This led naturally
to the attitude that considered mourning more genuine, more deeply
felt, the louder and more prolonged it was continued. But even
human grief knows its natural limits unless it is artificially bolstered
by sentimental music of hired musicians, as the flute-players here, or
by the emotional reminiscences skillfully repeated by the semiprofessional “wailing women.” (Cf. 2 Chron. 35:25; Jer. 9: 17-22;
16:5-9; Ezek. 24:15-24; Amos 5:16, 17 and perhaps also Acts 9:3739) So when Matthew describes the funeral as a tumult, he is merely
saying that it was a good funeral proceeding in good order according
to the custom of the day. Mark and Luke describe the tumult as
consisting of “weeping and laud wailing.”
9:24 He said, Give place. (amach6relte). This command may
be taken in two different ways, both of which could be Jesus’ meaning:
1. “Stand back, make room!” This then is Jesus’ request merely
to pass through the crowd that simply by their presence now
blocked the entrance to the room where Jairus’ daughter lay.
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2. But taken in its stronger sense “to leave, to withdraw,” Jesus
is saying nothing less than “You may leave now, folks: the
funeral’s over! These shoclcing words call dramatic attention
to what He is about to do,
Naturally, at this time all attention would be drawn from the mourning
to the sudden return of the master of the house, ,Jairus, and the
precipitate entrance of Jesus, for many in the house knew that Jesus
had been sent for.
They also knew thar other messengers had been
dispatched to Jairus to inform him of the death of the daughter,
counselling him not to bother Jesus further. Now Jesus enters the
rmm and literally takes over. The seeming imperiousness of His
manner is only apparent because, besides this brusque command (“Depart”), He intentionally began speaking by pricking their curiosity:
“Why do you make a tumult and weep? Do not weep; the child i s
not dead but sleeping.” (Mk. 5:39; Lk. 8:52)
For the damsel is not dead, but sleepeth. Patient with
their ignorance of His power and His plans, He is giving them
opportunity to react in quite another manner than they do. His
enigmatic declaration was intended to stir them to reflection about
His meaning. Thus, if they were disposed to respectful attention to
Him and His purposes, they were about to become the witnesses of
a resurrection from the dead, Instead they responded stupidly with
scorn and insuits, unable to see in His words anything more than
obvious insensibility to the parents’ tragedy in this moment of loss.
These words, however, morally commit Jesus to a position of
gross imposture or else to one of highest integrity. Far if the little
girl were not really, literally dead, then Jesus must be charged with
imposture, allowing to be believed what never occurred. The parents
and disciples believed the daughter to be dead (Lk.8:49; Mk. 5 : 3 5 ) ,
but ,Jesus did nothing to correct that impression except to assert that
she slept. Then upon raising her, He said nothing that would correct
the distinct impression that He had just brought a person once
actually dead, back to life.
Not dead but sleepeth are words, then, not intended to contradict the literal state of the little girl, but to correct the common
view these people had of death. They had perhaps viewed her death
as a cessation of existence for both body and soul (a view not unlike
that held by the Sadducees), whereas Jesus affirms, contrarily, that
she is very much alive elsewhere and can be recalled as easily as one
is awakened out of sleep. Or perhaps they held that she was permanently dead-at
least until the resurrection (a more Pharisean view)
”
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and there was nothing now to do but resign oneself to that fact and
mourn her loss. But Jesus is objecting that she is NOT dead permanendy so much as asleep in death from which He shall wake her,
(Other illustrations of death described as a sleep: Jn. 11:11-14; Ac.
7:60;I Cor. 15:6, 18; I Th. 4:13-17; 2 Pe. 3:4)
They laughed Him to scorn. This sentence has the greatest
value as circumstantial evidence for the reality of the miracle that
follows, since they evince the true psychological reaction of a qualified
group of people sure both of the purpose of their wailing and of the
apparent inappropriateness of Jesus’ claim that the damsel was not dead.
They were all more than sure that she was dead. (Lk. 8:53) This
psychological reaction, though blamable from one standpoint (see
above), is exactly what one would expect under the circumstances.
The presence of the @rents, who would be the last to surrender to
the heart-rending conclusion that their only little lamb had gone, are
proof against any supposition that she was in any state other than
literal, physical death. (But even if it were a deep coma after whatever disease had so reduced the girl, as Barclay [Matthew I, 3531
suggests, would she have been so quickly revived to full vigor and
health? So it is impossible to remove the supernatural from this event.)
No, her death was a fact the certainty of which these friends and
neighbors thought it madness to doubt!
McGarvey- (Mat.tbew-Md, 85) with his usual clear insight, detects
in this phrase‘ &e of the best evidences for the authenticity of the
entire account:

If it were a pretended death and revival, we would expect
to see an anxiery on the part of Jesus to make it appear that
the girlr was dead, and a disposition on the part of the unbelievers present to question this fact. But the reverse is
true: it is the unbelievers who insist that the girl is dead,
while Jesus alone raises a question about it. Perhaps the
chief object of the rewark “She is not dead, but sleepeth,” was
to bring forth from the inmates of the house, who had the
best opportunity to know the fact, a more emphatic affirmation
that she was certainly dead.

Without intending to do so, then, these scorners among the mourners
established this fact of a real resurrection from the dead beyond all
doubt. By their scorn, in retrospect after the resurrection, they had
shut their own mouths and, as a result, really shut the mouths of all
future doubters of the reality of this marvellous resurrection.
Not dead but sleepeth. These words, that were intended to
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stimulare joy and eager anticipation of the mighty act of God through
the resurrection of Jairus’ daughter, were disputed, scorned and rejected. Jesus had tried to communicate this hope to all in Jakus’
house that day, but they failed to grasp it. This is fatal, for they
missed seeing the great event that all mankind has longed to look into:
real resurrection from the dead, They failed because Jesus’ words were
a bit difficult and they refused to rise to the challenge of understandjng Him. They thought they were justly condemning Him, but
by His choice of words, He had already let them judge and condemn
themselves. He was not on trial: they were. (Study this same psychology of Jesus, Jn. 6:25-69.)

V. THE RESURRECTION OF JAIRUS’ DAUGHTER (9:25, 26)
9:25 The crowd was put forth not only for the reasons s u g
gested above, but also for the following:
1. Scorn and criticism sterilize the attention, drawing it away
from the Father onto self-defense. Perhaps Jesus wanted to
concentrate His own heart upon God who raises the dead,
rather than waste time and dissipate energy in defending
Himself or arguing further.
2. He desired not credulity, but quiet. Faith could come later
on the basis of the evidence here produced, but people must
be in a proper spirit to observe what he does. This calls
for the dignity of silence, not the confusion and tumult of
mourning. Jesus put the crowd outside (Mk. 5:40), not
because He wanted an indispensable atmosphere of faith, as
if disbelief could hinder the miracle.
3. He did not desire the publicity that would be certain to follow.
The larger the group, the more difficult it would! be to keep
the matter quiet. For reasons for this attitude, ,see below
on 9:26. This harmonizes perfedtly with the strict injunction
given the parents not to publish thi$ miracle.
4. Perhaps the large group of prdessional mourners, some of
them perhaps objecting out of self-interest, having been hired
for the occasion, would have actually, physically hindered Jesus
from, as they put it, “imposing upon the parents, since no
one can raise the dead!” But, this suggestion is weak, since
Jesus could have overpowered them by any manner He
chose, had they attempted to stop Him.
5. Considering the temper of the crowd, Jesus’ action assured
the few chosen witnesses the best opportunity to observe what
actually took place. This quiet enabled them to hear what
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was said, so that they would know that what He did, He did
not by magic but by authority. So doing, Jesus avoided misconceptions cilrculsted by means of wild stories started by a
mob of half-hysterical people who only thought they saw or
heard this or that.
H e entered in, i.e. into the room where the child was, taking
five unimpeachable witnesses (Mk.5:40; Lk. 8:51) These future
Apostles needed to witness the fact in order to give a careful account
of it later to the world. (Compare the account of Peter’s raising
Dorcas from the dead, Ac. 9:36-42, wondering what effect this resurrection had on Peter as he walked alone into the room where Dorcas
lay dead!) The parents of all people could not be deceived or bribed
to promote the publication of a falsehood regarding a matter that
touched them so closely and so intimately.
He took her by the hand. To touch a corpse or be touched
by a womaln afflicted with a hemorrhage or to touch a leper (see on
8:3) would have involved Jesus in ceremonial defilement. But here,
as always, He imparted cleansing, healing and life by His touch,
removing all cause of defilement in the person He touched. He was
the one true exception to the Law of defilement. that was written only
for people without such supernatural powers, who, rather thasn helping
those they touched, only became defiled themselves, leaving two defiled
persons. Jesus always left two clean persons, whole, cleansed and alive.
The damiel arose when Jesus took her by the hand and called
to her, just as He would if He were waking her up from sleep. But
this was not sleep: “her spirit returned.” (Lk. 8 : 5 5 ) On the basis
of the above considerations, we have to conclude that this is a real
resurrection. :!For Jesus, Lord of both nature and miracles, both sleep
and death are no mysteries, for He has experienced both. As simply
as Jaims had for twelve years gone in to awaken his daughter out of
sleep, so Jesus instantly raised her out of death. For to Jesus, both the
sleeping and the dead can be,awakened. Who then is this who calls
the dead to life? But no sooner had this twelve year old, now full
of all the life and vigor, bounced out of bed and walked over to her
amazed mother and daddy, than Jesus commanded them to provide
her something to eat. ({Mk.5:43; Lk. 8 : 5 5 ) . Why?
1. Jesus is so reasonable. He ordered her parents to give her,
not the Law and the prophets, but food. “Jairus, here is your
little sweetheart, now you take care of her: give her mmething to eat!” This marvelous Jesus has just robbed B a t h of
its victim and yet still thinks about a meal for the little girl.
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2, Seeing the parents overcome with amazement, Jesus may have
commanded that bread be given her also to demonstrate that
they were beholding no ghost, no apparition, but a real person,
once dead, now returned to the concrete reality of buman
existence. (Cf. Lk, 24:41-43 and perhaps Ac. 10:41) Thus,
this simple demand breaks the stunned, awed silence caused
by this direct contact with the supernatural, bringing the onlookers back down to the natural, Jesus could have provided
miraculous bread too, but He required the ‘parents to do their
part by using nattiral inmns they had at hand,
9:26 And the fame hereof went forth into all that land
despite all Jesus could do to keep this from happening. Some might
wonder how H e could have expected otherwise by the incredible tactics
H e used: H e stopped a funeral, drove out the mourners, while His nine
disciples kept another great crowd waiting for Him to return from the
funeral a t Jairus’ house. (Mk. 5:24, 37) Human curiosity, about
what took place in that bed room, could know no bounds, especially
when Jairus’ daughter reappeared later, alive and healthy! But Jesus
forbade only Jairus and his wife to publish the story (Mk. 5:42; Lk.
8:56), since they especially were in positions of authority as eyewitnesses of good repute and would have been only too willing to
spread the joyful tidings far and wide. What the other neighbors
ard bystanders do is no concern of Jesus, for H e knows that if His
own disciples and the parents do not spread the story, the sensation
reported here by Matthew will die out. Some might object: Why bother
to hush the story when it represents so powerful an evidence of Jesus’
authority over death itself?
1. Because, unless the news is quieted, people could conceivably
begin bringing Jesus requests for resurrection for all their

dead. This would not only be unwise on theilr part, but it
would further hinder Jesus’ real ministry to earth. Men too
often tried to use Jesus for selfish motives. He had not
come to build up a healing ministry or raise all earth’s dead
yet, but to reveal God. His miracles of healing were to
demonstrate God’s compassion and identify Himself as God‘s
Revealer. McGarvey (Mutthew-Mu&, 297) makes the inte’resting observation about how remarltable it is “that we read
not of a single instance in which Jesus was requested to
raise the dead: and the fact may be accounted for in part
by this charge of privacy, indicating he did not wish to be
importuned for this exercise of His power.”
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2. Because, unless the story is suppressed, political excitement
could reach a fever pitch, since mistaken views of worldly
messiahs would be attached to Jesus’ name, blocking all progress for His spisritual work. Worse still, bloody riots could
result as the patriots, primarily the ’Zealots, tried to force
Jesus to be their king and lead them against the Romans.
3. Plummer (Lake, 238) suggests another reason: “It was given
more probably for the parents’ sake, to keep them from letting
the effect of this great blessing evaporate in vain-glorious
gossip. To thank Goa for it at home would be far more
profitable than talking about it abroad.”
Trench (Mimcles, 113) sees an ascending scale in the glory of
the three records of resurrection from the dead: here a girl just died;
the son of the widow of Nain on the road for burial; then Lazarus
already dead for four days. Then he continues: “Immeasurably more
stupendous rhan all these, will be the wonder of that hour, when
all the dead of old, who will have lain, some of them for many
thousand years, in the dust of death, shall be summoned from and
shall leave their graves at the same quickening voice (John 5:28, 29).”

FACT QUESTIONS
,

I
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1. To what city did Jesus return from the freeing of the Gadarene
demoniacs across the Sea of Galilee? How do you know this?
2. What was the position in the Jewish community occupied by
Jairus?
3. Harmonize the accounts of Mark and Luke with that of Matthew
in regard to the actual request of Jairus in relationship to the
actual state of the little girl: was she living or dead? Did Jairus
want Jesus to come to heal or to raise her?
4. List several other miracles that Jesus had accomplished in this
city prior to this time which may have brought Jairus and the sick
woman to their position of dependence upon Jesus to help them in
this their critical hour.
5. Explain how the woman’s faith healed her, showing how this
harmonizes with the fact that it was Jesus’ power that did it.
6. HOWdid Jesus address the woman?
7. Describe the desperate case presented to Jesus by this woman,
not only the physical- malady but also the social, personal, religious and economic effects d her disease.
8. Describe her plan borne of desperation by which she hoped to
be healed and how she carried it out.
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Describe the scene changes from the first request of Jairus until
Jesus actually arrived at Jairus’ house
Explain the presence of the flute players and the mourners SO
soon after the death of the maiden.
Explain the words of Jesus: “The little girl is not dead, just
sleeping.”
Was the little girl rkally dead? On what basis do you answer
as you do?
How many persons actually witnessed the resurrection of Jairus’
daughter? Name them.
Explain how it was possible for people actually to ;be expecting
Jesus’ return from Gergesa so as to be crowding around on the
beach as He landed.
Describe the political situation in Galilee that renders comprehensible Jesus‘ requirement that people not tell others about His
miracles.
CI-IAPTER NINE

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.

14.
3 5.

Section 21

JESUS GIVES SIGHT TO TWO BLIND
MEN AND FREES A DUMB DEMONIAC

TEXT: 9:27-34
27. And as Jesus passed by from thence, two blind men followed him,
crying odt, and saying, Have mercy on us, thou son of David.
28. And when he was come into the house, the blind men came to
him: and Jesus saith unto them, Believe ye that I .am able to do
this? They say ulnto him, Yea, Lord.
29. Then he touched their eyes, saying, According to your faith be
it done unto you.
30. And their eyes were opened. And Jesus strictly charged them,
saying, See that no man know it.
31. But they went forth, and spread abroad his fame in all that land.
32. And as they went forth, behold, there was brought to him a dumb
man possessed with a demon.
33. And when the demon was cast out, the dumb man spake: and
the multitudes marvelled, saying, It was never so seen in Israel.
34. But the Pharisees said, By the prince of the demons casteth he
out demons.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Why did these two blind men address Jesus as “Son of David?
What do you think they mean to imply by using the expression?
Why not just call Him “Jesus of Nazareth” or something similar?
b. Why did Jesus ask the blind men if they believed He was able to
give them their sight? Would it have not been simpler just to
heal them without this questioning?
c. Why would Jesus forbid these men to tell of their healing?
d. What do you suppose was the justification these men used for
disobeying Jesus’ clear orders?
e. To what would you attribute the fact that Jesus’ ministry appealed
to a pair of old blind men here, some sick folk there, publicans
and other sinners elsewhere, but was not received by the Pharisees?
Was it because His evidence did not meet the critical investigation
of these erudite scholars?
f. Why did the Pharisees make such a violent charge as this statement
that Jesus’ power is attributable to some secret league with Satan?
What motivated the charge? What could they have hoped to
accomplish by voicing it?
g. Why could not the Pharisees criticize Jesus’ other miracles on the
same basis, crediting them to the same satanic power?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
As Jesus was on His way somewhere else, two blind men following
along behind Him, shouting, “Take pity on us, Son of David!”
When Jesus had entered a house, these two came indoors too and
approached Him. Jesus asked rhem, .“Do you men believe that I
have the power to make you see?”
“Yes, Lord,” they said, “We do.”
Then He touched their eyes with His fingers, saying as He did,
‘On the basis af your trust, the miracle will be done for you.”
And suddenly their sight was restored. Then Jesus sternly warned
them, “See that no one hears about this!”
But as saon as they went outside, they spread this all over the
countryside!
Later, as Jesus and His group were leaving, some people brought
Him a dumb man who was demon-possessed, Jesus evicted the demon
and immediately the man recovered his speech. Simply amazed, the
onlookers remarked, “We have never seen anything like it in Israel!”
But the Pharisees growled, “He throws out these demons by secret
agreement with Satan himself, the demons’ leader!
”
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SUMMARY
En route somewhere Jesus encountered two blind men who sought
healing, Seemingly ignoring their request, Jesus entered a house.
Persistently, the two came in also. Jesus challenged their faith.
Receiving a positive response, Jesus healed them and ordered secrecy,
However they disobeyed by telling it everywhere. On another occasion
Jesus cast out the demon from a dumb man, freeing him thus to speak.
The crowds responded with amazed praise; the Pharisees responded by
attributing Jesus’ power to Satan’s permission.

NOTES
9:27 And as Jesus passed by from thence, i.e. coming away
from Jairus’ house. Two blind men followed him as well as men
deprived of their sight can follow, Perhaps they were led by friends
as they make their appeal, This is one of several such requests made
of Jesus (see Mt. 12:22; 20:30; 21:14; Jn, 9 ) among many alluded
to (Lk. 4:18; 7:21, 22). Matthew’s narrative of this and the following
incidents seem almost devoid of color and significance, being related
only in the barest of factual detail, But his purpose is very clear
when this section is viewed in the context of the entire ninth chapter,
in which he describes how opposition began to mount to Jesus‘ ministry.
1. Jesus was accused of blasphemy (9:2-8)
2. Then He was accused of immorality for receiving as intimate
friends those whom no respected person would consider as
intimate companions (9:9-13)
3. Thereafter the Lord was subtly accused of not being holy
enough, since His disciples apparently with His approval did
not follow those forms that expressed holiness (9: 14-17)
4. When He tried to comfort the mourners, family and friends in
Jairus’ house, telling them the little girl was not dead, but
sleeping, people accused Him of madness by scorning His
revelation. (9:24)
5. Here, in an accusation less obvious, and certainly more subtle
than the out-spoken remarks of others, is the attitude of the
two blind men, when healed, that regards Jesus as anything
less than a real Lord. They disobey His clear command. (See
on 9:3Q)
6. Last, the Phwisees take up the jealous cry, accusing Jesus of
being Satan’s ally. (9: 34)
In each case, Matthew has shown Jesus’ masterful response to the
accusations, except in these last two, unless verses 35-38 be so con203
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strued. In the case of the unwanted publicity created by the healed
blind men, there was little Jesus could do or say to deal with it,
except plunge into more vigorous work to meet the needs of the
people who came to Him as a result of His fame, which, in fact, He
did (Mt. 9:35-38). In the case of the calumny raised by the Pharisees, Matthew has reserved a full and final answer for a later section
(12:22-37), so he did not record any answer Jesus might have given
here.
I
Crying out and saying, Have mercy on us, thou son of
David. Although Son of David, taken as a title, was a thencurrent expression <for the Christ, since the Messiah was to be THE
Son of David p u ~excellence (See Notes on 1:l; 12:23; 21:9, 15;
22:41-45), it may be fairly asked why, in light of the revolutionbreeding implications of its use in that particular historic period,
should Jesus permit these two blind men to follow Him crying out
this obvious advertisement of His true identity. It may be that
Jesus half hides, half reveals the exciting rruth by not rebuking these
men on the spot:
1. H e permits the blind men to advertise His identity for Him,
so as to suggest to all who hear them the conclusion to which
all His Iife and preaching led.
2. But since H e does not publicly accept this title as pronounced
by tliem, rather forcing 'them to follow into private quarters,
He did not here decide the issue, As a result, those, who
would have been willing to start a bloody nationalistic rwolution at the drop of a suggestion that H e were the longawa'ted Messiah, could not move into action. This is Galilee,
X
L
hot- d of the Zealots' movement (See Josephus, Ant. I,' 1, 1
and 6; IV, 3, 9; 5 , 1; Wan, VII, 8, 1 and Edersheim, Life,
I, 237-242) Jesus could accept the title openly elsewhere
away from Galilee and later on, as His life and ministry had
already run its course. (See Mt. 15:22; 20:29-34 and parallels;
21:9, 15 as over against 12:23).
Leaving the question thus unresolved, the Lord gives Himself time and
opportunity to reveal what kind of "Son of David" H e really intended
to be.
But the fact that these two blind men, who would presumably
have lived outside the general circle of public activity, should make
this appeal to Jesus as Messiah, certainly strongly suggests that the
public sentiment is growing that Jesus may well be the great Son
of David.
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How correct a concept of Jesus’ Messiahship did these men
have in order to dare address Him in these terms? Barclay (Motthew,
I, 358) observes that the usual occurrences of this title within the
gospels as almost always by crowds or by people “who knew Jesus
only, as it were, at a distance (Mt. 15:22; 20:30, 31; Mk, 10:47;
12:35, 36, 37)” This is so strongly felt by Edersheim (Lye, 11, 48,
49) that he felt constrained to regard this incident as having taken
place in Gentile territory and at a much later period. It is true that,
in the popular mind, this messianic title conjured up the grear commander who would bring national glory, power, wealth and freedom
to Israel. And, just as deeply implanted in the national consciousness
of Israel was this hope of national greatness. just so far from their
popular hopes was the opinion that the Messiah was to be King over
a spiritual reign in men‘s hearts. How far these blind men shared
these views cannot be known. One thing is known from the available
information recorded by Matthew: Jesus did NOT praise them for
their great insight into His ideritity. They probably came to Him with
a very iaadequalte concept of who H e was and what H e intended
to tell the world, and YET He helped them. Have mercy on US,
thou Son of David, is still their expression of trust in Him as
Messiah and that He, as Christ, could restore their sight.
Have mercy on us is all that is written down of their appeal,
a fact which suggests that they humbly left to Jesus the complete right
?!i
to bless them as He chose, even as the leper. ( 8 : 2 - 4 )
9:28 And when he was come into the house, the blind
men came to him. Jesus’ apparently indifference to their pleas
puts their faith in Him to several rigorous tests: they must, by some
means, follow Him if they are to have the answer to their prayers.
In forcing the blind men into a private, face-to-face confrontation with
Him, the Lord made them confront a personal decision about Him
they perhaps had not yet made, even though their desire for sight
had already caused them to hurdle other difficulties. Barclay (Motthew,
I, 359) comments:
1

It is the law of the spiritual life that sooner or later a man
must confront Jesus alone. It is all very well to take a decision for Jesus on the flood tide of emotion of some great
gathering, or in some little group which is charged with
spiritual power. But after the crowd, a man must go home
and be alone; after the fellowship he must go back to the
essential isolation of every human soul; and what really
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matters is not what a man does in the crowd, but what he
does when he is alone with Christ.
Does Jesus foresee that they will disobey Him when once He grants
their request? Their subsequent actions show that He was fully
justified in testing them even further than He did.
Into the house causes us instinctively to ask, which house,
since no special house has been mentioned since Jesus left that of
Jairus. Why the article, the house? (Cf. Mk. 7:24 without the
article.) Is it the house where Jesus normally resided in Capernaum
when a t home (Mk. 2:1)? It may be that Matthew does not regard
the identification of the house as important, since his emphasis is to
show the blind men’s determination to get to Jesus despite the opposition of their own blindness and the obstacle of Jesus’ not helping
them by His not letting them catch up with Him on the road. (Cf.
Mt. 20:32).
Jesus saith unto them, Believe y e that I am able to do
this? Why ask a question which has so obvious an answer?
1. Because the Lord probably suspects the depth of information
that represents the foundation of their acclamation of Him as
Messiah. It may well be that these blind men had taken up
a popular opinion about Him, simply because everyone had
begun to think it. In this case, He demands that they sound
the depth of their personal understanding and the genuineness
of their own dependence upon Him as Messiah.
2. This question could almost be an exclamation of surprise and
wonder, since these two blind men, unable to see the miracles
for themselves, must necessarily depend upon the eye-witness
reports of others. In a sense, then, they stand in the same
relationship to the miracles of Jesus as all whom Jesus blessed
who “have not seen, and yet believed.” (Jn. 20:29) We stand
in our own century, blinded by the intervening centuries
necessarily relying upon the evidence provided us by those
who saw Him. ( I Jn. 1:1-4; 2 Pe. 1:16) If these blind men
believed, who had so little opportunity to know the evidence
at first-hand, then this consideration, as McGarvey (MatthewMmk, 85) notes, “shows, on the one hand, the abundance of
the evidence, and on the other, the obdulracy of those who
could see and still would not believe.”
3. Lenski (Mutthew, 378) affirms another purpose behind Jesus’
question:
’
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to turn the thoughts of these blind men away from any
political Messianic ideas regarding Jesus and to direct
them to the divine power and grace found in him.
The emphasis is not merely on “do you believe” but
equally on the object clause, “that I am able to do
this.” One who js able to restore sight by means of
a touch and a word is far greater than any national
king, however grand his reign may be.
4. Jesus had already given many evidences of His divine identity
through His miracles, proofs upon which sturdy faith could be
founded, With this progress in the development of His public
image, H e could begin to demand that that trust in Him be
confessed.
They say unto him, Yea, Lord. They had already shown
great faith and determination just to address Him as the Christ and
persist in following this far. They had also shown great courage SO
openly to approach Him in these terms, since not everyone at this time
acknowledged Jesus as Messiah and many never would. So it took
great boldness of spirit to speak out and risk their future happiness
with this Son of David, They may have been blind to this world,
but they were not blind to spiritual reality. Now that Jesus puts this
direct question to them regarding their personal conviction, they confess
the persuasion of their heart.
9:29 Then touched h e their eyes, saying, According to
your faith be it done unto you. Jesus is saying: “Since your
confidence in my power to give you sight is unreserved, I will exert
that power unreservedly and restore your vision! I will match youi
great faith with great power.” He touched their eyes, not because
this contact was necessary, since He had used other methods on other
occasions. (Cf. Mk. 8:23, 25; Jn. 9:6, 7; sometimes on other sicknesses, He spoke a word at a distance and made no gesture whatever)
These blind inen, who could see no other gesture of Jesus, can feel
this couch and know that the power actually came from the Lord
Himself. H e permitted them to feel the surge of power that His
will exerted: what a wonderful revelation of His identity so well
suited to blind men!
9:30 And their eyes were opened and the first person they
saw was Jesus! In this splendid double blessing is revealed Jesus’
mercy that removes from their hearts the effects of what had probably
seemed to these inen an unyielding denial of their earlier pleas. In
that instant of immediate, perfect sight, these two men now see
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justified all they had ever thought and said about Jesus: He is truly
the Christ. But what are they to do about this new-found knowledge
of which they themselves are now the witnesses? How can they show
theimr gratitude enough?
And Jesus strictly charged them. The verb embrimaomzi;
here translated “strictly charg?d,’’ is an intriguing word which conjures
up a surprising picture of Jesus at this point. Arndt and Gingrich
(254) discuss the word:
In Aeschylus and others in the sense ‘*to snort.” As an expression of anger and displeasure in Lucian . . . In Aquila’s
translation of Psa. 7:12( 1 1 ) ; Symmachus on Is. 17:13; LXX
on Lam. 2:6. With the dative of person: “to scold, censure”
. Mk. 14:s; “warn sternly” Mk. 1:43; Mt. 9:30.

. .

See also Hendriksen, John on Jn. 11:33. Since hardly anyone Jesus
warned ever obeyed Him, He had good reason to be severe! Why
should He begin so immediately and so vehemently to ‘wam them?
Could the Master see already rising in their breast that exuberance
of praise that defied being limited?
See that no man know it. This is their only commission
from Him who had restored them light and life, joy and usefuhess,
taken them from their dark world to revel in the color and beauty
of all that pleases on this earth. Jesus could have required so much
more of them’, but He did not charge them a thing but their silence.
(See on 8 : 4 and 9:27; other instances: Mt. 12:16; Mk. 3:12; 5:43;
7:36; 8:26, all of which occurred in Galilee or in Decapolis near the
Lake of Galilee. As in the former instances ( 8 : 4 and 9:26), Jesus’
words are directed to the persons principally involved. These men,
then, are not to go around proclaiming the news of their healing.
This is not a command for them to go into hiding, so that the facts
could not be absolutely known, since, it is presumed, the family and
immediate acquaintances would come to know what had been done
for them. All that Jesus intended was the opposite of what the men
eventually did!
The Lord wisely forbade them to speak openly about their marvellous cure, since H e must keep His own movement well in hand.
Should these healed men now begin broadcasting His excellencies, even
as they had arrested attention by addressing Him as the long-expected
Messiah, popular excitement could grow into a bfoody uprising of
nationalistic Judaism against Rome. Other reasons may have been:
1. Thek ignorant concept of the Messiah, if broadcast, would
stimulate others who shared that concept to try to force Him
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into their mold without ever understanding what kind of
Christ H e was. These “busy babblers” proved how little they
really knew about the Christ whose Word is law! While
walking the tight-rope between the various mistaken views of
His ministry held by all who knew Him, Jesus knew that thib
was not the moment to proclaim His Messiahship openly, nor
was it the moment to explain in detail to these beginners
in faith the m e nature of His Messiahship. It would but
bring them more confusion. Hence, silence on their part
was the only alternative open to them. If they really accepted
Him as the mighty Son of David, they would have to trust
Him to know what He was doing by requiring silence, where
they certainly felt publicity to be in order.
2. A second reason for Jesus’ prohibition so passionately expressed here was the fear, fully justified by the subsequent
events, that His ministry should be hindered and frustrated
by excited crowds, spiritually unable or unwilling to grasp
what He must reveal to them about the REAL Kingdom of
the Son of David.
3. A third reason lay in the insight of Jesus Himself into His
own capacity for temptation: few men can live with success.
What a truly human temptation to bow the knee before
Satan, in order to be able to claim even just this one kingdom of the world, over which He could be “the Son of David”
(cf. 4:lO; 16:23). The indignant earnestness with which He
warps these blind men, then, means “If you really respect
me and appreciate what I have done for you, then do not
destroy me by praising me.” Praise is next to impossible to
fight; accusations, yes, attacks, certainly, but sincerely meant
adoration based on good evidence is useless to combat. But
praise can destroy, however honestly meant, when it leads the
person, who is the object of its worship, to be anything other
than what is his best, his highest. Yes, Jesus had a superior
character because He did not seek men’s praise, but He also
took pains to remove the temptation to enjoy it whenever it
led Him away from that one goal, that one duty to establish
David’s Kingdom by way of the cross.
,But they went forth and spread. his fame in all
that land. Rut they (hoi db) is an express contrast to the strict
prohibition of Jesus, that preceeds rhis sentence. Matthew sees their
action as contrary to what Jesus had told them to do. This action
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of theirs is disobedience for which they are greatly to blame. If they
had had real respect for Jesus, as much as they had faith to be healed
by Him, they should have respected His will in the matter. Despite
their joy and devotion and perfectly understandable desire to praise
Jesus before men, yet He had strictly warned them to be silent. The
seeming unreasonableness of Jesus’ commands or statements, as man
looks at them, can never be argued as a reason for refusing to render
whole-hearted submission. That enthusiasm that bleats, “’But Jesus
could not have meant what He said , . .” is SIN! This is further proof
of the fdlacy of following the leadership of one’s emotions entirely in
reference to one’s obedience to God. These blind men were much
too exhilarated by their healing to believe Jesus had meant what He
said. Joy felt because of God’s gracious blessing does not ever exempt
anyone from obedience. (See Ro. 2:4-6; Lk. 6:35; notes on Mt. 5 : 4 5 )
The fame that spread in all that land was shallow, ignorant
praise for which neither Jesus nor those who understand Him could
rejoice. Edersheim sagely sees that (Life, 11, 50)

The acclamations of an excited Jewish crowd were as incongruous to the real Character of the Christ, and as obstructive
to the progress of His Kingdom, as is the outward homage of
a world which has not heart-belief in His power, nor heartexperience of His ability and willingness to cleanse the leper
and to open the eyes of the blind.
Even, as then, to call Jesus “the Son of David” with the inadequate
or entitrely wrong meaning behind those words was “damning Him
with faint praise,” so now, those, who praise Jesus without surrendering
their hearts to Him, are but deceiving themselves, hoping to be part
of His eternal kingdom, which, when viewed according to their concept,
does not exist, any more than the kingdom of David as the Jews
thought of it ever existed beyond the popular Jewish imFgination of
that era.
9 3 2 And as they went forth, i.e. just as the two formerly
blind men left the house in which Jesus had healed them. Behold,
there was brought to him a dumb man possessed with a
demon. Is there any connection between this latter appeal to Jesus
and the case of the blind men? It may well be that these formerly
blind men began to proclaim their healing right among the people
standing around in the streets (cf. 9333b). Had the multitudes heard
what the two blind men had called Jesus before their marvellous healing? Did these two men, now healed, and more convinced than ever
that Jesus is truly “the Son of David,” repeat this wonderful title in
210
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their recitation of their healing? It might just well be that rhe
solicitous friends of the dumb demoniac are among the first to begin
making appeal to Jesus, having been excited to action by the joyous
exclamations of the formerly blind,
A dumb man possessed with a demon. It is usually
assumed by most commentators that the man was speechless because
the demon had made him dumb, an assumption based on the observation that when the demon was cast out, the man regained the use of
his speech, This conclusion is further strengthened by the fact that
the effect of demon-possession was not always the same (See on 8:289:l). The evidences for the reality of this demon-possession as a
real, supernatural cause for the phenomenon, mentioned by Lewis and
Booth (PHC,XXII, 236, 237), are:
1. Something in the evident sense of oppression on the part of
the sufferer that could not be classed as madness;
2. Something about the sorange persistency of his inability to
speak inexplicable on other grounds;
3. Something in the complete absence of anything in his physical
makeup that would suggest failure there;
4. Something in the utter absence of failure in his mental faculties
that could account for his condition.
5. There were none present who doubted the cause as being
I'
supernatural:
a. The multitudes accepted it as demon-possession, since they
are recorded as being so greatly impressed with the casting
out of the demon by Jesus.
b. These critical cynics, the Pharisees, did not doubt it, rather,
they would have been only too glad to have been able to
ascribe the poor victim's condition to anything else than
demonic possession, had they thought that they could have
sustained their case. Rather than deny by superior evidence
what the people commonly regarded as demon-possession,
the Pharisees could only admit the facts as stated and deny
the implication that Jesus was Master of Satan.
c. So all eye-witnesses concur that this was a true, significant
case of demon-possession.
9:33 And when the demon was cast out, the dumb man
spake. It is easy to imagine the tension as Jesus commanded the
demon to depart. All ears would be listening for the first words of
this victim. Perhaps as he began talking, he alone spoke, since all
would be listening to hear that voice so long silent. It was not long,
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however, that all remained silent, as their surprise, wonder and conviction drew forth from them shouts of praise and admiration for Jesus,
And the multitudes marveled, saying, I t was never seen
in Israel. This was probably not all that they were saying either.
Were the crowds beginning to echo the words of the former blind
men: “Can this be the Son of David” (Cf. 12:23 and the notes
there; Jn. 7:31) Or are these words, the only ones written down,
merely the reflection of discretion felt necessary by the multitudes in
view of the menacing presence of the Pharisees? It would not do,
after all, to offend these august gentlemen! But, as Matthew notes
below, no discretion could hide this honest admiration nor prevent
offense to the religious leaders.
It was never so seen in Israel. This was literally true,
since there had never been in Israel’s long history such a vast collection
of wonderful evidences of the presence of God with His people. This
appraisal of this continuous succession of miracles is not only that
of the crowds: it is the conclusion of Matthew too. He has been
patiently recording one striking miracle after another (chapters 8, 9 ) .
But rather than cumber or mar his writing with his own views, he
lets the spontaneous praise of these bystanders express the joy of HIS
heart and pride in His Savior.
But even with this remarkable expression of astonishment of the
multitudes, let it not be forgotten that even they tw grew accustomed
to them. M d r v e y (Matthew-Mmk, ECG) is right to point out that
With every new variety of miracles there came fresh surprise
among the people. After seeing a few sick persons cured,
they naturally ceased being surprised at cures of sickness;
but when they saw this dumb man restored to speech, they
were almost as much surprised as if they had seen no previous
miracles. The range of fresh miracles, however, necessarily
had a limit, and therefore miracle working, as a means of
impressing men, had to be of temporary duration. A permanent continuation of miracles would have robbed them of
their value by making them common.
9:34 But the Pharisees said, By the prince of the
demons casteth he out demons. But the Pharisees as a
phrase, stands in direct opposition to the response of the multitudes.
Is it possible that Matthew is summarizing the general effect of these
miracles of chapters eight and nine, and not merely the immediate
effect wrought by the casting out of the demon? The striking
similarity between the report of these two responses and the report
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later given ( 1 2 : 2 2 - 2 4 ) would lead us to think that Matthew’s inclusion here rcfcrs only to this last section and not to the whole of the
larger section. Be that as it may, it is nevertheless interesting that
our author should conclude these two chapters with the polarizing of
opinions into two fundamental groups: the multitudes of common
people and those pillars of Jewish orthodoxy, the Pharisees. W h y he
should single out these latter, over against all other sects or groups
in Judaism, is explicable since:
1. The Pharisees’ attitude toward Jesus was more pronounced:
they busied themselves the most to frustrate the progress of
His movement.
2. The Herodians could not be too excited about Jesus, since He
had deliberately ignored the Herods, neither praising nor
censuring them.
3. The Sadducees were too much interested in political maneuwrings at Jerusalem to disturb themselves greatly about the
spiritual emphasis of Jesus.
4. Why not the Zealots? Perhaps, they hoped yet to find in
Jesus their revolutionary hero and leader, hence they too
would not so accuse Him.
By the prince of demons casteth he out demons. This
charge is almosr funny, since it represents the best efforts of the
concentrated attention of the Pharisees to arrive pt an answer
regarding Jesus’ miracles. These frustrated sectarians answered only
the miracles connected with demon-possession, since they could not
reply to any of rhe others. This charge arises out of sheer spite and
jealousy. It had probably been years since multitudes of people had
ever gotten this stirred up about a Rabbi and THIS Rabbi was no
Pharisee!
In this age of scientific inquiry, it is well to ask why Jesus’
ministry appealed to a couple of old blind men, a few infirm people,
some fishermen, tax-collectors and harlots, but was not received by
the great body of religious authoriiies and acknowledged scholars in
Israel, especially the Pharisees. Was it because His evidence did not
meet the critical investigation of these erudite and reverend doctors?
On the contrary, for in their own words of this texr, they confess:
He casts out demons. The FACT they could not deny upon the
most minute investigation. Their only objection lay in the INTERPRETATION of the meaning of the phenomenon observed as fact. Why
did they then attribute a different interpretation to the facts than did
the common people?
/
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They had a philosophical system that boxed God into dimensions
they could control by manipulation of their theology. But Jesus
brought Israel a picture of God that was larger than their system,
unhampered by their theology, free of their prejudices. And worse
yet, for them, His credentials were impeccable-just
a little tQO
perfect, since if He were right about God-if
His religion were the
only real one-then
they were wrong and had been wrong for
centuries. There could be only one who could produce such wonderful
signs whereby “the very elect themselves” could be deceived into leaving
the carefully handed-down traditions: Satan. These Pharisees could see
clearly, as many , church members unfortunately have never learned,
that to come to God through Jesus Christ meant to confess their sins,
their false theology, their selfish pride, their hypocrisy exactly as Jesus
exposes them for what they really are. If Jesus is right, then all their
righteousness is sin, their theology false, their pride unwarranted and
their hypocrisy exposed, But these men had not the slightest intention
to change or be changed: it was much easier to retaliate than repent!
The great guilt .of this accusation lies in its typically Pharisaic
attitude: there is no evidence here of any sympathy for the freed
victim, no word of praise or thankfulness to God. W e see only a
determination not to admit the crue force of Jesus’ miracles, if possible,
even while admitting the facts of the cas
conclusion is better than
that wh,ich would glorify Jesus or support
vement!
Matthew, whose Gospel contains one of the finest refutations of
this slander, must have’ included this incident without comment here
to show how early the storm-clouds began to gather on the horizon
of Jesus’ career. Jesus’ refusal to answer this calumny on this occasion
may be interpreted as a tactic whereby He chose not to dign
lie to the level of a serious charge that even needed refutation.
of accepting the obvious implications of His divine credentials, the
Pharisees, emboldened by His meekness in refusing to defend Himself
against defamation of this charge, and having nothing of xcal substance
to urge against Him, repeated this Ijbel. until He had to answer it or
default to them. For that fuller discussion of this charge and Jesus’
answers, see on 12:22-37.

”His amazed wonder on the part of the common people, as well
as the maliciousness of the Pharisees, is not so surprising, after all.
This difference in reactions towards Jesus is perfectly to be expected
due tQ the measurable difference in their sense of need. The deeper
this sense of need is felt, the more appreciative the people felt toward
Jesus. The more self-sufficient the beholder, the less Jesus would
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bc rieedcd or wanted. Woe to him who no longer feels his need for
Jesus!
Miitthew’s report of this contrast ( 9 :33, 3 4 ) throws into crisis
QIJR conscience. As we serve Him our wills remain free, since even
His inessagc carried no conviction to the prejudiced mind. With
Morgan (Matthew, 98) let us zealously inquire with what attitude we
listen and study Jesus’ word, for it is very possible for prejudice and
pride to blind us to the meaning of our King.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. In what general area did these two blind men live? Connect this
section with what immediately precedes, showing where they probably lived.
2. What did the blind men call Jesus? Why use this term?
3. Describe Jesus’ method in dealing with these two blind men.
4. What had made the man, who appears in the lsecond part of the
text, dumb?
5. State what the Bible actually reveals about demon-possession.
6. What was the reaction of the crowds when Jesus evicted the
demon? What were their actual words?
on did the religious leaders give for Jesus’ power

,

8. Although Jesus later gave full, detailed rebuttal of this charge
made by the Pharisees, how did Jesus respond to the slander at
the time?
9. What kind of ,opposition had the Pharisees brought Jesus during
His ministry up ~o this time?
10. What is proved about Jesus by the fact that H e can heal the
’
sick and cast out demons? c ,
11. State at least two g o d reasoqs why Jesus iequired the blind men
to be silent about their healing.

Section 22
,

JESUS EVANGELIZES GALILEE
AND SHARES HIS VISION
WITH HIS DISCIPLES
(Parallel: Mark 6:6b)
‘

TEXT: 9 : 3 5 ~ 3 8
21s
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35. And Jesus went about all the cities and the villages, teaching in
their synagogues, and preaching the gospel of the kingdom, and
healing all manner of disease and all manner of sickness.
36. And when he saw the multitudes, he was moved with compassion
for them, because they were distressed and scattered, as sheep not
having a shepherd.
37. Then saith he unto his disciples, The harvest indeed is plenteous,
but the laborers are few.
38. Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he send forth
laborers into his harvest.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Have you ever been frustrated in your Christian work by the fact

that there is too much to be done but too few workers? What did

you do about it?

b. Is there any advice that can be drawn from this text, by way of
application, that would clarify the mission of the Church today?

If so, what advice do you see there?
c. In what way are the people in Galilee-yes,
even the people of
our world-like so many “sheep without a Shepherd”?

d. How long do you think we ought to continue to pray for more
workers? ,
e. Do you believe that Jesus’ command to pray for more workers,
originally required of the Apostles, should be obeyed by His
followers today? If so, on what basis? If not, why not?
f. What do you see as the strategy behind Jesus’ actions revealed in
this text? Or, how does Jesus reveal Himself in this Scripture
as the Master Strategist? What is that strategy?
g. If you conclude that we should pray this prayer that Jesus required
of his followers during His earthly ministry, then how far should
we go in helping God to answer our prayers by preparing workers
ourselves?
h. If we pray for workers to be sent out to work for God, what is apt
to happen? Can you conscientiously pray a prayer in the realization
of which you are unwilling to participate?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Jesus traveled about Galilee, stopping in all the cities and villages.
There H e taught iin their synagogues and announced the good news
about God‘s Kingdom. He also healed people who had all kinds of
2 16
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illnesses, The sight of the crowds who came to Him filled Him with
compassion for them. They reminded Him of sheep withour a shepherd.
Then He challenged His disciples, “This harvest is plentiful
enough; the problem is that the laborers are scarce. So, you musr
pray to the Lord, whose harvest it is, asking Him to send out more
workers into His fields to work!

SUMMARY

~

I

I

Jesus toured Galilee making stops to teach i n . all the cities and
villages. He healed all kinds of sick folk. He was, motivated by His
compassion to help them, because they were lost sheepeveryone of
them. Then He engaged His Apostles in a prayer offensive to tackle
the problem of too much work to be done by too few workers.

NOTES
I. A REVIEW OF THE REMARKABLE, RAPrID REACHING
OF THAT REGION (9: 35 )
9:35 And Jesus went about all the cities and the villages.

IS this a third missionary tour of Galilee, as many harmonists suppose,
or is this Matthew‘s rhetorical devbce for recalling to the mind of
the reader the principle point he has been making since 4:23? In
the intervening chapters he has given magnificent illustrations of what
he meant exactly by preaching, i.e. the Sermon on the mount (chaps.
5-7) and representative miracles (chaps, 8 and 9 ) . He has now
finished these examples, so summarizes this Galilean ministry a g a h
in the same terms.
The only verbal differences in Greek between Mt. 4:23 and 9:35
are two:
1. tds pdleis pksm kai tds kdmas far en hdli ti Galilada
2. The addition of en to’ lac in 4:23, which even some late MSS
have also in 9:35. Otherwise these two passages are verbally
identical in every respect, even to the significant use of the
imperfect tense in the principle verb periegen, “he was in the
process of going around,” and the present participles for all
other verbs dependent upon the principal verb. The usud
chronological representations of Jesus’ various evangelistic tows
divide them thus: the first, Mt. 4:23-25; Mc. 1:35-33; Lk.
4:42-44; the second, Lk. 8:l-3; the third, this one here, Mt.
9:35;Mk. 6:Gb. However, in every case bur one (Mk.1:39
about which there is even some doubt in the MSS) the authors
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all use the imperfect tense, a phenomenon which suggests that
they merely inteiid to picture Jesus as constantly on the move
and that His one, continuous tour of Galilee was either illustrated or else interspersed by the particular incidents narrated
throbghout this general period. This continuity, then, is to be
interpreted as “the Great Galilean Campaign” divided up into
successive journeys by returns to Capernaum or by trips to
Jerusalem, for the feast. This sense of continuity is probably
what i n k e s Matthew to me almost verbally identical expressions to describe what should probabIy be thought of as
two separate journeys. Thus, this is both a third tour of
Galilee as well as his rhetorical device for signalling a change,
from the material that he has just concluded, to a new development in Jesus’ ministry: the preparation and commission
of the Twelve to labor in evangelism.

AI1 the cities and the villages, i.e. of Galilee. Not only is
this a picture of jesus’ personal evangelistic labors, but also as Morgan
(Mdtthew, 100) paints it, “this picture of God is that of a Man W h o
went . . . and looked at the people; and what He saw made His whole
inner physical life . . . move and burn.” He did not merely demand
that people come to Him during certain office hours; He went to them.
Teaching in their synagogues, because there would be a readymade audience avaifable to Him. (Cf. Illustrations in Lk. 4:16-37 and
notes on 4:23.) Preaching the gospel of the Kingdom speaks
of the content of His proclamation: “God is still on the throne, but
His Kingdom to come is different than you suspect!” It is not
reasonable to suppose that Jesus even once announced Himself as
Heaven’s K b g or heralded the beginning of God‘s Messianic Reign,
due to the complete misunderstanding people had of these grand truths.
What is more likely is the supposition that Jesus hammered away at
the true character-spiritual,
not national,-of
God’s Kingdom. TO
those who awaited the redemption of Israel on spiritual terms (cf. Lk.
2:25, 38; 2 3 : 5 1 ) , Jesus’ announcement of the Kingdom’s soon arrival
would be “gospel” in its best sense, good news. To those who hoped
only for the restoration of materialistic national glory, Jesus’ message,
however exciting at first, could not but prove disappointing as people
began to understand that He had no plans that harmonized with their
selfish dreams. Healing all kinds of disease and sickness s u m
marizes the evidences He offered of His divine identity and consequent
authority. His miracles were evidence that God’s kingdom had arrived
in this respect also, since the presence of sickness and disease is
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contr,ary to normality. Jesus' control over these abnormalities, then,
proclaimed God's 'control in the natural world a t any moment He
cared to exercise that dominion.
This intensive activity i s Jesus' counterattack mounted against all
the opposition to His claims drawn in sharp relief by Matthew in
chapter nine. Rather than be cowed by the opposition, Jesus plunged
into more vigorous evangelistic activity. He had been accused of
blasphemy (9:2-8), of hob-nobbing with the scum bf society (9:13),
of not being holy enough (9:14-17), of folly (9:24), of being less
than a real Master (9:31) and of being in league with Satan (9:34).
He had answered all of the accusations brilliantly and with power.
But He knows that the slight opposition H e had then faced must
necessarily grow. He knew also that He must gain as much time as
possible, bringing as many people as possible to firm confidence in
Him, before that inevitable showdown with the religious leaders which
must conclude with the cross. This intensive one-man ministry resulted
in great crowds deeply aroused: the attention of all northern Israel,
a t least, i s focused upon Jesus of Nazareth.
He has succeeded in
getting a hearing.

11. " H E RATIONALE OF A RESTLESS REDEEMER WHO
REALISTICALLY RECiOGNIZES THE REASON FOR
THIS RECEPTION (9: 36)

9 3 6 But when he saw the multitudes, he was moved
with compassion for them, because they were distressed
and scattered, as sheep not having a shepherd. The people
crowding around Jesus are the natural result of His evangelistic work
which promoted wide-spread popular interest in His ministry. What
Matthew repeats here, he has already noticed earlier, i.e. the growing
evidence of success Jesus is enjoying in His effort to call national attention to Himself and His message, (Cf. 4 : 2 5 ; 8:18) But getting a
hearing only is never sufficient, as important as that may be. One
must get His message across convincingly to those ready to hear. And
Jesus knows that these multitudes probably have not the slightest idea
what He is trying so desperately to say to them. H e knows that their
prejudices, their ignorance, their background and training, their mistaken
longings and selfish desires will shut out much of His message. Thus
the Lord faces the greater necessity now of multiplying the efficiency
of His means of communication, in order by all means to communicate His message more often and in more different ways. This would
result in the dissemination of His information about the kingdom in
~
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ways that would succeed in getting past some of the closed doors of
prejudice and ignorance of people too far away to be helped personally. This necessity to render His ministry more efficient is required
not only because of the multiplying numbers of people with whom He
must talk, but more especially due to their condition.
But when we talk of Jesus’ increasing the efficiency of His
ministry, we imply that there was something lacking, inadequate or
inefficient about Yjt. But this very presence of the crowds raises a
problem of tactics for the Lord, since He had already chosen, by virtue
of the incarnation, to be just one Man in one place at a time. Though
He was the great, God, yet when He humbled Himself to be born
as a little Jewish baby in Bethlehem, He whom the heaven of heavens
could not contain, was deliberately limiting Himself to be just one
Man in one place. But the obvious application of a principle of
natural physics, H e could not be in two places at the same time, much
less in seven cities simultaneously evangelizing each one. But, by
simply multiplying Himself, through the sharing of His vision, His
authority and His message with His Apostles, He could accomplish
seven times the work He was then aocomplishing. (See on 1 O : l ; 11:l
and compare Mk. 6:7 ) .
But who were these multitudes? They consisted not only of
the lonely, distressed, sick, poor common people for whom any generous
soul could have a place in his heart. Also in that crowd were
suspicious Herodians, hypocritical Pharisees, wealthy Sadducees, monkish
Essenes, greedy, grasping publicans, perhaps spies of Herod and informers for Pilate, prostitutes and other sinners-sinners
for whom
the average, person would probably have a trace of contempt, for whom
NONE would willingly give his life an a cross! (Cf. Ro. 5:6-11)
Here we feel the striking difference between Jesus of Nazareth and any
other man or angel: He feels deeply, even though He sees clearly, the
weakness and failure and consequent need of every man. He understands that all that is unlovely, despicable or revolting in any person,
is but a good reason for His helping that man. It is comparatively
easy for any normal humanitarian to feel compassion for certain classes
of sufferers, like mothers or, c$ildren, the poor or the homeless. But
to be moved to action with compassion for heterogeneous humanity
with its vast mixture of loves and hates, its diversified backgrounds,
its wealth alnd poverty, its conflicting sentiments, its tensions, its .joys,
its opposite ideas about God and truth, is to be a Jesus. But is it not
to become a Jesus that He came to call us? (Cf, Ro. 8:29; Phil. 2 : l - 5 )
He saw the multitudes for what they really were and YET He
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felt a strong desire tu relieve them from all that they suffered, A
superficial observer, loolcing at the crowds, would never have seen
what Jesus saw. One might have seen those people as irresponsible
sheep who have gotten thcmselves lost and deserve whatever f@te
awaired them or perhaps jiist a frustrating lot of tiring field work,
but not so Jesus. The difference? He had a Shepherd’s heart: the
harvest was His,

He was moved with compassion, as Barclay (Matthew, I,
363f) puts it, by our pain and sickness (Mt. 14:14), our blindness
(Mt. 2 0 : 3 4 ) , by our sorrow (Lk. 7 : 1 3 ) , b,r’ our hunger (Mt. 15:32),
by our loneliness (Mk. 1 : 4 l ) , by our bewilderment (here, also Mk.
6:34), Compassion means mercy, since, in strict justice, “there is
no reason in man that God should save; the need is born of His
own compassion. No man has any claim upon God. Why, then,
should men be cared for? Why should they not become the prey
of the ravening wolf, having wandered from the fold?” (Morgan,
Matthew, 99)
Because they were distressed ( esLy2mdnoi; Amdt-Gingrich,
765: “wearied, harassed, troubled, bothered, annoyed;” cf. Lk. 7 6 ;
8:49; Mk. 5 : 1 5 ) and scattered (erhnmdluoi from ~h+tB. AmdtGingrich, 744. “ I , throw in a manner suited to each special situation
. . . 2. With no connotation of violence: pzct or lay dowe, lying down,
lying on the ground or floor . . . of the crowds of people, Mt. 9:36,
of animals lying on the ground.”) Scattered sums up graphically the
pjcrure of shepherdless sheep lying here and there, having been t h r o w
about by many diverse forces. This is their condition that moved the
compassion of Jesus: their very weakness, their unworthiness, their
unreadiness to meet God, What Matthew fairly shouts to ’any Jewish
heart (and to any Gentile who has looked into the Jewish Bible!)
is this: “Jesus has the heart of the great, long-awaited David, the great
Shepherd!” (Cf, Isa. 40:10, 11; Jer. 23:3-8; 31:lO; Ezek. 34:ll-31;
37:24) Harassed and helpless is the picture of people perplexed,
oppressed and troubled by the impossible obligations of current Judaism,
confused by the contradictory claims of the various theological debating
societies that left them groaning under the weight of restraints and
duties of “religion.” These are people who hold confused ideas about
the Kingdom of God, the King and their duty. They have vague
longings, aroused by the prophets, John the Baptist and now by Jesus
Himself, yet they are ignorant about how or where they can satisfy
this yearning. Even this self-inflicted anguish, for which Israel was
pelsonally responsible, excited Jesus’ pity. Were the paradoxical words
22 1
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of Isaiah (53:G) in Jesus’ mind as He looked at these lost human
beings?
All we like sheep have gone astray;
we have turned every one to his own way.
Each one thinks his case is peculiar; all however are getting lost in
droves!
As sheep h o t having a shepherd. But had they no shepherds? Rather, had they not HUNDREDS of them? Historically, yes,
and good ones too! Moses, the prophets and many righteous men had
ministered to Israel, given their witness and challenged them to leave
their sins. (Nu. 27:17; Ps. 77:20; Isa. 63:11) But just as recently
as the later prophers, Isiael had been willingly misguided, deceived
and betrayed by men who served their own interest. (Jer. 23:1-40;
50:Gff.; Ezek. 34:1-10, Zech 10.2, 3 ) Then when the,true prophetic
voice was finally silenced by the rejection and murder of the last of
God‘s servants, Israel was left to her fate under the shepherding of
thieves, robbers and hirelings. (Cf. Jn. 10:1, 8-13) Earclay (Mdtthew,
I, 364ff.) summarizes this tragedy,
They were shepherds that had nothing to offer the common
people longing for truth. The Scribes and Pharisees, the
Sadducees and priests, who should have been giving men
strength to live, were bewildering men with subtle arguments
about the Law, which had no help and comfort in them.
These orthodox reachers had neither guidance, comfort nor
strength to give. When they should have been helping men
to staqd upright, they were bowing them down under the
intolerable burden of the Scribal Law.
This deeply felt compassion of Jesus is born of His great vision:
tired lost sheep; the waiting harvest. But He is not lost in visions
and dreaming. These tensions must be resolved: there must be shepherds! He must call reapers! But these two colossal visions are not
exactly ‘parallel but two halves of the same truth. If there is any
certain emphasis ro each, it is this: the vision of the sheep without
a Shepherd is the image of man’s need met by God, while the vision
of the waiting harvest require that God’s need for reapers be met
by men.
Another interesting thought sugested by Lewis and Booth
(PHC,XXII, 239), that is impossible to check out, is that in
these two figures, Jesui intended to describe the two-fold work
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of the Cliurch. In the sheep to be shepherded are seen those
disciples just wan who need so much help to grow. The
waiting harvest, according to this view, signifies those souls
whose interest in Jesus was greatly aroused and who could
be won, were there but evangelists to reach them in time.
The waiting harvest required reapers rather than shepherds,
“the men of the sickle, rather than those of the crook.”
So saying, the two-fold outreach of the Church is pictured
rising in the heart of Jesus, This view, while interesting, is
impossible to establish, since it cannot be proved that Jesus
had such a neat distinction in view between those described
as sheep and those meant by the harvest, for He may well
have considered them but parallel images of the same idea
seen from two angles.
111. THE REQUIREMENT TO REQUEST AND
RECRUIT REAPERS (9:37, 38)

9:37 Then saith he unto his disciples, The harvest indeed is plenteous, but the laborers are few. Even though
these men have been with Jesus as personal companions for considerable
time now, still Jesus does not presume to command them to take up
thi: task upon which the success of His whole mission to earth
depends. In His wisdom He involves first their conscience in a moral
decision that something must be done about this great need. They
must be as motivated as Him They too must see what He sees, feel
whar He feels, if they are to. share His ministry. To evangelize
mechanically, without the spirit .and motivation of Jesus, is worse
than hypocrisy: it is impossible! In light of the commission H e will
give the Twelve in the next chapter, note how H e first engages their
deep concern over these souls, their concern about the paucity of
workers in distressing contrast to the magnitude of the task. He
then involves them in beseeching God for more workers. Before
long, almost before t l k y will have been able to atnalyze the excellent
psychology of His approach, they will actually find themselves sponring His vision and His anxiety, and enthusiastically
elves to reach out in mercy tQ help meet the needs of
these multitudes.
The harvest, thinks Lenski (Matthew, 384) cannot be the
multitudes Jesus saw coming to Him, since “some of these people
would not be gathered into the heavenly garner.” But he sees only
half of the harvest work! (Mt. 3:12) The announcement of those
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principles upon which the final judgment and sepration will be made,
is also evangelism. No, the harvest, for Jesus, means that the primemoment to begin the work of proclaiming God‘s kingdom has arrived
(cf. Jn. 4:35), and that this work involves telling people in no uncertain terms what Gods judgment means. By reaping those who
accept the message, the reapers leave to God the disposal of those who
judge themselves Zhaff. But we must not push this figure too far,
since human beings are different from chaff, because they must be
regarded as a harvest to be reaped, until God calls a halt to this age.
(cf. Mt. 1 3 ~ 3 9 - 4 3 )
The harvest
laborers. Jesus is about to select, challenge
and send forth His own personal emissaries. But they must understand their work and share His spirit, as well as express His power and
authority. H e begins at once to describe the kind of helpers He must
have:’ laborers, not princes arrayed in soft robes living in kings’
houses, not men with soft hands unaccustomed eo the toil of harvesthands labaring out in the harvest fields.
9 : 3 8 Pray ye therefore. Not only must these men share
Jesus’ vision; they must share also His prayers. Instad of merely
lamenting the deplorable condition of Israel as scattered, harassed
sheep or as a harvest too great for the number of available workers,
Jesus’ first response is to engage God-fearing men in PRAYER. HOW
often have I% encouraged some fainting heart, in anguish under some
crushing problem, to pray for Gods solution, when, at the same time,
we continued wringing our hands about the frustrating enormity of
the task of reaching the world without seeing our Lord‘s wisdom in
this text! Jesus was not satisfied simply to load His disciples’ minds
with the burden of lost souls. He opens up to them also the secret
of relief and reinforcements: “Pray for more helpers to face this
gigantic task!” How long and how often had the Master Himself
been uttering this same cry in His own lonely night vigils? (cf. Lk.
6:12) How fervently had He hoped that these very Twelve would
respond positively to His teaching, His shared views, His companionship? These very men were the laborers for the harvest that the
Father had given Him and for them He gave thanks and expended
every effort to encourage them to be all that an excellent reaper must
be. (Jn. 17:6-26; cf. 17:6 with 6:70 and 15:16) He also prayed
that the laborers God raised up might not be lost to His service. (cf.

...

Lk. 22:31, 3 2 )
Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he
send forth laborers into his harvest. We may well ask our224
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selves, if this harvest belongs to the Lord, how would our puny prayers
help Him?
1. Lewis and Booth (PHC,
XXII, 2 4 0 ) answer well:
Why go to payer first? Because it takes us at once
to the right quarters, W h o so certain to know about
the harvest and all its needs as the Lord of the
harvest? Who so likely to be interested in them?
Who so able to help? Who so able,’especially in
this case where the need of help is extreme; where
labourers have to be even “thrust forth” (ver. 38)
to this work? Who so able to do this as He who
sent Saul of Tarsus into His harvest?
2. “It is not only worse than idle to begin anywhere else, but
self-sufficient and presumptuous and distrustful also in an
equal degree.” (ibid.)
3. Our praying this way unites our concern and will with God’s,
making us useful as laborers whenever it please Him to use
us. Since the harvest is all aroand us, in all of our social
contacts, we need merely to be transformed into laborers.
Can any man honestly pray this prayer without involving
himself emotionally in the very activity which has become
the burden of his concern? Can anyone pray that God send
laborers and not send those whom God makes willing to go?
4. Such praying would keep us and our hindering prejudices out
of God‘s way! While praying like this, can any man at the
same time stand around arguing whether the need is great,
or whether the souls are lost or not, or whether the people
of God should involve themselves in such work, etc?
The Master knew what He was doing when H e commanded His men
to pray like this! The glorious wonder of this prayer is that Jesus
definitely ordered His Apostles to beseech God to provide workers.
God obviously cares enough about their praye,rs to answer them in
accomplishing that work which He had already spent thousands of years
of patient, careful preparation to do! The great, supreme challenge
facing Christiainity is that the entire world is to be reached. But
the greanr surprise of Jesus‘ message is that God actually needs men
to reach that world. He has chosen “truth in the flesh,” the living
gospel vividly expressed in human personality, to save men. God has
deliberately decided that the harvest will not be reaped unless there
are human laborers to harvest it. Whether we understand His choice
I
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or not, there is no doubting either the fact that He has so decided or
the need to pray for the needed laborers.

IV. RAMIFICATIONS AND REFLECTIONS
Barclay is right to teach (M&%ew, I, 366) that
It is the dream of Christ that every man should be a missionary
and a reaper. There are those who cannot do other than
pray, for life has laid them helpless, and their prayers are
indeed the strength of the laborers. But that is nor the way
for most of us, for those of us who have strength of body
and health of mind. Not even the giving of our money is
enough. If the harvest of men is ever to be reaped, then
every one of us must be a reaper, for there is someone whom
each of us could-and must-bring to God.
Eut what hinders our efforts and strangles our effectiveness? IS it
that we do not share Jesus’ vision of the task? When we look at
the mobs of people crowding their way through life, with little or
no passing thought for their comrades on the journey, what do we
rhiink? When we are frustrated by the thoughtlessness of selfish
individuals, whose unwillingness to help, irks us to the limit, what do
we see? Do we see these people as hindrances which we must
destroy, since they obstruct our hurried pace? Or do we see them
through the eyes of the Lord: lost souls, whose very sins bar our path
and frustrate our progress and mar our happiness, yet cry for our help?

$ -

Let me lmk at the scattered crowds
Till my eyes with tears grow dimLet me look at the crowds as my Savior did
And love them for love of Him!
-Author unknown

How long should we pray this prayer for reapers? Only so long
as there remain sheep without the Shepherd-only
so long as there
is more harvest than laborers to gather it, Even as those candidates
for Apostleship joined their voices in prayer, let us add our voices:
“Lord of harvest, send forth reapers! Hear us, Lord, to Thee we cry;
Send them now the sheaves to gather, Ere the harvest time pass by.”
-J. 0.Thompson

FACT QUE§TIONS
1. Show the connections between this section and rhe one which
immediately follows in chapter ten.
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2. Describe the general situation in Galilee that renders this picture
presented by Matthew not only plausible but to be expected.
3. What is the larger role in Matthew’s apparenr outline that this
section plays? Remember that Matthew seems to be following a
topical, rather than a strictly chronological, outline.
4. Explain the figure of “sheep without a shepherd.” Tell it in
literal language,
5, Explain the figure of “the harvest.” Tell it in literal language.
6. Describe the motivation that moved Jesus to share His visicm
with His disciples.
7. How should this vision of Jesus and challenge to His followers
be interpreted in the life of the Church today?
8. Whom does Jesus hold responsible for sending workers into the
world to labor for God? Whom does Jesus hold responsible for
requesting more help? What did Jesus do to answer the prayers
of His disciples, i.e. what did Jesus do to make more workers
possible? (See Mt. 10)

DO YOU HAVE THE WORD IN YOUR HEART?
Matthew 8, 9
Where are these passages found? W h o said it? O n what
occasion? To whom was it said? Why? What does it mean? Are
there parallel passages? variant manuscirpt readings? important other
translations of the verse? Are there problems of interpreting it?
How shall we apply it to our lives?
1. “See thou tell no man; but go, show thyself to the priests
2. “I have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel.”
3. “Himself took our infirmities, and bare our diseases.”
4. “But the sons of the kingdom shall be cast forth into the outer
darkness: . , .”
5. “. . . leave the dead to bury their own dead.”
6. “. . thy faith hath made thee whole . , .”
7.
. for I came not to call the righteous, but sinners.”
8. “No man putteth a piece of undressed cloth upon an old garment;
for that which should fill it up raketh from the garment, and a
worse rent is made.”
9. “Go ye and learn what this meaneth, I desire mercy, and not
sacrifice.”
10. “But that ye may know that the Son of main hath authority on
earth to forgive sins , . ,”

. . .”

“. .

.
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11. “They that are whole have no need of a physician, but they that
are sick.”
12. “Have mercy on us, thou son of David.”
13. “And Jesus went about . . , preaching the gospel of the kingdom

. . .”

SPECIAL STUDY:

MIRACLES
The fundamental conflict in which Christianity is engaged
today, in the intellectual sphere, is between Natzlralisn and
Sz@emzatzma2ism. Beneath all the attacks of scientists and
philosophers, scholars and theologians upon Christianity lies
an undercurrent of naturalism, more or less concealed, according
as the opponent of supernaturalism is within the ralnks of
pi-ofessing Christians or not?
Miracles, as phenomena in historic Christianity, have posed no small
problem to every age of the church’s existence. Any search into the
early years of the Christim religion will reveal the intense, tenacious
conviction that the supernatural intervention into human history which
we call “miracle” really occurred. The word itself might be defined:

A miracle is an event occurring in the natural world, observed
by the senses, produced by divine power, without and adequate
human or natural cause, the,purpose of which is to reved the
will of,-&d and do good to man.2

The question of miracle revolves around one central historic figure:
Jesus Christ. Did Jesus really work miracles? This is a far greater
question than just a decision as to whether Jesus worked miracles or
not. It is more than simply deciding whether He fed the 5000,
healed the blind, cast out demons, and raised people from the dead.
It is deciding whether there be a Christ at all.. There is no Christ
but the Christ of miracle! It is decidimng whether there is a God
or not. H e is morally perverse or intellectually blind who concludes
that a religion can be ethically true and historically false. An ethic
predicated upon a lie, by the very nature of its case, warns the world
against its awn truth.
Further, there is no Christ but a supernatural Christ, if any
credence be allowed the claims of those writers who furnish the anly
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reliable history of His life, There is no supernatural Chrisr if there
is no resurrected Christ, Truly,

rf the resurrection of Jesus was not a reality, all the other
miracles would be valueless even if real, and all effort to
establish their reality would be aband~ned."~
(1.

Miracles have a way of smashing our neatly-arranged systems of
thoughr. The miraculous commands our attention and threatens to
undo our uniformities not only in nature but in religion. If there is
no miracle, no trumpet-call from beyond the natural or the earthly,
we can settle down into our comfortable self-pleasure and drink long
draughts from the, cool glass of self-satisfaction, rousing only to change
the record on our philosophic stereo to the soothing, mellow voice
suggesting, "Enjoy yourself while you're still in the pink." Suddenly,
into our picture of peaceful self-complacency storms a miracle, a factstubborn and real-that can not be dismissed. The out-of-the-ordinary
has just startled our ordinary and we must react. It is this very feature
of the miraculous that leads us t o see

THE NATURE OF MIRACLES
Just what occurred back there in that age of "unenlightenment"?
Indubitable is the fact that Jesus of Nazareth was reputed to have
super-human abilities which He manifested through His short but
meteoric rise to the limited public prominence of His country. TO
appreciate rightly the nature of His supernatural activities we must
not view mitacles as isolated facts, but in their actual relations to
the life of the Man who accomplished them. Any exception is SO
rare that it is a safe observation that Jesus did not perform the
miraculous needlessly. The need for the supernatural acts grew out
of the situation and must not be considered independent of that
situation, His miracles might be classified thus:
I

A. POWEROVERNATURE:
At a wedding feast Jesus turned water into wine.
Seeing His disciples distressed in rowing against a stormy lake,
Jesus walked across the lake to them, defying gravity. On another
occasion Jesus spoke the word and the sea immediately became calm.
One morning at breakfast time H e cursed a fig tree and ir
withered.
By supernatural knowledge He informed Peter that in the mouth
of the first fish Peter hauled in would be tribute money.
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B. POWEROVERDISEASEA m DEMONS:
Paralytics, impotent men, women with hemorrhages, sight to blind
men, hearing to deaf and speech to dumb, lepers, withered limbs restored to normalcy, wounded ears replaced-all
these and many more
Jesus did! No weeks or day of anxious waiting, no returns, no
incurxble cases when Jesus healed a body!
C. POWEROVERDEATH:
Death in others was no problem to this Jesus of Nazareth. He
stopped a funeral procession to raise the widow’s son; He broke up
the funeral to raise Jairus’ daughter. He walked nearly 40 miles to
raise Lazarus from the grave.
Death in Himself was nothing to fear for He calmly predicted
His own death and resurrection with frightening regularity:
Therefore doth the Father love me, because I lay down my
life, that I may take it again. N o one taketh it away from
me, but I lay it down of myself. I have power to lay it down,
and I have power to take it again. (John 10:17, 18)
Many passages could be cited in which Jesus foretold in detail the
various features of His passion. Here again we could marvel at rhe
supreme fact-His own resurrection i t ~ e l f . ~
At this point, our attention has been arrested by the extraordinary
nature of Jesus’ deeds but for what? Like Moses, the flame of the
unusual has attracted our attention and we have turned aside to see
why.
’ i:

THE PURPOSE OF MIRACLES

Bible miracles are supernatural phenomena in the realm of human
experience WITH A MESSAGE. Why bring up miracles if the me
doing them does not have something to say for himself? Such questions are most appropriate. The Jews of Jesus’ day could have asked
these questions: “Immediately we become interested when we learn that
a man can supply a sumptuous meal to SUO0 men on ridiculously insignificant rations. W e want to know if H e will provide battle
rarions for our national army we are raising. One .who is reputed
to be able to heal all manner of disease could be very useful to our
purposes as we strike out against Rome. Do you suppose H e would
consent to being our king? What is He saying for Himself? Where
is H e going? What is He trying to accomplish by these miracles?”
So the message is all-important.
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Probably the most significant utterance of Jesus ever recorded
was His claim to unique knowledge of God:
All things have been delivered unto me of my Father: and
no one knoweth who the Son is, save the Father; and who
the Father is, save the Son, and he to whomsover the SOD
willeth to reveal him, (Matt, 11:27; Luke 10:22)
t

Or another claim:

For I am come down from heaven, not to do mine own will,
but the will of Him that sent me, And this is the will of
him that sent me, that of all that which he hath given me
I should lose nothing, but should raise it up at the last day.
For this is the will of my Father, that every one that beholdeth the Son, and believeth on him, should have eternal
life; and I will raise him up at the last day. (John 6:38-40)

My teaching is not mine, but his that sent me. If any man willeth
to do his will, he shall know of the teaching, whether it is of
God, or whether I speak from myself. (John 7:16, 17)
I speak the things which I have seen with my Father

...

(John 8:38)
r

But now ye seek to kill me, a man that hath told you the
truth, which I heard from God . . , If God were your
Father, ye would love me: for I came forth and am come
from God; for neither have I come of myself, but he sent
me , , . But because I say the truth, ye believe me not.
Which of you convicteth me of sin? If I say truth, why
do ye not believe me? H e that is of God heareth the words
of God. (John 8:40-47)
Obviously, throughout His teaching Jesus is claiming to be a very
revelation of God. He comes not as a supreme teacher of an exalted
ethical system or a propounder of new moral philosophy but as one
who comes from God to reveal God’s mind to man. In other messages
Jesus asserted that He entered the world to “seek and save the lost”
(Luke 19:lO) and “to give his life a ransom for many.” (Matt. 20:28)
It is clear that Jesus intended to reveal God and ransom man but
how do we know He is God’s emissary? His “mighty works” hold our
attention and most of His doctrine we cannot verify. What is the
connection between miracle and message?
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It is perfectly plain that such a revelation would need to be
tested and accredited, for unless it were, men would never
believe that the revelation was from God Himself . . . mas
would have a right to demand of anyone claiming to have
.
a revelation from God, that he show his credentials
showing that there is no question but that he is the authorized
representative of God. Man has a right to demand these
credentials, aRd by the very nature of the case, they must
be of a kind, that could not possibly be duplicated by man,
for if they could be, they would lose all value as accrediting
the message from God.5

..

Thus, not only the possibility of miracle is justified but also the probability. How else would God remind people down through the ages
saying, t‘Lo, I am here”? It is the miracle, the departure from the
observed uniformity of nature, that arrests the attention of man and
makes him realize that a higher person and a higher power is at
work. The miracle is the majestic seal that God has affixed to the
revelation which He gives us. The Bible is God’s Word. Aln integral
part of the Bible record is m k c l e , for the specific purpose of showing
it to be God‘s Word. Except for miracles, how. could we know it
to be a relevation of God? With no miracle, there is no evidence
of” deity. Mir&des, then, authenticate the Christian message: ( 1 )
Jesus Christ appeals to His miracles as His divine authentication.

I told you, and ye believe not: the works that I d o in my
Father’s name, these bear witness of me . . If I do not the
works of my father, believe me not. But if I do them, though
ye (believe not me, believe the works: that ye may know
and understand that the Father is in me, and I in the Father.
(John 10:25, 37, 38)
Believest thou not that I am in the Father, and the Father
in me? the words that I say unto you I speak not firom myself: but the Father abiding in me doeth his works. Believe
me that I am in the Father, and the Father in me: or else
believe me for the very works’ sake. (John 14:10,11)

.

( 2 ) Thus, miracles are an integral part of the record which would
become meaningless without the miracle. Remove, if possible, the
account-of miracle from the book of John and observe how much
wasted breath is left in the controversies between Jesus and the
Pharisees concerning miracles, which, according to the naturalists, He
did not do. Most of Jesus’ “Sabbath Controversies” had to do with
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miracles done on the Sabbath. Most of Jesus‘ most magnificent claims
were made in agreement with and in company with some of His most
astounding wonder-works. A clear case in point is given in Mark 2
(Matt, 9 and Luke 5 ) where a paralytic is lowered through the roof
into the presence of Jesus and a “congressional investigating committee.” Jesus said simply, “My son, your sins are forgivenn.” The
scribes and Pharisees who were in the crowded house immediately
considered this statement as blasphemy, Jesus answgred their thoughts,
“Why do you question thus in your hearts? Whicl; is easier, to say
to the paralytic, ‘Your sins are forgiven’; or to say ‘Rise, take up your
pallet and walk? But that you may know that the Son of man has
authority on earth to forgive sins”-he
said to the paralytic-“I
say
unto you, Rise, take up your pallet and go home.” And he did! W e
can conclude that ( 3 ) The miracles and the words of Christ are
wonderful and perfect counterparts, Miracles do not make the claims
of Jesus or His doctritnes true, but they are the attestation of God that
His claims are well-founded and His teaching God’s. The power of
the miracle taken by itself does not assure me of the truthfulness of
the claims set forth, or of the doctrines taught, alone, but of Him
through whose instrumentality they are performed. May we conclude
then that the primary purpose of the miraculous deeds recorded in
scripture is to attest the revelation given as from God? This great
salvation which is thus taught

having at the first been spoken through the Lord, was confirmed unto us by them that heard; God also’bearing witness
with them, both by signs and wonders, and by manifold
powers, and by gifts of the Holy Spirit, according ,to His
i
own will. (Hebrews 2:3, 4 )
.9

’

What was true of the Lard in those days was true in regard to His
servants the apostles. The miracles also attested their message as from
God. It was the miracles that made the disciples believe in Jesus,
and they, in turn, made the world believe in Christ.
A secondary purpose of miracles (and it is clearly secondary)
was to demonstrate the mercifulness of God in the case of individual
men, The miracles illustrate and explain the teaching of Jesus on
the love cnd mercy of cod. It is one thing to hear Jesus talk; it is
another thing to see Him ifn action. In the miracles, we see Christ
dealing tenderly and yet majestically with our human lives and their
sins and burdens and sorrows and fears. The apostles were no less
spectacular in calling attention to God‘s revelation.6
A tertiary object of miraculous deeds was to wreak vengeance
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upon objects unworthy of God's continued grace.' To the mind comes
immediately Jesus' cursing the fig tree (Mt. 21:18, 19), the blinding
of Elymas (Acts 13:11), the sudden death of Ananias and Sapphira
(Acts 5 : 5 , 10). Bible miracles taught not only God's Iwe and g o d ness but also His power and authority, and sometimes His righteous
and fearful judgments.
A fourth purpose of God in the giving supernatural demonsrrations of His presence among men is negative in nature: Miracles
are not universal in nature. If they ever were or should ever become
SO, they would lose their value as deeds of a supernatural character
for if universal, they would cease calling attention to God's message
and become the norm. Bible miracles were never either (1) universal in extent for they have always been limited to few and special
cases. Never have they been used to relieve suffering or prolong this
life for all of God's people impartially. Some received no miraculous
deliverance here, but a better resurrection for the life hereafter (Heb.
11:35-40). John the Immerser, greatest of the prophets, worked no
miracles, nor was he miraculously delivered from prison and death
(Matt. 11:7-11; John 10:41). Jesus could have healed all the sick
or raised all the dead. But He did not and would not. Many were
healed by Paul, but Trophimus and Timothy were not (I1 Tim. 4:ZO;
I Tim. 5:23). A multitude of sick and afflicted lay by the pml at
Jerusalem, but Jesus healed only one man (who did not know Him
or ask H i m ' to) and then hid Himself from the others. But later
He sought the healed man again to teach him and to meet the debate
which the Sabbath miracle had aroused with the Phuisees. Nor were
the miracles (2) universal in their result: All who were delivered
from sickness or affliction had other times to suffer and to die. All
who were raised from the dead had to die again. Once and again
Peter was delivered from prison and from persecutors but another
time he was left to die, when God was no less compassionate and
Peter was no less believing. So it was with P a d 8

T H E REALITY OF MIRACLES
W e are standing on the battleground here where naturalism and
supernaturalism meet and the war is nut over. The question facing
this age (and all ages, for that matter) which demands historical
certitude, is the decision of the factuality of miracles. Indeed, the
establishing of Christianity as a coherent system without historic
foundation in supernatural fact can be the employment of some shadowboxing theologians whu make their living striving after wind but this
cannot assuage grief, forgive sin, enable men to live in peace with
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each other, or prepare them for eternity, Let not him that girds on
his armor boast himself as he that puts it off, The barrage begins:
“Intervention of a supernatural character within the universe is impossible because of
~

A. “THE UNIFORMITY OF THE ORDERLY GOVERNMENT OF NATURE,”
Miracles are antecedently possible, There can be no doubt that
such a thing as a miracle is a reasonable possibility, whether we ever
saw one, or believed that other men bad seen one, or not. W e cannot be dogmatic about what may have happened, or what can happen
beyond our field of observation.
It is objected that a miracle is a violation of law, or God, as
He reveals Himself in nature. God, it is said, would contradict
Himself if He did anything in another way. But this implies that
we know all about God and His ways. Instead of that being so, how
small a portion we have seen! The general uniformity of nature to
which deniers of the miracles appeal is a blessing to man. It would be
a terrible world in which to live if we could not count on the operatian of gravity, of heat and cold, of summer and winter, of seedtime and harvest. But this uniformity is consistent with voluntary
control, and therefore, for good and sufficient reasons, as the Bible
tells US it has been, could be “interrupted.” When we speak of the
uniform type of nature all we mean is that an effect is something
produced by a cause, and that all the effects we see are produced by
natural causes. But we have no right to conclude that therefore a
miracle is impossible, for belief in miracles does not imply that an
effect took place with no adequate cause, but that an effect was produced by the immediate act or will of God who ordilnarily works
through second causes, but sometimes, if the Bible be true, through
an immediate act. Instead of being a denial of the law of cause
and effect, a miracle is its highest illustration.
A God who made a world and then shut Himself out of it so
that He could never enter it again, never arrest, regulate, add to its
laws of working, would be no God at all. H e would be like a man
who made a machine with whose law of operation he could never
interfere. What we call “interference, arresting or changing of laws”
may not really be such at all, but part of the great plan of God. To
man it is a miracle, but not to God.
True enough, nature seeins to be working under a system of
natural laws, which as far as scientific observation can tell, seem
to be invariable in their application. But what are natural laws?
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From scientific point of view, are they anything more than
the way the phenomena of nature have been observed to
happen within the time range of experience? The natural
laws are not the forces themselves which they describe, but
only the scientific formulation of the way in which the
forces act. Natural laws are not to be confounded with
the forces of nature which they describe. They have no
control whafker over the forces themselves. Are these forces
of nature eternal? They are only the power of God h uctian.
If this is the cause, they are governed and controlled by God
Himself . . . God is under no compulsory necessity to keep
them uniform in their action . . . Now suppose it is part of
God's eternal plan that for some great purpose of His own
He will intervene in these forces and cause a break in their
uniformity and in vatiability. What is to prevent such an
interruption from occurring? Nothing! . . . The only question
that may arise is whether God desires the changes to occur.
The question that becomes one merely of fact, , . . whether
there is any evidence to show that He has intervened. . , .
The fact of 'present uniformity of nature is no barrier whatever to the intervention of God in the past?
I

es that miracles, as such, cannot occur:

A miracle is a violation of the laws of nature, and as a firm
and unalterable experience has established these laws, the
proof against a miracle, from the very nature of the case,
is as entire as any argument from experience can possibly
be ixri&gined, and if so, it is an undeniable consequence that
it cannot be surmounted by any proof whatever from testimony.l0

Our question to him would be this: How do we get to know what
the general experience of men in respect to the course of nature is?

Our own personal experience, indeed, comes from personal observation, but, as we have just seen, our individual experience has little
bearing on the case and for our knowledge of experience of men in
general we have to depend on human testimony. So the whole force
of the argument amounts to this: we must investigate the testimony
of those who bear witness to the genuineness of the miracles of Jesus
as having been performed before their own observation. The proof
of miracles is based on testimony and when coming right down to
the question at hand, it simply puts testimony against testimony: the
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testimony of rhose who were present and observed and affirmed what
they saw-these
miracles; and that of those who were not present
and who declare that in all their experience they never saw such
wonders wrought by anyone, David Hume’s notorious argument artempts to show that no amount of evidence can establish the iruth of
a miracle:
When the experience of millions of people can be said to
contain nothing miraculous, that is, a raising of ’ the dead, or
the sudden stilling of a storm on the lake, then the testimony
of one or three people to some such miraculous event must
be considered definitely of no historical value, because the
testimony of millions of other people has a greater power
than the testimony of, say, two or three men, for convincing
us of the actuality or nonactuality of some miracle.ll
The fallacy of this argument is again exposed by the questions,
“Whose experience? Whose testimony?” He starts by stating as fact
something he cannot prove-“It is a miracle that a dead man shwld
come to life: because that has never been observed in any age or
country.”12 In support of ;his he would have to prove the gospels historically untrustworthy and he does not attempt to do so. He admits
that no testimony is sufficient to establish a miracle unless the testimony be of such a kind, that its falsehood would be more miraculous
than the fact which it endeavors to establish. If the testimony of the
gospel writers concerning Jesus’ miracles is false-then their falsehood
is indeed a greater miracle than the miracles which they describe.
But this is mere logomachy.
He also argues that miracles are seen mostly among ignorant and
barbarous nations. The people of Jesus’ day can hardly be described
in so sweeping and so hasty a generalization. It is based on too few
samples of the class under investigation!
He argues that if the event harmonizes with what men normally
experience, it can be believed if the evidence is sufficient; but if
contrary to man’s ordinary experience, it cannot be believed. If this
is true, can there be such a thing as reporting advances in scientific
research and discovery? I wonder if Hume would be so smug as to
deny the unique experience of the American astronaut, his view, his
reaction, his gathering of real though previously unknown facts.
“Ah yes,” says the ghost of Hume, “but millions of people the
world around shared vicariously in the experience of the astronaut
being informed of his actions every minute by radio and television.”
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Tugging the coat-tail of the speculating spectre, we urge, “Mr.
Hume, this ‘vicarious experience,’ as you call it, was shared by the
millions because of the reliable, competent, sincere, honest testimony,
but since nothing contrary to the general experience of millions of
people can be admitted as having historical value on the basis of the
testimony of a few, then the testimony of such a small segment of
humanity cannot be admitted. Turn back over in your grave and
we apologize for the iintrusion.”
Concluding then, it is said that since natural laws have been determined by God, then He can never exercise His power in any way as
to contradict these natural laws. But God is so omnipotent and
omniscent that He has the right at any time to do anything He pleases,
according to His will, whether it be exactly within the limits of WHAT
WE CALL “natural law” or not. In our ignorance of many uncertainties involved in our universe we cannot dogmatize that God cannot
work a miracle “contrary to natural law without violatimng His own
character.”
B. IGNORANT AUTHORITARIANISM.
One reason why many educated men take a negative attitude toward
the Bible miracles is because of pure ignorance of the actual content
of the Bmible itself, and especially of the evidence in support of its
historicity. W e should not be surprised at the ignorance when we
remember the great lack of Bible study in the early training of university graduates. True enough, the study of all the evidence in
support of the historicity of the Bible is a science in itself and requires
diligent preparation as such.
But what is both surprising and reprehensible is to find an educated man who is an authority in some other line, setting himself up
as an authority on Biblical criticism without having ever given more
than the most cursory study to the subject beyond swallowing whole
what some destructive critic, whose own opinions are based on
naturalistic premises, says about the Bible . . . The saddest part of it
all is that such men, because of the respect and reputation which they
have rightly gained in their own line of study, received a welcome
hearing o n the part of hundreds, to which hearing they are in no
ways entitled, and lead many astray because their hearers think that
they are speaking with equal authority about the Bible as when theyspeak on subjects in their own line of study.13

It may well be that some brilliant minds have read nothing but the
distorted religious views of other ignorant religionists whose very
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teaching, not being founded in truth, become the very cause of all
religicrri’s overthrow through the brilliant but mistaken writing of the
mentally acute specialists in some other field,
Some would say, “Supernatural intervention is very improbable
because of

C. “THE PROBABILITY OF FRAUD.”
This philosophy malces the claim that Tesus g6t caught up in
playing the part of Messiah and to keep this popularity maintained
He hired people to play blind, lame, dumb, insane, or dead so H e could
appear to people to heal or raise them. They even claim that the
resurrectioa of Jesus from the dead was a fixed job! Again we have
the impossible dilemma of a supreme ethical teacher violating His
own ethic (practicing deliberate fraud) in which case He is nothing
but a bold, bare-faced liar; or we impugn the witnesses who testify to
the veracity of His miracles which they did not, in fact, ever see.
At this point we have to take a choice! W e find it impossible
to admire as “divine” a Christ about whom there is only falsified,
or at best, deluded testimony. We cannot have our Christ and deny
some of the history from which we originally learned about Him!
Either we accept the witnesses as reliable and believe their testimony
or else deay all of Christ and go write our own religion, for God
has not spoken in human history clearly enough for all to hear.
Still others would object to miracles on the basis of
D. THE PREVALENCE OF MYTH IN ANCIENT RECORDS.
“his theory would suggest that many, many years after the
original witnesses were passed off the scene, mythical accounts began
to arise, clothing the “historical Jesus” with a garb of miraculous deeds
about which He kinew nothing. These myths became pact Qf the
later oral traditions which were collected and recorded in the late
second and third centuries in essentially the form evolved in our
current New Testaments. Thus, according to these theologians, it is
our responsibility to extract these mythical elements, from the ethics of
the “historical Jesus” and in this way be able to accept Jesus without
these “hindralnces” to rational minds. The attempt to reduce the
supernatural acts of Jesus to myth cannot command much attention
because (1) If during His life Jesus worked no miracles, the. insoluble problem arises how He came to be known as the Messiah
by those who looked for a miracle-working Messiah. ( 2 ) On what
grounds can it be successfully denied that Jesus claimed to work
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miracles? (3) Formation of myths takes time ‘not historically available from Jesus’ death to the earliest accounts of His earthly Inhistry.
Recent critical research demands the writing of the original manuscripts
of the witnesses well within the first century and not during the late
second or early third centuries, as this theory demands.
Other opponents of the supernatural miracles dismiss them as

E:

THE DELUSION OF THE WITNESSES.

This is the’idea that the apostles thought certain acts of Christ
were miracles because they could not account for them by the natural
causes which were hidden from them. Proponents of this theory claim
that the miracles were made to appear as such by the influence of
spiritual power an the nervous system or by medicine or secret remedies.
The major fault of this theory lies in the failure to explain the
acceptance of Jesus’ enemies of the concrete and objective fact of the
rniiacles. True enough, they did not accept the implications of the
facts, but there was no denying the facts! Where is the “medicine,
magic, or influence of spiritual power” which convinces centurions,
high priests, Sadducees and those critical analysts, the Pharisees? These
had everything to gain by denying the miracles; the apostles had
nothing to gain by affirming them in face of death, privations, maltreatment of all varieties, and social stigmatization. And yet these
enemies of Jesus, when they speak, are just as agreed that the miracles
of Jesus are? fact, as are those witnesses favorable to Him.
Some suggest that miracles of healing were due to some practice of

F. AUTO-SUGGESTION.
The theory would explain healing miracles by the power of Christ‘s
mind acting upon the mind and then the body of the patient through a
psycho-therapeutic idea. However,

It is the clear verdict of medical science that suggestion is
incapable of removing any medical malady whatever and that
its curative effects are restricted to functional disorders. Only
what has come into existence through an idea can be removed
by an idea.14
Jesus’ healings were instant, not the result of extensive long-process
treatment. Can men today ilnstantly make a man walk who has been
lame from his mother’s womb and open the eyes of one congenitally
blind? Can medical science create new arms or legs precisely li,ke the
originals instantly for the maimed? This Jesus did. Jesus was unique
in this ability.
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G, EXTREME CREDULITY,
has been employed as a charge levelled agaiinst the age in which Christ
worked, a time when all men looked for and believed in supernatural
manifestations, Jesus’ age was not any more an age of credulity than
the age of our fathers, It was an age of genuine skepticism, True,
they were deceived, worshipping gods that were non-existent, but
what age has not done that? Study current news events and decide
how rational creatures can be so gullible as to swallow the torrent of
lies told by world communism. We cannot label any one age as a
time of great credulity, The whole of the New Testament itself madnifests an age of skepticism. Thomas doubted the resurrection and
demanded an empirical basis for his faith. See Matthew 11:21-23 and
John 8:46 Is it reasonable to say that the men who wrote the four
gospels, that have amazed men down through the ages, were easy
dupes whose minds were so childish and under-developed as not to
be able to discern between astonishing feats and supernatural miracles?
The charge reduced to its simplest form is this: the miracles, having
been wrought or supposed to have been wrought in an age fond of
believing such events, were received as real without the application
of the tests by which their reality could be demonstrated. In other
words, it is claimed that they were not worked under scientific
conditions.
First, we remark that, whatever may have been the habit of
the age in which Jesus and the Apostles lived with respect
to miracles in general, and those of these men in particular,
there was certainly a large class of persons, including the
most acute and intelligent of the Jews, who most persipmly
refused to credit them; and these men were sufficient in
number and in influence to check any disposition on the part
of the masses to receive them without question. Second,
we have a detailed account of the way in which the miracles
were tested by this class of men, and by a comparison of that
with which would be applied by scientific men of our own
day, we can determine how much credence we should give
to the assertion in question.16
The notable case in point is the healing of the man born blind by
Jesus (John 9). The process of investigation, reduced to the simplest
statement, was this: they -.first ascertained that the man could -see;
they next inquired what Jesus had done to him; and seeing that what
He had done was only to put moistened clay on his eyes and require
him to wash it off, they next inquired as to the certainty of his
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having been born blind, and they close this inquiry with the testimony
of his parents.
Let us now suppose that, instead of the Pharisees who tested
this miracle, it had been done by a “commission composed
of physiologists, physicians, chemists and persons experienced
in historical criticism” as is demanded by M. Renan. What
advantage would they have had over the Pharisees in determining whether the man, when first brought before them,
could see? It is clear that no knowledge of physiology,
or chemistry, or medicine, or historical criticism, could help
. . could settle
them in this. The most stupid
the question at once by striking with his hand toward the
man’s face and seeing whether he winked. When it was
settled that the man could see and the question was raised,
What had Jesus done to give his sight?, the commission
would have an advantage over the Pharisees, in that they
would know more certainly, on account of their scientific
attainments, that merely putting clay on a blind man’s eyes
and washing it off could not give him sight. Uneducated
and superstitious men might imagine that the clay had some
mystic power; but scientific man would know better. On
this point of inquiry, then, the advantage would be with the
commission, but the advantage would be in favor of the
miracle. As to the next question, whether the man said
to have thus received sight was born blind, what mare conclusive testimony could the commission obtain, or what more
could they wish, than, first, that of the neighbors who had
known the man as a blind beggar; and, secondly, that of
his own father and mother? Who, indeed, could be so good
witnesses that a child was born blind as the father and
mother for they always exhaust every possible means of
testing the question before they yield to the sad conviction
that their child is blind?le

.

Obviously, in testing such a miracle there could be no use made of
scientific knowledge; and the same is true of Jesus’ miracles in
general. The most unscientific men of common sense can know when
a man is dead; when he is alive and active; when he has a high
feves; is a cripple; is paralyzed, as well as the greatest scientist. The
cry, then, that the miracles of the New Testament were not done
under “scientific conditions”, is totally irrelevant, and can mislead
only those who do not paqse to think.
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Some moderns who have tcm much reverence (or too little, depending on your point of view) for the gospels to allow themselves
to deny the miracles claim that those events in Jesus’ life are not to
be used for

H, TEACHING

“SPIRITUAL” TRUTHS,

Rather, it is said, these narratives are to be given a “spiritual” interpretation. If these miracles did not take place, what did? The
writers gave the impression that it was a distinct and remarkable
miracle and they knew that they were giving this impressi0n.l‘

RULES OF WAR
No matter how strong the evidence ,may be that the supernatural ha occurred, since these scholars start with the premise
that the supernatural can’t occur, all evidence for its occurence is ruled out of court without examination. Now I
submit that even from a scientific poilnt of view such a
procedure is unwarranted. Questions of fact are not to be
decided by any a priori principle laid down by any scientists,
however erudite they may be! If facts and principles are at
odds, so much the worse for the principles! The only thing
we must be sure of is our facts. Facts are decided by
euidence, and by evidence alone.18
The only way we can decide whether or not God has given a revelation
of Himself in human history, is by an examination of the evidence
tending to show that such revelation has been given. Siace the
matter is one purely of fact and of fact alone, it can be decided by
the evidence. If God hm given a revelation, no amount of theorizing
to the contrary can change the fact,
The force of humaln testimony depends on three things: first,
the honesty of the witnesses; second, their competency; and
third, their number.18
That these qualities obtain in the witnesses of the miracles who record
them for posterity is, in my opinion, demonstrated.20 The writers of
the gospels that record the miracles of Jesus did not consciously
deceive or lie. These men were hard-headed, practical men who, even
when Jesus was resurrected, had to be rebuked for their unwillingness
to believe that He had, in point of fact, risen from the dead. Neither
were the miraculous events that they record the kind that men
readily imagine to have taken place. The writers of the gospels
that picture Jesus as the rnira?le-working teacher were with Him
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day in and day out while Jesus walked the dusty trails of Palestine.
There was nothing secret about His working of miracles. These men
wete competent to pronounce judgment upon the . miracles. If they
knew they were false, why should they declare them to be true fact,
not merely supposed fact? What did they have to gain?
All evidence of Christ’s miracles is contained in the New Testament. There can be no doubt as to the meaning of the evidence
or _the nature of the events witnessed to. The men who wrote about
these miracles are either deceivers or deceived or else telling the sober
truth. If they were conscienceless fabricators, how was it that such
men produced that picture of moral excellence before which all the
ages have fallen down in the reverent admiration? How could men
who lied about the facts of Christ’s life have produced so marvelous
a character? Of this we can be sure, the men who relate the miracles
of Jesus were not conscious deceivers aind liars.
JESUS CLAIMED TO WORK MIRACLES
Jesus answered the disciples of John the Baptist:

Go and tell John the things which ye have seen and heard;
the blind receive their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are
cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and
the poor have good tidings preached to them. (Luke 19:22)
Earlier Jesus‘had said to the Jews:
But the witness which I have is greater than that of John;
for the works which the Father hath given me to aiccomplish,
the very works that I do, bear wirness of me, that the
Pathepi,hath sent me. And the Father that sent me, he hath
borne witness of me. Ye have neither heard his voice
at any time, nor seen his form. And ye have not his word
abiding in you: for whom he sent, him ye believe not. Ye
search the scriptures because ye think that in them ye have
eternal life: and these are they which bear witness of me.
(John 5 :36-38)
Believe me that I am in the Father, and the Father in me:
or else believe me for the very works’ sake. (John 14: 11)
How can we believe in Jesus if we do not accept His own testimony that H e worked miracles? People say that Jesus was the
greatest of moral teachers of all time and His ethical standard mounts
to absolute perfection. Some will even claim far Him that H e lived
His own supreme ethic which He taught! Yet how can they think
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this and still say He did not work miracles when He claimed to have
done so? It gets down to the foundational question: Is Jesus telling
us the truth when He claims to work miracles? Did Jesus lie or
falsify His credentials? If we say that Jesus was somehow the world's
greatest teacher' and yet was deluded into thinking He was working
superhuman acts (when in fact He did no such thing) we have
little more than a self-deceived imposter, There is no middle ground.
Do we reject so easily Jesus' moral integrity, or His intellectual
soundness?

PROBABILITY FACTORS
By examination of the gospels, the following reasons may be
employed to prove to us that the miracles are the subject of adequate
and reliable testimony:
A.

THERE WERE MANY MIRACLES PERFORMED
BEFORE THE PUBLIC EYE.

Jesus healed in the cities, at the busy corners, whea surrounded by a
mob, when speaking before multitudes in the open or in a house.
They were for the most part not done in secret or seclusion or before
a select few, Most of them were public property, as it were. There
was every occasion and opportunity to investigate the miracle right
there. Such clear, open, above-board activity is good evidence of the
,
actual occurrence.

B.

SOME MIRACLES WERE PERFORMED IN THE COMPANY OF UNBELIEVERS.

Miracles are always popping up in cults that believe in miracles. But
when the critics are present the miracle does not seem to want to
occur'. But the presence of opposition or of critics had no influence
on Jesus' power to perform miracles. More than once, right before
the very eyes of His severest critics Jesus performed miracles. NOW
certainly, to be able to do the miraculous when surrounded by critics
is a substantial token of their actual occurrence.

c.

JESUS PERFORMED HIS MIRACLES OVER A PERIOD OF
TIME AND I N GREAT VARIETY,

The imposter always has a limited repertoire and his miracles are
sporadic in occurrence. Not so with Jesus. His miracles were performed all the time of His public ministry from the turning of water
into wine in Cana to the raising of Lazarus. Further, He was not
limited to any special type of miracle, Sometimes He showed supernatural powers of knowledge, such as knowing that Nathanael was
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hid iin a fig tree; or He showed power over a great host of physical
diseases: blindness, leprosy, paralysis, fever, demons, and death itself;
or H e was able to quell the elements at a command as He did in
stilling the waves and the wind; or He could perform acts of sheer
creation as when He fed thousands of people from very meager
resources.
Imposture on this scale is impossible. The more times He
healed, the mor2' impossible it would be if He were an imposter.
Further, it is incredible to think that for three and one-half years
H e maintained one consistent imposture. The number of miracles,
their great variety, and their occurrence during all His public ministry
are excellent evidence that Jesus actually performed the miracles the
gospel writers record.

D. WE HAVE THE TESTIMONY OF THE CURED.
Many times when Jesus healed, it is recorded that the healed
person went broadcasting far and wide that he had been healed, even
in those cases where Jesus cautioned the person or persons against
it. Certainly the report of His miracles found their way all through
the hamlets and villages of Palestine. Consider too, that two of the
gospels were written by men who were not eye witnesses, so available
was the data of the life of Christ. Thus, part of the reason for
the sudden and energetic growth of the church in Acts was the
memory of the marvelous life and miracles of Jesus Christ. The
result of the personal testimony of the many who were healed, as
they spoke to their 'loved ones, their relatives near and distant, and
their townspeople, cannot be ignored in accounting for the great
success of:.,the preaching of the gospel in the book of Acts.
E. THE EVIDENCE FROM THE GOSPELS CANNOT BE UNDONE BY
APPEALING TO THE PAGAN MIRACLES. Miracles are believed in non-

'

Christian religions because the religion is already believed, but in Biblical
religion, miracles are part of the means of establishing the true religion.
This distinction is of immense importance. Israel was brought into
existence by a series of miracles; the law was given surrounded by supernatural wonders; and many of the prophets were so indicated as God's
spokesmen by their power to perform mitacles; and the Apostles from
time to time were able to work wonders. It was the miracle authenticating the religion at every point.
Pagan miracles lack the dignity of Eiblical miracles. They are
frequently grotesque and done for very selfish reasons. They me
seldom ethical or redemptive and stand in marked contrast to the
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chaste, ethical, and redemptive nature of the miracles of Christ. Nor
do they have the genuine attestion that Bible miracles have. Therefore, to examine ~ o m e pagan miracles and show their great improbability, and then to reject all miracles on that ground is not fair
to Biblical miracles or to the science of historical research,
THEREFORE?
Jesus from the commencement to the end of His public ministry
wrought many miracles, Christianity claims to be a revelation from
God confirmed aad vindicated by mighty signs and wonders. The
miracles are a strand woven into the fabric of the garment of Christ’s
personality, and you cannot tear them out without destroying the fabric
itself, THE ONLY CHRIST IS THE CHRIST WHO WALKED ON THE SEA,
RAISED THE DISEASED TO HEALTH AND CALLED THE DEAD OUT OF
THEIR DEATH CHAMBER!

Miracles form part of the foundation of our faith, being
divine demonstrations witnessing to the origin of the message
we have believed, But they are not part of the faith or
part of its practice in the lives of obedient believers. The
miracles wrought by the messengers of God while the faith
was “once for all delivered to the saints” are still effective
evidences to establish the truth and authority of that faith.21
Finally, whether we believe that miracles happen or not .depends on
our attitude toward historic testimony to their reality.
And many other signs truly did Jesus in the presence of His
disciples, which are not written in this book: but these are
written, that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the
son of God; and that believing ye might have life through
His name. (John 20:30, 31)
1. Floyd E. Hamilton, The Basis of Chl-istian Faith, (3rd rev. ed.;
New York: Harper Brothers Publishers, 1946) ; p. 87.
2. Clarence E. McCartney, Twelve Great Questions About Christ,
(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1956), p. 70.
3. J. W. McGarvey, Evidences of Christianity, (Cincinnati: Standard Publishing Company, 1891), Part 111, p, 116.
4. For a very clear discussion of the direct evidence f o r the reaurrection o l Jesus see J. W. McGarvey’s, Evidences of Christianity, Cincinnati: Standard Publishing, 1891), Part 111, Chpt. X. Also see
Wilbur Smith’s, Therefore Stand, (Natick, Mass.: W. A. Wilde Company, 1959), Chap, VIII.
5. Hhmilton p. 95, 96.
6. They had power to bless: healing sick (Acts 3:6-9) ; raising
the dead (Acts 9:37-42; 20:9, 1 0 ) ; power to grant miraculous gifts
of the Holy Spirit (Acts 8:14-17) ;’ power to curse (Acts 1 3 : l l ) .
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19 :36).
8. Seth Wilson, “The Puvpose of Miracles”, Christian Standard,
Nov. 2, 1967.
9. Hamilton, pp. 89, 90.
10. Wilbur Smith, The Supernaturalness of C h k t , (Boston: The
W . A. Wilde Co., 1968), pp. 142-160, 158.
11. Ibzd., p. X46.
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14. Smith, Ibid., p. 133.
15. McGarvep; Zbid., p. 112.
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17. See John 20:30, 31; 2:11, 23; 3:2; 4:45, 54; 6:136.
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19. McGarvey, op cit., p. 146.
20. See MacGarvey, Evidences, Part 111, chapter XII, p. 146ff.
Also Wilbur Smith, Therefore Stand, chapter VIII, especially p. 422ff.
21. Wilson, Ibid.

INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER TEN

IS THIS SERMON OF WHOLE CLOTH,
,,

OR PATCHWORK?

On first reading this entire chapter it has the appearance of uniform
wholeness. It requires only a glance at other Gospels, however, to
cause the reader to realize at once that he has encountered some of
this same,,material in quite different places and connections. A bit
of first-hand familiarity with Matthew’s neat organization of his
materials according to topical, rather than strictly chronological, considerations, is almost sufficient to tip the balance in favor of the
conclusion that the publican-Apostle is again organizing by collecting
materials out of other discourses given on other occasions.
The modern Christian, hurried by immediate, practical concerns,
is tempted to ask, almost with impatience: “Why bother to dig into
this old question? After all, the chapter has come down to US all in
one piece. What is there to g i n by puzzling over the problem?”
The seriousness of this problem lies in two directions: (1) Matthew’s
goad judgment is placed in doubt, since he seems to ignore propriety
by setting down in this place admonitions and predictions that not
only were not given so early in the Apostle’s training, but would have
no connection with their immediate work, necessities or understanding.
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( 2 ) If the material, however, is set forth in its proper place in the
self-revelation of Jesus to His disciples, then there is much to gain
firom this vision of Him as Prophet of the finest order, as General
briefing His staff, and as Supreme Lord demanding loyalty due only
to God. So, what are the evidences?

A. Arguments offered against the unity of the discourse:
1. Matthew stands alone giving this message in relation to
the limited mission of the Apostles in )Galilee, whereas
the other Synoptilc writers include large p,arts of this discourse in different contexts as messages preached much
later on other occasions. (See, for example, Mk. 13:9-13;
Lk. 12:4-9, 11, 12, 49-53; 21:12-19) Moreover, in his
version of the great sermon on the end of the Jewish
nation and of the world, Matthew seems deliberately It0
omit most of those statements of Jesus he has already
included in his report of the Apostolic Commission (Mt.
lo), though Mark and Luke both include them in the
great eschatalogical message.
2. In the Lord’s farewell address to the apostles during the
Last Supper, Jesus specifically remarked, (Jn, 16: 1-4)
I have said all this to you to keep you from
falling away. They will put you out of the
synagogues; indeed, the hour is coming when
whoever kills you will think he is offering service
to God. And they will do this because they have
not known the Father, nor me. But I have said
these things to you, that when their hour comes
you may remember that I told you of them. I
did not say these things to you from the beginning, because I was with you.
So it would seem to some that this obvious declaration
eliminates categorically any predictions of persecution, prior
to the discourses of the Last Week. Consequently, Matthew has placed the material describing pessecutions in
quite the wrong place.
3. Considering the immaturity and inexperience of the Apostles, it is thought quite unlikely that Jesus would disturb
His yet untried warriors by making allusions to perils not
likely to menace rheir simple, limited labors in Galilee.
~

B. Considerations strongly recommending the unity of the section:
1. The first and most obvious factor that argues the unity of
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this discourse is the fact that Matthew intends to give the
clear impressioin that he is signalling both the begiming and
the end of one discourse.

10:5
These twelve Jesus sent out,
charging them, . . .

11:l
And when Jesus had filnished
instructing His twelve disciples, He went on from
there to teach and preach..

.

2. The mere fact, that Matthew omits from his report of the
great sermon on the fall of Jerusalem and the end of the
world (Mt. 2 4 ) some materials which he already used
earlier (Mt. l o ) , is no indication that he was ignorant of
the fact that Jesus made the declarations reported by Mark
and Luke iin that great eschatological pronouncement. His
deliberateness, rather, is evidence that he DID know about
those Last Week statements and chose not to use them
again. The inclusion of those remarks by Mark and Luke,
on the other hand, does not prove that these sayilngs were
exclusively said by Jesus during the great discussion of
Jerusalem’s fall and could nor have been repeated often
earlier. The very sayings themselves are of such nature that
they conflict deeply with the then-popular notions about
the Messianic Kingdom, held even by the Apostles themselves. So it would not be at all surprising if Jesus had
to repeat in similar language on several occasions the very
same warnings and the same instructions about how to
react.
3. A misplaced emphasis in the reading of John 164 can
give the impression that Jesus had aever before prophesied
persecutions, a view which would of course leave Matthew’s
record under suspicion of forgery or, at least, of improper
appropriation of materials, if not outright contradiction.
The case stands, however, as Hendriksen, (John, 11, 322)
ppts it.
To be sure, there had been predictions of coming
persecution (Matt. 5:lO-12; 10:16-39). But
these tbhkgs (15:18--16:3)-the
fact that the
world hates the disciples because Jesus has chosen
them out of the world; that this hatred was in
reality directed against Jesus md ag&mt the
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Father, that it was absolutely inexcusable and was
rooted in the sinister condition of the heart which
deliberately refused to acknowledge the true God,
that the time was actually coming when men would
regard the putting to death of Christ’s followers
to be tantamount to an act of worship altogether
pleasilng to God-these things, with that emphasis
and in that forthright manner, had never been
revealed before. One does not find “these things”
in Matt, 5:lO-12,which speaks only of persecution
in general and of slander in particular-, a m in
Matt. 10:16-29,which describes the outward forms
of persecution (arrest, flogging, death, namecalling), but says very little about the hidden root
from which this persecution springs (only Matt.
10:22, 24, 25, 40; cf. Jn. 15:20, 21), The reason
why Jesus had not said these things from the beginning was that it had not been necessary then,
because he was still with them. As long as he
was physically present, the brunt of the attack
was directed against him, not against his disciples.
4, It is a false assumption that the allusions to persecutions
had no potential connection with realities involved in the
Apostles’ first, limited evangelistic activity in Galilee.
Jesus was about to dispatch His missionaries right in the
very bailiwick of that treacherous king whose command
would shortly bring about the brutal murder of John, the
Baptist. The Twelve, commissioned especially to proclaim
the identical ,message of that wilderness voice, must certainly come under the surveillance of that suspicious, testy
old king.

5. Objections to Matthew’s recording of the latter portion
of this sermon (Mt. 10:16-42)disregard the obvious desire
of the Lord to charge the minds of His Apostles on the
occasion of their commission with a long-range, perspective
view of the issues, conflicts and consequences of their
ministry. His puirpose is not, as is assumed by those who
see this chapter as patchwork, merely to prepare His servants to experiment with their abilities in a county-wide
campaign En tiny Galilee. No, it is as Bate (T’mhhzg,
106ff) thinks:
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This Galilean mission, though humble and limited
compared with the great undertaking of after
years, was really a solemn event. It was the beginning of that vast work far which rhe’twelve had
been chosen, which embraced the world in its
scope, and aimed at setting up on earth the kingdom of God.
G. C. Morgan (Matthew, 102, 103) agrees:
As the King stood in the midst of the twelve,
H e looked at them and at the immediate present;
but He also looked with those clear, far-seeing
eyes into the near decades; and still further He
looked down all the centuries; and speaking to
the first apostles, H e delivered a charge which in
its comprehensiveness and finality is applicable to
the whole movement of His enterprise, until His
second advent. He declalred the abiding principles,
which must obtain through all the ages; and He
described the changing conditions which necessitate
changing methods.
So it is of real value to His Apostles, that Jesus should
lay before them from the first moment of their commission
in no uncertain terms the duties, dangers, instructions and
encouragements in His description of the complete apostolic mission. From that moment on no disciple could
complain, “Why didin’t Jesus tell us this was going to
happen?” Any repetition of portions of this charge on
later occasions is naturally to be expected due to their
importance.

6. Objenions based Upon “allusions to distant dangers” are
groundless, since upon closer reflection even these warnings
are reassuring and timely, with the result that the disciples,
4ar from being frightened by them, could draw great
strength &om their memory of Jesus’ words. Since they
had been warned beforehand, their very suffering when
it came would serve to justify and strengthen their faith
in Jesus. Further, who can demonstrate it mathemaeicdly
certain that the Apostles did not in fact encounter much
on their first tour that tried their souls? Chanted the
almost certain probability that whatever they encountered
was very light in comparison to larer apposition, yet Jesus’
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forwarning them, and their own success in overcomiag,
was excellent training to endure even greater obstacles later.
C. Conclusions assuming the unity of the passage:
1. Edersheim (Life, I, 640f) decides:
It is evident, that the Discourse reported by St.
Matthew go5s far beyond that Mission of the
Twelve, beyond even that. of the early Church,
indeed sketches the history of the Church‘s Mission
in a hostile world, ‘up to the end.‘
2\ Morgan’s thinking (Matthew, 102ff) suggests the following
comparative outlines of the three fundamental portions of
the message, as if Jesus has three clearly distinct periods
in view. The division into different periods comes, not
out of textual exegesis only, but also from the fulfilment
of these words of Jesus in the history of the Church.

THE ENTIRE APOSTOLIC MISSION
o. Firsd Galilem
(1O:f-I I )
(1)

Tow

Prom the Apostles’ ordination until the beginning of the Church.

( 2 ) Period of relative pop-

ularity, no serious persecutim
( 3 ) Particular
zone
of
operation only among
Jewish people.
(4) Particular preparation:
light equipment, dependence on Jewish
hospitality.
( I ) Particular m e s s a g e :
comhrg messianic kingdom.
(6) Particular
credential:
miracles as identification with Jesus.

b. The Apostolic Church
(10:16-23)

of
the Church until the
end of the Jewish state
and Jerusalem.
( 2 ) Period of Jewish persecution from Pentecost
till fall of Jerusalem.
( 3 ) Wider sphere of influence even among
Gentiles.
[(4)
More thorough preparation and equipment,
not based on hospitality. (Lk. 22:35, 36)1
( I ) Open proclamation of
uccomplished
f a c t s;
special help of the
Spirit.
(6) General c r e d e n t i a I:
immediate
inspiration
as identification.
(1) From the beginning

c, The Whole
(10:24-42)

Church

’

(1) From the fall of Jeru-

salem to the end of
the world.
(2) Period of general difficulty,
r e j e c t i o n,

death.
(3) General work: Confession of Jesus by ALL slaves
and disciples of Jesus.
(4) Emphasis on m o r a 1
preparation, 1e s s o n
mechanical.
( I ) Widest

possible proclamation of Jesus’ message.

( 6 ) Moral

credential: suffering as identification.

But after making such a neat outline of this chapter, which upon
first; even on the second, reading of the discourse, is perhaps not
so obvious as the neat rows of the outline would suggest, we might
well ask owselves if this outline is so important and necessary to
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the communication Jesus intended. For example, why did not Jesus
come right out and identify the precise time periods to which each
p r t i o n of instruction belongs? This would eliminate our having to
guess at the applications. But this very obser,vatbW may be the key:
He did not wish His Apostles to concern themselves with a misplaced
emphasis on apocalyptic times and seasons or to apply general principles only to particular periods and not to the whole of their ministry.
As Edersheim (Life, I, &Of) has it:
At the same time it is equally evident, that the predictions,
warnings and promises applicable to a later period in the
Church’s history, hold equally true En principle in reference
to the first Mission of the Twelve; and conversely, that what
specially applied to it, also holds true in principle of the
whole subsequent history of the Church in its relation to a
hostile world. Thus, what was specially spoken at this time
to the Twelve, has ever since, and rightly, been applied to
the Church; while that in it, which specially refers to the
Church of the future, would ia principle apply also to the
Twelve.

If the outline suggested above has value, it is because we, who have
appeared on the scene in our historic time period, have the distinct
advantage of historiical perspective, which the Apostles themselves, as
men, standing there before Jesus, prior to the fulfilment, did not
have. Even with the hauinting spectre of reading into Jesus’ words
ideas that are not there, we believe we can make out in this sermon
the prophetic foresight of the Master as H e describes with unerring
precisian the pattern, problems and progress of the entire Apostolic
mission. If it be objected that with the death of the Apostles themselves their mission ceased, then let it be said that if the Church
exists today, it does so in direct proportion to its recognition and
acceptance of the Apostles’ mission. No, the Apostles’ mission is not,
and will not be, completed until Jesus comes again to call a halt to
the Apostles’ work. No, the Apostles are not through working, for
they ‘‘though dead, yet speak” through that permanent teaching medium
they prepared for areas and eras where they personally could not
labor: the Scriptures. Any Church today may judge itself t i d y
apostolic by its fidelity to that message which the Apostles taught
and recorded for all ages.
Returning to the question of this study, we conclude that this
sermon of Jesus is all of a piece, .a fitting charge given to the
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Apstles on the occasion of their entering upon the very work ro
which they had been earlier called, in the same way that the Sermon
on die Mount was a fitting message of ordination for the occasion
of their calling TO the Aposrleship, (Cf, Lk. 6: 12-49)
One final word is in order about Matthew’s orderly argument
which this entire chapter exemplifies, Note how this section beautifully carries forward his presentation of the ministry of Jesus the
Messiah:
1, Jesus the Messiah as proclaimer of the Kingdom of God
(chap. 5 , 6, 7 ) , In that message typical of Jesus’ preaching,
the Master describes the Kingdom of God. He is elaborating
His edicts.
2. Jesus the Messiah supernaturally accredited by miracle-working
power (chap. 8, 9 ) . In this section presenting a collection of
miracles typical of Jesus’ power, the Master proves His right
to say the things He is. He is exhibiting His evidence.
’
3. Jesus the Messiah expanding His effort, multiplying His ministry
and enlarging His effectiveness. (chap. 10)

SPECIAL STUDY

THE AUTHORITY OF THE APOSTLES
’i

Many self-appointed theologians still echo the ancient lie of Satan
askiing, “Yea, hath God said thus and so?” hardly comprehending that
to pose such a question is to question and quibble the eternal authority
of the Author of their salvation. It is one thing to seek the clear
evidences which would point to the revelation of God in human history,
and quite another to seek, by feigned wisdom, to evade its message.
Jesus clearly declares in this section that God will be revealing Himself through Jesus’ twelve appoiated and empowered ambassadors. It
is sufficient to investigate with a true and honest hetart whether God
has truly spoken in human history. But, having discerned this, it is
sufficient to obey,
The question of this study is not, then, why or how or should
God speak through human messengers, but did He, in fact do so?
Since we have the accurate message of Jesus recorded by honest,
competent, reliable wicnesses, we may assume that God’s Son is
competent to empower His r,ather ordinary disciples, thereby enabling
them to speak extra-ordinarily the very word of the Almighty. Study
these four major points of proof that the Apostles’ ministry at this
time was but the extension of Jesus’ own:
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I. God would verify their message as God‘s own by supernatural
demonstrations of His presence and approval (Matthew 10:7,
8; compare Hebrews 2:3, 4; Mark 6:12, 13; Luke 9:6).
11. Jesus declared that those who would reject His Apostles’
message would surely receive heavier condemnation than the
wickedest of Sodom and Gomorrah (Matthew 10:14, 15).
111. Jesus promised that God’s Spirit would speak directly in those
human messengers in the hour of trial (Matthew 10:19, 20)
IV. Jesus concludes His charge by asserting that to receive and
hearken to the words of the Apostles is precisely equivaknt
to receiving Jesus, Himself and the God who sent Him.
(Matthew 10:40)
It was perfectly legitimate for every devout son of Abraham to
require the credentials of those who claimed to speak for God. But,
having received them, he must obey.
How often do we refuse God’s proffered mercies merely because
we reject the instrument through which He would make them available
to us? Some would rather ‘beaccursed from God than receive God’s
bounties at the hands of Judas, who later betrayed Jesus! But in this
ministry Judas assisted Jesus. Judas worked miracles probably along
with the other Apostles. At this time all Twelve Apostles are but
the multiplication of Jesus’ personal ministry, even though these men
were largely ignorant of Jesus’ deeper meaning behind His messages,
largely unaware of the necessity of the lcroiss and deeply in need of
further training. But they were nonetheless messengers of Jesus,
hence, sent by the living God! Woe to that individual or city that
rejects them! How blessed is that village or people that heard the
voice of God in the Galilean accent af these simple men sent out
by Jesus!
It should not be at all surprising, therefore, to see develop in
the continuing revelation of Jesus, the Apostolic office, endowed with
all the authority of the Holy Spirit. But now they are in training.
Let us hear Jesus as He prepares them for this first task on their own.

Y TWELVE APOSTLES?
It is obvious, from the emphasis Matthew gives to it, that this
commission given to the Twelve represents an important advance in
rhe progress of Jesus’ self-revelation, but what is its exact meaning?
Mechanically, the number twelve represents a group of men small
enough to be able to teach effectively and large enough to get the
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work done. But in reference to the mission they were to accomplish,
what moved Jesus to set apart these twelve as APOSTLES?
I. Jesus desired to multiply the effectiveness of His own ministry.
A, A. B. Bruce (Trajlzbvg, 9 6 ) thinlts that “this mission of the
disciples as evangelists or miniature apostles was partly without doubt, an educational experiment for their own benefit;
but its direct design was to meet the spiritual necessities of
the people, whose neglected condition lay heavy on Christ’s
heart.”
B. Reed (PHC, 248) observes astutely: “The man who seeks to
do the largest amount of good will arecognize that far higher
results may be attained by instructing a few persons of influence ‘who shall be able to teach others also,’ than by working
alw,ays upon aln inert mass, destitute of life and reproductive
energy.”
C. As this chapter shows, Jesus conferred upon His Apostles:
I. His own mission: “to the lost sheep of the house of Israel.’’
(Cf. 15:24)
2. His own message: “The kingdom of heaven is at hand.”
(Cf. Mt. 4: 17)
3. His own miracles: cf. l O : l , 8 with 9:35.
4, His own miseries: “A disciple is not above his Teacher”.
(10:24, 25)
5. His awn mastery: ‘“He who receives you, receives me.”
(10:40)
D. The result of this commission was that it turned the Twelve
into just that many more Jesus Christs to reach out iinto those
areas of needy humanity where Jesus Himself could not go.
11. Jesus planned that the Apostles become personal eye-witnesses

of all that transpired while they were with Him.
A. While their very title signifies that they were to be me% selzt
forth on special missions for the Master, yet they were specifically called to “be with Jesus,” to be His companions (Mc.
3:14; cf. Lk. 8 : l later)
B. In fact, as McGarvey (Powfold, 221) judges: (contrary to
the opinion of Lightfoot, Gala&ms, 92f and Lambert, ZSBE,
202f) :
A necessary condition of their apostleship was this
seeing of Jesus and the consequent ability to testify
as to his actions, especially as to his resurrection (Ac.
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1:8, 21, 22; I Cor. 9:l; Ac. 22:14, 15). They
could therefore have no successors.
C. Reed (PHC, 247) asks: “But granted the need for witnesses,
were the men upon whom rhe
n doic; ’fell, competent
for the discharge of so grave a function?” He then answers:
1. “The miracles of Jesus were of a kind which the humblest
observer could judge, and perhaps judge even better than
his superiors in rank.
2. . . . . even if the Twelve were in any measure disqualified
in inferior station from bearing trustworthy evidence, they
were thereby just as much incapacitated for the concoction of a clever forgery,” and, of course, their writings
must be explained in some reasonable manner.
3. Barnes (M&hew-Md&, 107) adds that they were not
especially learned men, who could spread Christianity by
their erudition;
4. They were not wealthy men who could bribe others to
join their movement by offers of wealth or worldly advancement;
5. They were not men of positions of authority who could
compel others to believe.
6. They were just good men who make the best witnesses
in a court of law: plain men of good sense, fair character,
of great honesty with a favorable opportunity to ascertain
the facts to which they bear witness. They were the kind
of men everybody believes and especially when they are
willing to lay down their lives to prove their sincerity.
D. R. C. Foster’s splendid description (Stmxhrd Lesso.n Commmtmy 1957, 44) deserves wider hearing:
The roster of the leaders whom Jesus had assembled
to assist Him in His campaign and to receive intensified training from Him is given just before this
commission is recorded. The list st,a.tts the reader
into meditation upoa the known and the unknown
in their lives. But little is known beyond the name
of most of these men. Yet how many significant
accounts of their heroic faith and consistent victories
might have been written! . . .
W e are immediately impressed by the fact that
these were what the intelligentsia of that day called
“ignorant and unlearned men.” Goad and honest
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hearts constituted the first prerequisite. The simplicity, humility, teachableness, and burning devotion
of these men made thein choi'ce material for the Son
of God to fashion into noble leaders of the church,
Some who read the historical accounts of the New
Testament are prone to magnify the mistakes of these
apostles and to sneer at their slow comprehension,
Such hypercriricism needs to be reminded how much
more rapidly the apostles apprehended the truth about
Jesus than did the college trained scholars, the scribes
and Pharisees from Jerusalem. The apostles heard and
saw much more of the revelation Jesus presented than
did these scholars, but the latter saw and heard enough
to prove their unwillingness or their inability to learn
and accept the truth which threatened their wicked
way of life and their false leadership over the people.
The apostles lacked the formal training which
the scribes possessed, but they were free from all the
excess baggage of false ideas and ideals which overloaded the scholars. When Saul of Tarsus met Jesus
and gave his life to Christ, he became the great
apostle, for he had the natural ability, the intellectual
discipline which men could give, plus God's divine
revelation to him and a flaming faith and courage
which enabled him to turn the world upside down.
But Paul had a desperate time recovering from the
false conceptions which the scribes had given him.
It took a face-to-face meeting with the risen Christ
before he was able to rise above the handicap of a
false education.
The apostles came from different walks of life
with the advantage of varied backgrounds giving
peculiar points of contact with different people they
met and peculiar power to their testimony as it was
reflected against their own personal background.
Being experienced in hardships, privation, and burdensome toil, they tvere qualified to become veterans in
such strenuous campaigns as Jesus carried on. They
could make long, forced marches; they icould listen or
proclaim; they could lend the helping hand in public
ministry or in necessary arrangements for the physical
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necessities of their journeys; they could lie down on
the hard cold ground at night for rest if no home
opened a welcome to the divine One who had no
place to lay his head. In less than four years they
reached the heights: they could ‘walk with crowds
and keep their virtue, or talk with kings, nor lost
the common touch.’ They could stand unafraid ia the
midst of the high tribunals of state and under threat
of death proclaim, with the utter simplicity of the
truth, their testimony to the facts of the gospel and
the divine revelation which Christ had committed to
them. What a moving example they have set before
US!

111. Jesus intended for the Twelve to learn evangelism, share in His
own service and then continue His work in the world after His
ascension.
A. On this staff of co-workers depended the immediate effect, as
well as the long-range future success, of His mission to earth.
B. This is why He cb,ose them from among the disciples, the
“learners,” from among men whose minds were open. (Cf.
Lk. 6:13) Barclay (Mdttbew, I, 370) quips: “The shut mind
cannot serve Jesus Christ.”
C. He called them, but they could accept or refuse that summons:
they were present because they chose to be with Him. (Cf.
Mk. 3:14) Their acceptance of His calling to be with Him
was extremely important, for, before they had anything worthwhile to say to men, they must learn to live in His presence,
embibe of His Spirir, think His thoughts after Him.
ID. He @;boi?zted them (Mk. 3:14). This officially set them
apart as “The Twelve,” as Apostles. Barclay (Motthew, I, 370)
thinks that “it was not a case of drifting unconsciously into
the serviice of Jesus Christ; it was a case of defiinitely being
appointed to it.”
E. He sen$ tbem forth (Lk.9 2 ) : their lives were not meant
to be spent in contemplation and study, even though, until
they had done this, they had little to say. They must begin
their service.
F. H e commanded them to herald His message, not their own
views or traditions, as Barclay (Mottbew, I, 371) writes: ‘The
Christian is not meant to bring to men his own opinions or
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his views; he brings a message of divine certainties from
Jesus Clvist.”

Section 23

JESUS COMMISSIONS TWELVE
APOSTLES TO EVANGELIZE GALILEE
(Parallels: Mark 6:7-13; Luke 9:1-6)

PREVIEWING IN OUTLINE FORM
I. Jesus Calls the Twelve and Empowers Them For Special Service
(Mt. 1O:l-4; Mk. 6:7; Lk. 9 : l )
11. Jesus Instructs and Charges the Twelve How to Proceed (Mt.
10:5-15; Mk. 618-11; Lk. 9:2-5)
A. Their Words and Works (Mt. 10:5-8; Lk. 9:2)
13. Their Equipment and Conduct (Mt. 10:9-15; Mk. 6:8-11;Lk.

9:3-5)
111. Jesus Challenges and Warns the Twelve of the Dangers and
Difficulties That Lie Ahead (Mt. 10: 16-31)
A. General Warning (Mt. 10:16)
B. Persecution by the State “Church” (Mt. 10: 17)
C. Persecution by the State Government (Mt. 10:18)
D. Promise of Power in the Hour of Peril (Mt. 10:19, 20)
E. Persecution by Their Own Families (Mt. 10:21, 22)
F. Prudence in Persecution (Mt. 10:23)
G. Sufferilng of the Savior and His Servants (Mt. 10:24, 25)
H. Freedom From Fear (Mt. 10:26-31)
1. The Triumph of Truth (Mt. 10:26, 27)
2. The Right Reverence (Mt. 10:28)
3. The Care of the Creator (Mt. 10:29-31)

IV. Jesus Requires and Rewards Loyalty of His Servants (Mt. 10:3239)
A. The Supreme Honor For Loyalty (Mt. 10:32)
B. Tlie Supreme Disgrace For Disloyalty or Cowardice (Mt.
10:33)
C. The Inevitable Enmities in Loyalty to Jesus (hat. 10:34-36)
D. The Secret of ST -: Through Sacrifice and Surrender (Me.
10: 37-39)
+
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V. Jesus Rewards Those Who Welcome His Servants (Mt. 10:40-42)
A. The Authority of His Messengers (Mt. 10:40)
B. The Reward of Those Who Help His Messengers (Mt. 10:41,
, ,
42 )
VI. The Twelve Apostles Depart to Evangelize ( M k . 6:12, 13; Lk.

9:6)
VII. Jesus Also Goes to Evangelize Galilee (Mt. 11:1)

Section 23

JESUS COMMISSIONS TWELVE
APOSTLES TO EVANGELIZE GALILEE
I. JESUS CALLS THE TWELVE AND
EMPOWERS THEM FOR SPECIAL SERVICE

(Parallels: Mark 6:7; Luke 9:l)

TEXT: 10:1-4
1. And he called unto him his twelve disciples, aind gave them
authority over unclean spirits, to cast them out, and to heal all
manner of disease and all manner of sickness.
2. Now the names of the twelve apostles are these: The first, Simon,
who is called Peter, and Andrew his brother; James the J O ~ Zof
Zebedee, and John his brother;
3. Philip, and Bartholomew; Thomas, and Matthew the publican;
James the JOH of Alphaeus, and Thaddaeus;
4. Simon the Cananaean, and Judas Iscariot, who also betrayed him.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Have you alny idea why Jesus chose exactly twelve to be apostles,
no more and no less?
b. Why would Jesus, God’s Son, need to spend the night in prayer
prior to the selection of His Apostles? What do you think H e
prayed about?
c. Do you think Jesus knew before He chose them what each of the
Apostles would become? If so, why did Jesus choose Judas? If
you had been Jesus and could read Judas’ future clearer than most
people understand their own past, would you have gone ahead and
chosen Judas, fully aware that your best attempts to win him over
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Or do you think Jesus

to true discipleship would be in vain?
knew all this at the beginning?
d. What is your opinion: was Judas evil when Jesus called him to
I>e an Apostle? Or did he go bad during his associations with
Jesus? If you ccmclude the latter to be the case, how do YOU
explain this phenomenon of a man who in the best of environment
with the finest of human association still being lost as a sinner
in rhe end?
e. If Matthias (Acts 1:15.26) were also a companiLn of Jesus at this
time, what explanation can you give for Jesus’ not having chosen
HIM instead of Judas? Or even in place of some other?
f. Why does Matthew begin the list of the Apostles‘ names by saying,
In light of the seemingly incurable tendency
“First, Peter , ,
in the human race to worship heroes and in the light of all Church
history, we ask why should Matthew adopt so tendentjous a beginning? Could the Holy Spirit, who inspired Matthew, not have
foreseen the future developments in Church history and thus been
able to forestall that adoration of Peter as the chief of the apostles?
What do you think?
.‘I?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Jesus called to Him His twelve disciples, and begain to send them
out two by two.
(Here follows a flashback to their actual call to Apostleship:
During that earlier period, Jesus, seeiag the crowds, went u p into
the hills to a particular mountain to pray. All night long He continued
in prayer to God. In the morning He called to Him His disciples, those
whom He desired, and they came to Him. From this group Jesus
selected twelve, appointing them to be with Him and to be sent out
to preach and have ,authority to cast out demons. These He named
to be Apostles:
1. Simon Peter (Bar-Jonah)
2. Andlrew (Bar-Jonah), Peter’s brother
3. James (Bar-Zebedee) , John’s brother
4. John ( Bar-Zebedee) , These last two Jesus surnamed “Boanerges”, an Aramaic word meaning “Sons of Thunder”.
5. Philip
6. Nathanael (Bar-Tholomew or Bar Tolmai)
7. Thomas Didymus (“the Twin”)
8. Matthew Levi, the tax collector (Bar-Alphaeus)
9. James ( Bar-Alphaeus)
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10. Judas Thaddaeus, of James
11. Simon the Cmanean, who was called “the Zealot.”
12. Judas Iscariot (Bar-Simon), who became a traitor and betrayed
Him.
Then Jesus came down with them and stood on a level place with a
gre,at crowd of His disciples. There He preached the Sermon on the
Mount as an ordination message.)
Jesus gave them power and authority over all demons and unclean
spirits, to cast them out, alnd to cure every disease and heal every
infirmity.

SUMMARY
In relation to the great popularity of Jesus’ ministry, He feels the
great urgency to multiply the effectiveness of His own work, as well
zs the pressing necessity to train His Apostles in practical ways to
carry out His ministry. So He collected together the Twelve Apostles,
who had been ordained earlier, and commissioned them with this
specific, limited ministry.

NOTES
1 O : l And He called unto Him His twelve disciples. In
order better to understand this call it would be helpful to see the
various “calls” of Jesus, to which the Apostles had responded.
1. Their first invitation to become disciples (cf. Jn. 1:35-2:2)
2. His call to become intimate companions in travel with Him
with more specific purpose to learn evangelism (cf. Mt. 4:1822; 9 : 9 ) . It is presumed that the original call to become
collaborators of Jesus, directed to each man, individually,
occurred early in the first year. (Cf. Ac. 1:21, 22) .
3. Their election to Apostleship (Mk.3:13-19; Lk. 612-17).
4. Now, this first specific mission as Apostles. (Matthew 10).
When one follows the more strictly chronological narratives of Mark
or Luke, he sees a vigorous popular ministry in Galilee following the
original call to learn evangelism. During that period there also o c m s
a series of hot controversies as well as wide-spread fame for Jesus
and growing interest among the people, including the ordination of
the Apostles. Thus this call (Mt. 1O:l) arises out of this context
and is intended to give them the commission which follows and the
instructions for carrying it out. These men had thus advanced in
their growth of faith and understanding of Jesus’ mission, from being
2G4
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simple disciples to intimate understudies, then, here, to being Apostles
at work under Jesus' personal direction. Later, they will function
entirely on their own, when He would have returned ro the Father;
but now they are given limited work balanced with their present
capacity.
Reasoning in reverse from a fixed point of rime relatively certain,
we can determine the general time in which this commission was
given and executed.
1. The Passover was at hand when Jesus fed the 5000. (Jn.
6 : 4 ) This Passover may well have been the beginning of
rhe third year of Jesus' ministry.
2. Jesus fed the 5000, although He really intended to escape
the notice of Herod (Mt. 14:1, 13; Mk. 6:14; Lk. 9:7-9).
3. Herod's attention was turned to Jesus, because of the vigorous,
multiple ministry of the Apostles on the very mission recorded
in this chaprer. (Cf. Mk. 6:12, 13; Lk. 9:6-9)
The actual time, then, of this commission is toward the close of the
second year of Jesus' ministry,
What is the connection between the great challenge laid before
the Apostles (Mt. 9:35-38) and the commission contained in this
Jhapter? That there is a connection is clear, since the psychological
conneotion is perfect: Jesus lays on the hearts of His men the great,
pressing need for laborers, urging them 'to make it the burden of
their prayers. He makes sure that they see the great vision of lost
souls that moved Him, in order that they might sense their lostness
and be moved by the same {compassion that derove Him. At the same
time, however, it is obvious that. the Lord is 'not calling around Him
(Mt. 1O:l) the very men to whoin He had just spoken (9:35-38),
unless we are witnessing a narrowing process by which Jesus individuates the Twelve out of a larger group of disciples who had been so
challenged. Ir may well be that this is the first srep in preparing
Icsrger groups, like the Seventy (Lk. 10). This is beautiful strategy!
He sends out a small, well-trained, trustworthy group to succeed on
a first mission with limited objectives. Later, Jesus can enlarge the
group, using the Twelve as the basic nucleus of experienced evangelists, who are able to train others also. This is worlcable starregy,
even though He has higher goals and a loftier position for the
Twelve themselves. (Cf. Mt. 19:27, 28) As a psychological masterstruke, this narrowing process is priceless, since the larger band of
disciples who are not immediately chosen, both see the choice of the
Twelve, hear the terms of their commission and then are permitted to
CHAPTER TEN
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study the problems of the Apostles’ ministry. Then, seeing that
common men like themselves can be trusted to carry out Jesus’ missions,
more disciples are thereby encouraged to tackle the task of evangelism.
It would seem, therefore, that, psychologically speaking, the mission
of the Seventy naturally follows the mission of the Twelve, just as
Luke (9: 1-10; 10: 1-20) arranges it.
He gave them authority: here is a tacit declaration of deity!
This Nazarene can share the very authority and power of God without any apparent relationship to the Holy Spirit or of any prayers
to God that He grant this to them. How Jesus did this is not part
of the text, but the unquestionable fact is that He did. It is not
known whether this sharing of authority was given by the laying
on of Jesus’ hands accompanied by the payers and fasting of the
Apostles, or by His simple declacation that they were now the
stewards 04 that power which the Apostles had earlier recognized as
God’s power in Jesus. Certainly, this solemn, impressive giving of
power was neither lightly given nor received.
Authority over unclean spirits, to cast them out, and
to heal all manner of disease and all manner of sickness.
This quick summary of the work of the Apostles serves only to
introduce the chapter, not limit what they were to do, inasmuch as
their specific instructions actually included more than these two types
of miracles. (See on 10:7, 8)
Notice the difference between authority (exozldm) and power
(dylzamilz: Lk. 9:l). The former word gives the right to the Apostles
to command that demons obey them, while the latter provides the
miraculous supernatural force to enforce the order. These Jesus’ men
are pitted against Satan’s finest, and consequently, against Satan himself, for they will be attacking his house, binding him and seize
those his victims. (See on 12:29) Plummer (Lake, 239) semarks
that “the Jewish exorcists had neither dylzmis nor exozlsid, and made
elaborate and painful efforts, which commonly failed.” This very
possession and use of power and authority would be the obvious signal
to all Galilee that these Apostles are not magicians or common exorcists, but men from God! That they actually exemcized this power is
demonstrated in Mk. 6:12, 13; Lk. 9:6 (See under VI). Not only
SO, but Jesus later empowered the Seventy to do the same (Lk. 10:17).
But by making this statement, Matthew intimates that the Apostles
had not worked any miracles before this moment. Until this moment,
they were but assistants to Jesus; henceforth they labor alongside
Him, working miracles as does He; however, always in dependence upon
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Him as the giver of the power and because of their trust. (See on
17:19, 20)
10:2 Now t h e n a m e s of t h e twelve apostles are these.
Why this apparent emphasis on “twelve”? This is now the second
time in two verses that Matthew brings this number to light. Is he
trying to say something special to his Jewish audience? McGarvey
(Fozlrfold Gosflel, 220) is probably on the track of the answer to this
unquestionably symbolic choice of exactly twelve-not
eleven nor
thirteen-Apostles:
CHAPTER TBN

We cannot think chat the number twelve was adopted carelessly. It unquestionably had reference to the twelve tribes
of Israel, over whom the apostles were to be tribal judges
or vicetoys (Lk. 22:30), and we find the tribes and apostles
associated together in the structure of the New Jerusalem
(Rev. 21:12-14). Moreover, Paul seems to regard the twelve
as ministers to the twelve tribes or to the circumlcision, rather
than as ministers to the Gentiles or the world in general
(Gal. 2:7-9). See also Jas. 1:l; I Pet. 1:l. This eribal
reference was doubtless preserved to indicate that the church
would be God’s new Israel,
Anyone who has studied the scanty notices of the individual Apostles
in the Gospel records must soon despair of knowing very much about
each man, And it is no little temptation to start writing Apocryphal
Gospels that fill in the missing information that surrounded the lives
of these men. Even the best attempts of inen not saturated with
Ebionite or Gnostic views are not much better at satisfying human
curiosity to know these heroic giants of the faith, than were the
distorted views pictured in the Apocryphal Gospels, Acts, Epistles
and Apocalypses, Character studies are simply unfair when based
on so slight information, since they become hasty generalizations founded
on too few samplings taken from the lives of the men themselves.
But this scarcity of information on the Apostles has great value
apologetically, since our records are not the Gospel of Peter, Paul and
Mary, but the Gospel of Jesus. Much as we would like to pry into
the personality of major figures in the New Testament, these very
people themselves indicate the role they play: they are “onstage”
only as secondary characters agailnst which the majesty of Jesus Christ
is seen in greater relief. Hence, the New Testament authors were
not writing to szdsfy our intense curiosity to know the details of the
lives of anyone else but Jesus. Though this curiosity is perfecrly
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normal psychologically-as is evidenced by the flurry of Apocryphal
books that deal in this very merchandise-yet
the inspired authors
stuck to the bare essentials. The Apocryphals cater to our curiosity
and show what human inspiration can produce; the genuine, canonical
Gospels speak to our need to know Jesus, and show what divine inspisration produces. So we must resign ourselves wirh Edersheim
(Life, I, 521): “The difficulties connected with rracing ehe family
descent or possible relationship between the Apostles are so great,”
as well as almost all other details associated with the lives of these
men, “that we must forego all hope of arriving at any certain conclusion .”

LISTS OF THE APOSTLES
Mt.

Mk. 3:13-19

Lk.

Simon Peter
Andrew his brother
James of Zebedee
John his brother

Simon Peter
Jams of Zebedee
John his brother
Andrew

Simon Peter
Peter
Andrew his brother John
James
James
John
Andrew

Philip

Philip

Philip

Bartholomaw
Thomas
Matthew, publican

Bartholomew
Matthew
Thomas

Bartholomew
Matthew
Thomas

10:2-4

James of Alphaeur

Jamei of Alphaeur
Thaddaeus
Thaddaeus
Simon the Cznanaean SimontheCananaean
Judas Iscariot
Judas Iscariot

6:12-16,

lamer of Alpham
Simon the Zealot
Judas of James

Ac. 1:13

Philip
Thomas
Bartholomew
Matthew
James of Alphseur
Simon, k I o t
Judas of Jamo

Judas Iscariot

For further information on each apostle, consult encyclopedic articles
on related subjects. The following notes were thought helpful.
The first, Simon, who is called Peter. The word first is not
intended to signify primacy, but rather its usual numerical sense; as
if Matthew were saying, “Here is where the list begins,” without
numbering all of the men. It cannot mean that Peter was the first
disciple, since even his own brother, Andrew, preceded him in discipleship (Jn. 1:40-42), and brought Simon to Jesus. There is no
doubting that Peter was a preeminent Apostle, judging from the much
greater kinowledge we have of him than any other Apostle possibly
except John or Paul. (See Jn. 1:40-44; Mt. 8:14ff.; Lk. 5:l-11; Mt.
10:2; 14:28; Jn. 6:68; Mt. 16:13-23; Mk. 5:37; Mt. 17:l-5; 24-27;
Jn. 13:l-10; Lk. 22:31-34; Mt. 26:31-46; Jn. 18:lO-12; Mt. 26:56-58;
Mk. 14:66-72; Lk. 22:54-62; Jn. 18:15-27; 2O:l-10; Mk. 16:7; Lk.
24:34; I Cor. 15:5; Ac. 1:15-26; 2-5; 8; 9-11;
12; 15; Gal. 2:11-
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14; I Co, 9:5; Jn. 23:18, 19; 2 Pet. 1:32-15,) Peter’s preaching is
not only summarized in I.ulte’s Acts, but brought down to our age
in the letters Peter wrote. But that this pieeininence is no primacy,
as will bc shuwtn in the outline study: “‘The Primacy of Peter.”
A n d r e w h i s brother, i.e. I-’cter’s, hence niany of the passages
on J’ctci’s early rclationship to Jesus apply equally well for Andrew.
Later rnuniinns of Andrew: In. 6:8, 9; 12:20-22,
James the s o i l of Zebedee. AIthough his brother John is
iiiore proininem in the Gospel narratives, as well as in the Acts,
James is mentioned first here, since, it is thought, he was the older.
John is described ;IS James’ brother, but not vice versa and always
appears in the apostoIjc Iists after James, except in the list of Acts.
This latter fact may be a foreshadowing of the more eminent position
in thc Chuich occupied by Jolin. Janies’ tragic murder was the first
martyrdom aintmg the Apostolic company. (Ac. 12:2) See notes on
the call of the four fishermen, Mt. 4:18-22.
John his brother. Were J a m s and John cousins of Jesus?
It may be that Zebedce’s wife and the mother of Jesus are sisters,
a possibility wliich would make these inen cousins and explain their
special intimacy with the Lord in several important occasions. (See
Charts 1 and 5 , on the special study, ‘“Tlie Brethren of the Lord,”
under Matthew 13:54-58). Besides his call and position as one of the
inaer circle of Jesus’ closest associates (Mk. 5:37; Lk. 8:51; Mr. 17: 18 ; Mk. 9.2-8; Lk. 3:25-36; Mt. 26:36-46), John “the disciple whom
Jesus loved” (Jn. 13:23; 19:26; 20:2; 21:7, 2 0 ) , the following texts
on James and John reveal that vigor and vehemence, that zeal touching
on ambition that probably earned them the title “sons of thunder”
(Mk. 3:17): Lk. 951-55; Mk. 9 3 8 and Lk. 9:49; Mt. 20:20-28; Mk.
10:35-45. Jolin’s ministry not only involved his early peaching,
seen in the Acts, but abides to our time by way of the Gospel that
bears his name, three letters and the great Revelation (1:1, 4, 9 ) .
10:3 Philip of Bethsaida (Jn. 1 : 4 4 ) , an early disciple of John
the Baptist, brought Nathanael to the Lord (Jn. 1 : 4 5 ) . Though die
evidence is slight upon which the following description is based, it
might be instructive to include it. (ISBE, 2368)
CHAPTER TEN

(Philip) himself possessed an inquirer’s spirit and could
therefore sympathize with Greek’s doubts and difficulties . .
the slower Philip, versed in the Scriptures (cf. Jn. 1:45),
appealed more to the critical Nathanael and the cultured
Greeks (cf. Jn. 12:20-22). Cautious and deliberate himself
and desirous of submitting all truth to the test of sensuous

.
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experience (cf. Jn. 14:8) he concluded the same criterion
would be acceptable to Narhanael also (Jn. 1:46). It was
the presence of this marerialisric trend of mind in Philip
that induced Jesus, in order to awaken in His disciple a
larger and more spiritual faith, to put the question in Jn.
G:6, seeking “to prove him.” . . . It was not merely modesty,
but a certain lack of self-reliance, that made him turn to
Andrew for advice when the Greeks wished to see Jesus.
Bartholomew is possibly the surname (Bar Tolmai=“son of
Tolmai”) for Nnthunnel of Cana in Galilee. The arguments backing
this identification of two names with one man are:
1. Nathanael is never mentioned by the Synoptic Gospels, while
Bartholomew is never mentioned by John, who implies that
Nathanael was one of the Twelve ( Jn. 2 1:2 ) .
2 . In the Synoptics, Philip IS closely colnnected with Bartholomew
(see lists of the Apostles), and in John with Nathanael (cf.
Jn. 1:45ff.). It was Philip who brought him to Christ.
3. Most of the other Apostles have two names; why not Nathanael
Bar -Tolmai?
Thomas Didymus (“the Twin” of whom? See Jn. 11:16) Lnterestingly, the Clementine Homilies, 2 : 1, supply the name “Uiezar”
as Thomas’ twin brother. Where was this unknown twin-had
he
chosen not to follow Jesus? Had that twin too been separated from
Thomas by the dedication to the Master of his twin-Apostle? Coincidentally, he is always linked wirh Matthew, in the Synoptic lists: was he
associated in work with Matthew? Consider rhe imaginative description of Kerr (ISEE, 2973), worked out of these texts: Jn. 11:16;
14:5; 20:24-29; 2 1 ~ 2 :

Although little is recorded of Thomas in the Gospels, he is
yet one of the most fascinating of the apostles. He is typical
of that nature-a
nature by no means rare-which
contains
within it certain conflicting elements difficult of reconciliation.
Possessed of little natural buoyancy of spirit, and inclined
to look upon life with the eyes of gloom or despondency,
Thomas was yet a man of indomitable courage and entire
unselfishness. Thus with a perplexed faith in the teaching
of Jesus was mingled a sincere love for Jesus the teacher.
In the incident of Christ‘s departure for Bethany, his devotion
to his Master proved stronger than his fear of death. T h u s
far, in ,a situation demanding immediate action, the fairh of
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Thomas triumphed; but when it came into conflict with
his standards of belief it was put to a harder test. For
Thomas desired to test all truth by the evidence of his senses,
and in this, coupled with a mind tenacious both of its
beliefs and disbcliefs, lay the real source of his religious
difficulties. It was h i s sincerity which made him to stand
aloof from the rest of the disciples till lie had attained to
personal conviction regarding the resurrection; but his sincerity also drew from the testimony to that conviction, “My
Lord and my God,” the greatest and fullest in all Christianity.

M a t t h e w t h e publican unobstrusively inserts his own name in
this hall of fame, containing names of the greatest men our world
will ever know. Fully conscious of the significance of the list, Matthew newr ceased to marvel in the wonder at God’s grace who could
make use of il PUBLICAN! Notice that although Matthew tells very
a distinguishing appcllative
little about any other Apostle-perhaps
does not mention the occupahere or a blood relationship there-he
tion of any other Apostle. The only Apostles about which he tells
,anything negacive are Matthew the publican and Judas Iscariot! Other
than his other name, Levi, son of Alphaeus (Cf. Mt. 9:9 with Mk.
2 : 14; 1.k. 5 : 2 7 ) little else is known of the man, except his authorship of this Gospel. It is not lilcely that Alphaeus, his father, should
be the same as the father of James of Alphaeus, for this main would
have been his brother, a fact that he would hardly have overlooked
in light of the other pairs of brothers mentioned.
J a m e s t h e son of Alphaeus. See Chwt 5 on “the Brethren
of the Lord” under 13:54-58 to visualize the following points relative
to this James, Simon and Tliaddaeus, all of which are problematic
and inconclusive:
1. This James of Alphaeus is thought to be identifiable wi’th James
15:40).
the Little (Mk.
2. If we see four women at the cross and identify Mary, the
mother of James the Little and Joses (Mk.15:40) with Mary
Qf Clopas (Jn. 19:25);
3. And if the name “Flopas“ is bnguisticully and persovdly to
be identified with Alphaeus (on which question good scholars
stand both for and against) ;
4, And if Clopas be admitted to be Joseph’s brorher, according
to the testimony of Hegesippus cited by Eusebius (EGG.Hist.
iii, 11);
27 1
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5. Then James of Alphaeus (Clapas) is also a cousin of the
Lord.
Thaddaeus is the same as Judas of James, as a comparison
of the lists of the Apostles shows, Matthew and Mark always using
the former name; Luke consistently adopting the latter. So it is
“Judas Thaddaeus of James,” but how are we to understand the
genitive “of James”-brother or son? It would seem strange to use
the genitive for brotherhood when it is so often intended to indicate
the parent, unless there is some clear, overriding reason in a special
case to interpret it otherwise. Perhaps in putting the emphasis on
‘‘James” in the name “Judas of James,” we have looked back to the
last-mentioned man of that name, when it might have been Luke’s
purpose only to distinguish’ this Judas from the next Judas (Iscariot)
in much the same way as does John who actually says “Judas, not
Iscariot” (Jn. 14:22). If this James happened to )be just mother
unknown man by that name, then, of course, the supposed kinship to
Jesus of Thaddaeus Judas of James vanishes.
10:4 Simon the Cananaean is just hellenized Hebrew for
Simon the Zealot. Edersheim provides the true Hebrew for what
comes out i,n Greek as “Cananaean:” QQan&vt (Life, I, 237; on the
Zealots, see encyclopedic articles and Edersheim, Life, 237-242; cf.
Notes on 9:27, 30). Is this Simon the same man as the Symeon,
mentioned by Hegesippus ( E d . Hist., iii, 11; iv, 22), who was the
son of Clopas, Joseph‘s brother? If so, Simon would be the brother
of James of Alphaeus, granted the possible identifications given in
his case. While these two men, James of Alphaeus and Simon the
Zealot, are not called brothers, as are the first two pairs, yet it is
strange that Luke (6:15, 16 and Ac. 1:13) should consistently bracket
the name of Simon by the names “James of Alphaeus” and “Judas
of James”. H e does this without either identifying the “James” intended iln the second case or explaining whether the simple possessive
form (Zukdbozl) means “son” or “brother”, unless that relationship
was SO clear as to requiire no further explanation. It may be that the
explanation is to be found right in the text: James, Judas Thaddaeus
and Simon are three brothers, sons of the same father AlphaeusClopas. But these connections, if that they may be called, are COO
tenuous to provide anything more than interesting speculation.
Judas Iscariot, who- also betrayed him. What an epitaph!
It is his only claim to fame. Most folks think he was a Judean from
the Judean town named Kerioth (Josh. 15:25), or perhaps of Moab,
since there too was such a city (Jer. 48:24; Am. 2:2), because his
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family name, Iscariot, seems to be derived from “Ish-Kerioth,” “a man
of Kerioth.” However, this is not conclusive since a Galilean could
carry such a name without being from Kerioth himseIf. In Italian,
for example a man can be named Giovanni di Bologna (‘Yohn of
Bologna”) but be born and Jive in Rome. or Katherine Genovese
(“the inhabitant of Genom, Itdy”) who lived her whole life in New
York. So Judas’ Tudean name does not make him any less a Galilean
than Peter, unless, of course, other informatioln should prove him so.
Simon Iscariot, Judas’ father (Jn. 13:26), may have been an immigrant
from Judah (or even son of immigrants himself) in which case such
a distinction would make sense in the new area in which he was
the newcomer, easily distinguished from the other Simons of Galilee
by the nickname “Simon, the man from Kerioth.” Passages from which
a picture of Judas can be gleaned are: Jn. 6:66-71; 12:5, 6; cf. also
Mt. 26:7-13; Mk. 14:3-8; Mt. 26:14, 15; Mk. 14:10, 11; cf. Lk. 22:36; Jn. 13:10-18, 21-30; Mt. 26:21; Mk. 14:18; Lk. 22:21; M t 26:16,
47-50; MI. 14:43, 44: Zk. 22:47; Jn. 18:2-5; Mt. 27:3-10; Ac. 1:16-20.
These two contrasts, chosen from among many fine character
studies of the Apostles, deserve wider readership, even rhough there
is some obvious, if excusable, fiction writing here:

Simon the Zealot . . , ifn whom hot passion masqueraded as
holy zeal. The impure fire had been cla’rified, and turned
into holy enthusiasm, by union with Christ, who alone has
power to correct and elevate earthly passion into calm and
permanent consecration and ardour, What a contrast he
presents to the last nalme (Judas Iscariot)! A strangely
assorted couple, these two; the zealot, and the cold-blooded,
selfish betrayer, whose stagnant soul has never been moved
by any breath of zeal for anything!
(Alexander Maclaren, PHC,246)
One, Simon the Cananeatl, ‘was a former guerrilla fighter,
sworn to kill on sight any Jew who had dealings with the
despised Romans. One Jew whom Simon would have killed
on sight was our author, Matthew! Matthew quietly inserts
his own name in the rosrer of the Twelve which includes the
name of Simon the Cananean, his one-time, would-have-been
assassin! Matthew reminds his readers ,that the disciples had
nothing in common with each other except their common
loyalty to Jesus Christ. A renegade, Matthew, and a patriot,
Simon, who had taken a blood oath to kill any such renegade
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-men with the most diverse backgrounds were brought together by Jesus Christ.
(William P. Barker, As Matthew Suw the Mddel; 35)
That Jesus could unite such men to labor side-by-side, gives cremendous
witness to Jesus’ power to’ convert men! If the Master can make
such eternally good use of such common men, what exuaordinary
encouragement to put ourselves at His disposal!

FACT QUESTIONS
1. When and where did Jesus first acquire disciples?
2. When alnd where did He first call men to leave home and follow
Him constantly, to become His companions in travel and labor?
3. When and where did H e first name the twelve disciples to be
apostles?
4. When and where did He first send forth to preach with power
and authority?
5. When and where did He question them about their faith in His
identity?
6. When and where did He promise them the Holy Spirit to guide
them into all truth?
7. Name the twelve Apostles, and tell what you know about each one.
8. Distinguish between the words “disciple” and “apostle,” showing
the stages of relationship to Jesus and His work through which the
Twelve passed from one to the other.
9. Although Jesus chose Judas to become an Apostle, what did He
already know about’the man? (See John 6:70, 71; 17:12)
10. Describe the sermon that was preached by Jesus at the time of
the choosing of the Twelve to become Apostles and show its
particular fitness for that occasion.
11. Describe the sermon that was preached by Jesus at the time of
the official commissioning of the Apostles, and show its particular
fitness and importance for that occasion.
SPECIAL STUDY

THE SUPREMACY OF PETER
The fact that the Apostle Peter is presonally mentioned first in
every list of the Apostles, and in Matthew’s list is marked for special
preeminence by the expression: “The first, Simon, who is called
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Peter,” has certainly been misinterpreted by many as expressing the
ecclesiastical supremacy of the Lord’s fisherman-Apostle.
For the following basic outline, which brilngs together important
evidences to the contrary, we are endebted to McGarvey (flow-fold
Gos$el, 221f), to which is added a note here and there:
1. Peter’s natural talents gave a personal, but not aln ecclesiastical,
preeminence over his fellows. This explains not only the
Lord’s natural preference for this boisturous ex-fisherman over
the other less expressive, though nonetheless sensitive, Apostles.
2, That Peter had supremacy or authority over his brethren i s
a. nowhere stated by Christ, (Mt. 16:18, 19 notwithstainding,
see Notes)
b. nor claimed by Peter himself; (see below under 4 )
c. nor stated by the rest of the Twelve.
.
The total blackout in the New Testament on this subject, SO
important to the development of the Biblical doctrines of the
Church, is incomprehensible in light of the papal claims made
for him. For, if this primate position were essential to the
nature of the Church, the Apostles could hardly be thought
to have omitted reference to it, even if only in passing. But
this total silence is most significant: it cannot mean that the
other Apostles had no opportunity to mention it, since many
Pauline discussions, for example, describe the fundamental
unity and nature of the Church without ever once touching the
(reputed) primacy of Peter as unitary head of the Church
on earth.
3. The clear declarations of Christ place the Apostles upon the
same level with each other. (Cf. Mt. 23:8-11; 18:18; 19:27,
28; 20:20-27; Jn. 20:21-23; Ac. 1:8; Lk. 22:24-27)
As
will be seen in the study of Mt. 18, in its entirety, had
Jesus wanted to clarify the bulrning question of hierarchy in
favor of any one of the Apostles, the opportunity offered
Him in that context could not have been better. In that
case, had He needed to clarify the proper spirit in which to
serve Him, while explaining the structure of ecclesiastical
hierarchy, which was the practifcal import of the disciples’
question (Mt. 18:l; cf. Mk. 9:33, 34; Lk. 9:46-48), He
missed His chance. Evidence that the supposed primacy of
Peter was not settled in his favor by the declarations in Mt.
16:18, 19 is to be found in the fact that long after Jesus’
promises and predictions about Peter, the disciples dispute
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about which of them was to be regarded as the greatest (Lk.
22:24ff.). In both of these situations, just a word from
Jesus explaining that, despite His demands for humility of
spirit and a willingness to serve others, yet Peter was to take
command of the Church, would have sufficed for all ages
to establish Peter’s ecclesiastical primacy.

4. Peter’s own declaration, rather than assert his supposed primacy,
claims no more thagn a position equal to that of other officers
in the Church under Christ ( I Pet. 5:1, 4 ) . That any of
his supposed successors do not follow in the footsteps of Peter
is revealed in the chasm that separates his doctrine from
theimrs. Peter himself shows that the Church was not established
upon him as petra (cf. I Pet. 2:4-9, especially in Greek).
5. Paul’s attitude toward Peter is incredible in light of the latter’s
supposed supremacy:
a. Paul withstood Peter to his face, a fact that is unbelievable
in light of the theory of practically total infallibility (Gal.
2: 11-14). Practical total infallibility, not merely when
the Roman pontiff speaks “ex cathedra”, is fundamental
to modern Catholic belief:
The bishops when they teach in communion with
the Roman Pontiff, must be heard by all with
veneration, as witnesses of the divine and catholic
trurh; and the faithful must accept the judgment
of their Bishop given in the name of Christ in
matters of faith and morals, and adhere to it with
religious respect. But this religious respect of will
and intelligence is in a special manner due to be
given to the authentic teaching authority of the
Roman Pontiff, even when he is not speaking “ex
cathedra,” with the result that his supreme teaching
authority be accepted with reverence, and that the
pronouncements given by him be adhered to with
sincerity, according to the mind and will manifested by him, which is made clear especially either
by the ‘nature of the documents or by the frequent
riproposing of the same doctrine, or by the tenos
of the verbal expression.
(Documents of the Vatican I1 Council, hmen
Gelztium, on the “Dogmatic Constitution of the
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C%urcli”, paragraph 25, my translation from the
Italian text. ‘)
b. If lists in themselves are important, Paul lists Peter as
second in importance to Jarnes the Lord’s brothcr (Gal.
2 : 9 ) . Altliougli this is no complete list of the leading
figures in the Jerusdeni Church. it shows Paul did not
consider the order of names in his sentence of great importance, as might be supposed to he the case in a tightly
orgaiiizcd hierarchy of which the Roman system is the best
example.
c. Paul did not despise Peter, but sought him out especially
(Gal. I : 18, 19), but this is stated in a context where Paul
vigorously denies any dependence upon other Apostles for
the authority of his O W ~ I apostolic mission. (Gal. 1:11,
12, 16b, 17; cf. 2:6-7)
6. The attitude of James at the Jerusalem council is incredible,
since after the speech of the “infallible” Peter, James requires,
“Brethren, hearken unto me . , . my judgment is . . ,” These
words of James would be rendered utterly superfluous after
the declarations of Peter, were he really supreme. Further,
ir is the decision of the assembled Apostles and elders to
follow the advice of James. (Cf. Ac. 15:7-11 with 13-21).
McGarvey concludes that, were it possible even to establish beyond
a reasonable doubt that Peter were actually primate in the ecclesiastical

sense among the Apostles, the papacy would still be left without a
valid claim to its pretended honors, since it would still have to prove
that it was heir to- the rights and honors of Peter, which is something
it has never yet done. The-papal
claim rests not upon facts, but
upon several assumptions:
1

1. That Peter had supreme authority among the Apostles and
evident infallibility;
2. That he was the first bishop of Rome (important, because
all suocessive bishops of Rome are thought to be his lineal
successors. )
3. That thc peculiar powers and privileges of Peter (if he had
any) passed at the time of his death from his own person,
to which they belonged, to the chair of office which he thus
vacated.
4. That ANY Apostle had a successor.
5. Qmt the bishop of Rome is Peter’s direct and personal
successor.
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6. That any successor of the bishop of Rome possesses the infallibility invested in him as the supreme teaching authority
of the Church.
It might be gettirng too far afield from our principle theme, the
supremacy of Peter, but in connection with the misuse of any evidence
of Peter’s preeminence, it would be well to remember that the SOcalled lineal successors of the Apostles do not at all qualify for the
office to which they lay claim, inasmuch as the following qualifications identify an apostle:
1. They must have seen the risen Lord. (Ac. 1:21, 22; I Cor. 9 : l )
2. They must have been called to Apostleship by the Lord to
fulfil that mission assigned to them particularly by the Lord
who sent them. (Jn. 20:21) In the absence of positive proof
that the Apostles left behind specific directions for their own
succession, we are obligated to believe that they left none,
hence did not pass on their unique mission.
3. They must perform the signs of an Apostle:
a. In miraculous gifts ( 2 Co. 12.12) that authenticate their
message afnd their doctrines as from God;
b. In the conversion of souls to the Lord ( I Co. 9:2), not in
drawing away disciples after them (Ac. 20:30)
c. In the establishment of churches in all the world (Gal.
2:8)
d. In divine revelations ( I Co. 11:2; 15:1, 2, 3; I Th. 2:13;
2 Th. 2:15; 3:6, KO. 6:17; Gal. 1:9-12; Phil. 4:9; Col.
2:6-8) not in the imposition of human traditions that
contradict God’s revelation.
4. They must serve as the foundation of the Church (Eph. 2:20),
i.e. their word given under the direct supervision of the Holy
Spirit must serve as direction and support for the Church
throughout all ages of its existence (Jude 3; 2 Pe. 1:3, 4; Rev.
22:18, 19; I Jn. 4:6;Heb. 2.1-4; 13:7, etc.)
For a discussion of Peter’s peculiar responsibility to use the “keys
of the kmgdom,” see notes on Matthew 16 :18, 19.

Section 23

JESUS COMMISSIONS TWELVE
APOSTLES TO EVANGELIZE GALILEE
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11. JESUS INSTRUCTS AND CHARGES THE

TWELVE HOW THEY ARE TO PROCEED
(Parallels: Mark 6:8-11; Luke 9:2-5)

A, THEIR WORDS AND WORKS
(Matthew 105-8; Luke 9:2)

5. These twelve Jesus sent forth, and charged them, saying, Go not
into dtzy way of the Gentiles, and enter not into any city of the
Samaritans:
6. but go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel.
7. And as ye go, preach, saying, The kingdom of heaven is at hand.
8. Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse the lepers, cast out demons:
freely ye received, freely give.
B, THEIR EQUIPMENT AND CONDUCT
(Matthew 10:9-15; Mark 6:8-11; Luke 9:3-5)

9. Get you no gold, nor silver, nor brass in your purses;
10. no wallet for your journey, neither two coats, nor shoes, nor staff:
for the laborer is worthy of his food.
11. And into whatsoever city or village ye shall enter, search out who
in it is worthy; and there abide till ye go forth.
12. And as ye enter into the house, salute it.
13. And if the house be worthy, let your peace come upon it: but if
it be not worthy, let your peace returln to you.
14. And whosoever shall not receive you, nor hear your words, as ye
go forth out of that house or that city, shake off the dust of
your feet.
15. Verily I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for the land of
Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of judgment, than for that city.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What do you see are the differences between the first commission
of the twelve and the so-called “Great Commission”? (Mt. 28:19,
20)
b. Was all of Matthew 10 applicable to the first commission? Or
was Matthew summarizing in this one place material from other
commissions that properly applied to their own setting?
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C. Is any of Matthew 10 intended for today? If so, what portion(s)?
If not, why not?
d. Why do you suppose Matthew connects the names of the Apostles
(w. 2-4) with the commission which follows, using the phrase
“These twelve Jesus sent forth . . .”? Who were these m e h e
men socially, religiously, politically? What did they amount to?
Who had ever heard of them?
e. If it be true that a “prophet is not without honor except in his
own ‘country, m
i n his own house and among his own kin,” why
then did Jesus deliberately send these practically unknown Galilean
Apostles to labor in their own country and among their awn
people? What could possibly be gained by this tactic? Could
not Jesus foresee that the Galileans would possibly refuse and
reject His Apostles as Nazareth rejected Him because they thought
they knew too much to accept them?
f. Why would Jesus, the Savior of all mankind, send His Apostles
only to evangelize Israel? Did Jesus not care for rhe Samaritans
or Gentiles? But Jesus deliberately limited the Apostles’ ministry
to Jews. How can you justify this apparently blatant nationalism
iin Jesus’ practice?
g- Why does Jesus call His own people “lost sheep”? What was
there about the Jewish people that caused them to fit this apt
description?
h. Why did Jesus empower His Apostles to work miracles? How
could that help Him to further His own ministry? Would there
not be confusion created by six pairs of men going out doing the
same works as Jesus? Which man would the multitudes know
to follow if so many worked miracles and preached?
1. What great, purely Christian doctrine is wrapped up in the simple
instruction: “Freely you received, freely give”?
j. If the Apostles were going to be travelling all over Galilee evangelizing why were they not going to need to take a lot of equipmenc
and clothing along for their journey?
k. In what way(s) would it be more tolerable for great sinful cities
of the past, than for a city that refused the Apostles and their
message?
1. What is so important about staying at the home of one respeoted
family during the Apostles’ stay in a town?
m. What is so important about not charging for the miracles the
Apostles worked or for ,the messages they preached? What is
the psychological principle behimnd this advice? In other words,

-
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why is this always good judgment, and properly applicable ro Christian workers today?
n, IS it wrong for a preacher to receive wages? How do you h o w ?
Did not Jesus say: “Freely you have received, so freely give”?
o. How do you harmonize these two apparently contradictory statements: “Freely give’’ and “The laborer is worthy of his food“?
Is not Jesus expecting His disciples to work without expecting
wages, while yet expecting to be supported by the very people to
whom they minister? Support or wages, what is the difference?
p. Did Jesus ever revoke His command to the Apostles to pursue their
evangelistic labors lightly equipped? Would it be wrong for a
missionary or evangelist today to purchase the most useful modern
equipment he could effectively put to use to make the Gospel

heard?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
These twelve Apostles Jesus sent out to evangelize Galilee, with
these instructions: “Do not go off to Gentile country and stay out
of Samaritan towns. Concentrate on the lost sheep of Israel. Preach
as you travel, announcing the arrival of Cod‘s Kingdom. Heal the
sick people, raise the dead, cleanse the lepers m d cast the demons out.
What you have received without paying for it, give without charging
for it.
“DO not take a lor of unnecessary extra equipment on your
journey. For example, you will ‘not need a lot of silver and gold, no,
not even copper coins, in your purse. You are not to take even one
suitcase and no lunch. Take only the sandals on your feet and the
tunic on your back. Do not even take a change of clothes, nor two
pair of sandals nor an extra staff,-one staff is enough. Why? The
working man earns his upkeep-you work hard preaching for me and
folks will take care of you!
“Now, regardless of what town or village you come to, look for
someone who is respected there, Make your home with him until
you go on to the nexr town. When you stop at his house, wish
the household peace. If the household deserves it, then the peace in
your salutation shall come upon it, But if that house does not deserve
your ‘shalom’, then your blessing of peaice will retum to you and
leave when you do.
“Now should anyone or any town not receive you or listen to
your words, here is what you are to do: if they refuse to hear you,
then when you leave that house or town, give them a visible demon281
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stration of your fulfilled responsibility for trying to save them, by
shaking the dust of thei’r house or streets off your feet. I can tell
you this: it will g o easier on judgment day for the wicked cities of
Sodom and Gomorrah than for that rown!”

SUMMARY
The aforementioned Twelve were sent by Jesus to preach only
to Jews in Galilee the message of the arrival of God‘s Kingdom. They
were to give the miraculous evidence of rheir authority, without
charging for it. They were to travel light, depending upon good
people to help them. If they were rejected they were to keep going.
To reject them is to incur Gad‘spunishment.

NOTES
I. A PAR”LAR

ZONE FOR A PARTICULAR PERIOD
(10:5, 6)

10:5 These twelve Jesus sent forth. These twelve, taken
as a phrase following immediately upon the heels of a precise list of
the names of the men as well as after two specific references to the
number twelve, becomes especially emphatiic or is nothing but a
clumsy redundancy. Why does our author express himself this way?
1. Matthew may be marveling at the comparative insignificance
of these men Jesus chose, in contrast to the overwhelming
importance af the task to which Jesus called them. These
twelve? Who are they? Had the power clique of Judea
(Annas, Caiaphas, Herod, Pilate and company) glanced at
the list of the makers of a new empire that would bring all
other kingdoms, rule and authority to their knees before the
Nazarene, they would have sneered, “Who are these? Not a
one of them in Who’s Who! How can this Jesus expect
to amount to anything, when He’s placing all His hopes on
rabble like that? Ismagine: ‘not a rabbi among the whale
lot!” With quiet inner joy that can come only from knowing
the power and victory possible in the Master’s service, Matthew responds, “Yes, just imagine Jesus’ using THESE twelveof all people! But it was this group that Jesus chose-no
others. He knew what He was about. He made the decision
to use these nobodies to change the world.”
2. Or it may be that Matthew, in connection with the context
which his ninth chapter provides, intends to remind us here
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that these are the very men with whom Jesus had shared
His vision, whom He bad involved in a prayer campaign
for workers, Morgan (Matthew, 102) has it:
“Pray ye,” i s the first command; “go ye” is the next.
The men who have learned to look with the eyes of
Jesus until they feel with the heart of Jesus and
who, out of such vision and such feeling, begin ro
pray, are more than half ready for the work of bringing
in the harvest,
CHAPTER TEN

These twelve Jesus sent forth “two by two,” says Mak.
This strategy has proven itself time and again by its sound psychology:
1. Maclaren (PHC,246) challenges us to “learn the good of
companionship in Christian service, which solaces and checks
excessive individuality and makes men brave. One and one
is more than two, for each man is more than himself by the
companionship.”
2. The Jewish nientafity toward the wimess borne by anyone
had trained people to expect the testimony of two men to
be more weighty than that of one, even though the one were
speaking the truth. (Cf. Jesus’ way of arguing in Jn. 8:1618). So two Apostles, working together, could give more
powerful convincing witness to the deeds and message of the

Christ,
3. McGarvey (Powfold Gospl, 363) adds, “Different men reach
different minds, and where one fails another may succeed.”
And charged them, saying (fdrdggeilm). This is a formal
order, and especially imperative in light of the peculiar nature of the
order given: Jesus had to be particularly clear in laying out the work
for His men, since some of the things He would have to say contradicted the men’s own view of themselves and of the work they
must perform.
Cio not into any way of the Gentiles and enter not into
any city of the Samaritans, Barclay (Matthew, I, 372) points
out the evidential value of this sentence: “This saying is so unlike the
mind of Jesus that no one could have invented it. He must have
said it, and there must be some explanation,” Its provocative character
becomes immediately apparent when we thiak of Jesus as the universal Christ, for if there is a portion of the race for whom Jesus is
not Lord, then He is not worthy of our ultimate consideration. For
all of His great accomplishments, if His message is not for every man,
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then we may yet suspect that His Word is not final and we have
yet someone else higher up with whom we shall have to do. Surprisingly, Jesus deliberately limits His men to Israelitish country.
Rue this is not latent nationalism ar inadverte‘nt parochialism in
the program of Jesus. It is just common sense under the circumstances.
How so?
1. The Gentiles had not been given 2500 years of thorough
preparation under the Law and prophets as had the Jews.
Therefore, they would not have been quite as ready to appreciate this final revelation God was giving through Jesus
the Messiah, as would the Jews.
2. Were the Samaritans any better prepared? They retained
their denominational form of Judaism, badly mixed with pagan
ideas. (See encyclopedic articles on the Samaritans; also
Butler’s comment on John 4 7 - 9 in the College Press series,
p. 141.)
When one considers the strong Jewish prejudice against all that was
non-Jewish,. this expedient of limiting the Apostles’ ministry t d the
Jews ac this time iS just common sense, even though the Lordl will
later, under different circumstances, broaden even this cornmission.
The time is not yet come when the Apostles’ own thinking is broad
enough to comprehend a universal Gospel for the entire human race.
h d if the Apostles themselves had this difficulty, how much more
scandalized would Jesus’ more distasnt followers be, were they to
witness the shocking (to them) spectacle of a wholesale opening of
the Kingdom of God “to just anybody-even Gentiles and Samarirans!”
(Study Ac. 11:1-3) Jesus must yet disarm their prejudices as much
as possible, while H e makes this final appeal to the Galileans by means
of this limited mission of the Twelve. So the prohibition itself arises
out of Jesus’ general masterplan for establishing His Kingdom on
earth. He aims ultimately to conquer the world, but to do this,
H e intends to secure a strong base of operations first. This He does
among those most likely to be ready. Later H e can countermand this
order, turning the Apostles loose on the whole world. (Mt. 28:19; Ac.
1:8; $ : 2 5 )
This latter fact becomes a clue that helps determine how long
this particular, limited commission was to last and how much of it
was intended %or that period. Morgan (Mutthew, 103) reminds us
that “with His crucifixion, the order initiated ended, and save in
fundamental principles, the commission of those verses has no application to us.”
~
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30:6 But go rather to tlie lost s h e e p of t h e house of
Israel. This command, stated just this way, links the Apostles’
mission inseparably wjth the very motives that moved their Lord, and
probably became their own driving force, to share God’s mercy with
His lost people. (See on 9 : 3 6 ) Jesus deliberately uses that figure
out of His own vision of Iost Israel to call the attention of His men
to the most fundamental character of the work they were to do. He
could have said more simply: “Evangelize only the Jews,” But He
is not merely indicating the proper field in which to begin, H e is
setting before their minds an unforgettable metaphor that provides
them at the same time both direction and motivation. Should anyone
object to this severe limitation of the Apostles’ outreach, let it be
remembered that this limitation bounded Jesus too. (See on Mt. 15:24)
Lenski’s observation (Matthew, 391 ) has point here:
W h a t Jesus had done on one occasion in Samaria (Jn. 4:34 2 ) and on certain occasions for individual gentiles (as in
8 : 5 , etc.) and what he had hitherto said about salvation for
all men (5:13, 14; 8 : l l ) was prophetic, was not intended
for the present but for the great days of the future.

To appreciate this severe limitation of the scope of the Apostles’ work,
we must recognize in what context Jesus sets these limits; otherwise,
we will but find what seems to be a charge contradictory to the
otherwise unsullied universality we have come to associate with Jesus.
W h y limit the Apostles’ ministry to Israel?
1. The time element is extremely important to notice. “his
commission comes long before the salvation for the whole world
had been made a reality through the cross, burial and resurrection of the Lord. It will be (noticed later (see on 10:7) that
the message of the Apostles was not the fiaal form of the
universal Gospel intended for the whole world, when rhe
fundamental facts of this Gospel had been enacted upon the
stage of history in Jerusalem. This commission, coming as
it does almost in the middle of Jesus’ own earthly work
(see on lO:l), certainly not later, is to be judged in light
of rhe progressive revelation of the Kingdom that He is
making. It is imperative that we remember that it is
Matthew himself who informs us both of this limited commission here and of the universal commission later (28:19).
It. may be safely presumed rhat he could differentiate between
them, seeing no contradiction between them.
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2. The sodological element: Israel was most prepared of any one
group to receive the good news these men had to tell. Here
in this nation would be the most ready, most immediate reception. This is, of course, relative, since >many Gentile hearts,
hungering for truth, security and liberation, would have been
just as receptive as those among the Jews, as later experiences
of the Apostles seem to indicate. (See, for example, Ac. 10;
11:19-26; 13:4-12, 16-50: 17:4, 11, 12, etc.) But there
Seems to be a “divine order” that stands behind and governs
Jesus’ approach to the world: these perishing Jews were
especially precious to God for the sake of the fathers (Ro.
11:28), and though they have no prior claim to anything,
God has a prior claim upon them! (Cf. Ra. 1:16; 2:9, 10;
3:l-3; 9:4-5) So they ought to be sought first. Also, as
suggested above, due to the apparent Jewish feeling of their
prior rights to all that God offers, Jesus might stand to lose
all hope of convincing those among the Jews who could otherwise have been won, were He to begin a t this poinr a
general Gentile ministry in conjunction with His evangelitation among the Jews. Sociologically, He must not “rock the
boat’’ just yet.
3. The m a w i t y of the Apostles is an important matter. Their
own preparation was still limited to the point that labor among
their own people upon familiar ground was essential to
permit theimr succeeding at all. Barclay (Matthew, I, 373) is
saying: “A message has little chance of success if
senger is ill-equipped to deliver it.” This does not
mean that their power or authority was lacking, since Jesus
was providing this directly Himself. It means, rather, that
their personal character needed time and experience to mature.
This is considerate forethought on the part of the Lord: He
gives them tasks they can handle, but tasks which will qualify
them for larger ones later. Listen to Bruce’s description
(Tvainhg, 98) :
j

Their hearts were too narrow, their prejudices too
srrong: there was tco much of the Jew, too little
of the Christian, in their character. For the catholic
work of the apostleship they needed a new divine
illumination and a copious baptism with the benignant
spirit of love. Suppose these raw evangelists had
gone into a Samaritan village, what would have
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happened? In all probability they would have been
drawn into disputes on the religious difference between
Samaritans and Jews, in which, of course, they would
haye.1ost their temper; so that, instead of seeking the
salvation of the people among whom they had come,
they would rather be in a mood to call down fire
from heaven to consume them, as they actually proposed to do at a subsequent period. (Lk. 9:54)

This point cannot be overemphasized, since human beings are
incurably worshippers of heroes, children never tiring of
playing “follow the leader.” The Apostles were to provide
new heroes, new leadership to their own people, now tired
of leaders who had not the slightest notion where they were
going, who instead of giving real spiritual refreshment, wandered around seeking answers to their own dark doubts. But
the new leadership of the Apostles must ‘reflect as nearly as
possible the mind of Christ. They must sound no uncertain
notes, give no false impressions. Because of prejudice and
ignorance and moral failure in their hearers, rejection may be
judged inevitable in many cases, but insofar as the Apostles
themselves were concerned, the rejection must not arise out
of some inadequate or false conception of their own. The
message of God for any age carries with it its own stumbling
block and its own foolishness (Cf. I Co. 1:18-25), and there
are difficulties enough without some wealcness in the bearer
of the message, which give greater occasion to reject it.
4. The limited rtmormt of time Jesus mrty bme qanted $0 e x f e d
upon this educational experiment with the Apostl
factor. The Apostles must have practice working by themselves without Jesus’ being present if they are to learn to
work well alone. But they must ‘not spend too much time
by going too far afield, else they would not be able to return
in time for correction, encouragement and instruction. Jesus
Himself had a limited time-scheduIe too. So Jesus limited
their objective for them. (Cf. note 1 on 10:23)
Someone, on the basis of the strong Jewish prejudices that were probably present in the Apostles themselves, might object, “But would
the Apostles even be tempted to go to Gentile or Samaritan cities at
this point in their labors, at this crux in their own maturity?” If
they were rejected by many Jewish cities, as Jesus here pictures (10:1315), then they certainly might be so tempted. Also the happy
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memories of the unusually warm reception given Jesus by the Samaritans
at Sychar might tempt some Apostle to consider such a ministry. (See
Jn. 4: 1-42)
This very admonition in itself is strong evidence that Jesus never
had anything in His mind less than the ultimate goal of WORLD
evangelism. This charge, by its very existence here, clarifies the
point that Jesus (could never have made an unconscious slip that
furtively betrays a latent nationalism, For, if a world-wide mission
had not ,already been on the mind of Jesus and the subject of some
of His private lessons, or had Jesus constantly hammered on a strictly
Jewish Messiahship, there could have been no need for this limitation.
His men would never have dreamed of crossing the borders into
Gentile or Samdtan country.
11. A PARTICULAR MESSAGE FOR A PARTICULAR PERIOD.
(10:7)
10:7 And as ye go, preach, saying, The kingdom of
heaven is at hand. A s you go, preach (porea&nmoi kadssete)
differs from the Great Commission (Mt. 28: 19: povezltbhknteJ 9natbZt e h t e ) at least in form, if not also in emphasis. The command here
(10:7) is expressed in the vivid, moving present tense: “Preach as
you go” or “Preach on the way;” whereas the Great Commission, by
usbg an aorist participle attached to an aorist tense imprative verb,
actually commands rhe Apostles to begin to go and make disciples.
In this latter case (as also in Mk. 16:15, poyeathbntes e& tdlz kbsmorz
. . . kadxute), the emphasis seems to be upon both the command
to go as well as the command to preach or make disciples (See
Burton, Moods, 173, 174)
Though here (10:7), as in the Great Commission, the same rule
applies to the participles, relating them to the function of the principle
vexb in each case, yet Jesus‘ emphasis is not so much on the going,
as on the preaching while they are going. This is seen immediately
when it is remembered that He had already dearly commanded them
to go: “Go not” ( l o : > , m2 apbltbtte) and “Go” (10:6, poredostha).
The resultant advance in thought throws the logical emphasis forward
to the proclamation while they moved across Galilee.
Why bother with this? Would not the Apostles be tempted
to think that they would begin their “official” evangelistic work only
when they arrived at such and such a city? But Jesus opens their
eyes to every person they encaunter as they travel: their travelling
commions, the people in whose homes they would enter along
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the way. Every one is to hear the good news, not merely those at
the destination of the journey, Note also rhe omission of the prohibition to "salute no m m along the road." (Cf. W. 10:4)
The k i n g d o m of h e a v e n is a t h a n d , Notice the continuity
in the revelarion of the Messiah and His rule: this had been the
message of John the Baptist (3:2),and then of Jesus (See note on
4:17); now it is to be the principal theme broadcast by the Apostles.

7
1. The Apostles' very messages, thundered before an electrified
nation, would identify them immediately in the popuhr mind
with John and Jesus, In the very natu're of the case, this
was as it should be, for there really is a logical progression
and connection in these three steps: the harbinger of the
Messiah, the Messiah Himself, then the Messiah's ambassadors.
It was imperative, however, that Israel feel this connection,
lesr it seem to those who saw the Apostles at work that
somehow the ministry and following of Jesus had suddenly
fragmented into chaotic little groups scattered over the country.
Rather than witnessing the sight of six pairs of men all
announcing a different gospel, Israel is confronted with Jesus
Christ and the coming Kingdom of God now on seven
different fronts!
2. Repentance and the rule of God is a message always in
Tlle
order. (Cf. Paul's preaching years later, Ac. 20:25)
rejection of God's good government was what made men
sinners in rhe first place: only repentonce and submission
to God's rule can make men whole again. (Cf. Mk. 6:12)
3. This was the very message that must be proclaimed as groundwork preparation before Jesus could declare the Kingdom.
As suggested by the title of this section, this was but a particular
message for a particular period. "his is not the rype of message
rhat could be preached after the consummation of the great events
sunrounding the passion, victory and coronation of the I h g , as well
as the commencement of His royal rule on earth. Obviously, the
Apostles could not announce facts that had not yet occurred, facts
upon which the very Reign of Christ must necessarily be founded,
There w,as much for Jesus yet to do: destroy the fundamental separation between Jew alnd Gentile, conquer death, offer Himself as the
sufficient sacrifice for sin and bring vi'ctory to man tlwough His own
victory. Before Jesus could seal the universal pact of God with the
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world, H e must eliminate the old covenant, having fufilled it. Eut
these grand facts were then all yet future.
T h e kingdom of heaven is a t hand. Though this was the
Apostles' exciting announcement, they were not sufficiently prepared,
nor was it Tesus' purpose, to identify Him and -His program as
messianic. Their task was to prepare the way for Jesus, thus leaving
Him free to develop this popular enthusiasm, thus aroused, as He
saw best. IC is impossible not to speculate whether the Apostles
would have b-'en asked by their audiences for the identity of the
Christ-King. Since the Apostles would have had to refer this question
to Jesus, and since, immediately following this evangelistic tour, we
find the multitudes begianing to identify Jesus as the Christ, it is
clear that the Twelve themselves did not clearly declare Jesus'
Messiahship. Otherwise, the multitudes would not have had to
speculate for themselves, had the Twelve openly declared Him to be
such. (Cf. Mt. 14:1, 2, 13; Mk. 6:14-16; Lk. 9:7-9; Jn. 6:14, 15)
These disciples, then, were to limit themselves to heralding the near
arrival of God's kingdom. But this joyous announcement did not
exhaust the good news (see Lk. 9:6, eiwKgeZk&neGoi), for the
coming of God's rule carried with it moral consequences for which
Israel was not prepared. Israel must repent! ( M k . 6: 12; see notes
on 3:2, Vol. I, 94)
~

III. A PARTICULAR CREDENTIAL FOR A PARTICULAR
PERIOD ( 10: 8)
10:s Heal t h e sick: see on Mk. 6:12, 13; Lk. 9 : 6 under poinlt
VI of this chapter's outline. Raise t h e dead: though there is no
record that the Apostles brought men back from the dead during this
early minisrry, they certainly did this later (Ac. 9:36-42; 20:9, 10).
C l e a n s e t h e l e p e r s : is this particular type of healiinng mentioned
to show the extent of God's healing power operative in the Twelve,
Le. even to the point of curing such a defiling disease as leprosy?
C a s t o u t demons. Besides the obvious power over Satan that this
represents, does Matthew include this command to display the full
range of the glorious power incrusted to the Twelve? If so, why
this particular emphasis on demons? (Cf. Mt. 1O:l; Mk. 6:7, 13; Lk.
9:l) Is it that Jesus would have them realize that the struggle in
which they were engaged was a personal battle with Satan himself?
(Cf. Mt. 10:24-29) If so, every victory over demons signalled the
establishment of Christ's sovereignty over that much more of the
devil's former occupation. When the Seventy retulmed from their
particularly successful mission, they rejoiced especially that they were
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able to exorcize demons. Jesus’ comment on this was a declararion
of the fall of Satan, (Lk. 10:17-20)
Freely ye received, freely give, Morgan (Matthew, 104)
is quite right to point out that “it is because men have lost the sense
of the proportion of our Master’s orderly speech that, today, some
imagine that all this is still our work. This is not our work. W e
have no commission to heal the sick miraculously , , ,” This commission of those Apostles and early disciples (cf. Lk. 1 0 : 9 ) was the
proof of their identity with Jesus’ program and their miracles became
the evidence of the consequent divilne authority. The need for sulch
supernattural credentials disappeared once the kingdom of Jesus had
been proclaimed throughout the entire earth. (Cf. Col. 1:6,23; I
Th. 1:8) They disappeared, because in the nature of the case they
were no longer needed to authenticate the message as from God,
since this fact had been well established.

While it may be true that the need for SUPERNATURAL healilngs,
as special credientials authenticating the divinity of the message, has
passed, yet even today mercifulness, expressed in practical ways and
in proper subordination to the message proclaimed, becomes a powerful
credential in the thiinking of the unbelieving world. The same
generous spirit behi’nd the Apostles’ healings can motivate Christians
today to shalre what they have to provide certain necessbties of life
(hospitals, schools, primary necessities, etc.) , a gesture which convinces the doubters and wrings from the scoffers the confession that
“these Christians really care about a man!” But the modem Christian must not confuse this generosity with evangelism, This help is
only one among many credentials that lends credibility to the message
(Cf. Jn. 17:21, 23), since it shows the consistency between the
Christians’ message and their practice. It shows that God is really
producing through the Gospel the very persons that the Gospel is
supposed to produce. There may be many opportuni’ties to evangelize
a people otherwise unreachable, whose hea’rts are thus opened to
receive the Gospel. But the work of the doctor, teacher or school
(or hospital) administrator is not missionary evangelism and should
not be called such. How many doctors, teachers, administrators on
mission fields have gotten bogged down in the sheer mechanics of
their professional work and find that they have no more opportunity
to proclaim the very message that challenged them to take up their
work in the first place. They might have gained insight from Jesus’
own refusal to let His ministry be primarily a miraculous medical
practice. He felt frustrated when people wanted to use Him for
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their own private purposes and stedfastly refused to get overly concerned about His message. A person can be a missionary anywhere
in the world today regardless of his profession by which he earns his
living, but he is a missionary because he is first of all a Christian in
that place, not because he is a teacher or healer. A person has to
decide his usefulness as a missionary by how well he is able to
express the Gospel incarnate in his own life in that place, given the
limitations imposed upon him by the situation itself.
F r e e l y ye received, f r e e l y give. This sentence contains
the most profound statement of the whole character of Christianity,
as well as the practical expression of it in the Apostles’ personal lives
and ministry. God‘s gracious mercy has not given anything to anyone, including the Twelve, on the basis of their having deserved it.
Characteristically, the very Christianity thus given by God, has the
power in it to cause men, who share Jesus’ mentality, to be just this
generous. These men had already sten this unlimited, generous spirit
in Jesus Himself. (4:23, 24; 9:35) Whereas the Lord Hiinself
constantly, unselfishly and disinterestedly expended all the power of
heaven to meet the needs of suffering humanity, although He could
have charged dearly for His goods and services, yet He shared as He
did out of that pure motivation of unmixed concern for those people
He loved znd who needed His help. His own pattern of giving out
of His own merciful passion to share, only for the sake of those He
served, expecting no pay in return, now becomes the standard by which
His people model and judge their own giving.
Jesus is saying to His men: I have charged you no tuition for
all the lessons in the Kingdom of God, I have charged you nothing
for the power to work stupendous miracles in my name, there is no
fee for admission into the band of Apostles. In terms of monetary
value, all this has cost you nothing, since I chose to give it to you
without charge. Now, siince you are but responsible adminisrrators
of this stewardship, you are not to act as if you were the owners of
it with full power to dispense it at any price you choose to command.
These free gifts are merely given you on theifr way to others!” It
would be so easy to make the miracles a lucrative source of income
and be able to justify it on the basis of its value, while at the same
time suggesting that the money would be used for the support of
Jesus’ ministry. But so to have employed them would have reduced
the miracles to mere articles of trade and robbed them of their power
as evidence of the presence and activity of God in the world of men.
The very ambiguity of the phrase “Freely you have received,”
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unclear in the sense that the Giver is not clearly identified, reinforces the earlier comment ( I 0 : l ) that Jesus and God are somehow
to be closely identified, since obviously it was Jesus who gave them
this power, while anyone with the moral sense to see would know
that this power was God‘s.
How do we harmonize this demand, that the Apostles help people
without charging for their services, with the comforting remark that
“the laborer is worthy of his food” ( l O : l O ) , or “worthy of his wage”
(Lk. 10:7)? The Apostles and other laborers must freely bestow
their great gifts without charge of any kind. They will have already
seen to their food and lodging, however, by having sought out the
godly people of a community whose hospitality saw to those needs.
As will be seen on 10:10, the “worthiness” intended is in no way
based upon the Apostles’ distribution of miracles, but a recognition
of the value of the work they are doing. It is not a punchase, on
the part of the householder, of some special miraculous gift, nor is
it an exchange of some miraculous gift, on the part of an Apostle,
for hospitality. (See on 1 O : l O )

IV.

A PARTICULAR METHOD FOR A PARTICULAR PERIOD

(109-15)
In this section Jesus is dealing with the fundamental question on
the mind of any reasonable, far-sighted man: how were these workers
of His to be supported during their labors? To the modern Westerner,
and perhaps to the Apostles themselves, unused as they were to the
modus operandi here outlined, Jesus’ words cannot but strike a tone
of madness. As we read through the instructions, we are made immediarely aware that Jesus is literally stripping His men of every
visible means of support. We would have expected that Jesus give
His men every possible advantage in order to carry out their mission
but here H e deliberately orders them to dispense with all those
accoutrements men usually think necessary for a journey of the nature
they are about to undertake! While the Twelve themselves would
have admitted that these instructions were proper for the rabbis, yet,
psychologically, they might well have had some difficulty seeing themselves aocepting the customary courtesies and generous hospitality
usually accorded those venerated men. After all, in their own view,
the Apostles may still see themselves as converted publicans, fishermen
and what-not. They may feel they are entering a world where they
do not belong, where “they do not know their place.” Yet, this
consideration does not hinder Jesus for (a moment from placing His
men to this initial test under real-life conditions.
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T h e specific commands of the Lord in this section become to
the Twelve but the practical application of Jesus’ proscription of
anxiety for material needs, seen in the Sermon on the Mount. He
practically strips them of their self-reliance, so ;hat they HAVE to go
out in the confidence that God would always see to it that faithful
men in each locality would receive them and provide for their needs
during their labors there. Later, Jesus tests them on this very point:
“Did you lack anything, when I sent you out without anythiag?”
Their terse but eloquent reply was, “Nothing.” (Lk. 22:35f) Bruce
(Tmhing, 108) summarizes this section so neatly:
His instructions proceeded on the principle of division of
labor, assigning to the servants of the kingdom military duty
and to God the commissariat department.

Lest we overemphasize the uncertainties of the situation into which
Jesus sent His men, let us remember here that Tesus orders His men
on a short tour of just a few weeks (see on l O : l ) , after which H e
will definitely revoke these limitations mentioned in this section. (Lk.
22:35-38) These men were to labor among their own people, among
orientals to whom hospirality was a sacred honor and obligation.
Further, the Apostles themselves were to carry out a ministry of
teaching and healing that would, in a sense, earn themselves the
esteem and recognition of those who would open to them their
homes. While some of the instructions in this section will definitely
b- changed later, due to the changed nature of the ministry which the
Twelve and the early Christians will then have to perform, this does
not mean that Jesus changed His method on the supposition that this
earlier technique failed. The change of instructions simply means
that Jesus accomplished His original plans for the early training missions of the Apostles among their own people, then changed His
directives to match new situations. Under the universal commission
(Mt. 28:19, 20), they would be evangelizing in distant lands among
widely varying mentalities regarding hospitality toward strangers and
regarding providing the daily needs of religious leaders. Hence, because they could not then depend upon a relatively uniform Jewish
hospitality in pagan lands, they needed a different method of operation. It would be a drastic mistake to apply these rules, given here for
a limited operation, to any mission of the Apostles or other evangelists
in pagan lands after Jesus’ ascension.
10.9 Get you no gold, nor silver, nor brass in your
purses. The expression: get you no gold
must be taken in
the sense: “Do not procure . . .” ( k m & e ) ,
since Mark and Luke’s
e
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parallels at this point put the antithetical emphasis m what the men
should (nor should not) take along. (Mk. 6:8, bnlr6.h; Lk. 9:3,
buirete) Also, this “getting” refers to their preparations for (th-&~)
jowwey (Mk, 6:8; Lk, 9:3; cf. Mt. 1 O : l O ) The “getting,” then, has
no reference to the Apostles’ seeking these things mentioned, during
their journey, as if they would expect to be paid for their ministry
by receiving these items mentioned at the hand of those who benefit
from their work Jesus is not talking about receiving anything DURING
the journey, but preparation for the journey, Their “getting” refers
to the provisions they would otherwise have gotten together before
undertaking the trip. They were to go exactly as they were, with no
extra supplies beyond what was needed for “the absolutely immediate
present.” (Edersheim) Jesus is saying, “Do not take those things
travelers generally regard as indispensibly essential. Go confident
that your needs will be provided. Let all your concern be centered
upon your work, not upon yourselves,“ This distinction between the
“getting” as preparation for the trip, and the “getting,” suggested by
some, as support received from those benefitting from the Apostles’
ministry, is nor so important in itself, as an expression of the meaning
of this single text. Rather, it is important as a key that unlocks the
supposed mystery involved in verses that follow, especially the supposed
contradiction between the Synoptists regarding what the Apostles were
to take along durilng their journey, It is the failure to note this dist i n d o n that has kept reasonable men from seeing the possible harmony
between the Gospel writers at this point.

.

.

No gold , , silver , , brass means money for groceries,
lodging and other essential expenses, In your purses, or “girdles”
( K J V ) or “belts” (RSV) expresses the same function as modern
rnoneybelts, since the sash or lfather belt provided just this convenience of carrying valuables close to the body, besides holding the
robe in place. (It shoud be no surprise that robbers strip a man,
not only to have his fine robe, but to get at his money belt! Cf. Lk.
10:30)

1 O : l O No wallet for your journey. Wallet (fliru) may be
simply a small suitcase, “a knapsack or traveler’s bag . . . but perhaps
this passage has in milnd the more specialized meaning beggar’s bag.
.
Such a bag was part of a Cynic itinerant preacher’s equipment
. Such a bag was also used by shepherds . , ,” (Amdt-Gingrich,
662) If it Le the beggar’s wallet that is meant, this requirement
means that the Apostles are to consider the help they receive from
generous hosts as salary, not beggar’s alms. In a sense they will have

.

. .
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actually earned (cf. Lk. 10:7) what is given, so they are to accept
what is offered graciously, but with the clear understanding that by
their spiritual ministry they will have earned it. If the suitcase idea
is in the Lord‘s mind, then He is saying, “If you are not going to
take along a lot of special provisions, food, clothing and other equipment, you are not going to need a bag to carry it in!”
As we consider what the Twelve must (or must not) include, it
would be helpful here to list the items side by side:
~

They were NOT TO PROCURE

They were to

TAKE ALONG:

OR TAKE:
~

Money
Bread (food)
Bag for the journey
A (new or extra) staff
Two tunics (one extra)
An extra pair of sandals

The one staff they had
The one tunic they wore
The sandals they had m.

This interpretative enanalysis seeks to harmonize some of the otherwise
seemingly contradictory details where the Synoptists seem to disagree.
Neither two coats: presumably they would take the one they had
on, but were not to provide themselves with another one for a spare.
However, coats, as such, is not the question here but t h c s
(c&tdms), a garment worn aext to the skin by both sexes, a shirt.
(Arndt-Ghgrich, 890) See Mt. 5:40 for a good example of this
distinction from that cloak or robe which should properly be called
a coat. Nor shoes, rather, specifically sandds (hyflodanda) : “a
leather sole that is fastened to the foot by means of straps.” (ArndtGingrich, 852) These are not shoes in the modern understanding of
the word. Since Mark (G:9 records Jesus as requiring His men to
wear sandals ( s d d l i a ) , presumably He means that His men are to
wear rhe pair they have on, in whatever condition they may be, but
are not to procure another pair for the journey. Nor a staff: while
it is simple to harmonize Matthew with Mark‘s (6:8) “take nothitng
except a staff . . .” by saying they were not to take time procuring
another staff in addition to the one already icn hand, it is more
complicated to harmonize with Luke’s forthright “Take nothing .
no staff.” Three solutions are possible:
1. Luke’s ( 9 : 3 ) “no staff” has exactly the same force as Matthew’s (1O:lO) “nor staff,” and means to convey no more
than “Do not take time to procure a staff.”

.
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2. Since the habit of some of the Apostles may ‘not have been
to use a walking stick in their long marches with the Master,
they are here ordered not to make even that much special
provision,
3. If it be asked whether a man would use two staffs in journeying, we have a third possible solution: “Since you are not
going to be carrying a lot of extra provisions or an extra bag,
you will not need an extra staff over your shoulder on which
to carry those things.“
If it be objected that in every case where an apparent contradiction
between the Synoptists arises, we have presumed an extra item as
a spare, then let it be noticed that Jesus Himself points the way to
this solution. All three Evangelists record the prohibition: “DO Mt
take two tunics,’’ a fact which shows the spirit of the entire section:
“Take nothing extra, nothing beyond what you have with you right
at this moment.” Reinforced with this one illustr#ation, consistently
reported by all three Synoptists, the proposition is more than probable
that we ‘may deal similarly with the other items, which seem to us
who read the lists, not to have been reported consistently. Finally,
one of the axioms of the harmony of all truth is that if a satisfactory
harmony can, be shown between two apparently contradictory facts, t h q
may not be said to be contradictions, regardless of the degree of
appayent contradiction.
For the laborer is worthy of his food, This is the reason
the Lord adduces for giving the foregoiing instructions. They will not
need to make careful preparations along the lines suggested above,
since another higher principle will be operative in this case. In
verses 11-14 Jesus will make specific what is here stated in principle.
Food states in one word all that is necessary to sustain the men’s
life and work. The disciples were to accept just what was offered,
wirhout demainding something more or something different: if it is
food, he is not to be fastidious; if it is enough, he is not to be
greedy. (Cf. Lk. 10:8)
The laborer is worthy: “The Apostle who has really worked at
the ministry to which I have sent him, will have really earned all he
gets.” It should not at all surprise us to hear Jesus use the word
“wage” (misthod) in L,k. 10:7 in regard to anorher mission, but with
reference to the evangelists’ support. How encouraging this declaration must have been to men who, though Apostles in name and partly
so by training, were but timid beginners. “You men are WORTHY
of all the support you get.” There can be no doubting this truth,
CHAPTER TEN
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since these fledgling Apostles while in the homes shared their true
spiritual treasure. In fact, they gave much more than they ever received back in food and lodging! This very principle is the basis
of Paul’s argument that those who proclaim the Gospel should receive
their livelihood firom those who accept the Gospel. ( I CO. 9:14; I
‘I‘h.5:17, 18) This support for God‘s workers, thea, comes from
rhose open-handed people who recognize the validity of the work the
Christian workers are carrying forward. “This ,” says Jesus surprisingly,
“is to be God’s provision for you men. He shall not provide miraculous
bread (as, for example, the support of Elijah at Kerith and Zerephath),
but common bread given by godly people.”
Worthy: Jesus sets a high value on the men because of the
special ministry they were to perform for Him. “You are worthy of
whatever help you receive. But in ‘my view, those people who receive
you will be judged worthy also. If they do not receive you, they
are not worthy and will be condemned. Their true worth is determined
by whether they receive you or not.” (Cf. 1O:ll-15)
This is all good theory if it will work. The Apostles, immediately upon beginning their first mission, were going to find out
whether or not it is practical to trust Jesus’ theories. They rhemselves were going to have to live literally by faith. Even though they
had been seeking the Kingdom of God with a more or less singlemindedness and were more or less already unconcerned about food,
clothing and shelter ever since they began to accompany Jesus in
His travels, yet now the immediate security of Jesus’ person is going
to be taken away temporarily. Until now Jesus had been with them,
and the ultimate responsibility for such matters devolved generally
upon Him. Now, however, they were to work without Him for a
short period, literally living from day to day, with no forethought
or preparation for these normal, humatn necessities of life. Is it not
merciful of Jesus to toughen His men to the realities of faith and
to the habit of depending upon God in this practical way? His approach to their weakness and need for this practical experienlce in
trusting God is psychologically sound in its gradualness, in its definiteness, and in the element of real risk these men recognized. This was
no mere drill, no false alert: it is the real thisng, but on a level where
the men themselves could respond at the level of their own growth.
1 O : l l And into whatsoever city or village ye shall enter,
search out who in it is worthy. This is the tactic the Apostles
are to use in order to secure themselves food and lodging before they
ever menltion a word about the mission on which they have been sent.
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There i s to be no necessary connection between their being ambassadors of Jesus of Nazareth and the hospitality they required, as if
the former were a condition of the latter, at least when the Apostles
were making these preliminary inquiries for hospitality. Of course,
as they become the guests of people, these will learn of their mission,
Should these then thrust them out of their houses, out of antipathy
to Jesus, then their mission becomes a condition of their hospitality
(or rejection).
What kind of inquiry is here required? Is it probable that the
Apostles went around asking who were the best, most godly people
in town, most noted for their hospitality? Why not? If the elders
of the city, sitting in the city gate, cannot tell you immediately
several names of such people, out of oriental courtesy one of the
elders themselves may take you into his home. (Cf. Gen. 19:l-3)
So the indirect question “who in town is worthy ( ? ) ” is answered by
the estimate of the townspeople themselves: “This family (or that)
is worthy.” Would the Apostles have gone door-to-door seeking
lodging without first talking to the city fathers? Would the city
fathers be likely to suggest the best homes of their city to strangers,
without first making some inquiry into the buciness that brings these
strangers into town? The answers to these questions depend upon
whatever mentality or attitude toward travelers the Jews in general
of that period may have had.
Why is this inquiry important? T h e e reasons suggest themselves:

1. Because the messengers and their message would be marked
for good or ill by the known character of those who received
rhem cordially into their home. Though they were to proclaim a Gospel for all, “publicans and sinners” included, yet
the high holiness and importance of the message must not
be able to be spoken against merely because of an imprudent
choice of hosts whose character or notoriety scandalizes porential hearers. The Apostles themselves would all too s m n
be marked as “unworthy” men, due to cheir association with
Jesus of Nazareth and their fundamental and necessary opposition to the traditions of the fathers, In this work they
would need every advantage they could gain. In the eyes of
the people their association with the truly righteous people in
a city would tend to sanction their mission as from God.
(While it is true that that generousness of spirit that manifests irself in hospitality toward strangers is no always present
ingredient in the practical godliness of people deemed ortho2 99
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dox, worthy or pious, yet true godliness tends to produce in
the godly this characteristic generosity.)
2. Another obvious importance of this injunction is to reduce, in
the disciples themselves, any sensitivity about accepting the
hospitality of others. As humble disciples of the lowly Nazarene, they might have been inclined unwittingly to downgrade their own program by not going directly to the best
people. After all, they might have argued, what right have
e to be wined and dined as if we were the highest rabbis
in the land? But so to have reasoned would have been to
have missed the supreme importance of their own missim.
They would be no mere rabbis, but the royal ambassadors
of the Ring of the Universe!
3. Further, and probably a factor much more important than
either the public image of the Apostles or their own personal hesitancy, is the advantage of a nucleus of believers
from which to work. Assuming that the truly “worthy” of
a city were also godly Jews, looking for the Kingdom of God
in deeply spiritual terms, these people would be the most,
receptive to the Apostles’ ,message and could form within
Judaism cell groups of believers in Jesus. After Pentecost
rhese could be turned into congregations of the Church.
(Study the working from fixed centers in each town in the
larer mission of the Apostles: “The Church in their house”
of Ro. 16:5, 11, 14, 15, 23; I Co. 16:19; Col. 4:15; Philemon

2.)
Into whaboever city or village y e shall enter, search
out who In it is worthy. Feel the infectious confidence of the
Master, also pointed out by Bruce (Trailzing, 110) :
He took for granted, that there would always be found at
every place at least one good man with a warm heart, who
would welcome the messengers of the kingdom to his house
and table for the pure love of God and of the truth. Surely
no unreasonable assumption! It were a wretched hamlet, not
to say town, that had not a single worthy person in it. Even
wicked Sodom had a Lot within its walls who could entertain
angels unawares.
And this confidence could not help but infect the Apostles with the
certainty that the mission on which He sends them is no fool’s errand,
but a campaign carefully planned down to the last detail.
There abide till y e go forth. (Cf. Lk. 10:7, “Remain in the
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same house, eating and dridcing what they provide, for the laborer
deserves his wages; do not go from house to house.”) The fundamental emphasis here is stability and contentment, excellent virtues that
recommend those who possess them:
1. Stability, because no momentum would be lost by an endless
round of feasting. Thomas ( L u l ~ duiid Book, cited by PHC,
249) testifies that
oriental hospitality involves a practical system, including a round of visits, involving much ostentation
and hypocrisy. I t is time-consuming, mind-distracting,
leads to levity and in just about every way, counteracts the success of a spiritual mission. The very
nature of the Apostles’ work demanded serious concentration.
Even if the modest circumstances of the hosts did not permit
SO lavish an entertainment in view of the Apostles’ intention
to remain in a town longer than would be accorded other
travellers passing through, still it was not their mission to
be entertained, but to proclaim the Kingdom. This singlemindedness, obvious in the attitude of the Apostles, testified
to the townspeople that these men valued their time, had
important business to attend to and needed to be free to work.
It is very difficult to carry on work when one must constantly
keep an eye on the luncheon calendar or on the dinner memos.
It is not impossible, if people properly understand your work,
bur especially difficult if they do not or else refuse to d a b orate.
2. Contentment, because if they wandered around like mendicant
monks or appeared to be dissatisfied with the hospitality of
the people, or as idle men fond of change, people would
hardly take them seriously or give their message a second
thought. Though not sins per se, being connoiseufs of fine
foods and rare wines was not for the Apostles.
Jesus‘ advice is a question of emphasis and common sense. Neither
banquets nor wide-ranging hospitality are wrong; they just get in
the way of serious, sustained work. A different bed every night,
ranging from extra hard to lumpy and a new cook every day who is
trying to out-do her predecessor in providing the finest feast .the
visitors ever saw, is enough to kill any Apostle!
10:12 And as ye enter into the house, Le., the house chosen
in the manner described above, salute it. (Cf. Lk. 10:5, “Whatever
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house you enter, first say, ‘Peace to this house!”’) S a b t e . . . peuce are
practically equivalent terms, since the Jewish “Shalom” is not only a
greeting, but a prayer that the peace of God bless those thus greeted.
(Cf. Jn. 20:19, 26. The antithesis is 2 Jn. 10 See also the introductions with which the Apostles begin their letters as well as many of
the concluding salutations, e.g. 2 Th. 3:16; I Pet. 5:14; 3 Jn. 15)
Jesus urges His followers to be friendly, courteous and respectful toward
those who might serve as hosts for the Gospel proclamation in a
village. Ther‘e is no bullying here, no insisting upon special rights
to hospitality as Jesus’ messengers, no demanding clergy discounts.
H e requires them to show the customary regard, following the common
rules of social behavior. (Cf. 1 Pet. 2:12-24; 3:8-11) They are to
cultivate a spirit of good will. Good public relations are necessary,
but this must be gained without compromise of principle. Even
though we cannot, and must not, leave people comfortable in the
deadly slate of unrepentant sin, yet our generous friendliness and
obvious good will that treats them as people with whom we hope to
live in harmony, can be rhe means of opening their mind to the gospel
we preach.
10:13 And if the house be worthy, let your peace come
upon i t : but if it be not worthy, let your peace return to
you. The Apostles were intending to bring the Kingdom of God
itself to that home, with all its benefits and blessings! People could
hardly guess .what really stood there at the door in rhe person of
the Lord’s Apostles, but if they opened their homes to receive them,
all these marvelous favors would be theirs. If they fail to hear
the voice of God in these humble Galilean preachers, they forfeit their
key to God‘s treasury. Nevertheless that which the Apostles so
earnestly desired to give them, would come back to the givers themselves. So the Twelve are not to be at all discouraged by even this
set-back, knowing that they may even rejoice in rejection far Jesus’
sake. (Cf. Mt. 5:lO-12) God’s peace will hold them stable in such
storms. This, of course, can never diminish the rragedy of every
refusal to accept the Apostles’ message.
If the house be worthy
not worthy. It may not immediately appear whether a house is really worthy, in the sense that
it accepts the Apostles for sake of the Person and message of Jesus
that ,they bring. Some time may elapse befolre it becomes clear
whether the house is really “worthy” in the highest sense of the word.
So the Apostles are not to stand outside the door and wait for the
householder to decide whether to permit them, as messengers of

...
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Jesus of Nazareth, to enter, If it be not worthy cannot be conserued
to mean that the Apostles made a mistake about the worthiness of
the house, since their inquiries in town led the townspeople to agree
that this household was “worthy,” in the general sense of “generous,
hospitable.” But, although a generous, open-hearted family is usually
open to new truth, it is not always so. Upon learning the nature
of the Apostles’ purpose, the householder, driven by prejudices, prudence
or other motives, may reject and eject the Apostles because of their
mission and views.
Here Jesus‘ practical instructions accord perfectly with His theory.
H e has taught the disciples that evangelistic efforts will not produce
the same results in every area, hamlet or human heart. (Cf. Mt. 13:1823) Now as H e sends His inen forth to begin their own sowing
of the seed, He warns them not to expect equal success everywhere:
some cities and homes would receive them; some would not.
In relation to the general question of application of this section
to the general pattern of history Jesus seems to be describing (see (MI
the introduction of chapter lo), let it be noted here that even in
those cases where a house or city that rejects the Apostles, there is
no suggestion of a clearly defined persecution. Morgan (Mdthew,
103) is probably right in saying:
He was rejected, but they were treated with respect, even
by the crowds. The crowds argued with them, tried to understand what relation they bore to Jesus, asked them what
Christ meant by certain things; bur did not persecute them.

While it is probably true that the Twelve were not unaware of the
rejection of Jesus by the large majority of the ruling class and by
especially so as the Apostles themmany of the common people-and
selves became more and more aware of the spiritual nature of His
claims and intentions-even
so, this rejection still did not bring direct
persecution to the Apostles until after Jesus’ ascension, This latter
act left the Apostles, the obvious successors to the crucified Nazarene,
exposed to the wrath of the Master’s enemies. Only then did they
feel the full force of real persecution.
10:14 And whosoever shall not receive you, nor hear
your words, as you go forth out of that house ‘or that
city, shake off the dust of your feet. His very foresight and
iinstructions are geared to defeat discouragement by simple rejection
or disappointment by difficulties. For Jesus, it is not enough that
they simply leave town. Rather, He outlines specific directions what
to do in the event some refuse to be won, do not receive them and
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obviously close the doors to all further conversation. The Twelve are
to act in a specific way which takes away the initiative from their
would-be detractors. Even if their words could not be said so as
to be heard, because people were hurling insults too loud to permit
the Apostles a last word, or because people shut thek ears (Cf. Ac.
7:57), the Apostles’ last message was to be ’a pantomime. Another
very clear symbolic act that conveys the same meaning is a real or
pantomimed washing of one’s hands of the whole matter. Remember
Pilate. Paul shook his garments. (Ac. 18:6) In this silent wimess,
the Apostles were relieving themselves o€ the responsibility for the
judgment of that house or city. (Cf. Ezek. 3:16-21; 33:7-9) It is
significant that Jesus gave them something very specific to remember
to do in such a moment, since the Twelve might otherwise be tempted
to call fire from heaven to incinerate the opposition!

r

The dust meant here is literally the street dust on the Apostles’
sandals, easily picked up on one’s feet while walking along the often
unpaved streets of the towns. (Remember here the practical usefulness and kind courtesy involved in washing someone’s feet, or at
least in providing water so that he himself can do it. Lk. 7:44; Jn.
13:4-16) But dust had become a Jewish symbol for the moral responsibility for something described in the phrase “the dust of -.”
(SeeEdersheim, Life, I, 644) Brushing the dust off their shoes, thgn,
becomes the vivid warning to the citizens of a city that rejected the
Apostles, that they hereby discharge themselves of any further responsibility for the fate of that house or city. Its meaning is
clew the Apostles were preaching their last sermon in this symbolic
act: “Your blood be on your own heads; we are blameless and leave
you to your doom. While you reject us and our message, the fact
remains that you ARE responsible for what we have tried co tell you.
The kingdom of God HAS actually come near you, but you rejected
it. (Cf. Lk. 1O:ll) Now that we have fulfilled our mission to your
city, we hereby remove every trace of our respsibility for your
salvation.”

It has been noticed by some commentators that the dust of Gentile
territories was considered by the Jews to be defiling, in which case
the Apostles are seen as treating those cities which reject them in
the same fashion as if they were Gentile cities. These see the
Apostles as brushing the dust of defiling unbelief from their feet,
or something of the sort. Granted that certain Jews viewed the
dust of Gentile lands as defiling, would Jesus accede to this Pharisaic
concept even to provide His ambassadors a vivid warning to use in the
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event of their rejection? Perhaps, since H e might use popular language
or ideas that convey a clear meaning, even though both H e and
the Apostles were clearly antagonistic to the fundamental notion involved in the language, (Even the language purists of the Christian
faith today speak of Pope Paul VI, even though they deeply reject
all the unfounded pretensions upon which his position and title
is based, for example. They use this title and name, simply because
not many people would klnow who or what is meant if they started
talking about Giovanni Battista Montini, the pope's real name.) One
should be careful about pushing this argument too far, since Jesus
clearly teaches elsewhere, what really defiles a man. So we know
that H e knows that mere dust, whatever its origin, is not defiling.
Rut when, for example, Jesus cites the OT books as being aurhored
by those ancients whose names they have traditionally borne, and
He cites them without correction or comment. this is revelation,, not
mere accession to p p u h language or merely traditional notions.
Should anyone object to the morality of leaving a city or home
to its own moral doom, with no more apparent doggedness and
merciful patience in seeking to win its inhabitants to fundamental
acceptance of the Kingdom of God than is expressed here in this
text, it is sufficient here to respond that this instruction must be interpreted in the context of this first training mission of the Twelve.
Barclay (Mauhew, I, 380) has it:

This is an instruction that , . comes from the situation in
which it was given, It was simply due to the time factor;
time was short; as many as possible must hear the proclamation of the Kingdom; at that time there was not time to
argue with the disputatious and to seek to win the stubborn;
that would come later.
I

If we have understood correctly the time-outline of Jesus' message
here given, Pentecost follows, not precedes, this first rapid mission
of the Twelve, So there was time for patient labor later, but not
on this rrip. Further, since we find a similar expression in the practice
of the Apostles at a later period (Ac. 13:51; 18:6), it is important
that we recognize the fundamental distinction between the function
of the Apostles who must blaze new, unknown truth from city to city
throughout the world, (and that of those pastors and teachers who remain
in a town to minister patiently, mercifully seeking to convince the
unconvinced however long that process takes.
While Luke 10:10, 11 is not strictly piwallel to this text, it
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nevertheless gives the best, full commentary on what the Apostles’
attitude and actions must be. Bruce (Truhing, 111) draws this mature
judgment about that text:

Solemn wards, not to be uttered, as they are too apt to be,
especially by young and inexperienced disciples, in pride,
impatience, or anger, but (they are to be uttered) humbly,,
calmly, deliberately, as a part of Gods message to men. When
uttered in any other spirit, it is a sign that the preacher has
been ,as much to blame as the hearer for the rejection of his
message. Few have any right to utter such words at all;
for it requires rare preaching indeed to make the fault of unbelieving hearers so great that it shall be more tolerable
far Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of judgment than for
them. But such preaching has been . . . by the apostles.
Even this last word of the Apostles to a city or home is an act of
mercy, for it leaves the uncompromising message of faithful Apostles
firmly fixed in the mind of any standing among the unbelievers, who
might yet be won later. Even this firm, stern warning is to be given
in the spirit of: “Eless and curse not.” ( I Pet. 3:9; Ro. 12:14)
10:15 Verily I say unto you, I t shall be more tolerable
for the land of Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of judgment, than for that city. Jesus reaches back into patriarchal
history (Gen. 19:1-28) for the event that most vividly pictures God‘s
swift, terrible punishing power and comes up with the cremation alive
of the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah, whose obdurate wickedness
was so notorious and so demanding divine justice that the greater
marvel is not their spectacular punishment, but the patience and
mercy of God to let them live as long as He did! This destruction
is used by Jesus as a point of comparison between the lot of these
cities and the destiny of those cities who rejected the Apostles’ message.
This comparison is the more vivid for the Jews who were accustomed
to thinking of these cities as particularly wicked, deserving punishment. (Cf. Mt. 11:24; Ro. 9:29; 2 Pet. 2:6; Jude 7; Dt. 29:23;
Is. 1:9, 10; 13:19; Jer. 23:14; 49:18, etc.)
Perhaps it would be more advantageous to deal with the evidential
value of this text in a separate article. (See the special study: “Jesus’
Witness tp Old Testament Inspiration” by John Ransom in this
Volume.) However, one canna help noticing the seriousness with
which the Lord presents this illustrative point of comparison. He
treats both the incident of the destruction of those ancient cities as well
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as the written sour’ce from which the incident is derived as if the
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whole narrative about them were serious, sober history and the
document ( G e w s i s ) which contains it as entirely ro be relied upon.
It is not enough to say that Jesus merely cites a legendary (hence,
somehow, fictitious) tale of a horrible destruction to give particular
point to His declaration regarding those cities that reject His messengers. If it be thought that He merely appeals to a traditional srory
accepted by the Apostles as historically true, but objectively reducible
to the level of undocumented ancient tradition,-an
appeal for which
Jesus, as a speaker borrowing allusions without Himself authenticating
their origin or validity, cannot be held responsible-then, the following reasons may be offered for the conclusion rhat Jesus 1s responsible for the true information about the origin and validity of
the facts out of the Old Testament He is using and by His use
He is revealing truth regarding those books about which it is, at best,
now difficult to verify the authenticity:
1. In general, Jesus clearly reveals His divergence from commonly-held mistaken Jewish notions. It may be reasonably
supposed that He would not fail to do so on the question of
the authorship or authenticity of OT books or facts, whereinsofar His own arguments depended upon those books or
facts. But in none of His citations or allusions to OT books
or events does He once make and editorial correction or
“necessary” emendation of this problem that is so vital to our
knowledge of OT facts and origins.
2. There is here, also, a moral question: can Jesus remain consistent with His own advertised ethic, when at the same time
He is demanding of others absolute honesty and thoughtful
helpfulness, He Himself fails to disabuse His misled followers of their dependence upon the OT books then available
to them and their mistaken belief of the facts contained therei,n,?
3. Further, can Jesus be the revealer of the mind of God, as He
claims, when at the same time He is going around basing His
pretensions upon boolq accounts or passages that modern
Biblical criticism would seek to reduce to legends, fables,
traditions or, at best, “later accretions of a kernal of (true)
fact”?
In order to deal with these questions properly, each should be taken
separately as a theme to develop as argument for the conclusion
*offered. But these questions DO raise problems for those who would
discount wholesale entire sections of OT Scripture as devoid of
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historical value, i.e. from which no certain knowledge of ancient facts
may be derived. So, Jesus’ mention of the cremation of Sodom and
Gomorrah has real point, since, unless Jesus tells us elsewhere that
that miracle did not, in fact, take place (which, according to the
available materials in the four Gospels, He does nor do), Jesus
Himself may be said to accept the reaIity of the pai’nful punishment
of those perverts.
But what is the exact point of (unequal) comparison here?
Jesus is saying, “If you think that the certainly merited, but unspeakably horrible, punishment meted out on Sodom and Gomorrah was
terrible, let me assure you that I consider rejection of you Apostles
and disbelief of my message to bear as such a far more evident proof
of wickedness, that the doom of those unbelievers, who dare turn down
your offers of divine mercy, will be even more so. It will actually go
easier €or those ancients when they face the final judgment, than for
these moderns who will have turned their backs on Gods Kingdom!”
But why should Jesus’ condemnation of diose cities that do not
receive the Apostles be so severe? How could it be more tolerable
for the land of Sodom and Ciomorrah in the day oft judg-

ment, than for that city?
1. Was it because those hamlets o r homes that rejected the
Twelve principally because they came as ambassadors of
Jesus of Nazareth, would be guiltier than the great, wicked
metropolises of antiquity who knew not the identity of the
messengers of God who came among them? But did the inhabitants of Sodom ever learn the identity of the apparently
normal men who were Lot’s guests? There is no connection
made in the text, between their being stricken blind and
the identity CY€ the angels who so struck them. Nor is there
any evidence of an angelic visit to Gomorrah, such as that
to Sodom, inasmuch as God‘s interest in these cities was the
rescue of Lot for Abraham’s sake, His judgment having already
predetermined the devastation of these cities. So it does not
appear that the identity of the messengers itself is the point
of the comparison.
2. It would be more correct to say that the Sodomites and those
of Gomorrah, however indescribably wicked they may have
been, had had no opportunities to know God‘s message, equal
to the opportunities of those to whom Christ’s Apostles
preached. (See notes on Mt. 11:20-24) Guilt is based upon
opportunity to know the truth. While the Jews’ rejection
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of the Apostles, relatively speaking, is not such a bad sin,
gross, flagrant and foul as that of the inhabitants of Sodom
and Gomorrah, yet it is so much more inexcusable and worthy
of so much more excruciating severity, since the Jews would
have had a more excellent chance to know die truth and
act upon it. Lenslci (Maithew, 397) shows why it should go
hwder for disbelievers than for Sodamites:
I

To lie in sin and thus to perish is bad;

To lie in sin and, in addition, to reject grace, and
thus to perish, is worse.

3, Jesus is so hard on the disbelievers who shut their ears to the
Aposrles, since He knows that the Gospel they preach is the
opportunity of a lifetime that once rejected might never return.
The Gospel appeal might never again be felt.
a. Having once successfully resisted the appeal of the message, they may well rest content in having maintained their
orthodoxy and their faithfulness to the traditions of their
fathers by repudiating this upstart Nazarene and his band,
hence be more confirmed than ever in their unbelief.
b. They might die before the Apostles or eacrly Christian wangelists can bring the Word around to them again. (See on
10:23) Historically, this occurred in Palestine, since the
Apostles could not finish evangelizilng even that small country before the horrible death by persecution and martyrdom
of the majority of the Apostles themselves and the smashing
juggernaut of the Roman might which devastated the nacion, hurled the Jews intor a black eternity without another
occasion to hear the message of grace.
By means of this grand and awesome declaration, Jesus accomplishes two purposes:
1. He clinches His argument about the reliability of support from
God through His people. God, whose laborers they are, not
only fully recognizes their need for support, but He is especially
concerned whether they received it or not, while carrying out
their ministry for Him. So concerned is He that He would
notice even the dust on theit feet and what it testified to Him
about the Apostles' reception in a given area! So, if God may
be depended upon to vindicate His messengers' word as His
own, how much more sure is H e to provide their every need
in exactly the way He promises them to do so?
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2. H e gives evidence of His own deity and divine authority. Jesus
has just declared that those wicked cities, overthrown by God,
will actually have it (comparatively) easier than any city or house
that refuses His own Apostles. He must be the Judge Himself
to be able so confidently to announce the ourcome of what is
most surely known to God, the final judgment!
In the day of judgment. Though Jesus is already announcing
some of the verdicts of that final day, He does so in a more or less
private Way to His disciples, whereas on that great day He will render
these verdicts public before the whole universe. But the disturbing
nature of these declarations could not escape these men, and we must
not miss them ei,ther: judgment is certain. As certainly as God‘s punishment rained down upon those wicked cities, so certainly will the
idpenitent cities (and, in our day, those schmls of theology) that
laugh the Apostles and their disciples out of town, face their ruin at last.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. What specific area were the Apostles to evangelize?
2. What specific ethnic groups were the Twelve to avoid at this
time?
3. Explain the wisdom of Jesus in this choice, in relationship to
the Apostles’ personal ability, maturity and preparation.
4. Show what motives prompted Jesus to commission these
twelve men to work at this particular task.
5. On what other occasion is there a similar commission given
to some disciples, thus enrolling them in Jesus’ ministry?
6. What message were the Apostles to preach? What did the
message mean?
7. What was the purpose of the miracles in the ministry of the
Twelve?
8. What were the Apostles to “freely give”? What was it that
they had “freely received?
9. Explain what is meant by the instructions to “salure the house,”
“your peace will come upon it,” and “your peace will return to
you.”

10. What is the meaning of the oriental expression: “Shake off the
dust of your feet”? Is Jews to be taken literally or figuratively
here? What would this expression have meant to the Apostles?
Should we try to apply the same attitude involved in this
expression today? Give a good 20th Century paraphr,ase for
this expression, showing thereby your application. ,
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11. List the items the AlJostles were to take along during rheir
journeys.
12, List the items the Apostles were NOT to take along,
13. Locate and give the history of the cities of Sodotn and Gomorrah in such a way as to show the impact of the warning behind
Jesus’ words that for that city which rejected the Apostles’
message it would go worse on judgment day than for those
ancient cities.
14. Do the resrrictions Jesus placed upon this mission apply to
every mission the Apostles are to perform? W h a t , evidence
do you offer for your answer?
15, State the declarations in this section that emphasize the divine
authority of Jesus,
16. Harmonize the apparently contradictory instructions regarding
the disciples’ taking “shoes or sandals” and “staves.” Were the
disciples to take no staff nor shoes or at least one pair or what?

Section 23

JESUS COMMISSIONS TWELVE
APOSTLES TO EVANGELIZE GALILEE
III. JESUS CHALLENGES AND HONESTLY
WARNS THE TWELVE OF THE DANGERS
AND DIFFICULTIES THAT LIE AHEAD

TEXT: 10:16-31
A. PERSECUTION BY THE STATE “CHURCH”

(10:16, 17)
16. Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves: be
ye therefore wise as serpents, End harmless as doves.
17. But beware of men: for they will deliver you up to councils,
and in their synagogues they will scourge you;
B, PERSECUTION BY THE STATE GOVERNMENT

(10:18)
18. Yea and before governors and kings shall ye be brought for
my sake, for a testimony to them and to the Gentiles.
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C. PROMISE OF POWER IN THE PRESENCE
OF PERTL (10:19, 20)
19. But when they deliver you up, be not anxious how or what
ye shall speak: for it shall be given you in that hour what ye
shall speak.
20. For it is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of your Father that
speaketh in you.
D. PERSECUTION BY THEIR OWN FAMILIES
(10:21, 22)
21. And brother shall deliver up brother to death, and the father
his child: and children shall rise up against parents, and cause
them to be put to death.
22. And ye shall be hated of all men for my name's sake: but he
that endureth to the end, the same shall be saved.
E. PRUDENCE IN PERSECUTION (10:23)
23. But when they persecute you in this city, flee into the next:
for verily I say unto you, Ye shall not have gone through the
cities of Israel, till the Son of man be come.

F. THE SUFFERING OF THE SAVIOR AND
HIS SERVANTS (10:24, 25)
24. A disciple is not above his teacher, nor a servant above his

Lola.
25. It is enough for the disciple that he be as his teacher, and
the servant as his Lord.

G. FREEDOM FROM FEAR (10:26-31)
1. BECAUSE OF THE ULTIMATE TRIUMPH OF TRUTH
26. Fear them not therefore: for there is nothing covered, that
shall not be revealed; and hid that shall not be known.
27. What I tell you in the darkness, speak ye in the light; and
what ye hear in the ear, proclaim upon the house-tops.

2. BECAUSE OF THE RIGHT REVERENCE
28. And be not afraid of them that kill the body, but are not
able to kill the soul: but rather fear him who is able to
destroy both soul and body in hell.
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3. BECAUSE OF THE CARE OF THE CREATOR
29. Aire not two sparrows sold for a penny? and not one of them
shall fall on the ground without your Father:
<
30. bur the very hairs of your head are all numbered.
31. Fear not therefore: ye are of more value thm many sparrows.

THOUGHT QUE§TION§
a, Show the harmony between the passages which command
us to fear Cod and those which say “rhere is no fear in
love” and others which say that the fearful will be condemned,
b. Why do you think Jesus is being so painfully honest with
His disciples as He describes the pain and difficulty they
will face?
c. In what way are the disciples like “sheep in the midst of
wolves”?
d. What is so “wise” about “serpents”?
e. How me Christians supposed to be harmless?
f. Do you think that the mentality of fear that Jesus is itt.
stilling in His Apostles is healthy? He warns His Apostles
about the untrustworthiness of people (10:17). But is this
good?
g. What is the proper balance between this wariness of people
and that invincible optimism that Jesus obviously and personally practiced?
h. Would you say that the person who walks the tightrope
between distrust of people and seekicng to encourage the
besr in people is the most mature person? Do you see
anything in Jesus’ words that verifies or denies or otherwise
modifies your conclusion?
i. What was so important about the Apostles’ standing before
governors and kings, as Jesus says, “for a testimony to
rhem and the Gentiles”? What kind of testimony do you
think Jesus has in mind?
j. How could these disciples avoid the nagging anxiety that
could easily plague and drown their ministry in worry?
k. How long do you think Jesus expected His disciples to
endure these difficulties? What motivations does He provide
them which would actually enable them to do this?
1. What is the difference between cowa’rdilce, Le. that moral
unwilli,ngness to take a stand for Jesus when the going is
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impossible and there is more temptation to be silent, on
the one hand, and prudence, i.e. the wisdom to “flee iy)
the next city”?
m. What motivations does Jesus give‘ His disciples to keep
them from watering down His message for fear of what
men would say?
n. What is so important about the promise of leadership by
the Holy Spirit? What difference would this make when
the disciples were haled before courts to give witness about
Jesus?
0. What hint does Jesus give in this text that, although He
had confined their sphere of theimr mission to Israel, yet
the disciples’ testimony would not long be limited to Jews
only?
p. Do you think the promise of inspiration’ that Jesus gave
in this commission applies to the Apostles only, to all
preachers and witnesses for Christ, or only to those fachg
imprisonment and martyrdom? On what basis do you decide this?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
“Here I am sending you out like so many sheep surrounded by
a mad wolf pack! So be sharp-keen, on your toes, yet not cunning,
dishonest or shrewd, Be an your guard against people, for they will
hand you over to be tried before Sanhedrins, and to be whipped in
their synagogues. You will also be dragged into the presence of Roman
governors and Herodian prinices because of your allegiance to me. But
this will but give you opportunity to testify before them and the
Gentile world. Take that opportunity!
“When they arrest you, DO NOT WORRY how you are to talk or
what to say at your trial, because the right words will come to you
at the right time. This is because it will not be you speaking, but
rather your Father’s Holy Spirit will be speaking through YOU.
“Brother will betray brother to have him executed. Even fathers
will betray their own child’ren. Children will turn on their own parents and send them to their death. You will be universally hated
because of your allegiance to me. But the man that hangs on till it is
all over will be saved.
“When they start persecuting you in one town, take refuge in
the next one on down rhe road! I can tell you this: you will see a
clear demonstration of my vindicated authority before you have com-
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pletely covered all the towns here in Palestine. This demonstration of
my majesty may be described as my coming in glory,
“Remember: a student does not rank above his teacher any more
rhan a servant is above his master. The student should be content to
share his teacher’s lot or a servant his master’s, If they have called me,
the Master of the house, names like “Beelzebul, Prince of Evil or
Satan” and the like, what kind of names do you think they ate going
to call you?
So DO NOT BE AFRAID of them who threaten you, because, like
every other previously hidden secret, the Gospel too is SUR to be
revealed, so deliver your massage without any reserve. Even any secret
compromises you make to save your life will be found out too! So,
all that I have taught you in private sessions and in evening” seminars
under the stars, broadcast in broad daylight! Proclaim my message on
a public, nationwide scale.
DO NOT GET EXCITED about those who can only kill your body
but cannot touch your soul! No, have an infinitely greater reverence
for God, because He is the one who has the right and ability to punish
borh you and your body in hell!
‘What is the going price on sparrows? Two for a penny? Yet,
not a single sparrow hits the ground without your Father’s knowing
about it! To put it another way: God knows the most detailed facts
NOT
about you, like how many hairs you have on your head. k
BE AFRAID. You are of infinitely greater value tu God than any number of sparrows.”

SUMMARY
Jesus lays before His Apostles the dangers that they will face
serving in His ministry. They are not to fear anybody or anything, but
get Jesus’ message proclaimed at all costs. Persecution by the State,
the State Church or by their own families is not to deter them.
Nothing is to stop them: they are to keep going, fearlessly proclaiming
Jesus’ Word on a nationwide scale. They have no reason to fear men,
since they serve the living God whose personal care and love for
them is far greater reward than all earthly blessings. They are to regard
all persecution, not as a failure of their ministry, but an extension of
it into areas otherwise untouched and unreachable.

NOTES
In harmony wirh the presupposition suggested in the introduction
to this chapter, regarding- the various time elements supposedly in-
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tended by the three-fold division into which Matthew orders his
material, the following section will be interpreted in reference to that
period of the Apostles’ mission whilch began roughly at Pentecost and
terminated with the end of the Jewish nation as such. Hence, in this
section we will find more direct applications to the life of the early
Church than were to be discovered in the partition of the text just
concluded. At this point a concurrent study of the Acts would be most
helpful in providing illustration after illustration of the very thing
Jesus is .here predicting.
!..

-4

A. A GENERAL WARNING (10:16)
10:16 Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst
of wolv‘es. Who, knowing the risks and dangers to which he is
sending his men, could demand of them such unfailing loyalty and
rigid disciplisne? Many great commanders have so ordered their troops
under similw conditions, commanding them to stand and face materially superior forces, though they themselves have improper or inadequate weapons. But Jesus is sending His finest disciples into the
face of moral evil and spiritual, wicked powers. These humble followers
are armed only with truth embodied in frail, human clay. This is why
the Master places their Apostleship on the basis of a. personal mandate
firom Jesus Himself. “I Myself send you forth.” (emphatic eg6) A man
a n be made to do almost anything when he knows for whom he
suffers. So, throughout this passage Jesus continues to reiterate this
relationship with the King Himself for whom they serve and
suffer. (Stop and read verses 16, 22, 24, 25, 27, 32, 33, 34-38, 39, 40,
42, in order to appreciate this.) If we miss this emphasis put here
by the Lord Himself we shall fail to sense the strong personal element
not only in the obedience of the Apostles to Jesus’ orders. W e may
also be incapable of seeing, in our own service to Himm, that His
slightest wish is our strongest command. With this understanding, we
will see that the smallest item of our lives-from
the reason why we
brush ow teeth and how we go about it, to the way we treat our
fellows in driving down a )crowded street during the afternoon rush
hour-is
just an expression of this kind of personal service to Jesus.
I send you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves. One
point to notice about this simile is that Jesus is not sending the
Apostles, as it were, sheep into a howling wolfpack, for sheep in
the midst of wolves is already one complete concept. Jesus used
in ( m ) , not into (eis). This whole picture, as well as the text m
in
which it is found, is a vivid sketch of the very opposition which already
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had begun to surround Jesus’ own ministry and had been aroused by it.
He is saying, “You are already sheep surrounded by wolves, but I am
sending you out anyway!” (Cf, 10:24, 25) Jesus Himself had already
stood, or would soon stand, in each place He now pictures to His men.
He, the Lamb of God, know what it meant to be surrounded and
ultimately torn to pieces by these wolves! He also knew that, if H e
Himself should be butchered by the wolves, His Apostles, the tender
lambs that they were (Cf. Lk. 10:3), could not but expect similar or
worse treatment. S h e e p : what a figure of relative helplessness, in no
respect vicious like the attackers. But, in the nature of the case, because of the Gospel they must preach and because of the humble,
godly character that must be theirs, these men MUST be lambs. T h q
could not, indeed they must not, escape the viciousness of the wolves
by trying to be anything but lambs.
The w o l v e s Jesus faced were not, for the most part, the slumdwellers, the rackets men, the street walkers or other segments of the
‘‘mmmon rabble,” but the polished men of the cloth, the pious leaders
of organized religion, the theologians. In fact, it was not the common
people that engineered His crucifixion, but these latter, (See Jn. 19:ll)
Jesus, the Good Shepherd who knew the wolves and refused to run
from them (Jn, 10:12), is willing to risk the very existence of His
little flock by a frontal attack: sheep versus wolves! Though the term
wolves is often used with particular force to describe false teachers
who try to draw away followers from Jesus (Mt. 7:15; Ac. 2 0 : 2 9 ) ,
this term might be stretched to include those specific illustrations Jesus
provides in the verses that immediately follow: religious rulers (10:17);
pagans (10: 18) ; unbelieving families (10:21) ; all people generally
( 1 0 : 2 2 ) . This is not surprising, since the attitudes of all but the first
mentioned, are but the reflection of the unrelenting bigotry and bitter
opposition instigated by the religious leaders. Many were the ‘ times
during the ministries of the Apostles Peter and Paul, as we learn of
those labors in Acf.r, when, as they wetre making surprisingly rapid
progress in their Gospel proclamation in a town, jealous Jews stirred
up hostility to the Lord’s messengers among the otherwise friendly or
neutral populace.

This picture of sheep in the midst of wolves reminds us of
that continual condition in which the Church has always found herself.
Luke, when he set down the sermon preached at the time of the commissioning of the Twelve (Lk. 6:12-17, 20-49), reports this most timely
warning: beware of those moments of dead calm, when you face no
opposition: “Woe to you, when all men speak well of you, for so
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their fathers did to the false prophets.” (Lk. 6:26) Jesus knows that
the “hatred and inmity of fossilized orthodoxy,” as Barclay puts it SO
beautifully (Matthew, I, 3 8 6 ) , will be so intense and so protracted
that, if a t any time the sheep are anything but sheep, or the wolves
look more sheepish, His people will have already begun to compromise
their fundamental nature. Of course, it is important to remember here
that Jesus does not say that the wolves will always be the religious
establishment, since He actually giv:s several different illustrations of
“wolvesdat work” in this larger context. In other societies this nexus
is not necessarily so obvious or even so real. However, the wolves,
i.e. those embittered, violent enemies of the flock, may be found in
varying groups with varying intensity, and it takes real insight sometimes to distinguish real wolves from just plain sheep that hold a view
antagonistic to our own! It is much too easy to identify the wolves
in what is merely different from ourselves, or in what is only a secondary manifestation of the real evil with which we ought to concern
ourselves. This demand €or wisdom is the purpose and point of the
concomitant advice which necessarily comes next.
Be y e therefore wise as serpents and harmless as doves.
This is Jesus’ counsel in view of the treacherousness of the natural
enemies of the disciples. Wise ,as serpents. Skill in sensing and
avoiding danger seems to be th: characteristic of snakes to which the
Lard alludes here. But why is this characteristic so essential? Immediate
martyrdom was not to be the goal of Jesus’ servants: their business
was tb give witless to the exceedingly precious message they carried.
An early martyr’s death is never preferable to a life of labor to spread
the good news and strengthen the saints. (Cf. Notes on 10:23; Phil. 1:
19-26; also Paul’s clever division of the Sanhedrin against itself, Ac.
23:l-9) Here the emphasis is on discretion, even astuteness in the
sense of sagaciousness. What a contrast between this recommendation
Jesus makes and that fanatical thirst for martyrdom found ia those
who, burning for distinction, unwisely and unnecessarily exposed themselves to dangers. H e says that His servant must not deliberately invite
rrouble or court danger, if he may honorably and conscientiously avoid
it.
Harmless as doves. The word harmless, as a translation of
akbrdioi, leads away from the intention of that word, since the etymology- of rpkb~uios is not that suggested by Thayer and adopted in the
ASV, i.e. a- negative
kwuh or kkrus, a horn = “hornless,” literally;
figuratively, “hamless.” (See ISBE, 2798) The derivatian seems rather
the stem of kerdmami, “to mix” = “unmixed;”
to be a- negative

+

+
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figuratively, “simple, guileless, sincere, unadulterated, uncontaminated,
pure, innocent.“ (ISBE, 2798; Arndt-Gingrich, 29; see also Ro. 16:19;
Phil. 2:15) So, while “harmless” is not a good translation of the word
involved, it is not altogether harmful to the sense, seeing that it does
express a resultant, if not a connotative, meaning of the Greek word.
The Apostles, if they are to respect Jesus’ demand that they be guileless, will not seek to revenge themselves or retaliate against their persecutm or those who refuse their message. However this is a secondary
application to the principle intent to the word, as indicated above. In
what sense must the Apostles be “sincere, innocent, pure, guileless”?
CHAPTER TEN

1. McGarvey (Matthew-Mark, 91) takes it that “being blameless,
they would encounter no merited severity.” Their methods of
self-defense must never be such as to deserve censure, not
must any of their attitudes betray an un-Christian spirit that
provokes sentence against them, (Cf. Lk. 9:51-55; contrast
Peter’s defense, Ac. 4:8)
2. Though the Apostles are to be constantly surrounded by and

exposed to evil, they are not to tempt themselves to use evil
methods to protect themselves. Even though they must be
extremely wary of treacherous men, yet they themselves must
not resort to subterfuges and strategems, but carry out their
work with boldness and perfect honesty, even though this
latter course may expose them ultimately to suffering. This is
clearly implied in later verses. But “guilelessness is not a
synonym of gullibility.” (ISBE, 2798) It is, rather, the unwillingness to deceive even persecutors, Any disciple should
learn the difference between telling the truth in all of his
spoken words, on the one hand, and telling all he knows, on
the other. Only a fool would babble on all that is in his mind,
especially when in the presence of persecutors he blurts out
particular information that would bring certain harm to inoocent people. Any Christian may admit to knowing certain
truth that would involve the life or safety of others, while
withholding its content from inquisitors upon pain of death or
the most horrible tortures, We are permitted to suffer for
Jesus’ sake by “laying our lives down for the brethren” (I Jn.
3:16). But we are NOT permitted to tell a lie merely to
achieve a good purpose, i.e. save human lives.
While the two animal characteristics, i.e. a serpent’s wisdom and a
dove’s innocence, may seem like a strange combination, yet, taken
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together, they represent a perfect, balanced relation. Bruce ( ? k k h g ,
112,113) sketches that balance:

Amid such dangers two virtues are specially needful-aution
and fidelity: the cme that God‘s servants may not be cut off
prematurely or unnecessarily; the other, that while they live,
they may really do God’s work and fight for the truth .
Conscientious men are apt to be rash, and prudent men are
apt to be unfaithful. Yet the combination (i.e., of caution
and fidelity) is not impossible, else it would not be aequired
p. . For it was just the importance of cultivating the apparently incompatible virtues of caurion and fidelity that Jesus
The
meant to teach by this remarkable proverb-precept .
dove must come before the serpent in our esteem, and in
the development of our character. This order is observable in
the history of all true disciples. They begin with spotless
sincerity; and after being betrayed by a generous enthusiasm
Hto some a m of rashness, they learn betimes the serpent‘s
virmes. If we invert the order, as too many do, and begin
by being prudent and judicious to admiration, the effect will
be that the higher value will not only be postponed, but
sacrificed. The dove will be devoured by the serpent: the
cause of truth and righteoushess will be betrayed out of a
base regard to self-preservation and worldly advantage.

. .

.

..

Or, to say it another way: “Be wary, but not crafty; simple, but not
simpletons.”Fraser (PHC, 252) suggests rightly that

the Lord Jesus is the consummate example to illustrate His
own teaching. He was always on His guard, and penetrated
all the maneuvers and plots of those who watched and hated
Him. He fell into none of their snares; never lost self-possession; never spoke at random; uttered all His words and
conducted all His intercourse with infinite discretion. But
He formed no counterplots and devised no strategems. No craft
was in His bosom; no guile was in His mouth ,

..

Ironically, though the disciples are forbidden to “fight fire with
fire” (of the same sort), or to “pay back the enemy in his own coin,”
i.e. not use those methods for succeeding that worldly people have
ever thought absolutely essential to the successful outcome of their
plans, yet the outcome of THIS conflict is pre-announced: The Kingdom
of God will go to the sheep, not to the wolves! (Cf. Lk. 12:32) Sheep
that ace convinced of this ultimate victory, regardless of all the inter-
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mediate difficulties and “momentary afflictions” ( 2 Co. 4: 17), can
never really feasr the wolves,
But how is this admonition (lO:16) to be harmonized with the
declaration of Paul: “Love believes all things”? ( 2 Co. 13:7) At
what point were the disciples to stop giving the benefit of the doubt
to the treacherous enemies of Jesus and the Church, and start fleeing,
or, perhaps, refusing to reveal their plans in order to save the lives of
the members of the Church? It is not always possible to see the
enemies’ affirmations in the best light or always to put the best construction on their conduct, How long should “love believe all things,”
before it becomes gullible and, consequently, an enemy to itself? How
long should Christians give the benefit of the doubt to those who
seem to be reasonable men, but whose present intellectual stance holds
them to a cou’rse of rejection or opposition to the Christians and
their message, before the disciples are to decide that such men are
not to be trusted any longer but have actually become a menace to
the body of believers and an obstacle to the further proclamation of
the Gospel? Two answers arise out of the varying circumstances in
which the disciples find themselves:
1. In the days of the first commission, love would demand that
the disciples remaia in a city to proclaim the glad news of
the Kingdom of God, build a nucleus of believers until opposition to their activities becomes so effective as to render
INeffective the Apostles’ ministry. In this latter case, they
were prudently to move on. (10:23)
2. However, when the universal hatred of the Christian movement becomes so general (IO:22) as to render impossible or
fruitless further flight, or when flight itself is impossible,
then love demands that the disciple stand and suffer for the
name of Christ where he is.
The answer to this dilemma, then, is to be found in the actions and
attitudes of the “wolves” themselves, (Cf. Mt. 7: 15,16) While the
Christians are to be optimistic that even “wolves” CAN be converted,
yet they must always be aware that they MIGHT never be. They must
“believe all things” are possible for good in the life of potential or
actual enemies (remember Saul of Tarsus!), but this trust must never
betray them into handing over all their plans to the enemy. Bruce’s
summary (TrrtZnilzg, 113) is very much to the point:

Do not be so simple as to imagine all men good, honest, fair,
tolerant. Remember there are wolves in the world-men
full
of malice, falsehood and unscrupulousness, capable of invent-
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ing the most atrocious charges against you, and of supportlng
them by the most unblushing mendacity. Keep out of their
clutches if you can; and when you fall into their hands, expect
neither candour, justice, nor generosity. But how are sach men
to be answered? Must craft be met with craft, lies with lies?
No, here is the place for the simplicity of the dove. Cunning
and craft boot not at such an hour; safety lies in trusting to
Heaven’s guidance, and telling the truth. (Mt. 10:19, 20)
following admonition sharpens this wariness.

’

B. PERSECUTION BY THE STATE CHURCH ( 10:17)
10:17 But beware of men; for they will deliver YOU to
councils and in their synagogues they will scourge YOU.
Beware of men: what a shock to those believers who might have
been inclined to suppose that the rightness of their message, the
goodness of their lives, their own innocence as beginning teachers and
their wonderful miracles, would automatically gain for them the good
will of all men. Nevertheless, the ability to be both “wise and guileless” requires that the Apostles remain on their guard. This does not
mean, of course, that the Apostles will escape harm simply by being
alert, for they will ultimately suffer, regardless of all their dexterity
and alertness. It is just a question of time and who can hold out the
longest, the Apostles or the persecutors. Jesus, therefore, intends His
men to be forwarned, hence, forearmed, against the treachery of such
unscrupulous men. This way, they would be able to avoid the .needless
difficulties with such men by guarding themselves against thoughtless,
provocatory remarks that would inflame them.
Beware of men is not intended to arm us with a general
disorust of humanity in general, even though it is with sinners, rebels
against the living God amnd our Ch’rist, that we have to do. However,
this admonition does indicate that not all men are to be trusted with
the same confidence, since they are capable of destroying all that the
Christians seek to create. (Cf. Jn. 2 : 2 4 , 2 5 ) Paradoxically, while the
Christian is to seek what is honorable in the sight of all men (Ro.
12:17; 2 Co. 8:21) and what pleases his neighbor for his good (Ro.
15:2) and is to try to do good to all men ( I Th. 5:15), yet he
cannot trust every man, nor must he compromise his message in order
to $reach these other goals. Jesus knew that if the Apostles were going
out with the view to pleasing men so as to make their propam
succeed, they would be strongly tempted to water down their message
or be so discouraged as to give it up altogether. In the end they would
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fail to hit the specific targets Jesus planned for them. NOWthe Master
explains in what specific areas the Apostles are to be particularly wary.
For they will deliver you up t o councils, and in their
synagogues they will scourge you. The first member of this
parallelism seems to suggest that the men of whom the Apostles are
to beware are common men, whether in high offices or not, who,
because of religious prejudices, political convenience or other motives,
betray the Jewish Christians into the hands of the religious authorities.
Councils
synagogues are two words that underline the fundamentally Jewish character of the persecutions that Jesus now describes,
since civil and ecclesiastical jurisdiction were so thoroughly blended in
Judaism. (Cf. Mt. 23:34) Edersheim (Sketches, 91; see also Life, IT,
553ff) informs us:
Every town had its Sanhedrin, consisting of 23 members if
the place numbered at least 120 men, or of 3 members if
the population were smaller. These Sanhedrists were appointed
directly by the supreme authority, or Great Sanhedrin, “the
council,” at Jerusalem, which consisted of 71 members. It is
difficult to fix the limits of the actual power wielded by
these Sanhedrins in criminal cases . , , Of course all ecclesiastical and strictly Jewish causes and all religious questions
were within their special cognizance.
As will be noted in the following verse, even the appearance before
pagan rulers was, during the early years of Christianity, a Jewish question instigated by Jews, who, enflamed against the Christians, haled
them before the Gentiles. This Jewish character of the difficulties
gives peculiar force to the time limitations of this section, dating its
end approximately with the end of the Jewish power to persecute
the Church. The time limits are also seen from another angle, that of
the fulfilment of Jesus’ words in the life of the early Church. (AK.3;
4; 5:17-42; 6-8-8:4; 22:19; 2 6 : l l ; “scourging” in 2 Co. 11:24)
Morgan (Matthaw, 103ff) reminds us:
CHAPTER TEN

.. .

A very remarkable fact of history throws light upon this: never
from the day of Jerusalem’s fall until now has a Chiristian
believer been scoujrged in a Jewish synagogue . . . There have
been other eras of persecution of the Church, but never flrom
the day in which Jerusalem fell has there been a systematic
.
persecution of Christians by Jews

..

The reestablishment of the Jewish state of Israel in the modern world
obsoletes many older views of the Jewish condition, Jerusalem, after
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1900 years, by force of Israeli arms is now in the hands of the
physical descendants of Abraham, How this fact should be evaluated
in modern eschatology is yet to be seen. But this later development
must never obscure this obvious: 1900 years are still 1900 years in
which the Jews have not had it in their power to deliver up Jewish
Christians to the punishments of the Jewish courts until, now nonexistent. Given the present condition of Israel, this very state of
affairs could, of course, begin tomorrow morning.

I

C. PERSECUTION BY THE STATE GOVERNMENT ( 1 0 : 1 8 )
10:18 Yea and before governors and kings shall y e be
brought for my sake, for a testimony to them and to the
Gentiles. The Gentile character of these potentates is reflected in
the fact that puppet-kings and procurators who governed Palestine
were but men appointed by the authority of Rome, as well as the
fact that the arraignment of the Lord's representatives before these
dignitaries should result in testimony also to the nations. The Apostles
were not to regard their low birth or limited cultural opportunities in
such a moment, as if they had something to 'be ashamed of. There
were to stand in the presence of those temporary rulers in the name
of the King of Kings whose they were and .whom they served. They
were to think only of the joy of beimng able at last to ,bear witness
to the message of Christ before such influential men (Cf. Mk. 13:9;
Lk. 21:13) They were to see these governors and kings as MEN
to preach to, not tyrants to fear. (Study the excellent examples of
Apostles before thei1r:mlers: Ac. 24: 10-17; 25:6-26:30; 27:24; Phil.
1:12, 13; 2 Tim. 4:16, 1 7 )
For a testimony to them (eis martyrion autok). The Gospel is
primarily and fundamentally a message of facts that actually occurred
to which eyewitness testimony bears record. Only secondarily is it
a philosophy, a world-view or an ethical system. What one thinks
about the facts placed before him must determine what he will do
with the theology or the ethics or the view of the world that is also
connected with the Christian message. The primary job of the
Apostles was to testify to what they had seen and heard. (Cf. Lk.
24:47, 48; Jn. 20:30, 31; Ac. 1 3 , 2 2 ; 2:22, 32; 4:20; 5 : 3 2 ; 10:3942; 22:15, 18, 2 0 ) What a significant testimony that must have been!
Whether it were greater than ordinary preaching may be debated, but
this presentation of the central facts of the Gospel before such dig&
taries could not but demand of these prominent citizens of the Empire
that they investigate the entire cause of Christianity, that they set
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down in the archives for all history to remembcr what transpired under
the procuratorship of Pnntius Pilate. If the rulers rejected the preaching however, the Apostles’ witness becomes witness against them before
God.
For a testimony ,
to the Gentiles. Here is proof, early
in Jesus’ ministry, of the ultimate universality of His Gospel, even
though He had ordered His men to preach only to Jews at first.
This hint is amply clarified and enforced by the Great Commission
which revoked some of the limitations in this first mission of the
Twelve in a limited area and people (Cf. Mt. 24:14; Mk. 13:30)
The nations too must hear the evidence! But the evidence was not
all verbal: Jesus said, “For my sake you will be taken before gwernors and kings, for a witness to them and to the nations.” The
very act of being brought into court for Jesus’ sake was in itself
evident proof that these witnesses believed something very deeply,
Jesus is saying, “Your lives must tell for something! If you men
get arrested and are accused of being my disciples, would there be
sufficient proof to condemn you?” The force of one’s life as testimony itself cannot be overemphasized. The very fact that the
Apostles grasped their Lord’s meaning and chose rather to suffer trials,
imprisonment and death, rather than change or surrender their testimony, proves in itself to be convincing proof of the honesty of the
men themselves. It also renders a favorable verdict about the probability of the veracity of the facts they declared.
Notice how concerned Jesus i s that men have testimony borne to
them! (Cf. Mt. 8:4; 24:14) H e wants every one to have a chance,
even though, as the true “Knower of the hearts,” He is fully convinced that, of all those who do have a chance offered them, only an
infinitesimal percent will actually accept it.
Before governors and Icings. Nothing could seem mare
improbable to political observers and the man on the street than that
these simple fishermen, publicans and tent-makers would someday
stand in the presence of emperors and kings of the mighty Roman
Empire stretching from India to Brittania! Or that on such an
occasion these simply Galilean teachers would present a defense of
the very Gospel that would soon shake that empire at its very faundations and overthrow it. (Dan. 2:44) But Jesus not only predicted
it, but also gave detailed instructions how to act when it occurred.
In this simple, unobtrusive way, Jesus identifies Himself as a true
Prophet of the most fantastic accuracy!

..
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NOTE: Here again Matthew records words of Jesus similar to
warnings that Mark (13:9) and Luke (21:12, 13) set

I

down in connection with that period preceding the end
of the Jewish nation and Jerusalem. This fact seems to
point to the certainty of the suggestion made earlier that
the time schedule within this prophecy conlcerning the
mission of the Twelve began with theimr first public
witnessing for Jesus on Pentecost and ended with the
destruction of the Jews’ power to persecute.

D. P~OMISEOF POWER IN THE HOUR OF PERIL (10:19,20)
If the general warnings just mentioned are clear illustrations of
what Jesus meant by “Be as wise as serpents,” then what follows may
well explain what He meant by being “innocent, or guileless, as
doves.” But having impressed upon His men the importance of the
testimony they must bear before governors and kings, Jesus now forestalls a disturbed reaction in their minds that this declaration foreseeably could produce. How understandable it would be for them to
reflect: “Well, if our witness before those great men is so important
both to them and others, as well as to ourselves, then how desperately
important it is that we make that testimony the best witness we can!”
Though this conclusion would be perfectly natural, Jesus reveals to
them that it is not the correct deduction, for they must understand
that the success of their witness does not depend upon their own
frail powers, as if, in such a critical moment, they would be left
alone to their own devices.
10:19 But when they deliver you up, be not anxious
how or what ye shall speak: for it shall be given you in
that hour what ye shall speak. 20 For it is not ye that
speak, but the Spirit of your Father that speaketh in YOU.
The complete absence of duplicity or conniving on the part of the
Apostles could not be more heavily emphasized than Jesus does SO
here. The disciples are positively forbidden to spend anxious hours
planning the form and content of the legal defense. But when
they deliver you up
rather assumes now that this betrayal
is a foregone conclusion for the Christians. It also teaches two other
truths: it indicates most obviously the moment when the Christians
would feel the deepest anxiety as they fear both inadequacy of their
own endurance under trial as well as the possible failure to express
the testimony of Chmrist in its proper perspective. This is why Jesus,
long yea’rs before that moment arrived for any of His followers, takes
the sting out of the dread of that hour. He says, “When your time

...
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comes to be haled before the magistrates, do not worry a minute
about what defense you are going to make or how you must make it!
That is an order!” A second truth comes out of this zeroing in on
a point of time yet in the future: Jesus forbids anxiety in that
moment when on trial, but in no way does H e suggest that they may
not prepare themselves well years before that crisis before the court.
It may be objected that preparation $er .re IS forbidden. since
the Master provides the antithesis to anxiety by specifically promising
immediate inspiration. This valid objection, however, regards only
one specific type of preparation, i.e. that anxiety vividly described
by Lenski (Matthew, 400) :

To be arrested and haled before judges low or high is enough
to upset anyone. In addition to the shame, the fear and
other conflicting emotions, the trial itself and the matter of
their defense would cause the apostles terrible anxiety. They
would, however, not merely be concerned that they might
defend themselves and escape the infliction of penalties,
their anxiety would be chiefly concerned with the honor of
Christ and the gospel, and they would fear that because of
their mental confusion, mistakes, weakness, ignorance or
other handicaps they might injure the Lord’s cause. After
a sleepless night or more in a foul cell, with no advocate at
tl.eir side, in what condition would they be to do justice to
the gospeI?

It is precisely these preoccupations that are discouraged. But the
objection against that preparation that depends upon the leadership
of the Spirit is not at all prohibited.
Jesus knows that if the Christians begin to take time out of
their preaching to plan legal defense, they will do themselves untold
psychological damage as well as put their own cause in doubt. So
many uncertainties like what questions would be put to them, the
unforeseen turns their trial could take, the personality of their accusers
and of the judges, etc., could not be foreseen with any confidence.
So they had no objective way of preparing for them. They must,
instead, spend their time in preaching. Jesus knows that positive
proclamation will accomplish more psychologically with the audience
than would self-defense. Further, this confidence that the right
answers will be provided when the Apostles are hauled into court,
frees their minds psychologically to keep busy at the one major task
to which they were to give themselves completely: the proclamation
of the Kingdom of God. But, a t precisely this point, something
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takes place that farms the finest kind of preparation for those fearful
moments. In the normal proclamation of the Gospel, two separate,
natural phenomena occur. By constant use of the supernatural revelations, inspired in them by God’s Spirit here promised, their answers
would become second nature to them. The same is true of their
own reflections upon the message revealed over the years: out of
these meditations would come the most convincing arguments that
could be used to present Jesus’ message in its most reasonable form.
Out of their broad experience in preaching, they would make the
Gospel so much a part of themselves that, they could not but express
in those critical moments what had been the transforming power
of their whole previous Christian life.
But again it may be objected: Jesus did NOT here mention any
such natural reflection and absorption of the Christih message SO
that it would become second nature with the Christians brought
before the judges. Rather, He promised immediate inspiration. True,
Me does do this for very good reasons:
1. Because in the case of some Apostles and early Christians,
there was not time available for such reflection from the
beginning of their own personal testimony until they were
attacked, tried and executed. The success of His program
did not so much depend upon their maturity as upon>-the
accuracy of the witness under His direct inspiration.
2. Because of the fact that they must learn to depend upon God
for the revelation at the right moment, not upon their m n
wisdom, talents, courage or faith. It might be safe here to
say that, had the Apostles dreamed that the success of
their testimony should have depended upon the ripeness of
their own understanding of the message, they ,might well have
dedicated themselves to monastic reflection or theological research, rather than to preaching and revealing.
3. Further, Jesus could not very well put much emphasis upon
this natural, habitual acquisition of the best presentation
of the Gospel, since, before it developed, the Apostles themselves could gain little comfort from hoping for it. For them,
it lay yet in the misty future.
So, Jesus devaluated this side of the Apostles’ growth altogether,
assuring them thap God would supernaturally provide His messageboth form and content-iln the critical moments.
Then, why bring up this natural maturing from the life of the
Christians, if it is not immediately apparent ih the text? But that
9
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it IS in the text is obvious from Jesus’ negation: “ I t is not Y O U that
speak, but the Spirit.” This is a Hebraistic expression absolutely
stated for what we would express in a relative idiom: “It is not
you alone who speak, but also the Spirir,” The Apostles certainly
would do the talking, but their thoughts would be directed by God‘s
Spirit. There is, then, a you that speak, i t . the Apostles who
would have achieved a certain level of spiritual growth and power.
but it is essential that Jesus deny this merely human power used
in their testimony and defense, since they certainly, as normal human
beings, would be tempted to depend upon whatever human resouirces
were then available. Normal maturity is inserted here in order to
point out a side of the Apostles that Jesus could certainly see, although
H e was not free to bring it into the question here, due to the
natural anxieties of the men in their present state of preparation.
It is a temptation to think of these noble followers as mere human
radios who were tuned into God’s wave-length and mechanically received and rebroadcast God‘s Word. But they were not mere instruments, but MEN, whom God inspirad. This natural maturing is
mentioned here also by way of application to modern Christians. AS
men like us, the Apostles must submit themselves to, and grow up
into, their own supernaturally inspired message. Revelation received,
whether by direct inspiration or indirectly by searching the Scriptures
and reflecting thereupon, does not guarantee, nor instantly produce,
maturity, sanctity or the memory fund of experience. (Wirness Peter’s
misapprehension of the absolute universality of the Gospel, even
though it were he who first revealed it by inspiration, Ac. 2:39.
It took special revelations and several particularly surprising experiences
before he was convinced of it, although he had lived with his *own
gospel for several years, Ac. 10 and Gal. 2.) By identifying ourselves with the Apostles as men, we see how to derive comfort from
this same insnruction:
1. Our confidence that the Apostles’ word is the Word of God,
because it is a message revealed to and through them by
this special inspiration of the Spirit, leads us to stake out
lives, honor and eternal happiness on what these men say.
2. Then, our reflection upon that message, OUT constant preaching 0nd practice of it gives us a fund of memory and experience that touches our lives so deeply. that when we find
ourselves in the same orises or trials, our dependence will
not be upon our wisdom, our talents, our faith or our
courage, but upon His word in us. It should not be at all
CHAPTER TEN
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surprising that a particular circurnstance should call up from
our learning of the Scripture a word or a wisdom that SO
well fits the situation that our enemies cannot withstand the
spitit with which we speak.

AS all good writers and speakers, artists and musicians know, purely
natural “hpiration”’ cannot take place nor produce great art without
great “perdpiration,” i.e. without h a t real discipline that prepares
the artist to produce his “inspired” masterpieces. So alsa here, the
modern >Christian, without benefit of the special gifrs of the Spirit,
must take the time and submit to the discipline of learning the
Word for himself and of teaching it constantly to others, so that
it may become so much a part of himself that, in critical situations
where the testimony he gives is especially crucial, it is God‘s Word
that is presented. The important question to us is: how much of
the Word is really, intentionally and systematically hid up in our
heairts so that it can really inspire us to truly great preaching and
teaching?
For it shall be given you in that hour what ye shall
speak, Contextually and logically, in that hour would seem to
limit the inspiration here promised to those moments when the Apostles
stood trial. But the very reason Jesus adduces for their not needing
to be anxious (10:20) may be taken as an independent idea, not
at all circumscribed by this phrase. 10:20 For it is not ye that
speak, but t h e Spirit of your Father that speaketh in you.
The intentional us: of the present participles (0% gdr h m e h este hoi
ldx2lvtes alld t d pnedmn . , , t d blozilz) leads us to look for an inspiration of the Spirit that was continually speaking through the
Apostles throughout their ministry, and not merely when they stood
trial. The force of Jesus’ argument, when seen from this angle, becomes even stronger, for, if God‘s Spiiit could inspire the Apostles
when they stood before the cribunal, He could certainly be able
to guide them infallibly to accomplish far greater tasks at other times,
as, for instance, preparing the written Gospel for all nations and times.
The Lord inserts this statement as the reason why the men must
not be upset about their defense, as well as to explain just how
their answers would be provided them at the right moment. But this
reason actually covers more circumstances than that just mentioned,
i.e. the trial. Jes& argument is this: “Since the Holy Spirit will
be speaking through you throughout your ministry, do not be anxious
for those few moments during your service to me when you must
stand before the rulers of synagogues or governors of the Empire.
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The Spiirit who has provided all your power up to that moment will
certainly not forsake you then! He will speak through you just as
much on that occasion as on any other.”
CHAPTER TEN

The basis of this interpretation is found, of course, in other
instruction of Jesus on the same subject that covers the same general
period of the Apostles’ ministry. (Jn, 14:16, 17, 26; 15:26; 16:7-14,
etc.) But these passages, that contain information given durilng the
last week of Jesus’ ministry prior to the cross, refer to the postPentecost guidance of the Spirit. This latter fact lends additional
streng,th to the opinion that, in this section (10:16-23), Jesus is
dealing primarily with the labors of the Apostles following His own
ascension and prior to the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of
the Jewish state, a period in which the special activity of the Holy
Spirit was especially marked in the normal life of the Church. Jesus
Himself is fully able personally to inspire His messengers to preach
His Gospel, perform His miracles and perfect His program, without
a direct baptism of the Holy Spirit. In fact, the Spirit was *not yet
given (Jn. 7:38, 39), although the Apostles, and later the Seventy
(Lk. 10:9, 17-20), had served Jesus in the capacity of instruments
through whom He carried out His mitraculous ministry. The Spirit’s
special service began only after Jesus left the earth to return to the
Father. (Jn. 16:7, 13) This is why it may be concluded that Jesus
is not discussing here the Apostles’ immediate, short-term mission in
Jewish territory, but rather their later, world-wide mission to all.
While this promise of power was made here specifically to the
Twelve, Jesus gave the Apostles to understand that this special aid
was not only their special prerogative, since on other occasions He
said the same thing to His disciples in the presence of the multitudes. (Lk. 12:11, 12) 1.n the fulfilment of Jesus’ promise in the
life of the early Church, Stephen, while not an Apostle, yet under
the obvious control of the Spirit, shows how Jesus meant this
promise to be understood. (Ac. 6:3, 5, 8, 10; 7 : 5 5 ) . While there
was no doubt about the unique position and offlcial stature of the
Apostles among the orthodox Christians (excluding thus the few
defiractors of the Apostles here and there), yet these same Christians
were to recognize the diversity of the manifestations of the same
Spirit. (I Co. 12:4-11, 28-30; Ro. 12:3-8; Eph. 4:7-11) So it would
not be surprising to find other Christians, besides the Apostles,
speaking by direct inspiration both when under trial and on other
occasions as well. In fact, this seems to have been the specific
purpose of the laying on of the Apostles’ hands, that others might
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also be granted special gifts of the Spirit. (Cf. Ac. 8:15-17; 196;
2 Ti. 1:6) Presumably, when the Apostles passed from the scene,
there would have been no others who could receive this special inspiration, since there is no evidence that anyone but an Apostle could
convey such gifts by the imposition of hands. The likelihood that
this is the case is rendered even stronger by the formation and diffusion
of that body of writings recognized as Scripture, a phenomenon which
rendered fundamentally unnecessary the special or sporadic, inspired
revelations.
Something significant has come into existence since Jesus pronounced these promises of direct, immediate inspiration by the Holy
Spirit: the New Testament. This book is unique in all the world,
because it is the personal work and message of the Holy Spirit
rendered available to all in a concrfte and easily usable form. This
book is the personal responsibility of the same Spirit that Jesus sent
to reveal His will in permanent form for all ages of the Church.
While only the early Christians, especially the Apostles and some of
their companions, like Mark, Luke, James and Jude, received that
promise of inspiration and participated in its fulfilment by setting
down in written form what the Spirit willed, the servant of Jesus
today can pour over those pages until its message becomes the heart
and vitality of his life. As a natural consequence, the modern Christian can also have a share in the victorious witnessing under fire
that those early Christians knew, the only difference being that the
oneers depended upon an immediate inspiration to reveal
God's Word, whereas the modern saints depend upon God's revealed
Word to provide immediate inspiration. It should be obvious here
that the early Christians depended. upon a. supernatural phenomenon,
while the strength of the modern disciple is more natural, arising as it
does 'out of memory and reflectibn upon the word revealed once
for all. This does not rule out the possibility thar the Spirit today
should take advantage of our previous study, memorizing and reflection of the Word and sharpen our powers of recall at critical
moments. But' this is another subject. The' point here is that the
Apostles must trust, not in themselves to defend themselves, nor even
in their God-given, natural powers in those fearful moments, but
in the immediate guidance by God's Spirit in them, speaking through
them. Would to God that we had the same confidence in the
eternal Word of the Holy Spirit so that we depended completely upon
it not only for the needed wisdom to respond to out detractors or
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accusers, but also for the choice of ideas and words that would help
lead our fellows to know the living God!
The evidential value of the declarations made in this short
section is obvious. Withour once affirming his own obvious aurhority,
Matthew reports this promise of Jesus that the Apostles would be
divinely empowered to recall and reveal divine truth. By so doing,
Matthew categorically claims his own inspiration, but since the claim
is deeply imbedded in the history of Jesus’ acts and pronouncements,
this becomes the most convincing sort of affirmation rhat could be made.

E, PERSECUTION BY THEIR O W N FAMILIES (10:21, 22)
10:21 And brother shall deliver up brother t o death,
and the father his child: and children shall rise up against
parents, and cause them to be put t o death. Until now Jesus
has been discussing harassment by the unbelieving Jews, trials before
the Jewish and pagan rulers and other similar difficulties. But now
He bares the ugly reality: “For many of my disciples, my service
The surprisingly rapid and successful spread
will mean martyrdom!
of Christianity is often allowed to obscure those many heart-breaking
trials in hundreds of Jewish homes, as one or more of its members
took the crucial step to accept Jesus of Nazareth as Messiah. Only
the Lord Himself knows how many harsh, bitter arguments were
offered to recall those members of a family, that were leaving the
good, old, tried-and-true ways of Moses to serve an unrecognized,
itinerate Rabbi executed on a stake outside Jerusalem! As it probably
seemed to those who remained bound to Judaism, those who left to
follow Jesus Christ were embarking on an uncharted sea, leaving
the security of the rich ceremonies of the worship of Jaweh to seek
eternal joy at the hands of One whose very message denied nearly
all that the rabbis had ever thought or taught about the Kingdom of
God. How many families were literally shredded by the simple confession: “I believe that Jesus of Nazareth is the Cluist the Son of the
living God?” How many were the moral (if not actudly literal)
funerals at which a son, a grandmother, a daughter-in-law, a wife or
husband or others, was considered thenceforth and forever dead? For
how many Christians was it lamented: “It were better for him that
he had never been born”?
But this is not merely a question of a family’s excommunication
of one of its members. This is nothing less than denunciation before
the courts by bringing the case before the law in the clear understanding that the charge, if proved, must lead to a verdict of guilty
and the death sentence. The most heart-breaking part comes when
”
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the brother, after having betrayed his own kin into the hands of
those who would kill them, gives the fatal testimony that seals their
doom.
Here Jesus puts the old proverb to the test: “Blood is thicker
than water” ( =Kinship is more binding, more important than baptism
specifically, and, in general, worthy of more consideration than the
tenets of one’s belief.) This old piece of calculating human prudence
is based on the general observation that rhe bonds which unite families
are genktrally so durable that one could hardly think that differences
of belief in religi
ould cause brothers and sisters, parents and
children to sever these tenderest of relations, And, were there no
proof to the contrary, we could hardly believe that this actually had
been ever considered. Nevertheless, Jesus not only knows the human
heart but H e also prepares His disciples to face the realities He finds
there. Nor would this malignant opposition arise only in the breasts
of the vilest men most practiced in wickedness, but more especially
in the hearts of the sincerest of men, who in their zeal for God,
thought themselves doing Him service by deswoying the disciples of
Jesus! (Cf. Jn. 16:l-3; Ac. 26:9-11; 23:l; I Ti. 1:13) What consummate blindness, what depth of conviction, what partisan bigotry,
what inhuman opposition to rupture the dearest human ties and to
be willing to hand over one’s own kinsfolk or friends to torture
and death!
It is important to recall that these same words are repeated
by both Mark (13:12) and Luke (21:16) in connection with the
end of the Jewish nation, but are deliberately omitted by Matthew
at that point in his own account of the same discourse (Mt. 24).
This fact harmonizes further with the suggestion that this section
(10:16-23) describes the Apostles’ mission from the beginning of
their work alon,e ,(in His absence) until the fall of Judaea.
10:22 And ye shall be hated of all men for my name’s
sake. Surprisingly enough, this very declaration measures the emotional*,as well as the moral distance between the non-Christian world
and the Christians. Nowadays this very sentence, once intended to
mark the distance between Jesus’ people and the world‘s crowd,
becomes the very standard by which one may judge how far the
Church has shifted from htr original heroic uniqueness to her present
posture. of compromise with the world! At the same time, this
phrase proves how far wrong are those philosophers who would find
in Jesus’ message and program “only the perfection of those forms
of thought already known to the ancient world.” Jesus’ Kingdom
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stood out in stark contrast to the ideals of the then-current Judaism
(although in perfect harmony with the then-ignored principles
preached by the OT prophets) and the morals actually practiced by the
non-Jewish world. Though the non-Christian world wias badly splintered
over many issues, it was to find itself united in its opposition to
Christianity. No, Christianity did not find its origins, its divine
message or its faith to live by in the garbage heaps of Rome, Athens
or Jerusalem! Power, philosophy and religious law united in the
endeavor to strangle the life out of Christianity. Ye shall be hated
by all men is almost perfectly echoed in Tacitus' ( A n d . XV. 4 4 )
famous description of the reason for the persecution of the Church:
odio generis hzlrmJ, of which Tacitus' words are the ironic opposite.
Men hated Christians because Christians, supposedly, hated mankind!
(See Newman, M m u l , 148-150; Schaff, History, 11, 85-104; Qualben,
H i ~ t ~ r 57-60)
y,
Why?
I , Christilans recognized an authority higher than the State,
and in the event of conflict between the law of the State
and that of God, they chose to obey God rather than men.
This, in an era when the existing world-view held the State
to be the highest good.
2. Christianity was a religio illicita because it was viewed IS
a ieligion introducing rites the character of which were unknown, or, at least, unrecognized by the State, whose society
could be regulated by the laws of the Senate. It was looked
upon as a secret society, hence came under the condemnation
of such societies in general.
3. Christian morals contradicted the pleasure-mad philosophy of
men of the world in general. Because they refused to live
like other people, sharing the same selfish goals in life, they
were regarded with suspicion as haters of all that is great,
fair and noble in humanity.
4. Christians were charged with atheism and superstition, since
they had no impressive external religion and rejected all o t h a
expressions of religion (temples, priesthood, altars, sacrifices,
etc.) other than their worship offered only to the invisible
Christ. Their intolerance of other religions was also unacceptable.
5. Christians were chargeable with high treason for their refusal
to worship the Emperor.
6. Christians taught a religion that was truly universal without
a national basis or barrier, that was destmctive to social
CHAPTER TEN
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classes and fundamentally inimical to slavery, by exalting
and honoring useful work by 011 classes.
7. Christians worked miracles, a fact that could be misconscmed
for magic, a serious offense.
8. Chtistians conflicted with the material interests of the makers
and merchants of idols, sellers of sacrificial animals and the
priests of the pagan rites.
9. Christians held more or less secret meetings during the pesecutions, a fact which easily gave rise to rumors that Christians
practiced abominable immorality and cannibalism.
Bruce (Tr&hzg, 11 3) makes this biting comment:
The ignorant, superstitious populace, filled with prejudice and
passion, and instigated by designing men, play the part of
obstructives to the cause of truth, mobbing, mocking and
assaulting the messengers of God.
Even at times when the Gentile population would have been inclined
to welcome the Gospel preached by the Christian missionalries, zealous
men, moved by jealousy for their busimness (cf. Ac. 13:6-12; 16:16-22;
19:23-41) or for their religion (cf. Ac. 13:45-50;14:l-6,19; 17:4-8,
13), deliberately incite to violent action the clots of unthinking,
unquestioning people here and there by the use of a few catch
phrases or shouted slogans packed with emotion.
For my name’s sake (See on 5:lO-12, Vol, I) This practically universal hatred shall arise did t d bltomd moa. (Cf. Lk. 622;
Jn. 15:18-21.) This means more than that the mere mention of the
word “Jesus” will ignite all the vile bitterness and unrelenting hostility
foreseen, here. For my name’s sake means: ‘You will be execrated
for all that I stand for and am.” This includes, of course, Jesus’
message, its proclamation by which His name became known, and
Jesus’ Church for she bears His name before the world. (Cf. Ac.
3:16; 47, 10, 12, 17, 18; 5:41, 42; 8~12;9:20, 21, 27; 26~9-11)
Note agaia here the extremely personal cause to which Jesus calls
and challenges His men to suffer. (See on 10:16)
Again, it is interesting to see that all three Synoptists set down
this very declaration in Christ’s great prophetic discourse. (Mt. 24:9;
Mk. 13:13; Lk. 21:17) This is significant because Matthew, who is
sometimes accused of taking liberties with Jesus’ wmds, arranging
them somewhat capriciously as the mood strikes him, also records
this concise notice in BOTH chapters 10 and 24. From a human
point of view, it is difficult to see how this fact could be thought to
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have escaped his notice, if he ever reread what he wrote before
releasing it for publication. His inspiration lends divine authority
to this repetition, assuring us thus that Jesus actually said this OD
the two separate occasions. The point of noticing the repetition here
is that it assures us that we are on the right tract in finding correspondence between this section (10: 16-23) and the general description
of Jewish national affairs from 30 A.D. circa until A.D. 70 circa.
For, while i t is true that Jesus could easily use similar language to
describe two widely separated, totally unconnected events, we may
be justified in understanding Him as describing the same general
period or the same events on various occasions, unless He Himself
clarifies our confusion by pointing out the difference, which, it seems,
He does not. (See notes on Mt. 24,)
But he that endureth to t h e end, the same shall ble
saved. The major thrust of this verse is “Do not grow weary of
trusting in Me.” The details, however, are a bit stickier to explain,
for the major term to interpret is t h e end. To what end does
Jesus refer? the end of what? Several possibilities come to the
surface:
1. The end, coming indefinitely as it does to us in this text,
might seem here to be left intentionally indefinite, a possibility that would allow the words to refer as well to one’s
d h t h as to the second coming of Christ at the end of the
world, or perhaps also to the end of the Jewish nation.
This indefiniteness has the certain advantage of keeping the
disciple on his toes spiritually, since he could never have
known for certain in those days when any one of these
three ends should take place.
a. But siace the coming of Christ and the end of the world
would be an event having little consequence beyond the
psychological stimulation of preparation for an event about
rhe time of which one must necessarily be uncertain, it
would not seem as likely that Jesus would put this particular event forwasrd as of primary interest and importance.
b. Death, of course, would be the particular end of the individual and, at the same time, be an event which would
seal his destiny. Elsewhere (Rev. 2: 10) Jesus makes this
explicit. While the mention of death is assuredly in
the immediate context (10:21) and is an end whose
date is uncertain enbugh to require patient endurance on
the part of any Christian at any time, but does this exhaust
CHAPTER TEN
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Jesus’ meaning when we compare this expression with
other pronouncements He made on the subject?
2. But when this passage is placed along side Jesus’ great prophetic discourse (Mt. 24; Mk. 13:9-13; Lk. 21:12-19), it
becomes clear that the end may have had a closer reference
to the judgment then coming upon the Jewish nation. If so,
then the application of rhe exhortation is to remain faithful
to Jesus during that period of Jewish persecution which came
to an end, never to be repeated after the total defeat of
the Jews at the destruction of Jerusalem.
It may be helpful to note these similarities:
Mt. 10:22, 23
and you will be hated by all for
my name’s sake.

But he who endures to the end
will be saved,
When they persecute you in one
town, flee to the next; for truly
I say to you, you will not have
gone through all the towns of
Israel,
before the Son of man comes.

Mt. 24:9b14
9b and you will be hated by all
nations for my name’s sake.
114 And then many will fall away
11 and betray one another. And
many false prophets will arise
and lead many astray. And
12 because wickedness is multiplied, most men’s love will
grow cold.
13 But he who endures to the end
will be saved.
14 And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached throughout the whole world, as a
testimony to all nations.
And then the end will come.

Besides the obvious parallels in words at certain points, there are
i3nrriguing parallels of thought at others. (See special study on the
Coming of the Son of Man.)
Those who remained patient to the end of the Jewish persecutions
and of the nation of Israel could say, “By the grace of God,we have
remaiaed faithful this long: we can go even further! We have already
held on faithfully to Jesus, beyond what we thought even possible.
But the end of the world is not yet. So we have learned to remain
loyal even to the judgment or to our death, which ever comes first!”
But rhere is an unyielding warning lying just below this promise:
“He who quits before the end, will be lost!” (See on 10:32, 33)
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This matter is so personal that Jesus uses the emphatic demonstrative
pronoun ho4to.r: “The man who holds on till the end, this man (and
no other) will be saved.” (Cf. Heb, 10: 36-39)

P, PRUDENCE IN PERSECUTION (lO:23)
10:23 But when they persecute you in this city, flee
into the next: for verily I say unto you, Ye shall not have
gone through the cities of Israel, till the Son of man be
come. Here is a summary application of the principle: “Be wise
as serpents; harmless as doves.” The disciples must be alert to dangers
hidden in any situation that might bring disaster to the cause they
promoted, but, at the same time, they must not become involved in
witch hunting, i.e. smelling dangers where there are none. Ye shall
not have gone through
indicates that their first target must
always be Gospel proclamation. (See below) Bruce (Trkahg, 113)
summarizes this:

...

. .

How, then, are the subjects of this ill-treatment to act? .
by avoiding the storm of popular ill-will when it arises
and by giving the utmost publicity to their message though
conscious of the risk they run.

.. .

The prijnciple thrust of this verse is: “Keep moving, in order to keep
preaching as long as you have the opportunity. You do not have to
give up your life to rhe first persecutor that comes along. Go to
another town: be elsewhere when they come to take you. I will come,
SO if you must fear at all, fear that your mission will not be completed in time.” Jesus knew that the scribes and Pharisees would
harrass the Christians from town to town. (Mt. 23:34b) Since there
alre so many cities and villages, not only in Palestine but in the
world, that need the Gospel, towns where people would give a joyful
hearing and an obedient reception, it would be an unwise expenditure
of lives znd effort to continue in an area where persecution rendered
it impossible to continue preaching the Gospel effectively or where
people rejected it by continually ignoring the messengers.
Before this idea is seized upon to justify ignoring certain
countries of the modern world where Gospel proclamation is
either illegal, due to a majority heathen religion (as, in
Islamic nations) or practically impossible, due to a denominational Christian State Church (as in Catholic or
Protestant countries where small evangelical free chmhes are
hindered for one reason or another), let us remember the
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context. Jesus urges this advice in view of a definite terminus
to their actual opportunity to evangelize. This juncture is
believed to be the end of the Jewish nation. (See Special
Study on the Coming of the Son of Man.) If this be correct,
the absolute application of this principle of flight in rhe face
of persecution is no longer necessary, since we have already
passed the bounadry marker that staked off that time period.
W e have entered rather into that era in which we Christians
muit patiently stay put, despite the hindrances or handicaps
under which we must labor. Naturally, we must seek the
very best possible means to communicate the truth of the
Gospel in each situation. For example, great economic, social
and political revolutions are afoot in Italy that can drastically
change the climate within which the Gospel is preached in
what is usually thought of as a 100% monolithic Catholic
system. But the Churches that have kept hammering at the
problem of evangelizing in Italy since World W a r I1 have
both gotten a foothold in the country from which to move
with these revolutions as they take place, as well as a
thorough working knowledge of which methods function
best in reaching this people. It has historically taken that
time to perfect the materials, develop the leaders, prepare the
groundwork, become aware of each other’s efforts, etc. Had
the brethren closed up shop and fled at the harsh persecutions
faced in the early years, the free churches in Italy today
would not be in their present posture of strength and readiness.

Jesus’ advice to flee in the face of persecution is to be interpreted
within the contextual time limits He set for it: “till the Sori of man
be come.” After that event, presumably, the requirement that they
flee would be no longer relevant.
Flee to the next. This command may sound like cowardice
until the Lord’s principle is understood. In the same way that banks,
knowing the value of human life and realizing that their trained
personnel is difficult to replace, give the general advice to surrender
the money in the event of a robbery, and in the same way flyers
are encouraged to ditch a million-dollar airplane that cannot be
safely flown back to base, in order to have the even more valuable
life of the rrained aviator, so the Master puts a high value on the
lives of His men. “When it is possible to flee wirhout compromising
your commitment to me- or my message, save your lives to fight
another day!” But even in this section Jesus takes for granted that
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there would come a day when flight would be impossible and
apprehension by the authorities inevitable. (vv. 37, 18)

~

I

Study the following examples of fleeing before persecution,
or of going on to uther cities after being refused in a city:
Ac. 8:lb, 3, 4; 9:21-26, 29, 30; 11:19; 12:17-19; 13:44-51;
14:5-7, 19, 20; 17:10, 14, 15; 22:17-21,
Here are some examples of remaining firm in the face of
persecutors: Ac. 4:23-33; 5:17-42; 6:8-7:60;
8:lb “except
the Apostles!” 12:2, 3; 18:l.B; 20:22-25; 21:4, 12-14.
There is real wisdom in knowing when to escape and when to stand
and die. However, the decision may not be as complicated as it
might seem, since the rule for the early Christians was: “If you can
leave, do so; if not, give faithful witness.” Therefore, they were not
to flee in terror for their lives, but out of determination not to be
hindered from delivering Jesus’ message to the largest number of
people possible.
There is no fanatical enthusiasm or hysteria here! Christian
witness is valuable! The longer it is maintained, the more effective
and helpful it can be to all. (Cf. Phil. 1: 19-26) A dead Christian
cannot evangelize, cannot comfort others as well as a living one.
Lives are not to be thrown away; death is not to be courted. No
self-appointed martyrs allowed here! This is not cowardice, just good
sense. No one could accuse Jesus of encouraging His men t o be
faint-hearted milksops, after taking seriously the bracing demands
of cold courage and unyielding commitment stated elsewhere in this
same discourse!
YOU shall not have gone through the cities of Israel,
till the Son of man be come. Three major terms in this text
must be explained: gone through; the cities of Israel and the
Son of man be come. The difficulties arise from the fact that
each of the three terms are interlocked, complicating the interpretation, since each must be understood not only for itself, but in relationship to the other two. The result must be a whole, with no
pieces left over. Notice:
1. Gone through has been explained as referring to:
a. Using all the cities of Israel as a refuge from persecutors
who menace them from town to town in Palestine.
b. Reaching all the cities of Israel, whether in flight or by
deliberate choice, to work in them by bringing the Gospel
to them. This interpretation is preferable both on the
I
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basis of the meaning of the word used (telhEtte, “to
bring to an end; finish or complete,” Arndt-Gingrich, 818)
and in light of the Apostles’ commission to evangelize.
This view has the advantage also of including most of
the sense of the other one.
2. The cities of Israel. In whatever sense Jesus’ coming is
to be understood, this geographical limitation is important.
He is to come to these cities, not to the world in general.
Thus, Israel, as a nation with its cities, would still have
‘corporate existence. Israel here may even be intended in
the same sense used earlier (10:5-15) to refer to Palestine,
not Samaria nor Gentile territory. From this it is clear that
the term cities of Israel does not allude to those areas
in1 Gentile country where Jews eventually would be found
living throughout the world.
The fact that Jesus mentions here the cities of
Israel should not be taken to mean that these were
the only cities being evangelized by the Apostles
during the period now alluded to, since in the same
section the Master has already pointed out that this
period would bc characterized also by “testimony
before (governors and kings) and the Gentiles” as
well. So He is no longer speaking of that mission
on which the Twelve were to preach to Jews only.
(Cf. Mt. 10:5, 6) This is rather a time when the
Apostles would be evangelizing the nations, Israel
included. With regard especially to Israel, says
Jesus, you will not have terminated your work in this
land during your world evangelization, until your
time of opportunity will be brought to an end by
my coming.
3. Till the Son of man be come. Four interpretations have
been offered:
a. Does Jesus mean that they cannot possibly have fled
throughout the entire length of Palestine, before Jesus
Himself comes preaching through chose same cities? If
so, He would be viewed as coming to their rescue when in
trouble, or coming to recall them in from their labors t o
rest. This view, chosen by Foster (SLC, 1965, 35), presumes that “their task was so great and so urgent that
they were commanded not to weigh themselves down
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with any extra equipment; they were to go with all
effective speed . , , Like the “seventy,” the twelve were
sent before Jesus to announce His coming and to prepare
the various cities to receive Him (see Luke 1O:l-16).”
This view is, of course, based on the supposition that
every detail of the discourse in Matthew 10 is to be
applied with (relatively) equal force (to the first mission of the Twelve in Galilee, a standpoint at least
problematic, if not indefensible in light of the factors
mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. For, while
it is certainly believed here that this entire discourse was
delivered prior to, and in preparation for, that first limited
mission, i,t does not follow that every detail of the discourse is to be applied to that first mission. Many of
the details, of which this verse (10:23) is one, have
relevance to later missions, This view has the handicap of
failing to explain the relatively certain absence of serious
persecutions during that early mission of the Twelve
which would have driven them from city to city only to
be rescued by Jesus’ personal coming to the particular
Galilean town in which they were then endeavoring to
work.

b. Or did Jesus intend that the missionary of the Church
would not be finished before the return of Christ at the
end of the world? However, how could this exhortation
be relevant to the immediate needs of the Apostles, since
He has not yet returned in this sense? Would this tactic
(“persecuted in one city, flee to the next”) be at all
applicable to the present age of the Church, or for that
matter, to ANY age of the Church from the end of the
Jewish nation until Jesus’ return?
c. Or does Jesus refer to the establishment of the Church
on Pentecost as the significant “coming” here? This
seems unlikely, inasmuch as the Apostles’ movements, just
ahead of the persecutors, were intended to render possible
the thorough evangelization of Palestine, a fact which
would more likely be connected with their post-Pentecost
activities. However, it is true that other missions did
intervene between the early mission of the Twelve and
Pentecost (Cf. Lk. 10) which would turn this specific
warning into a general order for observance by the Apostles
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and other workers during any mission. However, the
other characteristics of the period described in this second
section of Jesus’ discourse (10: 16-23) do not match what
we know of the pre-Pentecost missions of the disciples.
This latter observation would tend to eliminate a prePentecost application of the Apostles’ fleeing and, consequently, a Pentecost application of Jesus’ appearance. (See
the Special Study on the Coming of the Son of Man, for
further discussion of the Pentecost problem. )
. . d. Or does He mean that some great manifestation of His
glary would soon take place before they have the op:
portunity to evangelize all of Palestine and/or flee through
all the citties thereof? If we identify the coming of the
Son of man wirh the retributive justice meted out .on
Jerusalem and Palestine, then Jesus’ final victory over
Judaism with the fall of Jerusalem would actually take
place before the Apostles could have covered all the cities
* of
Jewish Palestine with the Gospel message. (See the
Special Study for the reasons for this identification.) This
declaration, so understood, becomes a, precise prophecy having remarkable fulfilment in the uncertain times which
were characterized by many hindrances to effective, continuous evangelism and which w a e caused, by the rebellions that precipitated the Jewish War. This, in turn,
culminated in the fall of the Jewish State.
If this latter interpretation be accepted, Jesus’ urgent demand means
that the Apostles had only one generation in which to work freely
among the Jews in Palestine, i.e. that forty-year period firom Pentecost
until the Jewish War. To Jesus, every soul was equally precious,
so if one hamlet would nut accept the message, perhaps another
would. Consequently, every moment was precious. Time was not
to be lost, trying to convince those who would not be convinced,
when there were others who would be.
While these words refer specifically to the ministry of the
Apostles, yet there is a real truth about Christian service, hidden
just below the surface. When that great hour arrived for the coming
of the Son of man, the Apostles would not have reached all the
cities of Israel. Their work would be cut short and left largely
unfinished. Vaughn (PHC, 253) suggests this implication:
’

Our Lord thus ministers to our necessities by warning us
against several mistakes which are apt to spoil and ruin true
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work. One of these is the demand beforehand for a roundness
and completeness of defined duty, which is not often to be
found, and which must certainly not be waited for. The
life and work, and the Christ-work of which this text tells,
are never finished. . . . A deeper reason lies in the nature
of the work. The most real work of all is the intangible,
impalpable thing which we call influence. Influence is the
thing which Christ looks for, and it is an indefinite, and
so, an interminable thing.

G. THE SUFFERING OF THE SAVIOR AND HIS SERVANTS
(10:24, 25)
Here Jesus seems to begin another major section of His discourse. (See Introduction of Chapter 10, where the outline is discussed.) In order to feel the general nature of this passage, as
opposed to specific instructions “for Apostles only,’’ notice the terminology by which He describes the people for whom these exhortations
are intended: “disciple” (v. 2 4 ) ; “slave” (v. 2 4 ) ; “those of His
household“ (v. 2 5 ) ; “every one” “whoever” (w. 32, 3 3 ) ; “he who”
(w. 37-39) ; ‘‘you” (Apostles, v. 40) ; “prophet” (v. 41 ) ; “righteous
man” (v. 4 1 ) ; “one of these little ones, a disciple” ( 4 2 ) . But rhese
general expressions do not at all exclude the Apostles, for what Apostles
was not all of these and more? There is no such thing as an Apostle
who was first a disciple of the Lord, but there certainly are many
disciples who never were Apostles. I n this section the Master addresses all those disciples who would have a part of His ministry
from (that day forward until He comes again. There is considerably
less emphasis on the strictly apostolic ministry here and more attention
is given to the entire work of the Church.
Having mentioned some of the great hazards these followers must
risk, Jesus proceeds to provide them adequate motives for endurhg
them (w. 24-33). The first of these motives is: “I your Master
and Teacher have endured; you too can make it!”
10:24 A disciple is not above his teacher, nor a servant
above his lord. Lenski (Mdthew, 406) thinks “this double statement
is axiomatic, so self-evident as to need no proof.” But we may ask
ourselves why the Lord would say the obvious. H e begins with what
all could admit as true, in order to carry His listeners to see what
emotionally they would not be so ready to admit, but what intellectually they must grasp as certainly m e . But why begin with THESE
two varied illustrations: what have they in common?
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1. The disciple is identified with his teacher by his own
choice.
2. The slave is identified with his lord by his master’s choice,
his mster’s purchase, hence he renders service because he is
his master’s property.
The slave here (doz2lo.r) is not merely a servant who renders service
for a wage. So it actually takes both illustrations to describe OW
unique,.relation ‘to Jesus. W e are not simply and only his disciples
to disass with Him His views, His program, and then decide what
parts of it are not acceptable to our growing minds, or are, in out
view, inadequate or unnecessary. Rather, we are also His slaves to
do His bidding, and since our service to Him is self-chosen, we have
also chosen not to question His word.
But in what sense is it true that Jesus’ followm is not above
his t e a c h e r . . . (nor) above his lord?

1. Same t h h k this verse has something to d o with how high a
student can rise. They see Jesus as affirming that the best
thing that can happen to a disciple is to tread in his professor’s footsteps, leasrn his mentality, his approach to the
search for knowledge, learn his trurh. This is an idea
certainly caught in similar language elsewhere, however from
the negative side applied to disciples who trust ignorant authorjties. (Cf. Lk. 639, 40; see my comments on Mt. 7:4,
Vol. 1, 402) While it is true that this can happen in regard
to the student, was there ever hope that this be also true in
the parallel case of the slave and his lord, i.e., was there
much hope for a slave to rise to the level even of his master?
If not, the discussion, then, is not centered upon the accomplishments of the student, but upon his being better off
than his superior.
2. It is better to take this expression in the sense that no inferior is too good to escape the destiny of his superior. Whatever was good enough for the Lord and Master is good
enough for the servant-disciple. If it was not below the
dignity of the Lord to humble himself to serve ungrateful
men, suffer their abuse and ultimately die for them, it surely
should not be considered below the dignity of His servant
to do the same. (Cf. Jn. 13:14-16; 15:20)
This labter seems to be the better interpretive translation of not above
(oak
hy$&): “no better than.” The implication is that Jesus’
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disciples are not to think of themselves ns exempt from any of the
obligations to render service in Jesus’ spirit of humility or immune
to the same persecutions the Lord Himself must suffer. But is it not
even possible to harmonize the two interpretations above and consider
both as inherently possible in the text? Consider the following:
The main point of these two parallel illustrations is that dl
subordinates in a given situation generally undergo the same destiny,
for good or ill, as their superiors. If the teacher’s doctrine is
brilliant and true, his students who followed him will be led into
the same glorious truth in which the teacher himself lived. If, on
the other hand, the teacher’s premises are false, all his students who
remain faithful to him, will plunge with him into intellectual gloom.
Either way, they owe what they are to him and share his destiny
(so long as they follow him, of course). If a lord makes wise
decisions that raise the honor and wealth of his house to greatness
all his lowliest slaves will be priviliged to share in his glory, since
they are a part of his house. Contrarily, if he suffers for his bad
leadership and unwise decisions, all his house declines with him.
Thus, the hopes of the disciples are literally bound to the destiny of
Jesus! If these alternatives were in Jesus’ mind, then they become
instant tests of the disciples’ confidence in Him, since He warns
them of what will certainly seem to them like an impending tragedy.
Important people were already calling Jesus dirty names (“Beelzebul”)
and with seeming impunity, which, if left unchecked, could proceed
further, bringing Him into extremely dangerous collisioq with the
highest religious aurhorities in Israel. These fears of the disciples
were certainly justified, but Jesus here must inform them that theirs
would be the same fate.
10:25 I t is enough for the disciple that he be as his
teacher, and the servant as his lord, But in what sense must
the disciple-servant be as his superior? To disciples, blind with
materialistic messianic hopes, these words may have had a positive,
hopeful ring, since they wanted above all else to share Jesus’ future.
(Cf. Mt. 20:20-28)
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1. Their most optimistic view of their own chance for glory
could not include being as glorious as their Lord, even
though they would hope to be put in positions of authority
and honor from the very first. But to the Lord who pronounced them, these words contained a succinct warning that
envisions the suffering and dying of His faithful disciples for
their convictions about Him.
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2. Or, if we eliminate the negative, unworthy elements in the
disciples’ hopes, we see the disciples identified with (“be
as”) their Lord in their service for Him. Morgan (Mdttbew,
108) puts it:
The King teaches us that, in all our service for Him,
H e reckons us as identified with Himself, as going in
His place . . . He is above us; but His teaching is
to make us become as He is, and all H e is, is ours
in this matter of service. , . . The bond-servant,
bound to obey, because the property of the Ring,
is yet as he goes forth, identified with His Lord,
with his Lord’s royalty, his Lord’s dignity, his Lord‘s
authority, delegated by the king to speak for the
King, in the name and nature and power of the King.
This is not absolute equality with the Lord and Master, for
the very terms which describe the followers, i.e. slave and
disciple, preclude this. But this identification with Jesus
is nor,mistaken. (Cf, Mt. 10:40)
3. But this realization, that there were to be moments when
the disciples would be as their Master and Lord, means
that this proposition of Jesus is also reversible: the Master
and Lord shall fare no better than His own people. What
a shock to the Apostles themselves to hear Jesus say: “After
all, I have said to you about your sufferings, remember: the
Teacher is not above His disciples at this point either!” If
you are to suffer for the cause of righteousness, how much
more will I, who am its chief proponent!” Jesus was going
to receive the same trfatment that H e here pictures for His
men. What comfort these words would bring to these men
in later years as they themselves underwent difficult days
of hindrances, frustrating imprisonments, harrassment and
death! They would stay steady under fire, remembering, “Our
Lord Himself has passed this way too: by His grace we too
shall stand!”
Jesus’ emphasis in this section is upon the identification
of His disciples with Him in His suffering, even though their
identification with Him through their service in His name
is a necessary corollary. If men would not accept rhe doctrine
of Jesus, for whatever reason: misunderstanding, ignorance,
deceit, conceit, prejudice, ,moral opposition or whatever, the
disciples must expect no different experience. If it would
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appear that Jesus has not been able to get His instruction
across to some people, the disciples who are teaching the
same truth to the same kind of mind will face the same
problems.
Wisely Jesus informs His men ahead of time what they iiiay certainly
expect, So doing, He removes the element of shock for the Apostles
themselves, since the rude surprise of this evidence of men’s rejection of their teaching might tempt them to use the tremendous supernatural power at their disposal in ways unworthy of the Lord who
give it to them. (Cf. Lk. 9:51-55) Rather than retaliate, they must
learn to continue patiently seeking the redemption of those who
might yet be saved. (See on 5:11, 12, 44) By giving Himself as
the chief example (see below on Beelzebd). Jesus renders His men
more capable of dealing with this vicious abuse, since they will have
seen their Lord Himself under fire.
Against what frame of mind was Jesus’ warning directed? As
the disciples thought of their inability and the greatness of the task
He sends them forth to accomplish, they must have trembled. Jesus
had mentioned the unrelenting hostile powers that would mobilize
against them. Now He fortifies them for that onslaught: “Yes, you
will be facing difficultifs beyond description, bur always keep in
mind that this is but the necessary outcome of your identification
with me.” (Ro. 8:29)
If they have called the master of the house Beelzebub,
how much more them of his household! To reinforce His
meaning, the Lord reminds the disciples of a shocking example that
they had already heard and were yet to hear with increasing intensity
even before Jesus died: Beelzebub! (Cf. 9:34; 12:24; Jn. 7:20;
8 : 4 8 ) According to the better manuscripts, this dirty name is not
“Beelzebub,” but “Beelzebul.” Edersheim ( L i f e , I, 648) sees a vivid
pun in Hebrew here, which, of course, is lost in Greek and its translation, a pun which would carry both the ready wit of Jesus in His
being able to combine memorable word combinations as well as give
His disciples a taste of the harsh treatment they could expect. Edersheim points out that Beel-Zebhul means in Rabbinic language “Master
of the Temple” but sounds so much like Beel-Sibbul which means,
figuratively, “lord of idolatrous sacrificing,” or, literally “lord of the
manure pile,” that m e can immediately catch the bitingly salrcastic
epithet when used in reference to Jesus, If Edersheim is right, or
even near it, this crude humor of the scribes would have cut to the
heart those who loved Jesus and would be anguished at this reference
CHAPTER TEN
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to their Lord. I still remember vividly the angry tears of a dear
friend when he first read a certain theologian’s blasphemous suggestion
that Jesus might be the bastard son of a German soldier. While this
was a splendid reaction for one whose heart is bound u p in Jesus,
yet the disciples of the Lord must learn to steel themselves against
this kind of brutal misrepresentation, lest they be so deeply shocked
or offended by it or take it so seriously that they dismiss their mission as hopeless or give up thtir discipleship altogether. Whether
the specific word be Beelzebul or any other blasphemous epithet
that intentionally misrepresents everything Jesus stands for or is, some
of the sting has already been removed from it by the Lord Himself.
H e proved He could face such hostility against Himself and despise
the shame of the cross and endure it. (Web. 12: 1-4) To the alert
disciple, this vicious abuse heaped on the disciple himself becomes
the clearly outlined path where the Master has already walked! (Cf.
I Pet. 2:19-25)
There is another pratical application of the text in the immediate situation of those early Christians: this abusive name-calling
becomes the pre-attack warning signal that alerts them to the need
for planning their flight to the next city. (10:23)
HOW much more them of hi s household? It is as if
Jesus had said, “If our enemies have been a bit reticent about attacking
me directly, out of fear of divine retaliation, they will hardly have
this same fear of you and will the more readily slander you. In fact,
when they will have begun to see that we do not use the terrible,
destructive powers at our disposal in our own self-defense, they will
grow bolder and bolder in their attacks. Y o u may not have it so
good as I-and
they will crucify me!” In none of this does Jesus
outline a plan for retaliation against those who slander. harrass or
kiU His men, He leaves them no alternative but that of accepting
the suffering or else of playing the traitor to His cause. Although
H e guarantees them ultimate victory, yet there is no rancor or retaliation. He drmands that they leave it to the judgment of eternity
to rectify the injustices of time, the praise of God to silence the
slanders of men. It takes a long view and a grand faith to believe
Jesus and see God’s eternity. as more real than time, in order to
keep asking oneself, under the ever-present din of men’s taunts, why
bother to answer these men who before long will be forever silenced?
(Cf. I Pe. 4:12-19)
His household we are! (Heb. 3:6; 1 Jn. 3:l-3) What a
glorious privilege to belong to such a royal house! W e belong to it,
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but before we will have enjoyed the privileges of so noble
tion, we will have paid dearly for it.
preaches,

10:25,26
connec-

a

As Barclay (MdAV!ww, I, 395)

When Christianity costs something, we are closet than we
ever were to the fellowship of Jesus Christ; and if we know
tbe fellowship of His sufferings, we shall also know the power
of His resurrection.
(Cf. also Phil. 3:8-16; 1 Pet. 3:9-18; 4: 1, 2, 12-19)

H. PREEDO’M FROM FEAR (10:26-31)
1. THE TRIUMPH OF TRUTH (10:26, 27)
10:26 Fear them not therefore. But why did Jesus say
therefore? While this is normally a good translation of ohn, does
it have this meaning here? If Jesus is making an inference from the
preceding material, what are the premises? Two solutions are
possible:
1. The actual reasons behind the inferential use of 0th
(=therefore) are not stated in the text, hence must be
supplied by the reader. If so, in light of the immediately
foregoing context we might suggest something like the following: “You, my disciplcs, will be treated much worse than
me. What is to be your response as my disciples, my servants? This relationship precludes your doubting my provision
and care. Therefore, do not fear them!”
2. Dana and Mantey ( M a w a l G r a m m , 256-258) suggest a
slightly adversative use made of odn, in the sense of howem,
which would function admirably here to solve our problem.
Accordingly, the sense would be: “You, my disciples will be
treated much worse than me. However, do not fear them!”
(See also Arndt-Gingrich, 597 on 0th.)

With good reason Jesus hammers on this theme throughout this discourse (vv. 26, 28, 31), even as He had emphasized earlier the
needlessness of anxiety under trial (v. 19). The Lord has depicted
ugly days ahead for those who follow Him and minister in His
service and most of the opposition they must meet will come from
men who will stop at nothing to hinder their witness. It is absolutely
essential for Jesus to continue to drum on this theme: “Do NOT FEAR!”
Why? If fear is caused by uncertainty, and uncertainty is caused by
disbelief of what Jesus has revealed, then fear is sin! Jesus will not
have any disciple be uncertain about anything He has declared. Cer-
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tainty that God will do and provide all that Jesus promises is the
absolute answer to fear. Fear betrays this lack of trust. (Cf. Heb.
10:32-39; 13:5, 6) Though these early Christians would have many
reasons to react negatively to opposition raised to their labors, they
must never allow their opponents to become bigger than God. But
it is not enough just to say to people who have good reason to
few: “Do not be afraid!” There must be reasons, good ones, that
can really allay their fears. The first reason the Master offers is
His own personal guarantee of the triumph of cruth.

For there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed;
and hid, that shall not be known.
This Hebrew parallelism states in two parallel phrases essentially the
same observation: truth will out! This is one of the hardest, m a t
concrete maxims in the universe and is worthy of stating in proverbial
h r m , since it has many applications. (Cf. Mk. 4:22; Lk. 8:17; 12:2)
r m t h is the way things are, not as people tell it nor as they wish
it to be. Any philosophy, or view of life, that refuses to admit the
true nature of things as they are, can only break itself upon the
rocks of this reality. Truth will triumph. Jesus guarantees this by
stating categorically that no amount of ignorance or hidming one’s eyes
can impede truth‘s ultimate conquest and complete vindication .
This realization immediately puts to test the disciples’ trust in
Jesus to be telling the truth. Jesus does not mean merely the truth
of the assertions H e had just made about the dark, bloody future
ahead of them, but He may also mean the truth of all of His message.
This He lays on the line, “I am willing to place my whole revelation
in this framework. If I have been deceiviing you, this fact too
cannot be hidden. It too will be discovered. But in the meantime,
you have enough evidence to decide whether my message comes from
God or not, whether it is ultimate truth or not.”
What is there about men that Christians are not to fear? This
depends partly on what we think Jesus meant by what is covered
that must be revealed, hidden that must be made known.
1. Is it their secret, unscrupulous plans whereby they plot against
the disciples?
a. Is Jesus promising a sort of divine counter-espionage that
provides the people of God with information regarding
the movements of the enemy? (Cf. 2 Kgs. 6:8-19) But
the question arises whether Jesus refers to the discovery of
enemy plots to destroy the disciples and whether the
revelation of the malicious plotting would be made known
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during this life and not rather later at the judgment,
(However, see Ac. 23:12-22; 9:23-25, 29, 30) Another
doubt about this view is seen in the Hebraistic parallelism
formed by verses 26, 27, in which the latter identifies
. hid”
more clearly, if not asbolutely, what was “covered
in the former.
b. Is Jesus guaranteeing the total vindication of His servants,
if not in this life, certainly in the next? (Cf. Rev. 2:9)
McGarvey (Matthew-Mark, 92) suggests:
Disciples often suffer from injustice that is so
covered up from the eyes of the world as to appear
like justice, and there is nothing more disheartening than this. But Jesus assures them that no
hidden or covered up iniquity shall escape exposure . .
CHAPTER TEN
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Here again is a test of their discipleship: can they ignore
the harsh words, the sneers, the insinuations, the scoffing,
the unreasonableness, the threats of reprisals, the loss of
all the profit or advantages by which they must earn their
living, in order to remain loyal to Jesus? Can they commit
their lives (and all that sustains it) to Him who judges
justly? (I Pet. 2:23; 4:19) If so, He is saying, “You
will get justice, not in this life necessarily, but before
God. That is the only important tribunal to take into
serious consideration, no matter how painful or unjust
may be men’s punishments.’’
2. Or, in line with the foregoing context, there is another hidden
thing that will ultimately be disclosed: the secret fears of
Jesus’ followers themselves. This is the fear which takes all
the fight out of them, that turns them into self-justifying
cowards unable to face danger or death. This too will one day
be discovered! (See on 10:32, 33) Not only is this rationalizing cowardice wickedness, since it justifies denying Jesus
in practical ways by refusing to take a stand for Him when
that stand must be taken, but it involves an unexcusable
hypocrisy. It is hypocrisy, because the disciples know that
Jesus is supreme Lord, but they who give in to their fears,
acts as if their tormentors are much more. But this selfexcusing pretense is useless and senseless therefore and wicked,
for one day God will mercilessly expose it. (Cf. Lk. 12:l-9)
3. Are the disciples afraid that their inability, in view of the
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tremendous task before them, will cause them to fail to
succeed in proclaiming the Gospel?
a. There was much of the Gospel that Jesus, could scardy
reveal even to His chosen Twelve, due to their spiritual
immaturity and their strong prejudices against the foundational principles of His Kingdom. (Cf.“the mysteries, or
secrets, of the Kingdom of heaven” Mt. 13:lO-17; 16:20;
17:9)
They had hardly grasped the reality of His
*deity or the character of the Throne He was to establish,
nor could they understand the necessity for His death for
the world’s sins. (Cf. Mt. 16:21-23; 17:22, 23; Lk. 18:3134) After these mighty facts were established and evaluated, the Apostles could understand and broadcast the full
message in all of its power. But now, before the factat least two years before Calvary, the Resurrection and
Pentecost-the
disciples, from a human point of view,
could not but doubt their own ability to make this glorious
message known, especially since there was much in it
that they themselves did not comprehend.
b. Jesus argues: “My present revelation of the Kingdom, that
I challenge you to preach, will be misunderstood and misinterpreted and thus remain hidden to the majority of
people to whom we all preach. But this is no motive for
giving up! Sooner or later this very message we struggle
to make real iln the lives of those who hear us will come
to light. It HAS to! The very secrets of God’s Kingdom that you will try to make men see, will not be any
better understood when you proclaim them than when I
say the same thing. But this is no reason to give up
preaching. The truth will triumph!”
SO, out of this indefinitely applied proverb come three admonitions:
Do not fear therefore that the proclamation of the Gospel shall fail,
or that the enemies of the Gospel shall succeed, or that your own
cowardice can remain hidden! What a motive for enduring: Jesus is
in full conrrol of all the unknowns in our ministry! He says, “Do
not fear the opposition, even though it forces you to work harder,
for I intend to make progress in the face of the opposition.”
10:27 What I tell you in the darkness, speak y e In the
light; and what ye hear in the ear, proclaim upon the
house-tops. This Hebrew parallelism may identify what mt be
revealed in the preceding verse. However, this sentence co&l also be
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an independent thought, not entirely connected with the preceding,
hence the other interpretations are also offered in verse 26. It m y
be that Jesus is taking the foregoing thought in a specific direction,
even though verse 26 itself permitted wider application.
What I tell you means Jesus’ own teaching, that is what must
be revealed, not more nor less, A man has nothing worthwhile to
say who has not listened to Jesus and learned. But having learned,
a man has to speak what he has heard from Christ, as if he were
standing himself in the presence of the living God. (Cf. 2 CO. 2: 17;
12:19; 1 Pet. 4:11) ”his is the principle truth of which Jesus
guarantees the triumph.
What I tell you in the darkness, , what you hear in
the ear is that classified information He had intrusted to the inner
corps of disciples, much of which He required to be kept confidential
until the proper moment. (Cf. Mt. 1 6 2 0 ; 17:9) The time would
come when the Lord could make clear His own true nature and
identity as well as vindicate His program. But that time was not
yet, since, for a long time then future, He must use dark parables for
the masses, while taking His close disciples aside to explain their
meaning in private, (Cf. Mt. 13: 10-17)
In harmony with the suggested outline of this discourse, indicated in the Introduction to Chapter 10, it should be noted that
this demand for the widest possible publicity for Jesus’ teachings
proves that He is now refering to a period in the disciples’ work later
than Pentecost, when the Christians’ witnessing was geared to a
world-wide evangelistic effort. (Mt. 28:19, 20; cf. Mt. 17:9: ‘Tell
no one the vision, until the Son of man is raised from the dead.”)
Speak ye in the light
proclaim upon the house-tops.
When the moment came for the Apostles to break the story, they
were to show aggressive courage in publishing it. (Cf. Ac. 4:13-20,
23-31; 5:20, 29-32, 41, 42; Eph. 6:19, 20; Ezek. 3:9) The housetops, or the flat roofs of Palestinean houses, were the scenes of
many activities. (Dt. 2 2 : 8 ; Josh. 2:6-8; Judg. 16:27; I Sam. 9:25; 2
Sam. 11:2; Neh. 8:16; Isa. 15:3; Mt. 24:17; Ac. 10:9) Plummer
(Lake, 318) claims that “to this day proclamations are often made
from the housetops.” This makes it evident that Jesus is pleading
for the widest possible publication of His message, a fact that demands that the Church adopt every medium her finances can reach,
that succeeds in bringing the Word to the greatest number of hearers.

. .

...

2. THE RIGHT REVERENCE (10:28)
Right after picturing nothing better than “blood, sweat and
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tears” for His men, the Lord demanded that they not only fly in
the face of the enemy but bombard his fortresses with the most
vigorous public proclamations of the Kingdom of God. This is
entirely foolhardy from any human point of view, for if Jesus is
serious, He is asking His followers to commit social, religious, political
and individual suicide. But Jesus IS just that serious, and He IS expecting
His men to go on these suicide missions. (Cf. 10:38, 39) He knew
fully well that His people were going to be reduced to “fools for
Christ’s sake, the scum of the earth, the dregs of humanity.” (Cf. I Co.
4:9-13) He also knew that only genuine disciples can be made to
suffer to this extent in order to carry out His mission to the world.
But He must provide them the motive strong enough to drive them
forward no matter the cost, the obstacles or temporary set-backs. He
must stiffen the moral reserves of the very men whom He must continually
scold for having painfully too little faith. (Cf. 8:26; 14:31; 16:8; 17:20;
Mk. 16:14) But this cannot be done merely by showing them that
their fear is without basis. They need stronger compulsion than this!
Intellectually based convictions are absolutely necessary, but they
must be deep enough to touch the sentiments, the emotions, fundamental enough to activate the will in only one direction despite all
opposition. So the Creator of men here reaches into His men and
takes hold of one of their most fundamental drives: fear. But notice
His tactic: before H e sets the right reverence, the proper fear, before
their eyes, He removes the mistaken fear.
10:28 And b e not afraid of them that kill the body, but
are n o t able t o kill the soul. Those that kill the body is
the way Jesus labels the enemy, and his disciples cannot miss the
implication. Jesus spares no words now as He bares the horrible
reality that lurks just ahead for His people! The early Christians,
along with their thrilling stories of heroic martyrs, also honestly
remember those black days for the Church when fear of physical
death tempted many to deny any relationship with their Lord. But
the fearful torments and horrible death to which the persecutors can
put the human body are not to be permitted to dim the disciple’s
view of God! Jesus wants His men to be able, even in the very
face of their tormentors and murderers, to look up and see Him
who is invisible, the real Governor and Judge of the universe. (Cf.
Heb. 11:27) Their loyalty to Him and their even more painful
awareness of His judgment, despite their seemingly endless pain,
affliction and brutal death, are to hold them firm. (Cf. 2 Co. 4:7356
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12, 16--5:11a; see how Paul develops this motif further.) How
different is the ring of these words of Jesus from those frightened
excuses of those molal cowards who would try to justify the commirting of any sin, merely in order to have one’s life! This is the
kind of challenge that appeals to real men and contains within
itself arnple motive for enduring whatever suffering must be faced
for Jesus’ sake!
Right ar the very heart of this bloody description of apparent
defeat for the Christians is another bold declaration that guarantees
victory for the nim wlio accepts the presuppositions on which it is
based. Thost that k i l l t h e body
are not able t o kill the
soul! The presuppositjons will Le discussed later. Luke (12:4b),
on another occasion, includes the victorious shout of the Christian,
even while gasping his last: *‘. . . after these things, they HAVE NO
MORE THAT THEY CAN 1)O.” Matthew’s ward is just as forceful:
“They CANNOT KILL THE SOUL.” Th- frustrated murderers stand
helpless before a broken hunk of human clay! Their prey has escaped
beyond their grasp. the Christian witness has just been introduced
into the presence of his King! But, mark, it is Jesus who makes
this declaration, and it is Jesus who showed how to make it work.
Morgan (Matthew, 109) puts it beautifully:

...

.

There is no utterance more vibrant with vi3bry. . . Presently
this King went to the Cross without faltering, without flinching, with regal bearing, so that the man who condemned
Him look for all time mean and contemptible in His presence.
The presuppositions involved in Jesus’ demand cry out for examination, since He who created man (Jn. 1:3) and knows what
is in man (Jn. 2 : 2 5 ) is making a clear pronouncement on human
psychology, which at such a critical moment in the service of His
secrvants, i.e. when they face trials, persecution and death for Him,
must not be merely nice theory. Jesus must express something
here that is fundamental to the w r y essence of humanity, if He
would provide any real comfort to suffering disciples. Jesus states
without explanation that the soul (fisychi), as over against the body
(sdmu) is a reality to be reckoned with. Death separates the SOU]
from the body, since persecutors and murderers were powerless to
damage the soul. On the other hand, God could certainly touch
the psyche, bringing both it and the (resurrected) body into judgment
and condemn the whole man! (Cf. Jn. 5:24-29; Rev. 20:11-15; Ac.
24: 15) Out of this information arise several important conclusions:
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1. Man is not merely an animal, although his mammalian body
cerrainly shares many characteristics with animals. The destiny of his psyche is not enmeshed with that of his body. ( I t
is the other way nround, Ro. 8:23) Therefore his morality
must not be that of an animal morality devolving into
“civilized bestiality.” His psyche certainly lives in the body
and is definitely influenced to a certain extent by it. (5ee
I Pet. 2 : l I ; 4.1-6; Gal. 5:17, 24; Ro. 6:l-8:39)
Rut
Jesus’ demand (and the Apostolic theology of the NT backs
Him up) is that man’s psyche is that part of man which
makes the decisions, hence is responsible to God. (Cf. Mt.
10:39; 16:24-27; Lk. 12:20; Rev. 6:9; 20:4; 2 Co. 5:lO;
Ro. 1 3 : l l - 1 4 )

2. Man’s soul, contrary to the views of many, has real existence
beyond the grave, and after the resurrection of the just and
unjust (Jn. 5:28, 29) must stand whole, body and soul reunited, before his Maker to give account. And in this state
God will destroy those fearful recreants who denied Jesus.
It is fruitless to speculate whether God intends to
annihilate the wicked after their judgment (“destroy
the soul and body in gehenna,”) since many clear texts
and single Greek words (like @$lzlmi, upo2eia, olethros) solve the problem by stating in unequivocable
language what the fate of the wicked shall be after a
few billion years more or less. However, we must
remember that human language is a very limited tool
for describing the exact nature of the fate of the
wicked, since that is not an experience which is
common enough to humans to require wards to express it. Even the best of human language to express
this is figurative, since we have not experiences of infinity (boundless space) or eternity (endless time) or
hell (endless punishment). So, every word God has
used to warn us of thf latter is a word borrowed from
the usual human vocabulary, invented to describe the
experiences we do have. (See below on “Gehenna”
and compare the Same figurative use of language to
describe heavenly realities, Rev. 21, 22.)
So what the Scriptures actually do produce is a
pictzlre of what the fate of the wicked will be like.
Just as the reality of God’s plans for the saved will
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be better than any word-picture H e has drawn of it,
so die ‘reality of God’s punishment for the wicked
can be worse than any terms He has used to describe
it.

Even if annihilation were the actual meaning of
the Bible language, this offers no hope in any way
to the sinner who hopes to have his way in this
life, dash through God’s judgment on his way out
past a short period of punishment for his misdeeds,
after which he just fades out into a blissful nonexistence. There is no hope even in what the human
sinner thinks will be “non-existence,” since God is
able to punish him even in that state which human
beings describe as “non-existence.” How? Even if
God had used the word “non-existence” or “annihilation,” it does not follow that the sinner fully understands the objective reality God i q describing by that
term, any better than he understands “inextinguishable fire” or “undying worms.” (Cf. Mt. 3:12; Mk.

6:48)
In an excellent article that presents the view held
by this author, James Orr ( I S B E , 2501-2504), after
giving practically unassailable Scriptural evidence for
the view that the finally unrepentant will be eternally
punished, still remarks:
While dogmatisms like the above (Le. universal
salvation, annihilation and second probation,
HEF), which seem opposed to Scripture, are to
be avoided, it is equally necessary to guard against
dogmatisms of an opposite kind, as if eternity
must not, in the nature of the case, have its
undisclosed mysteries of which we here in time
can frame no conception. The difficulties connected with the ultimate destinies of mankind are
truly enormous, and no serious thinker will minimize them. Scripture does not warrant it in
negative, any more than in positive, dogmatisms;
with its uniformly practical aim, it does not seek
to satisfy an idle curiosity (cf. Lk. 13:23, 24).
Its language is bold, popular, figurative, intense;
the essential idea is to be held fast, but what is
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said cannot be taken as a directory to all that
is to transpire in the ages upon ages of an unending duration. God’s methods of dealing with
sin in the eternities may prove to be as much
above our present thoughts as His dealings now
are with men in grace. In His hands we must
be content to leave it, only using such light as
His immediate revelation yields.
For further notes on the punishment of the wicked, see below.
3. Another important conclusion that comes out of this revelation
of the dual nature of man is the realization that Jesus is
challenging to the very core His disciples’ real acceptance of
the existence of the spirit world. In the most emphatic way
the Lord is demanding that they decide immediately whether
they believe i n His dual-sided world view with its immediate,
tangible, physical world so near at hand, and its invisible,
apparently distant world of the spirit. This contrast will
become even sharper as well as more evident later (vv. 32,
33): “men (here on earth)” versus “my Father who is in
heaven.”
But rather fear him who is able to destroy both soul
and body in hell. Here again the Master puts the real faith of
His people to the test by probing their grasp of this reality: “You
stand, not before the judgment of human persecutors but before the
bat of God!”(see on vv. 32, 33) He is sounding out the firmness
of their real convictions about future, hence seemingly unreal, events.
He does this, because He knows there is nothing so anchoring to
the soul as a sound eschatology. But rather fear him. There is
nothing basically wrong with being afraid, since God Himself created
in us this drive to self-protection, of which fear is the emotional
expression. The burning question is, then, not whether we should
fear or not, but of WHOM should we be afraid, of dying men or of
the living God? Rruce (Trahzilzg, 114) reminds us that “the wisdom
of the serpent lies in knowing what to fear.”
That we may assume that him who is able to destroy both
soul and body in hell is God, and not Satan, is proved by the
observation that, while “the tempter . . . is him who, when one is
in danger, whispers, Save thyself at any sacrifice of pinciple or conscience,” (Bruce, T&nng, 115), Satan is not the ultimate reality, not
the final Judge with whom we have to do. It is true that his conniving results in getting men destyoyed in hell, but he himself will
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suffer the same fate a t the hands of the living God against whom
he has led the human rebellion. (Rev. 2O:lO-15) SO it is God
who executes the sentence mentioned here and thus must be feared.
Plummer (L&e, 319) is aright to observe that “we are not in Scripture told to fear Satan, but to resist him courageously (Jas. 4:7;
1 Pet. 5:9); , , , ‘Fear God and resist the devil’ is scriptural doctrine.”
But is fear a proper motive for ethical conduct? Jesus thinks
so and does not hesitate to produce it in any disciple who is tempted
to be disloyal. With so much at stake as the faithful proclamation
of the Gospel and the salvation of men, especially the soul of the
Christian witness himself, Jesus must appeal to the strongest motivation possible. Lenski (Matthew, 410) writes:
By the fear of God (He would) drive out the fear of men. . . .
This is not childlike fear, the motive of filial obedience,
but the terrifying fear of God’s holy burning wrath which
would strike us if we yielded to the fear of men and denied
His Word and His will, Ps. 90: 11; Mt. 3:7. This is the
fear which really belongs to the enemies of God and Christ,
the fear from which they try to hide by their self-deception,
which yet will at last overwhelm them. It is really not to
touch the disciple’s heart save as a last extremity when nothing
else will keep him true.
This is not a slavish fear, based only on the conviction of God’s
sheer power to destroy, a conviction bare of any sense of His love
or justice. It is rather a fear of God because He is right. Our
deep sense of the sheer holiness of God will not only deepen our
fear that God will punish us, but it strengthens our fear that we
should grieve His love. Here is a paradox: He teaches us to fear,
that we might be fearless! The explanation: the man who fears God
has nothing else to fear. Yes, fear is a worthy motive for ethical
conduct. Bruce (Traifiifig, 114) points out that “there are two kinds
of deaths, one caused by the sword, the other by unfaithfulness to
duty.” In so saying, he puts his finger on the menace of “the second
death.” (Cf. Rev. 2O:ll-15) Barclay (Matthew, I, 400) carries the
thought further:
There are things which are worse than death; and disloyalty
is worse than death. If a man is guilty of disloyalty, if he
buys securiPy at the expense of dishonour, life is no longer
tolerable. He cannot face men; he cannot face himself; and
ultimately he cannot face God. There are times when comfott,
safety, ease, life itself can cost too much.
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The most cruel persecution is child’s play compared with falling into
the hands of the living God! (Heb. 10:26-39) While fear is not
the highest motive for ethical conduct and granted that love and a
sense of duty should b: the driving force that keeps a Christian
faithful under fire, Jesus meets His disciples where they might be
at their weakest. He says, “If you must fear, fear God!” (For the
other side of the question, see my article “The Reasonableness of
the Redeemer’s Rewards for Righteousness,” Matthew, I, 198-201.)
Destroy both soul and body in hell. Hell here is not a
literal tran’slation of Jesus’ word, but it is a good paraphrase of
His meaning. Jesus said “Gebenlzu,” and, in so doing, illustrated
perfectly the srate of our knowlrdge (or better: our ignorance) of
the spirit-world just beyond this life, as well as illustrating what is
meant by the word “revelation.” As stated above, we do not have
any absolutely correct or even adequate conlcept of “hell,” SO anything God (or Jesus here) wants to say about His punishment of
the wicked, H e must reduce to human concepts, language and thoughtforms. That is, He wants us to understand something significant
about it; otherwise, He could “tell it the way it is” and still leave us
in the dark about its nature, because of our inability to understand
such profound concepts. Jesus makes a passing reference to a place
where God destroys people, “in Gehenna,” ( e n geiwv2). Though
Geherzna is the Greek transliteration of the Aramaic form of the
Hebrew G&Hintvom, “valley of Hinnom,” referring to a ravine south
of Jerusalem, its litem1 meaning has little to do with eternal divine
wrath. But every time the word is used in the NT it designates
the place of eternal punishment of the wicked. (See Mt. 5:22, 29,
30; 10:28; l8:9; 23:15, 33; Mk. 9:43; 45, 47; Lk. 12:5; Jas. 3:6)
HOWGehenm came to mfan hell is not so important at this point
as the fact that it DOES mean it.
Two causes are offered to explain this use of the “valley of
Hinnom” as the technical designation for the place of final
punishment. This valley of Jerusalem has been the zone near
Jerusalem where the abominable worship of Molech was perpetrated (cf. Lev. 18:21; 2Q2-5; 2 c h . 28:3; 33:6). D u e
to this practice, when these repulsive idolatries were abolished
by King Josimah (2 Kg. 23:10), the zone was defiled. Later
Jeremiah (7:32; 19:l-13)) in reference to this defiled area,
prophesied that all Jerusalem would be so defiled. Refuse
of all kinds, even human carcasses, was cast into this arm,
making it the garbage dump of the city. Fires were kept
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burning to consume the rubbish. Gesenius (Lexicon, 872)
takes “Toplieth” as signifying a “place of burning (the dead) )))
and even “place of graves,” although he admits that many
commonly derive the word from a “place to spit upon,” i.e,
abhorred. However, since this place appears to have borne
this name among even idolaters themselves, he prefers “a
place of burning.” It is this meaning that causes Isaiah to
use the word To+hsth metonymically of the burning place
for the Icing of Assyria. The idea of Gehenna, or valley
of Hinnom in which the Topheth was located, as a type of
Hell seems to be derived by making a symbolic name from
the above passages and from the horrible practices that took
place in this valley. The continual burning of the garbage
there may have also rendered the name synonymous with
emreme defilement. (See ISBE, 1183, 1371; Edersheim, Life,
I, 550, 551; 11, 280, 281) The passage from earthly and
temporal defilement in a place notorious for human sin and
suffering, to the place where the wicked would be finally and
eternally punished, then, becomes a natural step.

The point is that Jesus, in attempting to reveal to us what we cannot
otherwise know or even imagine about the garbage dump of the
universe, makes use of a well-known word that conveys to the Jewish
mind all the abhorrence, defilement, pain and suffering associated
with Gehema, the garbage dump of Jerusalem. But this offal heap
will be like no other destruction we have ever known, since its
character is also like a “lake of fire” (Rev. 20: 1 4 ) , “eternal fire“
(Mt. 1 8 : s ) ; a “furnace of fire” (Mt. 13:42) and yet with all the
light one usually associates with fire, the same place is called “outer
darkness!” (Mt. 8 : 1 2 ) , a place where men “gnash their teeth,“ even
though they have been toothless for years. In order to form a clear
idea about the revelation Jesus has given of the ultimate fate of the
unrepentant, consult the following pertinent passages: Mt. 5 :22, 29,
30; 10:28; 18:8, 9; Mk. 9:43, 45, 47, 48; Lk. 12:5; Mt. 23:15, 33;
8:12; 13:41, 42; 22:13; 25:41, 46; Jas. 3:G; Lk. 16:22-24, 28; Jude
12, 13; Rev. 14:9-11; 19:20; 20:10, 14, 15; 21:8; 2 Th. 1:6-9. Two
excellent articles on the question are Foster’s “The Teaching of
Jesus Concerning Hell,” (The Final Week, 102-119) and Orr’s article
“Punishment” in ISBE, 2501ff.
What a motive for endurance! Those who have put God in His
rightful place in their scheme of things and fully understood what
this must mean to them in the moment of trial before human tor363
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mentors, have nothing more serious to fear than death from them.
But those who have not settled this one fundamental question, or
who have settled it wrongly, must necessarily find themselves prey
to the usual human ter’rors and die a thousdnd times before their
deaths. (Cf. Isa. 8 : l I - l S ; I Pet. 3:14; Heb. I3:G; Rev. 2:lO)

3. T H E CARE OF THE CREATOR ( 10:29-31)
Here is Jesus’ next motive for steadfastness despite all that mail
can contrive, God is not merely the Judge before whom the disciples
must stand: He is your Father, and, with this word that evokes
all of the encouraging, comforting power of that relationship, the
Lord excites all the unyielding incorruptible allegiance that family
pride can demand. Here is the perfect mixture of a proper fear of
the Lord nicely balanced with a confident love for the Father. Jesus
is not satisfied to place before His people only the sterile fear of
a critical Judge. Nor can He permit His children to conceive of
Him as an indulgent “great Buddy in the skies,” who has only endless love and requires nothing from those selfish monsters who would
call themselves His people.
10:29 Are not two sparrows sold for a penny? Jesus‘
use of ouch? instead of mt?, indicates that H e expected His listeners
to agree that this was the going price on these seemingly .insignificant
birds, incidentally informing us that sparrows were an article of
commerce. ISBE (2839) comments: “This is a reference to the
common custom of the East of catching small birds, and selling them
bird to a mouthful.”
to be skinned, roasted and sold as tid-bits-a
And not one of them shall fall on the ground, whether
caught in a trap (cf. Ps. 91:3; 124:7; Prov. 6 : 5 ) or killed, without
your Father’s ,“knowledge and consent” (dneu to8 p&ds hzmtbrt,
Arndt-Gingrich, 6 4 ) . Not one of them: this is a bit more expressive than “none of them” taken in a collective sense, even though,
ultimately, the general meaning is the same. This throws the emphasis
upon the one bird: “Not even one of them,” though many of them
could be bought for little. The bird-seller in the market would cry
“Two sparrows for one thin copper coin! Today five birds for the
price of four, with one thrown into the bargain!” (Cf. zk. 12:6)
This means that even the odd sparrow, the one thrown in for good
measure, is dear to God. Luke has “Not one of them is forgotten
before God.” Jesus could not have made it any plainer that each
and every bird is individually present in God’s mind when it dies.
This will be driven home when He makes His application in verse 31.
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Your Father is a far different concept from “the Creator of
sparrows,” as far different as the emotional impact that it makes.
(Sce n o ~ c so i i 6:26, 32, Vol. I ) While assuring us of God’s omniscience, the Savior intimates that our Father not only knows such
detailed information as the fall of sparrows, but feels and cares
about us.
10:30 B u t t h e very hairs of your head are all numbered.
Several commentators have insisted upon the difference between
“counting” hairs and “numbering” them. Does the Greek word
uritthevzbo justify this distinction?
CNAI”1’BR TEN

1. If so, then perhaps Morgan (Matthew, 110) is right in saying,
Jesus said God m m b e f s them, Counting is a human
process. Numbering is more than counting. It is
attaching a value to every one, almost labeling each;
a far more wonderful thing than counting.
Or, as Lenski (Mdttheua, 412) has it:
Jesus says that each hair is not only counted as one
but has its own number and is thus individually
known and distinguished. So if any one hair is
removed, God knows precisely which one it is.
2. However, Arndt-Gingrich ( 105 ) translate mvithmbo simply
“count,” which, in relation t o the practical insignificance of
human hairs in the universe, may merely affirm that Jesus’
expression is but a proverbial expression, without intending
to affirm that God spends His time operating a current file
on the past, present and future vicissitudes of hairs! (Cf. I
Sam. 14:45; 2 Sam. 1 4 : l l ; Lk. 21:18; Ac. 27:34)
Thus, in these two parallel illustrations, Jesus advances His
argument from God’s interest and care about relatively minute things
outside us, to God’s care for minutiae connected with us. The smaller
the object used as a basis of coinpa’rison, the less its value, the
greater is the force of Jesus’ argument: God knows what is happening
to His children, and He knows how to care for them. This puts
muscle into the demand the Lord had made earlier that the Apostles
go out without what would seem to be absolutely necessary provisions. (10:9, 10)
lO:3l Fear not therefore; y e are of more value than
many sparrows. This deliberate understatement is similar to another: “If your Father notes the fall of the tiniest sparrow, d o you
suppose He could somehow miss a Boeing 747?“ ((3, Mt. 12:12)
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Not only is man so much larger than a sparrow, and consequently
would be more obvious visible to the gaze of God, but also man is
of so much more consequence to God than any number of other
creatufres. But Jesus is not describing the importance of His Twelve
Apostles alone, so much as He is pointing to the excelling importance
of any disciple. (Cf. Lk. 12:6, 7 )
Fear not therefore. This admonition connects this lovely
picrure of the love of God, with the horrible revelations of the uncertainties and the unknowns in the disciples’ future, mentioned earlier.
But this is’just the point: God’s concern for and care of His people is
not just “pie in the sky by and by,” but practical strengthening,
comfort and provision in the present. Fear, then, is SIN and
punishable in hell. The list of hell’s inmates has “the cowardly, the
timid, those without faith” at the top of rhe list! (Rw. 21:8) This
is because fear presupposes that God is somehow paying no attention
to our needs or else our plight could somehow escape His notice.
Fear would even blame God for appearing not to care about us or
feel our weakness or pain. Fear would hold that the mere mechanics
of running the universe, a task suitable for an omnipotent and omniscient Being, could occupy the entire attention of Him who created
man for His own fellowship! To this Jesus cries: “No! Your care,
your needs, your srruggles, your suffering-You
are of more value
to God than any combination of intricate or minute details involved
in steering the stars or spotting sparrows!” What a motive for
enduring faithfully whatever may come! Earclay (Mutthew, I, 402)
puts it so well:
God‘s love for men is seen not only in the omnipotence of
creation and the great events of history; it is also seen in
the day-to-day nourishment of the bodies of men. (Cf. Fsa.
136, esp. v. 2 5 ) The courage of the King’s messenger is
founded on the conviction that, whatever happens, he cannot
drive beyond the love and care of God. He knows that his
times are forever in God’s hands; that God will not leave
him nor forsake him; that he is surrounded for ever by the
care of God. And if this is so-of
whom then shall we be
afraid?
Is it possible to imagine, much less actually meet, the man who was
in want, because he had trusted God too much and gave too much to
Christ and His work? Even if that man loses every possession he
ever owned and actually were wondering where his next meal were
coming from, would he consider himself in want, so great is his love
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for and dejmdence upon God? Jesus takes man’s other responsibilities into consideration elsewhere (see notes on Mt. 6: 19-34), so
He i s not eiicouragjng indolence at all. Rather, the commands in
this context require tliat the disciple work to the limit of his capacity
as if everything depended upon his achievement, and God will
provide his needs, since, ultirnately, everything depends upon God.
CHAPTER TEN

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Explain the figures of speech involved in this section, showing to
what Jesus referred by each figure: “sheep,” “wolves,” “serpents,”
“doves.”
2. Name several occasions upon which the very things predicted in
this passage actually took place in the life and ministry of the
people regarding whom Jesus was here speaking. Show how t h q
responded in splendid obedience to Jesus’ instructions.
3. List the specific instructions Jesus gave whereby the disciples
were psychologically prepared to avoid anxiety.
4. What does Jesus mean by the expression: “It is not you that
speak but the Spirit of your Father that speaks in you”?
5. To the end of what must the disciples endure?
6. Explain why the disciples were to flee to another city when they
were not received in one city.
7. List some of the various explanations offered for the phrase: “till
the Son of man be come,” and then give your reasons why you
accept the interpretation you do.
8. Explain what Jesus meant by the reference to students and
teachers, servants and lords. How does this seference advance
His argument?
9. Define the word “Beelzebul” and explain its reference in this
context.
10. Explain the reference to revealing what has been covered or hid.
Abaut what part of the disciples’ ministry was Jesus talking?
Was this a promise or a threat, an encouragement or a warning,
or both?
11. How did people account for the miracles of Jesus? How did
others account for the miraculous phenomenon seen among the
Apostles a t Pentecost?
12. What is Jesus’ meaning in His argument about who has teal
power to destroy both soul and body?
13. To whom does Jesus refer when He describes someone who can
destroy borh body and soul in hell?
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14. In this serious discussion involving the life and death questions
touching the survival of His disciples, what is the point of the
reference to the price of sparrows?
15. In what other connections had Jesus used His argument based on
the value of sparrows and the exact count of hairs on me’s head?
What is the underlying connection in each caSe that makes this a
pithy proverb expressing a great truth?
16. Does the expression “destroy both soul and body in hell” refer
to total annihilation of the wicked or those who deny Christ, or
is this merely a vivid expression describing eternal punishment?
On what basis d o you answer as you do?
17. Give a short summary of the biblical teaching on the subject of
“hell.” In so doing, explain the reference to “Gehenna.”
18. State the declarations in this text that suggest or openly emphasize
Jesus’ divine authority.

Section 23

JESUS COMMISSIONS TWELVE
APOSTLES TO EVANGELIZE GALILEE
IV. JESUS REQUIRES AND REWARDS
LOYALTY OF HIS SERVANTS

TEXT: 10:32-39
A. THE SUPREME HONOR FOR LOYALTY (10:32)

32. Every one therefore who shall confess me before men, him will
I also confess before my Father who is in heaven.
B. THE SUPREME DISGRACE FOR DISLOYALTY
OR COWARDICE (10:33)

33. Eut whosoever shall deny me before men, him will I also deny
befare my Father who is in heaven.
C. THE INEVITABLE ENMITIES INVOLVED IN
LOYALTY TO JESUS (10:34-36\

34. Think not that I came to send peace on the earth: I came not to
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35. send peace, but a sword. For I came to set a man at variance
against his father, and the daughter against her mother, and the
36. daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law: and a man’s foes s h d
be they of his own household.
CHAPTER TEN

D. THE SECRET OF SUCCESS THROUGH
SACRIFICE AND SURRENDER (10:37-39)

37, He that loverh father or mother more than me is not worthy of
me; and he that loveth son or daughter more than me is not
worthy of me.
38. And he that doth not take his cross and follow after me, is not
39. worthy of me. He that findeth his life shall lose it; and he that
loseth his life for my sake shall find it.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
This revelation of “blood, sweat and tears,” of trial, suffering and
death must have been very discouraging to Jesus’ disciples as
H e sent them out. Yet Jesus considered this revelation absolutely
necessary to the adequate accomplishment of their mission. Can
you show several reasons why H e would have predicted these
painful pictures? This is surely no way to hold one’s disciples,
is it? Would this tactic win friends and influence people today?
Why?
In what way do you think Jesus had in mind that the disciples
would be “confessing Him before men”? Under what sort of
circumstances would they be doing this? Sometimes this passage
is cited t o indicate the necessity for a public declaration of one’s
willingness to follow Christ, a declaration which is made before
the congregation of believers at the conclusion of a Sunday
morning gathering for worship. Is this what Jesus had in mind?
if so, how could such an application be justified? If not, why
not? How does such an application fit the antithesis: “denying
Him before men”?
Have you ever denied Jesus before men since becoming His disciple? Be honest now. How, when, where and why did you do
it? What encouragement do YOU find in this text that strengthens
you against repeating that sin?
Do you think it would have been better or worse for Jesus’ disciples (you included) had Jesus not told this bitter truth about
the consequences of being persecuted as His disciple? Why?
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e. Do you think that the Prince of Peace can be telling the truth
when H e denies that His purpos: was to bring peace on earth?
Did not the angels shout the news from heaven that Jesus’ birth
meant peace? How, then, can Jesus expect us to believe that
His purpose for coming to earth was not to bring peace, but,
rather, a sword? What kind of peace does Jesus reject and what
kind of sword does He bring?
f. Some think that Jesus did not intend to bring a sword to earth,
that it was not His +ar+ose, but only the reszlk of His work.
Do you agree? If so, on what basis? If $not, why not?
g. Do you think that it is right to go around splitting up families
over religion? If so, then how do you understand the most basic
of all commandments to “honor your father and mother” and
similar commands regarding family care? If not, then how do
you justify Jesus’ avowed purpose to set members of the same
family against each other?
h. Do you think that Jesus knew from personal experience what He
was here declaring, regarding “enemies in one’s own home”? What
makes you say this?
i. Is there anyone really “worthy of“ Jesus? Then, what does Jesus
mean by declaring that anyone who does not make the necessary
sacrifices is “not worthy of me”?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
“So every one who stands up and acknowledges that he is my
disciple, I will gladly own him as my own in front of the great
Judge, my Father in heaven. But I will repudiate before God anyone
who either is afraid to stand up for me in front of men or else
publicly denies being my disciple.
“You must never suppose that my mission is to bring peace on
escrth at any price. In fact, that kind of peace is impossible. My
mission is rather to separate the wicked from the truly righteous, but
this is going to cause trouble. I will not have peace at the expense
of truth! Allegiance to me is going to cause, for example, a man
to be set against his own father or a daughter against, her o y n
mother! A young wife will go against her mother-in-law. A fellow
will find enemies right under his own roof!
“No one who cares more for his father or his mother than he
does far me deserves to belong to me! The same is true of the man
who holds his son or daughter dearer to him than he does me: he dues
not deserve to belong to me! Likewise -the man who refuses to be
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crucified, because he is walking in my footsteps, is not fit to be called
my disciple! If you hold your own life dear, I can guarantee yozl
that you will lose it, But the man who will let himself be killed
for MY sake, saves his life forever!
CHAPTER TEN

SUMMARY
You, my disciples, do not stand before the judgment seat of
Herod or imperial Rome: you stand before the judgment throne of
the living God! You must decide now how it will fare with you
then: I will own or disown you as my disciples before God, on the
basis of your allegiance or disloyalty here an earth. This choice is
not a simple one, because it is going to rearrange all your present
loyalties. You will have to decide whether your family is to come
firsr, ahead of your loyalty to me. This choice may lead you to your
death, but remember: the prudent are damned! He who is willing
to give up everything he holds dear-even his own life-just to please
me, will be able to secure the only life that is worth living! But
decide, and decide now.

NOTES
A. THE SUPREME HONOR FOR LOYALTY (10:32)
10:32 Everyone therefore who shall confess me before men, is the broad, general introduction to this audacious declaration of Jesus’ regal authority. This dictum has to do with disciples
in general, Its universal chasracter becomes immediately clear if
we artificidly insert the word “apostle,” so as to make the sentence
apply only to the Twelve. While the Apostles themselves certainly
and rightly took this admonition personally, nevertheless, its very
general character is not only very apparent, but is also in perfect
harmony with the more comprehensive tone of this entire concluding
section (Mt. 10:24-42; see on 10:24). Therefore neatly links this
marvelous promise to the warnings, the gentle coaxing, the facing
of unpleasant realities and the challenges Jesus has just put before
His people in the earlier minutes of this sermon. This is the logical
conclusion especially of the demand that the disciple be absolutely
fearless. (Cf. 10:19, 26, 28, 31)
While it would seem most appropriate to consider the word
ode, here translated therefore, in this inferential sense, Le.
drawing a conclusion in relation to statements made before,
yet the suggestion of Dana and Mantey (Manual Grammar,
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255, 256) that odn here has an emphatic or intensive use,
is not without merit, Some suggestive translations they would
substitute for therefore are: “be sure that . . . , to be sure,
surely, by all means, indeed, etc.” Try inserting these words
in place of therefore to feel the emphasis thus produced. HOWever, despite the good examples adduced by Mantey, it may
yet be wondered in Matthew’s sentence here whether Jesus
is not rather drawing a propx conclusion to all the precedes.
If, then, oda may well have this special emphatic force, all
the better for its ambiguity, since the sentiment expressed by
Jesus in this sentence is easily inferential as well as emphatic.

The Master had already intimated that the disciples must fear only
“Him who can destroy both soul and body in hell.” (10:28) Here
He makes this point explicit by stating it in two parallel phrases
that leave little room for doubt. How well He knew the propensity
of man to save his neck at all cost! Simply, almost quietly, he puts
compelling authority into His speech. This is a precious promise,
but its logical converse is necessarily a threat to the fearful and
unbelieving, stating clearly whom we are to fear. It is Jesus who
holds our fate in His hands.
Every one who shall confess me (homolog2sei efi emo?)
This seemingly unusual expression which uses the preposition elz after
the verb is not to be translated literally “confess in my case . . I
will confess in his case before the Father” (see Plummer, b k e , 320;
Morgan, Mdtthew, 110), but is to be taken as an Aramaism because
of the normal use of the preposition be after ’odi in that language.
( Arndt-Gingrich, 571, Lenski, Mutthew, 412). The confession involved here is an agreeing with something affirmed, and admission of
one’s own position, a declaration more or less public of what one
believes, an acknowledgement to being or believing something.
What or whom is the disciple to confess? His belonging to a
particular sect of the Church? His adherence to a temporary formulation of the Gospel, a creed? His support of certain ecclesiastical
organizations and programs? His understanding or interpretation of
certain Scripture texts? According to Jesus, what is the critical issue,
the only really burning question? Whoever shall confess ME.
What a man thinks about Jesus is the only important issue over
which he should have to stand trial and give account, because if he
be mistaken about this one question, how can he be right, or even
significantly near it, in relation to any other issue? There is so
much dear evidence for a proper decision regarding Jesus, that to

.
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fail to decide rightly about Him, automatically affects one’s ability
to evaluate the evidence on all other significant questions. While it
may be adinittcd that many wise and good men of earth have both
studied the cvidence about Jesus and have rejected Him as supreme
Lord, still the Mastcr Himself is liere declaring that such men damn
thernsclves, sincc the imperious nature of His double affirmation
(10:32, 33) presumes that the evidence H e has given to lead to a
right decision has been both sufficient and clear. The problem
lies then not in the nature of the evidence but in the moral makeup
of the men whose intellectual bias did not permit them to evaluate
properly the evidence or surrender their will to Him. The Judge
here expresses His opinion on the“wisdom” and “goodness” of those
men, who, whether ignorant, deceived or conceited, reject Him,
But does this confession of Jesus mean merely to acknowledge
adherence to certain propositions regarding His identity, position and
consequent authority? At least this, (Ro. 10:7, 10; Ac. 2:36; I Jn.
2:22, 23; 4 : 2 , 3, IS; 2 Jn. 7 , 7 ) But it is more, for how can one
confess the absolute lordship of Jesus while at the same time ignoring
the plain import of any command, declaration, promise or warning
He gives? (Lk. 6:46) H e is then to be confessed:
1. by our recognizing and responding to His position and function;
2. by our recognition of His authorized representatives (Mt.
10:40);
3. by our recognition of His message (Lk. 9:26; Jn. 12:47-50);
4. by our recognition of Him in His people (Mr. 25:40, 45;
Ac. 9:4, 5 ) ;
5. by our joyful admission that we personally are committed
to Him because we need, trust and love Him and try to
serve Him as Lord of all lords;
6. by that obvious consistency between our profession of adherence to Him and our personal morality that truly and deeply
affects all our attitudes and actions.
CNAI’TER TEN

There may be other expressions of our confession, but these are sufficient to suggest that they all have importance because of what we
think about Jesus. W e will be willing to die before relenting on any
proposition regarding Jesus’ person. Witness the Virgin-birth controversy and the vigorous rejection of the modern Arianism of the
Jehovah’s Witnesses who, like Arius of Alexandria ( c . 313 A.D.),
deny the identity of Jesus with Jehovah God. We spend years of
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careful research, examining the authenticity, reliability and integrity
of the documents of the Apostles, just because our confession of Christ
depends for its content upon the dictates of those books. Witness
the several hundred-years war that has raged in the field of biblical
criticism. Further, our confession of Jesus drives us to “lay down
our lives for the brethren,” since, in confessing Him, we confess
those who belong to Him.
But someoQe might object that, contextually, Jesus has in mind
most probably 8 hostile situation in which rhe disciple is called
upon to admit (or’ deny) his discipleship to Jesus on pain of death.
But it is most significant that Jesus just ordered, “Confess me before
men,” without specifying which men, whether hostile, indifferent or
friendly. Even otherwise friendly men (they might even be Christians! ), who are themselves unwilling to pay the high costs of
discipleship, can make it very difficult for the earnest disciple to
confess his loyalty ro Jesus in the little, but practical, business of
everyday’s living. They dampen his enthusiasm, lest his zeal expose
their lack of it, when in reality their befouled conscience demands
that they follow his good example. It may be even more difficult
to remain morally alert and skillful in confessing Christ in some
“Christian” environments than in those openly hostile. Before men
only means “publicly” and reminds us of the earlier command to
give Christ‘s message the widest possible coverage (10:26, 27, despite the ever-present menace of those who can kill the body. (10:28)
“he only justification for the Church’s existence is to “proclaim the
wonderful deeds and moral excellence of Him who called you out
of darkness into His marvelous light.” ( 1 Pet. 2:9) This is the
work of the Church, as Morgan put it (Matthew, 107) :
The work to be done is not described in detail here, but it
is inferentially seen. It is that of confessing Christ, before
men. That is the Church’s work. It is all-inclusive. When
we have said that, we have said everything we can say
about the Apostles, the evangelist, the prophet, the pastor
and teacher, and the disciple and servant. Whatever our
gift may be within the Church, or as a member of the
Church, our work is to confess Christ before men. . . . By
confession we are to reveal Him, to flash His glory, to make
Him known. The Church of Jesus Christ is not constituted
in order to discuss philosophies or indulge in speculations.
It is created to confess Christ, and it never ought to rest for
one moment until the last weaty, sin-bound soul, in the
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furthesr region of the world, has heard His evangel, has
beheld I l k glory.

This corifession is not merely that initial commitment to Jesus made
a t he beginning of our discipleship nor merely that bold declaration
stated a t trials where life or death is riding with the answer, It is,
rather, the normal way of life and work of every single disciple whereby
he shows who his real Master is.
Before men is not to be construed as contrasting with “before
the saints,” as if Jesus meant, “before men of the world and not before
the Church.” Indeed, there is no command or consistent NT practice
for a giiide to confession exclusively before the assembly of the
Church. It is, of course, reasonable and proper to declare oneself a
believer in the presence of the rest of the Church, before expecting
to be admitted to the group. And yet some Christians act as if
only a confession before the church were here intended, and as if
the public confession of faith they once made at a meeting of the
Church exhausted all their responsibility in this regard. Before men
means good men and bad, poor men and rich, ignorant and learned,
Christians or not.
Before men, it is true, may well mean, and in the case of
many Christians it has meant, to stand in formal trials as before
councils, synagogues, governors and kings, and declare one’s allegiance
to the Son of God. (10:17, 18) In this sense, the Church has
only one justification for getting into trouble with the law: for
exalting Christ as King above Caesar and as Lawgiver above Moses
or another religious tribunal or authority. But as the individual
Christian stands alone before these earthly potentates, he must remember the wide disparity between the judges before whom he must
,
before m y
give testimony. Feel the contrast: before men
Father : the temporary versus the eternal; the corruptible versus the
gloriously incorruptible. It is a temptation to ask the obvious: who
would exchange the approval of God for the applause of men? But
lest we answer this too glibly, we need to see with greater clarity
the difficulty of refusing this world that seems so much more real,
because it is so much more immediate and tangible, As in verse 28,
SO here, Jesus reminds His people that, in reality, though they are
physically standing before the judgment of infinitely feeble human
judges whose ultimate jurisdiction halts at death, even though they
may now have the relative ascendency for the present, yet in such
moments these same disciples are under the even more critical scrutiny of
the unseen, living God, the Judge whose unlimited authority and power

.
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execute a verdict of infinitely greater consequence! The Savior knows
that this dilemma between life, peace and security with the approval
of earth's enemies of the faith on the one hand, and life, peace
and security in the judgment of God on the other, is capable of
resolution only to the man who has already died to this world and
all its relationships. (See on 10:34-39)
What is to be gained by confessing Christ? Him will I also
confess before my Father who is in heaven. Since Jesus
has made"\his 'dear beforehand, the disciple can have peace-bringing
confidence 'throughout his life, since he need not fear the judgment.
(Cf. I Jn. 2:28; 3:21; 4:17; 5:14; Ro. 10:9, 10; Heb. 3:6; 10:1923, 35) While we actively .confess Jesus Christ on earth, our prayers
obtain a receptive hearing with God, for our Mediator through
Whom we pray acknowledges that we are His, as aur faithful confessian testifies. ( I Tim. 2:5, 6) There is the joy of sharing His
suffering, since we see ourselves identified with the Lord Himself
who has passed this moment of trial too. (Cf. I Pet. 4:13; Phil.
3:lO; I Tim. 6 1 3 ) There is also that rejoicing that comes from
an approving conscience that knows the gladness at having victoriously
passed the critical moment of trial. (Cf. Ac. 4:23-31; 5:40-42)
Sometimes during the days of fixing of the revelation, such bold
confession was blessed with delivetance from danger. (Cf. Peter,
Ac. 5:12-42; 12:l-17; Paul, 2 Tim. 4:16, 17) But not always, as
the traditionally brutal deaths of these same Apostles testify. But
the principle promise of Jesus here is that willing acknowledgement
whereby Jesus endorses us as His disciples before the Father at the
great accounting.
This is the fifth motive for enduring the dangers and hardships
faced by disciples in this life. It is difficuIt, if not impossible,
to imagine a motivation higher than this: to accept all the pain and
death in the service of Jesus Christ and know that the conclusion
of life brings us, not judgment, but joy! To be personally introduced to God just because we did only what it was our duty to do
is nothing short of incredible! (Cf. Lk. 17:lO) How many of the
little p p l e of earth long for just a glimpse of the earth's great
ones! How very few are permitted a private audience with the
great, or are privileged to be their intimate friends. Eut not only
to be presented to God but also permitted to live with Him for
etern'ity: this is too good to be true! (Rev. 3:5; 2O:ll-15; 21:l-7)
But how can God permit so great a reward for so insignificant a
response on our part? Two reasons:
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1, Confession of Christ, with all that this involves, is not insignificant, since this affects every facet of our lives and
is the very life-direction of a disciple,
2. Our Father intends to save the saveable on the basis of His
mercy. None can presume to earn His reward by putting
Him in debt to them merely because they, sinners, confess
Jesus, On the other hand, God’s plan is to draw us to
Him by exalting Jesus. So if we but confess Jesus as Lord
to the glory of God the Father, H e is more than willing
to consider us as righteous even though we are not, because
we are willing to trust Him. (Cf. Ro. 3:21-26; 4:l-5:l)
The question arises a t this p i n t whether Christians will actually
have to stand trial on that great day. This hesitant doubt is suggested
by passages as John 5:24, “He who hears my word and believes him
who sent me has eternal life; he does not come into judgment
( h b k ) ,but has passed from death to life.” (Cf. Jn. 5:29; 2 Pe.
2:9) But even rhese texts can be harmonized with the more
numerous and more explicit passages which picture the, believers as
standing for judgment. (See passages below regarding the Judge.)
They can be harmonized, since the believer accepts in Jesus Christ
all the negative features of the final judgment: its revelation of the
heinousness of sin, its condemnation and its sentence of punishment.
These features were already accepted by him who understands the
meaning of the cross, dies to himself in order to rise again to new
life in the Beloved. ( 1 Pe. 2:24) From that moment on, all that
the wicked m a y well fear at the hands of God, has become a matter
of joyfully past history for the Christian. But it is this negative side
of God’s justice that is the import of the word “judgment” (krisis)
in Jn. 5:24, 29 and 2 Pe. 2:9. The point is that every disciple will
give account of himself before God and the criterion is settled by
this text, since all other citeria mentioned elsewhere may be subsumed under these two words: confess (or d m y ) Christ before men.
But who will judge the world, God or Christ? The figure of
Himself that Jesus presents here seems to be in the function of an
Advocate. (Cf. I Jn. 2:1, 2 ) In the NT both figures are used:
God is the Judge of all men (Heb. 12:23; I Co. 4 5 ; 5:13; Ro. 2:2,
3; 3:4-6; 11:33; 1 4 1 0 ; 1 Pe. 1:17; 2:23), but we must stand before
the judgment seat of Christ (2 Co. 5:lO; Jn. 5:22, 27; 9:39; Ac. 10:42;
1 Co. 4:4, 5; 2 Ti. 4: 1 ) . The harmony is to be found in the synthetic statement of Paul: God will judge the world by Jesus (Ac.
17:31; Ro. 2:16). What God does in the Person of Jesus, He may
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be said to do for Himself. The marvelous revelation that results
from these Scriptures is what the Lord actually affirms in Mt. 10:40,
that he who deals with Jesus is dealing wirh Almighty God, and vice
versa, he who would deal with God must answer to Jesus. This
is the most fundamental doctrine of Christianity: only those who
are recognized by Jesus are saved. Those who would climb in any
other way are thieves and robbers! (Jn. 10:1-5, 7-18, 27-30; cf. Mt.
11:27; Jn. 14:6; 1. Ti. 2 : 5 )

HE XJPREME DISGRACE FOR DISLOYALTY OR
COWARDICE (10:33)
10:33 But whosoever shall deny me before men
These ominous words spell out the necessary antithesis to the glorious
promise for loyalty just described. Just a glance at the sentence
structure of the two declarations reveals how perfectly balanced is
each element. Again the 'declaration is directed to any disciple,
not merely the Apostles, who might be tempted to deny Christ.
While this warning is specifically intended for the timorous person
who, for fear of men, fails to acknowledge his allegiance t o Jesus,
nevertheless its practical impact will be felt by all whose lives and
convictions reflect their rejection of all that He is and offers. SO to
deny me before men means to repudiate or disown Christ in any
of the various expressions whereby one who is a loving disciple
confessed Him, (Cf. Lk. 12:8, 9: Ac. 3:13, 14; Jude 4;
Tit. 1:16; I Jn. 2:22; I Ti. 5:8; 2 Ti. 2:ll-13; Rev.

...

2:13; 3:s)

To deny me before men has a more ominous side than most
recognize. Even amateur philosophers can become quite adept at
pointing out the fatal flaw in others' philosophies, or views of life.
This fatal flaw is but that noticeable inconsistency between the
official or stated conclusions of a theory, and the way that the
philosopher himself lives or practices that theory. Many Christians
speak loudly about the supreme lordship of Jesus of Nazareth, thisnking thereby to do Him honor by so fine and public a confession. Rut
in unguarded moments they damn themselves intellectually in the
eyes of worldlings who really know something of the wiU of Christ,
and they are probably damning themselves eternally in the eyes of
Jesus, when they fail to produce in words or deeds or attitudes
what their confession demands of them at those critical moments
where their real religion may be tested most surely. Listen, for
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example, to the comments, feelings or answers a given Christian
expresses to the following questions:
1, Do you think some people are expendible if they refuse to
support your church program?
2, In this modern world is it possible to practice the “other
cheek policy,’’ when the individual Christian is insulted?
3. Who do you think is really well off in this world?
4. Is the possession of wealth a necessary danger to a man’s
Christianity?
5. Should whites (or Negroes, Chinese, Mexicans, Puerto Ricans,
or any other racial group being discussed) be permitted to
take an active part in your church?
These deliberately loaded questions are samples of some of the ways
in which a Christian unwittingly damns himself and denies Christ
by allowing himself the liberty of opinion after Jesus has already
spoken. Certainly there is grace and forgiveness for this, but it
is important that the saint recognize that he is doing it that he
might confess it, repent and be forgiven, Perhaps the esteem of
the worldling may be regained too by that intellectual honesty and
genuine humility that knows how to say “I have sinned, I have
imperfectly represented Christ. You may judge me by Christ, but
do not judge Christ by me.” It is painfully obvious that I am not
yet made perfect, but I thank you for pointing out my inconsistency to me!” A Christian’s confession is not a long string
of pretences with regard to himself, but the consistent admission
to allegiance to Jesus. Hence, when he is overtaken in any fault,
in humility he can emphasize once again his deep need for and
dependence upon Jesus. A confession of this sort, growing as it
does out of a practical denial, can be the most beautiful and most
vividly remembered.
But why wauld men who have known and loved Jesus, men who
have even been saved from death by His power, ever be driven
to the point where they would actually refuse to admit any connection
with Him? Ask Peter. (Cf. Mt. 26:30-35, 69-75; Mk. 14:26-31,
66-72; Lk. 22:31-34, 54-62; Jn. 13:36-38; 18:15-18, 25-27) In
our hours of deeper reflection and honesty have we not had to weep
bitterly with him, because we were not prepared for the crisis brought
on by some of our own fears?
1. Our fear of being hated by men (Mt. 10:21, 22);
2. Our fear of being reviled (Mt. 10:25)
CHAPTER TEN
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3. Our fear of being persecuted or murdered (Mt. 10:23; 5:lO12);

4. Our fear of merely losing the good-will of the people upon
whom our business, our profit, our advantages and ultimately
our success in life are based. (Lk. 6:22; Jn. 9:22; 1 6 2 )
These fears and more are the precise reason why Jesus has pounded
so steadily throdghout this discourse on the theme: “Do not be
anxious , . . Have no fear of them . . Do not fear those who kill
the body!”
H e knows that the fundamental instinct of selfpreservarion will (be particularly strong in such crises. Yet even
the most fundamental of human drives must never be permitted to
loom larger than one’s commitment to his God! Some disciples
would certainly be tempted to prudence or compromise, when, in
reality, rhis would mean a practical denial of their commitment to
Him. All of the rationalizations that could be offered do not change
the fact that those who make them are deceiving themselves. They
but hide from themselves the real motive far their cowardice. The
Master foresees and forestalls this by shouting the warning: “If to
save your neck, save face, save your business, save your family, you
deny your relation to me, you will lose your soul!”

.

Him w i l l I a l s o deny b e f o r e my F a t h e r w h o is in heaven.
The conseqslerices of one’s denial of Jesus, when properly evaluated,
are, as Lenski exclaims, “terrible beyond all description!” And not
all of the consequences are future:
1. The nagging awareness that the former disciple has failed
under fire, that he has dishonored his Lord, is something
not easily shaken off. The corrosive power of unrelieved
guilt is incalculable. And Jesus’ advance notice of haw it
will go with such a person at the judgment is deliberately
calculated to produce this guilt, in the hope of hereby producing repentance. ( 2 Co. 7:8-11)

2. The result of a guilty conscience is a useless life, since the
individual, who has once known Jesus Christ and faced
the demands made upon his mind by the evidences of His
Lordship, cannot find ultimate joy or contentment in lesser
things. As a result he wanders from this to that, restlessly seeking some consuming passion to take the place of
that Lord whom he has removed ifom the center of his
existence. And, whether he admits, or even feels, the uselessness of his life thus lived, all the pseudo-gods he has
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sought to serve prove worse than useless to help him when
he stands before the living God.
3. For the man who dics in this condition, his last hours can
be nothing but terrifying, since he must know that he is
about to face the only Lawyer who could have pleaded his
case (I Jn. 2:1, 2 ) , but has now been raised to the- bench
to become his Judge ( 2 Co. 5 : l O ) . The sworn word of
that Magistrate is: “I will deizy him!” (Mk. 8:38; Lk. 9:26)
In short, from the moment of the denial, if unrepaired by repentance
and vigorous confession, only a sinister future awaits this hopeless
wretch. Oh my soul, can 1 grasp the horror, the pain and the regret
of such a horrible eventuality? Can that proper fear of the Lord
grip me so fast that all the menaces of men seem like the harmless
barking of chained dogs?
Before my Father who is in heaven. All that has been
said before about a holy God who wreaks vengeance upon impenitent
sinners, and especially upon renegade disciples,is now felt in its full
force. (See on 10:28) He who “falls into the hands of the Iiving
God” does so because of his failure to confess Jesus! Nothing is
hidden that shall not be revealed!” ( 1 0 ; 2 6 ) Denial of Jesus can be
hidden for some time on earth, but it too will be unmercifully exposed
with a finality that will last for eternity. Not only will Jesus deny
the coward, rhe fearful and unbelieving before the Father, but
also “before the angels of God.” (Lk, 12:9) This suggests that,
should even the slightest denial of Christ escape the notice of these
ministering servants who labor continually on behalf of the saints,
Jesus will expose even this. (Cf. Heb. 1:14; Mt. 18:ll; Rev. 19:9, 10)
Thus will God be fully vendicated in His judgment.
Barclay (Mdltthew, I, 403) indicated several practical ways men
orten deny Christ:
1. W e may deny Him with our words . . (Such a person) did
not propose to allow his Christianity to interfere with the
society he kept and the pleasures he loved. Sometimes we
say to other people, practically in so many words, that we
are Church members, but not to worry about it too much; that
we have no intention of being different; that we are prepared to take our full share in all the pleasures of the world;
and that we do not expect people to take any special trouble
to respect any vague principles that we may have.
2. W e can deny Him by our silence . . (when there was) the
opportunity to speak some word for Christ, to utter some

.
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protest against evil, to take some stand, to show what side
we are on. Again and again on such occasions it is easier
to keep silence than to speak. But such silence is in itself
a denial of Jesus Christ.
3. W e can deny Him by our uctions. W e can live in such a
way that our life is a continuous denial of the faith which
in words we profess. He who has given his allegiance to
the gospel! of purity may be guilty of all kinds of petty dishonesties and breaches off strict honor. He who has undertaken to follow the Master who bade him take up a cross
can live a life that is dominated by attention to his own
ease and comfort. He who has entered the service of Him
who Himself forgave and bade His followers to forgive can
live a life of bitterness and resentment and variance with
his fellow-men. He whose eyes are meant to be on that
Christ who died for love of men can live a life in which
the idea of Christian service and Christian charity and Christian generosity are conspicuous by their absence.
Our General Himself has come up through the ranks, has stood Himself precisely where He expects His troops to stand. ( I Ti. 6:13;
Heb. 2:14-18! 4:14-16; 5:7-9) So He is not requiring of His men
one thing more than what He Himself has done. The Christian, when
standing trial for his faith and adherence to Jesus in a thousand
ways across the years, can take courage and remain confident, since
he knows, “My Lord has stood here before!”

C. THE INEVITABLE ENMITIES INVOLVED I N LOYALTY
TO JESUS (10:34-36)
After having outlined the disciples’ relationships to their task,
to the opposition they must expect, and to the Lord whom they
serve, Jesus now describes the inescapabk decisions to be made by
His workers about their relationship to outsiders among whom they
will live and work and to whom they are sent.
10:34 Think not that I came to send peace on the earth.
Due to their misunderstanding of certain messianic prophecies, many
Jews would have been inclined to think this very thing. (Cf. Isa.
2:2-4; 9:6, 7; 6 6 : l Z ; Psa. 72:7; see notes on Rabbinic thought in
Edersheim, Life, 11, 710ff.) W e can sense the sheer, severe honesty
of Jesus better when we remember that it was a popular Jewish
conviction that the Christ would usher in an epoch of great prosperity and universal peace. This concept of Jesus not only does not
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echo the materialistic expectations Popular among His own people,
but it also demonstrates the abyss that separated His vision of the
Messianic Kingdom from theirs, The war pictured by Jesus, symbolized by the sword, is of an entirely different character than
that envisioned by those who hoped for a monolithic national army
of “Hebrews only,” who would march under the Messiah against the
nations of the world over which they would triumph. Jesus is no
“creature of His period,” but a revolutionary Creator whose original
message comes from God. But those wild-eyed revolutionaries of
every age who have attempted to claim Jesus’ good name for their
cause, or who would uphold Him as their example for disrupting
normal society, must beware lest they find themselves and their
declared aims in open contradiction with THIS Revolutionary! It
is absolutely essential therefore that Jesus‘ followers not expect a
fool’s paradise. The painful honesty of Jesus here stands out in
striking contrast to those wild enthusiasts who attract followers with
seductive bnt delusive promises. Later, Jesus can temper the harshness of this statement, but even then, not too much: “I have said
this to you, that in me ye may have peace. In the world you have
tribulation; but be of good cheer, I have overcome the world.” (Jn.
16:33)
I came to
What the Master now describes expresses the
stated purpose of His earthly mission, So what H e unfolds in
this and the following verses is neither extra, optional nor unmcessary, since the result of this His work, the decisions His followers
must make and the inevitable enmities which result are all intimately involved in Jesus’ intended mission.
I came not to send peace (on the earth), but a sword.
But how can this obvious declaration of the Messiah Himself be
harmonized with the general picture drawn of Him as the great
“prince of Peace”? (Cf. Isa. 9:6, 7; Lk. 2:14) There are two possibilities :
1. This is a Hebraistic expression, emphatically stated to carry
a point without intending to exclude absolutely what is negated.
(See e.g. notes on 9:13) Accordingly, Jesus is saying, “I
came not only to bring peace, but also a sword.” As indicated above, due to the preconceptions of that day, it W ~ S
entirely essential to the successful communication of His
divine message that Jesus stairtle His hearers, so that this
particularly unwelcome news not slip past, quite unnoticed
by unwary listeners.
CHAPTER TEN
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2. Then, in harmony with the foregoing, it is also unquestionably
true that Jesus did not come to bring peace on earth to
just any and every rebel against God’s good government.
Though H e came to bring true harmony between God and
man as well as true brotherhood among men, yet to accomplish
this magnificent mission, Jesus could not leave men the way
they were.
But why cannot men have peace the way they are? Plummer (Mdthew, 156) is right to point out that “peace cannot be enforced.
Open hostility can be put down by force; but good will can come
only by voluntary consent. So long as men’s wills are opposed to
the Gospel, there can be no peace.” In fact, war, division and fire
must necessarily break out where the claims of Jesus me proclaimed
in a hostile world. Feel the intense emotion of the Lard as H e
speaks about this revolution. (Lk. 12:49-51) Plummer ( h k e , 334),
commenting on that text, shows the vigor and depth of His language:
The history of Christ’s ministry shows that (the fire) was
Chtist came to set the world on fire, and the
kindled. . .
conflagration had already begun. Mal. 3 :2. b d p h m dk
Bch6 b@tist&d. Having used the metaphor of fire, Christ
now uses the metaphor of water. The one sets forth the
result of His coming as it affects the world, the other as
it affects Himself. The world is lit up with flames, and
Christ is bathed in blood: Mk. 10:38.

.

So l y g as His disciples act in their true character, they are the
very conssjence of society. They are the very character of God
walking daily among their sinful fellows, family and friends. The
embarrassing contrast between righteousness and iniquity that results
from this contact, must, in a thousand different ways, cause that
painful condemning of the sinful practices and attitudes of those
who are accustomed to that way of life. But this being the world‘s
conscience is not easy business, because one must suffer all the
excuses, evasions and harsh abuse that is the daily experience of
every individual conscience.
Jesus Himself knows rhat He is Himself such a Conscience. H e
too must disturb their self-complacency, awaken their deadened fear
of the living God. His influence, then, cannot be peaceful in the
sense that He leaves men tranquilly undisturbed. As Rix (PHC,
259) puts it:
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(His influence) was a reforming, dividing, disturbing, dissolving, revolutionary influence. It was a pungent, painful,
sacrificial iinfluence. The history of Christianity is not a
peaceful history. This fact is brought forward sometimes as
a proof that Christianity has been a failure. But before we
admit the validity of this objection, let us consider this
prior question: is the assumption upon which it is based a
valid one? Is peace the first aim of Christianity? Is it
the main object of the Christian religion to give you an undisturbed and placid life? It is an ignoble view of life
which regards its highest good as a placid aind undisturbed
existence. To live is to endure and overcome, to aspire and
to attain. . . . It is not the best thing in the world for a
man to have no doubts, to ask no questions, to be free from
all speculation and all wondcr. It is not the best thing for
a man to receive his opinions ready-made and to reiterate them
unthinkingly till he comes to look upon them as infallible.
But the disturbance Christ brings produces immediate wm, since
men perversely cling to their sins, combat Christ and His messengers and line up against those who accept His discipline. This
automatically. divides the world into two hostile camps. (Cf. Lk.
12:51) As Jesus will immediately point out, the lines will be
drawn even in families, between those who follow Him and those
who do not. But Jesus must provoke this kind of war; otherwise,
men would go on to theifr doom perfectly satisfied with themselves,
unaware of their fate.
While the figure of the sword may mean wair, as explained
above, it is also possible that the main emphasis of Jesus is on the
use of a sword to split asunder what had before been of one piece
or a unity. Commenting on this aspect, Barclay (Matthew, I, 405)
says:
When some great cause emerges, it is b u n d to divide
people; there are bound to be those who answer, and those
who refuse, the challenge. To be confronted with Jesus is
necessarily to be confronted with the choice whether to accept
Him or to reject Him; and the world is always divided ilnto
those who have accepted Christ and those who have not.
Though He is the very bond of lasting peace and true union, Jesus
Himself is the sharpest line of separation between men and the
greatest disturber of easy consciences. He brought no peace to H e r d
or Jerusalem (Mt. 2:3). His very birth brought anguish and heaa-
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break to all parents in Bethlehem with boys under two. His birth
brought a sword that pierced His mother’s soul and signalled the
rise and fall of many in Israel (Lk. 2:34, 35). The Babe’s protection brought additional fears and frustrations to Joseph (Mt. 1:18,
19; 2:13, 14, 22). But the angels’ song is stjll true for this Babe
has brought “peace that passes understanding” t o “men with whom
(God) i5 well pleased.” (Lk. 2:14; Eph. 2:14; Phil. 4:7) But to
enjoy this peace, men have always had to decide about Jesus Christ, and
this decision has involved many other choices of which the Lord
now begins a short list:
10:35 For shows that Jesus intends to illustrate concretely what
He means by a sword. These examples that follow are only typical
a’nd by no means propose to exhaust the divisions possible in human
relationships, since other separations are obviously conceivable in families
otherwise constituted. I came to: what follows this verb expresses
the purpose and result of the Lord‘s earthly mission. What He lists
here, then, is not avoidable, since the breakdown of some of these
family ties partakes of the essential nature of the life to which the
Master calls us. This crisis cannot be evaded without compromise of
conscience.
a man a t variance against his father,
and the daughter against her mother,
and the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law;
and a man’s foes shall be they of his own household.
These wards are quoted practically verbatim from Micah 7:6.
Did Jesus mealn for His disciples to understand Him as speaking
within the framework set far them by Micah?
1. It might be that Jesus is merely appropriating the well-known
expressions of the ancient prophet. Micah had used this
language to descri’k the height of treachery rampant in an
era of injustice at all levels of society. However, Jesus’
context is not so much general injustice as the particular
heartlessness of those who refuse to accept Jesus and the
religious ccmvilctions of His disciples. It may be, then, that
the Master intends only to take Micah’s language proverbially,
as aptly describing treachery in any age, not merely that of
the prophet himself. In this case, the form, not the context,
suits Jesus’ purpuse.
2. Keil (Minor Proph&, I, 507) suggests an alternate view:
This verse is applied by Christ to the period of
the K W s which will attend His coming, in His in-
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struction to the apostles in Matthew 10:35, 36 (cf.
Lk. 12:53) , , , in the sense, that at the outbreak of
the judgment and of the visitation the faithlessness
will reach the height of treachery to the nearest
friends, yea, even of the dissolution of every family
tie. (cf. Mt. 24: 10, 12)
Apparently, Keil sees the Lord’s use of this language as intending to point out a condition crying out for judgment.
However, again the context here is not specifically eschatological, as Luke’s seeming parallel might tend to suggest.
Since the Lord does not document His words as being those of
Micah, and since His purpose differs somewhat from that of the
prophet, it is probably better to see only a free use of appropriate
lalnguage. Jesus’ intention is to bring into sharp relief the bitterness
of religious intolerance.
I came t o set a man at variance against
Here is
one of the first intimations of the individualistic and personal character
of Jesus’ religion. (Cf. Mt. 3:7-10) It makes a clear break with
the patriarchal concept of religion whereby the whole family, hcluding the children, by virtue of their birth into the family, become
participants in all the rdigious privileges of the paternal head. There
i s no suggestion in the NT that baptism was intended as a substitute
for circumcision, and thus to be applied to infants. Rather, Jesus
insists here on the extremely personal character of our adherence to
Him, by demanding the unhesitating severing of even the dearest
relationships that become a hindrance to absolute fidelity to Him.
This is not a concept, therefore, that can be applied in any sense
to those without the faculty to make such a decision, i.e. infants.
Yet it is a fundamental tenet in Jesus’ system.
At variance against. A disciple might wishfully hope that,
though he be rejected, misunderstood and reviled for his new-found
faith by society, yet surely his own family would understand. But
McGarvey (Mutthew-Mcrwk, 9 4 ) correctly feels the psychological impact
of Jesus’ statement:

...

When a man abandons the religion of his ancestors his own
kindred feel more keenly than others the shame which the
world attaches to the act, and are exasperated against the
supposed apostate in a degree proportionate to their nearness
to him.
Jesus is not, however, promoting here a method of missions, whereby
He would be seen as deliberately extracting the individual from his
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people and home in order to become a disciple, ignoring, and thereby failing to retain the friendly relations whereby the family and
eventually much of his former society could be won ,to the Lord.
Even within the highly individualistic framework of Jesus’ warning
it may yet be possible to attain the intriguing ideals of a “People’s
Movement Christward,” as urged and described by McGavran (Tbe
Bridges of God) wherein a chain-reaction of individual decisions
to accept Christ makes it possible for larger segments of a given
human community to move whole from paganism or Judaism into the
new faith in Christ. Thus individuals are able to make decisions
within this larger community change of faith. But while Jesus
is not discussing a method of missions, yet He is talking about the
necessary expectations that any given disciple of His must confront
due to his own painfully individualistic allegiance to Him. While
McGavran’s thesis is ideally suited to making possible the wider
and more rapid evangelization of a people, yet the major obstacle
to such a movement is “ostracism, a people’s defense against any
The
new thing felt seriously to endanger the community life. . .
most successful answer to ostracism is the canversion of chains of
families. The lone convert is particularly susceptible to boycart.”
(Bridges, 20) . But this is just Jesus’ point. To this, McGavran
answers (Bridges,23) :
Yet becoming a Christian also meant leaving relatives. Every
such decision involved separation from those not yet convinced.
. . . What produced this dividing force was not merely individual conviction. It was individual conviction heated
hot insa glowing group movement in a human chain reaction.
Very few individuals standing alone could renounce father
and mother and kinsmen. But reinforced by the burning
faith that OM peop2e me fodowiwg the new way, such fathers
and mothers and kinsmen as refused to follow the Messiah
could be renounced. There were heartbreaks and tears, the
parting was tremendously difficult, but to men borne forward
on the way of group action it was possible.
This may be true where the wave of group action is already rolling
high, but where it is not, where the evangelization has just begun,
or where an apostate Church is the majority religion or the State
Church, the disciple of Jesus is to expect, sQcial intercourse to
be cut off so drastically that no one will give the new convert
warmth, shelter or support, If he falls sick, he can expect his
former associates to have nothing to do with him, since, for all
)1
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they care, he can die. It is very easy to overstate our evidence
for the rapid, people-wide growth of the Church during the early
days of its history, (Ac. 2:41-47; 4:4, 32ff.; 6 : I , 7 ; 8:6, 12; 9:35,
42; 31:19-26; 21:20) Though it be true that the Christian Chwrch
was a movement of great numbers, so that a large enough segment of
the Jewish people became Christian with the consequence that whole
families and sometimes whole villages turned to the Lord (cf. Ac.
9:35), nevertheless the validity of Christ’s words here in this text
was demonstrated time and again as the ostracism rose right within
the ranks of the Jewish people itself, The horrible persecution
of the Church by the Jewish religious establishment was not the only
frightening prospect confronred by early converts from Jewry. (Cf.
Ac. 4; 5 : 17-42; 6:8-8:4)
They lost family, possessions, connections,
honors and opportunities, (Cf. H&. 10:32 34; Mt. 19:29) The
rapid people-movement was not a t all trouble-free, so as to make
Christ’s warning here unnecessary. In fairness to McGavran, it must
be said that he is not saying that had the Apostles used the techniques he outlines, the transfer from Judaism to Christianity would
have been much smoother. Nor does he minimize the inevitable
banishment of the Christian from intimate society of the unconverted
relatives or associates, since his real antithesis is a method of missions
too often used, which mistakes Jesus’ warning in our text for the
norm, hence ignors important relationships within a people that
could be used advantageously to produce much more rapid evangelization of that people. Let it never be said that Jesus is urging u&lunce
ag&w one’s family for variance’ sake, but rather wriance for Jesus’
sake. Jesus is not willing that any perish, but that all come to
repentance. (Lk. 13:l-9; 2 Pe. 3:9)
Any disciple who has
learned this cannot deliberately seek to alienate his family merely
by some indiscretion thought to be “showing faithfulness to Jesus.”
On the other hand, there is the keen temptation, described by
Barclay, (Matthew, I, 406) :
CHAPTER TEN

The bitterest thing about this warfare was that a man’s foes
would be those of his own household. It can happen that a
man loves his wife and his family so much that he may
refuse some great adventure, some avenue of service, some
call to sacrifice, either because he does not wish to leave
them, or because to accept it would involve them in danger
and in risk. , . . It has happened that a man has refused
God‘s call to some adventurous bit of service, because he
allowed personal attachments to immobilize him. . . . The

.
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fact remains that it is possible for man’s loved ones to
become in effect his enemies, if the thought of them keeps
him from doing what he knows God wishes and wants him
to do.

10:36 A man’s foes shall be they of his own household.
McGarvey (Fowfold, 367) observes:
If the Jew and the pagan thus held their religions a t a
higher value rhan the ties of kindred (so as to persecute
their Christian kin, HEF), much more should the Christian
value his religion above these ties.

, we must never forget that our real enemy is always and
an, even though he may make good use of an unknowing
and unwilling tool in the person of one’s own kin to do his work.
(Sometimes he adopts an unsuspecting Christian to his purpose to
destroy the Church fmrom within, Is it not possible that Jesus has
sometimes reflected: “What do I need enemies for, when I have
disciples like that one!?”) But the disciple must ever recall that
they of one’s own household are never the ultimate enemy, but
PEOPLE, even though they are blinded by bitter religious h
These are people for whom Jesus came to die, just as much as
those who dotsaccept Him. This is^ the reason why the disciples
are never to respond with vitriolic invectives against the opposition. Perhaps the very meekness and consideration and constancy
of Jesus’ disciples will be the very means of opening the mind of
to the truth. (Cf. 1 Pet. 3: 1, 2 ) Paradoxically, they
ne sense, but beloved in another. (Cf. Ro. 11:28)

D. THE SECRET OF SUCCESS THROUGH SACRIFICE
AND SURRENDER T O THE SAVIOR (10:37-39)
Fully knowing that many are willing to endure almost anything
“in death or life, in the realm of spirits or earthly monarchs, i n
the world of what happens today or in the world tornofirow, in the
forces of the universe, of heaven or hell,’’ the Lard now pictures
that one influence that would be able to seduce them away from
Him. H e knows the danger to be found in the tender tension in
families where natural affection would prove stronger than our
chosen affection for Christ.
10:37 He that loveth (ho philo”lz, not bo ag@pSlz) Before beginning the exegesis of Jesus’ meaning, it is imperative that we
’ note which words H e uses, lest we miss His emphasis, not having
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listened to His choice of terms. He is talking about philid, not
u p l p . (See notes on 5:43-48, Vol. I, 308-322 for a study of this
latter word.) The master has in mind, not that invincible good
will that always does what is in the best interest of the object
of one’s love, even if the person thus loved remains disagreeable
or becomes the enemy, Rather, He puts the emphasis on philid
( = “friendship”; in this connection examine Jas. 4:4 where this
noun appears the only time in the N.T.) Phi&, while having some
of the same area of meaning as aga9d6, is better understood to
touch more deeply the sentiments or emotional attachment of the
individual and should be translated “love, have affection for, like,
The Lord, then, is talking about
,
, kiss.” (Arndt-Gingrich, 866f.)
cherishing what is dear to us at the expense of our loyalty to Him
He that loveth father, mother, son or daughter more
than me: this is no question of our relative affection for that
individual, as if we must somehow diminish our affection for each
individual, in order to have sufficient affection left over for Jesus.
Rather, He means the whole of our affection for any individual, which
conflicts with the whole of our affection for Jesus. This is psychologically sound, for every one of us is capable of indefinite affection for each person we know, should we feel inclined so to express
ourselves. Jesus does not ask that we diminish any affection we
have for any person, least of all for those of our own family. H e
is, rather, proscribing that conflict of loyalty that prefers our selfish,
unbelieving family, to His claims on the life of His disciple caught
at that crisis of choice between the two.
What makes this a hard saying of Jesus is its antithesis, stated
on a later occasion (Lk. 14:26, 3 3 ) :

.

If any one comes to me and does not hate his own father
mother and wife and children and brothers and sisters,
and even his own life, he cannot be m y disciple . . .
therefore, whoever of you does not renounce all that he
cannot be my disciple.

.

and
yes,

So
has

This is not only difficult for most to accept, but seems to make
“hate” the antithesis of “affection,” as we have it in Matthew’s
text. But the incisive writing of C. S. Lewis ( P o w love^, 17ff.,
166ff.) puts these seemingly contradictory maxims of the Lord into
their proper relationship. Loving anything or anyone above God
Himself, is to make an idol of the object of our love. So when our
loves claim or will or would hold us back from following Him, then
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we must take them from the throne of our heart, even though our
decision will seem to them sufficiently like hatred. Lewis is right,
of course, but this is where the difficulty arises, since most people
who become disciples of Jesus, do so full-grown with a rather
completely developed circle of friends, relatives and loved ones, a
relationship already very strong and of long duration. Jesus’ seemingly harsh (and only apparently contradictory) demands requilre
that we put our loves into their proper order, long in advance of
crises, so that when the test comes, it will be no brutal surprise
to anyone. Lewis goes on to point out that it is absolutely essential
that all who know us should also know, from a thousand talks,
exactly what we are and how we feel about God. This helps all
our loved ones to set their lives in order psychologically in relation
to us, to ,come to understand us on this matter of our commitment
to Christ, long before the crucial test of loyalty. When the crisis
arises it is too late to begin telling a loved one that our love had
a secret ,reservation all along, i.e., our commitment to the Master.
It is precisely at this point thar Jesus’ demands for the widest and
most public confession of our adherence to Him, begin to make
sense in a personal way. (See on 10:26, 27, 32, 33)
There is very keen refinement in this temptation to deny Christ
because of some loved one! When we see that our attachment to
Him will cause danger or death to some loved one, we hesitate
to jeopardize their life or safety by .taking that conscious step that
would throw them into exactly that position. What should we
do at that moment? We must have already learned that, with us or
without usj, they remain in God‘s care, just as much as they ever
were before we came along. In that moment then, let us commit
them to Him. Even if our confession or our taking a special stand
for Christ brings them pain or death (because of what others do to
them as a direct result of our own faithfulness), it must not deter
US from taking that stand or making that confession. Every loyalty
must give place to loyalty to God. Peter calls persecution a “refining fire” (1 Pet. 1:6-8), because it burns out of our attachment
to Jesus all the impure motives. These trials make us examine every
phase of our faith for which we are called upon to suffer. We will
not willingly suffer for what we do not deem absolutely essential.
Thus we examine even these c l o s ~ ~ tdearest
,
relationships in the
light of their eternal consequences. Sentiment and affection had,
in better times, covered up these implications, not permitting us to
evaluate them objectively. This is why Jesus unsparingly strips
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off that protective covering of sentiment and rigorously bares the
extreme danger that these loved ones can be to us.
He that lovetli father or mother, son or daughter more
than me
The Lord knows the extraordinary seduction that
material possessions can be, and in no uncertain terms requires that
a disciple be ready to relinquish his hold on ANY possession. (Cf. Mt.
19:16-30; Lk. 14:25-33; cf. Phil, 3:7) But here the Master decrees
rhat those human relationships which we deem most truly real and
valuable and would hold as most inninsically our own, must be
sacrificed, if they prove to be more than me! Any Christian who
acknowledges a higher lordship than Jesus Christ, is not fit for the
Kingdom of God. (Cf. Jn. 8:31-34; Ro. 6:16; Lk. 9 : 6 2 ) There
can be no prior or unbreakable commitments to any other, if Jesus
be Lord.
Worthy of me. But who could pretend to be actually worthy
of Jesus? (Cf. 2 Co. 2:16) No one can stack up merits or earn
credits with God, merely by accumulating any number of good deeds
to be remembered in a ledger of merit, (Cf. Col. 1:12, 13; 2 CO.
3 5 , 6; Jn, 15:5) Arndt-Gingrich ( 7 7 ) translate it: “He does not
deserve to belong to me,” or perhaps, “he is not suited to me.”
Worthy of me, however, i s the disciple’s goal, because it describes
a manner of life that would be a credit to Jesus. Living worthy of
Him means having that same intransigence before temptations, that
same love of righteousness, that same mercifulness with sinners, that
same patience under trial, that reflects so well what H e would have
done under similar circumstances. Bystanders could see in their
mind‘s eye and remember Jesus, precisely because. they would be able
to see His attitudes and actions duplicated in His people.
10:38 And he that doth not take his cross and follow
after me, is not worthy of me. Whereas before, Jesus had presented influences that perhaps could have allured us away from Him,
here He unmasks the one that would repel us from Him: the suffering of shame and death. Rather than speak of crowns and glory
to these disciples who were expecting any day to participace in a
glorious messianic procession that would signal the beginning of the
messianic kingdom, Jesus flashes before the startled Apostles a vision
of the real procession in which they will march, a vision as shocking
as it is terrible. To appreciate the spectacle Jesus’ words convey,
imagine the Lard, with His own cross on His shoulders, waving His
men on up Golgotha’s height, shouting, “Come on, it’s over the
top we go-do you expect to live forever?”
CHAPTER TEN
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How many times had these very men witnessed a straggling line
of condemned Galileans shuffling along to their tortured death,
bearing their crosses, hurried along by Roman guards? How often
had these men watched the death agony of human beings nailed to
rhose wooden trees while their pain, thirst ahd anger mingled with
blood, sweat and flies in the hot Palestinean sun? The Roman
general, Quintilius Varus, quelled the uprisings Simon and Judas,
and crucified 2000 Jews that had supported these insurrections in
Galilee. He lined the roads of Galilee with these gruesome markers.
To the Apostles, then, Jesus’ challenge put in these words is no
less than the demand that they pronounce and execute the .death
sentence upon themselves. Any astute political observer or sociologist
who had listened to Jesus very long could have observed that anyone who took Jesus seriously enough to enlist in His movement
would be committing political, religious and commercial suicide. And
Jesus would agree. This is why the Master, at this point in their
discipleship, requires that His men finish the funeral, so they can
get on with more important things.
The genius of such a requirement is immediately obvious: no
enemy can, through threats of death, stop a revolutionary movement
made up of men and women who have already accepted their own
death as an accomplished fact, a justified judgment and a willing
surrender! (Cf. Ro. 61-11; Gal, 2:20; 5:24; 6:14, 17) The disciple
is to see that there are two ways of obeying the will of Christ:
1. Actively, by doing what He has bound us to say and do,
whereinsofar we are free to do it, i.e. so long as others
permit us to express our commitment to Christ.
2. Passively, by suffering the opposition, the persecution and
martyrdom at the hands of those who do not permit us
to do His bidding in any other way. (Phil. l:29)
But already the literal cross has passed from a means of physical
execution, into that figurative, spiritual reality that all Christian
theology has come to recognize. Anyone who has signed his own
death warrant by accepting the risk of losing all for Jesus, even his
own life on a wooden stake along a public highway, has already
begun to arrange his life spiritually in the very direction Jesus intends.
(See on Mt. 16:24-28) The cross .is -.
painfully personal and must be
willingly assumed, since no other can either shoulder i’t for us or even
lay it on our shoulders. Each must take his cross, i.e. do what
he must for Christ’s sake, even at the price of the most heaftbreaking
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is not worthy of me.
man is worthy of me who prides himself in his debating
ability, forgetting that his opponents are people for whom I
came to die, forgetting his great responsibility to make the
rruth known in love, forgetting that people can be changed
if they are not battered into the ground.

-No
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-He
that confuses his own interests for mine, thinking that
those who oppose him, for whatever reason, are thereby
opposing me, is not worthy of me.
-He who knows he is right and remains uncompromising, but
is unkind to those yet in the wrong, is unworthy of me.
-He who deceives himself into thinking he is standing for me,
when actudly he has never taken the trouble to study both
sides of an! issue so he will have responsible reasons for what
he believes to be my meaning, or when he has made his
conclusion out of selfish or deceptive motives, is not worthy

of me.
10:39 He that findeth his life shall lose it:
and he that loseth his life for my sake shall find
it.
The key to this paradox is the definition and importance one puts
upon his life. Life (psychp) is a many-sided word, a fact which
,may create problems for all who would understand and decide aright
in which way they wish to preserve their life. Arndt-Gingrich (901,
902) define psych2:
1. literally-a.
of life on earth in its external, physical aspects . . . (breath of) lqe, life-principle, soul . * emthly
life itself . . . b. the sou2 as seat and center of the inner
life of man in its many and varied aspects . . . c. the
s o d as seat and cmter of life that transcends the earthly
. d. Since the soul is the center of both the earthly
( l a ) and the supernatural ( I C ) life, a man can find
himself facing the question in which character he wishes
to preserve it for himself . . . Mk. 8:35. Cf. Mt. 10:39;
16:25; Lk. 9:24; 17:33; Jn. 12:25 . .
2. by metonymy t h t which possesses life or cd s o d
1 2 h h g creawe . , . PI. pw~ow,lit. sozlh
What is the real meaning, purpose and value of life? This
question, the most practical search of the philosopher and the inevitable object of every thinking person, is here categorically answered
by the Lord: “Life is losing oneself in the unselfish service of someone else.” This simple declaration becomes, then, the acid test of
our appreciation of, and submission to, Jesus’ Lordship and wisdom.
The disciple who disagrees with this fundamental principle of Jesus,
either by what he thinks or by the way he runs his life, is in reality
#
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no disciple, regardless of all his pretensions to the contrary! Feel
the contrast:
CHAPTER TEN

What .men call ‘%ife:”
-The
selfish struggle to satisfy
self; self-glorification;
-The praise of other men is the
most satisfying goal;
-A constantly growing supply of
wealth and possessions;
-“hat
eager grasping after more
pleasures, adventures, excitement,
comfort, ease, security;
-Fulfilment of ambitions;
-Hoarding
life by denying one’s
commitment to Jesus.

What God calls “Life:”
-Doing
what needs to be done,
regardless of personal comfort
or costs.
--Praise of God one’s highest joy,
-Losing
oneself in humble, selfeffacing service to God and
men.
-Surrendering
one’s selfish, selfseeking life.
not hoarding, one’s
-Spending,
powers, interest, possessions.
-Honorable,
unflinching confession of Jesus, though it brings
certain suffering and death.

Note the judgment Jesus pronounces upon each way of life:
-He shall lose all that real life
involves.
-He
quit too early, satisfying
himself too easily with rhat
which is a mere substitute for
life as it is meant to be lived.
-The man who makes this life
the end-all of his existence,
really fails the more he seems
to succeed.
-He loses all that makes this life
valuable to others and worth
living for himself.
-He must face the second death!

-He
gains all the real life that
Chmrist’s leading promises and
produces.
-He gains a place in human history and human hearts accorded
the truly great who humbly
served others.
-The
man who looks with unwavering confidence to the faithfulness of God, really succeeds
the more he seems to fail (by
worldly standards).
-He
finds all that makes life
valuable to others and makes it
worth living for himself.
-He has passed out of death into

life!
The tragedy of the self-seeking, self-saving life is already pronounced
by Jesus who knows its certain outcome: such a person shall lose
his life. There is no doubt or discussion: such a course is already
doomed. He who tries to save his life, his marriage, his property,
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his position or anything else that is important to him at the expense
of his commitment to Christ, loses it all. (Cf. Jn. 12:42, 43) This
principle is so far-reaching that even Jesus Himself could not escape
it! (Jn. 12:24, 25) This is why H- lays down the challenge of high
adventure: He knows that the only way to true happiness and real life,
here and hereafter, is to SPEND life, not sparing it, but serving others
and so fulfilling God’s purpose for us here. (See notes on 5:43-48;
7:12, Vol. I)
He t h a t l o s e t h h i s life f o r my sake is not necessarily,
although he certainly could be, a Christian martyr. (Cf. Rev. 2 1 : l l )
Obviously a person could not t a k e up h i s cross daily, if this
meant martyrdom the first rime arotind! A violent death is not to
be preferred to a humbl:, self-denying life of daily service SO intent
on ministering to others that one’s own selfish ambitions dwindle and
die from neglect. This is the real loss of one’s life for Jesus’ sake.
Imagine the puzzlement of the solicitous and selfish: “But you don’t
have time for yourself any mare!” To this the saint responds:
“Really, I had not noticed, but, frankly, if you knew what a scoundrel
I am, you would not have time for me either!”
S h a l l f i n d it. There is no faith where there is no risk. In
this exalted promise of a proven gentleman, Tesus turns up to their
maximum the test fires that try men’s faith. From this point on,
every one of -Jesus’ listeners must decide personally whether He knows
what He is talking about, whether HIS world is real. Jesus’ promises
test a man’s faith just as really as do His most exacting commands.
For my sake: this is the secret of Christ’s power over men,
the key to His ability to transform men from the self-seeking, selfcomplacent; self-willed, ambitious rebels they are, into saints of God.
Once a man comprehends clearly who Jesus is and what He has done
for that one man, once that man desires to respond in gratitude for
Jesus’ self-humiliation on the cross, there is no end to what that
man will do f o Y Jesz~s’ sa&. (See notes on 5:11, Vol. I, 226) But
the secret is our commitment, not to a system nor a doctrine nor
even a way of looking at religion,. but our sense of belonging to
Him. (1 Pet. 2:20-25) Plummer (Mutthew, 157) calls our attention
to the audacity of Jesus’ demands and claims:
Again we have a claim which is monstrous if He who makes
it is not conscious of being Divine, Who is it that is
going to own us or renounce us before God’s judgment-seat
(32, 3 3 ) ? Who is it that promises with such confidence
that the man who loses his life for His sake shall. find it?
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And these momentous utterances are spoken as if the Speaker
had no shadow of doubt as to their truth, and as if H e
expected that His hearers would a t once accept them. What is
more, thousands of Christians, generation after generation, have
shaped their lives by them and have proved heir truth by
repeated experience

.

FACT QUESTIONS
1, List several instances in which disciples of Jesus actually denied
Him before men.
2. List several instances in which disciples of Jesus actually confessed Him before men .
3. List several instances in which disciples actually felt the sword
of Jesus in their own lives, as their loyalty to the Master cost
them their family, friends, position, comfort, wealth or the like.
4. Illustrate from instances in Jesus’ life how He personally underwent all the difficulties that He here pictures for His disciples.
Leave out the trials of the last week of His life and the crucifixion. Search out other poignant illustrations of His personal
suffering many, many times before that last week.
5. Explain the meaning of the terms: “peace on the earth” and
“sword” as Jesus intended them in this text, Show how this
use differs from some usual connotations of these words.
6. When and where will Jesus confess or deny men before His
Father?
7. Show the deeper harmony between the ancient prophecy that describes a part of Jesus’ mission to be the Prince of Peace, and
the overt declaration of Jesus Himself that He did not intend
to bring peace on earth.
8. Explain the remark Jesus made about “finding and losing one’s
life.” What is this “life” to which H e refers?
9. Explain the meaning of the expression “to take up one’s cross.’’
Show what this expression would have impressed on the minds
of the Apostles who first heard it, and then state as well as you
can the same meaning in modern English without any loss in
significance or flavor that Jesus intended.
10. Explain how Jesus’ disciples are to be “worthy of“ Him.
11. What is the content of the confession that Jesus requires of His
disciples to make before men? In other words, what are we to
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say about Jesus that makes all the difference between confessing
Him and denying Him?
12. State the declarations in this section that emphasize Jesus’ authority.

SERMON

ON SELF-DENIAL AND
CROSS-BEARING:
“THE INFLUENCE OF THE CROSS IN THE
LIFE OF THE BELIEVER”

TEXT: MT. 10:38
Introduction: The very word “cross’)’immediately evokes the image of
the instrument of torture on which Jesus died. However
in the NT at least one fourth of the references to the
cross (6 in 27) do not refer to His cross at all, but
rather to the cross of every believer. (Mt. 10:38; 16:24;
Mk. 8:34; Lk. 9:23; 14:27; Gal. 6 1 4 ) But how does
the cross involve the life of every Christian? To answer
this question, we need to see:

I. The MEANING of the Cross in the Life of the Believer.
A. This is not simply, or only, martyrdom,
cross.

a literal death on the

1. This is obvious from the fact that Jesus Himself at the
moment He uttered this challenge apparently did not expect
any disciple to comply literally with the command.
a. Therefore, the “cross” is figurative.
b. But, though figurative, this cannot mean it is somehow less real.
c. In fact, it is something so very real that our whale
discipleship and consequent salvation depends upon it!
(Lk. 14:27)
2. Ncvr can it mean merely martyrdom, because Jesus expected all true disciples to comply immediately as if it
were a matter of life and death.
a. This is true, even though some disciples, who were
acceprable to the Lord, never tasted martyrdom and
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C.

yet they may be presumed to have borne their "oms"
worthily.
Some disciples who were standing there immediately
present did not suffer martyrdom for several years
and yet may be presumed to have begun bearing their
cross shortly after the Lord said this, and for some
time until their death.
If the moss must be taken literally or legalistically,
what do we do with those poor souls who died by
decapitation, by being boiled alive or burned at the
stake? Thougli these did not die on the cross, should
it be deduced from this that they did not somehow
"bea'r their cross" worthily?

B. Nor is bearing one's cross simpIy the sum total of the pains
and difficulties that assault the disciple throughout life.
1. The Lord does not take notice of the size of the callouses
on our hands. He looks rather at how we eairned them.
2. There are large numbers of people who suffer greatly without intending for one minut? to bear any kind of cross:
as fat as they are concerned, their suffering has nothing
to do with Jesus, since they have no connection with Him.
3. So the cross is not simply the normal suffering in life.
C. The true meaning of the cross is our imitation of, and identification with, Jesus, i.e. our assuming the same attitudes H e
manifested throughout His life.
1. The cross probably has the same meaning in the life of
the disciple as it had for the life of his Master. (Mt.
10:24, 25; Heb. 13:24, 25)
2. Jesus had already felt the effects of the cross for the
entire 33 years that preceded that mortal crisis that took
place on Golgotha. (Heb. 2: 18; 4 :15)
3. All of the temptations Jesus faced and defeated are evidences of His conquest of His ego, the victory over His
selfish passions.
4. So the meaning of cross-bearing and the nature of selfdenial is putting to death in our lives all that:
a. hinders fellowship with our God;
b. harms relations with our fellowman;
c. holds self apart for self alone,
D. Having understood the meaning of the cross, we are driven to
look into

...
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11. The NECESSITY of the Cross in the Life of the Believer:
A, In order to solve society’s deepest problem, man’s own beastly
selfishness, the cross is necessary.
1. Self-denial is absolurely essential to the well-being of society
in all its relationships, since it is the key to the removal
of selfishness, the root of all of society’s problems.
2. It is the voluntary placing ourselves at the service of others
As IF we were their inferiors, even though in many cases
we are their superiors (and too often we think we are
when we are not! ) . Examples: parent/child; studendprofessor; employer/employee; government/citizens; merchant/
customer; elders/younger.
B. To be able to fulfil the very spirit of Jesus’ ideals, the cross
is necessary.
1. The faith Jesus taught requires not only a belief in His
doctrine or an intellectual adherence to His ideals.
2. Rather, H e demands that conquest of the ego, that total
defeat of self.
a. This is something much more difficult, much more
profound than a superficial assent to a new creed,
however well-stated, convenient but innocuous.
b. This is, rather, the willing execution of that rebel who
would kick God off His throne, and seat himself in
His place, ruling his own little universe.
c. This self-renunciation is more basic than that external
conformity to a new, however superficial, set of ideals.
‘d. This is literally starting over, because Jesus wants to
change the man from within by making him a new
creature!
3. Jesus knows how impossible it is to require that the old
man, in his present condition, reach those ideals which
are absolutely neccssary and obligatory to please God, and
live lives worthy of sons of God.
a. Law, any law, could require a certain external conformity to certain norms, but it could not touch the
heart, could not require that a man think or feel
rightly.
b. For this result, it is necessary to begin again by
creating the new man from within.
c. The result? In this way alone can we reach the spirit,
not only the form, of the ideals of Jesus.
402
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C. To be ABLE to put Jesus' ideals into practice, the cross is
necessary:
1, So long as that rebel remains alive, so long will Jesus'
ideals be impracticable, unreachable.
2, It is when man throws down his last line of defense that
barricades him against his God, when he lays himself bare
to the righteous sentence of death against him, without
justifications or excuses, when he DIES, only then can
that new man 'rise in him, created in the image of Jesus.
Only then is he able to be the man that, in his dreams,
he might have been.
D. The cross is necessary in order to be able to ENJOY Christianity:
1. The cross rudely puts an end to that desperate clinging
to two worIds, trying to grasp the best of both, but fails
to win either, since he who tries it is unable, because
unwilling, to pay the price and accept the discipline
required to gain them. Consequently, the man who rries
it remains in the middle, half-way between both worlds,
deluded, frustrated, unable to reach either. So he loses
the best of both,
2. But the cross, having put to death, put to silence the
selfish cries of the old mad fool, leaves the man with
his heart whole, his mind sane, his life and desires united.
With one heart, undivided by contradictory claims on his
attention, the man can by the grace of God confidently
reach for all the fullest joys to be had in Christ's service
here on earth and all the best of heaven!
E. The cross is necessary in order to be able to hold out to the

end.
1, The man who has already accepted his own death as
a. a past fact;

b. a victory for true justice;
c. a justified execution of a notorious criminal;

d. and a voluntary surrender of himself to God,
cannot have much sympathy with those temptations that
would turn him back into the wretch he used to be.
2. Such a man cannot count his earthly life as dear to him,
whether his persecutors would make it miserable for him or
his tormenters would take it from him.
P. This helps us to appreciate , . .
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111. The REASONABLENESS of the Cross in the Life of the Believer:
A. In relationship to God's character:
1. The death of the rebel is in perfect harmony with the
solemn holiness of a just God whose righteousness has
been offended.
2. He who has known something of the holiness of God could
not seriously object to the capital punishment of anyone
who would dare shake his puny, grimy fist at the Almighty.
3. Above all, His permission to cancel that old rebel in US
and start all over is an act of pure grace and generous love!
B. In relation 'to our social relations with one another.
1. When selfishness if dead, where love is alive, we have
nothing short of heaven on earth! (Ro. 13:8-10)
2. This freely chosen renunciation of our own selfish desires
in favor of the needs of another, automatically brings about
that gentle courtesy, that thoughtfulness, that helpfulness
that smoothes out all our associations with others. (Ro.
15: 1-7)
C In relation to our own final destiny:
1. The Lord is training us, disciplining us, for a position,
an eternity of infinite value and dignity. (Heb. 12:l-11)
a. Every time, therefore, that we succeed in doing the unselfish deed, we create in this way our own chwacter.
b. Every time we fall again into selfish ways of thinking
or acting, the Lord can help us to rise again and try
it once more.
2. Our character, acquired in this way, accompanies us in
"death and right on through the resurrection. Nothing is
ever lost of this discipline of the cross.
CONCLUSION: Let us affimrm with the Apostle Paul Gal. 2:20; 5:24;
6: 14.

Section 23

JESUS COMMISSIONS TWELVE
APOSTLES TO EVANGELIZE GALILEE
.

V. JESUS REWARDS THOSE WHO
WELCOME HIS SERVANTS

TEXT: 10:40-42
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10:40-42

A. THE AUTHORIlY OF HIS MESSENGERS

40. He that receiveth you receiveth me, and he that receiveth me
receiveth him that sent me.
B. THE REWARD TO THOSE WHO HELP
JESUS’ MESSENGERS

41. He that receiveth a prophet in the name of a prophet shall receive a prophet’s reward; and he that receiveth a righteous man
in the name of a righteous man shall receive a righteous man’s
reward.
42. And whosoever shall give to drink unto one of these little ones
a cup of cold water only, in the name of a disciple, verily I say
unto you he shall in no wise lose his reward.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. According to Jesus, of what importance to the Galileans were
the apostles and the apostles’ word? Is their word of the same
degree of importance to us today as then?
b, What principle do you see behind the expression: “He rhat receives you, receives me, etc.”?
Can you provide a reason why Jesus should put so much value
upon even the smallest service rendered to the lowliest disciple
of His?
d. Do you see a descending order of importance in the persons mentioned by Jesus: Apostles (“you”), “prophet,” “righteous man,”
“one of these little ones”? If so, what do you think is Jesus’
intention for putting these persons in this descending scale? If
you do not see these four persons as a whole group, but as
individuals, then what is Jesus’ intentions regarding the importance
of each?
e. I thought we were saved by grace without meriting or earning
what is coming to us. How can Jesus hete speak of “rewards”
or “wages”?
f. Are there messengers of God today, who although not Apostles
themselves, yet bring the Apostles’ doctrine and so deserve for
their work‘s sake to be helped? Who are they? How should they
be helped?
C.
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PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
“But what about those people, those cities and villages, that
welcome you and joyfully listen to your message? Those who receive
you Apostles, in reality, are accepting me. Consequently, when they
accept my message, mission and ministry, in reality they are accepting
God‘s design and purpose. If you receive a prophet of God just
because you see him as a man of God, you will receive the same
reward a prophet gets. If you welcome and help a good man,
because of your love for righteousness, you will receive a reward that
goes to a good man. The most insignificant of my men is still my
disciple, and whoever gives him just a drink of cool water on a hot
day, just because they recognize that he is in my service, I Jesus, appreciate it! And I can tell you, that whoever does even a little
thing like that for one of my disciples however lowly, he shall neverand 1 mean NEVER-1ose the wage coming to him!”

SUMMARY
Jesus promised God‘s unfailing rewards for all who honor God
by accepting and helping His servants, whether that servant be an
Apostle, P Prophet, a good man or even the most insignificant of
Jesus’ followers.

NOTES
If it be true that Jesus has addressed Himself first to the immediate qeeds of the Apostles during their early Galilean ministry
(10: 5-15), then to theimr ministry before the unbelieving Jewish
nation and some before the ‘Gentiles (10: 16-23), then to the disciples’
program and problems of all times, as suggested in the introduction
to the chapter, ,then we should ask the following questions about
this section, before proceeding to interpret it:
1. Is this concluding section intended as a summary conclusion
to the last section only, i.e. to that section which immediately
precedes it?
2. Or is this conclusion intended to summarize this whole
ordination sermon, hence applicable only to those Apostles
thus ordained?
3. Or is this conclusion a fitting end to the entire discourse,
encompassing in its scope both the special, authoritative
ministry of the Apostles, as well as the general, day-to-day
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10:40
service for Jesus performed by the most insignificant of His
disciples?
This latter view seems most in harmony with the passage itself (10:4042) which pictures three different expressions of Jesus io the world:
His Apostles ("you," v. 4 0 ) , His "prophets and righteous men," (v.
4 1 ) , and His "little ones, disciples" (v. 42). Even if we eliminate
the second group for reasons mentioned below, we still retain the
two fundamentally separate groups, the divinely-inspired spokesmen
and the rest of the Church.
CHAPTER TEN

A. THE GENERAL PRINCIPLE (10:40)
10:40 He that receiveth you. This is a ray of sunshine
after the many stormy warnings of persecution, death and judgment.
Jesus ends His discourse on a positive note, not only because it is
psychologically sound to do so, but because H e knew, and expected
the Apostles to know, that there WOULD be people everywhere who
DO fespond to God's love and accept His messengers. (Cf. 1 Th. 1:510; 2:15) What assurance this brings to Apostles and other Christian workers embarking upon world revolution, barely aware of the
giant forces that they must meet and defeat! Who would NOT go
forth into Galilee, nay, into the whole world, to serve such a farseeing, thoughtful Master on terms like these?
R'eceive has a special, triple impact here:
1. Normal hospitality. (Ro. 16:23; Heb. 13:1-3; Tit. 3:12-14;
Philemon 22) But this meaning rapidly fades into the next
for reasons obviously related to our text:
2. Reception, aid and hospitality because the 'guest, the person
helped, is in the special service of Christ. (Ac. 16:15; Ro.
16:2; 1 Co. 16:10, 11, 15-18; 3 Jn. 5-8. Note the antithesis
of this reception: Ro. 16:17, 18; 2 Jn. 7: 11.)
3. Giving heed to the messenger, welcoming him and his message, as it were, God Himself. (Gal. 4:14; 1 Th. 2:13)
Considering the progressive degree of openness requifred by each of
the above expressions of hospitality, it would seem that something
is here revealed about the wisdom of requiring that the Twelve seek
out the most hospitable people in a city as they start to evangelize
that area. (See on 1O:ll-14) But though the superior psychological
preparation in the hearts of generous men is obvious, still how many
ungenerous men can also be won, can also be convinced that the
Twelve carry God's message and are to be received as cod Himself?
How long otherwise does it take 'before such ungenerousness is converted,
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so that it too opens its heart to anyone who comes truly representing
Jesus Christ?
But Jesus’ emphasis here is not so much on the fact that there
would be people who accepted the message, as on the high authority
invested in His workers:
He that receiveth you, receiveth me.
and he thqt receiveth me, receiveth him that sent me.
There is no escaping the exact antithesis of these words: “He who
rejects you, rejects me; he who rejects me, rejects God! (w. 14, 15)
H e who persecutes you, persecutes me!” (Ac. 22:s) In order better
to appreciate this close identification of the workers with their
God and King, compare Mk. 9:37; Lk. 10:16; Jn. 12:44; 13:20; 17:lS;
20:21. The principle is this: a man may be a Judas or a Pharisee,
but if he speaks the Word of God, we must listen. (Cf. Mt. 23:2, 3)
W e do not refuse the telegram just because the messenger who delivers
it has some disgusting habit. God holds men responsible for their
attitude toward Him and His Word. He does not ask us what we
think of the preachers who bring it. This means that anyone who
heard Judas the traitor preach-or Peter the denier or Thomas the
empiricist or Simon the Nationalist guerilla or Matthew the collaborator
with the enemy or John the fishermanany who heard them preach,
heard God! (Cf. 1 Th. 2:13; Gal, 1:12) Either the Apostles have
the authority claimed here for them, or they are imposters and Jesus
is a liar! These is no middle ground, not even an allowance for
w.
innocent error.” It is, of course, assumed here as proved, that the
documents bearing us this information are by the hand of the Apostles
themselves-and that it is with thek affirmations that we have to do.
The very general nature of this declaration, as well as the
statements of a similar nature spoken of others than the Apostles
(Cf. Mt. 18:5 ; Lk. 9:48), and the previously-noticed general character
of the third portion of tihis discourse, lead us to ask whether rhis
verse even intends to speak of the unique authority of the Twelve.
It seems rather to refer to the identification of Jesus’ disciples
in general with their Lord. If so, the most common disciple who represents Jesus by preaching the Word reported to us by the Apostles,
represents God Almighty! Whereas these latter disciples would not,
of course, have the direct inspiration of the Spirit to protect their
words or presentation from error, as did the Twelve when they originally revealed the Message, yet the man, who stands up in human
society and addresses his fellows in the Name of Jesus of Nazareth,
insofar as he presents God’s message, is to be heeded as if he were
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God Himself in human dress! (See on 10:42) This view harmonizes
perfectly with the (realization that Jesus is not satisfied until H e has
turned every one of us into another Jesus Christ ministering in His
absence in the very place where we live and work and are best
known and can bring the claims of God to bear most personally on
the lives of OUR contemporaries. H e must not accept a kind of
conversion rhat makes a man somehow as morally perfect as Jesus
Himself, but good for nothing! This means that our identification with
the Lord must produce in us the same sense of mission that urges
us to confess Him openly, declare His rule and demand submission to
His wise government.
But, someone will abject, . does not this latter consideration controvert the supposed apostolic authority defended in the paragraph
just preceding it? Not at all, since no early disciple or modern
Christian would dare claim that authority belonging only to the
Apostles, except insofar as the former’s life a n d , message perfectly
harmonized with that required by the latter, in which case the real
norm is the apostolic doctrine and practice that forms the basis of
judgment, not any modern application or interpretation of it. Of
importance, by conrrast, certainly, are the false claims to apostolic
authority made by the so-called “successors of St. Peter” in the
Roman papacy or semi-popes in protestant circles or the “apostles”
among the sects, such as the Mormons. Their claims may best be
tested against the standard established by the Lord’s Apostles in
their recorded works collec,ted in the NT. At this p i n t the declaration
of the Lord is at its strongest: He that receives you, receives
me! This is not merely comforting encouragement to wavering followers, but an iron-fisted challenge of the orthodoxy of anyone who
does not recognize the Apostles and all who bring their message!
W e are of God. Whoever knows God listens to us, and he
who is not of God does not listen to us. By this we know
the spirit of truth and the spirit of error. ( 1 Jn. 4:6)
Thus, if we have read this chapter correctly in its larger context of Matthew’s book from chapter 4:23 forward, we see that Matthew
is endeavoring to say that Jesus of Nazareth is but the extension
of God into human affairs (cf. God with zls, 1:23), the Apostles are
but the multiplication of the effectiveness of Jesus as He reaches
out into the wider world of men (see on 9:36; l O : l ) , and the humblest
Christian is but the resultant outreach of the ministry of the Apostles
themselves. (Cf. Eph. 3:7-10) Thus it is that the Church, even
down to her smallest member, is the likeness of God Himself reCHAPTER TEN
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flected among men! Barclay (Matthew, I, 410) organizes tthese relationships as four distinct links in the chain of salvation reaching
from God down to needy mankind:
1. God out of whose love the whole process of salvation began.
2. There is Jesus who brought that message to men.
human messenger, ,the prophet who speaks, the
o is an example, the disciple who learns, who in
on to others the good news which they themselves have received.
4. There is the believer who welcomes God‘s men and God‘s
message and who thus finds life to his soul.

B. TWO GENERALLY ADMITTED ILLUS’I’RATIONS
OF THE PRINCIPLE (10:41)
10:41 He that receiveth a prophet in the name of a
prophet shall receive a prophet’s reward; and he tbat
receiveth a righteous man in the name of a righteous man
shall receive a righteous man’s reward. These are two generally recognized axioms from Jewish life. (See Edersheim, Life, I,
651. Could the reason for this ;be good examples in Jewish history?
18:4; 2 Kgs. 4:8-10) The Master used rhem to
oing declaration that any man who opens his
, by that very act is opening his life to God.
As before, so here, the emphasis is not so much on the Apostles
or the prophets or the righteous men as on those who veceiue them
as Barclay (Matthew, I, 410) see it, involves providing any kind of help, from even the simplest glass of cold water
to a thirsty disciple, to respecting the messenger of his mission
from God, as well as everything in between. Jesus is just as much
concerned about His “support group” as He is about His “frontline troops.’’ His interest is not only concerned with those nonChristians who sympathize with His people by lending them aid
and assistance. He is much more concerned with those unknown
disciples of His, who, though not themselves Apostles, prophets or
famous righteous men, yet stand solidly behind these great figures
in the forefront of the Kingdom. These are people behind the
scenes who do everything in their power to make the prophet or
righteous man what they are. In the case of each, it may be someone who is never in the public eye at all, but upon whom the
prophet is entirely dependent for everyday love, care, sympathy, and
410
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prophet musr have his home. Let those who have the often
thankless task of making a home, cooking meals, washing
clothes, shopping for household necessities, caring for rhildren, never think of it as a dreary . . . weary,;outfd; it is
God’s greatest task; and they will be far more likely’?o re-
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prophets, then righteous men (v. 4 1 ) , and, least of all,
the humblest beginner among the disciples of Jesus (v. 42).
If this is Jesus’ intention, then His argument proceeds from
the less to the greater: “If God rewards those who assist
the service of the (apparently) least disciples, how much
more can He be trusted to reward those who help you to whom
‘
I entrust this vastly more important ministry and apostleship?’’ (See on 10:15) Though this interpretation is good,
it <des not depend for its effectiveness upon a four-step
descending scale, as the following view, which also includes
this application, will show.
a
2. Proverbially?
It might well be that the prophet and
righteops man are merely two designations for two classes
of God-fearing people in the OT period which was coming to
an end in the days of Jesus. It could be argued rhat these
two classes are totally inclusive and representative of the
Hebrew people inasmuch as they speak of ( 1 ) those to
whomJ-and ( 2 ) for whom the Word of God came. (Cf. Mt
13:17; 23:29-34 - Lk. 11:47-51)’ Accordingly, Jesus would
be saying, “Even as it is commonly believed among us that
anyone who opens his hquse to those whom we regard as
great and good men, receives from God a suitable blessing,
I too am putting my humblest disciple on that same
level. God will never forget the simplest act of kindness
done for MY people in my name!” Thus would He put
His own people in the same high plane at which they esteemed
the great men of the OT. In this sense, then, Jesus would
not be ralking about prophets or righteous men who
ould live during the Christian dispensation, since He has
used them only as a standard of comparison by which the
humble Galilean Apostles could value the importance of their
own ministry as well as estimate the high preciousness of
their care in the eyes of the Father.
This latter view of the matter is probably to be preferred, since it
removes at once the question of what consisted a prophet’s or a
righteous man’s reward, by leaving both in rhe realm of an illustration rhat formed the basis of a comparison. Further, if these two
illustrations are exactly that, i.e. proverbial, then we need not go
into great detail, searching for the explicit applications to NT
prophets and righteous men, since wharever it is that was usually
presumed that the benefactor of an OT prophet or righteous man
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would have received, will now fall to those who provide even minimal
aid to Jesus’ disciple, so great is His estimate of their importance.
But WHY are these humble followers so significant? Because to receive any one of them in their character as disciples of JESUS is to
welcome Jesus Himself and, ultimately, God.
McGarvey is right in quoting Alford (M&hew-Mmrk, 95) to say
rhat in the Game of a prophet or in the name of a righteous n m
is a Hebraism meaning “because he is a prophet, righteous man,”
(See also Edersheim, Life, I, 651) To receive such a person in this
character or for this reason is a distinct recognition of his relation
to God; “and to that extent God is honored by the act,” McGarvey
sees the antithesis of this phrase as “in the name of humanity, or
because the recipient is a human being.” Many high-minded souls
would render service to a Christian, not because of his attachment
to Christ, but merely because they would do it to any human in need
as a magnanimous humanitarian gesture, In this case the giver has
not been moved to give by the intention to honor God, hence are
promised no reward. Jesus is not discussing mere humanitarian
gestures, but acts of kindness to disciples BECAUSE THEY ARE DISCIPLES OF JESUS. Motive is abimportant.
Plumptre (PHC,243) takes this one step further: “In. the
of
. for the sake of that which the name connotes-the prophet’s
work as a messenger of God, the righteousness of which the living
righteous man is the concrete example.” In a very real sense these
two qualities were going to be fused into one person as ‘bch of the
Apostles would soon literally become God’s “prophets and righteous
men.” And those who helped them for what they were, would receive
suitable rewards.
He shall receive a prophet’s reward
a righteous
man’s reward. Regardless of whether we understand this verse
literally or proverbially, it is essential that we understand the teaching
on rewards (misthds) propounded here and in the following verse.
(See the Special Study Introductory to the Sermon on the Mount,
Vol. I, 198-201: “The Reasonableness of the Redeemer’s Rewards for
Righteousness,” since Jesus’ meaning in this section is to be harmonized with His views expressed elsewhere.) The problem concerns the degree of strictness with which we interpret reward, since
our eternal salvation is not a question of reward or salary, but
of grace. This dilemma is so acute that Lenski (M&.thew, 421)
decides:
CHAPTER TEN
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This rni~tbdswas always one of pure grace, beyond any merit
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of their own, as generous as the great Lord
served.

God whom they

McGarvey (Matthew-Mark, 95 ) agrees: that the reward, whatever is it . . . (is) not synonymous with final salvation; for
while it is true that in heaven we will have full reward for all
e do on earth, we will have infinitely more than
r admission into heaven is a matter of grace,
d. So then the promise of the text does not
imply ~2% salvation of all that receive a prophet, etc., but
simply that he shall be (rewarded. If he be a prdoned man,
he may receive his reward in heaven; if not, he will receive
it only on earth.
There are several facts to notice about this reward:
1. Jesus does NOT say precisely what the reward will be. In
general, it would be “the reward of (worthy of, or coming
to) a prophet, a righteous man.”
2. Nor does He explain where it will be given, so it cou
received many times and long before the judgment, as
as at that time.
3. Its very character must be harmonized with other clear revelation about the nature of God‘s blesshss.
ese facts in mind, it is well to iealize rhat many people
would not,,,recognize God‘s reward on earth if H e handed it to
them, just because it would be somethin? they would not even consider to be a reward. Ewen’s discussion (PHC,262, 263) is worthy
of repetition here:
Two questions suggest themselves to the thoughtful reader
of these words: 1. What is a prophet’s, a righteous mads
rd is, is it quite fair
reward? .2. No matter what t
and equitable that a ‘man ;rho
righteous man; who, thai is, gives
them because they are what rhey are, should get the same
reward which those men themselves get? If a man may
get a prophet’s reward by merely being hospitable to either
of them, what is the good of being a prophet or a righteous
man?
I

+ + + +

re tell us what is rhe , . . reward. Yet
here must lie the key that will open for us the mystef, ,
A. Did they know already?

I. The Master does not

. .
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B. Or did the Master tell them before this what it was?

C. Or were they left to learn the nature and extent of it gradually ;by the teaching of experience, which, through the help

of the Holy Spirit , , . was to develop in them the power of
spiritual apprehension and understanding-was
to bring all
things again to their remembrance, and help them to interpret His teaching aright?
1. 1 think we must accept this latter as the correct assumption.
2. Our Lord had taught the nature of the . . , reward before
this, as after it, but I fear we cannot credit the disciples
at this period with having fully grasped it.
3. They partook too largely of the spirit of their race and
of their times to rise so early as this to the loftier conception .of Christ’s kingdom and of the rewards it conferred on those who were of it , . .
II. The whole tenor of our Lord’s teaching was to bring out in regard
to this matter that a man’s wealth lay in himself, not in his
belongings, not in his surroundings . . . the prophet’s gifts and
the righteous man’s character.
A. T h e rrue reward of the prophet, the only one that really enriches him, is the growing power of seeing more deeply into
the things of God, and the growing power of revealing rhese
more and more clearly to men.
B. The true reward of the righteous man is his becoming more
righteous still, his finding virtuous principles within him
growing stronger, the vicious in their presence becoming
weaker, his finding the path of duty before him growing
clearer and clearer, and himself more able to walk in it without s&mbling.
C The Yeward of the one is the growing strength of his character,
that of the other the increasing fitness for his office.
III. It is not hard to see why the man who receives the prophet in
the name of a prophet, and the righteous man in the name of a
righteous man should receive their reward-the
same reward
ag they do.
A. Observe that in the one case the man receives the prophet in
the name of a prophet.
1. He receives him because he knows him to be a prophet.
2. This indicates that the man esteems the prophet $or the
sake of his office, that his sympathy is with him, and
that he is interested in his work.
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3. H e rejoices to hail this stranger, and gladly offers him
hospitality, because he is of a kindred spirit to himself.
4. And what follows? Their intercourse brings to the host
the prophet’s reward. The host is enriched in his prophetic gifts by his guest’s conversation, and truly receives
the prophet’s reward, shares with him and through him
that enlargement of mind and that penetrating spiritual
,$vision which are the richest fruits of his prophetic labors,
.+as well as the power of clothing his thoughts in more
accurate and impressive speech.
B. The ,other case is similar to this. The righteous man is received in the name of a righteous man; that is, because he
is a righteous man. The man who thus receives him has
himself the cause of ‘righteousness at heart, and his ready hospitality brings to his table, to his heart, one whose words and
example stimulate all his own virtuous aspirations; evoke and
strengthen everything that is noble and good in him; bring
him, in fact, the reward of the righteous man.
While it is not necessary so drastically to limit the blessings the man
of God brings to the home and life of his host, yet Ewen does
point out a psychological receptivity that leaves a man open to all
chat God has to offer, from the best of this earth to the finest
eternity pod can imagine. Jesus is talking in general terms as H e
pronoundees this blessing upon those whose hearts make them willing
to receive the Christians. Hence He does not spell out in detail
whether the individual, whose heart was once sufficiently open to
God’s representatives, would remain so long enough to lay claim to
the reward. It is a , matter of sad history that many whose lives
were once open to the Lord, change their minds, cut the Creator out
of their career and ultimately despise the reward He has been trying
to offer them, because it was not suited to their perverted tastes
or desires.
Plummer (Matthew, 148) is right in observing that “the reward
is not offered as a motive for action; the motive in each case is love
and reverence for the prophet, or righteous man, or disciple, and
therefore for Him whose servant he is.” This is obvious from the
consideration that this promise would not have been heard at all
by those who would have helped the Apostles originally, hence could
not have moved them to act from selfish or calculating motives.
This being true, the promise is to be interpreted as furnishing assurance to the Apostles that God would reward those who received and
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helped them, In this sense, it furnishes motivation for the Apostles
to trust God to supply their needs on this journey,

C. A SPECIAL APPLICATION (10:42)
10:42 Jesus makes particular use of the foregoing illustrative
standard in a startling way: “If you think the prophets and righteous
men were important, I tell you that even the most seemingly inconsequential help provided one of these little ones, twill be immediately noticed and remembered by God!” Who is o n e of t h e s e
little ones?
1. Edersheim (Life, I, 652) sees in the term a Jewish technical
term for those who were “still learning the elements of
knowledge, and would by and by grow into ‘disciples.’”
2. Plummer (MatthwJ 158)) on the other hand, thinks:
That “little one” was a Rabbinical expression for a
disciple, is doubtful. Here it seems to mean that the
disciples were people of whom the world would
not take much account. In comparison with the
Prophets and saints of the OT, they would seem to
be very insignificant. And their mission was to be
short, probably only a few weeks; so they would have
no great opportunity of making a name for themselves. It is possible that everywhere (18:6, 10, 14;
Mk. 9:42; Lk. 17:2) “one of these little ones” means
“one of my disciples.”
3. Lenski ( M a & k u , 423) sees the term as relative to other
disciples:
Some of the disciples will nor be prominent, even
as far as faith and works of faith are concerned.
Yet they are disciples, and whoever renders them
rhe least service in connection with their discipleship,
recognizing that they are believers in Jesus although
among the very least, shall have his reward.
Whether taken in comparison with the Teacher, the great of the world
or with other disciples, one of t h e s e l i t t l e ones is still among
J~sus’brethren (cf. Mt. 25:37, 4 0 ) ) and whatever is done for them
is done to Him!
A cup of cold w a t e r , while it may seem like so small B
service to render a tired man on a hot day, yet was most significant
because those who gave it to help a Christian were thereby honoring
417
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his Lord. Some, knowing that the man was a disciple of Jesus, rather
than offering even this small service would rather spit on the ground
in disgust, refusing to give the time of day to “one of those renegades.”
Why did the Lord choose this simple example of useful service?
H e is using an argument proceeding from the least to the greatest,
Le. almost any help is more than this, yet this too is noticed and
rewarded by God. How mudh more, then, anything greater! Lenski
(Matthew, 4.23) has it: “It is not the magnitude of the service that
determines the size of the reward, but the motive and its appreciation by the Lord.” Consider, by contrast, the sad case of the Pharisees (Mt. 6:2) who sought to gain great reward with God and the
praise of men by giving public alms. Whereas Jesus declared them
already paid in full (“they have thteir reward”), hence can expect
no more, the Savior bere affirms that even a cup of cold water
given to an otherwise unknown and quite insignificant disciple of
Jesus holds great and imperishable reward!
Verily I say unto you he shall in no wise lose his
reward. Besides introducing this sentence in His solemn style of
emphatic affirmation, the Lord uses most emphatic Greek (*‘in no
wise,” 0% m ~ to
) indicate that it is not possible to fail to be rewarded for even this simple act motivated by love and appreciation for
Jesus. Anything done for the Master is never insignificant or forgotten bjLiGod (Heb. 6:lO; 1 Co. 15:58), however remote rhe benefactor may seem to be from the “right” group, the “right” religious
connections or background, (Cf. Mk. 9:38-41!) The Fa%her has no
fear, such as we do, that His rewards might go to the wrong
people, since He knows that the wrong people would not think of
His gifts, His salary, His rewards as being worth much to them. More
than one wise man has pointed out that even Heaven itself, to an
unregenerate, would be worse than Hell. God’s richest rewards can
on the unwilling in this life and still be turned down
ine: “But I expected something e l s e 4 don’t want that!”
So what is wrong wirh letting this magnanimous promise of Jesus
have its widest application possible, includihg even many nonChristians? Like King Midas of old, the wicked can turn one of
God’s finest tewards into a curse upon themselves within five minutes
when they get their hands on it, if they even cared that much about
it. God‘s gifts are for people who appreciate ~ p h i % drewards.
From this realization comes three impressive conclusions:
1. Here is motive for profound confidence in the providence
of God, for who could seriously wonder about the care of a
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cup of
cold water only? If He is so concerned with elementary
service or help such as this when rendered to His people,
could He somehow miss their need for food, clothing, shelter
and other needs?
2. Here is motive for deep reverence for God: He knows the
hearts not only of those who give because the recipient is
a disciple, but He reads the heart of the disciple as well!
3. Here is motive for deep gratitude to God for His magnanimous
mercy: He leaves His rewards lying around for anyone to
claim, saint and sinner alike. His goodness, even to those
who do not appreciate it, surpasses our understanding, even
if not our gratitude. (Cf. Ro. 2:4)
CHAPTER TEN
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FACT QUESTIONS
1. Explain how anyone who accepted the message and ministry
of the Apostles, was at the same time accepting the will and
mercy of God.
2. Explain the meaning of the expression: “in the name of“ as used
in this text.
3. What, exactly, is the reward coming to anyone who helps a
prophet, righteous man or little one among Jesus ’disciples?
4. State the declarations in this section that emphasize Jesus’
authority.
5. What two special lessons about God arise out of the declaration
that “whosoever shall give to drink unto one of these little ones
a cup of cold water only, in the name of a disciple, shall in no
wise lose his reward”?
6. What is the use Jesus makes of the observation that anyone who
receives a prophet or righteous man because they are such, will
receive a reward commensurate to that of those whom they help?
What literary form does this observation take?. What is Jesus’
purpose for bringing these two figures into His discourse?
7. HOWis it possible for Jesus to promise rewards from God to just
anyone who helps one of His disciples, and, at the same time,
have no fear that unworthy people will be blessed wrongly?
What is there about the rewards of God that cause them to go
unclaimed by people who have earned them?
8. Who is “one of these little ones”?
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Section 23

JESUS COMMISSIONS TWELVE
APOSTLES TO EVANGELIZE GALILEE
VI. THE TWELVE APOSTLES DEPART TO

EVANGELIZE (Mark 6:12, 13; Luke 9:6)

Id&k 6:12, 13
And they went out and preached
that meiz should repenr.
And they cast out many demons,
and anointed with oil many that
were sick, and healed them.

Luke 9:G
And they departed, and went
throughout the villages, preaching
the gospel, and healing every.
where.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Discuss miracles: What various kinds of miracles did Jesus work?
b. Why were miracles wrought? There were several purposes.
C. Under what circumstances was Jesus wailling or unwilling to perform them?
d. Discuss Jesus’ ability or inability to work them at any rim or
place. Discuss the disciples’ limitation in working miracles.
e. What conditions did Jesus require before He worked a miracle?
Did He always require such conditions?
f. How did the apostles acquire miracle-working power? When did
rhey receive the Holy Spirit?
g. What miracles did the apostles work (before the cross) and
what? means did they use?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
So the disciples scattered all over Galilee, going from village to
village, telling the good news and urging men to turn from their sins
back to God. They cast out many demons and healed sick people
everywhere anointing them with olive oiL

SUMMARY
Village after village felt the increasing influence of Jesus’ ministry
now as six evangelistic teams plus Jesus Himself evangelized. In
effect, the Apostles became just that many more “Jesus Chsists”
calling Galilee to repentance, proving rhe authority of their message
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by giving that supernatural evidence that only God's messengers
could give,

NOTES
THE TRIAL PLIGHT A GREAT SUCCESS
Whatever negative effect may have been made upon the Apostles
by the ominous warnings and shocking statements in their ordination
sermon, Mark paints their courage in bold letters: "They went o u t
and preached
!7'
The Lord's frank message, though not
promising very much from a human viewpoint, did not deter any of
the Apostles from fulfilling the challenge they had taken up. ( I t was
greed, or perhaps a mistaken nationalism, but not fear, that caused
Judas Iscariot to turn traitor.) Positively, these words girded the
Apostles for vigorous action, stirred them to attack, and equipped them
to reach all the objectives Jesus had outlined. This they did during
their first mission in Galilee. And they kept going. And the Church
of Jesus Christ today is irrefutable evidence that they were so prepared. Is not the Church, despite all her faults, living proof, not
only of God's blessing upon her, but also the concrete demonstration
that these Twelve believed, worked, sorrowed, courageously endured
and magnificently produced? Even still more amazing is the observation that after the post-ascension prayer meeting (Ac. 1:13, I d ) ,
we never hear of more than half of them by name again. But that
these men labored, the entire Church's existence is eloquent testimony.
The immediateness of their victory stands out in sharp relief against
their apparent total lack of qualifications. Barker (As Matthew Saw
the Master, 34, 35) sensed this:
What hopeless nobodies the twelve disciples were! They
were the least promising material Jesus could have picked.
Everything was stacked against their ever accomplishing
anything. A roll call of nonentities, this aggregation was
hardly the type anyone would depend upon, especially for
such serious responsibilities as God demands. Among them
rhere was little prestige, wealth, power or education.
So it was Jesus that made the difference. They KNEW no message,
no lordship, no power, no direction but His. Bruce (Tr&ivg, 99)
explains:
..-

...

1

The disciples could do no more than proclaim the fact that
the kingdom was at hand, and bid men everywhere repent,
by way of preparation for its advent. This was really all
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they knew themselves. They did not as yet understand, in
the least degree, the doctrine of the cross; they did not
even know the nature of the Kingdom. They had, indeed,
heard their Master discourse profoundly thereon, but they
had not comprehended His words. Their ideas respecting
the coming kingdom
re nearly as crude and carnal as
were those of other J
who looked for the restoration of
Israel’s political independence and temporal prosperity as in
the gl6dous days of old. In one point only were they in
advance of current notions: they had learned from J
and from Jesus that repentence was necessary in order
citizenship in this kingdom. . . . Far from wondering, therefore, that the preaching program of the disciples was so
limited, we are rather tempted to wonder how Christ could
trust them to open their mouths at all, even on the one topic
of the kingdom.
At this paint it is a proper question whether the Apostles understood
If their
even this message of Jesus just preached (Mt. 10:1-11:1).
prejudices were very deep-rooted, regarding the nature of the Kingdom and of the Messiahship of Jesus, how could they have grasped
the full import of their own ordination sermon? It may well be
that they did not comprehend i t perfectly before the facts or the
experiencos alluded to in the message were fulfilled, even as a
prophecy is somewhat unclear prior to its undoubted fulfilment. Bruce
(Trahing, 115 ) shows his tis~ial, sensitive Comprehension when he
notes:

It was a rare, unexampled discouse, strange to the ears of
11s moderns, who can hardly imagine such stern requirements

being seriously made, not to say exactly compiled with. . . .
It is a mountain at which we gaze in wonder from a position
far bPlow, hardly dreaming of climbing to its summit. Some
noble ones, however, have made the arduous ascent; and
among these the first place of honor must be assigned to
the chosen companions of Jesus.

And they cast out many demons, and anointed with
oil many that were sick, afid healed them. (Mk. 6:13)
healing everywhere. (Lk. 9:6) Does miracle-working power always
depend upon the obvious presence and power of the Holy Spirit, to
the extent that people may conclude that miracles are a necessary
demonstration of the Holy Spimrit’s presence? No, because the Apostles

...
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obviously worked miracles before the official giving of the Holy
Spirit. This mission occurred six months at least before J e w ’ declaration regarding the Spirit’s influence and power in the
of the
ras, of
believer. (Cf. Jn. 7:38, 39) Jesus’ authority and PO\
course, that. of the Holy Spirit in Him, but in the total . mce of
any reherence to the influence or presence of the Holy Spirit at this
point, and in agreement with a specific declaration that Jesus conferred power upon His men (lO:1), we must conclude that the
power exercised by the Apostles is Jesus’ personal working in them.
Bruce ( TTdilzilzg, 99) agrees:
All the miracles wrought by the twelve were really wrought
by Jesus Himself, their sole function consic :qg in making
a believing use of His name. This seem:.
be perfrctly
apostles did
understood by all; for the works done by
not lead the people of Galilee to wonder who , oy were, but
only who and what He was in whose name all these things
were done.
Mk. 6:14: “King Herod heard of it; for Jesus’ name had become
known.” See also Mt. 14: 1 and Lk. 9:7.
Did the Apostles work miracles after this mission and before
Pentecost? Apparently not when they were with Jesus. Peter walked
on water, bur Jesus was persent. Peter fished up a fish with a
coin in its mouth, but though Jesus was absent, this was His miracle,
not Peter’s. Later, the Seventy worked signs and wonders upon commission from Jesus, while away from Him. So also the unknown
miracle worker ( M k . 9:38-40). The fact that they did no more than
this seems to indicate that they
1. lacked occasion to work miracles,
a. either because Jesus was physically present with them,
b. or because they were not sent on other missions than
those mentioned:
2. or else, when Jesus was absent, they themselves lacked the
necessary faith. (Cf. Mt. 17:19, 20)
They anointed with oil many that were sick, and healed
them. What does oil have to do with the Apostles’ miracles of
healing?
1. Some suggest that the oil was curative, used as medicine.
(Cf. Lk. 10:34) But this is not a likely interpretation here,
since the purpose of the act of healing was to identify the
Apostles as messengers of God, supernaturally accredited by
the miracles. The supernaturalness of the healing would
I

I

,
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certainly be discounted if the oil used were thought, by
rhose upon who it were used, to be common medicine.
2. Oil was also in personal body comfort, much as haPr oils,
bath oils, hand and face creams are used today. (Cf. 2 Sam.
12:20; Mt. 6:16, 17; Lk. 7:46) Why wodd this be s i g
nificant here? If we assume that the sick person had let
these comforts go during the course of his illness, then for
him to permit himself to be anointed with oil preparatory
to going back to normal life, as if the miracle were already
worked, this would be a challenge to his faith in the power
of the, Apostles to heal him. Seeing the sick person’s faith
thus demonstrated in his willingness to be anointed, the
Apostles then healed them supernaturally with no recourse or
connection with the oil. Note that Mark seems to separate the
and then
two actions: (1) they anointed with oil
they (2) healed them, a fact which agrees with this latter
conclusion.
Even if the anointing with oil should be seen as a mechanical method
more directly connected with the healing than is suggested in this
second interpretation, nevertheless the justification for their use of
such a method is found in the fact that Jesus Himself used several
different “methods,” probably to show clearly that the power is not
in the method, but in the Lord Himself. (Cf. Jn. 9:G,7; Mk. 8:22-25;
Lk. 17:14, etc.)
On rhe general subject of anointing with oil done by Christians
later (Jas. 5 : 14-16), there remains the problem of application: whether
James’ exhortation speaks to all ages of the Church, or only to
first-century churches that had miracle-working elders, or whether
ANY faithful person should anoint the sick with oil, praying with
faith and so expect God’s miraculous healing. (On the general problem
of miracles, of which anointing the sick with oil is but one illusttation, see the Special Study on the Miracles, included at the conclusion of chapter nine.)
What was the effect of this mission? For hal notes on this
evangelistic tour, see on Mt. 14:1, 13. Bruce (Tmhhg, 101)
astutely observes that “in qualiry the results of the mission appear
to have been much less satisfactory than in their extent.” He goes
on to point out that shortly after this mission in Galilee, Galileans
themselves left Christ almost in a body,

...

scandalized by His mysterious doctrine. Those who did this
were for the most part, just the men who had listened to the
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twelve while they preached repentance, Such an issue to
a benevolent undertaking must have been deeply disappointing
to the heart of Jesus. Yet it is remarkable that the comparative abortiveness of the first evangelistic movement did
not prevent Him from repeating the experiment some time
after on a still more extensive scale. (Lk. 10:1)

What is the effect of this message and this mission on us?
’
Lewis and Booth ( P H C , 258, 259) would have us note:
1. The points of resemblance between us and them, In their
measure all true disciples are in a similar position with
these. They have the same Master above them, the same deposit entrusted to them, the same duty in regard to it, the
same choice and the same difficulties before them, the same
assurances to support them. , . .
(To this, Barclay [Matthew, I, 3671 would add: “They were
very ordinary men, . . . Jesus is looking, not so much for
extraordinary men, as for ordinary men who can do ordinary
things extraordinarily well. , . . [As a group] they were the
most extraordinary mixture.)
2. The points of difference, When the Apostles thus went forth
to their work with their lives in their hands, they went forth
to a forlorn hope in the eyes of the world. W e in our day
and in this respect, are not called to the same., W e have
the benefit of both their example and experience, and that
of the generations like them till now. All the greater, therefore, would be our disgrace if we were to hang back. Every
disciple is not expected to lead like these first; but no
disciple can expect to be called a disciple if he ‘does not
follow when led.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Is there any evidence in this section or any hint in Matthew 10
regarding the length of this ministry performed by the Apostles
in Galilee?
2. What is the significance of the mention of the Apostles’ “authority over unclean spirits”? (According to Mt. l O : l , 8; Mk. 6:7,

13; Lk. 9:l)
3. What is the special evidence of Jesus‘ divine nature and authority
revealed in this little section?
4. What is the purpose for the anointing with oil in relation to
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

j

healing of the sick? What other NT passages speak of anointing
with oil?
What was the obvious source of the Apostles' miracle-working
power? Who gave them this power?
Did Judas Iscariot work miracles? Did Peter? What does your
ans;rver to these questions reveal about the nature of miracle
workers in general, who do real miracles but whose lik is all
but perftst? Does the fact that a man works miracles indicate
that God approves of his message and his life? How do you
distinguish between those miracle workers sent by God and
those miracle workers who will one day be rejected by Jesus
at the great judgment? (See Mt. 7:21-23)
Did the Apostles work any miracles after this mission in Galilee
during the ministry of Jesus before H e ascended to heaven? If
sa, when?
Does miracle-working power depend upon the special baptism of
the Holy .Spirit in the life of the miracle worker? That is,
are miracles necessarily a special demonstration of the presence
and working of God's Holy Spirit?
Summarize what the Apostles actually accomplished during this
evangelistic tour.
What does the fact, that Jesus empowered such men as Judas and
Peter*,,to work miracles and preach the Gospel, tell us about His
confidence (1) in the message He would. have them preach;
( 2 ) in the men themselves? That is, what do we learn ,about
Jesus from the fact that H e was willing to entrust such men
with such a message?

Section 23

JESUS COMMISSIONS TWELVE
APOSTLES TO EVANGELIZE GALILEE
W.JESUS ALSO GOES TO EVANGELIZE
GALILEE

TEXT: 1 1 : l
1. And it came to pass when Jesus had finished commanding his
twelve disciples, he departed thence to teach and preach in their
cities.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Why did Jesus Himself go alone, whereas He had sent the Twelve
out in pairs?
b. What do you think Matthew intends to say about the material
that immediately precedes this verse, by affirming, “When Jesus
had finished commanding his twelve disciples”? What does this
say about the unity of the discourse that preceds this statement?
c. What is the fundamental difference between the methods of “teaching” and “preaching” in which Jesus engaged?
d. What psychological effect on the Twelve would the knowledge
make, that Jesus, too, is engaged in the same effort as they?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
At the conclusion of His instructions, Jesus sent the Twelve
Apostles two by two to evangelize Galilee. Then H e too set out, on
a mission of instruction and gospel proclamation throughout the cities.

NOTES
11:l And it came to pass when Jesus had finished
Thus Matthew draws to
commanding his twelve disciples
a definite close the ordination discourse of the Twelve. Though some
feel that Matthew took bits and pieces of other sermons and wove
them into the fabric of this message, thus taking great liberties and
badly mixing time elements, nevertheless, let it be remembered that
Matthew heard the sermon. The modern arm-chair critics did not.
(kIntroduction to Chapter 10 for fuller notes.) H i s twelve
disciples, though now fledgling Apostles with all the power and
authority that this grand title implies, they are still and must always
be disciples, even to be true to their high mission as apostles.
Ironically, is was when Judas stopped being a disciple ?hat he
forfeited all that his apostleship should have meant. What a lesson
to us: we never get beyond being disciples of the Lord, however
great our gifts, however long our service, however vast our knowledge.
When we do think we have grown past that point, all of God’s
gifts in us, intended “for disciples only,” will be warped as we t q
to press them into our own service. It is only in character as
disciples whose minds are ever open to whatever the Lord reveals,
whose will is submitted to His discipleship, that any of us, Apostles
or nor, ai\e able to be of any use to the Master.

...
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H e d e p a r t e d thence to t e a c h a n d preach in t h e i r cities.
Having commissioned and empowered His Twelve. disciples and divided them into six teams of two workers each, Jesus Himself goes
to work on another front, thus making seven evangelistic thrusts in
Galilee. Because the Apostles preached His message, shared His
ministry, worked His miracles, and copied His mahners, in a sense
it may be said that they became twelve more Jesus Christs to confront the ‘‘@t sheep of the house of Israel” with the tender appeals
of the Goad Shepherd Himself. Good leadership, as Jesus here
demonstrates, does not consist in doing the work of twelve men
Himself, but..in getting the twelve men to work. Recall his procedure:
1. He shared with all His closet disciples His vision of the task
that lay before them. (9: 36, 37)
2. H e involved them .personally in praying about the need for
more workers. (9:)s)
3. He then chose the most ready among His many travel companions who had known Him, followed Him and already
had some experience observing His modus operulzdi. (10:2-4)
4. H e empowered them adequately to accomplikh all He required
of them. (10: 1)
5. He explained carefully how they were to proceed and what
. they might expect. (10:5-15)
.6. He gave them a general survey of the long-range direction
and purpose of their work, so they might see the specific
importance of their immediate tasks. ( 10:16-39)
7. He gave them hope of succeeding brilliantly despite temporary
and seemingly impossible setbacks. ( 10:40-42)
8. Last, but not at all least, He worked alongside them, not
content to be ministered to even in this way. There is no
little comfort and encouragement in the knowledge that
“Jesus is just over in the next town working at the same
task, facing the same hardships, preaching the same message,
as we are here!”
It is evident that Jesus did not work in the same villages at the
same time as any of the apostolic teams, because both Mark (6:30)
and Luke (9:lO) signal a definite coming back together as if by
appointment. Even without this proof, we could ssill arrive at
the same point, since it would be psychologically crippling to the
Apostles’ learning process if Jesus had been physically present during
any of the presentations of His message, since it would have made
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so much more sense to them to let Him do the preaching and,

reasonably, receive all the attention. Tactically, too, it would be a
mistake, since H e would Le needlessly duplicating effort in every
village where His physical presence overshadowed the evangelistic
efforts of the two Apostles trying to l a h r there, It is more likely
to conclude that, once the Twelve had been sent forth, Jesus did not
intend to meet any of them again until they convened at a prearranged
point sometime near Passover time. Further, H e had given the instructions in this discourse what to do if persecuted, so He did not
need to rescue them from difficulty. (See notes on 10:23 on “till
the Son of man be come.”) Also, if there was a prearranged appointment, there was no need to recall them in from their labors for
rest.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. What did Jesus do while the Apostles were busy evangelizing
Galilee?
2. What was the practical effect of Jesus’ sending out the Twelve
in teams of two each and then going out Himself to labor in
other towns?
3. What emotional effect would be produced oq the Apostles themselves by the knowledge that Jesus, too, is working alongside
them in other towns?
4. On what basis do we decide here that Jesus did not work in
the same towns at the same time as the Apostles themselves
visited them?

DO YOU HAVE THE WORD
IN YOUR HEART?
Matthew 10
Who said the following statements? On what occasion? TOwhom?
Why did they say it? What did they mean? Are there patauel
passages? variant manuscript readings? important variant translations?
Are there any problems of interpretation? How or to what extent
should we apply it to our lives?
1. “Get you no wallet for your journey, neither two coats, nor shoes,
nor stoff.”
2. “The kingdom of heaven is at hand.“
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3. “If the house be worthy let your peace come upon it: but if it
be not worthy, let your peace return to you.”
4. “But go rather to the lost she
f the house of Israel.”
5. “Ye shall not have gone through the cities of Israel till the Son
of man be come.”
it is not you that speak, but the Spirit of your Father that
speaketh in you.”
“. . . rnrher fear him who is able to destroy both soul and body
in hell,”
“I came not to send peace, but a sword.”
“It is enough for the disciple that he be as his teacher. . .”
“It shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom and Gomorrah
in the day of judgment, than for that city.”
“He that receiveth you receiveth me. . .”

6. “For
7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

.

SPECIAL STUDY

THE COMING OF THE SON OF MAN
Cryptic statements keep cropping up in the Gospels, which speak
of a coming of Jesus in His glory during the lifetime of that generation in which the Apostles lived. At first reading, one would think,
however+that such notices would be intirpreted with primary reference
to the second coming of Christ at the end of this age of the world.
In fact, some commentators have accused the early Christians, notably
Paul, of “mistakenly expecting the imminent return of Christ in his
own era, whereas that event has not yet taken place.”
00,-the other hand, there are intriguing coincidences and factors
that present quite another picture of Christian eschatology in the
first century. Some of the points to be noticed are the following:
1. It is generally presumed that Paul died around 67 or 68 AD.,
thus prior to the destruction of Jerusalem and the virtual
end of the Jewish state. Thus, his references to the coming
glorification of Christ during his own lifetime might be affected in part by this fact. This same observation would be
generally true of most of the other writing Aposrles or Evangelists, except John, if our present state of .information (or
ignorance) be any indication. In the cases where we have no
definite dates for the death of the NT writers, it becomes
necessary to depend upon their last message which expresses
their views. For this reason we must found our under-
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standing of their doctrine on the best information available
to us regarding the date of their writings that have come
down to us. While there is by no means unanimity of opinion
among scholars about the dating of each “I‘ book, there is
reasonably general agreement that all but the Johannine books
were written prior to 70 A D . (See critical introductions to
individual books in encyclopedic articles, e.g. ISBE, as well
as the formal critical introductions to the NT and its books,
for delineation of the traditional datings as well as the
problems and arguments for dates after 70 A.D.)
2. While the coming of Christ back to earth in the person of
the Holy Spirit (Jn. 14316-28) was to be an event with worldshaking consequences, yet the actual narrations of the activity
of the Holy Spirit, that was witnessed from the day of
pentecost onward until the conclusion of the history included
in the NT, do not exhaust all the meaning of those passages
which speak of a glorious appearing of the Lord in the lifetime of’ the Twelve. Nor yet do the strictly Pentecostal
manifestations of the coming of the Spirit exhaust the prophecy of Joel (2:28-32) cited by Peter (Ac. 2:16-21; see
below on this text.) Those texts which seem to describe a
first-century “coming of the Son of man” seem to be picturing
an event which is to occur following, but not immediately
connected with, the glorious establishment of Christ’s Kingdom in its visibIe manifestation as the Church. Nor yet are
these passages especially connected with the final ap9earance
of the Lord at the end of this age. (See below on Mt. 16:28.)
3. A third suggestion is here offered, but not adequately defined,
with respect to the Apocalypse of John. It cannot be dealt
with adequately here, and must be offered only as a suggestive
comment to stimulate further tesearch, since it is not the
purpose of this article to deal with all the problems that
arise in the interpretation of that book. However, the
thorough treatment of this important subject would demand
that this exegesis of John’s Revelation be made, before any
certain conclusions can be drawn regarding the coming of rhe
Son of man. This is true especially if the apocalyptic methodology of Revelation in any way touches that period
covering the lifetime of the Apostles. (See below on VI, VI.)
The visions of the Revelation are specifically called
“apocalyptic,” (from a$okulyp.rir, Rev. 1:1). It would there43 1
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fore be expected that THIS Apocalypse share something of the
nature of apocalyptic literature, with the single exception that
this Apocalypse, as opposed to all others, is inspired by
Jesus' direct revelation of the visions John saw. J.E.H.
Thompson (ISBE, 161-178) describes the character of apocalypses as a literary method, contrasting this with the method
of prophetic books.
I

'Both in matter and form apocalyptic literature and
the writings associated with it differ from the prophetic writings of the preceding periods , . , while
the predictive element is present in Apocalypses, as
in Prophecy, it is more prominent and relates to
longer periods and involves a wider grasp of the
state of the world at large. Apocalypse could only
have been possible under the domination of the great
empimres. Alike in Prophecy and in Apocalypse there
is reference to the coming of the Messiah, but in the
latter not only is the Messianic hope more defined, it
has a wider reference. In the Prophets and Psalmists
the Messiah had mainly to do with Israel. . . . In
the Apocalypses the imperial outlook is prominent,
beginning with Daniel in which we find the Messianic kingdom represented by a "son of man" over
against the bestial empires that had preceded (Dnl.
7:13) and reaching the acme of Apocalypse, if not
its conclusion in the Revelation of St. John: "The
kingdom of the world is become the kingdom of our
Lord, and of his Christ" (Rev. 11:15). While the
prophet was primarily a preacher of righteousness
and used prediction either as a guarantee, by its fulfilment of his Divine mission, or as an exhibition
of the natural result of rebellion against God's righteous laws, to the Apocalyptist prediction was the
thing of most importance, and in the more typical
Apocalypse there is no moral exhortation whatever.
. . I n the literary form employed there are marked
differences between Apocalyptic and Prophecy. Both
make use of vision, but in Prophecy, in the more
restricted sense of the word, these visions are as a
rule implied, rather than being described. . .
In
the case of the Apocalypses the vision is the vehicle

.

.
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, . In (Prophecy) the symbols used are natural, not, as always in
Apocalypses, arbitrary , . . (In Apocalypses) there
is no natural reason for the changes that take place,
only a symbolical one. , . . The apocalyptists always
used pure prose, without the elaborate parallelism or
cadenced diction of Hebrew poetry. The weird, the
gorgeous, or the terrible features of the vision described
are thrown into all the higher relief by the' baldness
of the narrative. . . . (Of the works entitled Apocalyptic) they all claim to be revelations of the futurea future which begins, however, from the days of
some ancient saint-and
then, passing over the time
of its actual composition, ends with the coming of the
Messiah, the setting up of the Messianic kingdom
and the end of the world. There are others . . in
which the revelation avowedly looks back, and which
thus contain an amount of legendary matter.

by which the prediction is conveyed.

.

,
I

While the Revelation is both epistolary with regard to its
readers and prophecy in its essential spirit and message, it
is an apocalypse with respect to its contents. "The Revelation honors apocalyptic methodology but makes it subserve
genuine prophecy." (Harrison, Zmt~oductiolzs, 43 1)
Thus, while this use of John's Revelation to discuss
events prior to its actual composition during the reign of
Domitian during John's exile to Patmos (c. 96 A.D.) would
perhaps raise objections, since the book is also confessedly
a prophecy (cf. Rev. 1:3; 22:6, 7, 18, 19) regarding things
that "must soon take place," i.e. after the writing of the
book itself (cf. Rev. 1:1, 19; 4:l; 22:6, 7 ) , yet if it be
assumed that John's Revelation partook of the literary form
of other apocalyptic books, a form which enclosed within
its cosmic sweep the writing of history to show some purpose
of God seen in the sequence of events, as well as to predict
the future, then this objection would have less force. The
Revelation could conceivably describe some events prior to,
during, and after, the beginning of the Church, the early
evangelization, the persecutions, the Jewish War, the destruction of Jerusalem and proceed right on to picture those
elements signalling the beginning of the fdl of the Roman
empire and look out into the distant future to the end of
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time. It remains then, a matter of careful exegesis both of
the relative Bible texts involved, as well as a careful reading
of history, to determine whether or not this is, in fact, the
case.
Besides the foregoing, there are a number of Matthean texts,
which seem to picture the coming of the Son of man in judgment upon
the Jewish nation during the lifetime of the Apostles.
I. “When they persecute you in one town, flee to the
next; for truly I say to you, you will not have gone
through all the towns of Israel, before the Son of
man comes.” (Mt. 10:23)
At first glance, it would seem that Jesus is speaking here of His
following up the advance preparation for His coming made by the
disciples. In this case, they would merely have gone ahead of Him
as an advance advertising committee, in order to assure Him a large
interest and popularity in the cities of Israel. Then the point of
this exhortation would be haste, since it would be impossible to
cover all the Jewish cities before Jesus Himself arrived. But the
very context of this solemn admonition demands a graver explanation,
more harmonious with the immediate context itself and with the
subsequent events. The assumption here is that Jesus’ discourse in
Matthew 10 is one entire message delivered on the same occasion.
(See arguments in the Introduction to chapter 10.)
1. The context, as well as the verse itself, describes fearful
persecutions and harrassment by both religious and political
rulers, incomprehension within the families of His disciples,
universal hatred of Jesus’ followers, leadership of the Holy
Spirit, betrayals to death and, finally, the necessity to flee,
faithful endurance and open confession of allegiance to Jesus
in face of certain death.
2. Further, the paragraph in which this admonition is found (Mt.
10:16-23) is itself repeated in the great discourse concerning the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the Jewish
state (Mt. 24; Mk. 13; Lk. 21). Interestingly, though Mark and
Luke both record without significant variations these words
contained in Matthew 10:16-23, Matthew himself, while recording the prophetic discourse in his 24th chapter, does not
repeat this paragraph. Instead, he limits himself to a couple
of summary sentences that are necessary fot the connection of
thought. Though some would give another explanation to this
phenomenon, we beliqve that Matthew deliberately omitted to
s
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repeat this particular materjal (even though he does repeat
some other obviously repeated events and sayings of Jesus
elsewhere), not only because he had recorded this sermon in
chapter 10, H e probably omitted the repetition of this material (10:16-23) because he intended to develop the theme
of moral preparation required for the great cataclysmic events.
This is a hypothesis developed, of course, from what he actually
did. (Cf, Mt. 24:37-25:46)
By contrast, Mark and Luke,
who neither one had recorded this complete discourse in one
place (however, see Luke 12:2-12), give their testimony re.
garding Jesus’ great prophetic discourse and omit, or greatly
abbreviate, the material Matthew includes on watchful preparation, The point is, of course, that Jesus intended for this
material (Le. Mt. 10: 16-23) to be understood primarily in
the framework of that period following His ascension into
heaven and not in connection with the early efforts at
evangelization by the Apostles or the Seventy.
3. Subsequent events in the ministry of the Apostles themselves
as they labored under the limited commission (Mt. 10:5-15)
until they ‘were reassembled (Mt. 6:30; Lk. 9:30), indicate
no such difficulties as are here pictured, This indication js
based solely on the information about the Apostles transmitted
to us in the four Gospels. If they did in fact encounter persecutions prior to Jesus’ crucifixion, we cannot know about it,
But lest Jesus be accused of exaggerating the trials to
which the Apostles would be subjected, let it be
remembered that Jesus is fully justified in preparing
His men in exactly this fashion, since rhey must face,
from the very first of their own ministry, the
stubborn reality of opposition to the truth they must
preach. Whether this opposition began soon or later
should make no difference to them: they must steel
themselves for its eventual arrival. The appropriateness of Jesus’ warnings during His first commission
is seen in the fact that He sends them out fully prepared for whatever may come, even if the worsr
does not appear until much later when intransigent
opposition to Jesus Himself will have hardened and
expressed itself in His crucifixion. Psychologically,
His men will have already been inured to trouble by
His many previous warnings and by their own personal
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experiences in the field when riot under His direct
supervision.
While the Apostles did not have to face the pictured trials
during their early niissions, they Lertainly did have to meet
them later A d to deflate any tendency to overconfiden’ce
based upon the seeming1y overwhelming successes of their
first missions, Jesus repeated these warnings in His great
prophetic discourse (Mt. 24; Mk. 1.3; Lk. 21) jusr two months
before He sent them out to evangelize the entire world. At
THAT time they would begin to grasp the significance behind
those cryptic words uttered earlier ( Mr.10:23).
is obvious, therefore, that the “coming of the Son of man” must
have a direct relationship to the ministry of the Apostles AT SUCH

It

TIME AS THEY ACTUALLY
QUENT NECESSITY To FLEE

PACED THE PERSECIJTIONS

AND CONSE-

pictured in this text. Since they apparently
faced the trials and difficulties, that Jesus describes, only after Pentecost
and before their own deaths, which, in the case of most of them,
occurred before 70 A D . , if tradition may be relied upon to furnish
the dates, “the coming of the Son of man” inust have some reference
to that period. This “coming of the Son of man” q u s t have relationship also to the “cities of Israel,” and not to the world in general.
The beginning of the end of those “cities of Israel” as a corporate,
nationid wnrity, can be dated ‘ibout the same time as the disastrous
Jewish War (66-70 A D ) , even tli(iugh the final, bitter end did not
come until tlie devastations by the Romans after the uprising of
Bar-Cochba ( 132- 1 35 A D . ) Morgaii (Matthew, 106) poses the intriguinh query:
1

f

Who shall say that in His Personal Form H e did not guide
the Roman legions as they took Jerusalem? It is quite certain
that there can be no explanation of the coming of the Sen
of hlan in this case except in the sense of judgment. His
corning at the fall of Jerusalem, ended the cities of Israel,
and this accounted for His urgency and haste in driving His
apostles out t o tell the story of the King and the Kingdom.
While it is somewhat inexact to say that the “cities of Israel,” meaning the existing villages and towns, came to an end with the fall of
Jerusalem, yet “the national identity of Judaism was complerely and
forever lost. The last two institutions of their distinctly national life,
the Sanhedrin and the sacrifice, were abolished, never to reappear.”
(Dana, NT World, 105) “Judaism persisted as a religion, but dis-
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associated from any political organization or state.” (Tenney, N7’ Times,
307)
The above considerations strongly suggest that Jesus iiitetided
to intimate to His Apostles that His coining would take place during
that period of their ministry i n which ( 1 ) they faced terrible persecutions; ( 2 ) while there were yet in existence the “cities of Israel;”
and ( 3 1, in some connection with the destruction of Jerusalem and
the end of the state of Israel.
I(

“Truly, I s a y to you, there are some standing here
who will not taste death before they see the Son of
man c o m i n g in H i s kingdom.” (Mt, 16:28)
Needless to say, this verse and its parallels must be considered
apart from the verses preceding (i.e. Mt. 16:27; Mk. 8:38; Lk. 9:26),
which describe the second coming of Jesus in judgment of the whole
world, an event which none of the Apostles lived to see, since this
has not yet occurred. Therefore, what Jesus intends by the declaration
in question has nothing to do with His return to earth at the end
of this age: there are two specific events clearly before His mind.
A quick comparison of the parallel texts of this same saying
reveals all Jesus said at that moment:
11.

Mk. 9:l
Lk. 9:27
And he said to them,
“Truly, I say to you, “Truly, I say to you, “But I tell you truly,
there are some stand- there are some stand- there are some standing here
ing here
ing here
Mr. I6:28

who will not taste
who will not taste
who will not taste of
death before they see death before they see death before they see
the Son of man -coming
the kingdom of God.”
the kingdom of God
in his kingdom.”
come with power.”

This glorious coming of the Son of man, within the lifetime of the
Apostles, which is seen as a manifestation of the Kingdom of Christ
and God, is susceptible of application to those events later descri’bed
as the coming of Christ’s Kingdom with power. It is important to
remember the larger context of this declaration IS the promise
that Jesus would establish His Church, an event for which He promised
Peter the keys of “the Kingdom.” This event obviously began to
occur on Pentecost 30 A.D. But this latter facr by no means signifies
that the complete fulfilment of Jesus’ promise, that the Apostles
would live to see His coming in His kingdom, occurred only on that
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day and did not also find fulfilment in events even after that date
which continued to establish the obvious rule of Christ.

I

The coming of the Kingdom of God with power from God
certainly took place and visibly on the first Pentecost after Jesus’
ascension into heaven. (Lk. 24:49; Ac. 1:3, 8; 2 : l - 4 7 ) But despite
the rnarvellous manifestation of God’s power by means of the visible
and audible demonstrations of the Holy Spirit’s presence, obvious to
all then presgnt in Jerusalem, this did not signal the public, definitive
and final r&i!diation of the Jewish nation by God nor the end of
the theocracy. T h e Jewish nation and religion continued on a
“business-as-u&al” basis at least for another forty years, during which
time even the Jewish Christians maintained relatively close relations
with the Temple and its rites. (Cf. Ac. 21:20b-26) While the
Church actually came into existence and preached its message, yet
the full vindication of Christ’s claims and the tangible evidence of
God’s rule (Kingdom) were not so clearly seen until the permanent
destruction of Jerusalem as the effective center of Judaism and the
total collapse of the Temple and its ministry took place.
But if Jesus’ promise (Mt. 16:28) be thought to refer to Pentecost, the spread of Christianity or the internal development of the
Gospel in the life of the Church, it is necessary to point out that
Jesus does not comfort all of His Apostles by affirming that they
would d? live to see these glorious expressions of God’s Kingdom.
Rather, “the:e are some standing here.” (eisin times: all Synoptics)
This limitation, as Phmtner (Lake, 250) notes, “implies the exceptional privile5e of some, as distinct from the common experience of
all,” and prc. ides a test regarding the time meant, a test that excludes
Pentecosr, the spread of Christianity, at least, as the first or primary
reference of this prophecy. This, because all the Apostles and most
of Jesus’ discip!es lived to see those great events, while that to which
Jesus now makes reference was to be the exceptional privilege of
only John and perhaps a few others of those present who lived to
witness the destruction of Jerusalem, an event which signalled the end
of the old dispensation and left the Church of Christ fully vindicated
and identified as the only bearer of the divine oracles.
It is revealing in this connection to recall that Jesus promised
that the very generation of which He was a part would live to see
the fulfilment of His prophecy would be desecrated after a disastrous
war. The things which took pla
that time Jesus describes as the
nearing of “the kingdom of God.” (Lk. 21 :31, 32; cf. Mt. 24;33, 34;
Mk. 13:29, 30) But this latter prophecy cannot in any sense refer
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to the beginnings of the Church but has reference to the destruction
of Jerusalem.
In order, therefore, to concede as much as possible to those who
view Jesus’ prophecies that His death would not hinder the establishment of the Church and that, rather, some of those then present would
live to see Him come in His Kingdom with power, as having some
_eference to the establishment of the Church, let us admit that the
fulfilment of Jesus’ words may have included that. But it is urgent that
we recall that the Kingdom of God and Christ is always greater than
the Church and includes it. It is never exact to say that the Kingdom equals the Church and vice versa. It is better to define the
Kingdom as “the Government of God, the dominion of His laws.”
The Church is that group of people who willingly submit themselves
to God’s Kingdom. But there ate millions of people who still fall
under the rule of God who neither accept that dominion nor are
members of the Church. Therefore God’s Kingdom includes within
its sphere of influence all the wicked, and any time God wants to
make His powerful rule felt, by bringing swift punishment upon them,
He can and He does. This He did in the lifetime of the Apostles
and in that generation of Jews by giving sudden, shocking but deserved
punishment to those who had rejected Jesus. While this was not
specifically a revelation of His Church (although the Church was
revealed as the authentic bearer of the divine oracles of God and
finally freed from the vestigial shackles of Judaism), it was a definitive
revelation of God‘s Government, or, the Kingdom of God.
If we have correctly understood Jesus’ meaning in this text, then,
according to the exact wording of Mt. 16:28, this enti’re revelation
of the Kingdom of God is to be spoken of as “the coming of the
Son of man.”
111. “Therefore I tell you, the Kingdom of God will be
taken away from you and giver to a nation producing
the fruits of it.” (Mt. 21:43)
While this passage does not speak directly of a coming of the
Son of man during the generation of His earthly sojourn, its reference
to the transfer of the Kingdom of God is most appropriate and interesting. Coming as it does at the conclusion of the Parable of
the Wicked Husbandmen, and specifically stated as its outcome, it
‘clarifies the entire point of the parable and sheds light on some
of its terms: The historical mommt suggested within the parable
itself, when the Kingdom of God would be conspicui usly t: ken from
the Jews who had rejected Jesus and the messages of all the prophets,
439
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and turned over to another group that would produce the results God
intended, is precisely when the Lord of the vineyard comes to His
vineyard to put those wretches to a miserable death. At nhat historical junture, the Kingdom of God will manifestly become the sole
responsibility of a sepasrate group of people. At exactly this point
in the narrative (Mt. 21:44; Lk. 20:18) the Lord summarizes two piophecies that describe the menace to the wicked represented by the
Messiah Himself. (Cf. Psa. 118:22, 23; Isa. 8:14, 15; Dan. 2:34, 35,
44) He Bimself is such a menace, for He is the Stone upon which
those, who do not see Him for what He is, break themselves; He it
is wha will fall upon Israel to crush that wicked nation.
Should it be objected that the coming of the Lard of the Vineyard, to be true to the figure of the parable, refers to God, not to the
Son who was cast out of the vineyard dead, it must be recalled that
(1) the parable could go only so far in describing the reality without
inserting the specific information that “the Son then arose from the
dead and reentered the vineyard, desrroyed those wicked husbandmen,
etc. . .” It was Jesus’ purpose, obvious from what He actually did say,
to evoke a moral judgment from His hearers’ sense of right. It was not
His purpose to shock their minds with the resurrection, a point actually
unnecessary to carry His meaning. ( 2 ) The identification of the
Lord of the vineyard with His Son is certainly possible, once we
understand the unique character of Jesus’ relationship to the Father,

N. “The king was angry, and he sent his troops and
destroyed those murderers and burned their city.’’
(Mt. 22:7)
The parable of the Marriage of the King’s Son (Mt. 22:l-14)
covers ’exactly the same ground as the preceding one (Mt. 21:33-4G),
with but one major advance in thought. The two parables have two
common sections:

The Wicked H m b d m m
Tbie Mrcrrhge of the HB&SSOB
1. God’s dealing with Israel (Mt. 1. God’s dealings with Israel (Mt.
21:33-41a)
22 :2-7 )
2. God‘s dealings with the Gen- 2. God’s dealings with the Gentiles (21341b-43)
tiles (22:8-10)
3. God‘s dealings with individual
Christians (22: 11-14)
Notice that the turning point between the first and second sections of
both parables is the same and significant for our purpose here: after
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God had sent many messengers to those who had a covenant with
Him, i.e. those who were His subjects, and after these had rejected
His longsuffering mercy, He visited judgment upon them, taking
away their rights, their privileged position as His subjects. What H e
had intended for their blessing, He immediately turned over to others
who would appreciate His bounty. A closer look at the key verse,
which marks the transfer, shows that in this latter parable Jesus
bares the method by which God would put those ungrateful wretches
to a misersable death: He would use troops to destroy those murderers
and burn their city. While it may be fairly objected that this detail
is but part of the scenery of the parable, necessary to its comprehension but not to be taken literally, it is worthy of note that the
literal interpretation of this detail does find an exact fulfilment of
Jesus’ words when in 70 A.D. the Roman Tenth Legion under Titus
battered and burned Jerusalem to the ground.
Further, after the removal of those murderers who spurned God’s
grace, God throws open the invitation to enjoy His blessings to
“just any and everybody,” in contrast to those who thought they had
most right to them, since they had been invited and should have been
prepared. At a particular point in Jewish history this great transfer
took place: God’s army shattered Jewish nationalism for centuries
to come, releasing the Church from any further relationship to
Judaism, permitting the world to see the universal character of the
Church made u p of believing Jews and Gentiles.
In light of these two parables, it is not surprising to hear the
Master finish describing the true signs, which precede the destruction
of Jerusalem, by mentioning the disastrous war in which “this people
will fall by the edge of the sword and be led captive among all
nations, and Jerusalem will be trodden down by the Gentiles until
the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.” (Lk. 21:23, 24) In literal
language He predicts the character of the ,age to follow that of Jewish
opportunity: it shall be a Gentile age, Not only would God use
Gentiles to initiate the period by punishing the Jews, but the period
would be one of gracious opportunity for the conversion of the
Gentiles.

V. “Behold, your house is forsaken and desolate. For
I tell you, you will not see me again until you say,
‘Blessed be He who comes in the name of the Lord.”’
(Mt. 23:38, 39)
These heart-broken words of the rejected Messiah were spoken at
a point in Jesus‘ last week in Jerusalem that is important to note
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and probably surprising to some: they were pronounced AFTER the
Triumphal Entry (Mt. 2 1: 1-11). Notwithstanding the certainty that
H e had alteady pronounced the same lament regarding Jerusalem the
killer of prophets (see Lk. 13:31-35), since it is uttered here at the
conclusion of Jesus’ exposure of the true character of the corrupt
leaders of Judaism whose sins defied Divine Justice, this dark warnthe sad farewell of Israels’ truest Patriot as well as
tence pronounced by Israel’s true Judge. The obvious
words announces the. desolation and abandonment of
“your house.” Whether this “house” is to be understood with refer:
ence to the Temple, to the city of Jerusalem (see Plumrner, Matthew,
325), or to the people of Israel (“the house of Isr.ael”), makes no
fundamental difference, since they were to be desolated together.
Should it be asked when this national disaster would occur, the
context of this lament provides the general time-period: “Upon YOU
(will) come all the righteous blood shed on earth . . . all this will
come upon this generation.” (Mt. 23:35, 36) That the expression
“Generation” is to be taken in its literal, usual sense, and not broadly
defined to mean “this race or nation,” will be noted later on Mt.
24:34, where the meaning is the same.
The point to notice in this warning is Jesus’ cryptic prediction
that that generation of wicked, unbelieving Jews would certainly
live tocs,eAethe day when He would appear to them under quite other
circumstahces than those under which they had brutally rejected Him
W h o was God‘s last offer of mercy. But such an appearance does not
necessitate a personal visible coming, such as He will make visible
he end of the world (cf. Mt. 24:27; Rev. 1:7), but rather
in judgment upon Palestine. Should it be objected that
“You will not see me unci1 . . .” signifies “YOU will see me after . . .”
i.e. that this coming to Israel must be visible to the naked eye, we
would respond that it was nor a visible personal coming to which
Jesus referred when He promised His disciples that they too would
live to “see the Son of man coming in His Kingdom.” (Mt. 16:28)
Further, Jesus would be hidden, from the then living generation,
in a certain sense and for a certain period of time which He describes
Some feel that this
as ‘hot . . . until you say, ‘Blessed be He . .
pictures a future conversion of the Jews. If so, this suggestion, in
effect, becomes equivalent to saying: “You will truly see me for
what I am: your Messiah, when you can join your voices to those who
recently acclaimed me their Christ during the Triumphal Enrry three
days ago.” That is, when the Jews were individually converted to
.“I
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Him, they would be able ro take up this welcome. However, rather
than promising any future wholesale conversion of Israel, according
to some millenial theories, this is a threat! “I liereby It2ve your
house desolate. You must prescrve as best you can this city and
Temple which have been under Divine protection until now, You will
never see me again as your Messiah, until you yoursclves can take
up the joyous welcome to me. My mission to you as your Savior is
finished, What I have said and done for you should have been enough
to convert you. From now on 1 personally will not disturb you. Tf
you wish to be taught and saved by me, the initiatjve must come from
you,” This interpretation is possible, but there is another emphasis
that can also be harmonized with the judgment Jesus pronounced
upon the Hebrew nation: “You will not see me again until that moment
when I bring devastating punishment upon the house and nation of
Israel. In that horrible moment from you will be wrung that cry,
that confession, now willingly owned by others, for which you
would even this week crucify me! I will come again in judgment and
this generation will see it and acknowledge that I was truly the
Messiah, but then it will be too late.” Jesus has nothing to say
about the willingness of those who thus make the cry He predicts.
(Cf. similar cases: Phil. 2:9-11; Rev. 5:13; 6:12-27; Ro. 1 4 : 1 1 )
Since the day of grace was not yet completely over for Jerusalem
and since Pentecost was yet future, some Jews actually did repent
and see Jesus as Messiah, as witnessed in the book of Acts, but by
no means all of them did so. This simple decision separated the
obdurate from the obedient.
If we have understood this text correctly, Jesus is predicting a
moment when He Himself would return during that generation, a time
when Judaism would behold and acknowledge as vindicated Him Whom
they had rejected. It would be a moment of Divine Justice, resulting in the permanent desertion and desolation of Israel’s famous
“house,”

F.

VI. “SO also when you see all these things, you kno,w
that he is near, at the very gates. Truly 1 say to
you, t h i s generation will not pass away till all these
things take place.” (Mt. 24:33, 34)
Before dealing with this text it must be observed that there is
no masculine pronoun (“he”) in the Greek text, as represented here
by the RSV text; the “he” may well be subsrituted with “it” or any
indefinite subject, since there is no subject expressed in Greek either
in this verse or in the text of Mk. 13:29. Something is very near,
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even ar the very gates, about to take place or become visible, of
which the signs Jesus had just mentioned are indications (Mt. 24:1422 and perhaps also vv. 23-31). It is Luke (21:29-32) who, in
recording the same material, fills in the blank’ and idehtifies the- W9
left unspecified by Matthew and Mark: “So also when you see
these things taking place, you know that THE KINGDOM OF GOD is
near.” The very things the disciples will have seen taking place
are easily identified. They are the many false alarms preceding
the universal proclamation of the Gospel for a testimony to the
nations, the specific sign of Jerusalem being surrounded by armies
and Jerusalem’s fall which included the crushing end of classic
Judaism. This, says Luke’s narrative, is but a herald of the exceeding
nearness of the Kingdom of God. The important Lucan text to
remember in this connection is Luke 9:27 (see under point I1 above)
which recorded Jesus’ exciting promise: “But I tell you truly, there
are some standing here who will not taste of death before they see
the KINGDOM OF GOD.” Out of this similarity we detect two tempting
conclusions:
1. That the expression “this generation” (Mt. 24:34; Mk 13:30;
Lk. 21:32) is to be taken in its natural sense, referring to
the people living in Jesus’ time. This phrase is not to be
applied to the entire race of the Jews living down through
the centuries to the present time, however tempting it might
be to see their continued existence, despite the terrible judg
ments just mentioned, as a real wonder, or sign. This definition is sound since Jesus is talking about the ’same manifestation of the Kingdom of God during the lifetime of the
Apostles. So “this generation” means “the people living
rjght now, in these times,” i.e. the generation in which Jesus
was on earth.
2. That a significant manifestation of God‘s Kingdom would take
plase in Jesus’ own generation, long after the beginning of
the Church and somehow connected with ‘the destruction of
Jerusalem is also deduced from this information.
If the identification of this manifestation of the Kingdom of God
with “the Son of man coming in His Kingdom with power,” be valid
(Mt.16:28; Mk. 3:l; Lk. 9:27), then that generation of Jewish people
would live to see Jesus coming in punitive judgment upon those very
people who would have murdered Him. Even. if they did not see Him
personally coming from heaven in triumphanr glory in that era, they
would certainly be forced to recognize that their own divine punish-
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nient was just, that the Rule of God )ins passed o u t of their hfinds.
that die Kingdom of God is now of ailother people. Wc who Iinvc
t i ~ e p t c dJes~is recognize tlizit His poplietic words were truc a t i d that
there is o new peoplc c?f God, t i iiew lioly and 1.0yt11 pi icstliood, clcct
out of every nation.
Sbould it be objected either tliiit “all rhese things” iiiust include
Jesus’ prophecies concerning wliat m:iy bc tnken to be the
events surrounding His own Second Coming (i,e, Mt. 2 4 : 2 3 - 3 1 ;
Mk. 13:21-27; 1.k. 21 : 2 5 - 2 8 ) and therefore Jcsiis erroneously
tliought that His own retiirn must occur within tliwt generation,
or that “all these things” ~ntisr include the Second Coining
and therefore “this generation” must include all the generatioris of Jews down to Christ’s Second Coming, w e respond
that all the facts may be otlierwise 11armonizcd, rendering
both tlicse conclusions incorrect.
J, Msrcellus Kik (Ma//heiii S X I V ) has shown in his
excellent exposition of that critical chapter in Cliristian
eschatology that ALL the information in the first section (Mt.
24r4-35) can be interpreted in connection either with the fall
of Jerusalem and the end of the Jewish nation or wit11 the
theological significance of those events. He considers Mt.
24:34 to be the key to the understanding of the times and
seasons involved in Jesus’ discourse, since he places all that
follows that verse within the unknown time limits within which
Jesus will return the second time. In the section that most
assume has reference to Christ’s second coming (Mt. 24:2331; Mk. 13:21-27; Lk. 21:25-28), Kik believes Jesus is using
standardized apocalyptical language for completely earthly events.
H e feels that this “apocalyptic dialect,” created by Isaiah,
Ezekiel, Daniel, Joel and others, was used by Jesus to convey
the fundarnentally theological notion that universal domiriinn,
glory and a kingdom has been given to Hiin as “the Son of
man” ;bur excellencr. (Cf. Dan. 7:13, 14) Kik’s contention
is that Jesus’ “coming on the C I O L I ~ S of heaven with power
and great glory” (Mt. 2 4 : 3 0 ) , as well us all the other concomitant phenomena in this section (Mt. 24-27-31), may
be so interpreted in Jiglit of the apocalyptic language of the
OT that even this coming of Jesus, seen by the Jews of
that generation, found it fulfilment in the judgment of the
Jews and the vindication of Christ‘s rule in the Church.
While Kik’s thesis regarding this section (Mt. 24:23-
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31) demands further study, it is certainly undeniable that
anyone who deals with prophecies given in a Jewish context
must also deal with the problem of apocalyptic language which
cannot, repeat, must not, be taken c,literally Fitbout doing
violence to the meaning intended by the author. This is true
whether one is interpreting Matthew 24. the prophecies of
Ezekiel or Daniel or the book of Revelation which calls itself
“the Apocalypse of lesus Christ.” (See above on apocalypses.)
Kik has shown us a consistent interpretation of the sentences
(Mt. 24:33. 54) which includes all the information that precedes them (Mt. 24:4-/3) . Before we can refute his thesis we
must see whether it is reasonable to suppose that Jesus
would have inserted a full paragraph of “apocalyptic dialect”
into a discourse made up of normal prophetic language (to
be taken more or less literally). But before passing on, it is
worthy of notice that this thesis posits a “coming of the
Son of man” at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem and
the end of the nation.
Jesus said to him, “You have said so. But I tell you,
hereafter you will see the Son of man seated at
the right hand of power and coming o n - t h e clouds
of heaven,” (Mt. 26:64)
Under oath before the whole council of the Jews, Jesus not only
confessed to being the Christ, the Son of God. H e added, without its
being required, that a time would come when those seated there before
Him, those who were almost entirely and immediately responsible for
His judicial murder, would, in a certain sense, behold Him fully
vindicated for the magnificent claims H e had just made. These
tremendous and magnificent claims are stated before the highest court
in the Jewish nation. They are stated, therefore, in the most public
way, not only as Jesus’ self-incrimination in the eyes of that court,
but most especially are these words Jesus’ highest revelation of Himself, given in the most formal, public way. But what did He mean?
It is no little temptation to regard these claims literally, i.e.
with reference to Jesus’ Second Coming, especially since John repeats
the latter figure in the Revelation ( 1 : 7 ) , a book believed to have
ion of Jerusalem. But even John’s
been written long after the des
use of these figures in that place cannot be considered definitive,
since he may%be citing the OT expressions in regard to Jesus, even
as Jesus Himself is apparently doing here. The point of both passages
VII.
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(Le. Mt, 26:64 and Rev. 1:7) will have to be sought in the use
each makes of those expressions.
In the claim itself we have two separate Messianic references:
1, “Seated at the right hand,” as an application of Psa, 110:1
becomes a high claim to messiahship, since this passage was
held to be messianic, (Cf. Mt. 22:43-45; Edersheim, Life, 11,
720, 721) Taken also in connection with the formulation of
the oath by which the high priest held Jesus obligated to
commit Himself (“Tell us of you are the Christ, the Son of
God,” Mt. 26:63), this phrase might also call to mind the
great Anointed Son of God who as King would rule the nations
(Psa. 2; Cf. In. 1:49; Edersheim, Life, 11, 716, 717).

2. “Son of man , . . coming on the clouds of heaven,” is a phrase
which the high priest would have recognized as a reference
to Dan. 7:13, 14. (Cf. Edersheim, Life, 11, 733, 734)

While it may be possible to view these two references as two separate
eschatological events or phases of Christ’s ultimate divine majesty
and coming to judgment in divine glory at the conclusion of the
world, yet it would harmonize better with Jesus’ immediate situation
to interpret His admittedly apocalyptic language in literal language
thus: “I admit to being the Christ, the Son of God. Though you
consider this blasphemy, nevertheless I can tell you that you will
live to see my most daring claims vindicated! You will see my
messianic majesty and greatness and dominion as spoken of by the
Psalmist and Daniel.” Rather than quote the entire passages in each
case, Jesus chose key phrases that rapidly sunim&rized the messianic
impact of His sovereignty. Lenski (Matthew, 1066) is probably right
in deciding that
Jesus adds this statement in order to bring his judges to a
realization of just whom they are about to condemn to death.
He, is defining for them who “the Messiah, the Son of God”
h: he whom they themselves will see in his divine power, rule
and majesty. .

NO, chose Sanhedrists were not to be through with Jesus when they
had crucified Him, for just four days later God would designate
Him “Son of God in power , . , by His resurrection from the dead”
(Roin. 1:5). Not long thereafter this same Sanhedrin had to deal with
the rapidly spreading Gospel of the risen Christ preached by a
handful of disciples. The chief point of the Apostles’ preaching
was “let all the house of Israel know assuredly that God had
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designated both Lord and Christ this Jesus whom you crucified!”
(Ac. 2:33, 36; 4:lO-12; 5:27-32) God’s mercy with these Jewish
leaders lasted yet 36 years longer (30-66 A.D.), until the Jewish War
began. It was then that the storm broke over Palestine that lashed
the nation economically, politically and religiously reducing it to a
smoking shambles of its farmer glory. It was then that Jesus came
in judgment upon that people, and the Sanhedrists lived to see it.
There are several problems involved in this interpretation of this
text:
1. Jesus does not here in the trial sc‘ene predict the fall of
Jerusalem and His coming in judgme‘nt, as He had done
earlier on many other public and private occasions. (Cf. Lk.
13:35; 19:41-44; Mt. 23:27-37) It would have been so
much more convenient for the theory of His coming in judgment upon Jerusalem and Judaism, had He done so. But He
did not clearly speak of this, so, so much the worse for the
theory if it fails to explain the language He used.
2. If we believe that Jesus were using “apocalyptic language”
derived from the Psalms and Daniel to express His meaning,
then, when this same “apocalyptic jargon” is reduced to literal
language by &pressing the literal meaning of the figures
used-by
Daniel especially-then
there is left no literal “Son
of man coming on the clouds of heaven,” (itself part of
the vision). What is left is Jesus’ claim to be vindicated as
the reigning, glorious Messiah in the near future in a manner
observable by His jurors. One cannot “translate” figurative
language into literal, and still hope to make direct use of
some part of that figure in his literal interpretation. This
is “having one’s cake and eating it too!” This observation
is not fatal to the theory sustained here, because it is not
argued that Jesus appeared over Jerusalem in a manner visible
to the Jews, when He punished that city and nation. So the
“coming (of the Son of man) on the clouds of heaven”
harmonizes p&y
as a concept, with the “coming of the
Son of man” described elsewhere.
Answers to these problems may be the following: Jesus meant more
than His vindication upon the Jews in the destruction of their Temple
and nation, so He did not limit this appearance to the Sanhedrists to
merely rhat single event. He meant His resurrection, the establishment
of His Church, the victory of His Gospel, the validation of His claims
in the Apostles’ ministry and finally, in the generation, the total
~
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collapse of all that those Sanhedrists stood for: the Temple, its
ministry, their nation and the place that these Sanliedrists held dear.
(Cf. Jn. 11:48) There is no doubting the obvious reference to Dan.
7:13, 14, because ‘of the special rage, scorn and incredulity of the
high priest that Jesus would commit Himself so far, incriminate
Himself so completely. What is sure is that these Jewish rulers were
not to see a personal and visible coming in their generation. Rarher,
as Kik (Mutthew X X I V , 84) puts it:
This high priest was to see Christ sitting on the right hand
of power and coming in the clouds of heaven. Can this
possibly refer to Christ’s second coming when the description
“sitting on the right hand of power” precludes such interpretation? It means rather that after the crucifixion and
resurrection, Jesus would ascend into heaven and take his
place on the right hand of God, the Father, as described in
Daniel 7:13, 14. . . . When Christ ascended into heaven
he was seated upon his Messianic throne. This is in full
accord with the declaration of Christ as he was about to ascend
into heaven: “All power is given unto me in heaven and in
earth,” One of the first manifestations of the power and the
glory of the Messiah was the destruction of the city that
refused to accept him as King and Savior, This act of judgment gave evidence that all power had indeed been given
unto him. He did come in the clouds of heaven and rained
destruction upon those who had rejected and crucified him,
This caused the tribes of the earth to mourn. The sign of
the reigning Christ was seen in the destruction of Jerusalem.
And the contemporary generation, indicated in verse 34 (ie.,
Mt. 2 4 : 3 4 ) , witnessed fulfilment of these things as Christ
had prophesied.
Outside of Matthew, let us notice some other texts that suggest the
same sort of a coming of Christ in judgment.

VIII.

“The coming of the Lord is at hand.” (Jas. 5 : s )

This verse has particular force, inasmuch as James, if he be
identified with James the Just, is remembered by rradition as spending
most of his labors in Palestine and particularly in Jerusalem. Accordingly, his death in that city prior to its destruction would lend
particular force to the admonitions to patient, uncomplaining endurance,
since within a few short years, historically speaking, the Lord would
actually come in judgment upon Judaism, snatching away from the
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unbelievers among the Jews the power to persecute Christians. Objections to this view come from rhe text itself where the actual wording
used by James may be much more technically intended than this
he expression
interpretation permits. In verses 7 and 8 h
pav-ozcsia tozi kwiozc, a phrase almost if not always used with reference
to Christ’s Second Coming.

“Not neglecting to meet together, as is the habit of
some, but encouraging one another, and all the more
as you see t h e day drawing near.” (Heb. 10:25)
While this verse has no direct reference to a coming of the Son
of man in the lifetime of the Apostles, it does make use of another
technical term usually thought of as having reference to the great
day of the Lord‘s wrath and judgment, especially tbat to be witnessed
at the end of the world. Rut in the same context the writer cites
Habakkuk 2:3, 4 with specific reference to the Messiah (Heb. 10:37,
bo ercbbmenos hzxxei) On this unusual rendering of the Hebrew text,
Keil (Minor Prophets, 11, 71) comments:

IX.

The LXX have rendered chi bob jaboh: hbti erchbmenos h2xei,
which the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews (Heb. x.
37) has still further defined by adding the article, and, connecting it with mikrdn &son hdson of Isa. xxvi. 20 (LXX),
has taken it as Messianic, and applied to the speedy coming
of the Messiah to judgment; not, however, according to the
exact meaning of the words, but according to the fundamental
idea of the prophetic announcement. For the vision, the
certaln fulfilment of which is proclaimed by Hafbakkuk,
predicts the judgment upon the power of the world, which
the Messiah will bring to completion.
The notes of Milligan (Hebrews, 284, 292ff) may be of help here:

To what day does our author here refer? To the day of
judgment, say Delitzsch, Alford, Moll and others; when Christ
will come in person to raise the dead and reward every man
according to his works. But this interpretation is manifestly
erroneous. To me a t least it seems perfectly obvious that
the Apostle refers here to a day which both he and his
brethren were looking for as a day that was very near ar
hand: a day that was about to come on that generation, and
try the faith of many. And hence I am constrained to think
that Macknight, Scott, Stuart, and others, that the reference is
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most likely to the day of Jerusalem’s overthrow. Chrisr hirm
self had foretold rlie near approach of that event (Matt.
24:34); he had also spoken of the signs of its coming and
of the great calamities that would accompany ir (Matt, 2 4 : 4 41 sic: 29-31?). No doubt, therefore, the Christians in
Palestine were all looking forward wid, much anxiety to
the time when this prophecy would be fulfilled, They would
naturally speak of it as “the day,” the day of trial; the day
when seeing Jerusalem encompassed with armies, they would
themselves have to flee to the mountains (Luke 21:20-22).
, . But to refer to it exclusively to the day when Christ will
come in person to judge the world is clearly inadmissible.
See notes on vers. 37. , . +

.

37. For yet 1 little while, etc. More literally: for yet
a little little while (that is, a very little while), H e who is
coming (bo erchdmenos) will come, and will not tarry. The
coming One here spoken of is manifestly Christ himself.
But what is meant by his coming? To what coming does our
author here refer? Many say, “To His second personal
coming.” But this is plainly inconsistent with the scope of
the Apostle’s exhortation, as well as with the truth itself.
His obvious design in the passage is to encourage the Hebrew
brethren in their begun Christian course, on the ground that
the coming of Christ was then very near at hand, when they
would all be delivered from the snares, reproaches and violence
of their persecutors. But how could he consistently and truthfully encourage them to do this, on the ground that the
second personal advent of Christ was then very near at hand?
It will not do to say with some that the Apostles themselves
so believed and so taught. They did neither, but just the
reverse. For when some of the Thessalonian brethren so
understood Paul‘s teaching (I Tliess. 4 :15-17), he promptly
addressed to them a second letter, in which he very emphatically corrected their mistake. , ,
( 2 Thess. 2 : l - 3 ) . This,
then is a clear and satisfactory refutation of the charge that
the Apostles believed and taught that the second personal
comiing of Christ was near at hand in their own day. And
so also’ is the book of Revelation a refutation of it. , . .
The coming of Christ, as referred to in our text, must therefore
mean, not his second personal coming but, his coming in
providence most likely, to destroy Jerusalem, and so to
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deliver his elect from ;he violent persecutions to which they
had long been subjected by the unbelieving Jews (Matt. 24:2941 sic: 29-31?) To this Christ himself refers encouragingly
in Luke 21:28, where, speaking of the sighs of ,Jerusalem's
approaching ruin, he says, “When these things begin to come
to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads, for your redemption drawerh nigh.” . . .
This view of the matter is also further corroborated by
the fact that our author finds in the prophecy of Habakkuk,
concerning the overthrow of the Chaldean monarchy, language
so appropriate to his purpose that he here takes and applies
it to his own; thereby showing that the two cases are very
analogous . . . it will be seen that our author does not
quote the exact words of God’s reply to the Prophet; but as
is usual in such cases of accommodation (see Rum. 10:6-8),
he so modifies the language as to adapt it to the case in
hand. The main lesson is, however, the same in both Hebrews
and Habakkuk; viz.: that God would certainly come and
execute his purposes at the appointed time: and that while
the proud and self-reliant would of necessity perish under
the righteous judgments of God, the just man’s faith, if it
wavered not, would certainly support him under the severest
trials.
This was all impressively illustrated in the fall of Jerusalem. The unbelieving Jews were all slain or taken captive;
but not a Christian perished in the siege. . . .

X. “The sun shall be turned into darkness and the moon
into blood, before the day of the Lord comes, the
great and manifest day.” (Ac. 2:20)
Did the events prophetically described by Joel (2:28-32) and
cited by Peter ’(Ac. 2:17-21) find exhaustive fulfilment on the day
Pentecost, or were they not rather but the beginning of a series
of events that began that day, but did not receive complete expression
until the final fall of the judgment of God upon the Jewish nation,
the destruction of Jerusalem and rhe conclusive end of the Jewish
economy based upon its priesthood, sacrifices and Temple? One
feature of Joel’s prophecy, yet cited by Peter, that has no apparent
fulfilment at all on Pentecost is rhe figure of the great astronomical
portents: “And I will give portents in the heavens and on the
earth, blood and fire and columns of smoke. The sun shall be turned
I
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to darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great and terrible
day of the Lord comes.’’ (Joel 2: 30; Ac. 2: 19, 20)
“Tlie day of the Lord,” as shown by Butler (Minor Prophets,
84ff), is a technical term used in the OT with four major significations, hence, having as many different kinds of realization i n the
history of God’s dealings with inen: ( 1 ) judgments upon the covenant
people; ( 2 ) redemptions of the covenant people; ($3) judgments
upon the natjons; ( 4 ) redemptions of the nations. Joel hiinself in
this case describes the particular “day of the Lord“ that must occur
in his own time, using the same apocalyptic language of judgment.
Several times in his description he speaks of astronomical cataclysms
(Joel 2:1, 2, 10, 11; 3 : 1 5 ) This gives a specific flavor of “punitive
judgment” to these symbols, so that when they are used by Peter,
his audience could not but shiver at the awesome threat and divine
warning implied in those figures.
If we have understood Mt. 24:4-32 correctly (see above under
Mt. 24:34, point VI), it may be that the celestial phenornena,
described in the section most often interpreted with reference to
the Second Coming (Le. Mt. 24:29-31), have nothing at all to do
with those heavenly bodies. Instead, there, as here, we may see the
standard apocalyptic vision of divine judgment. As has been repeated
many times before, divine judgment did actually fall on Palestine
many years after Pentecost. But is it possible to apply this prophecy
just to the fall ‘of the Jewish nation? What has been said earlier
about the use of apocalyptic stereotyped language might be true
here, inasmuch as we have a clear example of an OT prophet cited
whose own contextual information leads us to view his language as
highly figurative, hence NOT intending LITERAL celestial phenomena.
(Cf. Joel 1:15; 2:1, 2, 10, 11; 3:14, 15 with Isa. 13:1-22 esp. 9, 10;
5:30; 24:21-23; 50:3) While it is true that the Christian writers
can speak of the final judgment as “the great and notable day of
the Lord,” yet the use of this phrase in the OT makes it doubtful
whether every appearance of this phrase in the NT must necessarily
be applied exclusively and always to the great final judgment a t
the end of the world. Even the salvation of the believers here
predicted (Ac. 2:21) proved to be two-fold salvation, not only of
their souls, but also of their lives, They believed Jesus and SO
were saved from their sins; they believed Jesus’ prophecies and
so were not destroyed on the great day of the Lord when Jesus
judged Jerusalem and rhe unbelieving Jews.
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XI. “The end of all things is at hand; therefore keep
sane and sober f o r your prayers.” ( I Pet. 4 : 7 )
These words were addressed by Peter “to the exiles of the
dispersion in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia
Bithynia,” ( 1 Pet.
1:1> probably prior to 70 A D . , since traditional dating of Peter’s
own martyrdom is placed prior to that date. But would this sentence
have much point for the exiles of the Diaspora living in lands distant
from Palestine, whose lives and security would not be materially
affected by the vicissitudes in Judea? If these are primarily Jewish
Christians, as the words of the inscription imply, Peter’s admonition
would take on particular strength and receive special fulfilment as
the nerve center of world-wide Judaism would be torn to the ground,
never to rise again for centuries, if ever. The value of this exhortation to these distant Christians would be obvious, since the fall of
Jerusalem and the destruction of the Temple, God’s chosen house,
would probably be looked upon as almost, if not entirely incredible.
It would probably be less incredible to these Christians than it was
to the disciples who heard Jesus predict these events originally (Mt.
24; Mk. 13; Lk. 21 ) , since the Apostles themselves could have repeated much of the Lord’s prophetic discourse to their converts.
Hence, just a word of reminder, such as this exhortation of Peter’s,
would suffice,
But should it be objected that Peter says “The end of ALL
things is at hand,” it must. be remembered that Jesus used similar
language to describe the destruction of Jerusalem. (Cf. “all these
things” Mt. 24:33, 34 and parallels) Or if it be objected that Peter’s
wards, being indefinitely stated, are also capable of double mtelzdre,
this is true, but not fatal to the theory suggested here. If it be
thought that Peter’s words here should be interpreted in light of
his later message ( 2 Pet. 3:8-13), then we respond that here the
words are indefinitely aimed at some “end near at hand,” whereas
Peter in the other passage addressed himself to the scornful demand
made by mockers: “Where is the promise of His coming (pavozlsin)?”
an obvious reference to the Second Coming.

PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN THIS
THEORY OR ITS PRESENTATION
1. One of the most painfully obvious weaknesses of this study
is the fact that it does not take into adequate account the various
differing views of each single passage. There are certainly other
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passages that should be presented here, just as there are more objections to some used here, As a necessary consequence, the presentation of ‘the evidence is quite one-sided, The justification for this
presentation lie3 therefore in the hope that the reader is already
familiar with the other views to which this presentation is but an
alternative. This collection of coincidences and single texts must be
examined in their contexts in their entirety to appreciate the impact:
they represent.
2, Another weakness, more serious to the suggestion that the
special “coming of the Son of man” refers to Jesus’ coming in j u d g
ment upon the Jewish nation, is the fact that none of the inspired
writers ever declares this interpretation to be the theological meaning
of the demise of the Jewish city and nation, This is true, unless
the figures of Revelation be so interpreted. (Cf. Rev. 11) Our
present state of knowledge regarding the date of NT books gives no
mathematical certainty regarding the relationship between the writing
of the bulk of the NT books and the date of the Jewish War (66-70A.D,)
While the conservative kholars tend to place the dates of most of them
before that tragedy, yet the enigma remains when the Johannine scriptures are considered. If John wrote considerably after the fall of Jerusalem,
why did he not once mention that fact, even though he talked all
around the subject of Jerusalem itself in his Gospel and in his Apocalypse
could have made reference to it?
There may be other weaknesses too, but let us ask ourselves:

WHAT IS TO BE GAINED IF THIS
THEORY BE ACCEPTED AS TRUE?
1. This suggestion provides a possible harmonization for other
passages of the NT that contained problems that had seemed insoluble under other schemes, rendering it more difficult to accept
the Gospel at face value, for those who did not see this solution.
Ir is not necessary, on the basis of Gospel studies, to conclude that
“Jesus was mistaken, since He thought that His own second coming
musb take place shortly after the fall of the Jewish econo1ny.” Nor is
it necessary to conclude that “the Apostles themselves and the early
Christians erroneously presumed that they would live until the Second
Coming.” Worse yet, is the opinion that “the discourses in which
the eschatological events are predicted are not factual recordings
of anything Jesus ever actually said, but are the theological opinions
of later ages put into the mouth of Jesus to give them greater credi-
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bility," Instead, if this solution here offered be valid, then the
exegesis upon which these unbelieving conclusions were based, may
need correction.
2. If this suggestion be true, that Jesus actitally came in judgment upon the Jews, then, of course, many texts rhat were formerly
considered as dealing exclusively with the Second Coming will now
be subtracted from discussions of that subject. As a result, the texts
that actually deal with the Second Coming will be seen much more
clearly, since the confusion, created by trying to weigh texts on the
destruction of Jerusalem into the conclusions about the Second Coming,
would, presumably, no longer exist, since the texts about Jesus' judgment on Judaism would not have to be codsidered. Needless to say,
such clarity made available for eschatological studies surrounding the
This clarity
Second Coming would be of great value. (Rev. 1:3)
would help to place eschatological studies on a surer basis and give
them respectability i n the eyes of the average Christian who must
throw up his hands in despair in face of the present state of confusion
in the field.
3. Out of this last expression comes another conclusion. This
suggestion that Jesus actually came in judgment upon the Jewish
world in the first century would provide us one more reasonably clear
evidence that Jesus intends to keep His Word about that future
"great day of the Lord" when He will come personally and visibly
to judge the nations. His promise would be enough for the average
believer. But the certainty of His promise is driven home with
redoubled force, when men realize that He has already clealrly shown
the greatness of His power and the depedd#bility of His promises
in the historically verifiable act of judgment upon Judaism in the
events beginning with the unsuccessful Jewish Revolt and the disastrous fall of Jerusalem with all its religious consequences for aP
f u m e ages of both Jerusalem and the Church. Jesus is a Gentleman
who keeps His appointments! This, of course, poses an unveiled
threat to every complacent person who frankly enjoys his sinful way
of life. The eschatological hope of the Christians is not unfounded,
wishful thinking, but rather a splendidly concrete reality already in
motion, of which the smashing judgment of unbelieving Judaism and
the glorious vindication of the Church's claims was but an earnest
and evidence.
4. The historical importance of the destruction of Jerusalem and
the blotting out of the Jewish theocracy is inestimable to Christianity
in the following ways, listed by Newman (MmmZ of Chwrch Hhtorry,
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I, 118, 119; see also Schaff, HirJory of the Chdstidtz Chimh, I, 402,

403):
a, It marked in the most unmistakable way the end of the old
dispensation and the complere emancipation of Christianity
from the thraldom of Judaism. It was henceforth impossible
for any one to observe the ceremonial law in its fullness,
No doubt the Pauline type of Christianity would ultimately
have become dominant apart from this fearful interposition
of Divine Providence. Judaistic Christianity was to persist
in the form of sects, but catholic Christianity could no longer
be Judaizing,
The destruction of the city was very commonly looked upon

by Christians as a divine judgment on the Jewish people for

I
~

I,

their rejection and crucifixion of the Messiah. It may safely.
be said that if the Jews as a body, or a large portion of
them, had accepted Christ as their Saviour and had become
partakers of the Spirit of Christ, the Jewish Zealots, who
brought ruin upon their people, would not have arisen or
would not have secured popular support.
C. The great catastrophe may be regarded as a direct fulfilment of our Lord’s pfiedictions as recorded in Matt. 21:43 and
23:37-39 and in Luke 21:20-28.
d. This great event is regarded by many as a fulfilment of
out Lord’s prophecies regarding his speedy coming in his
kingdom (Matt, 10:23; 16:28; 24:34), and of such passages
in the apostolic Epistles and the Acts of the Apostles as
represent the Lord’s advent as imminent. lt seems harsh
to associate so glorious an event as the Lord’s coming with
a catastrophe so terrible; yet there can be no question but
that the destruction of the city and the theocracy gave a
freedom and a universality to the gospel which mmk an
epoch in the history of Christianity and placed the gradually
advancing kingdom of Christ on R firm basis.
e. There is no reason to think that the Roman authorities at
this time discriminated carefully between Christianity and
Judaism in favor of the former; but the time had past when
rhe accusations of Jews against Christians would be heeded
by the civil courts. Henceforth the Jews were without politicaI
influence and were treated with contempt by the Roman
officials.
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In view of the foregoitng, consider the following

SKETCH OF THE ESCHATOLOGICAL
CONCLUSIONS REPRESENTED

tI-

THE GREAT DAY OF THE LORD

30 A.D.

Holy Spirit

Pentecost

66-70 A.D.

Gospel to all
nations for a
testimony to
them

Persecutions
False Christs
National disorders
Wars, natural
.
upheavals

between the
Church and
Judaism

- Ac. 2:20
70 A.D. onward

alone vindicated
as the only
authorized bearer
of the divine
oracles

Destruction of
Unsuccessful
Temple
Uprisings and
Fall of Jerusalem final dispersion
End of Classic
of Jews (general;
Judaism
115-117; BsrKochbah, 132Dispersion of
Jews
135)

SOME FURTHER COMMENTS ON

ARGUMENTS FOR JESUS DEITY
AND AUTHORITY
I. HIS FRECISION AS A PROPHET
G. C. Morgan (Matthew, 104) : “One af the mast profound reasons
for trusting Christ today in rhe matter of all Christian service
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is that here and elsewhere He revealed His perfcct knowledgc of
conditions which no 1)1an could forecast. iind which ycr have
transpired exactly as He foretnld them.” What is more significant,
as Morgan declares, is t h at tlic lceenest of h u i n i i n foresight could
not foresee the distinct changes of direction that history, i n
direct relationship to His disciples, would have takcn. “Let us
notice that the change of conditions created by the crucifixion
of Jesus, and again by the fall of Jerusalem, or? self-evident.
The position of these nieii was greatly changed after the crucifixioii
of Jesus; and it was greatly changed again when the principal
force in persecuting them was broken. It is perfectly clear that
the King foresaw these things, and that He understood perfectly
the whole movement of the years that stretched before Him.”

11. HIS CANDOR, HONESTY AND COMPASSION
Barclay (Mattl7ew I, 385): “Here is m y task for you--at
its
grimmest and at its worst-do you accept it?”
McGarvey, (Matthew-Mad, 95 ) : “There is a contrast between
Jesus and the originators of earthly enterprises, whether secular or
religious. It is the custom of the latter to paint in glowing
colors the brighter prospects of the c a w s they plead, and to
conceal froin both themselves and others the darker side of thc
picture, But Jesus presents faithfully before His disciples all
of the hardships and sufferings which await them, not omitting
death itself-and
death, it may be, on the cross. The foreknowledge displayed is proof of His divinity, while the conipassion and the candor which accompany i t are s t ~ has wc would
expect in the Son of God.”
Notice that His revelations of the brutal realities in the fearful
future are not given in a brutal Inannrr. The Lord compassionately shows the help available in time of need.
Though it is not the usual way to win followers, nevertlieless Jesus appeals to that adventurer hidden in the heart of every
man. In the long run, one does not attract MEN to the easy
way by inducements of comfort, advancement, ease, and fulfilment of worldly ambitions. It is the honest challenge of the
heroic that ultimately appeals to inen. The Cliurcli softens this
approach and waters her message to her peril!

8

111. HIS ROYAL DEMANDS
Plurniner (Mat$hezu, 157): “‘For My sake.‘ Again we have a
claim which i s monstrous if He who makes it is not conscioiis of
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being Divine. Who is it that, is going to own us or renounce
us before God’s judgment-seat ( 3 2 , 3 3 ) ? Who is it that
promises with such confidence that the man who loses his life for
His sake shall find it? And these momentous utterances are
spoken as if the Speaker had no shadow of doubt as to their
trurh, and as if He expected that His hearers would. at once
accept them. What is more, thousands of Christians, generation
after generation, have shaped their lives by them and have proved
thek truth by repeated experience.”
,

’

IV. HIS ASSUMED AUTHORITY
Bengal, (cited in PHC, 2 4 2 ) : “Great is the authority of conferring authority.” Notice how simply Jesus is reported to have
done it. (Mt. 1 O : l ) There is no great apologetic which lists
reasons why Jesus should have the right to confer authority
upon His disciples. Matthew says, “He simply did it, and that
was that! “

Note His claim, everywhere implicit in the chapter, that our faith
in Jesus determines our standing before God.
Other points suggested by Lewis and Booth, PHC, XXII, 245:
V. THE CONSISTENCY OF THE SAVIOR-The prayers He enjoins,
rhe provisions He makes, the instructions He gives, are all of a
piece.
does not set
VI. T H E CONSIDERATION OIF THE SAVIOR.-He
His workmen to begin at the top of the ladder. He does not
ask them at first what, to many amcmg them, will not be too easy
at last. Not first apart from Him, but first by His side.
VII. T H E FORETHOUGHT OF THE SAVIOR.-He
sets them at
first to that wbich will help to qualifj them for what has to be
,
done at the last.

CHAPTER ELEVEN OUTLINES
Section 24

JESUS RECEIVES QUESTIONS FROM
JOHN AND PREACHES SERMON
ON JOHN (11:2-19)
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Section 2 j

JESUS CONDEMNS UNBELIEVING
CITIES AND INVITES “BABES” TO
COME TO HIM (11:20-30)

s ’ r u m OUTLINES
1. CIi:illenginp the Christ to Change ( I I : 3, 3 )
11. Christ Convinces and (:autioiis His Ciiptivc. Comradc ( 11 :4-6)
Ill. Christ’s Charirablc (:ommc.ndetioii oI the (:onscientious Chatilpion (11:7-J1)
A. A Chsngeling’s Characrert ( 1 I : 7 )
*
l3. A Courtier’s Costume! ( 11 :8)
C. A ColossaI <:ommtinicator! J 1 :9-I 1 )
1V. (Iirist‘s C~onclusic~nsConcerning thc Kingdom ( 1 1 : 12-15 )
V. Christ Condemns t l x Contrat y (:ritits’ Contemptuous Caricatures
( 1 1 : 16-13)
A. A Cameo (11:16, 17)
€3. A Contrast in Caricatures ( 1 I : 18, 19)
C. A Confident Conclusion ( I 1 : 19b)
Invincible Unbelief
VI. Heartbroken Condeinnation ( 1 1 ,20-24)
A. Impenitence Unbelief ( I 1 : 2 0 )
B. Opparttinity - Responsibility ( 1 I : 2 1-14)
T.it I c on cj it crab1e Subin iss ion
VXI. Heaven’s King ( I 1 :25-27 )
A. Joyous Thanksgiving ( 1 1 : 2 5 , 2 0 )
B. Majestic Self-revelatinn ( 1 I : ? 7 )
VJII. Meart-felt Compassion ( I 1 -28-30) Pleading, IJniversaJ Tiwitation

Section 24

JESUS RECEIVES A QUESTION FROM
JOHN AND PREACHES A
SERMON ON JOHN
(Parallel: Luke 7: 18-35)

TEXT: 1 1:2- 19
2. Now when John heard in the prison the works of the Christ, he
sent by his disciples
3. and said unto hiin, Art tliou lie that con3etI1, or look we for

mother:‘
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4 . and' Jesus answered and said iinto them, Go and tell John che
things which ye I w i r and see:
5. the blind receive their sight, and the lame walk, the lepers are
cleansed, and the deaf hear, and the dead are raised up, and
the poor have good tidings preached to them.
6. A d blessed is he. whosocver shall find no occasion of stumbling
in me.
7. And as these went their way, J ~ S L I Sbegan to say unto the multitudes, concerning John, What W C ~ Cye o u t into the wilderness to
behold? a reed shaken with the wind?
8. But what went ye o u t t o see? a inan clothed in soft raimelzt?
Behold, they that wear soft tziruent :ire in king's houses.
9. But wherefore went ye o u t ? .to see a prophet? Yea, 1 say unto
you, and much more than a prophet.
10. This is he, of whom i t is written,
Behold, I send my messenger before thy face,
Who shall prepare thy way beforc thee.
11. Verily I say unto you, Among them that are born of women there
hath nor arisen ii greater than John the Baptist: yer he that is
but little in the kingtlom of heaven is greater than he.
12. And from the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom of
heaven suffereth violence, and inen of violence take it by force.
13. For all the prophets and the law prophesied until John.
14. And if ye are willing to receive it, this is Elijah, that is to come.
15. He that hath cars to hear, let him hear.
16. But whereunto shall I liken this generation? It is' like children
sitting isn the marketplaces. who call t m t o their fellows
17. and say, W e piped tinto y o t i , a d ye did not dance; we wailedand ye did not mourn.
18. For John came neither cnting nor drinking, and they say, He
hath a demon.
19. The Son of iii:in came eating ;ind drinking, and they' say, Behold,
a gluttonous i n a n and ii winebibber, a friend of publicans and
sinners! And wisdoiii is justified by her works.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. If John is shut up in prison, how is it that he is so free in prison

to send messengers

to

Jesus?

b. If you had been preaching fiery judgment upon Israel, warning
the people that the Messiah would come with a threshing shovel
in His hand to separate the wicked from the righteous hnd threat-
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c.

d.
e,

f.
g.

h.

i.
j.

k.
1.

in.

n.

11 :2-19

ening the wicked by saying that the ax is ready at the foot of
the trees to hew down the wicked that produced no fruit,-if
this
had been YOUR message, and yet the Messiah came along watering
the trees, what would have been your reaction? You had preached
judgment, but He proclaims mercy and the grace of God. What
kind of questions would YOU have had?
Some commentators feel that John was not asking this great question for himself but rather for his disciples, Do you think this
is correct? If so, on what basis do you agree? If no, why not?
Why, would you say, do questions hurt m e n worse than torture?
Do you think it is God‘s will to torture men with agonizing
questions? If not, then why does not God answer their questions?
If so, then how do you harmonize His goodness with this permission rhat lets such questions continue to harass the minds of His
creatures, yes, even the minds of such great men as John the Baptist?
How do you account for the true greatness of John the Baptist?
Do you feel that people would be more godly today if they
imitated John‘s general mmner of life, his austere food and
clothing? If not, what should they imitate? If so, how would
this imitation better the moral quality of society?’
When a man is shut up in prison for a period of time, one begins
to see the real fiber of which his character is made. That confinement of his body and that limitation of the free expression of
his spirit is more than many a man can bear. What expressions
of faith and high moral character does John yet reveal now while
in rhe imprisonment?
What do you hold to be the secret of John’s greatness?
What do you hold to be the reason why John was actually greater
than other prophets?
In what respect is “the least in the kingdom of heaven greater than
he”? Explain how John, the greatest man ever born, could be less
than the least in God’s kingdom.
How can John the Baptist be “the Elijah who is to come,” whereas
John himself denied being Elijah? (See Jn. 1:21)
Why do you think Jesus keeps saying in so many of His sermons:
“He who has ears to hear with, let him hear”? Were the people
of His time short on ears? Or were they just not using the
equipment they had? Explain what Jesus meant by that pithy
admonition.
Do you think that rhis question John asked was painful to Jesus,
since H e was surrounded by multitudes who surely must have heard
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John’s messengers pose the question? Was i t not a latent lack of
confidence in the evidence that Jesus had already given of His
identity and consequent authority?
0. Explain how God’s kingdom had suffered violence and how violent
men were taking .it by force, even since the beginning of John’s
preaching.
P. What evidence should have already convinced John once and for
all that Jesus was everything that .John had predicted Him to be?
What evidence did Jesus send back to John to persuade him this
time?
4. Jesus describes the personal habits of John the Baptist as rhose of
an ascetic or a recluse, “eating no bread and drinking no wine.”
H e describes His own habits as those of one who mixed well with
people “eating and drinking.” Now, discounting as exaggerations
the slanders that the Jews levelled at John and Jesus both (“He
has a demon.” “Behold, a glutton and wine-drinker”), yet is
there any basis of fact in rhe inference drawn from Jesus’ own
statement, that Jesus certainly drank wine? On what basis do
you answer as you do?
1‘. How is the intended’ slander levelled against Jesus, *‘a friend of
taxcollectors and sinners,” in a higher sense, His glory and finest
proof that H e is really God come in the flesh?
S.
Standing this side of the #cross, John Hallett can teach us to sing,
“There’s no disappointment in Jesus, He’s all that He promised
to be . . .” Ideally, of course, this is true. Yet, John the Baptist
stood in grave danger of being “disappointed in Jesus.” What one
ingredient, common to our human predicamenr, would put you
personally in the prison of perplexity and cause you too to be
shocked and even infuriated that Jesus is not what you thought
Him to be?
t. Now, having answered the preceding question, what is there in
Jesus’ answer to John that attenuates your perplexity too, comforts your disappointment or, ,at least, makes it not nearly so
important as it had seemed? In what frame of reference is it
possible to sing: “His love and His care comfort me everywhere;
H e is no disappointment to me”?
U. Is it completely true that we must never become a stumbling-block
for our neighbors? Jesus knew fully well that His message,
ministry and manners were a terrible scandal to His own people,
and yet H e did not alter His program or character nor tailor His
gospel on that account. To what extent then are we to adjust to
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our environment so as not to give an occasion of sin to om fellows
without coinpromising o u r Gospel and to what extent must we
never clianfic regardless of how many fall? (Study Mt. 18:5-20; 1
Co, 8; 10:23-33 in contrast with 1 Co. 1:18-25 esp. v, 23; 1 Pet.
2:4-8)
v, Puzzle of puzzles, why did not Jesus liberare John by a blazing
word of miraculous power? Why did H e permit h i m to die what
looks like a senseless death, with a silly dancing-girl and her
scheming, wicked mother managing the whole thing?
CHAPTER LIJ.EVEN

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
I t was while John. the Baptist was in prison that he heard about

all the things Jesus was doing. His disciples came to him and
reported the deeds .Jesus+Christ was accomplishing. Selecting two of
his followers, he sent the Lord a message by these inen, asking, “Are
you really the Messiah, or are we to keep on waiting for and expecting
someone else to be the one?”
So when these two men arrived where Jesus was, they repeated
John’s question: “John the Baptist has Eent us to ask you, ‘Are you
the one who is to come, or are we going to\have to look for someone
else who will do the job?’
Right then and there Jesus cured many sick people who had all
kinds of diseases and evil spirits, To many that were blind H e gave
their sight.
Then Jesus made this reply to John‘s question, “You go tell
John exactly what you have just,seen and heard today: how the blind
recovered their sight, the lame are walking again. Lepers are cleansed.
The deaf can now hear. I have raised the dead to life agaio. Even
people who could never afford to pay for it are getting to hear the
Good News! John, you ,will be a happy man indeed, if you can
trust me implicitly. Do not be shocked or hurt over what you do
not understand of my ministry that does not seem to match your
concept of what .it shouId be.”
It was later, when the messengers of John had left to report to
hiin this answer, that Jesus began to address the crowds concerning
John the Baptist:
“What spectacle drew you out into the,! wilderness? A reed easily
bent by the wind? A weak, trembling man disturbed .by rhe slightest
rumor of danger? No? Then why did you go out there? To see
someone clad in silks and satins? Of course not! The dapper dressers
”
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with their soft, elegant garments and their life of luxury are to be
found in royal court circles, not in kings’ prisons! Tell me now,
why did you really go out there anyway? To see a prophet? Let me
tell you this: you saw someone far more than an ordinary prophet!
This is the very man about whom Malachi penned the ancient lines

(3:l):
‘Behold my herald whom I am sending on ahead of you:
He shall prepare your way for you.’
I tell you this: there has never yet been born on earth the mother’s
son that can excel John the Baptist! And yet, paradoxically, rhe
humblest member of God’s Kingdom is a greater man than John!
“Ever since the appearance of John the Baptist until today God’s
Kingdom has been subjected to violence. Violent men, like the
Zealots, try to seize control of it. Until John came, only the Law
of Moses and the prophets represented God’s Word to men. However,
if your mind is open to receive this information, I would say that
John is the great ‘Elijah’ that Malachi ( 4 : 5 ) promised would come.
Pay close attention to the meaning of what I am saying!
“When the common people heard John, they all, even the m a t
notoriously wicked among them-even
the tax collectors-agreed
that
God‘s plan was just. They showed this by being immersed in harmony
with the rite preached by John. All the people, did this, that is,
except the Pharisees and the lawyers. These latter rejected God’s
eternal purpose for them, as far as they personally were concerned,
because they refused to be immersed by John the Baptist.”
Jesus went on: “But what description adequately reflects the
mentality of the people of today? They are like a group of children
sitting in the marketplace, protesting to their playmates, ‘We wanted
to play wedding, so we piped to you and you refused to dance. Then
we tried playing funeral. So we wailed, but you did not cooperate:
you did not mourn nor weep! What DO you want to play?’ I tell
you this, because John lived an ascetic life, neither eating common food
nor drinking wine like a normal person would. But you slander him,
sayitng, ‘Something must be wrong with a man like that! He has a
demon-he’s mad!’ Then I came along, living the normal life, .eating
and drinking like anyone else, and what do you say? ‘Look at that
glutton! He’s a drinker and a party-goer! He certainly knows how
to pick his friends too: outsiders, tramps, no one with whom any
respectable person should .have anything to do! ’ Nevertheless, despite
your unreasonableness, real wisdom is proved true and right by what
it produces! The ultimate4 verdict about the wisdom of our different
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approaches lies not with you contrary critics, but with the results
John and I produce,”
CHAPTER ELEVEN

SUMMARY

of

When John the Baptist learned of the merciful ministry
Jesus, lie determined to learn the real ineaning of the difference
between his own fiery predictions and what Jesus was planning. His
two messengers relayed his question to Jesus. Rather than answer
them directly, Jesus continued to give evidence of His true identity
by doing God’s work in the presence of John’s envoys. Then, it)
messianic language drawn from Isaiah’s prophecy, Jesus summarized
His ministry and evidence to give John reasons to continue to tnist
Him, lohn’s messengers then reported this message back ro John.
After they departed, Jesus eulogized John’s greatness as God’s
prophet, calling him the greatest man who ever lived, the great herald
of the Messiah, the promised prophet whose coming immediately preceded the great day of the Lord. Further, rliose simple people who
accepted John’s message vindicated God by accepting the word of
His prophet in obedience, whereas the religious leaders of the nation
frustrated God‘s plans for them. Worse, the majority of Jesus’ contemporaries rejected John because lie was too serious, not human
enough, but rejected Jesus because He was too human, not holy
enough. But the course chosen by each will be vindicated by the
ulitmate results each achieves.

NOTES
I. CHALLENGING THE CHRIST TO CHANGE ( I I : 2, 3 )
11:2 Now when John heard in the prison, taken as introductory to this section, does not affirm that this event has even
the slightest connection with the foregoing inaterial in Matthew’s
chapter 10. The time reference is most general: Now h e n John
heard (ho de Zodnnes d k o z i s d s ) . The aorist participle indicates no
time relationship at all, except that related to the main verb of the
sentence, e i p i z (said), another aorist that views the action as a mere
past event without stating any connection or continuity with what
preceded it. It is Luke who informs us both of the more precise
chronological connections, how it was that John was informed and
what specific deeds of Christ were most likely the subject of John’s
musings: “The disciples of John told him of- all rhese things,” (Lk,
7: 18) Very likely, the disciples’ report included the curing of the
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Centurion’s slave and the resurrection of the son of the widow of
Nain and many other signs. (Lk. 7:*1-17) Details of John’s imprisonment are available from many sources (Mt. 4:12; 14:3-5; Mk.
6:17-20; Lk. 3:19, 20; cf. also Josephus’ Antiqakies, XVIII, 5, 2 ) .
Had we only Matthew’s Gospel, we would be puzzled by the very
access John’s disciples had to their master who was very clearly bound
in prison under lock and key (cf. bdessk and Kut&Lleisen of Mt. 14:3;
Lk. 3:20) by Herod who ultimately murdered him there. The enigma
is solved by Mark, who, although he does not record the incident of
John’s question, yet furnishes the explanation by inserting a fact in
quite another context that explains John’s liberty to send the message
to Jesus. “Herodias had a grudge against him and would willingly
have executed him but she could not do it. ,for Herod had a deep
respect for John, knowing him to be a good and holy man, so he
protected him. When he listened to him he was greatly disturbed,
yet he enjoyed hearing him.” (Mk. 6:19, 20) From these sources
we may conclude that in Herod’s border-castle, Machaerus, near the
norrheast end of the Dead Sea, was the site where John spent his
last days. The puppet-king Herod Antipas merely shut the wilderness
preacher in the fort, but did not ill-treat him. The imprisonment,
while politically necessary from Herod’s view, must have been halfhearted, because the king’s troubled conscience clearly accused him.
Antipas knew where the path of truth and righteousness lay. Though
he must often have conversed with the Baptist, he did not repent.
(See notes on Mt. 14:1-12) In this frame of mind, he conceded
John the visits of his disciples. Later, these followers were permitted
to bury their leader afrer his execution. (Mt. 14: 12)
An even greater preplexity is to be found in the expression
“John’s disciples.” After the revelation of the Messiah’s identity
at His baptism, why did not John just drop everything to become
Jesus’ personal disciple? Was it further necessary to make disciples
on his own? W h y did these men remain attached to John after
their master had unequivocably indicated the Nazarene to be the
“Lamb of God,” “the Son of God,” “the Bridegroom”? Tunher, how
could John be satisfied when his understudies remain under his tutelage?
Or is the answer to be found in the intermeshing of the events in
their time-sequence? That is, was there too little time to conclude
his own work and join Jesus before Herod got him? If so, John
would be in prison almost a year now when he sends this query to
Jesus. (Cf. the connections between the events recorded in Jesus’
early ministry immediately. preceding John’s arrest: Mt. 3, 4; Mk. 1;
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14k. 3; Jii, 2-4.) If the 40 days of Jesus‘ temptation be added to
tlic period He spent in Galilee ( J n . 2 : 1, 12) before the first Passover
of His public ministry ( J n . 2 : l3ff ) , and if His ministry jn Sychar
of Sainaria were concluded “four niontlis before harvest” (Jn. 4 : 35,
supposing this to be a calendar reference used as the basis for
spiritual teaching), and suplming His trip north through Sainaria
to have been occasioned by pressure froin the Pharisees (Jn$ 4 : 1-3)
as inuch as by the imprisonment of John ( Mt, 4 : 12 ) , we conclude
that there were as much as four si~inmer months betweeq John’s
first identification of Jesus as the Messiah before his fatal imprisonment.
But before we condemn John for not swinging the entire bloc of his
inovement behind Jesus, let ,us recall the state of communications of
that period. While he may have been able to immerse many pilgrims
froin many lands on their way to the great national feasts, he would
not see most of them until the next feast, nor they him. Apparently
some of them never heard about Jesus even years after Pentecost,
(Cf. Ac. 18:24, 25; 19: 1 - 4 ) Now if John could publish no
comuniques for nationwide distribution prior to his encarceration, how
much less could lie influence his own followers after Herod held him
practically incommunicado, isolated froin the center of national life
and influence!
John heard in prison the works of t h e Christ. Matthew
writes what it was that John heard described to him, but did John
hear it just this way, i.e. the worlis are those of Jesus the Messiah?
Or is Matthew’s personal faith just coining through this narrative,
seen in the choice of words lie uses? If John heard that Jesus was
Christ known by His works, he is the inore in error for forming the
question he does. For, from whatever motive, who could propound
such a query, once he is firmly convinced tbat Jesus is indeed the
Messiah with all the divine authotity that this involves? He who fully
understands that the Messiah is to be God Himself come in human
form, could hardly bring hiinself to presiune to challenge Him about
any portion of His program. But did John grasp this? As Jesus
will show later ( I I :11 ), John’s life was livcd o u t in an era before
the full-orbed revelation was given.
Before proceeding to the problem why John should have asked
in
such a dangerous question, we must ask who is this John
prison? Who was he as a prophet and as a man?
1. His own divine inspiration and calling by God cannot be
doubted. (Lk.3:2; Jn. 1:6; 5:31)
2. Ar Jesus’ baptism, John heard the voice of God indicating
CIIAP’I’I3R l!l.BVEN
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Him as “the Son of God,” and saw the coming of the Spirit
upon Him (Mt 3 13-17, Jn. 1.29-34)
3. His description of Jesus as “the Lamb of God” indicates a
profound revelation of the mission of Jesus. (Jn. 1:29, 36)
Did he understand what it meant to be God‘s “Lamb’?
4. Further, the prophecies of the OT received significant confirmation in the revelation God made to John at the baptism
of the Lord. (Cf. Ps. 2:7 with Mt. 3:17; Isa. 61:l; 11:1-5
with Mt. 3.16)
5. There is great moral comprehension of his own relative unimportance expressed in the magnanimous declaration: “He
must increase and I must decrease!” (Jn. 1.26-30; cf. Mt. 3:11)
6. Immediately prior to this question sent to Jesus, he had heard
men speak of the works of the Christ, i.e. as well as His
general mode of operation. (Mt. 1 1 : 2 ; Lk. 7:18)
But John was human too. Before “the word of God came to John”
(Lk. 3 : 2 ) he had been just plain John. Before “there was a man
sent from God,” ( I n , 1:6) he had been a man, and that man, now
trapped in Herod’s prison where his ,life will be tragically snuffed
out, must learn a fundamental lesson facing all true prophets. Simply
stated, the lesson is that once an unquestionably inspired prophet or
apostle has delivered his God-breathed message, that man of God must
then submit himself with faithful allegiance and unswerving personal
obedience to that message, even though he may not have had revealed
to him all the other explanations of God’s will that may bear directly
on what the prophet already knows. God does not have to explain
everything to a man, not even to a prophet. But God will always
give grounds for faith that that man may trust Him, leaving the
unexplained in God’s hands to reveal them as H e chooses. Or, to
. state his quandary differently, what did John NOT know? His divine
commission and past inspiration did not also guarantee him omniscience
as well. John had preached a message of judgment, of threshing fans,
of axes laid at the root of trees and of unquenchable fire (Mt. 3:lO12), but Jesus keeps watering the trees, trying to save them! (Cf.
Lk. 13:6-9) John could nota see how Jesus’ merciful ministry could
fulfill his own divine predictions about that ministry. Abuses were
everywhere; sin was going unchallenged. Judgment was needed!
John could not see how the Christ was seeking, in the goodness of
God, to sow the seeds of faith upon
Ehe great, -ultimate judgment of humanity would be based. Was John in prison meditating
on Malachi 3:l-4:6?
Was he reflecting on the messages he had
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its lethargy and indifference? Certainly the passion for righteousness still blazed like a
prophetic fire in his breast.
CHAPTER ELEVEN
thundered to the nation, shaking it out of

QUESTIONS HURT MEN WORSE THAN TORTURE

a. Remember Job’s cries, “Why? Why?” (see Job 3:ll-23; 7:1921)
b. Consider Habakkuk’s complaint: “Why are you not doing
something about this wicked people, Israel?” (Hab. 1:1-4)
God answers: “I am doing something! I am rousing the
Chaldeans for Israel’s punishment.” (Hab. 1: 5-1 1) “But
God, how can you use vile idolators to punish a nation more
relatively righteous than they?” (Hab, 1: 12-17) God’s famous
reply is paraphrased: “By definition, a ‘righteous man’ is one
who lives by his confidence that I know what I am doing.
Habakkuk, you can trust me, even though you see what
appear to you to be deep, far-reaching contradictions in the
arrangement of my plans!” (Hab. 2 : 2 - 4 ) There is sweet
submission in Habakkuk’s prayer as he admits the justice of
. God’s punishment upon Israel. Though it meant personal
and immediate trial for him and other righteous men in Israel
(Hab. 3: 16, 17), yet he can rest in God who IS Himself
the answer to Habakkuk‘s complaint (Hab. 3:18, 19).
c. Out of Paul’s experience in praying three times that his “thorn
in the flesh“ might be removed, he learned true strength. ( 2
Co. 12:8-10) With many good and sufficient jusifications
Paul could have importuned God by arguing how much more
effective a work he could be doing without this weakness:
“Why, Father, must I, your Apostle to the Gentiles, be so
hampered?” But after revealing Christ’s message to others,
Paul must also submit himself to the daily discipline as any
other believer.

d. Peter, after preaching the universality of God’s grace ‘(unto
as q a q y ag the Lord our God shall call unto Him” ( Ac. 2 : 3 9 ) ,
still did not grasp the fact that this must also mean Gentiles
too. (Ac. 10, 11; Gal. 2 )
Examples could be qmultiplied of divinely inspired men
whose torturing, unanswered questions, which could reasonably
be expected of thinking. inen, remained to disturb their minds.
These all, John rhe Baptist included, <could and must rest in
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the confidence that God knew what He was doing, even
though His reasons were not immediately evident.
John’s peculiar problem probably lay in his own concepts and expectations regarding the Messiah, which, in turn, were likely not wholly
uninfluenced by the popular concepts of the times, even though greatly
molded by his own inspired preaching. To him had not been revealed,
for example, the time-distances between the appearance of the Messiah
immediately after John’s own ministry xnd the farther baptism by
the Christ in the Holy Spirit and the still more distant judgment by
fire. (Cf.4 Mt. 3:9-12) The burden of the prophetic message of John
had depicted a Messiah that would have brought to Israel an immediate,
inescapable punishment upon the wicked. But it seemed to John that
Jesus was doing nothing but help the wicked, even going to the unthinkable lengths of eating and drinking with them, while trying to
redeem them! Because of Jesus’ actions, it seemed to John that He
was not fulfilling the messianic concept that John himself had predicted. So he needed an explanation both of the mission and purposes
of the Lord, since neither was clear to him. (Remember 1 Pet. 1:lO12; Mt. 13:16, 17)
11:3 and said unto him, Art thou he that cometh, or
look we for another? John’s choice of words implies “Do we
await one of another kind?” (hhteron) Although Luke (7:20)
has &on (“another of the same kind”), despite the fact that good
MSS have hkeron, even Cillon must imply “another somewhat different”
and not ain exact twin. Otherwise, a Messiah exactly like Jesus would
not accomplish all that John, dreamed. H e that cometh (bo
erchdmsnos), in John’s mouth here, means “the Christ.” Was this a
fixed phrase, or, a technical term, used by the Greek-speaking Jews,
at leasr, to mean “the Messiah?” (Cf. Ps. 118:26; Hab. 2:3; Mal. 3:l;
Dan. 7:13 with Mt. 21:9 and parallels; 23:39; Lu. 13:35; Jn. 1:15[?1;
3:31; 6:14; 11:27; Heb. 10:37; Rev. 1:4, or are these merely coincidences in Greek that prove nothing?) Edersheim, (Life, I, 668) thinks
it not too likely, since Jewish thought ran more to the coming age
ushered in by the Christ. But that John’s question rings with messianic
emphasis is demonstrated by the fact that Jesus’ answer, for those
who have ears to hear it, definitely affirmed Him to be the Christ.
(See below on 11:4-6)
Art thou he that cometh, or look we for another? The
meaning of this surprising question is bound up in the motivation
behind it, so inexrricably interwoven with it that one is incomprehensible without the other. While the obvious import of John’s
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question is whether Jesus be “the Christ)’ in an absolute sense, on
what rational basis could the Baptisr eveli consider possible the
existence of a second “Coming One,” somehow different from Jesus?
Were two Messiahs conceivable in Jewish thought? Indeed, such a
double-Messiah concept was enrirely possible to any Jew who had
not yet seen the full-bIown revelation of the union in one person of
all the many-sided characteristics to be found in the Son of God,
the Son of David, the Suffering Servant of Jehovah, the Prophet, the
High Priest of Melchizedek’s Order, etc. John has too much evidence
to disregard, or refuse, Jesus as the Christ in at least some wonderful
sense, But since He did nor seem to aspire to the positions usually
assigned to the Messiah by popular Jewish expectations, or even by
John’s own reflections on the subject, perhaps John arrived at the
alternate theory of not one unique Messiah, but two. Accordingly,
Jesus would then be partially Messiah in one significant sense, because
He brought to fruition some of the ancient prophecies, but (so John \
may have reasoned) another Coming One would be required to
fulfil the balance of the prophecies, Jesus IS unique, and only a
long-range view of His total ministry would have unveiled what John
could not see,
But before criticizing John ,for having too low a view of Jesus,
let. us appreciate this striking paradox: the Lord of the Universe who
is coming for us, will be so different from the Jesus of Nazareth rememibered by any who knew Him in the flesh that we may almost
describe Him as “Another (of a different kind)!” When we contrast
His past humiliation, His lowly service, His apparent defeats with
majesty and glorious judgment as Icing who will finally bring to pass
the second phase of John’s wonderful predictions, we too begin to
perceive that we also believe that the earthly history of Jesus of
Nazareth is not the whole story, for we, like John, have seen only
His first coming. As in the case of John, so also in ours, the time
element between the first and second comings of Jesus has not keen
revealed. But John perished before discovering what we know, who .
live after Jesus‘ first coming: thar Jesus did not intend to fulfil all
of John’s predictions on His first coming. Ironically, we too are
scanning the heavens for that very “other Christ” about whom John
queried the Lord, that other Messiah who will one day swing the axe
into fruitless trees, purge His threshing floor, gather His grain and
blash the chaff with inextinguishable fire! (Cf. Phil. 2:20, 21; Col.
3:4; 1 Th. 1 : l O ; 3 : 1 3 ; 4:13-18; ‘2 Th, 1:7-10; Tit. 2:13; Heb. 7:2428; 9:27, 28; 1 Jn. 3:2, 3 )
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If that be the meaning of John’s question, what could be the
motivation behind it? The Baptist’s following included widely-scattered
of
men of deep commitmens like Jesus’ early disciples, APO~~OS
Alexandria a d others. (Cf. Jn. 1:35ff.; Ac. 18:24-19:7)
So the
great influence wielded by John over Israel in earlier months could
not now be ignored as his question. is dropped like a live hand
grenade in this public assembly around Jesus. (see Lk. 7:21) If it
be true that John and Jesus were preaching by the same Spirit, as they
had led .others to believe, why is it that one poses this seemingly
embarrassing problem to the Other? Is this now a break in the
monolithic system that these two had hitherto represented? TWO
authentic spokesmen for the same God cannot contradict each other
or call into doubt the other’s message or identity. John’s preplexed
“Are you the Christ-or
not?” rumbled with ominous significance.
Embarrassed disciples of Jesus must have fumed a t this surprise attack
from an unexpected quarter, even as embarrassed commentators today
seek an explanation for this incangruous perplexity tearing at the
heart of John. Why did John ask it?
1. Did he wish perhaps to confirm to his disciples what he himself
had claimed for Jesus?

a. One writer (PHC,XXII, 265) exclaims: “But even so, it
is surprising that his disciples should have such doubts to
clear up. To think that he should have to send them to
the Saviour Himself to settle their minds about Him.
What had been the aim of his preaching amongst those
disciples? What the subject . . . power . . . the effect?
Apparently the very message he came to teach has been
so taught by him as not yet to be learned!” This could
be important, since his disciples had not left him to
follow Jesus as they should have done long before. (See
on Mt. 9:14-17) On the other hqnd, in fairness to them,
it must be said that the fact that he continued to have
disciples may only imply that he continued his work so
long as he was free to make devoted followers whom he
could mold for Jesus. But had they truly understood
John, they would not have crystallized his movement into
a permanent sect during his imprisonment. Perhaps they
tended to do that earlier, but now that he is thrown into
prison for his courageous preaching, his rating in their
estimation zoomed to heroic proportions. Their zeal for
his cause and their eersonal affection made it all the more
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imperative that they NOT leave hiin at this crisis. Their
dogged unwillingness to leave him now, though appreciated
for its human worth, marked the furthest limit of their
progress and sealed his failure. His imprisonment leaves
them without a shepherd capable of guiding them into
further truth or checking their excessive zeal toward secrarianism. There was none but Jesus Himself who could
help them now. According to this view, then, John,
finding himself totally frustrated, unable to continue his
converting people to follow Jesus, sends two of his most
reliable men directly to the Lord in the hope that H e be
able to convince them to follow Him.

b. Objections to this view have been suggested:
(1) There is no necessary evidence that the disciples, on
leaving Jesus to carry the message back to John, even
understood their message. This is not to say that
Jesus’ cryptic words were incomprehensible to the
average person, since we who live in the full light
of His toJal revelation may draw colossal encouragements from them. But those who lived in a period
not yet enlightened by this exposition of truth may
not have grasped His meaning at all very quickly.
The reply itself is better understood upon reflection
and by those steeped in O T Scripture who could
evaluate the evidences herein offered.

( 2 ) Christ’s reply was addressed not to the disciples but
(a) “Go and tell John” (Mt. 1 1 : 4 )
( b ) The blessing is stated in the singular “Blessed
is he” (nzakhids estilz bds. . . .), as if deliberately levelled at John. Admittedly, this singular can be a universal blessing, as the commentary below will show.
(c) Neither Jesus nor John are pretending either to
ask or answer this question. That is, this is
John’s own question, not one put by him in the
mouths of his followers that would express their
doubts. (See Lk. 7:20) Nor does Jesus pretend
to go along with the game by feigning to answer
John while really answering the Baptist’s representatives then in His presence.
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( d ) The psychological need for Jesus’ discourse about
John ( 1 1:7-19) demands explanation if only a
few of his disciples were seeming to waver in
their convictions about Jesus. Jesus’ defense of
John is only plausible on the basis that John
himself needed the defense.
2. Was John beginning to doubt?
a. ,]The psychological justification for this view is strong,
. since a inan facing death cannot afford to be tortured by
questions. He must be certain. He is not afraid to die
but does not intend to die for the wrong thing. Greater
anguish than death is torturing his mind now. Had John
become so discouraged, so humiliated by his imprisonment
that he needed further proof of Jesus’ identity that would
serve to verify even his own ministry to himself? Edersheim ( L i f e , I, 661) seems to hear those stabbing doubts.
Was this the Kingdom he had come to announce
as near at hand; for which he had longed, prayed,
toiled, suffered, utterly denied himself and all that
made life pleasant. . , . Where was the Christ?
Was He the Christ? What was He doing? Was
He eating and drinking all this while with publicans and sinners, when he, the Baptist, was suffering for Him? . . . had he succeeded in anything?
. . . What if, after all, there had been some
terrible mistake on his part? At any rate the
logic of events was against him. He was now
the fast prisoner of that Herod, to whom he had
spoken with authority; in the power of that bold
adulteress, Herodias. . . . It must have been a
terrible hour. . . . At the end of one’s life . . .
to have such a question meeting him as: Art Thou
He; or do we wait for another? Am I right, or
in error and leading others into error? must have
been truly awful.
b. While this view is psychologically possible in light of
“questions that try men’s souls,” nevertheless John’s stern
wilderness preparation, his being inured to hardship by his
lonely vigils in the wilds of Judah, compounded with the
positive identification of Jesus as the Messiah by God,
combine together to render the case too certain to be
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surrendered by doubt now, Nor is John likely to be disloyal or lose courage because he suddenly lost the freedom
to stride up and down the Jordan valley preaching, since
just such persecutions had awaited the great prophets
before him. H e was not unaware of the price for being a
prophet in a wicked and turbulent age. It would be a
greater psychological quirk in John to imagine that he
had forgotten the events of no more than one year previous, which had signalled to him the identity of Jesus,
or that these events were so utterly insignificant to him as
to permit him to entertain such doubts as would mark a
shattering of his faith in the Nazarene. Note:
( 1 ) H e shows great faith by sending to JESUS for information, willing to accept whatever answer H e gave.
( 2 ) H e perhaps doubted his own conclusions and asks
Jesus in real humility how his own message about
Jesus could harmonize with Jesus’ actual fulfilment
of that message.
( 3 ) H e surely knew that a false Christ would never admit
to being an imposter.
( 4 ) John may be a bit impatient with Jesus’ slow, gentle
ministry, wishing He would make more obvious progress but John’s very approach proves John’s extreme
confidence in Jesus: Jesus would answer this question
well and must answer in such a way as to bring
action.
( 5 ) John’s last public word eloquently declares his faith
from his prison cell: “Go ask JESUS! H e knows the
answers that can save us!”
3. Or perhaps the Lord’s herald longed for clarification of something in the mission of Jesus that was not at all clear to him.
a. Inspiration on some subjects, after all, does not mean
omniscience on all. The possession of great visions or the
ability to work miracles does not override the power to
reason. This question, accordingly, is not a failure of
confidence or of John‘s personal faith, since John sends
his disciples directly to Jesus and to no one else. The
main thrust of his evangelism had been a call to repentance in view of the coming judgment at the hands
of the Messiah. Jesus, although indubitably marked as
God’s Anointed One, was using methods clearly (to John)
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contrasting with, if not contradicting, his predictions. Further, while certain features of the Lord’s first and second
comings were revealed to and through John, yet the
Baptist’s recorded messages give no hint that the Messiah
was actually to appear two times on earth, at times separated as widely as several tnilleniums. (Cf. Mt. 3: 1-12;
Mk. 1:2-8; Lk. 3:l-18; Jn. 1:19-34; 3:25-36) If these
facts were disclosed only by later revelations, it is not
burprising that this caged lion did not know them, hence
”needed clarifications on many points. (Cf. Ac. 1:6)
b. Objection to this view is seen in the exceeding (if not,
exaggerated ) forcefulness of John’s phrasing. The imperious,
almost judicial tone of John demands that his inquiry be
interpreted as something more than a simple, gentle request for information, How could a humble, trusting
disciple, like John is here supposed to be, even dare to
admit his own inner turmoil by comparing Jesus with
“another (that cometh)”? No, there is too much bite, too
much ill-disguised impatience with Jesus, in that phrasing.
Interestingly enough, Jesus’ reply provides John with no
new information that would clarify Jesus’ program which
had so puzzled the prisoner. Rather he calls John back
to reconsider the old evidence furnished by the miracles,
the ancient prophecies and the responsibility to trust God
, 13
despite one’s own incomplete understanding.
4. Was John impatient?
a. This is a young man’s reaction: John was burning to see
some action! ( H e was only six months older than the
.
Lord Himself. Cf. Lk. 1:36, 56; 2 : l - 7 ) Absolutely convinced that his Cousin was God’s Messiah, John could not
fathom why Jesus was not making more progress, why
H e was not claiming a more indisputably prominent position, why H e had not yet destroyed such iniquitous chaff
as Herod Antipas and Herodias. How futilely inconsistent
it seemed to John for Jesus to do “the works of the
Christ” and not establish a Messianic throne in Zion! Even
though John himself had predicted the great messianic
works of grace (“Holy Spirit,” Mt. 3 : l l ; “gather wheat
into garner” Mt. 3:12; show all men “the salvation of
God” Lk. 3:6), yet Jesus’ actual service seemed all grace
and no judgment, so John was impatient, Just a single

,
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word from Jesus could destroy the wicked rulers, unite the
righteous, free John and usher in the kingdom of God!
His question, then, may be paraphrased with the rude
expression: “Are you really the Christ, or are we going
to have to find someone else to do the job?” With this
kind, of prodding, John determined to pressure Jesus into
changing the fundamental nature of His program from a
slow, gentle ministry of patient mercy to one of fiery
judgment. This reveals John’s tactical reason for making
this question and, consequently, its answer, as public as
possible. Had the disciples asked Jesus the same question
privately, it would not have had the same psychological
pressure to force Him to answer it decisively, as it did
publicly. John could foresee that both friends and critics
would hear it, would be intensely interested in His reply
and move in closer to see and hear how Jesus reacted.
The result would be increased pressure on Jesus to declare
Himself openly and, presumably, get on with the business
of bringing in the messianic kingdom.
b. Objections 40 this view are not easy, since this explanation
combinks the fierce love of John for Jesus, his total
confidence in His ability, his imperious familiarity (he felt
that he could talk to Jesus that way and get away with i t ) ,
his zeal for God‘s Kingdom and righteousness. One objection to this as the exclusive meaning of John’s question,
is the fact that Jesus’ answer is adaptable to all four
possibilities in one way or another. (See below under
“the evidential value of this section.“)
While it is not easy to reject absolutely any of these suggestions,
because a plausible case can be made for each, yet the psychological
probabilities lie more clearly with the last one.
EVIDENTIAL VALUE OF THIS SECTION

The significance of the presence of this very incident in the
Eible lies in two directions:
1. The internal value: Could this narrative be the unmasking of
a cunning devised fable? It would be presumed that the
great messianic herald could not have become so thoroughly
disappointed in Jesus as to pose Him this impatient question!
Which part is true then: the narrative of John’s earlier testimony to Jesus’ Messiahship, or this one which tells of his
misgivings? Bur this very record, which bares the weakness
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of this strong man, could have no sense except in light of his
previous witness to Jesus. This ignorance, this impatience
is precisely what we should expect from one who said all that
John had previously preached. Edersheim, (Life, I, GG8 ) notes:
When he sent his disciples with this question straight
to Christ, he had already conquered; for such a
question addressed to a possibly false Messiah has
no meaning.
So ,&is astounding question harmonizes perfectly with what is
known of John earlier, and the testimony of Scripture which
contaips both accounts stands so much stronger for including
both in the narrative.
2. This question posed by John is our question too! Is Jesus
the final .revelation of God, or not? Is there someone else
besides Jesus with whom we shall have to do? Whether we
need help in convincing others, or whether we are plagued
with doubts of our own, whether we think that we need
clarification when we should rathpr trust Him despite our
limited knowledge, or whether we are impatient for tid
to do something about evil in the world, .whatever our preplexity, Jesus’ answer fits our need perfectly! John’s perplexity
furnished the occasion for Jesus to answer the heart-cry of
all thinking men: “Are you God’s last word, the ultimate
reglity, or must we turn to Another for the satisfaction of our
soul’s deepest need?”
3. One other detail that portrays the stark realism in this section
was noticed by Foster (SLC, 1955, 404) :
W e do not envy those two disciples the task which
had been assigned to them. As they stood in the
great throng and watched the amazing miracles of
Jesus and heard His thrilling sermon, they must have found it very difficult to persuade themselves
to move to the front and actually ask Jesus such
questions that challenged His whole campaign. Rut
their devotion to John and the recollection of his
command in prison and the certainty of his imminent death, if Christ did not come to his rescue,
made them bold to speak. , . These were the questions uppermost in the minds of all the people. They
must have been stirred to the depths of their hearts
as they heard John’s disciples ask these questions.

.
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They must have pressed a little closer to hear the
discussion, for these were the very things they themselves wanted to know.

11. CHRISIT CONVINCES AND CAUTIONS HIS
CAPTIVE COMRADE ( 11:4-6)
However anguishing this question must have been to Jesus,
coming as it does from a man who, given his extraordinary privileges
to know more than others, should have responded better, yet with
inimitable gentleness, understanding and sympathy, the Lord formed
His reply to John. He grasped perfectly the torture of the Gethsemane
out of which His famous cousin cried, He knew every hour of
anguish John was then enduring down in the dank cell of Machaerus.
Though this impatient question challenges Jesus’ whole course of action,
though curious, critical crowds by their very presence add to the
pressure on Him, the Lord is Master of Himself! With consummate
patience and wisdom He worded His strongly suggestive yet modest
answer. As to the substance He provided a decisive conclusion to
John’s query, while not directly committing Himself on this crucial
issue. This fact, however, suggests another mystery: Why did not
Jesus just say, “Yes, John, I am the Christ” and be done with it?
1. Because to respond directly to THIS question in the presence
of THESE multitudes (Mt. 11:7), would have meant that
Jesus must openly declare Himself to be the Messiah (was
John counting upon that eventuality? ) , even though the
popular crowd would not have understood the true, spiritual
meaning thar the Lord would have wanted to communicate
by that term. The crowd would have accepted Him as Jewish
Messiah and crowned Him to be such a king as they desired.
But this very act would have turned Him into their slave,
reducing His grand mission to a rule over a tiny, insignificant
kingdom and would have made Him dependent upon their
extremely restricted conception of the m e Messiahship as
God had intended it. Jesus could not have answered John’s
question directly and openly before that mob, because to
have done so would have instantly compromised His entire
spiritual mission.
2. He did not answer John with a simple affirmation unsupported
by ulterior evidences, because to have done this would still
have left doubts in the mind of John. Any imposter could
have claimed, “Yes, I am the Christ.’’
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3. Jesus answered the way He did, because John’s true need was
not for an answer that would have made him believe in
Jesus on the h s i s of a mathematical certainty. John needed
to trust Jesus on the basis of the firmly established evidences
already available to him. John did not at this point need
intellectual debate or overwhelming argument that forced him
to have a helpless confidence in Jesus’ program. He must
now stand fast, confident of the proofs already given, and SO
explience the real meaning of faith.
Luke, ai this point, includes a striking detail that serves as
background for Jesus’ proof: “In that hour He cured many of
diseases, plagues and evil spirits. On many that were blind he bestowed sight.” (Lk. 7 : 2 1 ) Did Jesus do this on purpose with the
specific end in view to make John’s disciples eyewitnesses? Did He
make John’s disciples wait for His reply while, unpertmrbed, He
continued His healing? If so, Jesus’ self-mastery is thrown into even
greater relief, since He deliberately lets John’s question float lazily
over that excited crowd while, all unruffled, Jesus calmly goes about
His work as if nothing at all had occurred, but fully knowing that
the tension in the crowd is growing to fever pitch: they too must
hear the full answer to that question. Instead of shouting to get their
attention, as was sometimes necessary (see Mt. 15:lO; Mk. 8:34), He
lets Johin’s explosive demand agitate the crowds into moving in closer
and quietigg, down to hear. When they were fully ready He made
His move:
11:4 And Jesus answered and said unto them, a6 and
tell John the things which ye hear and see:
11:5 The blind receive their sight,
:’and the lame walk,
the lepers are cleansed,
/
and the deaf hear,
and the dead are raised up,
and the poor have good tidings preached to them.
THIS is a fit answer for the fuming ,campaigner down in Herod‘s
prison? Here he had expected a drastic change in the Messiah’s
program which would violently overthrow God’s enemies and get the
Messiah’s Kingdom underway, and this is the best excuse the Messiah
Himself can give for His amazing lack of progress in that direction!
His response is almost anticlimatic for people who were aching for
a positive statement. But let their tempers cool, let them examine
the indisputable evidence to feel the force of this brilliant argumenta-
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tion! Jesus’ proof of His identity i s all the stronger because He i s
deliberately understating His evidence! Notice further that He sends
no list of philosophical arguments why John (or anyone else) should
believe Him to be the unique Messiah fully in control of His proper
mission. Rather, He orders the two messengers to report to John
what is happening, what He himself is doing. Jesus unconditionally
applies to Himself, and invites John to subject Him to, the acid test
of deeds and results, a test He will later (see on v. 19b) put into
the hands of His critics. The Lord wished to be measured not only
by the power of His talk. He constantly pointed to His “works,”
His deeds which identify Him to be God’s final representative. (Cf.
Jn. 14:10, 11; 10:37, 38) In other words, Jesus repeats for John
the Baptist the very same evidences given to everyone. The Lord
is not partial, giving to some special help not also available to any
other. This fact is crucial, since the answer of Jesus will contain
the all-sufficient proof that should identify Him to any man anywhere.
What is this answer?
1. EVIDENCE of His identity and consequent right to exwt
unwavering allegiance: the miracles.
a. Done in the presence of hundreds of eyewirnesses, including John’s disciples, they could not be gainsaid. (Lk.
7:21) They were not a matter of hear-say evidence.
b. Jesus claimed to work miracles. (Mt. 11:4, 5; Lk. 7:21, 22)
The fact that He states only what occurs to the afflicted,
leaving it to John’s disciples to add that Jesus is actually
working these prodigious miracles, does , not derract from
this emphatic declaration. Let those eclectics who think
they belieye Jesus’ words but, ironically, reject His miracles,
consider this affirmation! (See the special study on
Miracles.) The impressive list of miracles cited argues
how extensive and how commonly known was the proof
Jesus had provided the nation as a foundation for settling
just such a question as now s t o d before Him!
c. The impact of this evidence lies in the fact that the
miracles could only have been done by the power and
with the approval of God. They becaple, thus, the authenticating stamp of approval upon the precise course followed
by Jesus. This fact alone rebukes both doubt and impatience.
d. For the doubters of our age it is well to remember with
Plummer (Me,203) that
.
I
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It is clear, not only that Luke and Matthew understand Jesus to refer to bodily and not spiritual
healings, but that they are right in doing so.
John’s messengers had not “seen and heard” Christ
healing the spiritually blind and the morally
leprous. Moreover, what need to add flt6choi
emggefilizofitk, if all that precedes refers to the
preaching of the good tidings? It is unnatural to
express the same fact, first by a series of meta1
phors, and then literally. All the clauses should
’
be taken literally.
‘.
e. While it is true that the works of healing would prove
no more than Jesus was a great prophet, nevertheless they
were (not unexplained wonders unconnected from a wellknown schema of revelation that runs though the 0“
right up to Christ. Nor were they unconnected from what
Jesus was saying about Himself. As proof, they do not
make Jesus’ claims or His teaching true, but they are the
attestation of God that His claims are well-founded and
His teaching God’s. Since, then, Jesus claimed to be more
than merely a great Prophet, His miracles attest God‘s
approval of Jesus’ affirmations about Himself. - His wonders
and signs are God‘s way of testifying that Jesus’ highest
: $claims are true. (Cf. Jn. 4:25, 26, 42; 8:12, 24, 31, 32 etc.)
8 3

I

2. EVIDENCE by implication from the nature of the miracks rhemselves. Because Jesus’ miracles are directly linked to God‘s
. . preparation for His coming, worked out in the OT prophets,
it is not surprising to hear Him describe His ministry by
using snatches of prophetic passages. (Cf.Isa. 29:18, 19; 35:57; 61:l-3 with Lk. ,4:18-21) Jesus’ choice of words are no
mere recitation of facts, made more singular by the fact that
He omits explicit mention of His own great part in this.
His recital concludes with the most sublimely cryptic words,
that would have almost no meaning for someone not in tune
with OT prophecies: “The poor have good tidings prwched
to them.” But to the man well-read in Isaiah, this simple
phrase speaks volumes: “Reexamine what the prophets had
predicted the Christ would do!” By implication Jesus is
saying that the OT prophets had predicted just such a ministry
as that in which He w a s then engaged. So doing, the Lord
drives John right back to his Bible to reconsider the prophets’
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message in order to see the perfect harmony ‘between His
program and their predictions concerning the Messiah,

3,

from the unworldly nature of His ministry: The
poor have good tidings preached to them. John had
already heard of (the miracles ( 11:2) and much of His procedure (Lk. 7:18), so much of Jesus’ present answer was
not new to him. But it was superbly Messianic and unfortunately new that the impoverished, the afflicted, the meek,
the humble, the “inferior,” in short, the common people should
be the special object of divine care. This concern for the
weak, those who do not count, who cannot pay, whose voice
is too weak to cry aloud for help, this genuine concern that
brings a Royal Gospel to these without money or price, is
cemarkable proof of its divine origin. (Cf. Isa. 11:4; 29:19;
To borrow Plummer’s
32:7; 55:lff.; Rev. 21:6; 22:17)
vivid expression (Lake, 203), “The poor, whom the Greek
despised and the Roman trampled on, and who the priests and
the Levite left on one side,” commonly neglected or exploited
as worthless and ignorant, are now, by God‘s special choice
and the Messiah‘s efforts, brought into the Kingdom of God.
(Cf, Jas. 2:5, 6; Lk. 6:20) This simple phrase (“the p r
receive the Gospel”) measures the distance that separated
Jesus’ messiahhip from the common Jewish concept, and
demonstrates how completely Jesus was proceeding in perfect
harmony with God’s plans.
Several commentators note that Jesus’ rehearsal of His
Messianic accomplishments rises dramatically from common
miracles of healing to (what would seem to us to be) the
crowning miracle, resurrection of the dead. What could be
higher or of more value t h a n , this? But Jesus continues in
climactic fashion, finishing by estimating the proclamation
of the gospel t o the poor as above all miracles generally,
superior even to the power to resurrect the dead! If this be
correct, from an apologetic standpoint, it is most interesting.
Among peoples whose sacred literature abounds in unexplained
wonders and to whom miracles in legends is the rule rather
than the exception, as well as among skeptical peoples who
have lived to see the exposure of counterfeits and frauds,
there is especially needed one other crowning proof of the
divine origin of the message of Christ. Here the Master
furnishes that critical proof. The sheer genius behind His
EVIDENCE
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choice of this evidence is the fact that, while miracles and
signs can be counterfeited by any pretended prophet, it is
not likely that human selfishness in the prophet himself
would permit him to counterfeit a tender, long-suffering
sympathy for helpless sufferers who can in no way remunerate
Him. Compassion of this kind does not belong to this world.
It marks itself instantly as divine.
Here again, Jesus submits Himself to the test of time. He
is killing not only to point to His miraculous works which
already tell us so much about Him. More than this, He
underlines the value of the long-range estimate of His life
and ministry. It is as though Jesus had said, “My miracles
identify my Messiahship as truly divine; my concern for the
poor marks my ministry as humane iln its highest sense.”
The Lord Jesus fully understood the absolute essentiality of all three
proofs of the divine authenticity of His message and mission, and
His Church ignores any one of them to her peril! Church history is
spatted with overemphasis or crass ignorance of one or more of these
evidences: miracles, prophecy or genuine humalnity to man in its
highest sense. Later (15:l-20) Jesus will thunder, to the Pharisees
a lesson we can learn here: ‘No religion, regardless of its pretended
origin and miraculous proofs, can call itself divine if it makes a man
mean, inhuman, or i’ndifferent to the weak!”
answer returned to John, significant ior its absence is
any reference to judgment and vengeance. (Cf. ha. 35:4) This
omission is meaningful, since John must have been straining to hear
just these very words. His silence on this subject says ‘to John, “Be
patient: I am proclaiming the year of the Lord’s favor now. One day
I will announce the day of the vengeance of our God. But not yet.”
Even though He breathes not a word to John about the fiery vengeance
of the Messiah upon the wicked, He not only ,refuses to side-step the
issue, but solemnly declares Himself openly to the multitudes, (See
on 11:20-24)
l l : 6 A n d blessed is he, whosoever s h a l l f i n d no occasion
of s t u m b l i n g i n me. There is something strangely ominous about
this tender beatitude. While it possesses all the gentle persuasion
of a blessing, its gentleness lies in its form not its content! Expressed
as a benediction, its antithesis is clear: “Woe be to the man who is
so disappointed by me that he ceases to trust me and so is lost!” So
certain is Jesus that He would become a “stone that will make men
stumble, a rock that will make them fall,” and misunderstood by the
486
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majority of the people, that He issues this warning sheathed in a
blessing. (Cf, 1 Pet, 2:8; Isa. 8:14, 15; Mt. 8 : 3 4 ; 13:57; 26:31; Jn.
6:60, 61; 1 Co, 1:22-25) What kind of Messiah is Jesus going to be,
if not to be shocked by Hiin is seen a5 something especially blessed?
But the very reason for framing His warning in the form of a blessing
at this point, points to the very need of John and everyone else who
would be scandalized by Jesus. Even the most satisfyingly persuasive
miracle will fail to convince anyone unless his mind is open, willing ro
be won over, unless his prejudices are laid aside in favor of a new
love. This appealing gentleness of Jesus is deliberately calculated to
open the mind and close the sale, This approach is the more psycliologically sound and effective because of the long-standing preconceived
notions men have about what God’s Messiah has to say and be.
Rather than shout and pound His fist, ramming His point home (as
was sometimes the case and necessdy so), the Lord intentionally uses
“sofr-sell,” understating His evidence, weakening His cause in the
eyes of all neo-Maccabeans, quietly closing with a patient refusal to
change anything.
How could John the Baptist, of all people, possibly have been
scandalized by Him? That this is no remote possibility is amply
proven by considering what evidence John had already been given,
evidence that should have sufficed to allay any doubts and calm all
impatience. John is seriously tempted to ignore the clear voice of
God speaking directly to him from heaven and the visible descent
of the Holy Spirit upon the Master. What greater evidence could
another Christ give, if these were the credentiaIs that certified Jesus?
What in John would cause such profound dissatisfaotion with Jesus
that lowered Jesus in his esteem to be something less than the Coming
One? These perplexities may be resolved by posing another question:
Why should any person be disappointed in Jesus?
1. The Lord failed the Zealots by not formimng a liberation army
against the Romans.
2, Jesus did not interest the rich, self-sufficient Sadducees because
of His humble birth, lack of proper rabbinical accredimtion
and because of (ultimately) unpopular religious, social and
political views.
3. He turned off all the popular enthusiasts, since His entire
program failed to support coininonly held preconceptions.
4. He shocked the leaders of established religion, the Pharisees,
by opposing the rabbis, whose position was held in maximum
reverence by the Hebrews themselves.
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5. He lost the ear of the grand majority by not blessing what
they wanted, did not do what they pleased, nor catered to
their whims.
Another (PHC, XXII, 273), adhering more closely to John's personal
problem, analyzes the reasons for being offended by Jesus:
1. The pecuhrities of early education often give rise to this
temptation of offence in Christ. . . . W e too have the
prejudiqs of our own special education and standpoint.
2. This temptation is sometimes connected with the fact that
Christ seems to abandon His friends to the most m e 1 suffering
and oppression. The unbelief that starts In suffering, rather
than in a syllogism of the scribe has a special claim to sympathy and patient love. . . Do we not sometimes fall into
the temptation of thinking that Christ under-estimates our
temporal well-being?
3. The limitations that hem in our love of the excitements and
activities of public service often give rise to this peril.
Possibly we feel within us a capacity for effective religious
enterprise, from the exercise of which we are cut off by some
embarrassing condition in our lives.
4. This peril sometimes springs up because our knowledge of
Christ comes through indirect and prejudked channels.
This'offence may arise in us because we have to view Christ,
in some of His telations, through crude, ignoble, small-minded
representatives.
A man will always be discouraged with Jesus if he thinks that he
himself kqows best. Unless we hold lightly and tentatively our views
about what the Kingdom of God has to be, unless there is a definitely
humble willingness to learn from Jesus, an intelligent flexibility and
intellectual honesty about our own great ignorance, when Jesus Christ
cuts across OUR ideas, we are in for a shock! So John, too, could
have ' k e n scandalized by holding tenaciously to his own ccmcept of
the Messiah. But like any prejudice, his concept represented only a
partial vision of the truth. Had John known all the truth about Jesus,
he probably would not have dashed off this question. Nevertheless,
it was this PARTIAL vision, this INADEQUATE understanding which
would c a w John to disbelieve, if he clung blindly to it. Not only
John, but any man, definitely stands in danger of stumbling into the
same fatal error of rejecting the claims of Jesus because they do not
suit his own views.

.
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To him and to all, Jesus would say, “Though I may not seem ro
be moving rapidly enough in the right directions to suit the views,
tastes and ambitions of many people, I know where I am going. I
know best how to plan my Kingdom. I do not intend to change my
pace or my course, even though this will mean that many, who are
unwilling to trust me to know what I am about, will be left shaken,
will walk away in disgust and never come back, Happy is the man
who can stand the shock when my methods, my manners, my message
and my mission collide with his opinions about them. Blessed indeed
is the man who can trust me perfectly, who can see me for what I really
am, accept me for what I am really doing, even though he does not
understand why,-who can do all that and not doubt!”
This simple beatitude is a call to trust Jesus to know what H e is
doing, for only this unhesitating childlike confidence will keep us
from falling (see on 11:25). Only a disciple can keep from falling;
the wise and understanding, who know too much to accept things as
Jesus presents them, will always stumble.
The Bible writers do not provide us the sequel to this incident,
leaving us thus with unanswered questions: how did John react to the
mysterious message repeated to him by his couriers? Did he plummet
into further despair at what must have seemed (humanly speaking)
to be the failure of his attempt to get answers and action out of
Jesus? In light of the Judge’s praise (see on 11:7-19), it is more
probable that he plunged into profounder reflection u p o ~the
~ ~whole
,
burden of the prophetic message, and, like the very prophets themselves whom he read, bowed his head in perplexity, struggling with
the meaning of it all. ( 1 Pet. 1:10, 11) In a world of limited
knowledge, vast ignorance and imperfect justice, ruled by a patient
God who will have all men come to repentance, John had to learn
what it means to cry: “Not my will but thine be done!” It required
a sinewy, tough-minded trust to hold John steady as he lay in his
dungeon, captive, doomed and alone, yes, but blessed, and not offended
by Jesus.
Offended. Jesus’ personnl example speaks volumes on the subject
of causing one’s neighbor to stumble. H e was the greatest stumblingblock the Jews were ever to know. (Cf, 1 Pet. 2:4-8; 1 Co. 1:23)
His mode of life, His message of mercy, the speed and direction with
which He conducted His ministry, His view of the Messiahship were
all good things that definitely caused many of His own people SO
utterly to fall that they never rose again to believe Him or follow
Him further. Nevertheless, the Lord did not change one iota of
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His program or life-style in order to keep that from happening. NO
one was more sensitive to the weaknesses of rhe little ones than He,
yet H e did not swerve from the path of righteousness, even though He
knew this to be a collision course with popular error. He also knew
that H e cbuld not win over everyone, but this realization did nor at
all lessen the heartbreak nor keep Him from trying. (Cf. Mt. 7:13, 14
with 23:37) But this beatitude (11.6) by its very existence represents a hard look at the probabilities and marks as particularly blessed
those remark>able individuals who trust Him enough to swallow their
disappointment and remain Hi5 disciples.

111. CHRIST’S CHARITABLE COMMENDATION OF THE
CONSCIENTIOUS CHAMPION ( 11:7-11)
11:7 And a s these went their way, Jesus began to say
unto the multitudes
, Observe how Jesus permits John’s messengers to get well out of earshot before taking up the line of thought
that follows. H e may have done this deliberately for two reasons:
1. The multitude themselves needed to reflect deeply on (what
must have seemed to them) the mysterious message sent to
the Baptist. It is as if Jesus were feeding them in two
courses, giving ample time to digest the information, before
giving them more.
2. Further, had John’s messengers overheard Christ’s high praise
fokl John and reported it to him, this might have tended to
cancel the effectiveness of the evidence Jesus gave him. So
it is best that they not hear this commendation, Many men
are very tough-skinned against all manner of abuse or reviling,
but have EO effective defense asainst the negative effects of
praise. They immediately puff up, their eyes swell shut,
hindering [hem from seeing themselves objectively in light
of that praise.
If Jesus’ message to John contained any rebuke or suggestion that
the Baptist were less praiseworthy, then Plummer’s remark (Mutthew,
161) is to the point:

..

In society men are commonly praised to their face or the
faces of their friends, and blamed behind their backs. Jesus
does the opposite. , , .

-

Jesus began to say unto the multitudes concerning
John
It was John, not his disciples or anyone else in particular,
who had fired that explosive question. It was John to whom Jesus

...
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returned a simple, conclusive answer. Now it is John concerning
whom the Lord addresses the crowds. But why did Jesus feel I l e
needed to speak about His herald in THIS way at TIiIS time?
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1, Because John's question might have caused the mulrirudes to
feel that the great prophet was having a crisis of faith if
he is driven to ask this question so ambiguously full of doubt.
Is John himself now failing? If so, the people would certainly
be tempted to reevaluate, and perhaps even reject, John's
message upon which Jesus' own mission was based. Although
Jesus had refused to answer John's impatient demand directly,
and although His veiled rebuke might be interpreted by some
to mean that the desert preacher is no longer worthy of
notice or honor, Jesus immediately corrects such a notion.
Although one doubt, if strongly held, can unmake a character,
and although a bossy impatience can destroy childlike trust and
humble service, yet neither one doubt nor zealous impatience
mean that John has fallen. Jesus leaps immediately to his
defense, ,clearing him of unwarranted suspicion. In fact, H e
does more: He sought to sustain their former confidence in
John and rekindle their initial admiration for him.
2. Because Jesus needed to attenuate the apparent difference
between the view of John the Baptist and His own with
regard to the Messiahship. The crowds, ignorant of the real
relationship existing between John and Jesus (Jesus is John's
Lord), might have tended to misinterpret this rift as merely
the schism between two equal teachers. Jesus must now
defend the God-given mission of John, show its limitation
and its difference from His own mission, and then push
the crowds to decide about both. Note how some of the
implications of this text demand of Jesus that H e possess
absolute divine authority in order for Him to make the statements H e does, This fact could not have escaped the notice
of at least some in the crowd.
3. The impatient, somewhat critical undercurrent of the Baptist's
question could not help but stimulate people to take a serious,
more critical look at John or Jesus or both. Perhaps Jesus,
who knows men's hearts could read the unfriendly criticism
and honest puzzling written there: "Say, John's right: if Jesus
be the Messiah, then why does H e move forward so meekly,
enduring the reviling and the murderous scheming of His
enemies? And how could He leave John to rot in H e r d s
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dungeon; When is He going to get this Kingdom of God
moving, claim the Messianic throne for Himself and begin to
rule the world?” The anguished question out of this dungeon
turned the multitude to examining the claims of Jesus, since
the phrasing of the qtiestion concentrates all the various aspects
of the mission of Jesus into one burning issue to be resolved
immediately without embarrassment or hesitation. It became
an insrant issue to be dealt with by visible proof and cogent
argument that would justify all that Jesus had been claiming
for Himself. The comprehension and conscience of the people
was thus thrown into crisis, since they too needed to decide
about this same issue.
4. Jesus could never have deprecated the mission of John without
at the same time undermining His own ministry, since John’s
work preparatory to Christ’s coming had been perfectly valid
for its purpose. Jesus came not to destroy the law or the
prophets but to fulfill them, and John was the last of the
John had
great prophets! (11:13; see on Mt. 5:17;20)
initiated this exciting discussion by asking, in’ effect: “Who
are you?” but Jesus fully answers this question before the
multitudes by demanding, “Who is John the Baptist?” For
only those who accept John the Baptist at full value can vuly
appreciate who Jesus is. (See on 11:14, 15)
W h o wax‘ John the Baptist! While many had dismissed him from
their minds as an ill-dressed, brassy-voiced, low-country evangelist, the
Son of God has quite another estimate. With a mighty barrage of
thought-provoking questions, He provides a strong rebuttal to any
criticisms of John’s person or ministry entertained by the crowds.
~

What went ye out into the wilderness to behold? Why
did Jesus begin His message on John with a series of questions?
1. Because questions arouse in the listeners an interest in what
Jesus will say later. An affirmation does not engross the attention quite so well as does a short barrage of questions.
Yet, since these are rhetorical questions, Jesus IS m’aking a
series of most striking observations.
2. Even though these are rhetorical questions, yet by theimr very
nature they make the audience take a position about John
and about themselves. They ask “What was it in you yourselves that prompted you to trek out into the wastelands of
Judea? What was it about John that so stirred your souls?”
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From Jesus’ use of past tense verbs (exihhede, all three rimes, translated
“you went out”) it becomes obvious that H e is hammering on the
folks’ memory of what they saw at the time they originally went out
to hear John ilt the Jordan River. These questions, then, refer to
what John was at that time, Further, since Jesus makes no exceptions
or reservations about him, He definitely implies that John never has
been, or has yet become, anything else but what they have always
known him to be, a towering rock of spiritual power, moral courage
and unwavering godliness. It is clear that this is Jesus’ evaluation.
The mere fact that the Baptist is now perplexed about the program
of the Master in no way reduces that estimate. The fact that he is
in prison and is not whining for miraculous release as the price for his
trust in Jesus re-doubles the force of this impression.
The Lard’s praise for the forerunner and his work, given especially
at this juncture, is excellent evidence of the authenticity of the fact
itself, as Edersheim (Life, I, 669) has it:
CHAPTER ELEVEN

He to Whom John had formerly borne testimony, now bore
testimony to him; and tkat, not in the hour when John had
testified for Him, but when his testimony had wavered and
almost failed. Tbis is the opposite of what one might expected,
if the narrative had been a fiction, while it is exactly what
we might expect if the narrative be true.
The Master nurtured a deep respect for His herald, ever speaking of
him with generous appreciation. (Cf. Jn. 5: 30-35) Bruce ’ ( T r h h g ,
71 ) comments:
John reciprocated these kindly feelings, and had no sympathy
with the petty jealousies in which his disciples sometimes
indulged. The two great ones, both of them censured for
different reasons by their degenerate contemporaries, ever spoke
of each other to their disciples and to the public in terms
of affectionate respect; the lesser light magnanimously confessing his inferiority, the greater magnifying the worth of
His humble fellow-servant. What a refreshing contrast was
thus presented to the mean passions of envy, prejudice and
detraction in other quarters, under whose malign influence
men of whom better things might have been expected spoke
of John as a madman, and of Jesus as immoral and profane!
But this battery of questions is most impressive. As the Lord
probes for an answer, offering alternatives, H e is making the multitudes
answer that question: “What did you go out to see?” As a master
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orator, Jesus punches out a simple outline, eliminating unworthy
alternatives: “Not this, not this, but that, and even more than that.”
Study His outline: “Who is John the Baptist?”
1. Certainly not a fickle sychophant (v. 7 )
2. Certainly not a dapper courtier living luxuriously (v. 8)
3. But rather a prophet of God (v. 9)
4. More than this, he’s the personal messenger of Jahveh (v. 10)
5. H e i s the greatest of the race (v. l l a )
6. Transition to Jesus’ relevations on the Kingdom: “Yet he’s inferior to the humblest Christians.” (v. l l b )
So doing, H e zooms in one one major worthwhile reason for conimending John. Having confirmed it, He used it as a springboard
from which to launch His relevations concerning the true office and
ministry of the Baptist. But before He could do this, He must assure
Himself of the crowd’s sharing the same footing, the same fundamental
appreciation of John.

A. A CHANGELING’S CHARACTER?
His first question cracks like a rifle-shot: a reed shaken with
the wind? Is Jesus flaying their present criticisms, doubts and
worldly ambitions with withering scorn and sarcasm, or is this a calm,
reasoned defense? Some take Jesus’ words literally; others, metaphor ically :
1. Literally: “You would have found many such canes out there
in the desert along the Jordan River, but would a tall reed
waving and bent by every wind have really so attracted your
attention so fixedly as to drive you out there to see it?”
”Tall reeds are the most common sight along the Jordan River,
but are not so mwvellous as to lure crowds out into the
wilderness. The very fact that people did go out proves the
extraordinariness of John. People would hardly cross the street
to see the kind of person they could meet any day, not to
mention trekking miles throu%h wilderness country.
2. Figzlrothely: The very fact that Jesus offers this obvious
metaphor for weakness and instability indicates that He really
advocates the opposite: “No, you went out into the wilderness because you expected and found a rock of a man, a giant
of unswerving fidelity and moral power in the face of great
personal difficulties. No fickleness of spirit would have so
commanded your attention. That man dared stand firm against
the Pharisees and unmasked their hypocrisy! He fearlessly
Y
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rebuked sin, though the king himself were the sinner, even
when his own fireedom, yes, his own life hung in the balance!”

The audience’s moral sense was awakened. If John had been a man
who easily yielded to popular opinion, bending with it because he has
no solid convictions of hi,s own, then why is he at this very minute
down in Herod‘s prison? He is there because he would not compromise, because he could not shut his eyes to what the Jewish religionists
had not the moral stamina to denounce and about which the silent
‘
majority stayed silent, because they were just plain afraid.
But Jesus is not merely defending John here; His attack is also
aimed at the weakness and failure of the whole nation. The whole
Jewish nation was made up of reeds swayihg before popular curreats,
but John did not sway! Here is written the quality of the moral
fiber of his real faith and piety. His was a non-conformity in things
that count.
, B. A COURTIER’SCOSTUME?

11:8 But what went ye out t o see? a man clothed in

soft raiment? Behold, they that wear soft raiment are in
kings’ houses. While His audience is still reeling under the first
salvo, Jesus rams home another. Again His words have been raken,
1. Lkwally: “You might have been attracted to the wilderness
to see such a man. But let’s be firank: you would not have
found such a man where John was actually preaching! Dapper
courtiers are to be found in kings’ palaces, not ih“ the badlands of Judea. Realistically, a wilderness pilgrimage is totally
unnecessary for those who would see luxurious worldlings. You
would not have had to go very far to observe pliant, flattering
courtiers fawning before Herod.” Jesus’ sparkling figure of
speech is the very antithesis of John‘s actual manner: his
austere diet and desert dress and personal discipline, his entire
renunciation of self, even in things entirely legitimate, damn
‘
the heresy that ease of living is life’s highest expression and
goal. With no thought for his own personal comfort or advancement, his whole life was concentrated on being a “Voice
crying in the wilderness.“
2. Figzlrdtbely: The phcrases, soft raiment, king’s houses (or
courts) and live in luxury (Lk. 7:25), strongly suggest
a person who knows the courtier’s art of flattering kings
whereby one secures to himself royal favor and promotions.
”he kony of Jesus’ words would strike hard at the conscience
of the wavering multitudes, since they had humbly and joyously
I
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accepted John’s coming and message precisely because John
was NOT a yes-man for any earthly ruler. He stood head and
shoulders above common man, attracting admiration because
he could not be bought by royal favors. His unswerving
fidelity to God and to His Word drove him as God‘s ambassador to take up the dangerous occupation of telling the
truth to kings.
The crowd knew that John had not yielded either to the popularity
craze or to the craving for luxury, riches and comfort. They also
knew how Many self-styled spiritual leaders were even then bending
in every dimrection of the compass as the pressure of flattery or threats
was applied to them. They also knew that pliable preachers and
those craving the praise of men and the riches of the world as ultimate
objectives do not end in prisons as martyrs for the truth. The
collective conscience of the audience must have been deeply stirred
as Jesus poured searing scorn upon their own worldly dreams, because
if Jesus is (by implication) praising the very opposite of what they
thought fine and worthy of their ambitions, His is a challenge to
the most excruciating self-examination. Who among them did not
fully expect that the Messiah Himself would be clothed in soft
raiment, !ive in luxury in kings’ houses? Who amohg them
did not aspire to the same sort of treatment?

c.

A COLOSSAL COMMUNICATOR
11:9 But wherefore went ye out? to see a prophet?
After eliminating other unworthy alternatives, Jesus expresses the
image that was forcing itself into the mind of His hearers: a prophet!
As the Jews had cried for release from their oppressors and the
establishmenr of the Messiah’s reign, they had faced the horrible
possibility that God had abandoned His people, for the heavens had
remained silent now for 400 years. Almost any voice that cried
with the old familiar ring of the prophets could not help but cause
the Hebrew pulse to race with unwonted excitement: God has again
visited His people! (Cf, Lk. 1:68, 78; 7:16) They had eagerly
flocked to the Jordan, knowing that “the Lord God will do nothing
without revealing His secret to His servants rhe prophets.” (Amos
3:7) It stood to reason that the Almighty was about to act, for
there on the banks of the Jordan stood His prophet. ,(See notes on
3: 1-12, Vol. I)
Yea, I say unto you, and much more than a prophet.
Thus, the multitudes had been correct in their estimate of John, but
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they had not set their evaluation high enough, Jesus gives it as His
own emphatic judgment that they had seen more than they icntended
to see. But how is it possible that anyone could be more than a
prophet? Besides combining in himself all the usual functions of
the prophetic office, John was assigned the task not only of prophesying
about the Messiah, but also of preparing the way for Him and announcing Him to the world as having come, Jesus enlarges upon
this declaration:
11:lO This is he, of whom it i s written,
6

Behold, I send my messenger before t h y face,
Who shall prepare thy way before thee.
In short, John the Baptist is the personal herald of Jehovah Himself
For the Hebrew in whose
who will shortly appear. (Mal. 3:1--4:6)
heart burned Malachi’s words, Jesus’ quiet, but terribly significant,
assertion must have been His most thrilling revelation up to this
point. In this restrained disclosure are inherent three assumptions:
1. Jesus Christ depends upon the divine origin and trustworthiness
of the OT prophecy, citing it here as indirect proof of His
own identity and direct evidence of John’s. For what cannot
be known today of Malachi’s prophecy, we are indebted to
Jesus, who does not hesitate for a moment to quote textually
the ancient prophet.
2. Christ declares the exact fulfilment of Malachi’s words, pointing
to John the Baptist as their unique fulfilment: “This is he!”
(See also on 11:14) Not only is predictive p r o p h e j a
possibility, but we have here a specific case in poi’nt of its
actual occurrence and fulfilment.
3. Since Jesus is the One for whom John the Baptist had prepared, He hereby declares Himself to be the Lord God in
Person come to His Temple. This is equivalent to a claim
to deity on the part of Christ Himself,
The earth-shaking importance of this citation of Malachi’s prophecy
by Jesus can best be appreciated by studying the prophet’s own words
in their context. About them Keil (Milzov Prophets, 11, 456ff.) notes:
To the question, ‘Where is the God of Judgment?‘ the Lord
Himself replies that He will suddenly come to His temple, but
that befme His coming He will send a messenger to prepare
the way for Him. The announcement of this messenger rests
upon the prophecy in Isa. 40:3ff., as the expression (“prepare
the way”) which is borrowed from that passage, clearly shows.
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The person whose voice Isaiah heard calling to make the way
of Jehovah in the desert, that the glory of the Lord might be
revealed to all flesh, is here described as muledch, whom
Jehovah will send before Him, i.e. before His coming. This
muledch (“messenger”) is not a heavenly messenger or spiritual
being . . . nor the angel of Jehovah ku..t’exocbFlz (fim excellence) , who is mentioned afterwards and called m l e l c h
hubbmitb, but an earthly messenger of the Lord, and indeed
the same who is called the prophet Elijah in ver. 23 (4:5
in some versions), and therefore not “an ideal person, viz.
the whole choir of divine messengers, who are to prepare
the way for the coming of salvation, and open the door for
the future grace” (Hengstenburg) but a concrete personality
-messenger who was really sent to the nation in John the
Baptist immediately before the coming of the Lord. The
ideal view is precluded not only by the historical fact, that
not a single prophet arose in Israel during the whole period
between Malachi and John, but also by the context of the
passage before us, according to which the sending of the
messenger was to take place immediately before the coming
of the Lord to His temple. . . .
Prepming the way (an expression peculiar to Isaiah:
cf. Isa. 40:3; 57:14 and 62:lO) by clearing away impediments
lying in the road, denotes the removal of all that retards the
coming of the Lord to His people, i.e. the taking away of
enmity to God and of ungodliness by rhe preaching of repentance and the conversion of sinners. The announcement
of this ’messenger therefore implied, that the nation in its
existing moral condition was not yet prepared for the reception
of the Lord, and therefore had no ground for murmutiing at
the delay of the manifestation of the divine glory, but ought
rather to murmur at its own sin and estrangement from God.
When the way shall have been prepared, the Lord will suddenly
The Lord (hd’bdcjlz) is God; this is evident both
come. , .
from the fact that H e comes to His temple, i.e. the temple of
Jehovah, and also from the relative clause “whom ye seek,”
which points back to the question, “Where is the God of
’ dgment?” (ch. 2:17). . . . This promise was fulfilled in
the coming of Christ, in whom the angel of the covenant,
the Logos, became flesh, and in the sending of John the Baptist,
who prepared the way for Him.

.
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With the coming of the Lord the judgment will also
begin; not the judgment upon the heathen, however, for which
the ungodly nation was longing, but the judgment upon the
godless members of the covenant nation. , ,

.

But compare Malachi’s original words with the uniform N T quotation of them (Mal. 3 : l ; Mt. 1l:lO; Mk. 1:2; Lk. 7 : 2 7 ) :
Malachi :
Behold, I send my messenger, and
he shall prepare the way before
me.

New Testament
Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, W h o shall prepare
thy way before thee.

While it may be m e (and should be noticed therefore) that all
the Synoptics concur on this rendering independent of either the
Hebrew text or the LXX, as if they were citing a popular form of
this prophecy extant in no manuscript remaining to our time, this
version of Malachi’s words is interpretative. The interpretation in
the mouth of Chistian Apostles is not suspect, however, and could be
perfectly Jewish and stereotyped in this form long before the Evangelists
made use of it.
The reason for this is obvious and commonplace in prophecy:
what Jehovah does through agents He may be said to do
for Himself: In Malachi’s prophecy God Himself preeares
to come in judgment to Israel. But even in the Hebrew text
(represented in our English versions) Malachi represents
God as changing from first person singular, ‘7,’’ “my,” and
“me,” to the third person singular: “the Lord whom you seek
will suddenly come to his temple; the messenger of the
covenant in whom you delight, behold, he is coming, says
the LORD of hosts.” To the attentive reader, Jewish or
Christian, rhis change may mean a distinction in pysonages
between the God who intends to reveal Himself and the actual
Person through whom He makes Himself known. (Study what
appears to be a similar case in Ezek. 34:ll-24) Therefore, in
light of the distinction in Persons between Jehovah who inhabits
eternity and His actual manifestation in time, a Jewish scholar
might read back into God‘s words the proper personal pronouns
that would chrify that distinction. Further, since this interpretative translation is particularly irreprehensible in view
of the distinction between the Persons of Jesus the Son and
God the Father, a distinction borne out in the fulfillment of
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the prophecy in question, the Christian Evangelists would
find this popular rendering especially suitable
The change of wording bears the stamp of approval of inspired men
who quote Malachi’s words ONLY in this form, providing thus one more
evidence for the conclusion we already knew from many other sources:
“The coming of Christ is the coming of God.”
11:11 Verily 1 say unto you, Among them that are born
of women there hath not arisen a greater than John the
Baptist. Among them that are born of- women, as Plummer
(LzGKe, 205)% has it, is “a solemn periphrase for the whole human
race.” (Cf. Job 14:l; 15:14; 25:4) Who are the real giants of this
world? Kings? Generals? Statesmen? Philosophers? How differently God measures the greatness of a man! History, too, gauges a
man quite differently. Who would have ever heard of Herod today,
had he not laid violent hands on John the Baptist. Pilate, too, would
have been a non-entity, had he not been partially responsible for
crucifying Jesus Christ. Further, had the Lord Himself polled His
audience that day, seeking their responses to the one question, “Whom
do you consider to be the greatest man who have ever lived?” the
replies would have exhausted the pages of OT history: “Abraham,
Moses, Elijah, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel!” However significant a role
those men may have played in rhe scenes of the history of Gods revelation, G@s Son places the laurel’ on another brow. His decision is
final an89nclusive: There hath not arisen a greater than John
the Baptist. In the estimate of earth’s Judge, John is the greatest
of the race, greater even than the prophets (“more than a prophet”)
But in what sense?
1. Certainly not absolutely, since Jesus proceeds immediately to
amend His seemingly universal declaration. And, if our interpretation of 11:12-15 be correct, rhen the Lord limits John’s
superiority to great men who lived before the Cross. Of
those, then, he is relatively the greatest.
2. His personal cha’racter was positively noteworthy; humble, selfdenying and courageous. God‘s interest in John is a specimen
of real piety and practical zeal for righteousness indicates that
He is not so much interested in counting men, as in finding
men who will count! In seeking men who can be what
John was, God might be paraphrased as saying, “I would that
I had as many soldiers as I have men!” Though the Father is
not willing that any should perish, and so is pleased with
numbers of godly men, yet His heart is touched by the con500
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centrated power of a singleminded individual whose whole
life stands out in a wilderness of indifferentism, unbelief and
doubt, and who is willing to spend his whole life in God’s
service, calling men back to God.
3. John‘s superiority also lay in the function he performed in
the Messianic planning. His was the unique glory of being
the immediate forerunner of the Messiah. Though a great
prophet like Moses and Eiijah, he not only prophesied, but
lived to see and point out to others the Messiah of whom he
had spoken,
Note how calmly Jesus waves aside all other judgments, 411 other pretenders to the claim of human greatness. A man would have to be
God to dare pinpoint a decision so precise, so historically justifiable
as this! Jesus’ judgments are so much more striking, because He does
not often append to them a bald, apologetic statement of His right to
make them. He simply acts in character as earth’s Judge, letting His
signs identify to men His right to say what He does. (However, study
John 5 where He outlines the evidence of His divine authority to
judge.)
Yet he that is but little in the kingdom of heaven is
greater than he. This bewildering amendment, attached to the
foregoing encomium, is a beautiful paradox and deliberately calculated
to keep His audience seeking its meaning for a long time to come.
Our vantage point on this side of the Cross, the empty .Tomb and
Pentecost not only removes the mystery in His apparent inconsistency,
but also proves the truth of His assertion. Three major questions need
clarification :
1. What phase of the kingdom of heaven is meant here?
a, If by the kingdom of heaven (or of God) we mean
“the rule of God,” then in no sense can John the Baptist
be excluded from the kingdom, and it becomes nonsense
to say that he was never in the kingdom, having died
before its inception, for there never was a servant of God
who more embodied the fundamental principle of humble
service to God, upon which the kingdom of heaven
was founded. But the antithesis of Jesus must be sought
elsewhere rhan in this sense, because John’s greatness is
obviously contrasted with that of the most insignificant
person in the kingdom, a contrast that cannot help
but suggest that, in some special sense, John is not to be
considered as being in the kingdom.
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b. The kingdom of heaven, of which Jesus here speaks,
is metonymy on a grand scale, the cause put for the effect.
The Church of Jesus Christ is the highest earthly expression of the Government of God, so that one might well
say that, wherever the Church goes, there is the Kingdom
of God in action. While no thoughtful person will confuse the Church for the Kingdom, yet there is this important, undeniable sense in which the whole program of
itr Jesus Christ, otherwise known as His Church, may, indeed,
-must be called the kingdom of heaven. Since, in this
sense, the kingdom was established on the D a y of
<Pentecost (see notes on Mt. 16:18, 19, 28; cf. Lk. 1 9 : l l ;
24~46-49;Ac. 1:3-8; 2:l-42; 8:12; 14:22; 19:8; 20:25;
28:23, 31; Col. 1:13 etc.), then John would not, of
course, have lived to participate in what would be the
common privileges of anyone in the kingdom.
2. Who is he that is but little in the kingdom of heaven?
a. Some have suggested that Jesus refers to Himself. Accordingly, He would be seen as describing Himself as
someone who was then less important than John, but
who would soon appear in His true glory, hence far more
important than he, when He would have revealed Himself
as the King. Objection to this view arises from the fact
that at Jesus’ baptism, John himself recognized the immeasurable superiority of the Lord by yielding to His
requests. Further, John consistently proclaimed Jesus’ Lordly
preeminence. (Mt. 3:11, 12; In. 1:26-34; 3:28-36) Jesus’
own position is not at issue here.
b. Jesus is talking about His own disciples, those who would
live to participate in the privileges and enjoy the joyous
revelations that would be the common possession of any
Christian.
3. How is i t possible for John to be inferior to the humblest
Christian?
a. His inferiority is not calculated in reference to his personal confidence in Jesus or dependence upon God, as if
he were to be thought of as a man of vacillating faith
merely because of his impatient question sent to Jesus.
The problem here centers not around his faith but upon
his function, his position in the messianic scheme of thing6.

-
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b. Plummer ( h k e , 205) states the principle of distinction
besu “The lower m e m h of a higher class are above the
highest members of a lower class.” The contrasts between
the class to which John belongs and that of which Christians we members may be set forth thus;
John the Baptist:
-lived and died in the era
of preparation for the
coming of the Christ;

Any Christiaa
-Lives and dies in the era
of realization of the
prophets’ messages in a
present Chist;
-Lives as a son of God; Is
the Bride of Christ;

-Lived as a servant of God;
Was rhe Bridegroom‘s
friend;
-For
all his reflection, -Grasps these truths as elementary knowledge and as
could not fathom truths
part of being a Christian;
hinted to him by proDhetic insight;
-Lived under the law and -Lives under the reign of
dispensation of Moses
grace, superior spiritual
privileges

So the interesting paradox is true: “He that is less than John is greater
than John.” John, though a prophet of the Almighty, hence, because
of this office or function, would be more highly regarded than the
common godly man, yet, because he was fated to surrender his life
before the new era of the risen Christ, he would not be privileged to
know the advantages of even the humblest Christian. It is as McGarvey (Fourfold Gosfid, 283) has it: “The least born of the Holy
Spiiit (Jn. 1:12, 13; 3 : 5 ) i s greater than the greatest born of women”,
who, for whatever hindering reason, does not know the most elementary
principles of the Kingdom of God. All believers in Christ now know
the great treasures of revelation given to them by God, because anyone who has lived this side of Pentecost knows of Jesus’ gteat victories
over disease, death, and the Devil. They know of His accession to
the throne of God and coming in glory. Only in this sense may it
be said that we have clearer comprehension of the Kingdom of God
than any of the ancient prophets or even John himself. Barclay
(Mcntthew, 11, 7 ) puts this succinctly:
What is it that the Christian has that John could never
have? . . John had never seen the Gross, and therefore

.
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one thing John could never know was the full revelation of
the love of God. The holiness of God he might know; the
justice of God he might declare; but the love of God in all
its fulness he could never know. , . . It is possible for us to
know more about the heart of God than Isaiah or Jeremiah
or any other of that godly company. The man who has seen
rhe Cross has seen the heart of God in a way that no man
who liyed before the Cross could ever see i t .

..

IV. &RIST‘S CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE KINGDOM
,(11:12-15)
At this point in His sermon on John, Jesus turns slightly aside
from defending John to make appropriate observations about the
kingdom of heaven just mentioned ( 11:11). He seems to be answering the burning question: If John the Baptist is so important a
prophet, being the very Herald of the Messiah and harbinger of the
Kingdom of God, then how is the time-schedule proceeding with the
actual establishment of the Kingdom? T o this question Jesus responds, in general, that this is a turbulent period for God‘s Kingdom
due to the violent misunderstanding of the trus nature of the Kingdom
and its King, but since the Messiah‘s forerunner has already appeared
(see on 11:14), the Messiah Himself cannot be too fa behind, and
with Him the kimngdom comes.
,
11:12 And from the days of John the Baptist until now
om of heaven suffereth violence, and men of
violence take it by force. Two views are generally held regarding Jesus’ meaning:
1. In a good sense, only violent men could gain entrance to, or
possession. of the Kingdom of God, Le., men who seek it with
burning zeal and having found it, force their way into it.
(Cf. Lk. 16:16; see Amdt-Ghgrich, bidm for bibliography.)
They give all they have to enter it, a struggle that is viewed
favorably by the King.
a. On the phrase h~ basileia t6n oaran& bidzeth, it should
be remarked in favor if this view that the verb biltzomai,
when taken as a
(1) transitive passive verb, may be interpreted in a good
sense to mean “the kingdom of heaven is sought with
burning zeal.” ( Amdt-Gingrich, 140)
( 2 ) intransitive verb, may be translated: “the kingdom
makes its way with triumphant force.” (Arndt-
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Gingrich, 140) despite hindrances of every sort which
are raised against it.
b. Lenski (Mrctthew, 437) sees John and Jesus as the agents
( biustul’) who forcefully bring forward the Kingdom:
The correspondence between bidzetui and &st& is
obvious, being a play on words, The energy and
the force with which the kingdom comes (or is
brought) instills a similar energy and force in
those whom the kingdom wins for itself. They
are not ‘forceful’ by nature and thus better than
others; but the kingdom itself with all its gifts,
treasures and blessings puts power and courage
into them ‘to snatch . , , it all . , , The trend
of the entire discourse deals, not with violence
against the kingdom, but with the indifference and
the dis-satisfaction that hinder men from entering
it with ZesF.
2. In a bad sense, the Kingdom actually suffers (undesireable)
violence, is violently treated, contrary to the will or desires
of the King.
a. This comes about through hindrances raised against its
establishment and continuation. Jesus would be saying,
“There will always be wicked men who struggle, to seize
control of and destroy my Kingdom rhrough violence.” (Cf.
Mt. 16:18, 21; Jn. 16: 1-4)
b. This comes about through the efforts of unauthorized persons who mistakenly imagined that its coming could be
compelled by force, as, for example, the Zealots and all
who ultimately sympathized with their philosophy of military overthrow and rule by the sword. (That the Zealots
had many sympathizers is most clearly seen in the ‘reasonable
supposition that had not the Zealots represented such a
strong popular undercurrent of political feeling they would
not have been able to carry the nation with them in their
last bid for political independence that so disastrously
ended in the destruction of Jerusalem and the fall of
Israel,) Although the Master could comprehend the impetuous, excited thronging about Him of multitudes full
of preconceived ideas about the Messiah and His kingdom,
and although He recognized in their eagerness as much
unhealthy fanaticism as deep conviction, yet His underCHAPTER ELEVEN
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standing did not blind Him to the need to take steps to
counteract the violence these impassioned disciples were
doing to His Kingdom. Count the times He had to avoid
the crowds and strictly forbade any publicity of His
healings. (Cf. Mt. 8:4; 9:30; 14:22 with Jn. 6:15; Mk.
1:34. 37, 38, 45; 3:12; 6:43; 8:36, etc.) The kingdom
of God suffered violence when men of violence
took it by force, much as would a bud suffer at the
hands of a person who in his eagerness to experience its
fragrance tries with his fingers to force it to bloom. Was
John the Baptist even now himself crying to force the
Kingdom by means of his impatient question?
c. This could come about by the efforts of men who try to

effect an entrance into the Kingdom on their own terms,
while ignoring the will of the King. (Cf. Jn. 10:lff.)
This is the perpetual attitude of men who, however unconscious, nevertheless in practice, say, “We will not have
this man to reign over us.” When Luke (16:lG) quotes
Jesus: “And every one enters it violentlf’ (kai pas eis at&&
bidzetai), the “everyone” (pa)cannot mean, contrary to
Plummer (LzlRe, 389), everyone in concrast to Jewish exclusiveness. This is rather a hyperbole for the great
majority of people who are deeply interested in the Kingdom for a multitude of wrong reasons. They are simply
rrying to fashion the kingdom after their own preconceived
notions and create the King in thek own image.
Perhaps’ it is neither important nor necessary to choose between these
two views.,
Barclay (Matthew, 11, 9) attempts a harmony of these two concepts:
“Always my Kingdom will suffer violence; always savage men
will try to break it up and snatch it away and destroy it;
and therefore only the man who is desperately in earnest, only
the man in whom the violence of devotion matches and defeats the violence of persecution will in the end enter into it.”
It may well be that this saying of Jesus was originally at one
and the same time a warning of violence to come and a challenge
to produce a devotion which would be even stronger than the
violence.

A B. Bruce (PHC, XXII, 275ff.) extends his harmonic attempt even
further:
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The s t o r m i n g of the kingdom.-In
employing words
suggesting the idea of violence, Jesus, though certainly not
intending to express personal disapproval, did mean to point
at features of the new movement which made it an object of
aversion, astonishment, or at least of doubt, to others. It
may be well to particularize some aspects of the work of
the kingdom which would, not unnaturally wear an aspect of
violence to minds not able to regard them with Christ’s eyes,
though to Christ Himself they were the bright and hopeful
side of an evil time.
I. We may mention, first, that which most readily occurs
to one’s thoughts, viz, the passionate earnestness with
which men sought to get into the kingdom, heralded
by John and preached by Jesus; an earnestness not free
firom questionable elements, as few popular enthusiasms
are; associated with misconceptions of the nature of the
kingdom, and, in many cases, fervent rather than deep,
therefore likely to prove transient - still a powerful,
impressive, august movement of the human soul Godwards. (See Luke 16:16 RV)
11. From the volcanic bursting forth of religious earnestness
in the popular mind, we may naturally pass to speak of
another respect in which the kingdom of heaven may be
said to have suffered violence, viz. the kind of people
that had most prominently to do with it.-Publicans,
sinners, harlots, the moral scum and refuse of society, such
were the persons, who in greatest numbers were pressing
into the kingdom, to the astonishment and scandal of
respectable, “righteous,” religious, well-conducted, and
self-respecting people, Why it was a wvolz&oN, society
turned upside down, as great an overturn in principle,
if not in extent, as when in France, in the eighte,enth
century, bishops, aristocrats, princes and kings were sent
adrift, and sans-culottism reigned triumphant, believing
itself to be in possession of a veritable kingdom of God.
What wonder if wise and prudent ones looked on in
wistful, doubting mood, and sanctimoniou men held up
their hands in pious horror, and exclaimed, Call you this
a kingdom of God? Blasphemy!
111. The kingdom of God as it actually showed itself in
connection with the work of Christ, differed widely from,
CHAPTER ELEVEN
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did violence, we may say, to preconceived notions of what
it would be.-Not
a few of those who actually entered
the kingdom, in so far as they understood its true charactac,
had to do violence to their own prejudices before they
took the seep. There were conversions, not unaccompanied with inward pain, not merely from sin to righteousness, but firom ideals mistaken to rectified notions of
the kingdom of God, from political dreams, noble,
but destined never to be fulfilled, to spiritual realities.
177. The kingdom of heaven may be said ro have suffered
violence in so far as its coming was promoted by the
this respect
use of irregular methods and agencies.-In
John and Jesus were themselves stormers, though in
different ways, to the scandalizing of a custom-ridden
generarian. Let us make one or two reflections, suggested
by the saying we have been studying, concerning Him
who uttered it.
1. It is very evident that the one who spoke thus had
a very clear conception of the deep significance of
the movement denoted by the phrase “the kingdom
of heaven.” Christ knew we11 that a new world was
beginning to be.
2. HOWcalmly He takes it all.
3. Yet how magnanimously He bears Himself towards
very word is an exthe doubters. “Violence”-the
cuse for their doubts.
If, without violence to Jesus’ original thought, we may reverse
the order of verses 1 2 and 13, and we have an interesting revelation:
13 For all the prophets and the law prophesied until
John.
12 And from the days of John the Baptist until now
the kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and men
of violence take it by force.
The justification for this reversal lies in Jesus’ use of the word for
which serves to introduce the rational basis for His previous assertion,
hence, logically, comes first in His mind. Jesus reveals an important
time-relationship here: “urnti8 John
from the days of John
until now.” Prophesied means that the Law and Prophets
spoke authoritatively for God, revealing His message to Israel. The
era of the Law and Prophets finds its culmination and fulfilltnent
in the ministry of John, the last of the great prophets, who prepares

..
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the ground for a completely new, different age, that of the Messiah.
Luke (16: 16) on this same subject, wrote:

The law and the prophets were until John; since then the
good news of the kingdom of God is preached, and every
one enters it violently.
Be this an exact parallel or not, this is the finest interpretation of our
text. The days of John the Baptist are no longer a period of
“prophesying” in the classical sense, i.e. predictive description of great
events in the distant future, because John’s appearance ushered in a
transition period of announcement of the near arrival of the Kingdom of God itself. Until John, as a phrase describing the authoritative prophetic revelations of the mind of God, marks a definite end to
this function, inasmuch as that for which all the prophets and
the law had made preparation, has now begun to arrive. Luke’s
expression (Lk. 16:lG) must mean, then, that John’s revelations and
Jesus’ preaching (prior to His ascension) were intended to be a description of the nature and citizenship of the Kingdom and the identification of the King, since the actual ascension to the thtone of God
did not take place during Jesus’ earthly sojourn. Throughout the
ministry of Jesus we will notice various occasions on which Jesus made
drastic, far-reaching changes in fundamental concepts that were integral
parts of Mosaic Law. (See on 9:14-17; 12:1-14; 6. Mk. 7:19; Jn.
4:21-24) Further, when He fulfilled the predictions of the prophets,
H e took all the uncertainty fr6m their meaning, and removed all of
the expectancy c’reated by their searching the future. All their shadowy
references, when concentrated in Him who is their entire fulfillment,
need be heeded no further as if some other Christ should come,
identical to Jesus. So, with the fulfillment of the great purposes and
predictions of all the prophets and the law came to a brilliant,
successful conclusion their ministry as the (until then) unique revealers
of God. Nevertheless, their functions did overlap with the ministry
of Jesus and early life of the Church for two important reasons:
1. Jesus’ establishment of the new rule of God, the Kingdom of
God, the Church, did not take place until the coming of the
Holy Spirit. (See Mt. 28:19, 20; Lk. 24:46-47; Ac. 1:3-8;
and the spe(cia1 study “The Coming of the Son of Man” after
Matthew 10) Therefore His own ministry took place during
the last days of the old era.
2. Even after the clear revelation of Jesus’ coronation and the
vindication of His rule, still many did not grasp the reality
that the old system of the Law and the accrued traditions
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were completely done away. The Epistles bear witness to this
confusion in the mind of many people both within and outside the Church.
This “change in administration” from that of rhe Law and prophets
to that of the Messiah Himself is not so surprising, since such a
change would have been expected by the Tews, even though they
would have visualized this change in terms of Jewish categories, even
as we expefct heaven to reflect the limited knowledge represented in
our Christian., categories. This Jewish expectation is reflected in the
nature of the-argument Jesus offers next.
G. C. Morgan (Matthew, 114) makes the interesting suggestion that
this expression (11:13) is intended as further explication of the
superior greatness of the least in the kingdom of God. The prophets
and the law, including John’s ministry, represented a ministry of anticipation, not one of personal experience of the things prophesied.
Just five minutes of real experience of the thing awaited is worth SO
much more than all the centuries of anticipating it. So it is that
anyone, even the most hesitant beginner in the Kingdom walks in
more actual light that was available in all the long centuries before
Jesus completed His revelation. There were facts that the Law, prophets
and John could not know, methods they could not fathom, primatily
due to their individual position in the progress of the revelation up
to their time.
11:14 And if ye are willing to receive it, this is Elijah,
that is to come. In this seemingly obscure verse, lying half-hidden
among so ‘much more famous material, rests the most fundamental
issue of real religion and, ultimately, the judgment of the race:
i f you are willing to receive it. The willingness to be taught
is the key of this entire chapter, the crux of John’s problem, (1l:l-6)
the failure of the Jewish people in general (11:16-19) and the
favored cities in particular (11:20), and finally, the only way to grasp
God‘s revelation (11:25-30). Teachableness is not a matter of the
understanding as though the meaning of the revelation were unclear,
but a question of the will. (Jn. 5:40; 7:17: Mt. 23:37; Rev. 22:17d)
If ye are willing cannot mean that Jesus’ audience could take His
revelation or leave it without serious consequences, as if this declaration did not much matter. Jesus merely challenges their willingness
to face the truth hereby introduced. Many would be most unwilling.
Bur the Lord did not farce them to acknowledge these truths against
their will. But He warns them against neglecting this manifest fulfillment of prophecy, for, having made their choice they musr then
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face the consequences thereof. So, it matters very much how they
decide, as 11: 15 demonstrates.
This is Elijah, that is to come, Reference here is Malachi’s
prediction ( 3 : l ; 4:5, 6 ) that, in a period destitute of faith and true
feat of Jehovah, God would raise up a prophet who would lead the
ungodly generation back to the God of the fathers. The appearance
of this great prophet must shortly precede some “great and terrible
day of the Lord” who will come with terrible judgment upon the
nation. But Malachi named that great messenger “Elijah the prophet.”
It was at this point that the Jewish interpreter’s problem arose: does
Malachi mean that Elijah himself, who had been caught up to heaven,
would personally reappear on earth, or that someone else who because
of his power and energy with which that future prophet would labor,
would call to mind the vigorous old Tishbite? Is Malachi speaking
literally or metaphorically? (“That coming prophet will be another
‘Elijah.”’) Most of the tabbis had apparently opted for the literal
interpretation. (Cf. Jn. 1:21; Mt. 17:lO) For a rapid survey of
rabbinic traditions about Elijah, the forerunner of the Messiah, see
Edersheim’s Life, pol. 11, Appendix VIII, 706ff. The apologetic
nature of Edersheim‘s article renders it extremely valuable in that he
shows the wide divergence between the commonly held Jewish views
about the coming Elijah, and the actual Christian Elijah seen in John
the Baptist. This divergency of theory and reality once more demonstrates the fundamental difference between Judaism and the true
origins of the message and views of Christ. Though Christianity was
born in the bosom of Judaism, the secret of her life lay in her divine
message from God, not in the perfection here and there of rabbinic
views. But that the literal view was not necessary, is illustrated by
Keil (Mtilzo~Prophets, 11, 471ff.) :
But this view is proved to be erroneous by such passages
as Hosea 3:5; Ezek. 34:23; 37:24, and Jet. 30:9, where the
sending of David the king as the true shepherd of Israel is
promised. Just as in these passages we cannot think of the
return or resurrection of the David who had long been dead;
but a king is meant who will reign over the nation of God in
the mind and spirit of David; so the Elijah to be sent can
only be a prophet with the spirit or power of Elijah the
Tishbite. The second David was indeed to spring from the
family of David, because to the seed of David there had
been promised the eternal possession of the throne. The prophetic calling, on the other hand, was not hereditary in the
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prophet’s house, but rested solely upon divine choice and
endowment with the Spirit of God; and consequently by
Elijah we are not to understand a lineal descendent of the
Tishbite, but simply a prophet in whom the spirit and power
of Hijah are revived.

Keil’s argument is not conclusive, since he argues hom analogy, but
the value of an argument from analogy is that it shows the possible
existence of what seems to be a parallel case, which, in turn, should
have teased Je%ish minds into looking for other, different evidence that
would prove the figurative nature of the great Elijah prophecy.
In all fairness to the Jews it must be remembered that God
might not have given any other evidence that would have
solved the quandry before its actual fulfillment with the appearance of John. Also, if the rabbinic representatives from
Jerusalem knew John the Baptist‘s personal name to be
“John,” then why did they ask him if he were “Elijah”?
(Cf. Jn. 1:21) Did they suppose him to have two names,
the one commonly known to all, the other to be revealed at
some future moment? Their question, as interpreted by John
himself, cannot be construed as a concession to the figurative
view, since he obviously understands them to mean, “ h e you
Elijah in person come back to earth in the flesh?” and answers
them accordingly.

He is Elijah (uzltds estilz E2ius), not literally, but indeed the
person intended by Malachi. The angel who announced Jahn’s conception promised: “He will go before (the Lord their God) in the
spirit and power of Elijah.” (Lk. 1:17) With this dramatic assertation
Jesus intends to say two things:
1. Malachi’s prediction has been fulfilled. Any argument that
Jesus could not be the Messiah, based on the assumption that
Elijah must first come before the appearance of the Christ
and that he had not done so, is hereby rendered invalid. The
long-awaited Elijah had indeed come in the person and
ministry of John the Baptist.
2. As a necessary consequence of this fulfillment of the great
Elijah prophecy by John, the Kingdom of God must shortly
appear in the person of the Christ Himself who would usher
in the Messianic age. Further, since John’s great question had
centered aitound the identity and mission of the Messiah and
Jesus’ answer clustered together proofs d His divine identity
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in the works of the Messiah, Jesus’ audience should have been
able to conclude, without His asserting it, that Jesus of Naza.
reth is indeed the Christ, and should therefore be believed for
what He says about the Kingdom.

So it was that the coming of John presaged the conclusion of the OT
era, since the Messiah was sure to be right behind the appearance
of the coming “Elijah.”
But to take John seriously by recognizing him as the Elijah pfedicted by Malachi would mean that people would have to admit
John’s right to preach his unwelcome wuth. Not only had he demanded
repentance and conduct consistent with it, not only had he denied that
physical descent from Abraham could give special rights to admission
into God‘s Kingdom, but he had distinctly pointed out Jesus as God‘s
Son, God’s Lamb to take away the world’s sin. So, to take John
seriously demands of the multitudes that they take Jesus seriously.
11:15 He that hath ears to hear, Bet him hear. This
exclamation implies the willful guilt of people whose ears were made
to hear and understand what Jesus had been saying, but were deliberately inattentive. Sensing how much would instantly be lost
through inattention and how much trouble afterwards the Jews would
bring upon themselves by not having listened to Him, the Lord pleads
with them to fix rhese ideas firmly in mind. This psychological
attention-getter is good oratory, but more than this, it is a passionate
cry for a hearing, arising as it does in the breast of Israel’s truest
Son. He sees not only the immediate information drain that their
neglect of His revelation would foster. H e could discern the outcome that only the final judgment would reveal.
This is amply demonscrated by the fact that Luke (7:29, 30)
inserts here the following theological comment:
When they heard .& all the people and the tax collectors
justified God, having been baptized with the baptism of John;
but the Pharisees and the lawyers rejected the purpose of
God lor themselves, not having been baptized by him.

Two small problems of interpretation arise:
1. Is this a parenthetical remark by the Evangelist himself, inse,rted
into the middle of Christ‘s words without any indication that
it is a comment of Luke’s own, or is this a part of Christ’s
message on John? The remark itself seems to begin as a mere
historical notice, but almost instantly becomes highly rlieologica1,
too rheological, in fact, to be merely a historical allusion
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reported by Luke. Further, there is no possible way of excising
it from Jesus’ own words, inasmuch as Luke uses no device
so to distinguish it. Because of its meaning, it fits admirably
into Jesus’ own argument.
2. What is the exact historical allusion here? What was it that
the people heard? When did they hear It? And when did
they justify God? In answer it should be noticed that in
Luke’s Greek sentence, no object is specified (ha2 fibs ho Ms
dad+ &ai hoi teldnai edikai6sun . . .), being left to be
supplied by seeing what caused the people to act as they did.
The question as to the time when they heard it is also
relative to their obedience by which they justified God, i.e.
when they were baptized by John.
All the people, the tax collectors, the harlots (see Mt. 21:31, 32) on
the one hand, the Pharisees and the lawyers on the other-all had
heard the preaching of the Baptist. For the former, their accepting
John’s message and his baptism meant their acknowledgement of
God’s justice in making these claims upon them. For the latter, thek
haughty refusal to repent meant the frustration of God‘s purpose
to save them by granting them the opportunity to repent. God‘s
counsel had been delivered by his humble servant John, but the proud
Pharisees had, in their rejection of the servant, also rejected John’s
Lord and there would be no escaping His wrath. (Mt. 21:31, 32;
23:33)
This passage, while coming before the stated conclusion of this
section (“Wisdom is justified by her deeds”), surely serves as a
fkting illustration and commentary upon that principle. Those who had
rejected John could justify themselves and their conduct by the slander
that no thinking man would follow a mad-man like John. Likewise,
they were able to dismiss Jesus, justifying themselves all the while.
(Ironically, those who accepted God’s messenger are desciribed as
“justifying God!”) In each case they considered the results of their
decisions to be satisfactmy, since in neither case did they have to
make any changes in their present conduct. Unfortunately, however,
it is possible for the pragmatic test to fail badly, especially if one decides
on the workability of a given conclusion before all the evidence is in.
Worse yet, thinking that all the evidence has been weighed, when in
reality one has seen only a small portion of it, will deceive one into
relaxing, confident of his own wisdom. But the far-sighted Lord looks
into the judgments of eternity and declares the final verdict on these
choices made on earth: “The people, the tax collectors justified God;
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the Pharisees and lawyers rejected and frustrated the purpose of God
for themselves!” (Cf. Prov, 12:15; “The way of a fool is right in
his own eyes, but a wise man lisrens to advice.” In the long run,
who were the wise here?) It is just better not to be so “wise in
(our) own eyes” (Rom. 12:16b), i,e, so sure of our own conclusions
that we no longer remain open to correction by the force of the
evidence that is offered us to cause us to change. The so-called
“ignorant masses,” the notorious sinners admitted that God was right,
knew that they needed whole-souled moral reformation and did what
was necessary to begin it. They did not choke on their respectability
and rationalizations, as did the learned doctors of the law. Jesus’
observation merely puts into words John’s experience (and that of
any other experienced personal evangelist) : “One just cannot save
those who, determinedly unaware of their peril, refuse to be rescued.”

V. CHRIST CONDEMNS THE CONTRARY CRITICS
CONTEMPTUOUS CARICATURES ( 11: 16-19)
A master speaker, Jesus outlines this portion of His message on
John thus: First, He desuibes a picture easily understood by any
parent or child in His audience, making a brief parable of it by saying,
“This generation is like this.” Next, the Lord supplies two antithetic
illustrations of the parable’s meaning. Concluding this portion of
His message, He enunciates a principle that not only rightly concludes
the foregoing remarks, but also becomes a subtle warning to those who
were guilty of repeating the very insults Jesus brings into the open
here. The principle becomes also the test by which any man who
has not yet decided about John and Jesus may come to a right
conclusion.
A. A CAMEO (11:16, 17)
11:16 And whereunto shall I liken this generation? I t
is like children sitting in the market-places, who call unto
their fellows and say, We piped unto you, and y e did not
dance; w e wailed, and ye did not mourn. The tameo-like
quality of this illustration lies in the fact that Jesus drew the outline
of the features clearly while leaving the details, depth and dimension
somewhat unclear and puzzling. His meaning is clear: “You people
are impossible to satisfy, since you do not recognize the divine wisdom
under which John and I follow different manners of life and work,
but in both cases our diverse methods of operation are certain to be
justified by the end result of each.” Interpreters have puzzled over
which group of children represent the men of this generation and
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which represent John and Jesus, as well as the ‘resultant meaning of
the refusal to play the games suggested. It is generally presumed
that verses 18 and 19 are Jesus’ own application of this germ-Fable,
since He begins the application with a conjunction used to express
cause, inference, or to explain: For ( g d r ) . But Jesus’ order in those
verses must be noticed, since He mentions John first and then ,Himself.
Is the Lord Himself following a normal order, applying the first part
of His parable, then the second, IX is He, on the other hand, reversing
the applicatiQn hence, using a chiastic order? Graphically, the
problem is this:

The story:
The Jews pipe; John did not
-----+
dance
The Jews wailed; Jesus did
+- .
not mourn

Application:
John was ascetitc; Jews rejected him
Jesus was normal; Jews rejected Him

CHIASTIC ORDER
The Jews did not dance;

Application :
John was ascetic; Jews re-

The Jews did not mourn.

Jesus was normal; Jews re-

The problem is just when do we apply the chiasm to determine Jesus’
meaning behind His story? Do we take His application and use it
to interpret the parts of His story, even if it requires a chiastic order?
Or do we interpret first the story and then go on to Jesus’ application?
Or, to put the problem another way, who is doing the piping and to
whom? who wails and to whom? There are two g o u p s of children
who try to suggest games to their playmates (Cf. Matthew’s t6is
bethois and Luke’s alldois). Which children are here blamed by
Jesus? Commentators suggest two ways:
1. Following the normal order of the text, the neighborhood children playing in the square, who pettishly criticize their companions, are the Jews. John had come to them with his
severe mode of life and his stern call to repentance, but they
demand that he drop his austerity and join them in the gaity
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of festive occasions. When it became clear that he refused
to surrender his ascetic severity, they petulantly nag him:
“We piped to you *and you did not dance!” Accordingly,
when Jesus appeared among them as a normal individual wirh
a wholesome enjoyment of life, who could delight in a
pleasant meal and relish the company of any person, the
Jews contended that He ought to be playing at funerals, i.e.
fasting (cf. 9: 14), rigorous Sabbath observance (cf. 12: 1-14;
Jn. 5:1-18), etc. But when H e maintained His own course,
they howl: “We wailed and you did not mourn!”
a, This interpretation offers two advantages:
(1) It sees the men of this generation (cf. Lk. 7:31),
i.e. the Jews, as the fickle children who complain
and are not satisfied to let others follow their own
chosen course.
( 2 ) It also lists the two objections in chronological order,
‘not only in order of Jesus’ application (11:18, 1 9 ) ,
but also in order of John’s and Jesus‘ actual appearance on the scene in Israel.
b. But this interpsetation ignores the fact that “ye” and ‘‘j~od’
in the mouth of the children is plural, hence, out of place
when directed only at John alone and then at Jesus alone,
unless the children’s plural “ye” refers to John and Jesus
as a group of two, while the specific complaints refer first
to the one and then the other, Consider Edersheim’s
(Life, I, 670) comment:
The children of that generation expected quite another Elijah and quite another Christ, and disbelieved and complained, because the real Elijah
and Christ did not meet their foolish thoughts.
. . . ‘We have expected Messianic glory and
national exaltation, and ye have not responded
(‘we have piped unto you, and ye have not
danced’); we have looked for deliverance firom
our national sufferings, and they stirred not your
sympathies nor brought your help (‘we have
mourned to you, and ,ye have not lamented.’)

Qr, if we may not read so much into the children’s expressions as Edersheim feels to be there, at least we may
hear Them complaining to God’s messengers as a group,
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first to John and then to Jesus. This would allow the
plural to stand.
2. Following the chiastic order (i.e. applying first what came
second in the story, and what came first, second, thus farming
an “ X or Greek Chi, rather than parallels), we see the children, who suggest to the others to play with them first
joyously and also at mournful games, stand for Jesus and
John. ,&Theirfellows, who contrarily resist becoming involved
in eirher game are the Jews who follow the lead of their
own religious hierarchy. (Cf. Lk. 7:29, SO) The quoted words
then become those of John and Jesus, taken as a committee
of two, representing God’s call to righteousness: “Whatever
our approach-whether deep-felt sorrow for sin or the joyous
freedom of the Gospel-you refused both.”
a. This interpretation has
( 1) the advantage of harmonizing more satisfactorily the
plural pronouns, we and yozb, since they much more
suitably describe two well-defined groups, whereas the
other view tries to apply these plurals tq individuals.
( 2 ) the advantage of reflecting the historic facts involved.
It is McGarvey (Fowfold Gosfiel, 285) who notes that
it was
God in His messengers-His
prophets and
His Son-who
came to set the world right.
m
It was these messengers who took the initiative and who demanded the changes. It was
the people who sulked and refused to comply
with the divine overtures. The whole tenor
of Christ‘s teaching-the
parables of the
suppers, etc.-represents
the Jews as being
invited and refusing the invitation. It was
John and Jesus who preached repentance, but
there is no instance where any called on
them to (change) . . .
( 3 ) Though the story does not follow the chronological
appearance of first John, and then Jesus, as does the
application in either view ( 11:18, 19), it may be
urged that chronological order might not have been
uppermost in Jesus’ mind anyway. Thus, He presented Himself first in the story, but second in the
application, placing John second in the story but Brst
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application. The reason for this emphasis on Himself
is to be found in the fact that the question of the
day is “Are you the Christ-or
do we expect another?” and “Blessed is he who is not offended in
me.” Jesus will conclude this message by drawing
maximum attention to Himself, to His identity and
ministry to the whole race.
b. The disadvantage of this view is that, while it has been
astutely argued by McGarvey (Fozlrfold Gospel, 285 ) that
“Jesus means that the men of this generation are like the
eiztire pictzlre presented and does not intend that they shall
be taken as the subjects of the leading verbs of the sentence,”
yet this is not what Luke wrote. The version of Luke
clearly asserts that “they (the men of this generation) are
like children seated in the agora.” (Lk. 7:32) Is it
proper under this latter view to exclude John and Jesus
from ‘that comprehensive phrase “the men of this generation”? To include them in the meaning of this phrase
would indeed free the true meaning of this story from
appearing to be a t variance with its opening words. Under
either view, Jesus and John are two of the “children
seated in the agora.” Even McGarvey admits that Jesus
and John were the children w h o urged their companions to
join them first in dances and then in dirges. Since it is
highly unlikely that Jesus would have included Himself
and John among the men of this generation, in light
of His usual condemnation of this group (cf. Mt. 12:39,
41, 45; 16:4; 17:17; [23:36; 24:34?]; Mk. 8:38; 9:19;
Lk. 9:41; 11:29-32; 17:25; see also Ac. 2:40; Phil. 2:15;
Heb. 3:10), one would wonder how it be justifiable to
think of His having included Himself here. The answer
may be that the men of this generation create the
same sort of situation as that faced by children playing in
the marketplace who scold their fickle playmates.
Despite the tortuous attempt at getting at the proper interptetation of
Jesus’ parable, its meaning is evident. It is a picture of that selfish
stubbornness, or stubborn selfishness, that always wants its own way.
The Pharisees, scribes and their followers were fundamentally unwilling
to act upon the ideas and leadership of another. They wanted to rule,
nor surrender rhe government of their lives. This is the basic explanation for their exterior fickleness and is the cause of it. They could
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not be satisfied with what was offered, not because of the character
of the game suggested, but because they were determined to make no
response. When this is the case, people sit sullenly and obstinately
unresponsive, regardless of what offer is made them. Barclay reminds
us that
The plain fact is that when people do not want to listen to
the truth, they will easily enough find an excuse for not
listening to it. They do not even try to be consistent in
their criticisms; they will criticize the same person and the
same insritution from quite opposite grounds and reasons.
The fault of the people’s dissatisfaction lay, not in the fast that Jesus
or John offered questionable alternatives, but in the fact that anything
that varied from the preconceived notions of their detractors was
suspect. Thus it was easy to question whether John be a teal prophet
of God, or whether Jesus be ,the Chrisr, since neither neatly fit into
the common prejudices.
This simple illustration brilliantly demonstrates how shrewd a
grasp Jesus had of His age. The smiling, applauding crowds did not
deceive Him. Although He did not intentionally annoy them by refusing
to go along with their wishes, He knew that these fickle crowds would
ultimately oppose Him, because He would not merely please, entertain
and feed them indefinitely.
This bright little picture of children sitting in the village
square makes us ask how often had Jesus Himself played these chi&en’s games as a boy? This is probably nut just a good illustration,
but an experience lived by this keen Observer of children. Jesus Rad
t h e to stop to watch children’s play. Had He heard these same
complaints uttered by His brothers and sisters?

38. A CONTRAST IN CARICATURES ( 11:18, 13)
Here Jesus exposes their fickleness by showing how they required
of John what they condemned in Him and demanded of Hirrn what
they had condemned in John.
11~18For John came neither eating nor drinking, and
they say, He hath a demon. Luke (7:33) has “eating no bread
and drinking no wine.” Since these items were the common food of
common people, these who object to John are complaining about his
abstinence from things entirely normal and legitimate. Eatlmg no
bread but only what he could scrounge from the wilderness itself,
mor drinking any normal beverage, just water. (See on Mt. 3:1, 4)
But this ascetic way of life was John’s sagacious adaptation of himself
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to his particular mission to bring repenrance to Israel. Before Jesus’
revelation of the compatibility between deep-felt zepeilcance and carrying on a normal life, perhaps the popular mind in Israel would not
have been willing to accept Johti’s stern message from a man who,
himself, were a person living a normal life, eating common food. This
very striking difference, to which Jesus had alluded earlier, had caught
and held the nation’s attention. And for a short while, John too
had been the idol of the populace. In those days his hardy life, his
simple, course garments and his desert fare had not at all hurt his
public image; rather, it would have tended to enhance it. Later, however, though people had streamed to him in droves, they slunk away
rather than repent. Their comment: “Too strait-laced for us!”
He has a demon. (cf. Jn. 7:20; 8:48, 49; 10:20 later said of
Jesus) This violent slander is what is necessary to justify those who
utter it to cover their rejection of God’s counsel. It is not too likely
that anyone really thought John to be actually possessed by a demon.
This vilification probably only means to discredit John as a crank or
a fanatic. One of the master strokes of Jesus‘ style is to state the
accusation in its most blatant form. H e does not even try to offer
any defense against so infamous a charge, The lives of both John
and Jesus were so above reproach that these low vilifications were
doomed to topple of their own weight.
11:19 The Son of man came eating and drinking, and
they say, Behold, a gluttonous man and a winebibber, a
friend of publicans and sinners. The psychological impact of this
application of Jesus’ parable of the playing children lies in the fact
that it ends with Jewish rejection of Jesus, for this is the real issue.
Although their repudiation of John held a menace to their ultimate
salvation, since they were likely to reject John’s God-inspired testimony
to Jesus, still rhe final judgment is decided, not on “What will you do
with John the Baptist?”, but “What will you do with Jesus?” Putting
Himself last in the application, the Savior leaves this latter question
in the mind of His audience, stabbing their conscience.
Eating and drinking could be taken two ways, depending upon
the mentality of those who laid this objection to Jesus:
1. Froin the standpoint of the extremely ascetic themselves, or
of those whose view of piety would have been affected by
them, thg, fact that Jesus ate normal food (“bread and wine”
of verse 18; cf. Lk. 7:33) would be offensive, since piety,
in thek view, must express itself in frequent fasts. (Cf. Mt.
9:9-17 and parallels)
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2. From the point of view of those living a normal life themselves, i.e. eating normal food, going to feasts and assaciating
with common people, this accusation labels the Lord as a
constant party-goer, known by the company He keeps.
During the entire course of His earthly mission, Jesus is recorded as
having gone to a number of banquets, parties, and private meals. (Cf.
The Cana wedding, Jn. 2 : l - l l ; . Matthtw’s farewell, Mt. 9:1(?-13; Lk.
5:29; The Pharisee Simon’s house, Lk. 7:36ff.; Another Pharisee, Lk.
11:37ff.; A )Pharisee Ruler, Lk. 14:1-24; Zacchaeus, Lk. 19: 1-10)
Even if these are merely a few of His many social contacts, He is
damned by the carping detractors for not being “holy” enough.
Ironically, there was just enough truth in the sneers of the crowds
to make these insults plausible: the libel lay in the exaggeration each
phrase represents:
1. gluttonous man. (fhhgos) As indicated above, Jesus ate
normal food and appreciated a pleasant meal. Since His mission
was aimed at not one area of human life, but addressed to all
aspects, Jesus could not follow habits peculiar to only one
area. Rather, His manner of life reflected an even balance in
all things, including His food and drink.
2. winebibber. (oinopdt2s) Did Jesus drink wine? He says
He did. This is no great surprise. The greater surprise,
especially in THIS context, would be to learn that He did NOT
drink! The conduct of Jesus is thrown into deliberate contrast with that of a man who, for religious reasons, deliberately
abstained from this very thing. The very affirmation, that
the Son of man has come eating (bread) and drinking (wine),
is found in a context where His moderation is neatly placed
half-way between both extremes,-with teetotal abstinence in
John’s case, and with excess in the slander that H e was a
wino among other things. (See special study: “Should Jesus
Drink Wine?)
Should anyone object that any “wine” that Jesus
might have drunk would have been a non-alcoholic
drink made of water mixed with cooked grape syrup,
then the objector must explain the accusation of Jesus’
critics. While it is true that the most unreasonable
charges can be levelled against a man who has no
dealings a t all with that on which the charges are
supposedly based, yet there has to be some shred of
truth (however badly distorted) that makes the
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charge even credible. If the “wine“ here referred to
i s merely a non-alcoholic beverage, then what
is the point of calling Jesus “a soft-drink man”?
After all, the oho,r of Lk. 7:33, which Jesus says He
drinks, and the oiiios of oiizopdtd in Mt. l l : l y , of
which the slanderers say He takes too much, is the
same o i i m ,
3. friend of publicans and sinners. The slanderers insinuated that “a inan is known by the company he keeps.” But
what the opposition intended as detraction, Jesus transformed
into one of His most glorious titles. Because Jesus is, in
the highest and best sense, “the friend of publicans and
sinners,” He is able to help untold millions of us publicans
and sinners! (See notes on Mt. 9:12, 13)

r

c. A CONFIDENT CONCLUSION ( 11: 19b)
And wisdom is justified by her works. (Lk 7 : 3 5 : “Yet
wisdoni is justified by all her children.”) Without seeking an allegory
behind these words, whereby Wisdom is seen as a divine mother who
produces children which, in turn, represent the faithful minority who
have welcoined the Baptist and the Christ, or even these two themselves, it is niuch simpler to see Jesus as applying the pragmatic test
to the ministries both of John and of Himself.’ He is saying, then,
“The wisdom of any C O L I ~ S of
~
action is tested and approved, or
justified, by the results it produces, the deeds issuing from it, its
natural fruit or offspring.” While there were critics enough who
stood around ready to sneer at the different approaches used by John
and Jesus, the Lord is willing to submit both to the judgment of
ultimate results and final fruits. Thoughtful men over the centuries
have recognized the real wisdom behind the differing, but inwardly
harmonious, courses of action followed by Jesus and John, so harshly
and, ultimately, foolishly, censured by their contemporaries. The very
number of transformed lives, because John had been willing to be
nothing but a “Voice crying in the wilderness,” and because Jesus
was “the friend of sinners,” justifies beyond a shadow of a doubt the
wisdom of their chosen course. But the natural result of this pragmatic success of the separate ministries of John and Jesus is the conclusion that they who rejected them are fools! Men of real wisdom
justify the two great inen of God. Feel the real tragedy of Jn.
1: 11-13, as well as its triumph.
is justified. Lenski (Mmtbew, 444) feels that, because this
verb is aorist (edikai6ttbP), Jesus refers to actions performed in the
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past, John’s career now ended and Jesus’ deeds now slandered. However, though the verb is aorist passive, it need not be taken merely
as a past tense, since it can be interpreted as a gnomic aorist, stating
a general truth: “Wisdom is (and always will be) vindicated by her
deeds, works, outcome, results, etc.” The same view is arrived at,
following the approach of Plummer, (Matthew, 163) : “It. is certuh
to be justified . . . the event is regarded as so sure to happen that it
is spoken of as pasr.” The pragmatic success of John and Jesus is
noted by Barclqy, (Matthew, 11, 11) :
The Jews might criticize John for his lonely isolation, but John
had moved men’s hearts to God as they had not moved for
centuries; the Jews might criticize Jesus €or mixing too much
in ardinary life and with ordinary people, but in Him people
were finding a new life and a new goodness and a new power
to live as they ought and a new access to God.
While the pragmatic test is not a final one whereby men, limited
as they are by time and space, may know the truth or falsity of
philosophy, since they cannot know ALL the long-range effects of the
theory, yet, giveh all other evidences for the validity of a theory, it
is of no use whatever unless it also works! Jesus is not pinning the
ultimate truthfulness of His entire message on its workability, since
its authenticity is proved by His signs, or miracles. (See on 11:4, 5 )
But if “the proof of the pudding is in the eating,” then the real
significance of Jesus’ ministry lies in His ability really to make men
over. Should it be possible that His miracles identified His message
as divine and yet that message fail to give men transforming power,
of what use would the miracles be? Worse still, His message would
be suspect, worse than useless. But the best part about the ministry
of John who prepared the way, and that of Jesus, is that they did not
merely flash their divine authority to speak, but actually produced the
results that they were sent to accomplish. John actually brought men
to repentance and to Jesus. Jesus actually brought men to forgiveness
and the new birth, and made them fit for the presence of God.

FACT QUE§TION§
1. How did John in prison learn about the deeds of Jesus?
2. According to Matthew, about what, exactly, did John heat? the
works of
3. In what general context does Luke place this incident? What were
some of the deeds of Jesus to which Luke thus alludes? Why, then,
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does Matthew place this incident in some other context? Harmonize this apparent contradiction in fact,
State the exact point of John’s question to Jesus. Affirm or deny
the following proposition and tell why: “John in prison was
weakening in faith in Jesus as the Messiah.”
State the reasons why John may have propounded such a question
to Jesus,
State and explain the answer that Jesus sent back to John. Show
how Jesus’ answer fulfills prophecies regarding the Christ, hence
identifies Jesus as the Messiah to all who had eyes to see it.
State the evidence that Jesus gave John. Was this evidence different in kind from the evidence Jesus provided other people?
What does your answer to this question indicate about the nature
of the evidence that God gives to help all people believe Him?
What Old Testament prophet did Jesus cite in reference to John?
Give specific illustrations of Jesus’ miracles to which H e made
reference in His answer to John. For example, name some of
the dead raised to life prior to the arrival of John’s question.
Explain the traits of character referred to in the figurative expressions: “a reed shaken with the wind”, “a man clothed in
soft raiment”.
What is meant by the phrase: “the kingdom of heaven suffers
violence, and men of violence take it by force”? Are there
other possible translations of this expression, that would affect
the interpretation? What are the problems of interpretation?
Write the sentence in such a way as to show which way you
interpret and apply what Jesus meant.
Explain how John the Baptist both was and was t2ot the Elijah
who was to come. (See Lk. 1: 17; Jn. 1:21)
In Jesus’ illustration of His generation, to what games of children
does He make reference? What is the exact point of comparison
in the illustration to which He draws attention?
Explain how “wisdom is justified by her works (or children).”
To whose wisdom does Jesus refer: His own, John’s, or that of
the Jews of His day?
What two outstanding proclaimers of God’s Kingdom suffered
violence during their life and ministry and whose lives ended in
violent death?
What did the Jews of Jesus’ day do with the message of John and
Jesus? Be careful, they did nor all do the same thing.
Did Jesus “eat bread and drink wine”, like any other Jew of His
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time? Some object to the idea that Jesus drank wine. What does
this passage say regarding Jesus’ personal practice, if anything?
Stme what you know of Jewish customs of that period that might
help answer this question.

SPECIAL STUDY:
SHOULD JESUS DRINK WINE?
Without hesitation many Christians respond in the negative without examining the reasons for their conclusion. If pushed for a
reason, they might reply, “The Bible forbids its use.” To this a skeptic
might raise the challenge: “Always? Unconditionally?” At this point
the teetotaler might object, “But Jesus is my example, and 1 KNOW
that H e would not drink. For me, His example is conclusive.”
But is the presupposition on which this conclusion is drawn a
correct one? That is, is it true that “Jesus would not drink”? Instead
of supposing what a person might or might not have done, is it not
better to ask the person himself, to learn what his practice really
was? Why not ask Jesus, “Lord, what is your personal practice regarding wine? How does your practice compare with that of your
contemporaries, or how does it differ?”
T o this, Jesus made reply: “John the Baptist came eating no
bread and drinking no wine; and you say, ‘He has an evil spirit.’ The
Son of man has come eating and drinking, and you say, ‘Look! A
greedy fellow and a drinker, a friend of tax-collectors and sinners.’
Yet wisdom is proved right by all her children.” (Luke 7:33-35)
The life-style of Jesus revealed in this text is probably quite
different from that expected of Him by ascetics of every age. Yet
what this text actually says proves that their desire to use the Son
of man as a champion for the cause of total abstinence on the question
of alcohol is based on other considerations and not on the example
of Jesus. Note the importance of this text as it relates to this
question :
1. Jews affirmed that H e normally and habitually &mk w h e .
This is not a conclusion drawn by scholars or the concensus
of critics, but the unabashed statement of the Lord Himself
as H e comments on His own way of life. The question at
issue in this context is the immediate contrast between the
fundamental wisdom behind the way of life practiced by
John the Baptist and Jesus, and the fundamental folly of
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those who perversely refused to accept the life, message, ministry and mission of either, However, it is worthy of note that
Jesus did not change His life-style merely because it laid
Him open to the criticism of being a “glutton and a winebibber, a friend of publicans and sinners.
2. Jesus affirmed that He habitually drank wine and s& bo
in a context where His nzeaning is clemr, His practice being
sharpiy contrasted with that of the abstainers on the one h d ,
and tbaf of the drzlnhrds on the other.
a. Jesus was not an abstainer, as evidenced by the contrast
with the life-long habits of John the Baptist whose wellknown asceticism was common knowledge and the basis
for the baseless criticism of him by fickle people.
b. Jesus was no drunkard or glutton, since H e Himself borrows
these slanders from the mouth of His detractors, not from
those who objectively try to describe His real manner
of life. His matchless life and sinless character unmask
these vilifications for what they are.
c. Therefore, Jesus’ practice, by His own statement, clarified
by His stated antitheses, stands exactly halfway between
both extremes. His is neither the teetotaler’s abstinence
nor the drunkard‘s excess, but the moderate’s evenness of
balance in all things.
3. Jesus affirmed that He habitually drank wine, sa$ng so to
a people accustomed t o thhk of wine as a blessing.
a. That the Jews knew wine and other strong drink to be a
dangerous curse, goes without saying, as many texts testify.
(Cf. Prov. 20:l; 21:17; 23:10, 21; 23:29-35, etc.)
b. But the Jews knew wine to be the generous blessing from
the Lord. (Gen. 27:28; Psa. 104:15; Isa. 55:l; Hos. 2:8, 9,
22; Joel 2: 19-24; Amos 9: 13, 14)
( 1 ) They spoke of bread and wine as the staple articles
of diet. (Gen. 27:25, 37; Dt. 11:14; Nun. 6:20;
Judg. 19:19-21; 2 Sam. 16:1, 2; 2 Chron. 11:11,
etc.)
(2) Consequently, they were required to put wine on the
grocery list of provisions for the priesthood (Num.
18:12; Dt. 18:4; 1 Chron. 9:29, etc.)
( 3 ) Wine appeared as a normal expression of ordinary
hospitality. (Gen. 14: 18; Judg. 19:19-21; 1 Sam.
16:20; 25:18; 1 Chron. 12:40; Jn. 2:3-10)
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( 4 ) Wine was commanded as a drink offering to God
(Ex. 29:40; Lev. 23:13; Num. 15:5, 7, lo), probably
because it was in common use and therefore had
practical value to the Jews. This made it a proper
thing that could be offered in sacrifice to God.

( 5 ) Wine was consumed by the Israelites even a t their
religious festivals. (Dt. 14:22-26; 12:17, 18; Isa.
62:8, 9)
( 6 ) The Jews knew of its value as an anesthetic (Prov.
31:6, 7; Lk. 10:34) as well as its necessity in case
of bad water or stomach infermities (1 Tim 5:23)
c. So, for Jesus to confess to eating bread and drinking wine
to a Jewish audience, is no more than to confess to living
a quite normal life. As an accurate reading of the circumstances in this text (Luke 7:33-35 and Mt. 11:18,
19) wild show, it was this very normalness about Jesus’
conduct that drew fire from the cynics. In collision
with the popular view as to what a “holy man” should
be, Jesus wore no hair shirt, fasted SO secretly that no
one ever knew about it (if He ever did), ate common
food, drank com.mon drink and made no extraordinary
effort to let His real holiness appear in a superficial
manner. But His real character was so well attested, that
He did not need to dignify the accusation of being a
“winebibber and a glutton” by even bothering to answer
it. The facts people knew about His life spoke for themselves.
So, the real question is not “Should Jesus drink wine?” as our
tongue-in-cheek title would have it, for, as a matrer of fact, He did.
But this is nor the point to be discussed with the modern Christian,
disturbed by the excess in certain areas surrounding the use of wine
or other forms of alcohol. The question is really “Should a Christian
%ollowhis Lord‘s example in drinking wine today?”
Although the apostolic doctrine is replete with stern denunciations of “drunkenness wherein is riot and excess,” yet the Apostles
do not enjoin uncondieional and perpetual abstinence as the way
around over-indulgence. Theirs too is the route of habitual moderation in all things (1 Co. 9:25), since they axe suspicious of any
doctrine thar promotes rigor of devotion, self-abasement and severity
to the body through negative regulations that God did not give. Such
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prohibitioiis might have an appearance of wisdom, but are of no value
in checking the indulgence of the flesh. (Col, 2: 16-23)
Beyond his dispraising of drunkenness and other forms of excess
connected with the attitudes and activities under the influence of
alcohol, the Apostle Paul, for instance, can find no rational basis for
abstaining either from meat or wine in normal practice, since he knows
that all God’s gifts (the context is food) are to be received with
thanksgiving. ( 1 Tim. 4: 1-5) However, under special circurnstances
Paul could conceivably dispense with ANY given food, for instance,
if it caused a brother to stumble. (Ro. 14:21) But contextually,
it is obvious that the Apostle viewed this abstinence only as necessary
in reference to the weaker Christian who had some scruple against
1 Co. 6:12-20; 8 all;
that particular food, (See Ro. 14:1-15:7;
10:23-33) This is a necessary conclusion, since Paul could delineate
no objective or absolute principle whereby wine or any food should
be proscribed under any and all circumstances.
Further, in seeking qualified personnel for the highest tasks in
the Church, the Apostle demanded that no excessive drinkers be
tolerated in the eldership or in the diaconate. (1 Tim. 3: 3, 8; Tit.
1:7) In giving directions for producing Christlike piety in the Church,
he only urges Titus (2:3) to bid older women not to be slaves to
drink. However, in neither case does he suggest abstinence as a
necessary quality. Rather, when he felt called upon to give his advice
to a young abstainer, Paul counselled Timothy specifically in favor of
wine, as opposed to water. (1 Tim. 5:23)
“Should Jesus Drink Wine?” may be an amusing question, but it
will stand for serious reflection. Jesus was a Jew living in firstcentury Palestine, Out of proper moral consideration for the needs
and views of His people, He ate and drank the food common to His
people. It is a fair question whether H e would follow His firstcentury practice while living, say, among twentieth-century Americans,
whose history and attitudes toward alcohol may well be quite different
than chat of first-century Jews. But here it may be objected that
twentieth-century Americans may need instruction by the Son of God,
so that their (mistaken?) conscience be edified, i.e. formed along
entirely differenr lines.

“ W E N IN ROME, DO AS
THE ROMANS”?
Lest some, caught up in the confusing currents of a relativistic
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age and maddened by the spineless morality of situation ethics, mistake
this position taken here to be the same drivel, let it be vigorously
denied that situation ethics has anything to do with Christianity.
The assertions made earlier that Jesus did in fact drink wine
in His own situation in the first century, primarily because He chose
to conform His practice with that of His’own people, the Jews, cannot
be construed in any fashion to justify the character-rotting influence
of that immoqality passing under the current name of “situation ethics.”
“Situation ethics,” as I understand the phrase in its popular use, refers
to a life guided by NO ABSOLUTE moral principle. There is no
absolute morality, that is, except for the pervasive rule of thumb that
each situation must be dealt with as a separate entity without any
necessary reference to any other situation. According to its various
practitioners, each moral decision must be made without reference to the
(im)moral standard of reference of the individuals involved, be it
hedonism, opportunism or whatever.
There is a chasmic contrast between this view of ethical decisions
and that practiced by Jesus of Nazareth and expected of His disciples.
Whereas “situation ethics” has no fixed code of absolutes within the
sphere of which ethical judgments are made, Christ’s doctrine proclaims
a rigid standard of inflexible righteousness. This standard outlines
clearly what is meant by drunkenness, fornication, theft, lying, etc.
By forbidding these and commanding their ethical opposites, i.e.
temperance, purity, integrity, etc., Jesus unveiled a code of absolutes as
demanding as the very character of God Himself! (See “Jesus’ Purpose For Preaching This Sermon”, notes on the Sermon on the Mount,
Vol. I, 18Sff.) What is NOT spelled out in regard to these standards
is how they are to be applied in every case. To a certain degree every
situation faced by Jesus’ disciple will be different from every other.
So, instead of writing new rules of conduct for each new situation,
Jesus placed into the hands of His disciple a few simple directives by
which he may decide how to act ethically in each situation. (Tliere
directives may be gleaned from great blocks of Scritpure on this
1 Cor. 6:12-20; chap. 8; 10:23-33;
subject, such as Ro. 14:l-15:7;
16:14; 1 Jn. 3, etc.)
Thus it is that the Christ and His disciples are armed, not with
some self-seeking, self-serving philosophy, but girded with the revelations of the living God in an enlightened conscience, face each si-tion and decide what each must do (1) to please the Father, and
( 2 ) to serve his fellow man best in that situation, and ( 3 ) what will
achieve his own highest goal.
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Now to return: should Jesus (or His disciple) drink wine?
But to ask this question is to see another: what other moral considerations were weighed into His decision which brought Him to
acfi as H e did in that given situation? If we fail to see these, we
should badly interpret why H e pursued that course, and, as a natural
consequence, we would inisapply His example in our own period.
H e drank wine in an age that Itnew no sutoinobiles racing along
a narrow ribbon of concrete within a cubit of oncoming traffic. H e
drank wine in a society not yet pressed for time, where the need for
ready reflexes to operate fast-moving machinery was small, He lived
in an age that moved in terms of the sun, not the timeclock. His
was an era of walkers, not riders, to whom sedentary living was less
a problem. But H e also lived in an age as profligate as any other, an
age that sought its amusements in the arms of Bacchus, an age when
many a party devolved into revelry. Even so, Jesus could trace a
clear line of godly conduct between asceticism and excess. In our
own highly industrialized machine age, coininon sense considerations
of safety may cause the Lord to counsel against alcohol in any situation where consideration for others and one’s own safety is compromised
by slower reflexes.
In light of Jesus’ practice, another interesting, if unsolvable,
puzzle is the question why the Lord did not concern Himself greatly
with the long-term effect of alcohol on the brain about which modern
research has so much to say. Is it possible that Jesus’ answer to
this query might be: “Do not drink to excess, and you need not fear
the adverse effects of alcohol on your brain”? After all, is not His
practice somewhat indicative of the conclusion that a moderate use
of alcohol by a God-oriented man need not fear long-range negative
effects on any part of his body, presuming that this man eats, sleeps
and exercizes normally? Or to state the problem differently, would
not Jesus, Revealer of God and Creator of man, surely have revealed
something of the lethal danger of drinking what is held to be a poison?
Is it too much to argue that His silence on the subject and His
personal practice, taken together, argue that our body chemistry can
absorb and profitably use a certain amount of alcohol?

IS ALCOHOLISM A SICKNESS?
Another ramification of the conclusion that Jesus Himself drank
wine, though never to excess (a conclusion drawn ,from His unanswerable denunciation of drunkenness as sin and from His own unimpeach-
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able character, Jn. 8:46; Heb. 4 : 1 5 ) , is the dilemma: should we
consider the alcoholic a sinner or a sick man? To put the question
in other terms: did Jesus escape alcoholism by righteousness (moderation), by maintaining a healthy body, or both?
While modern research has tended to demonstrate the direct connection between long-term embibing and many mental and physical
debilities, sicknesses to which both psychological and medical cures
must be applied, what is the meaning of the statement: “The alcoholic is a sick man”? This declaration, while declaring an objective
reality, is often made with emotional overtones that suggest that the
alcoholic can no more be charged with the responsibility for his
condition than would a child suffering from measles. On the other
hand, some religionists talk as if the alcoholic could be transformed
into a proper citizen simply by immediate and permanent swearing
off of alcohol, without any recourse to medical or psychologkdl help
to repair the damage that has been done to his body, mind, life, as
if correcting the alcoholic’s responsibility for his weakened condition
were the whole of his rehabilitation.
Before we hasten to decide whether the alcoholic is either a
sick of a sinful man, let us remember that some dilemmas are badly
srated, including this one. There is a third alternative: the alcoholic
may be both a sick and a sinful man. His sin has made him a sick
man. Forgiveness of his sin will not make him a well man. Making
him a well man in body and mind, insofar as modern science is able
to effect this, will not make him acceptable tu God. He must be
both saved and healed. His rehabilitation in both these respects may
require much time and may witness many set-backs, but it must rake
place in both areas, i.e. healing of the body and purifying the conscience and reinforcing the will, if the whole man is to be brought
back to normalcy.
There is one sad, tragic fact thar may face the alcoholic which,
repent as he might, he cannot change: damage to his body as the
natural consequence of alcohol’s ruinous effects. A man may repent
a thousand tilnes of his carelessness in handling a powersaw, but his
tears and his undoubted change for the good cannot give him back
his right arm sawn away in the accident. If this analogy applies to
the alcoholic in any way, it becomes a stern warning to any who drink,
that alcohol is capable of bringing upon him a blight that no amount
of repentance can correct.
Numerous are the instances where Jesus performed this very
healing of both body and soul by curing the body and forgiving the
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sin. He not only purified the conscience but also provided the
Gospel whereby the whole man can be transformed into a strong,
stable character. What is most remarkable is that Jesus held all
sinners responsible for the mess into which they get themselves (Cf.
Jn. 5:14; Mt. 1 2 ; 4 5 ) , especially drunkards (Lk. 21:34; Ro, 13:13;
1 Cor. 5 : l l ; Gal. 5:21; Eph. 5:18). Accordingly, if people were
merely sick due to some physical weakness related to causes nor dependent upon their choice, then, presumably, Jesiis could not justly
hold them responsible for the bad results of their actions. So, the
fact that He judges men responsible for their drunkenness, lays the
charge for failure, not merely upon constitutional weaknesses, but
upon the quality of the heart of the individual. Rather than become
a scientist or a doctor to heal all mankind by giving out useful
remedies or advice on physical health, H e dealt with man’s fundamental problem: his relation with God and man. If THIS problem be
not solved, physical or mental healing if only to live a few more years
in constant danger of being corrupted again, solves nothing.

HOW DID JESUS ESCAPE BECOMING
AN ALCOHOLIC?
As completely out of place as this query may seem, yet to answer
it may lead us to grasp something of the answer to our other question,
“Should Jesus’ disciple drink wine?” How is it possible to harmonize
the potentially catastrophic danger that alcohol represents both to the
individual and to society, with Jesus’ practice of taking wine? The
secret lies in being guided by all the moral directives that prompted
Jesus, By taking His view of ‘the world, by having a conscience
molded by the will of God and by showing the same forthright
obedience to the Father as did He, by knowing no other dependence
than upon the daily provision of the Father, one will be pleased to
learn that he is not troubled by those diseases that excess and indulgence bring in their wake.

Section 25
I

I

JESUS CONDEMNS UNBELIEVING CITIES
AND INVITES “BABES” TO COME T O HIM

I
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TEXT: 11:20-30
I. HEARTBROKEN CONDEMNATION
20. Then began he to unbraid the cities wherein most of his mighty
works were done, because they repented not.
21. Woe unto thee, Chorazin! Woe unto thee, Bethsaida! for if the
mighty works had been done in Tyre and Sidon which we e done
\
in you, they would have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes.
22. But I say unto you, it shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon
in the day of judgment, than for you.
23. And thou, Capernaum, shalt thou be exalted unto heaven? thou
shalt go down into Hades; for if the mighty works had been
done in Sodom which were done in thee, it would have remained
until this day.
24. But I say unto you that it shall be more tolerable for the land
of Sodom in the day of judgment, than for thee.

11. HEAVEN’S AUTHORITY
25. At that season Jesus answered and said, I thank thee, 0 Father,
Lord of heaven and earth, that thou didst hide these things from
the wise and understanding, and didst reveal them unto babes:
26. yea, Father, for so it was well-pleasing in thy sight.
27. All things have been delivered unto me of my Father: and no one
knoweth the Son, save the Father; neither doth any know the
Father, save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to
reveal him.

11. HEARTFELT COMPASSION
28. Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will
give you rest.
29. Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and
lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls.
30. Far my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. How did God “reveal things” to babes and “hide” them from the
wise? If God hides truth from anybody, is that not partiality?
Prove your answer.
b. How i s Jesus’ yoke easy?
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c. What kind of labor and burdens do you think Jesus was promising
to relieve?
d, Why and how will it be more tolerable in the judgment for Sodom
thain for Capernaum?
e. What do you think Jesus expected of the people in Capernaum to
do, that they did not do, which, in turn, moved Him to upbraid
them for not repenting?
f. What is repentance?
g. Have you ever wished that you could have been personally present
with Jesus during His ministry in those happy, golden days i
n
Capernaum along the shores of blue Galilee? What grand illusions
does this particular section shatter, bringing such dreaming back to
reality and prepares us for eternity and judgment?
h. Do you think that this section teaches us to believe that there will
be degrees of punishment for the wicked? On what basis do you
answer as you do? If you say yes, then does that not picture
God as showing favoritism in judgment, using one standard for
Tyre and Sidon and Sodom while requiring another of the privileged
cities of Galilee? If you say no, then how do you interpret the
words “more tolerable”?
i. Should we revise our theology and our hymns that teach us, “Jesus
never fails”. It appears that Jesus has clearly failed to win these
famous Galilean cities for God’s Kingdom, even though most of
His time and work had lbeen spent within their precincts. How
do you explain this failure?
j. Is Jesus meaning to say that not a single soul in these three cities
had repented? Give proof for the answer you give.
k. In what WQY can a city or a people be “exalted to heaven”? In
what way can they be “brought down to Hades”? Where is
“Hades”?
1 Jesus thanks God for hiding important truth from the “wise and
understanding”. It would seem to some that this is putting a
premium on ignorance and degrading the advancement in knowledge and culture. This is a long-held charge laid against Chtistianity. How would you interpret these words of Jesus in such a
way as would show that, in reality, Jesus actually holds no brief
for ignorance and unwillingness to seek truth?
m. Even though a main may be very well-developed intellectually,
when he views God‘s way of saving the world as nonsense, what
then should we say about him and his wisdom? Should we reject
all the truth that he knows, even though he rejects the gospel we
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know? Is he a fool for rejecting the gospel? If so, how far has
he lost the key to rruth, i.e. can he continue learning truth about
nature? Will he be hampered ia learning the fundamental truth
about himself and human nature? How far will he err or fail to
grasp the fundamental truths of psychology or sociology?
Do you think that Jesus accepts the possibility that the people He
describes as “wise and understanding” really are wise and understanding? What makes you say that?
What is there so praiseworthy about people whom Jesus describes as
“babes”?
Should we get excited or be upset by the attacks upon Christianity
launched by the intelligentsia of our day? If so, in what way?
If not, why not?
What fundamental attitude is Jesus requiring before participation
in His Kingdom is even possible?
Why should Jesus be thankful to God that some folks are actually
unable to see the truth (“I thank you that you have hidden these
things from the wise.”)? How can any sane person be thankful
for this?
If Jesus be only a mere man, what must we conclude about the
grandiloquent claims H e is making for Himself in this section?
If Jesus be God come in the flesh, what must we do about the
claims He makes upon us in this section?
After reading the Sermon on the Mount and Jesus’ other sermons
on the high cost of discipleship (for example, Luke 14:26-33),
can we stiII take Him seriously, when He claims that His yoke is
the easy one, HIS burden the light one? If so, how?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Jesus began then to censure those cities where He had done most
of His miracles, simply because they remained apathetic and unrepentant. “How sorry I am for you, Chorazin! You too are to be
pitied, Bethsaida! For if the wicked cities, Tyre and Sidon, had seen
the miracles performed to demonstrate God‘s authority that you have
seen, their people would have turned to God long ago, wearing the
sackcloth of shame and with ashes on their head to show their humility.
But let me tell you that it is going to go easier on judgment day
for those wicked cities than for you!
“And you, Capernaum, do you suppose that I will exalt you to a
position of imminence, power and importance, simply because I have
preached in your midst? No! As a city you shall die! Had rhe
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miracles taken place in the vilest city you can think of-even
Sodom,
that I have performed in your streets, yes, even Sodom would still
be standing today! But I can assure you that it will go much easier
for the whole land of Sodom than for you!”
At that time Jesus prayed, “Father, Lord Qf heaven and earth,
thank you for hiding the truth from those who suppose themselves
to be learned and wise, and for showing it to humble, teachable
people. Yes, Father, I thank you that you were pleased to do i t
that way.
“My Father has turned everything over to me. No one really
knows me, except the Father, and no one really knows God but me!
And I am willing to reveal God to anyone I want to, So, come to
me, all you who are worn-out and loaded down with impossible
burdem. I will give you real rest. Here: wear my yoke: let me
teach you. You will find me gentle with you and genuinely humble.
You will actually find the soul refreshment you are seeking. Last
but best, in the final analysis, you will find that, of all the yokes
you will ever know, my yoke is the easy one; my burden is really
the light one,”

SUMMARY
Jesus denounced those privileged cities where He had spsnt the
major part of His earthly ministry, because they remained undecided
and unwilling to turn to God after all His efforrs and evidences given
to convince them. Wicked cities with less opportunity will not be
so severely condemned as those reasonably good cities that had refused
to take a positive stand for Jesus. Then, in rapid-fire order, Jesus
expresses the rigorous judgment of the Judge Himself, His exultation
over the Father’s choice of method. Next H e makes the highest
possible claim to the knowledge of God by excluding all others. Upon
the basis of this claim, He makes the deepest, most sympathetic invitation to the whole human race, while asserting the most incredible
humility. He concludes by making the astounding claim that, after
all, His way is best.

NOTES
11:20 Then began he. Luke (10:13-16) records this same
denunciation pronounced upon the three Galilean cities, however with
several noteworthy differences, in connection with the mission of the
Seventy. Because of this fact, the chronological unity of Matthew’s
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chapter has been doubted. That is, is this condemnation of these
cities situated in its proper chronological place? While it is true
that Matthew often links together in the same chapter harmoniously
organized material from different situations, weaving them into one
closely-woven whole, the following suggestions tend to argue that in
this case he did not do so:
1. Matthew’s version of the denunciation is given in some loose
connedion with Jesus’ Galilean ministry, while Luke makes
it clear that the Mission of the Seventy, and the instructions
given in connection with it, were given after Jesus had definitely left Galilee for Jerusalem. (Cf. Lk. 9:51, 52; 10:1
“after this” )
2. In the commission of the Seventy, the significant omission of
the injunction not to enter either Gentile or Samaritan territory (cf. Mt. 10:5, 6) may point to the evangelization of an
area containing mixed populations, such as Perea with its
Decapolis, without excluding Judea. If this is, in fact, the
case, then a different audience for Jesus’ remarks, especially
this denunciation in Lk. 10:13-15, would naturally permit Jesus
to repeat what He had said earlier (Mt. 11:20-24)
3. The fact that Jesus’ actual comlmission of the Seventy itncludes
Luke 10:16, shows that Luke intended to include the denunciatian as an integral part of that commission. This is all the
more* significant in light of the fact that Lk. 10:16 was also
said to the Twelve before their mission in Galilee (Mt.
10:40), a fact that tends to confirm the conclusion that
Matthew and Luke record similar words spoken on two separate
occasions.
4. That they are similar, but not identical expressions, will be seen
from the following arsangements:

Matthew:
Luke:
a. Chorazin and Bethsaida; a. Sodom and any city rejectTyre and Sidon; facts and
ing the Apostles; fate not
connected in any way with
fate compared.
b. Capernaum and Sodom:
Capernaum.
facts and fate compared. b. Chorazin and Ekthsaida;
Tyre and Sidon; facts and
fate compared.
c. Capernaum’s fate, not compalred with that of Sodom.
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Therefore, this condemnation of the unrepentant cities is in its
chronological places both here in the Sermon of Matthew 11 as well
as in the commission of the Seventy in Luke 10, In that place it is in
order for two important reasons:
1, Since His great Galilean ministry would already have been
concluded, Ilis words become a warning to any other cities
in the virgin tercitory to which H e would send the Seventy,
that to reject Jesus or any of His messengers is to invite the
same dreadful judgment pending for the Galilean cities that
had remained impenitent.
2, Precisely because Jesus would not be permitted the leisure to
develop the same friendly rapport with other ,cities in Palestine, as H e had with Choratin, Bethsaida and Capernaum,
the people of other cities might be tempted to feel themselves
particularly neglected and, hence, at a great disadvantage because they would not be able to witness so many miracles
at first hand, So, by uttering, both in Galilee and elsewhere,
this fiery judgment upon those privileged towns, Jesus serves
notice both to the privileged and underprivileged cities alike
that no amount of first-hand acquaintance with Him can
take the place of genuine repentance! The miracles, and the
proof of them, are important, but not at the expense of the
real point of Christ’s mission: God was in Christ endeavoring
to bring men to their knees in surrender of their lives.
But even having said that this condemnation was uttered in Galilee
within earshot of some of the inhabitants of the very cities in question,
does nut also argue that this chapter is one continuous sermon, since
then began he may be taken, not as a note of time (“the very
next thing Jesus said was . ,”), but could well be Matthew’s means
of transition from one subject to another. ( ‘ T i e n another thing
Jesus said in ,this same general connection was . . .”)

.

I. INVINCIBLE UNBELIEF ( 11:20-24)
A. IMPENITANCE = UNBELIEF (11:20)
Then began he to upbraid (oizeidbein, “to reproach justifiably,” Arndt-Gingrich, 5 7 3 ) , Upbraid means to rebuke, censure,
blame; to charge, accuse or reprove reproachfully. But why would
the usually quiet, gentle Jesus be so disturbed? W e (must feel the
ironic contrast in Matthew’s introduction: God’s part in seeking to
save these cities had been mighty works done by Jesus. Men’s
reaction: they repented not! Whose conscience would not be
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deeply indignant at this obstinate refusal of divine mercy! In Jonah’s
ministry to Ninevah, the warning of imminent total disaster and the
terrifying judgment of God was sufficient to bring vicious pagans like
those Assyrians to tremble on their knees before ,,Cod. By contrast,
even the “riches of His kindness, forbearance and patience,” by which
Jesus’ message of mercy and ministry of generous helpfulness were
intended to encourage men to change their lives, could not move God‘s
own people! Jesus scolds them, because H e knows that a refusal to
repent c>onstitutes defiance of the living God! (Cf. Ro. 2:3-6) They
were so very unforgivable, for they rejected evidence that wauld have
persuaded some of the wickedest cities in the world! Whereas this
same gentle Jesus had spoken many precious promises and would yet
offer many yearning invitations to these people, they must now hear the
other side of the question: the fiery condemnation and the fearful
warnings. They must face what Lenski calls “the mighty and terrible
Jesus.”
Surprisingly, as Jesus sounds these awesome warnings, we realize
that we are standing in the presence of the very Messiah that John
the Baptist had been seeking! This entire section (11:20-30) is
Jesus’ own claim to be the Judge Himself, who would one day take
up the winnowing shovel to separate the wheat from the chaff. “lie
day would come when He would actually sieze the ax to cut down
fruitless trees. And the first among the worthless to go down would
be these very cities who had had the finest opportunities to know
the truth of God and live by it! In this one stroke, Jesus justifies
the NOT predictions of the Messiah’s justice, clarifies what John
longed to see Jesus undertake now and gives us all fair warning, by
asserting that He would bring this all to pass. But by His great
invitation, He teaches us that the day of mercy and of God’s longsuffering is still in effecr.
Cities wherein most o f his mighty works were done.
A phrase like this proves to us once more how very lirtle we know
of all that Jesus did. (Cf. Jn. 21:25) Even after a dose examination
of the recorded incidents in that tri-city area, we must admit that
great selectivity has been exercised in eliminating all but rhe few
stories we do have. And though the Evangelists’ impressick is that
these narratives are representative of the rest, yet our knowledge of
the samples does not permit us to presume we know all there is to
know even about the earthly ministry of our Lard.

Most of his mighty works (hui flehtui dmhzeif azltozl).
Though p l e t t o r is superlative in form, yet in koi& Greek, as i$n
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modern jx-qular English, the stipcrlatjve is used with a tnuch more
relative scnse than the form suggests. It is used for emotional
emphasis (dative use) where we would translate it “very,” or “many.”
(See Robertson-Davis, ,%or/ Grmiiiar, 206; Arndt-Gingrich, 676;
Dana-Manicy, 121 ) To get a quantitatively precise picture of thc
miracles wrought there and, at the same time, be faithful to kohzb
usage, we slrould translate it “many of His works.” The word “mosr”
however, carries its proper emotional impact and, simultaneously,
vouches for the authenticity of Matthew’s work. If he were inventing
his story and altering to avoid possible mistakes, he would be unlikely
to adroit that most of the great miracles of his Messiah resulted in the
failure to win those who wimessed them. Yet, if he did consciously say
that the major part of Jesus’ miracles produced no more than this,
then we may rest assured that he is not counterfeiting, and his story
true. W e must search elsewhere for the explanation behind this admission (that Jesus’ works failed to secure repentance in significant ’
cases),
Jesus’ ininistry there was two-pronged, consisting of action and
preaching. (Cf. Ac. 1:l: His “doing” came before his “teaching.”)
Jesus first established His right to say what H e came to reveal, then
H e preached it.
1. Incidents in the tri-city area:
a. Jesus moved there with His family and disciples. (Jn.
2:12)
b. At Cana in the first year of His ministry, H e healed the
nobleman’s son who was dying at Capernaum. (Jn. 4:4654)
C. Miraculous catch of fish, called four fishermen, healed many
(Mt. 4; Mk. 1; Lk. 5 ) .
d. In Capernaum the man with the unclean demon liberated
on the sabbath in the synagogue (Mk. I ; Lk. 4 ) .
e. Peter’s mother-in-law healed that afternoon (Mt. 8; Mk.
1; Lk. 4 ) .
f. That evening, whole city gathered at door for healing.
g- Paralytic borne by four men was cured (Mt. 9; Mk. 2; Lk.
p

4).
h, Centurion’s servant healed (Mt. 8; Lk. 7 ) .
1. Stilling the tempest, with other little boats from cities also
present on the lake with Jesus (Mt. 8; MIL 4:36; Lk. 8 ) .
Jajrus’
daughter raised from dead (Mt. 9; Mk. 5; Lk. 8).
j.
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k . Wom,in with hemorrhage cured (Mt. 9; Mk. 5 ; Lk. 8).
But mere mighty works alone cannot produce faith, if they are divorced
from what the miracle Worker says of Himself. Jesus’ miracles could
be verified by these very townspeople, but theyl.failed to see that
these signs pointed to Jesus’ identity. These mighty works were in
themselves a word from God, saying, “This is my Son: listen to Him!”
2 . Some of Jesus’ greatest messages were delivered in this atea:
a. Perhaps the Sermon on the Mount was preached dose
enough to these cities that at least some of the inhabitants
could have heard it.
b. The Sermon on the Bread of Life (Jn. 6: 59).
c. Probably also the Message on Human Traditions (Mt. 15;
Mk. 7).
d. The Sermon on True Greatness, Stumbling-blocks, Mistreatment and Forgiveness (Mt. 18).
What is the connection between Jesus’ miracles and the result He
anticipated, i.e. the repentance of these Galileans? His miracles
served to lead men to change their lives, by demonstrating Jesus’ right
to demand that they repent. Since His miracles were evidence of
the nearness of the Kingdom of God (Mt. 11:28), the paradox was
true: though the Kingdom of God had come nigh to them, yet they
remained far from the Kingdom! (Cf. Lk. 10:9-12 with Mk. 12:34)
Their continued impenitence, even in the presence of the best evidence
of a divine break-through into human history, is’ the best answer for
those who would insist upon the supreme necessity of miraculous
manifestations today for convincing the impenitent skeptics. W e must
not depend upon mighty works to convince and convert men today,
if the Gospel attested by Christ‘s own miracles was rejected by men
of the same mentality in His day. To pafraphrase Abraham’s response
to the tormented rich man: “No, if they hear not Christ and the
Apostles, neither will they be convinced .if some one should rise from
the dead or work other marvelous miracles.”
They repented not is a tragic epitaph! What could have
been the motives that induced these privileged Galileans to justify their
failure to repent? Some of the fatal assumptions may have been:
1. “Proximity to the Lofd is as acceptable as faith.” Physical
nearness to Him did not guarantee their repentance nor
strengthen their faith. The more distant ministry of John the
Baptist had stirred multitudes throughout the nation, but not
even Jesus’ ministry right in their midst had been able to
bring these cities to rheir knees. In fact, the sheer common542
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ness of their fellowship with Him may have dulled their
sensitivity to His message and to His mission on their behalf. It is foolish to think that faith would necessarily have
been excited in us, or would be stronger than it is, had we
been imlmediate neighbors of the Master and thus witnesses
of His life and work, (Analogous cases: Jn. 11:47; 12:37)
Here is the moral exception to the proverb: “Seeing is believing.” This area bad seen many wonders but did not believe
the moral significance of them sufficiently to submit to the
message based on them.
CHAPTER ELEVEN

2, “Morality may be substituted for repentance.”

I

-

I
I

I

The relative
morality of these cities seeins to have been higher than thar
of Tyre, Sidon and Sodom. They may have even been priding
themselves an their relative respectability. Perhaps they even
sneered at Jesus’ demands that they bow with other common
sinners, that they too be born again, repent deeply m d sincerely seek the redemption and leadership H e offered. They
were generally good people: they at least did not try to stone
or crucify Jesus. In fact, one could say that they accepted
Jesus up to a point. But, for Jesus, that “certai,n point”
cannot exist: He wants all or nothing. He teaches that the
greatest sin man can commit is to refuse to believe in Him.
And, as far as the so-called “good morality” is concerned, it
is not really good after all. A person or a city that retains
itself for itself and does not give itself to the Lord, is really.
wicked! They were too confident that they already pursued
the proper course, with God. Their “good conscience” was
their most blinding fault. Jesus was not trying to make .
people more or less good; H e was endeavoring to lead them
to trust Him to make them perfect! We tcm may shudder
at the sins of others and a t the punishment they have incurred,
and yet be far more guilty ourselves of crime against Gad.
We may not be violent, Sensual people, ready to ridicule or
Oppose the work of Christ. And yet our .own self-righteousness
and complacency will cause us to be indifferent to Him, dulling
the influence of His ministry, letting Him produce no change
in us. Though externally our lives may be more eminently
respectable than those whose conduct is openly disreputable,
we may be ungodly in a far more deadly way,

3. “Education in godliness, or information, is as good as faith.”
These cities had enjoyed the distinct opportunity to be edu-

I
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cated directly at the feet of the Master Himself, whom to know
was to know the very mind of God! But the mere fact that
they had heard many messages and were informed on the
nature of Gods plans did not release .these Galileans from
the necessity of trusting Jesus! For, according to the measure
of light against which they sinned, so will their judgment be!
They enjoyed the utmost opportunity. Now they must face
the utmost in responsibility. They forgot the responsibilities
of privilege.
4. They may even have supposed that sympathy with the Master’s
work were equal to repentance. Surely had they lacked some
faith in His miracu~lous power or had they begrudged Him
some understanding of His intentions, He would “have done
no mighty works there.” (Cf. Mt. 13:58; Mk. 5 : 6 ) But
mere sympathy with His general program to the extent of
rejoicing in the evidences of the blossoming of righteousness,
or to the extent of agreeing that Jesus was on rhe right
track in bringing God close to men, without submitting to the
spiritual demands of His message, is to remain uncommitted,
and, in Jesus’ sight, ultimately against God. (Cf. 12:30) The
sympathy that men show for Jesus’ work and their agreement
that His Gospel is the best view of life may help us to open
their hearts to submit to His rule, but sympathy is not repentance.
5. “Failure to repent is as good as repentance.” Christ was
relegated to the realm of indifferent. They did not care
enough about Him to react. Theirs was the sin of inaction.
Many a man’s defense before God is no more than this:
“But I did not do anything!” But this may be his condemnation, for Jesus had outlined a plan of action. He blamed
these favored cities because they repented not.
One cannot help wondering whether Jesus’ piercing description of
that last great Day were not most directly true of these cities: “Then
you will begin to say, ‘We ate and drank in your presence, and you
taught in our streets.’ But He will say, ‘I tell you, I do not know
where you come from; depart for me, all you workers of iniquity!”
(Lk. 13:26, 27)
Because they repented not. T o bring these cities to repentance was the Lords grand desire and the practical gml of His
labor. Even though He had lavished blessings upon them and caused
mu#& rejoicing, His toil appeared comparatively wasted, because He
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could be satisfied with nothing short of repentance, He did not aim
to leave His audiences merely richer, only better educated, perhaps
more adequately adjusted socially, materially more comfortable, W e
must notilce how little emphasis Jesus put upon the externals of
religion, Even though great multitudes from these cities followed Him,
they did not surrender their will to that of God. What great emphasis
we tend to put on church buildings, budgets, numbers in attendance at
worship, in short, mere trappings of religion, even though the people
themselves, who are brought into contact with “our religion,” do nor
feel the heavy burden of their responsibility for what they have had
the opportunity to know of God! They must never be the same after
hearing the voice of God speaking through Jesus! Do men actually
hear this voice in our gospel pr~clamation? So, in our work for
Him, we too must not rest content with results that did not please the
Lord when He worked at the same task.
CHAPTER ELEVBN

Implicir in His reproaches is the rigorous judgment pronounced
by the Judge Himself:
1. By implication H e claims to know the past more perfectly
*
than any, by declaring what men of ancient cities MOULD
HAVE DONE with better opportunities. Only omniscience could
guarantee accuracy arthis point.
2. By implication He claims to know with unshakeable certainty
the outcome of the yet future judgment, an issue which only
God could know.
And because these presuppositions are merely implied, not asserted or defended (as He does, in fact, do elsewhere, Jn. 5:22, 27; cf. Ac. 10:42;
17:31),the positive boldness with which Jesus speaks is the more awesome.

B. OPPORTUNITY = RESPONSIBLITY (1121-24)
11:21 Woe unto thee (om4 mi) is an interjection denoting
pain or displeasure (Arpdt-Gingrich, 5 9 5 ) , but in what sense does
Jesus mean it here?
1. An as expression of grief, as if the Master is pained to reveal
the fate of so many friends? This makes excellent sense
here, because of Jesus’ sorrowing sympathy for these who
stumble on in their wilful blindness with no real conception
of their impending doom. This idea is perfectly in harmony
with the known character of our Lord, who is merciful even to
the hardest sinners whose wilful unbelief demands additional
signs when so many had already been given. (Cf. 12:38-42)
Woe may be so interpreted. (Cf. Mt. 24:19; 2 6 ~ 2 4 ; Rev.
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8:13; 12:12; 18:10, 16, 19) Barclay (Mdthew, 11, 13) is
certainly in order to notice:
This is not the accent of one who is in a temper
because his self-esteem has been touched (nor) of
one who is blazingly angry because . . . insulted,
(nor) a passion of hatred a t men. It is the accent
of sorrow, , . . of one who offered men the most
precious thing in the world and who saw it completely disregarded. ’ ( H e is) watching a tragedy
being played out and . . . is powerless to stop men
rushing on to ruin.
2. In condemning judgment?
Jesus hates sin, H e cannot
but expose it, even if it means scorching rebuke aimed at
friends among whom He was a well-known and appreciated
companion, for they had proudly refused God’s grace. This
suggestion is probably the right one, since, contextually, Jesus
is clearly pronouncing the destiny of those who continued to
reject His representation of God’s mercy.
Chorazin is an otherwise unknown city probably located about two
miles to the north of Capernaum, now utterly desolate, its very existence
being yet attested by extensive ruins. (ISBE, 614a)
Bethsaida. Two cities bore this name and were both situated
at the north end of the Sea of Galilee on opposite sides of the mouth
of the Jordan River. A critical study of the following texts reveals
them to be “Bethsaida in Galilee” (Jn. 12:21; Mk. 6:45; Jn. 6:17;
near Capernaum) and “Bethsaida Julias” (Lk. 9:lO; cf. Jn. 6 : l ‘bn
the other side of the Sea of Galilee” from Capernaum; Mk. 8~22, a
blind man was healed there on “the other side,” Mk. &:13, after the
discussion at Dalmanutha Magadan on the west bank, Mt. 15:39b; M I .
8: l o b ) That two similarly-named cities, located so close together,
should not be thought strange, since “Bethsaida,” etymologically, may
mean nothing more than “house of fishing” (ISBE, 451b), hence
refer to the water-front fishing villages so-called from the occupation
of their inhabitants.
The mighty works done in you. Although we have no
record of miracles worked in Chorazin and Bethsaida (however, see
notes on 8:14), yet in every part of the Gospel narratives are found
evident summaries of much vaster extent of Jesus’ labors. (Cf. Mt.
9:35; 4:23-25; Jn. 20:35; 21-25) Nevertheless, due to the proximity
of these towns to Capernaum, the scene of much of Jesus’ activity,
as well as the headquarters of His Galilean campaigns, the many
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miracles done in the city limits of Capernauin would have had repercussions in those other two adjoining communities located but a
short walk away. On the other hand, if the “great day of miracles”
(Mt, 8:14-17; Mk. 1:21-34; Lk. 4:31b-41) ended at Bethsaida in
Galilee, rather than in Capernauin, then we have an excellent sample of
the mighty works done in Bethsaida, since Peter and Andrew,
at whose home that day was concluded, were originally from there
and perhaps still lived there. (Jn, 1:44)
If
(they) had been done in Tyre and Sidon means
that no such ministry of any of God’s prophets had actually been
carried out in those [cities. While it is true that God’s men had
thundered against Tyre and Sidon time and again (cf. Isa. 23; Jer.
25:22; Ezek. 26:l-28:26; Amos 1:9, 10; Zech. 9 : 2 - 4 ) , yet apparently
God sent no prophet to bear the warnings of their destined judgmenr. The case of Nineveh and Jonah seems to have been the
exception rather than the rule. The above-mentioned prophecies were
delivered, then, for “local consumption” among the Jews themselves,
as God gave them evidence of His planning, By declaring His
counsel prior to its execution, He provided written proof that H e is
the Lord of history and ruled nations. Nevertheless, it was not His
purpose to do mighty w o r k s in those pagan cities. To the Jews,
then, the mention of these two Phoenician cities called up the image
of typical pagan cities, ignorant of God’s revelations and, as a consequence, morally degraded. Tyre and Sidon were geographically close
enough to Palestine for their notorious wickedness to be generally
proverbial among the Jews.
Foster (SLC-1957, 4 9 ) submits the interesting suggestion that
Jesus may not have been looking a t the ancient pagan cities in their
own historicafl context, but rather was alluding to the modern cities
of His day. However, if the Lord intended a patallel between Tyre
in
and Sidon on the one hand with Sodom ( 1 1 : 2 3 ) on the other, m
approximately the same sense in which He mentioned Capernaum,
Bethsaida and Choratin together, tlien it becomes evident! that He
had only the ancient cities in mind, since Sodom had never been
rebuilt and was no longer existing in the time of Christ.
They would have repented long ago, This is no hypothesis
contrary to fact, notwithstanding the possibility that anyone could have
levelled this objection to Jesus’ affirmation. His assertion remains
above challenge, if we admit the identity of the One who asserts it.
Only God‘s omniscience could comprehend in its scope all possible
actions, as well as what people actually do. The Master does nor
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hesitate to reveal what the wicked ancients would have done, and,
by so doing, reveals His own identity even further. This impression
is made the more evident by the solemn introduction_ prefixed to His
pronouncement: But I say unto you. This, is the authotitative
voice which will pronounce the sentence on the day of judgment.
These words encourage the vilest sinner to believe that, if these cities
might have escaped their horrible fate by thorough-going repentance,
there is hope for him too if he but repent.
Repented in what sense?
1. Does Jesus mean that full conversion to God that was expected
of the chosen people? That would depend upon the precise nature
and requirements of the message those pagan cities would have
received. If that preaching were equal to the message supported by the mighty works done in Bethsaida, Chcxazin
and Capernaum, then the Master means nothing short of full
transformation.
2. If, however, He meant a message geared to the actual degree
of maturity (or lack of it) at Which those ancients lived,
then He probably refers to that leaving off of their more
heinous sins for which they had grown notorious. In this
case God would not have destroyed them, even as He tolerated the continued existence of other relatively ungodly cities,
until the times were right to provide them more complete
revelations. (Cf. As. 17:30) It may be safe to decide this,
since, in light of Jesus’ principle, responsibility is equal to
one’s opportunity. For if these cities had no special revelation on the basis of which they could be deeply transformed,
as had the Jews, then it could not be expected of them that
they produce that of which they were psychologically incapable.
(Cf. Ro. 10:14)
Sackcloth and ashes. The wearing of a rough, prickly hairshirt next to the skin and the covering of one’s head with annoying
ashes (or also sitting in them) was the ancient way of expressing
extreme sorrow and genuine repentance. (Cf. Isa. 58:5; Dan. 9:3;
Janah 3:5-10; Esther 4:3; Rev. 11:3) This bodily discomfort harmonizes well with the contrite attitude of one’s spirit. Because it was
obvious to all, it became a public recognition of one’s contrition.
11:22 More tolerable in the day of judgment than for
YOU, does not mean that these ancient, corrupt cities will get off scotfree at the judgment, in the sense that they would not be punished,
or that they would be assured a place in God’s paradise. The rule
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still stands: responsibility equals opportunity. (Cf, Lk. 12:47, 48; Jn.
15:22-24; 9:40, 41; Ro. 2:12-16; 3:23-25) So there is no favoritism
with God here, as if the corrupt Gentile cities might be thought to
be judged by one standard and the Jews by another, The one standard
for all is that of opportunity to know the truth and act upon it, SO
a man is responsible not merely for what he actually knows, but for
what it was possible for him to know, but he chose not to secognize.
(Cf. Ro, 1:18-28) One of the most excruciating parts of Hell is the
burning within the conscience which screams to the suffered how much
opportunity he had to receive God’s loving grace. (Cf. Uc. 16:25)
As a consequence, Jesus is not teaching that all the unsaved will suffer
punishment of the same severity, since the gravity of guiltiness will
vary with the opportunity.
Who would have supposed that judgment would reveal such a
reversal of popular standards and upset estimates so commonly held?
The jarring surprise caused by Jesus’ declaration could not have been
greater! One would have thought that of all people, surely those good
Galilean neighbors of the Lord would be first in the Kingdom. What
a lesson: the relative degree of a sinner’s guilt may not come to the
fore here on earth, and should never be used as a standard for
measuring the guilt of others. Only the judgment of God will reveal
the depth of one’s guilt, since only then will the facts be bared that
show how much opportunity one had to know and do God’s will.
This is a judgment upon an attitude toward Jesus’ message, but
not absolutely irrevocable in the case of individuals, since some of
these very townsmen could yet be won. This solemn declaration,
then, is a feamrful warning of a fate too dreadful to be conceived,
deliberately worded to shake the complacent back to a sense of reality,
calling them to repent before the hour of opportunity had elapsed.
11:23 And thou, Capernaum, shalt thou be exalted unto
heaven? Is this a question or an affirmation?
1. Affirmation (KJV: “Thou, Capernaum, which are exalted unto
heaven . .”) Capernaum would naturally feel honored as a
city whose face would soar to the gates of heaven itself,
inasmuch as she could consider God‘s Son her most illustrious
citizen. But taken in juxtaposition with the following phrase,
this affirmation becomes ironic, since her temporal fame is
not matched by eternal glory.
2. Question (ASV, RSV). This suggests that Jesus was verbalieing Capernaum’s self-estimate: “You did not suppose that
my mere presence among you would guarantee your eternal
CHAPTER ELEVEN
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fame and glory, did you? Wait till you hear your sentence
read!”
ipts, since
The problem lies in the reading of the
E, G.phi and other Greek MSS as well as ‘f
among the
Latin, the Siniatic and Peshitta Syrix have “And you, Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven,” where K, M, and
other Greek MSS and h Latin have a similar variant: “And you,
Capernaum, the one which has been exalted unto heaven.”
But contrary to these two variant readings, Aleph, B, 0, W,
Thetu, C, many Latin MSS, the Vulgate; the Curetonian Syriac,
the Sahidic, Bohairic and many other ancient translations
have: “And you, Capernaum, you will not be exalted to
heaven, will you?” (mk h&s ozlra.noz2 hypsdth2sS;). Since in
the best judgment of the editors of the critical text, the latter
reading has the best MSS support, this is a question expecting
a negative answer.
Thou shalt go down into Hades. Hades most often refers
to the unseen world of the dead, the tomb. Moreover it can also
connote the fate of those dead whose punishment is sure, having
been so destined by thek passage beyond the realm of further opportunity to change. (Cf. Lk. 16:23) For this reason Hades may
sometimes be used as a synonym for Hell. Which is it here, merely
the obscurity of the grave and the oblivion in the dust of the centuries,
or a fiery threat of eternal punishment?
1. The grave, historical oblivion.
ISBE, 1315b: “As in the OT Shed is a figure for
the greatest depths known (Dt. 32:22; Isa. 7 : l l ;
57:9; Job 11:8; 2 6 : 6 ) , this seems to be a figure
for the extreme of humiliation to which that city
was to be reduced in the course of histary. It is
true that ver. 24, with its mention of the day of
judgment, might seem to favor an eschatological
reference to the ultimate doom of the unbelieving
inhabitants, but the usual restriction of Hades to the
punishment of the intermediate state . . . is against
this.”
In this connection note also Isa. 14:13-15; Ezek. 26:20.
So, without denying the threatened punishqent of any who
rejects Jesus, it may be possible to interpret figuratively
heaven and hades in this verse, since in Jesus’ mind they
represent proper antitheses. Thus, in the same way thar the
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exaltation of Capernaum’s citizens probably did not mean that
they would all go to live in heaven, so their humiliation in
had& need refer to no more than, the material ruin of the
city. Capernaum would lose her glory and privileges, falling
to a level as far below other cities as she had been honored
above them. The Jewish wars with Rome so thoroughly
destroyed the city, that one might almost believe that those
who overthrew it were bent on proving Jesus right.
2. Hell. Foster (SLC-1957, 50 Trgues that
The reference as to what will happen to Sodom in
the day of judgment makes it plain that Jesus was
not threatening qpernaum with a mere return of its
fine buildings to rubble and its people to the grave.
As a matter of fact, this was the fate of these cities
within the scope of about a generation, but the
warning of Jesus carried a more solemn import.
What would be the point in saying that unrepentant men shall
be broyght down to the grave? Where else would dying men
go? The fate of these cities is determined by no other
factor in this context than the obdurate indifference to repentance and faith. Temporal oblivion is too goad for anyone
who turns thumbs down on God’s Son!
Cio down into Hades. Though there is reasonably good manuscrip evidence for the reading: “You shall be brought down to Hades”
(L&bibasth&?), a reading which suggests the active punitive justice
of God, the reading chosen for the text is well supported. It raises
the instructive problem in what sense unrepentant cities go down
into Hades. God’s judgment is often passive in its function. When
men vould have expected Him to rain fire from heaven upon the
wicked, thus giving a world-shaking indication of His justice, sometimes He gives no sign at all, almost as if He were happily unconcerned. Why is He silent? Since He did not destroy Capernaum, .
Choradn and Bethsaida for their refusal to repent, as H e did in the
case of the sins of Sodom and Gomorrah, how could He be just?
Often He simply withdraws His blessing after men prove themselves
disinclined to appreciate them, thus leaving them to fend for themselves. When H e thus abandons men to the logical consequences of
their own choices, He is actually delivering them up to their own
damnation. (Cf. Ro. 1:18-32, esp. 24, 26, 28) Further, it may well
be that in the very hour, in which God’s patient silence is interpreted
by rebels as a motive for relaxing in their false security, God is
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mixing for them a cup of wrath, Either way, the apparent silence
of the Judge is fully as ominous as if He had taken immediate action.
Men must not confuse Gods long-suffering for weakness or forget> ,* ,
fulness.
To what city does Jesus compare His adopted hometown?
Sodom, with the opportunities offered Capernaum, would have
remained until this day. Out of this a h a t i o n arise four
truths:
1. A reminder of the appalling end of those wicked cities of
the Plain. (Cf. Gen. 19:24ff.; Mt. 10:15; Lk. 10:12; 17:29)
The historical ruin of these metropoli naturally lent itself to
their proverbial use as symbols of divine punishment.
h a . 1:9; Ro. 9:29; 2 Pet. 2:6; Jude 7; Rev. 11:8)
2. A solemn affirmation of the dreadful doom awaiting the
Sodomites at Judgment. If they thought their earthly punishment had been terrible, they miscalculated God! This future
justice is not, as some suppose, because the Sodomites rejected
the angels sent to them, for God did not send them to save
Sodom, but to retrieve Lot and his house. Sodom had already
been condemned for sinning against the knowledge of God
and righteousness it possessed.
3. A divine announcement that with the same challenge to know
the truth given to Capernaum, Sodom would have repented
and so never would have been cremated alive. This is no
hypothesis contrary to fact, given the divine superhuman
knowledge of the One who declares it. He who read the
hearts of 'the Sodomites, now reads the consciences of these
Galileans.
4. An encouraging hope: if Sodom would have been spared,
despite the heinousness of her sin, there remains a chance
for the vilest sinner who accepts the very Gospel that would
have saved Sodom!

(a.

11:24 I t shall be m o r e tolerable for the land of Sodom
in the day of judgment, than for thee. (See on 10:15) This
proposition contains several other presuppositions that deserve consideration:
1. Though Sodom had been extinct for almost two millenia
before His coming, Jesus points out yet another day on which
Sodom must stand with Capernaum to give account before
God.
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2, Death itself is not, therefore, all the punishment an individual

can expect for his sins, After death there is also a judgment.

3. Though cremated alive for their sins, the Sodomites await
yet future judgment, This means that punitive judgment on
earth for one’s sin is not the final satisfaction of absolute
justice. That kind of summary vengeance may only mean
that God speeded up the time left until death, immediately
thereby eliminating the opportunities to conrinue sinning
with apparent impunity.
4. Though horribly punished with death on earth, the Sodomites
were not thereby annihilated. They are yet alive somewhere
facing the final vindication of God’s righteousness and their
final sentence.
The fearful instruction of this section (11:20-24) is that while
men still breathe, they are the absolute masters of the citadel of their
hems-their
emotions, their intellect, their conscience and their will.
God Himself in Jesus Christ chose to leave men absolutely free to
throw open the gates of the fortress and surrendet, or resist divine
mercy clear to the bitter end. This means, of course, that in the
present, Tesus is willing to let each unbeliever’s private kingdom remain invincible. This also means that in the light of time, Jesus
appears to be beaten, since He refuses to force man’s surrender. But
the Master knows that the few pages, necessary to tell anyone’s entire
life story, do not include the final denouement, for every man, sabel
or friend, will one day bow the knee to Jesus and confess that Jesus
Christ is Lord. (Phil. 2:9-11) Then it will be decided who was really
invincible. Jesus can wait.

11. UNCONQUERABLE SUBMISSION ( 11~25-30)
A. JOYOUS THANKSGIVING ( 11:25, 26)
A superficial reading of the previous section, as suggested above,
might tempt us to shake our heads in discouragement, since even
the Son of God is apparently failing even to hold His own with the
most favorable opportunities among the best contacts as He ministers
amohg His own people, And if He fail there. , , .? But the Master is
anything but beaten. Matthew leads us to a closer examination of
what he himself learned to appreciate, i.e. how the Christ reacted to
frustrating heart-crushing disappointments. Instead of flailing out or
becoming bitter or accusing others of blundering and failure to
evangelize properly, Jesus turns to God, The paradox is especially
true of the Son of God: though invincibility and submission usually
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mutually contradict each other, in Jesus they are nicely matched. He
absolutely refuses to permit anything to hinder Him (hme is His
unconquerable spirit), turning Him aside from His responsibility to
do exactly what His Father sent Him to do even if that means
personal disappointments to I3u-p (here is His real meekness and submission). Jesus knows that the secret of ultimate invincibility lies
in submission-immediate, unhesitating, willing and continuous submission to the Father’s desires. Would that we could learn that selfrule and invincibility are the real opposites!
11:25 At that season (en ekeilzd to“ k&o”) is a most remarkable wording if Matthew is adhering to a strict chronological
presentation in this chapter, for kakas (“season”) often refers to a
longer period of time than just a moment on the day when this
discourse would have been presented. Further, Luke (10:21), in an
almost exact parallel passage has “in that same hour” (in aut& t i hdrh),
as it were, to express the precise moment when Jesus prayed the very
prayer here reported by Matthew in a loose general connection. Matthew
knows how to be precise when the occasion calls for precision. (Mt.
8:13; 10:19; 18:l; 2 6 5 5 ) And He can speak loosely as necessary.
(Mt. 12:l; 14:l; 11:25?) Perhaps the publican-Apostle has taken
Jesus’ prayer and observations from the Mission of the Seventy. which
he does not intend to include, and uses it here because of its suitability to close this section in which he has illustrated the varying
effects of the Lord’s ministry upon those who came into contact with
it.
,
Jesus answered and said, To whom or what is H e making
“answer”?
1. Is He responding to His own reflections upon the ignorance,
unbelief and rejection found in the most favored cities. Only
if these two parts of this section (i.e. 11:20-24 and 11:2530) are chronologically connected.
2. Or is His answer a grateful response t o the deep confidence
in Him manifested by many humble disciples who were
willing to come to Him, confessing, “Lord, you know everything I need to know. Teach me”? In this case, chronological
connection is not so important, since the Lord is viewed as
responding to a general situation. Matthew, then, sees the
Lord as expressing His own answer to the d h a t e of unbelief
all around Him, contrasted with some evidences of simple
trust.
3. Or, is it merely an introductory formula “common in Hebrew
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narrative as an enlarged equivalent for ’said’“2 (Plummer,
Matthew, 165; cf. 17:4; 28:5; Deut. 21:7; Job 3:2; Isa. 21:P
in ASV)

I t h a n k t h e e (exomologorimai s o i ) . Since the verb exonzob
g o d m i means primarily “to confess, admit; acknowledge” and, the

I

connotative meaning, “to praise” (See Arndt-Gingrich, 276), one might
wonder why many English translations have it: “I thank thee.” But
when it is remembered that, by nature, our thanks is an acknowledgement of some favor or kindness received, a confession of our gratitude, this connection becomes more natural. Further, exo7?20~0go?inzai
in the LXX period had already begun to include the more general
sense of praise. (Compare the following especially in the LXX;
Gen. 29:35; 2 Sam 22:50; 1 Chron. 29:13; Psa. 86:12 [85:12 LXXI;
118:28 [117:28 LXXI; 18:49 [17:50 LXX]; 35:18 [34:18 LXX];
Skach 51:l) In all of these passages the idea of giving thanks is
easily substituted with the idea of praise and vice versa. Vine
(EDNTW, IV, 122) has it “I make thankful confession” or “I make
acknowledgement with praise.” In our dealings with God, the dual
force of this word (exomologodmai) is most appropriate, since the
nature of His gifts and loving care is such that we feel that we may
confefs our dependence upon him, praise Him for His graciousness
and t h m k Him for His gifts almost all in one breath! It should not
be surprising that pious Greek-speaking Hebrews should have found
the one word that beautifully expresses all these ideas!
In addition, if Jesus feels the exuberant joy here, that is described by Luke, then it is more than psychologically credible that
all these ideas be united in His mind. H e is in high spirits, rejoicing
as completely as if a great victory had just been won, even though
He is realistically and frankly facing failure. The Lord has failed
to win over those cities wherein most of His labor had been expended,
and yet He gives thanks? Carver (Self-hfwpetation, Plff.) senses
this:
Jesus is frankly facing relative failure in His preachirig of
the Kingdom of Heaven to the people. Not that we are to
suppose He was surprised, and in that sense, disappointed.
The actual fact and experience of failure is, however, upon
Him; and there is no prescience or preparation that can take
away the grief and sting of failure to do the good to people
to which one had devoted all his energy ,
. Yet few
would have agreed with Him that He was failing-probably
not one would have agreed. He had never been more popular

.
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. . . multitudes seek Him out on every opportunity, . . They
are ready to risk all and follow Him i n revolt against all
authority, religious and political . . .
Therein appears His superior insight. Here was for
Him the mark of His failure. The people were missing the
point of His appeal. They wanted a bread king. They
wanted His miracle personality to’ perform in miracles of
provision and protection, deliverance and defense while, unchanged in heart and life, they would enjoy a physical, a
material Messianic reign. How it all wrung His soul and
drove Him to prayer. He was calling them to repentance,
they wished to follow Him to power. He wanted to get
God into them, they wanted to get Him and God into their
service. His soul is wrung in deep anguish, because of their
deep need of repentance and their persistent unrepentance.
H e has tried so hard, so faithfully, unselfishly, so perfectly
tried to give them God, and they have not seen it.
And yet, Jesus refuses to be downed by the failure implicit in His
judgment of those cities. Instead He has a high heart and nothing
but words of praise for God! What an exquisite expression of the
very meekness He will shortly claim! This is no mere acquiescence:
“I accept your wisdom, since I have no other alternative.” There is
no sorrowful, but dutiful, submission that whines, “I conform, because
I feel that I should.” Rather there is joy and satisfaction with God‘s
plans: “I thank you-I praise you!” The depth of His meekness becomes evident when we examine who it is that stands here rejoicing
despite the heartaches in being so limited:. the only One who truly
knows God and is perfectly understood by God, the One to whom
the Father entrusted everything! (Mt. 11:27 ) Despite these divine
prerogatives that might have seemed to guarantee Him the right to
expect better treatment and greater success, He accepts being limited
this way as part of His mission and the most excellent course.
The things which cause the Lord Jesus to rejoice and give thanks,
should give us reason to reflect upon. what pleases us. His strange
thanksgiving challenges us to inquire into our easy satisfaction with
those irrelevant, superficia symbols of success: our great crowds,
our spacious cathedrals, our tight schedules, many programs and multitudes of meetings. What does H e have to be, so triumphantly glad
about?
1. God is His Father and universal Sovereign. No matter what
issues the intermediate conflicts may have, the ultimate victory
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is safely in His hand. There is an unquestionable stabilizing
effect in knowing that the Lord of heaven a n d earth is also
our Father, Temporary setbacks, however heartbreaking they
be, cannot upset the confidence that is founded on the invincible God! (Cf. Isa. 26:3, 4; Psa. 112:7)
2. Jesus can be grateful that elementary justice is already being
done, since the intellectual aristocracy, so proud of its superiorjty, would for that very reason, be hindered from knowing
the eternal truths, whereas the intellectually humble believers
would actually recognize the divine wisdom.
3. Jesus can rejoice in the width of the abyss that separates
the supreme majesty of God from the vaunted “greatness” of
earth’s “wise and understanding,” who dare pit their limited
understanding and unlimited pride against His wisdom and
revelations. This contrast merely proves that God’s efforts
to save man do not rest in any way upon human intellect.
Rather, intellectual talents, instead of being necessary, often
get in the way. Jesus can praise God for working out a
means of salvation that leaves God completely autonomous and
that demands that man surrender his pride in order to understand.
4. He praises God that He, to whom all heaven and earth owe
submission, mercifully stoops to bless the nobodies, rhe rankest
beginner, the babes! For whom does Jesus give thanks?
Often we are tempted to thank God for the rich, the powerful,
the learned, the “beautiful people in our congregations, who
are capable of giving an air of success and prosperity to our
efforts, whereas He is grateful for those in whom FAITH
dwells. He praises God for the marvellous vitality of those
humble followers- who are willing to brave the world’s scorn
in order to do things God’s way.
Paradoxically, Jesus’ cause for gratitude is the very limitation which
had produced His greatest disappointment. God’s plan for saving
the teachable was working, even though this means the loss of those
who were, by their own choice, unteachable.
Thou didst hide these things from the wise and understanding and didst reveal them unto babes. These things
involves all that Jesus had been trying to reach. This, in effect is
the Gospel whereby men can be saved by trusting God, rather than
by accumulating their own merits or depending upon. the (presumed)
merits of others. While its fundamental concepts are relatively
CHAPTER BLEVEN
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simple and within the grasp of all, this message is not designed to
appeal only to the ignorant, but rather to the humble. (cf. 1 CO.
2:G-IG)
Who are the wise and understanding? They are the aristocratic intellectuaIs, as well as the common man on the street, who
believe they know too much to permit themselves to be duped into
committing their lives into the hands of an itinerate, unauthorized
rabbi like Jesus of Nazareth. (Study Jn. 7:48,49; 9:40) The scribes
and Pharisees, whose entire life was dedicated to the proposition that
the law of Moses and the traditions of the fathers, taken together,
constituted the consummate wisdom of the ages, were not open to
any new truth that did not sanction and revere the old as they
understood it. And, because they refused to humble themselves before
the truth preached by the Nazarene, they became the worst of
idolaters, satisfying themselves with the half-god of their own imagination: the sum total of their theological deductions and speculations.
(Compare the pagan’s decline: Ro. 1:21, 22, 25, 28, 3 2 )
This, of course, involves a preconditioning of pride and arrogance
in order to be able to shut one’s eyes to evidence. It also forces
the wise and understanding to create another view’ of the universe
that explains away the force of the facts and proof that contradict
their pet theories and traditions. (Study 12:22-24; 9:32-34) But,
in so doing, they move away from reality (as represented by Jesus),
thus creating for themselves a world of unreality in which rhey
choose to live. But to set one’s mind against truth-whether physical,
cosmic or ethical truth-causes a fearful hardening of the heart which
blinds to those realities the individual who does it. It causes Him
to manipulate the truth to suit himself. He will even rearrange God,
His Word and His universe in his mind, molding them according to
the dictates of the system he is substituting for God‘s. So many care
not at all for truth: they neither long for it nor care about falsity
(unless falsity brings them some immediate discomfort! ) They are
controlled principally by desires. (Cf. 2 Pet. 2:3, 10-19; 3:3; Jas.
1:6-8, 13-15; 4:4;1 Pet. 2:ll; 4:2,3 ) They live by wishful thinking
in this denial of unwelcome reality presented by the Lord. Despite
the temporary and apparent relief from responsibility to recognize
and live with realiry, the tendency to ignore a reality hardens one to
it. Airport noise, glue factories, alarm clocks, etc., are no longer
noticed, if ignored long enough. There are none so blind as those
who will not see, true enough, but it produces even deeper darkness
to say “We see,” while remaining indifferent or openly hostile to
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God‘s truth revealed in Jesus of Nazareth. (Cf. Jn. 9:39-41; 2 CO.
3:12--4:6)
It is also quite natural for the wise and understanding to
band together, Because they like to think this way, they encourage
others to join them in an elite club of the worldly wise, Those who are
reluctant to relax their grip on reality (i.e. the world as God reveals
It through Jesus) are cajoled, embarrassed, black-mailed and otherwise
threatened, (Cf. Jn. 9:22-34; 7:45.52; 12:9-11) The result, is but
a conspiracy against God and His people. (Cf, Jn, 16:l-4; Ac, 4:233 1, etc.) Substitute theories are popularized and termed “scientific
explanations”. Even though contrary evidence is presented, it is
scorned, suppressed, and its apologists persecuted, harassed, demoted
or simply ignored,
Further, the wise and understanding naively believe their
lives to be very much under control, Paradoxically, a man will not
stop sinning until he admits that he cannot stop. This is why
the wise and understanding will remain what they are until they
are willing to admit that they have been ignorant, deceived and conceited, until they confess that ’ their human wisdom was leading them
even fwther from God’s truth, until they see that man is not the
center of the universe nor the measure of all things, So it is that,
when a man admits that he cannot stop trusting his own understanding
and comes to Jesus, saying, “Lord teach me,” only then does he really
find the power to depend upon the Lord’s wisdom.
Thou
didst reveal them unto babes. Who are the
babes? They are not merely those unleatned, common men who
made up the large percentage of Jesus’ disciples (cf. Ac 4:13; Jn.
7:45-49), but those who are willing to consider themselves as such.
(Mt. 18:3, 4; Lk. 18:17) Babes are those who are intelligent
enough “not to be so presumingly certain of their own conclusions,
who are honest enough to admit the fine possibility that they do not
know everything, even about the most common matters, whose general
attitude is one of openness and willingness to learn. Babes are
those who can learn from any and every one regardless of their own
personal educational achievement, but who are critical enough themselves to be able to distinguish truth from error, good from bad
\advice, the precious from the worthless. Babes ere those who are
willing to judge the case on the weight of the evidence, rather than
distort the evidence to suit their own preconceptions. Babes can
see that, as sinners, their lives are unmanageable, out of control, that
they have made a mess of them. In short, they are men who can
CHAPTER BLBVEN
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say with clear minds, but in deep revulsion of themselves, “I am a
sinner-I
have sinned.” Babes are men whose minds are not so
thoroughly jammed with false notions that have to be unlearned before
divine truth can enter. The Lord can do a great deal with man
whose thinking is relatively unencumbered with the educated nonsense expounded by the arrogant pseudo-intellectuals. But since most
of us are troubled with the incompleteness and relative accuracy of
much of our best information, Jesus is not so much concerned with
rhe amount of true knowledge we have, but He is very much concerned with our attitude toward the truth that we think we possess.
How is it that God hides truth from the wise a n d understanding? Can H e be just if He does this? How can He be justified
in condemning those who do not see the truth which might have saved
them? There are two sides to the answer:

1. Suppose we never arrive a t a satisfactory answer to this
question. It may well be difficult, by pondering and logic,
to fathom how God is said to hide the truth from some men.
W e may never find out just how God could harden Pharaoh‘s
heart (cf. Ex. 7:3; 9:12; lO:l, 20, 27; 11:20; Ro. 9:14-18)
or open Lydia’s (Ac. 6 1 4 ) . But even if so, until we do
understand, we find ourselves before an excellent case of the
necessity to W s t God wh6re’ our limited understanding fails
to comprehend all parts of His plans or falls short of grasping
the wisdom behind His choices. Were we to go no further,
we could still answer the above questions by saying, “In
terms of human understanding of justice, it may not seem
right that God should hide the truth from some men and
reveal it to others, but because I have learned to trust God
on the basis of the evidence Jesus gives, I will also trust
Him to be just and know what He is doing in this matter
too.’’
2. But is the problem clearly stated? In the same way that
particular predestination wrongly states its case elsewhere, so
also here. Jesus is not referring to particular individuals who
merely happen to be wise and understanding, but to
classes of conceited people who, because of their vaunted
culture and enlightenment, reject God’s revelation. Any individual who overestimates the importance of his learning and
experience and counts himself to be erudite and worldly wise
in the sense rejected by Jesus, and puts himself into this
class, will find himself strangely blinded and quite unable
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to see any lasting significance in God‘s message. SO, it is
not true that God hides His life-giving truth from certain
unfortunate individuals, thus predestining them to eternal damnation, while, a t the same time, revealing His wisdom to
other individuals, so saving them. Were “particular election!’
true,, this entire passage could have no sense, since Jesus is
lamenting the fate of people who could have chosen to repent.
But if they could not have changed their personal, eternal
destiny by repentance, according to the theory, God‘s Son
had been wasting His efforts on them without knowing it!
Or, on the other hand, to state the problem differently, so as to
get closer to its solution, has God set in motion certain natural,
psychological laws, programmed into the human mind, whereby His
truth can be assessed by EVERY mind? If all human brains operate in
more or less the same way, then, seeing or failing to see God’s truth
revealed in Jesus Christ is not a question of the superior performance
o r functioning of the receiving equipment (the human intellect),
nor the range of the transmitter (God), but of the willingness
of the receiver’s operator to turn on and tune his set. If all the
radios operate more or less the same way and are so constructed as
to pick up the frequency on which God is transmitting is it God’s
fault if some men turn Him off by dialing another frequency? The
responsibility lies, then, with the hand that changes the dial.
But if this be the case, then how is it true that “Thou didst
hide these things.?” Thar is, if man himself hides the rmth from
his own eyes, how can it be said that God did this? As suggested
above, because God created the human mind with its particular
characteristics, He is responsible for knowing its limitations. Further
it was He that chose to reveal truth that can only be received by
humble, honest minds. He resolved that the Word of life shall not
be broadcast so as to be intercepted on the channels of human
wisdom, prudence or understanding. In a word, by limiting His broadcasting to this one frequency, God hid these things from the
wise and understanding, because they are far too sure that all
significant truth must come through human thought and discovery.
Men were convinced that divine wisdom had to be announced by philosophers, sage rabbis, priests or kings, but when God sent a simple Galilean
carpenter, this they could not accept. So, Jesus is discussing the
inclination (or disinclination) to open one‘s mind to accept revelation, nor the strength of that mind or one‘s intellectual gifts.
How does God reveal truth to babes? The word reveal is
CHAPTDR ELEVEN
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the key to the fundamental difference between t h e wise and t h e
babes: what are men willing to have told to them that they do
not already think they know? If men believe they alcready know all
there is to know that is significant, then revelation to them is impossible. However, God has chosen revelation as His means of
communication, and by so doing, has quite literally hidden His truth
from all those who choose not to be told anything they do not
already know and approve. (See on 11:14; 13‘:lO-17) At the same
time, His truth gets through to all the rest. The express purpose of
the Gospel is to dethrone self and enthrone God in men’s hearts.
Had the Father made the Kingdom of God the prize for human scholarship, then its message would have been grasped only by the few
great intellectuals, but in this case it would have become the object
of human achievement and the stimulus to pride and self-sufficiency.
Such an approach would have defeated the purpose the Gospel was
intended to accomplish. Eut by addressing His message to all who
are humble, the Lord brings it within reach of everyone who is
willing to descend from his throne and exalt God to His rightful
place. Luke 10:23, 24 indicates how distance in time from Jesus
of Nazareth kept some men from seeing God‘s truth perfectly revealed, a limitation of which they were not responsible, but by which
they were nonetheless hindered. But the blessing pronounced upon
the disciples was occasioned, not by the accident of birth that chanced
to drop them into the same time schedule on earth with Jesus, but
because they permitted themselves actually to perceive in Jesus what
the self-praising religious analysts were unable t o fathom, because these
latter were unwilling to acknowledge it. Mt. 13:16, 17 clarifies
this concept: “Blessed,are your eyes BECAUSE THEY SEE . . .” For
example, God revmled Jesus’ true identity and mission to Peter, while
this same vital information remained unpalatable and, consequently,
unappreciated and unknown to the Jewish hierarchy! (Cf. Mt. 16:17;
1 Co. 2:8.) But the same evidence God gave Peter was also at the
disposal of the scholars. The difference in the evaluations lay in
the evaluators.
Christianity is for the weak. The problem is that men dislike
the awful tension of being weak in a world that demands that they
be strong. As a result, they are greatly tempted to prove themselves
strong-to themselves and others-by illegitimate means that equivocate
their dependence upon God or anyone else. Least of all does anyone
wish to admit his own intellectual inferiority and dependence. But
in the presence of the Almighty, one can hardly confess anything else
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but weakness, inferiority and dependence. It is a shame that so
many miss the point of this sort of confession, when they suppose
that to admit this means to deny some part of their essential humanity.
But belief does not require intellectual dishonesty or mediocrity to
have validity, just intellectual humility. Christ can make weak men
strong, if they but confess their need of Him and seek His power.
(Cf. Jer. 1:6, 7; 2 Co. ll:30; 12:9, 10) Irreligious people who seem
so strong are often people who have not been tested, are yet young
enough, rich enough to maintain a substantial level of autonomy. But
just let some of these factors fall below subsistence levels and put
them through some real crises that try men’s souls and then judge
their strength. Unbelief is no evidence of a person’s intellectual
superiority or of some inadequacy in the evidence upon which faith
could be founded. Unbelief may only be proof of the unbeliever’s
prejudiced standpoint, his own limited grasp of the available information and his unbounded self-esteem. Jesus does not condemn intellectual excellence any more than He condemns the mere possession
of wealth. But He does point out the danger inherent in both:
idolatry. He who bows before a mental concept of his own devising
is no less an idolator than the man who kneels at Mammon’s altar.

The Apostle Paul could measure the exact distance between the
wise and understanding and the babes, between the effects of
a false education and viewpoint, and the knowledge of Christ, because
he had personally covered that distance in his own spiritual pilgrimage.
When he announced his estimate of the Jewish tradition at its highest,
most scholarly level, he describes it as “rubbish” (Phil. 3:8), not
because Hebrew culture was deliberately false or calculatingly wicked
but because of its false view of reality in rejecting God’s Messiah.
The scholars of Jesus’ day could give a number of apparently valid
reasons for rejecting the “untenable claims of that Nazarene,” reasons
chat would have been perfectly consistent within the framework of
the accepted system of thought. But once reality broke through this
system that was permeating Paul’s mind, when he met Jesus face
to face on the Damascus highway, he was shocked with the realization
that his perfectly consistent system was based upon a false premise
that ignored true reality (as opposed to the imagined reality in the
Jewish system that invented a Messiahship for God to respect.) Saul
of Tarsus bowed before the evidence, while many of his brilliant
contemporaries did not.
Jesus could see the future judgment with unerring eye and rejoiced because the very laws, which were set in motion to save the
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saveable, were functioning perfectly. People were actually coming
into God‘s Kingdom in God‘s way! The proud, the unrepentant,
those who deemed themselves wise and understanding, the selfsatisfied, those who sat on both the throne and cathedra of their own
lives, those, in short, who refused God‘s rule and wisdom, were damning
themselves. The Kingdom of God was right on cowse! (Study
notes on Mt. 3:2, 15; 4:17) Those whom God wanted to be savedthe little people who had so litrle other chance for greatness or
godliness in this life, but who wanted to do things God‘s waythese wFre really grasping the fundamental truth of God‘s message.
The publicans, the harlots, the demon-possessed, the simple, common
people of the land, because of their open-hearted response to Jesus,
stood out in bold contrast with the Pharisees and others who made
laws for God to keep! Nevertheless, Jesus puts no premium upon
either ignorance or stupidity as qualifications for recognizing His
divine wisdom. Intellect, per se, is no disqualification, nor are all
simple people qualified. Intellectual power or its opposite are simply
immaterial, for Jesus is describing the MORAL qualifications of the
individual who would be examining His revelations. A man does
not. have to be either an intellectual or a simpleton to be able to
trust Jesus, just humble, whatever his intellectual gifts or deficiencies.
God in his wisdom chose not to save the comparatively righteous
or to damn the relatively wicked. He elected to remove the old man
completely, since, when judged by absolute perfection, he can only
be condemned, because 1l 5 d9es not measure up. Therefore, it is
only when we stop justifying ourselves and judging ourselves somehow to be worthy, when we stop living by our self-rule and stop
walking by sight, when we begin life under Jesus’ direction, that
we can see what God is trying to tell us about life and truth. The
trouble with the wise and understanding is that they think they
have sufficient understanding, that they are already righteous in any
way that is really important, that they have enough. (Cf. Rev. 3:17;
1 Co. 4:s) They want to preserve something “worthy” in themselves and not surrender to death, letting the whole life be sacrificed.
The news that God has already condemned ALL men is totally unacceptable to them. After all, they argue, we’re no great sinners! But
the greatest of all sins is to be conscious of none. The very next
scene which chronologically takes place in the house of Simon the
Pharisee, so well illustrates this problem. (Study Lk. 7:36-50) Look
at that woman standing at Jesus’ feet, without any pretenses or demands, weeping in appreciation of her Lord and fully knowing that
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Jesus knows all about her. She is not trying to save face: she would
save her soul! Then, by contrast, study the Pharisee who feels no
sin. How little he understood, bow little he loved, how little he repented, how little he was forgiven! The babe is one who is willing
to come out in public, even in the Iio~iseof hypocrites, and admit his
sin, wanting to do anything for Jesus,-even
wash feet while listening
to the sarcastic remarks of others. Such are willing, as was the
Prodigal Son, even to face one’s own self.righteous older brother.
Wise and understanding ,
babes. Even though the
Master uses these categories to describe widely contrasting attitudes
people have toward truth, it does not follow that any individual who
finds himself in one or the other class will always remain there.
The very work of the Gospel proclamation involves dealing with those
prejudices held by any who feel that their own wisdom, their own
reasons, are sufficient to reject Jesus. And if such people hear the
Gospel presented often enough and persuasively enough, they may be
induced to admit the folly of their wisdom and turn themselves over
to Jesus after all. Further, a person who was once open to the
tender appeals ,of the Lord may someday awaken to the realization
that the Lord no longer really dominates his life and this former
babe has then become wise and punderstanding in his own eyes,
SO much so that even Jesus Himself can no longer make Himself
understood to this man. This former babe, now well-versed in
Christianity, has made himself insensitive to the call of God, despite
his constant familiarity with it. The Apostles were constantly doing
battle with their own understanding of Jesus and His program. (Cf.
Lk. 9:45; 18:34; Gal. 2:llff.) One’s own self-satisfaction (“I know
enough, I am good enough, I am doing enough”), is just as blinding
to spiritual light today as religious pride in Jesus’ day. This is why
we must consent to die to self and live only for Him. To become
and remain what Jesus means when He speaks of babes, we must
be willing to say, “The self that I thought so righteous, justly deserved
death. I accept the sentence of death and die to my rationalizations,
self-defence and self-rule. I now submit my understanding to the test
of the truth that Jesus guarantees, always remembering that I may
well have an imperfect grasp even of His truth.” This is why Christ‘s
servant must constantly ask himself whether he is eager to- learn new
truth that he did not already know, whether he really be prompt to
obey and sensitive to Jesus’ desires.

.

God has always been using babes, the few, the foolish, the
weak, to confound the strength, numbers and wisdom of the self-
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confident. (Cf. Is. 29:14; 1 Co. 1:19, 26ff,; 2:6ff.; 3:18-21; Psa. 8:3
and notes on Mt. 21:16) The Lord had chosen these unknown, trusting men to pit them against all the wisdom, wealth and power of the
foremost leaders in Israel, and ultimately, in the world. Jesus may
have been rejoicing to see that the establishment of the Kingdom on
earth was first to be done by poor, weak instruments (as the powerful
of earth would judge them), for He could see that even this tactic
would be a strong argument in its favor, for men would be drawn
to admit that the greatness of the power operative in such a movement must be God‘s! ( 2 Co. 1:9; 4:7; l2:9, 10) But never let
that calumny stand that would scorn them as “unlearned, common
men” (Ac. 4:13)! Though they had studied in no recognized school
of the day, they sat under the unique instruction of the only Rabbi
accredited by the Father.
What effect would this prayer have had upon the disciples who
heard it? Would they have immediately grasped the great issues
that are involved here? Perhaps the Lord said more than Matthew’s
summary includes, in which case they might have sensed more readily
the Master’s meaning. That He should give praise and thanks to
God for such relatively insignificant men as these, must have touched
them deeply.
Bruce (Training, 102, 103) takes another point of departure.
Instead of looking at the theological objections levelled at Jesus by
the hierarchy, he examines the Objections they may have had to
His methods and procedure. Consider also his application:

2

The reference in the thanksgiving prayer of Jesus to the
‘wise and prudent‘ suggests the thought that these evangelistic
efforts were regarded with disfavour by the refined, fastidious
classes of Jewish reIigious society. This is in itself, probable.
There are always men in the church, intelligent, wise and even
good, to whom popular religious movements are distasteful.
The noise, the excitement, the extravagances, the delusions,
the misdirection of zeal, the rudeness of the agents, the
instability of the converts-all these things offend them. . . .
None of the ‘wise and prudent’ knew half so well as
Jesus what evil would be mixed with the good in the work
of the kingdom. But He was not so easily offended as they.
The Friend of sinners was ever like Himself. He sympathized with the multitude, and could not, like the Pharisees,
contentedly resign them to a permanent cmdjtion of ignorance
and depravity. EJe rejoiced greatly over even one lost sheep
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restored; and He was, one might say overjoyed, when not
one, but a whole flock, even begm to return to the fold.
,
Hi? love was strong and where strong love is, even
wisdom and refinement will not be fastidious.
. Another class of Christians, quite distinct from the
wise ind prudent, in whose eyes such evangelistic labours as
these of the twelve stand in no need of vindication, Their
tendency, on the contrary, is to regard such labours as the
whole work of the kingdom, Revival of religion among the
neglected masses is for them the sum of all good-doing. Of
the more still, less observable work of instruction going on in
the church they take no account, Where there is no obvious
excitement, the church in their view is dead, and her ministry
inefficient. Such need to be reminded that there were two
religious movements going on in the days of the Lord Jesus.
One consisted in rousing the masses out of the stupor of
indifference, the other consisted in the careful, exact training
of men already in earnest, in the principles, and truths of the
divine kingdom. Of the one movement the disciples, i.e. both
the twelve and the seventy, were the agents; of the other movement they were the subjects. And the latter movement,
though less noticeable, and much more limited in extent,
was by far more important than the former; for it was destined
to bring forth fruit that should remain-to
tell not merely
on the present time, but on the whole history of the world.

. .

..

If Bruce’s observations seem to miss the main point Jesus is making,
let it be remembered that we have yet a great deal to learn from the
Lard, especially about methods, and it is often at this point that we
need to acknowledge our ignorance and, as babes, learn from Him.
14:26 Yes, Father, for so it was well-pleasing in thy
sight. This subordinate clause depends upon 11:25 for its principle
verb (exomologodmui, “I praise and thank thee”) and provides us
Jesus’ second expression of thanks or praise for the Father. Whereas
before He praised Him for His absolute sovereignty, here the Son’s
emphasis is upon God’s good pleasure, His e G d o k l . (Cf. uses of
edokz’d in Lk. 2:14; Phil. 1:15; 2:13; 2 Th. 1:ll; Eph. 1:5, 9 unites
these two concepts of the absolute sovereignty of His will and the
emotional impact of God’s pleasure. See also Lk. 12:32; 1 Co. 1:21;
Col. 1:19)
Barnes’ personal expression of confidence in the wisdom of God
is worthy of repetition here. (Matthew-Mark, 123)
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(The proud and haughty scribes and Pharisees) rejected his
gospel, but it was the pleasure of God to reveal it to obscure
and more humble men. The reason given, the only satisfactory reason, is, that it so seemed good in the sight of God.
In this the Savior acquiesced . . , and in the dealings of
God it is fit that all should acquiesce. Szlch is the wijl
of God is often the only explanation which can be offered
in regard to rhe various events which happen to us on
earth . . . ( i t ) is the only account which can be given of
the reason of the dispensations of his grace. Our understanding is often confounded. We are unsuccessful in all
our efforts at explanation. Our philosophy faiIs, and all that
we can say is, “Even so, Father, for so it seems good to thee.”
And this is enough. That GOD does a thing, is, after all,
the best reason which we can have that it is right. It is a
security that nothing wrong is done; and though now
mysterious, yet light will hereafter shine upon it like the
light of noanday. I have more certainty that a thing is right
if I can say that I know such is the will of God, than I
could have by depending on my own reason.
One of the clearest lessons of rhis text is that Jesus does not expect
to save the whole world. It tears at His great heart, but He will
not relent. Even though He yearns to rescue everyone, yet He is
willing to say even here, “Not my will, but yours, be done.” He
is grateful that this psychological law, which permitted God‘s truth
to be concealed even while it was being revealed, was God‘s idea,
God‘? will. (Study 1 Co. 1:30; 2 Co. 4:4)

B.

MAJESTIC SELF-REVELATION ( 11:27)

How can Jesus be so sure that this psychological law, which
automatically excludes the proud Pharisee while at the same time
opens God‘s truth to the humble disciple, is in perfect agreement
with the eternal counsel of God? This critical question receives
its sesounding answer in the magnificent claim now expressed.
11:27 AI1 things have been delivered unto me of m y
Father. What were all things that were delegated to1 the Son?
Plummer (LzlRe, 283) is right to notice that “it is arbitrary to confine
the p m d (i.e. all things) to the potmm r e u e l d i J r (i.e. right to
reveal. See also the expository sermon “Rest in a Restless World‘‘
which fallows.)
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1. All authority in heaven and on earth (Mt. 28:18; Heb. 2:8,
9: Dan. 7:14; 1 Co. 15:24-28; Jn. 3:27-36).
2. Power on earth to forgive sins (Lk, 5 :24).
3. Right to be Lord of the living and the dead (Ro. 15:8, 9 ) .
4. Inheritance of all things (Heb. 1:2; 2:lO; 1 Co. 8:6).
5. All glory and honor, a position superior to angels (Web. 1:4;
Phil. 2 :9-11) .
6. The responsibility to suffer for all (Heb. 2:8, 9 ) .
7. The headship over the Church (Epli. 2:22).
8. The authority to judge all men (Jn. 5:22).

There could be many more. Nevertheless, the most importint prerogative claimed by Jesus in this context is primarily the unique
knowledge of God. Such a claim is common in John’s Gospel (cf.
3:35; 6:46; 7:29; 10:14, 15; 13:3; 17:2, 2 5 ) , but so utterly unique
in so outspoken a form in the Synoptic Gospels (although there are
numerous allusions and a few widely-scattered but clear declarations
like this one), that this claim has been rejected by some as a
genuine utterance of the Lord. However, no critical evidence in the
manuscripts can be presented to undermine its authenticity as pm
of Matrhew’s Gospel. It can only be discredited in circles where
prejudice makes its truth unwelcome. It is interesting ro notice
that rhis kind of claim has never been popular in intellectual circles
because, if Jesus is right, such a statement declares false or, at best,
totally inadequate men’s best efforts to arrive at absolutes and trvth
without going by way of Jesus, And t h e wise and understanding
just do not like to be told that they are wrong. Some of the best
brains of Jesus’ day used this kind of utterance against Him to
crucify Him. It is Jesus’ highest claim to exclusive knowledge of
God. We must feel this exclusiveness: it puts us on the outside.
My Father speaks of a relationship shared by no other. (Cf. Jn.
5:17, 18) The Son refers t o One who is unique among all other
sons of God.
Is Jesus speaking here of a past fact (have been delivered)
or by anticipation? That is, did He at that moment actually possess
all that H e claims? Yes, because He sees the Father’s sending Him
to earth and commitring all these tremendous responsibilities to Him
as one act, All the pain and glory that is involved in being the
Son of God was part of His commission.
Lenslci (Matthew, 454), citing Luther, points out the perfect
balance in Jesus’ deity and perfect humanity:
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By this he indicates that he is true man, who has received
them hom the Father. For neither would God deliver all
things to one who was only man, nor would one who was
only God received them from another. For neither is it
possible for one who is only man to be over all things,
nor for one who is only God to be beneath God. Thus in
this one person true God and true man are joined together.

Luther argues his case well but ’we must also weigh Jesus’ next statement into our conclusions.
No man knoweth the Son. This very assertion gives us
reason to re-study and re-examine all that we thought we ever knew
about Him. As we struggle to understand Jesus’ divine and human
nature, and as we try to comprehend His earthly ministry and interpret
His message, we must hold lightly our own interpretations, lest thqr
become more decisive in our deliberations, than the very Word of
Christ itself. Though He came to earth with the specific intention
to ,reveal God, and though He let Himself be seen, heard and studied,
there was always that other side of Jesus, His infinite deity that
staggers men’s minds and keeps Him just beyond their complete
grasp of His nature. Note how unobstrusively Matthew admits t o
being one of those very few Galileans who did not presume to know
all there was to know about the Master. He simply quotes Jesus’
words without qualification or personal reservation. He might have
said, as do modern critics in their estimates of the historical Jesus,
“His affirmation, that no one really understood Him, may have been
true when He said it, but we have Him figured out now!” The
favored cities of Galilee too thought they knew Jesus, but their conceit
prohibited them from recognizing anything more in Him than just
another Nazarene carpenter, or perhaps as another Galilean rabbi whose
opinions were to be added to the ever-growing body of scribal rraditions. But lest we hide our own limited knowledge behind repeated
criticisms of the unbelieving Jews, let us ask ourselves whether, with
our greatly increased opportunities to know the completed revelation
as presented and explained by the Apostles in the NT, we have done
nnv h e r . Do we know the Son, His amtudes, His methods, what
H e was trying to get us to understand about God, the world, sin,
life and eternity?
Neither doth any know the Father save the Son. Feel
the stupendous impact of this bold declaration made by a young
Hebrew who stands before the entire world and cries, “If you would
really know the heart, mind, naturq and will of God, look at me!
570
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Come to MB, learn from ME, I am the only Person who really knows
Gad! All who came before me are liars, thieves and robbers." (Cf.
Jn. 14:9; 1:18; 1O:l; 1 Jn. 5:20) The grand signifilcance of this
statement is that there is no God but the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ! W e must believe that Jesus is the exclusive
authority and our only necessity, for, if He is right, there can be no
other way back to God than through Him. Un. 14:6) People
demand free-thought, because they do not want Jesus' authority over
their lives. But if they would see God, they must honor the Son by
submitting themselves totally to His authority! (Jn, 5:23, 24) And
Christians cannot rule their lives and still call themselves His disciples,
for Jesus recognizes no peer nor rival. But His authority or right to
rule is implicit in His knowledge and revelation of the Father. This
claim must have been positively scandalous to Jesus' Hebrew audience,
for He is claiming a knowledge of God that no prophet, seer or
sage either before or after Him, could pretend.
And he to whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal Him.
Jesus' own thanksgiving (11:25, 26) certifies that His own will is
in perfect agreement with the Father's good will, hence those to
whom Jesus wills to reveal these mighty truths are the babes
of 11:25. There is here no arbitrary selection of certain persons to
whom this knowledge is granted. Rather, Jesus graciously invites all
men, trying to lead them to lay aside their prejudices, His grace
is sincerely offered to every man, but He has chosen that only those
who are humble shall receive it. His will remains a closed book to
condemn those who can, but will not, study it, because their lives
are occupied with other things, their minds already jammed with
human wisdom. The Son willeth (botibtui). There IS a choice
that has been made. Jesus decided not to give the same intimate
revelation to those who prove themselves definitely wicked, as He
would to those who submit to Him as trusting disciples. So this
declaration is all of a piece with the presuppositions inherent in
everything Jesus has been saying throughout this entire passage.
That none are to be excluded, except by the exercize of thkir own
will, is proved by the universality of the following invitation. (See
~ , points out:
on 11:28) Yet, as Carver ( S ~ 2 f - l n t e r ; l l r e t98)
CHAPTER ELEVEN

It

is a thousand pities that men have paused a t this point

in the pouring out of His soul in anguish of longing to
make men know the Father-paused
to build metaphysical
theories in theology while thr Redeemer's heart breaks with
longing for lost men who will not heed. . , . He is as faf
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as possible from thinking of barring any from the Father.
He is setting before Himself the problem of how to get men
to this knowledge that gives eternal life, It is the cry of
the Savior, not the dogma of a theologian, that we hear
from Him. He knows the Father, He is in a world in which
He finds no man who knows Him, all men must know Him
or they have missed the whole meaning of life and had better
never have been born. . . . He must make them know
His Faher. . . . How? . , . He offers Himself as the
way to the Father.

(i

D. .PLEADING, UNIVERSAL INVITATION 1:28-30)
How does this passage fit together with the sections preceding it?
Only the fact that Jesus , possesses full authority qualifies Him to
issue this universal invitation. The connection is perfect, since
Jesus has just described Himself as the only One qualified to reveal
the Father. Now He invites all men to be His students.
To whom is this invitation addressed? All ye that labor and
are heavy laden. Upon first reading, this attractive offer seems
limited to a single, particular group: the down-trodden, oppressed
masses. But reflection reveals that sooner or later every human
being finds himself caught by unexpected changes in life that leave
him sorrowing, burdened, anguished and frustrated. The ancient
Hebrew;’ %ad understood this, and they expressed themselves in what
makes an excellent and striking background for Jesus’ bold declaration.
(See Ecclesiasticus 40: 1-9) Life itself, with its seemingly interminable and apparently inevitable cares, becomes a galling yoke to those
who have no choice but to keep their noses to the grindstone. Even
those who are in some measure successful become aware of the fact
that they must maintain their success with an even greater expenditure
of strength, even though their resources are failing.
It is worthy of note that many of our trials are of our own
choosing, because they are based upon some concept of life that
holds us firm in that situation. W e feel bound by our principles
to .iemain in that situation and suffer the trial. But if it is a false
concept of life for which we suffer, in Jesus’ discipleship it would
lose its importance and power, as it would be submerged into reality
as Jesus preaches it. Too often men measure life by an unreal standard
and then scourge themselves mercilessly for failing to meet it.
Gronically, such false standards are not the things that truly matter in
the find analysis.
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It is not physical work or mental activity that drains us, leaving
us weak, frustrated and burdened for one day's work. W e were designed
to work-and work well. W e function best when we are profitably
and contentedly working. But here is the catch: much of our work
is neither profitable nor pleasing. And even in our best work we
fail to achieve all our goals. Our hopes far exceed our realization.
The tedium of routine sets in to dull our interest and increase both
our boredom and our fatigue. On the other hand, the goals that
Jesus sets before us, and the prospects of realizing thdm, gives us
direction, stimulation, security, and, as a consequence, real rest, even
though we may have even more work to do and more responsibility as
His disciples than ever before. Life takes on a new significance, even
daily tasks glow with new meaning.
CHAPTER ELEVEN
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But in this Jewish context is Jesus talking about the aches and
pains of everyday living? Yes, and more, for His emphasis is also a
moral one,
1. H e is talking about the moral struggle to live up to the
divine standards.
a. This constant measuring oneself with God's perfection is
a discouraging, heart-breaking disappointment! (Cf. Gal.
5:l; Ac. 15:lO; Ro. 7:21-24) In the end, without the
victory and power of Jesus, ours is a losing battle to be
good enough. (See notes on 5:48 and Notes Introductory
to the Sermon on the Mount, Vol. I, pp. 184ff., esp. 190.)
This invitation, then, is Christ's answer to the dubious
and the desperate who are afsaid that His ideals are unreachable. Jesus knows that, without His life in II;
there
~
is even more bondage and frustration in trying to imitate
Him, than there is in any other law. This is why He
invites the hopeless and the skeptics to come to Him,
so He can make them over, empowering them to be all
that they dream.

b. But Jesus' hearers were not merely struggling with God's
requirements. They were also measuring themselves by
human standards mistaken for divine law. (Cf. 23:4; Lk.
11:46) Carver (SeZf-Ilzte@retatiiolz, 102 ) describes this:
He was thinking of the drudging burden of the
endless round of ceremonial exactions, petty negations, shallow dogmas, formal duties with which
the religionists of the day loaded life down until
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it seemed impossible for the ordinary man to
be godly. . . .
Plummer (Matthew, 169) summarizes it:
The scribes could not give rest to souls which
He can promise (note the emphatic Raga) ’”hey
bind heavy burdens (phortkz) and grievous to be
borne, and lay them on men’s shoulders’ (23:4);
but His burden (phort)on) is light. This shows
that ‘heavy laden’ (pephortirnzhoi) does not refer
primarily to the load of sin, but to the burdens
which Pharisaic interpretations of the law imposed,
and which, after all, gave no relief to men’s con. The heavy load of abservances
science; .
which gave no relief and perhaps also to the
sorrows of life, which, apart from the consolations
of a true faith, are so crushing. To those worn
out with restless seeking . . . to those who are
weighed down with unprofitable burdens . .
(Jesus offered His invitation.)

&la/
%

.

.

2. But that H e includes also all of the weary, burdensome toil of
sin and the suffering that accompanies it, is evident from
the consideration that Jesus’ discipleship has a unifying power
to make us at peace with ourselves. Most of us are “walking
civil wars”, because of our divided heart. W e are determined
to try to serve both God and Mammon, have our fling with
the flesh and still reap a harvest of righteousness in the Spirit.
But this tehsion can only break us, since only God’s world
is the true one, only His rules function and bring us true
joy. The other name for thag tension, wherein we try to
live in God’s world and yet run it by our own roles, is “sin!”

AI1 y e that labor and are heavy laden: here again Jesus’
shepherd heart expresses His full, deeply-felt compassion for the
shepherdless, harrassed and helpless sheep. (Cf. 9:36) And when He
says all, He means it with that same generous universality found
everywhere in His teaching: “Whosoever will, may come.” (Cf. Rev.
22:17; Mt. 10:32; 12:50; 16:25; 18;4; Jn. 3:16; 4 ~ 1 4 ;6:37; 11:26)
Here is your personal invitation: include yourself in this category of
“‘all ye that labor”. Let no one imagine that he does not come
under this invitation or that God might have other plans for saving
him. This is it!
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Come unto me. The great ones of earth mainrain a strict
reserve of inaccessibility around them, In contrasr, Jesus is not only
willing to be approached by "just anybody," but even graciously
invites us! Imagine a 30-year-old Jew spreading His arms to receive
the entire human race, saying, "All you who have any problems, come
to me and I will help you!" Said by any other person, these words
either sound ludicrous or border on blasphemy. The Jews were
accustomed to this invitation made by Wisdom personified in their
literature. (Cf. Prov, 8-9:6; Ecclesiasticus 24: 19; 51:23-27) Further
they had even heard great rabbis invite students to come for instruction. But never before had they heard anyone offer himself as
the unique solution to all the deepest problems of the human race.
As in the case df Jesus' miracles, so also here with His claims, @ruth
and justice demand that we dismiss Him as a raving maniac, crucify
Him as an imposter or bow before Him as our God. I will give
you rest. This is just like Jesus to help the struggling, the unsuccessful, the weak and unworthy. '(Mt. 12:20) Yet this is distinctly God's work, (Ex. 33:14; Jer. 31:25) How ill the Nazarene
conceals His identity, if H e wants none to mistake Him for God
come in the flesh!
Come t o me
I will give you rest. The extremely
personal nature of this invitation is absolutely amazing, for Jesus
presents us no formal system of philosophy or theology, no writings
containing abstract theories, no new legal system or package of
simple answers to the world's ills. He knows that we have had
enough of that already. Instead, He is offering Himself! No doctrine
or philosophy could ever do for us what our intimate fellowship with
Jesus can.

...

I

I

I

I

1

'

11:29 Take my yoke upon you and learn of me. The
yoke is a symbol well-known to the Hebrews, standing for control,
discipline, obligation and even bondage. (Cf. Isa. 9:4; 1 Tim. 6 : l ; 1
Kgs. 22:4; Ps. 2:3 LXX; Jer. 5:5; 27:l-28:17;
Psalms of Solomon
7:9; 17:30; Ac. 15:lO; Gal. 5:l; 2 Co. 6:14) W e cannot help feeling the contrast in Jesus' mind between MY yoke and all the other
burdens borne by *the weary and heavy-laden. But this very contrast
suggests that even Jesus' yoke is definitely a kind of control, an
obligation, a discipline. If so, then H e is making it crystal-clear that
Hi is not merely our Friend and Example. He is to be our Lord
and Master. Rather, our new relationship to Him requires of us
that we be willing to learn truth from Him and obey His voice, in
the same way that the Jews felt their obligation to the Law end
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discipline of Moses. Take my yoke upon you means that we
are to submit to Him by our own free decision and deliberate resolve.
Freedom in Christ cannot mean an absence of any control whatever,
for that would mean antinomian anarchy. The greatest freedom from
that tyranny that would enslave and destroy self is to be found by
placing self completely under the dominion of Christ.
Learn of me, stated in clearer modern English is simply: “Learn
from me.” lqdthete af’emod; cf. Col. 1:7 emctthete @d. E*&@
Obvicuusly, the rest Jesus offers is not an eternity of boring inactivity,
since H e envisions a discipleship of learning and activity. The joy of
comradeship with the Lord in doing God’s will, in our struggle with
temptations and in our efforts to bring men into the Kingdom, is
the very kind of labor that leaves our spirits rested and refreshed,
even though our work is never completely or perfectly done. Rut before
we could ever hope to begin such a task we must learn from him.
Those who know not this fellowship nor this hope, cannot know the
psychological strength that comes from it. They can but face the
unabated frustrations of the present and the dark unknowns of the
future.
What must we learn from Him? Frankly, everything. We see
immediately that the righteousness which accords with God‘s will is
not a ritual (consisting in certain external observances but rather a
meek and lowly heart. Because He too is a human being, notwithstanding His undoubted deity, we can imitate Him. W e find inspiration and motivation to attempt His challenging ideals, because He deliberately set us an example for imitation. (Phil 2:5-8; l Pet. 2:21ff.)
The yoke and the burden He gives us are His exacting requirements,
but with His power working in us, the possibilities of realization are
by far so much greater. This Teaches is one who was first a learner
Himself. (Heb. 2:14-18; 5:7-9) He Himself has submitted to the
very yoke H e would have us wear. His example not only teaches us
how to wear ours well, but, since we have seen the joyous result of
His life, we are the more encouraged to shoulder it. (Cf. Heb. 12:3)
Learn from me; for I am meek and lowly in heart.
Jesus is inviting us to investigate His method, meet Him personally
and enroll in His school. Tenderly He motivates us to find in Him
a Teacher that is kind and patient with slow students. I am meek
and lowly in heart. (Cf. 5 5 ; 215; Nu. 12:3; 2 Cor. 1O:l) Scan the
ministry of Jesus and count the times He proved this proposition true.
In how many ways did He do things to which no ordinary oriental
monarch would have stooped? Haw did He act in a
unthink~
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able to the kind of typical rabbi described in Mt. 23 and Lk. 112
Something of the importance of this observation can be felt by
analyzing Jesus’ public reputation as the one who “welcomes sinners
and eats with them”! (cf. Lk. 15,1, 2 ) The Lord is not merely discussing His own personal character here, but also the methods He
will use with His disciples, for His methods with each one, grow out
of His own, nature. What a contrast H e makes to those harsh teachers
who only know how to demand that tile pupil rise to his duty, but
who do not know how to motivate the poor learner to desire above all
else to learn how to do what he knows is right. Nor is the Lord
satisfied to sit in the cathedra of heaven and dictate lectures on
religion and ethics. He is personally concerned that the dullest students, as well as the most brilliant, achieve their own personal best.
These gentle, comforting words, so easy for us to accept now,
must have been a message difficult to believe for many in Jesus’
audience. John the Baptist had hoped that the Christ would have
seized the deins of government, destroyed the wicked leadership that
was corrupting the nation, and usher in the Kingdom of the Messiah.
This was the heart-cry of every Nationalist among Jesus’ hearers, it
was an ambition not entirely absent from the breast of the Apostles.
Instead of giving Himself out to be the mighty Messianic WarriorKing ready for violence and civil revolution, the Lord quietly but
firmly insisted: “I am meek and lowly in heart!”
CHAPTER ELEVEN

Rest for your souls. While the wise and godly Hebrew
sought rest f m his soul in the contemplation of wisdom (cf. Eccleiaisticus 6:18-31, esp. v. 28; 51:27), Jesus boldly asserts that true rest
is only available to those who learn from HIM. He presumes that
only His Word is the true wisdom, the only ultimate truth‘ of real
permanence. (Cf. Mt. 11:27; 7:24-27; 24:35; Jn, 14:6) “Learn
from me (and) you will find rest for your souls” is no empty promise
if H e has the right to say this, for one will find no satisfying rest
outside of the reality represented in Jesus’ message. The easy way to
do a difficult task is to use the proper methods and equipment. There
is nothimng so fatiguing, so frustrating and, ultimately, so unsatisfying
as to struggle with the difficult task, using inadequate equipment. It
is the Lord‘s plan to equip us thoroughly for every good work. ( 2
Ti. 3:16, 17) By doing things .His way, our struggle to accomplish
the very same task, no matter how difficult, becomes easy by contrast
to our own inadequate methods. W e notice the repose when we
change over to His system, because it rests US while we work. But
even this simple promise puts to the test the reality of our confidence
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in Him, for we must decide whose world is real, whose instructions are
the true ones. For so long as we continue to do things our way,
we will continue to dash ourselves against the harsh realities that
contradict our pet notions, So doing, we will never find peace and
rest. This promise becomes also a test of our methods even in OW
service to Him, for if we do not find anything but frustration, disappointment and endless fatigue in the service of Jesus, we need
to ask ourselves whether we have really learned His method, share
His Spirit and, hence, know His power and victory.
To call this rest merely spiritual, as opposed to physical rest,
is a false dichotomy, since man is all of a piece and his spirit lives
in a body. Both his spirit and his physical life are involved in his
@ycht?, the word here translated soul. Jesus is offering rest for the
whole man. This comes in two stages:

1. Upon simple faith in Jesus as we come tb Him for wisdom,
righteousness, sanctification and redemption (cf. 1 CO. 1:30,
311, we rest from the struggle to prove ourselves good enough
to satisfy God. We rest from the harrassing guilt of our sins.
Our distress and fears are mercifully eliminated as we commit
ourselves to His grace. (Cf. Ro. 5 : l ; 8 : l ; 2 Ti. 1:12)
2. There is greater rest in bearing the yoke of Christ, in imitating
Him and in becoming conformed to His image, for in so
doing, we deny ourselves. The natural result of this is that
that selfish clamor for attention and those conflicting desires
that kept us constantly at war with ourselves are devaluated
and gradually eliminated. Rest from self is rest from every
other struggle with temptation. Why? Because we have
settled our fundamental question of priorities as to which is
most important: what the Father wills for us, or what we
demand for self. Obedience to His will liberates us from the
indecisian and unrest of self-will. Submission to His yoke
brings us real rest, since it is the joyous deference to a King
whom we know and love as our Father. To obey rests us
from the despotism of our desires, the liabilities of liberty
and from the conflicts of conscience.

11:30 For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.
This is an astounding claim! Jesus is saying that, after all is examined, His way alone is best: "Compare my demands upon your
life, the discipline to which I call you, and its end results, with those
required by any other discipline, and other yoke, any other world578
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view, and you will find that my discipline, in the long run, is the
easiest and die load I place upon you the lightest,” Carver (selfItztevpetdotz,, 102) understands how the painfully exacting demands
of Jesus can be considered “light and easy”,

He did not mean to tell us that being a disciple of His is
not exacting, nor that true righteousness is an easy task. , ,
(But) so soon as religion becomes really possible, it becomes
in a sense easy, for when it is genuine its very essence is
. , No meaningless rules in the school of
liberating.
Jesus. . . . The lessons are light because they are enlightening.
They put you in the way of learning deepest truths and highest
realities. Pupils-real students-never object to hard lessons;
they glory in them, But they want their lessons to “have
some sense to them”, to lead somewhere, to hold clues to life’s
mysteries and nature’s riddles. Any lesson that does that is
easy, fascinating.

.

.

Easy yoke? Light burden? No hard work seems joyful
at the moment, but what training for greater things it produces in
those who have been disciplined by it! (Heb. 12:3-11) AFTER he
turned himself over to Christ, Paul had more work to do than ever
before, but what a difference in the prospects of accomplishment his
new attachment to Christ made! Christ’s yoke is easier, His burden
lighter, not in the sense of less toil or difficulty, but in the sense
of what is achieved for eternity. It is only the long-range view, which
takes eternity into account, that permits one to see that His way really
is best, though it be temporarily punctuated with crosses. ( 2 Co. 4:lG18; Heb. 12:2; 1 Jn. 5:3) Jesus has never lowered the standard of
righteousness to make life easier for anyone. Rather, He actually
raised the standa3rd to absolute perfection. Despite this, the burden
He places on our shoulders is actually lighter than any other we might
choose, because He alters us. He alters our motives for bearing the
load, thus giving us power to do it! W. M. Taylor (PHC,XXII
f
289) suggests that the yoke of Christ is easy:

1. Because our conscience approves of this burden,
2. Because love lightens our work, making us less conscious of
a load that would otherwise be unendurable.
3. Because Jesus’ own Spirit empowers us to bear it.
4. Because the longer we submit to His discipline, the easier it
becomes. What at first required a great deal of effort becomes
easy and more enjoyable with time.
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5. Because we are encouraged by a valid, unshaken hope which
has power to keep us steady under our discipline, where otherwise we would break and fall.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. In what sense does Matthew mean that “most’’ of Jesus’ miracles
were do% in the area of the three Galilean cities?
2. Were t h g e absolutely no converts made in these cities? Explain.
3. Locate the cities of Capernaum, Bethsaida and Chorazin.
4. Locate the cities of Tyre, Sidon and Sodom, describing that part
of Bible history regarding those cities that has bearing on Jesus’
use of them as a basis of comparison.
5. Explain the cosmology involved in the expression “exalted to
heaven” and “brought down to Hades”. Is -Hades “down” and
heaven “up”? From what standpoint? If* Jesus is really God,
hence knows that the earth is spherical, then how can He conscientiousljr use these terms , that are .obviously oriented to a
flat-earth concept? Or, does physics have anything to do with
“ His basic meaning?
6. Define “Hades”, giving its varying shades of meaning,. and tell
how Jesus uses it to describe the fate of’ unrepentant cities. Ex.
’plain how cities can go down to Hades.
7: What) other passages f Syripture show in what sense the expression “wise, and u rstanding” is to be understood?
What other passages of Scripture help to explain what Jesus
means by”the term “babes”?
9. List the declarations in this section that reveal the divine nature
I

1

.

10. Explain how God hides truth and, at the same time, reveals it.
Do this by drawing your illustrations from the ministry and
. results of Jesus.
11. What Is ‘the full content of the expression: “All things” in the
larger context of “All things have been given to me by my Father”?
12. When were “all things” given to Jesus? For how long were they
to be His?
13. In what sense does Jesus mean that none really know Him?
14. In’ what sense does only Jesus know the Father?
15. What is the connection between Jesus’ grand claims that He
makes for Himself and His great invitation offered to all? .
16. Explain the expressions “take my yoke upon you and learn of
me” and “my burden is light”. What is the yoke and the bwdm
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in this context? To what sphere of human endeavor do they
refer when used by One who presents Himself to all as Teacher?

’

EXPOSITORY SERMON CHAPTER ELEVEN
‘‘LOOKING FOR ANOTHER CHRIST”
IWodzlctwn:

WHY look for another Christ? Because some are disappointed in the Christ given to us! This is not so
surprising in light of the experiences of the people
described in this chapter:

I. THE PERPLEXITY OF THE LOYAL-HEARTED (11:2-15)
A. John the Baptist: “If you are really the Messiah, how is it that
the world goes on more or less as before, as if you had never
come?”

,

1, This is the statement in other words of the problem of
pain and evil: ‘Why does not God DO something about
evil in the world, especially about the wicked themselves?”
2. It is similar to the question stabbing the conscience of our
age: “If you are really the Church of the living God, if
you really proclaim a Gospel of salvation and moral transformation that really works, why have you not dpne more
to eliminate evil and initiate .a practical demonstration of
the rule and love of God on earth?” Our age just cannot
ignore 2000 years of bad church history with its failures,
corruptions and misrepresentations of Jesus.
I

3. As with all expressions of the problem of evil, thebe questions reveal an ignorance and a misapprehension of God‘s
plans.
a. In the patient, merciful ministry of Jesus, God WAS
doing a great deal about the injustices in the world.
b. Human intellect had failed to decipher the designs of
God.

4. John’s personal problem was the disproportional exhaltation
of Jesus’ divine office as Judge, to the detriment of His
merciful human ministry as the Son of man come to seek
and save the lost.
a. The Law, Prophets and John had prepared Israel for
the glorious coming of the King.
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b. Jesus had come but apparently nothing was happening
that would square with John’s understanding of the
coming Christ.
c. In desperation, John cries out: “Are you the coming
One?”

5. But John’s faith in the Lord brought him to no other
source for answers to his dilemma.
B. Jesus’ answer: He appreciated the honest perplexity of His
loyal prophet. He corrected His understanding and vindicated
him completely. Notice the correction ( 11:6) : “Tell John
that although human intellect has failed to give him complete
understanding of his problem, his intellect must submit to the
wisdom of my methods and results. If his intellect judges my
way not to be the best, it must see what I am accomplishing,
even if it means turning his back upon his prejudices about
what I should be doing. John must be content to say, ‘God’s
methods are against my wisdom: I cannot understand why He
does what H e does, but I follow because HE leads me, for
I have learned to trust Him.”’
11. THE FICKLENESS OF A N UNREASONABLE AGE ( 11:16-19)

A. John had come protesting against the falsely-inspired merriment
of his age.
B. Jesus had come refusing to sorrow over the things that made
men of His age mourn.
C. Reaction of people in general: “If you are really the Holy
One of, God, why do you fraternize so familiarly with the rest
of us? You are not saintly enough!
.
1. One reason for this reaction was the exaggeration of Jesus’
divine character at the expense of His necessary and true
humanity. Men thought that the great God would never
so disturb Himself, so befoul Himself as to attend the
banquet of a common sinner! Here again human intellect
was at fault.
2. Another reason is that human emotion is falsely stimulated. Men sought the inspiration of their joys and
sorrows in the wrong places.
D. Jesus’ answer: “Human emotion must seek my inspiration,
must learn to dance to my music, and mourn to my lamenta”
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tion. The age must discover that the only way
dom of God is that of beginning to rejoice
there had been no joy; to mourn where hitherto
, Men must be done with
no mourning,
wrong music, with mourning over unimportant

..

into the Kingwhere hitherto
there had been
dancing to the
things.”

E, The

Lord committed to the judgment of time that age dissatisfied with wisdom contrary to its fickle tastes and capricious
emotions.

111. THE IMPILT\TImNCE OF THE MOST FAVORED CITIES ( 11:20-

24)
A. Their reaction: “You cannot be taken too seriously as the
voice of God. W e plan to run our lives much as we have
been doing it before you came along!”
1. Here is the depreciation of Jesus’ divine authority and the
demotion of the King to the level of any other human
being.
2. Although these towns had personally witnessed Jesus’ ttiumph over sin and its results that were causing the suffering in their midst, they did not recognize in His mastery
a perpetual protest against their own sins. They remained
rebels against God.
i
3. Here is the refusal of the will to submit to ;he control
of God in Christ.
B. Jesus’ answer,. “Your great opportunities make you so much
more responsible before God for what you know, ;herefore
your punishment for impenitence will be so much more severe!
Change your mind about what I am teaching you: turn back
upon your false concepts of the Kingdom of God and submit
to His rule nowl”
1v. THEtFOLLY OF THE WISE AND THE WISDOM OF T H E
BABES (11:25-30)

A. The wise and prudent reaction: “Any fool knows that yours
is AO way to establish a kingdom! Your program does not
rhyme with any standard rabbinical formula of

how the

. messianic kingdom has to be.”

1. This is the refusal of human intellect to bow, acknowledging its ow0 ignorance.
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2. The net result is the reduction of Jesus to less than a
human prophet, for the wise see in this Nazarene something less than a sage whose advice should at least be
considered.
B. The reason for this reaction is that God gives His greatest
.blessings only to the humble, but the human heart protests
- against the thought of starting all over again by being born
again. People demand a teligion that may be grasped as a prize
for htellectual achievement; a religion that permits them to
give full vent to their passions; a religion that grants them
the dignity of their own self-will. But Christ demands that
man surrender his darkened intellect, his vulgarized emotions
and his prostituted will, so that he might begin again as a little
child.
C. Who is a little child?
1. He is an ignorant man asking instruction.
2. He is an emotional person seekin;: proper inspiration.
I

~

3. , H e is a will searching for authority.
4. He is a weak one seeking power.
5. H e is imperfect, but looking for perfection.
&,He trusts Jesus to lead him to find all this and mare.

:V APRLICATIUN: How do people of our age look for another
Christ?
A. By letting the disappointments and failures in our personal
Christian life turn us aside, from the Christ who actually came:

1. Do we have no assurance of forgiveness and relief from
our guilt and sins?
2. Do we fail to find the joy and brightness we expected?
3. What kind of Christ did we expect? Does our image
differ from the reality?
B. By letting the general condition of the world blind us to the
real Christ and His purposes.
1. Jesus came to save the world and yet the larger portion of
it not only remains unsaved but is also growing larger
in propartion to the total population. How can He let
this go on?
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2. If you look for another Christ, what kind of Messiah could
alleviate the human predicament better tljan Jesus is now
doing?

C. W e are not actually expecting the coming of another Christ
that is not to be identified with Jesus of Nazareth, but the
Jesus Christ whom we know will return in another form!
(See Ac. 1:11; Phil. 3:20, 21)

1. When He comes, He will only seem to be h o t h e r Christ
different from the humble Galilean we once knew.
a. He will be a Christ whom most men had never
believed in.
b. He will be p Christ whom most never expected to
see come.
‘
c.. But He will
the very Christ whom John the Baptist
said would come in blazing glory.
2. But He will appear in His power and majesty to bring to a
glorious conclusion the mission which He undertook in
shame and weakness.
a. H e has never changed His mission: it has ever been
His intention to make righteousness to triumph over
sin and get God’s will done.
b. The same Jesus who was crucified in shari7e;”raised in
glory and now reigns at the Father’s right hand, is even
now perfecting His mission with an eye to that day
when He will come for His saints.
,

D. What then is to be our reaction?

7

1. W e must ask ourselves, “Am I willing to admit my ignorance and ask instruction; am I willing to yield my emotional nature and take only His inspiration, dancing only
to His piping, and mourning only to His lamentation;
am I willing to take my will and submit it wholly to
His authority; am I willing to take the place of unutterable
weakness and depend upon His strength? Am I willing
to confess my absolute and utter imperfection and give
myself to Him for perfecting of all that concerns me?”
2. “This is the passage from proud independence to simple
confession of weakness. So men enter into this Kingdom.
So men find their rest. . . . Our very pre-eminent re585
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spectability prevents the definite daring necessary to get
into God’s Kingdom. W e are prone to drift upon easy
seas, to admire the visions of the beautific land, consent to
the beauties of the great ideal, and never enter in because
we will not , . consent to yield to the claim of the
King. . . . ”

.

3. “Let this be the hour when you have done with your
dilettante fooling with sacred things. Let this be the night
when you translate your sickly anemic imagination into
grip, force, go and determination.”
(The above outline and some of its points were suggested by G. C.
Morgan’s sermon “The Kingdom By Violence” in 26 S m n m by Llr.
G. Campbell Morgm, Vol. 11, p. 223ff.)
Another outline of this chapter might be:

“JESUS JUDGES HIS
CONTEMPORARIES AND HIMSELF”
I.
11.
111.
IV.

John the Baptist (11:2-15) : “More than a prophet!”
His people in general ( 11: 16-19) : “Like children!”
The most favored cities (11:20-24) : “Damned!”
The simple disciples ( 11:2 5-30) : “Learned!”
V. Himself (11:20-30): “The Unique Hope of the Race!”

EXPOSITORY SERMON CHAPTER ELEVEN

“REST IN A RESTLESS WORLD”
(11:20-30)
htrohctioa: The newspapers af the world report riots that picture the
great unrest of our world. In the great cities of the world
every day is heard news of strikes, riots, protest movements, wars and famines. W e wonder where this will
all lead to or when it will end. Men’s hearts faint for
the fear and anxiety over the things that are coming over
the world. And why should that be?
There is NO REST IN OUR RESTLESS WORLD, BECAUSE THERE IS
NO CERTAINTY.
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1. One woman is uncertain, because another woman could take
her husband away from her, and she is not sure that he would
not like to go with the other woman!
2. The student is not sure that he can pass his exams, in order
to find a small place in our society,
3. The worker can not be sure that tomorrow a machine will not
take away his position and work for him.
4. The big industrialist can not be sure that he jlcan hold his
wealth.
5. The politicians can only try to establish a better government,
but they can never be sure of the outcome.
In whatever ocher area we can discuss, there exists no rest-bringing
security. W e can certainly say that the one thing in our world that
is certain, is our UNCERTAINTY! And our uQcertainty troubles us!
But over the centuries we hear a mighty voice that says: “Come
to me! I will give you rest!” In our dark world full of care and
strife, difficulties and problems, anxieties and fear, these words bring
us comfort, inspiration, encouragement and rest.
Let us listen to this voice from a bit closer by. What does Jesus
mean to say to us?
I JES;VS CONDEMNS THE UNBELIEVING BECAUSE THEY DID
NOT REPENT ( 11:20-24)

A. Even though Jesus had fulfilled His commission i
yet His own people did not accept Him: they did not repent!
1. Even though He had done His greatest miracles in their
presence, miracles that established His message as God’s
personal revelation:

2. Even though He had revealed God’s will to them, yet they
did not repent.
B. There was no one more joyfully seen, heard and received than
Jesus of Nazareth!
1. They were all ready to make Him their King and establish
a worldly messianic kingdom.
2. They were willing to risk everything ro follow Him, rising
up against the Roman government, against the hypocritical
religion of the Pharisees and chief priests, against all
political authority.
3. They wanted to have a King who could give them bread,
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miracles and wealth, a place among the greatest empires
of the world!
4. They wanted the SECURITY, that could come through His
miraculous power. They wanted His providence and protection, His conquest of all enemies and His divine
defence. They wanted to have all this, while THEY REMAINED UNCHANGED IN HEART AND LIFE.

C. But J%us sees that they have not understood Him:
1. He had called them to repentance; they wanted to make
Him their servant.
2. He wanted to put God in them; they wanted Him and
God in THEIR service.
3. Jesus’ heart is broken over their deep need of repentance
and over their unwillingness to repent.
4. Jesus has so strenuously,. so faithfully, so unselfishly, so
carefully tried to give them God! And they have neither
seen it nor understood!
’

D. Is this not a picture of our world?
1. W e want God on OUR conditions: all His blessings, all His
goodness, but He does not dare demand* QUP repentance
nor our obedience!
to
ts to bring us to reality
in
create God in us; He wants to put real rest an
our heart, but UNDER HIS CONDITIONS: :I tell you, unless
& you all likewise repent, you shall all likewise .perish!”
-’

3. But to whom did Jesus say that?
a.- To people that thought that simply to be in the vicjriity of
Jesus was the same thing as fairh and rekntance.
b. To people who thought that common goodQess was the
same as deep-felt repentance:
(1) These were more or less better people than those
of Sodom, Tyre and Sidon
( 2 ) Rut Jesus did not want to make peiple more OB
less good, but just as perfect as God Himself!
(Mt. 5:48)
c. To people who thought that culture and enlightenment
were sufficient to enjoy the better life.
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(1) They had had the best enlightenment, because
they could hear the Truth itself and revelation of
God‘s will, preached by Jesus Himself!
( 2 ) But the light against which we sin, will be the
measure whereby w e will be judged!
( 3 ) The greatness of the quantity of information that
we have received concerning God’s truth, does not
release us from the responsibility tQ repent and
trust Jesus!
d, To people who thought that to do nothing was as
sufficient as repenting. Their sin was the sin of refusing to take a positive stand for Jesus Christ!
(1) How many people today exalt Jesus as a Superman, “a Man born before His time”, perhaps a ’
great Prophet, yes, even as Gods Son?
( 2 ) And yet they do nothing with Him! They take
no responsibility for what they know about Jesus
of Nazareth!
4. So why does our wosld have unrest, insecurity, desperation?
I

’

BECAUSE WE WILL NOT TRUST .JESUS AND REPENT!

Let us listen further to His words:
f

I1 JESUS LAYS DOWN HIS OWN CONDITIONS, WHEREBY WE
CAN RECEIVE GODS TRUST A N D REST. (11:25, 26)
.

r

Even though He gives us conditions that are absolutely necessary
to which we must render whole-hearted and immediate obedience,
yet He gives us also His own personal example how we should
understand the conditions He requires. What does H e do?

A. He thanks God and rejoices with the Father over the method
whereby God chose to reveal His will. This is the grateful
acceptance of the will and plans of His Father,

1. Even though He could not reach the unrepentant people and
cities, after thousands of attempts, yet He gives God thanks
that God had used this method to reveal Himself and
that it was God’s idea.
2, Even though there were a very few simple people that
truly accepted Jesus, yet Jesus THANKS the Father for them.
3. Jesus recognizes the universal Lordship of His Father. This
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too is an anchor for our souls, if we acknowledge that
there is no place in this universe, no problem in our world
over which our God is not fully Master and fully in
charge!

4. Jesus praised and thanked God that His plan
to save those people who can be taught.

Tea,&

woda

B. But what is God’s method to save the world? By revealing
these eternal truths to humble seekers, to ‘little children.”
1. W h o are “the wise and understanding” of this world, from
whom God has hidden His will? These are the people
who are “wise” in their own eyes and proud of their
own understanding.
--So far as the world could see it was Pilate who was a
greater man than Peter, but Jesus could do much more
with a Peter than with Pilate!

-The

high priest Caiaphas went far higher in the human
society than Matthew, but that publican could become
an Apostle for eternity, because he could forsake everything to follow Jesus!

2. Who are the “little children”, to whom God has given
reat revelations of His will? These are the humble people
ho open their lives to follow Jesus’ leadership and accept
His teaching.
a. The doors of God‘s Kingdom remain open for those
who repent and become little children.
b. These are the people who admit their ignorance, confess their sins and come to Jesus for lorgiveriess. (I
Cor. 1:18-31)

3. Yes, this is God‘s plan and Jesus thanks Him for it.
I11 JESUS ACCEPTS THE MORAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
ENTIRE HUMAN RACE AND PRESENTS HIMSELF AS THE
ONLY POSSIBLE REVEALER OF GOD ( 11:27)

A. “All things have been committed to me by my Father.”
1. Perhaps we are caused to think immediately bf the glory
and royalty of G%d‘s Son, because we know that, at the
end of the world, everyrhing will be the inheritance of
Jesus.
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2. But here Jesus is not speaking about the glory and wealth
rhat shall be His,

3. He understands very clearly that the weight of the sins
of the whole world have been laid upon HIM!

i, There

is no arrogance hete, but an honest bending of
the Lord Jesus Himself to take upon Himself the
gigantic weight of a lost mankind upon Himself.
b. He had just seen people, that had had the best possible
opportunity to be saved, refuse the call of God.
c. Perhaps He is reminded of the ancient words of Isaiah:
“All we like sheep have gone astray;
W e have turned every one to his own way;
And the Lord has laid on him the iniquity of us all.”
(53:G)
Ow own unwillingness to repent was laid upon God‘s
Son!
d. Yes,,“the government will be upon his shoulder”, but
the insignia thereof are not the colorful flags and
marching eagles of a great empire, but the bleeding
“stripes by which we are healed”!

4. Yes, all things have been committed to Jesus by His Father:
the moral responsibility for all men j.st like they H e ! in
their sins, their dying and in their deep need for repentance and redemption!
This is why we are not surprised about what Jesus spys
next:
.
B. “No one knows the Son but the Father!”
8

,

.

I

1. Here is a cry that comes out of the loneliness of the
Lord Jesus.
a, There is no man on earth that realizes the greatness
of the burden of the Son of God.
b. Jesus has not found anyone who really understands how
He feels among sinners, nor shares His burden.
2. Jesus has had thousands of followers, but very few of them
continued to follow Him, even though those few themselves were deeply unaware of His mission, His purpose,
and His Person. Even so late as the last week of His
life, before going to the cross, Jesus had to say to them,
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"Have I been so long with you, and you do not yet
know me?"
3. Jesus feels deeply His loneliness on earth: no one really
knows or understands Him.
a. But people must understand Him in order to be saved!
b. But we must understand His message, in order thereby
to be able to know the Father.
C. "Nc?'one knows the Father but the Son, and he to whom rhe
n a world where no one really

~ Q W S

God!

.

a. This means that all the great inventors of religion are
liars, if they contradict, diminish dr deny the Word
of Jesus!
b. This means that all the lesser religious lights who
haye led men away from God's Will are "thieves and
robbers"! (Jn. 10: 1 )
2. This is a world, in Jesus' day and in our own as well,
. wherein people have lost the very key to life, because they
live as if God does not exist. But Jesus knows that God is
the central fact of all reality, the greatest, most important

,

'

'

4.'

ed: "This is eternal life, that men might know
you, the only true God, AND JESUS CHRIST, whom you
have sent!" (Jn. 17:3)
Only,JEsus knew God, 'Here Jesus expressed the longing
to'make God known to men.

5. H e MUST make God known, but how can He go about
the task of revealing God?
D. Here is His method whereby H e reveals the Father.

IV. JESUS INVITES HUMBLE DISCIPLES TO COME TO HI'M A N D
B A R N (11:28-30)
A. This young Jew, not more than 33 years old, invites the enthe
human race to come to Him to learn. H e promises that every
one, however great his problems might be, shall find rest for
his soul! Let the stupendous nature of this invitation sink
deep into your heart: feel the gigantic nature of the h u d if
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the claims implicit in this invitation are false. Feel the
power of God’s loving mercy, if these claims are m e ! Here
we must decide what we think about Jesus!

B. But

Jesus has to be the teacher, if we are to find rest for
our souls. The only ones whom Jesus can help are the “little
children“. W e must be willing to learn EVERYTHING from
Him.

1. Jesus has already had-too many theologians and professors,
who molded His ideas according to their own conceptions!
He wants disciples, or followers, who are willing to follow
Him and live under His discipline: The so-called “great”
preachers, professors, priests, bishops, popes, councils, theologians and universities are not what Jesus is looking for!
He seeks men and women, boys and girls who are willing
to enroll themselves in His school and learn under HIM,
C, Even though Jesus Himself is the Revealer of the eternal
God, even though H e Himself is the Creator of heaven and
earth, even though He is the Judge before whom all must
give account, yet He is gentle and lowly in heart.
1. He is not a teacher that His students need to be afraid of.
2. He does not boss His students around; they do not need
to be afraid to expose their ignorance before ,Him.
3. My friend, He could become your Teacher: with Jesus you
need fear no ridicule or contempt in His school.
4. If you are an eager student, you will find Jesus ready to
help you, sharing with you the same spirit o[ joy in
knowledge. He will help you at whatever level you find
yourself, in order to bring you up to His level of full
knowledge of the entire universe! You will find H i m a
wise and sympathetic Teacher, who will lead you into truth.
5. How many times has Jesus already shown Himself this
kind of Teacher? How many. times did the sinners and
publicans come to Jesus, even though they had run away
fitom the proud, strict Pharisees? They knew that Jesus
was different, so, fsiend, do not put Jesus in the same
class with religious leaders that you know, because He is
not at all like any teacher you ever knew. He is in a
class all by Himself, but you will enjoy enrolling ia the
class!
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6. The publicans and sinners of Jesus‘ day felt the attraction
of His gentleness, and they knew that He could help free
them from sins that they had for years taken for granted.
D. In Jesus’ school you find S E C U R I ~and rest for your sod!

1. To the tired worker, Jesus gives genuine rest for the body,
nerves and mind, because Jesus gives true rest for his
~PIRIT. Such a person can now sleep, because he has a
forgiven conscience.
2. To the tired and heavy-laden worshipper, Jesus gives rest
also.
a. Tired of religious ceremonies, duties, norms and empty
forms? Then, Jesus offers you devotion to a Person.
b. Tired of defeats and disappointments in the struggle
against sin? Then Jesus gives you the refreshment of
forgiveness and power to overcome.
3. T o the tired worldling who has found everything to be futile
and empty, Jesus offers His fullness, all His friendship and
companionship.
INVITATION: Friend, you know your own cares, your own sins, and
problems. Let Jesus take your difficulties and free
you. Lay all your difficulties down at the feet of
Jesus. Enroll yourself in His school: He invites you

now.

CHAPTER TWELVE
Section 26. Jesus Faces Charges of Sabbath Breaking (12: 1-14)
Section 27. Jesus the Healing Servant of Jehovah (12:15-21)
Section 28. Jesus Is Attacked For Casting Out Demons and Charged
With League With Satan (12:22-37)
is
Section 29. Jesus Gives the Sign of Jonah and Condemns H
Generation ( 12:38-45)
Section 30. Jesus Refuses to Permit Fleshly Ties to Bind Him
( 12 :46-50)

STUDY OUTLINES
I. JESUS FACES CHARGES OF SABBATH BREAKING (12:1-14)
A. For permitting “grain threshing” on the Sabbath (12: 18)
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ANSWERS;

1. Human need rises above strict legal procedure. (12:3, 4 )
2. Work in God’s service is permitted on the Sabbath. (12: 5,

6)
3. God’s interpretation of law is much more lenient than
yours (12:7)

4. I am Lord of the Sabbath. (12:8)
B. For healing man’s withered hand in synagogue on Sabbath.
( 12:9 - H a )

1. To refuse to do good or save life is to do harm or

destroy. (Mk. 3:4; Lk. 6:9)
2. You work by helping dumb beast, Why not help man
who is worth so much more to God? (12: 11, 12a)

3. Doing good is legal! (12: 12b)

4. Jesus established His correct conclusion by the miracle of
healing the man’s hand, ( 12: 13)

5, The Pharisees immediately held counsel with the Herodians
discussing how to destroy Jesus. ( 12: 14)

11. JESUS THE HEALING SERVANT OF JEHOVAH ( 12: 15-21)
A. Situation: Jesus strategically withdrew from immediate hostility
of the religious leaders, Common people followed Him from
many areas, seeking healing. Jesus healed them, ordering
strict secrecy.
B. Result: Fulfilment of Isaiah 42: Iff.
1. His Nature (12: 18a)
2. His Authority and Task (12: 18b)
3. His Method (12: 19)
4. His Results (12:20)
5, His Universality ( 12:21)
111. JESUS IS ATTACKED FOR CASTING OUT DEMONS AND
CHARGED WITH LEAGUE WITH SATAN (12:22-37)

A. SITUATION:He healed a blind, dumb demoniac, which resulted
in the crowds’ asking, “Is He the Messiah?” Jealous Pharisees
counterattack by asserting Jesus works by devil’s power,
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B. JESUS’ BASIC REBUTTAL:
1. Satan is divided: good! (12:25, 26)
2. What about your students who exorcize demons? (12:27)
3. Reasonable alternative: God’s Spirit empowers me. (12:28)
4. More evidence: in order to overpower the devil, one must
be monger than Satan! ( 12:29)
5. Neutrality is impossible. (12:30)

c.

JESUS EXPLAINS HIS WARNING AGAINST BLASPHEMY OF THE
HOLY SPIRIT (12:31, 32; cf. Lk. 12:8-10; Mk. 3:28-30)

1. All sins will be forgiveable, except that by which all knowl-

edge of God’s truth and forgiveness is received, i.e. by His
Spirit.
2. Eternal damnation awaits the sinner who rejects all that
is the Spirit’s work among men.
D. TALK IS NOT CHEAP (12:33-37)
1. Speech reveals one’s sense of moral discernment. (12:33-35)
2. There are no words that do not count, for God holds US
accountable for all. ( 12:36, 37)
IV. JESUS GIVES THE SIGN OlF JONAH AND CONTXMNS HIS
GENERATION
( 12: 38-45)
*
,ai-

A. Unreasonable request for a sign of Jesus’ identity and authority.
(38)
B. Jesus’ logical refusal: “It is unfaithfulness to God to ask for
more signs than those already given!” (12:39)
C. Jesus’ merciful exception: the resurrection is His last sign.
(12:40)
D. Jesus’ condemnation well-grounded. ( 12:41, 42)
1. Illustration: Ninevites heard only the prophet Jonah.
2. Illustration: Queen of the South heard only Solomon.
3. Implicit Conclusion: According to the light against which
you have sinned will be your judgment. You have had
greater opportuniries to know God‘s will.

E. Warning: “Your religion has made you empty, leaving you a
spiritual vacuum for anything that will fill it up.”

V. JESUS REFUSES TO PERMIT FLESHLY TIES TO BIND HIM
(12346-50)
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Section 26

JESUS ANSWERS CHARGES OF
SABBATH BREAKING
(Paxallels: Mark 2:23-3:6;

TEXT:

Luke 6: 1-11)

12: 1-14

k
I. SUSPICION

I , At that season Jesus went on the sabbath day through the grainfields; and his disciples were hungry and began to pluck ears
and to eat.
2. But the Pharisees, when they saw it, said unto him, Behold, thy
disciples do that which it is not lawful to do upon the sabbath.
3. But he said unto them, Have ye not read what David did, when
he was hungry, and they that were with him;
4. how he entered into the house of God, and ate the showbread,
which it was not lawful for him to eat, neither for them that
were with him, but only for the priests?
5. Or have ye not read in the law, that on the sabbath day the priests
jn the temple profane the sabbath, and are guiltless?
6. But I say unto you, that one greater than the temple is here.
7, But if ye had known what this meaneth, I desire mercy and not
sacrifice, ye would not have condemned the guiltless.
8. For the Son of man is Lord of the sabbath.
11. INVESTIGATION

9. And he departed thence, and went into their synagogue:
10. and behold, a man having a withered hand. And they asked him,
saying, Is it lawful to heal on the sabbath day, that they might
accuse him.
11. And he said unto them, What man shall there be of you, that shall
have one sheep, and if this fall into a pit on the sabbath day,
will he not lay hold on it, and lift it out?
12. How much then is a man of more value than a sheep! Wherefore
it is lawful to do good on the sabbath day.
13. Then saith he to the man, Stretch forth thy hand. And he stretched
it forth; and it was restored whole, as the other.
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111. DETERMINATION

14. But the Pharisees went out, and took counsel against him, how they
might destroy him.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. How did their conduct sanction His healing of the man?
b. How does Jesus change, in verse 12, their question of verse 10, in
order to bring out the underlying principle on which He justified
His conduct?
c. In what ways have some individuals indicated that they regard
animals more than they do man?
d. Could it be that MAN, for whom the sabbath under the law was
made and not vice versa, is also the lord of the Sabbath in the
sense that he is to use it for his own rest and for God’s g h y ?
Certainly, Jesus was the unique “Lord of the Sabbath” in a particular sense. But is not man also the “lord of the sabbath” in his
freedom to decide what good deeds of mercy or necessity he shall
perform?
e. Why do you think Jesus brought “saving lives or killing” into His
argument with the Pharisees? (Mk. 3:4) What is the connection?
f. Why was Jesus so angry with those Pharisees? (Mk. 3 5 )
g. Why did these respected religious leaders wish to destroy this young
Rabbi from Nazareth?
h, Why did they call the Herodians into their discussions about how
they might do away with Jesus? How could the Herodians help?
(Mk. 3:6)
i. What was the advantage to be gained for Jesus by calling the man
with the shrivelled hand forward before healing him? (Lk. 6:8)
j. What difference do you see in the way Jesus went about His work
and the way the Pharisees oparated?
k. Why do you think Jesus kept going into the synagogues, even though
H e could probably foresee the difficulties and opposition He would
meet there?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
One sabbath while Jesus and His disciples were walking through
grainfields, His disciples, feeling hungry, began to pluck some of the
heads of grain, rub off the husks in. their hands and eat. But when
some of the Pharisees noticed it, they remarked to Jesus, “Look! why
are you and your disciples doing what is forbidden on the sabbath?”
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Jesus answered them, “Have you never read what David and his
men did when they were in need and hungry-how
he entered into
the house of God (when Abiathar was high priest), took and ate the
consecrated bread of the presence, though they did not have the right
to eat? Only the priests can eat it, And he even gave it to those
who were with mim.
“Or have you not read in the law how the priests working in the
temple on the sabbath profane the sabbath without guilt? I tell you, ‘
something more important than the temple is here.
“And if you had grasped the meaning of this scripture (Hosea
6:6)-‘1 desire mercy and not merely sacrifices’-you
would not have
condemned the innocent. The sabbath was made for man’s benefit,
not man for the sabbath. This is why the Son of man is even lord
of the sabbath.”
He went on from that place and on another sabbath He entered
their synagogue and taught, Now there was a man present whose
right hand was shrivelled or wasted away, The legal experts and
Pharisees watched Him closely to see whether H e would heal him on
the )sabbath.
’ Then they quizzed Him, “Is it right to heal anyone on the
sabbath?” so that they might find an accusation to use against Him.
Rut He, knowing their motives, spoke to the man who had the
withered hand, “Come here and stand in the midst of the group.” The
man rose and stood there. Then Jesus addressed the others, “Now, I
put the question to you, Is it lawful on the sabbath to do good or
hum, to have life or destroy it?”
But they were silent.
Then He posed another question, “Suppose that you had ope sheep
which fell into a pit on the sabbath, would you not get hold of it and
lift it out? How much more precious is a man than a sheep? So it
is lawful to do good on the sabbath!” He looked around on them all
with anger, deeply hurt at their inhumanity and hardness of heart.
Turning to the man, He spoke, “Stretch out your hand.” When he
did so it was restored as sound as the other.
But the Pharisees, filled with insane fury, went out and held
counsel against Jesus, discussing with one anothes and with the1
Herodians what they might do to Jesus to destroy Him.
c

.

NOTES

I. JESUS FACES CHARGES OF SABBATH BREAKING (12: 1-14)
A. FOR PERMITTINGGRAIN THRESHING
‘ON THE SABBATH(12:l-8)
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1. THE SITUATION (12:1)
12:l At that time can be rather easily identified due to the
maturity of the standing grain which the disciples are eating: the time
is sometime in the Spring of 27 A.D., shortly after the second Passover
of Jesus’ ministry, (Cf. Jn. 5 ) Keil and Delitzsch (Pe.ntatezcch, 11,
439) note that “in the warmer parts of Palestine the barley ripens
about the middle of April and is reaped in April or the beginning of
May, whereas \the wheat ripens two or three weeks later.”
His disciples were hungry. Herein lies the rightness of what
they did: God had not only instituted the Sabbath for man’s blessing,
but He had also made men to be hungry. The desire for food is not
somehow secular, as opposed to sacred, merely because it has to do
with this body and this life. Oltherwise, would not God have dispensed
with human hunger on the Sabbath, so,they would have been able to
serve Him %withoutdistraction? No, human hunger is no more sinful
or secular than a thousand other human activities which divine revelation clearly ‘limits to this age, this life. (Cf. Mt. 22:30, marriage;
eating and drinking, I Tim. 4:3-5; 1 Co. 6:13) So, all other things
being equal, even the human hunger of Jesus’ disciples was part of
God‘s plan for man, just as much as it was His intention that they
rest sufficiently in body and soul by proper Sabbath observance. Even
the simple confession “I am hungry”, means “God has made me this
way and I am just feeling experientially and personally this part of
His good government of my human existence.” But, of course, what
is involved here is essential human need, not the responding to a mere
desire unprompted by essenrial necessity.
They began t o pluck ears of grain and to eat, “rubbing
them in .their hands” (Luke). Apparently, Jesus used none of His
miraculous power to provide necessary daily food either for Himself
or His men. (Cf. Mt. 21:18, 19=Mk. 11:12, 13) The artogance of
the Pharisees to make such a (charge (12:2) becomes the more painfully apparent when it is remembered that the Sabbath was not observed
by the Hebrews, even the Pharisees, with rigorous austerity. They even
turned the day into one of feasting and entertainment of guests. (Cf.
Lk. 14:l-6 and Plutarch, Symp. iv. 6, cited by Trench, Miracles, 207:
“The Hebrews honor the Sabbath chiefly by inviting each other to
drinking and intoxication.”) By contrast, Jesus’ men had to settle
for what they could find to fill their empty stomachs.
Moses’ Law expressly permits this action on any day of the week.
(Dt. 23:24, 25) And all the Gospel writers make it precisely clear
that what the disciples did was done while they were on the move,
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going through the fields of standing grain. So the issue hare is not
theft, but merely what the objectors regard to be work done on the
Sabbath. (Cf. the attitude of the synagogue’s ruler, Lk. 13:14. Note
ergdzmthhak ) Presumably, the disciples offended the rabbinic interpretation of “work” on several counts, since not only did they pluck
the heads of grain (which legalistkally could be called “harvesting”),
but they also rubbed them in their hands ($s&&vztes t& char.&
could be described by the nitpickers as “threshing”), and ;if they blew
the husks out of their hands before eating, they could ,be accused of
“winnowing”! (Cf. Lk. 6:l) Worse still, by this whole series of acts
they could also be accused of preparing a meal on the Sabbath, whereas
Sabbath food should have been readied the day before!
Morgan (Matthew, 125) points u p the stark contrast between all
this Jewish legalism and the personal mentality of the Apostles:

It was a perfectly simple and natural action of the disciples,
and reveals very clearly their estimate of their Lord‘s heart.
They did not for a moment imagine that He would rebuke
them. They knew, as members of the Hebrew nation, that
they were doing things that the Pharisees would object to, but
they were with Him, and familiarity with Him, and a consciousness of His attitude towards the Sabbath, set them free
to pluck the ears. . . , It is a cevelation of the relationship
existing between the Christ and His disciples. There was
n o hesitation, no appeal, no fear.
Or, if there had been any of this timidness, especially with Pharisees
prowling in the vicinity, Jesus had allayed their fears, even if H e Himself
did not choose to satisfy His own hunger in the same way. (The
Pharisees do not attack His own eating, but that of His disciples.)
2. THE PHARISEES’ REACTION ( 12:2)
12:2 But when the Pharisees saw it. Though these may
not be identical with those earlier, critics (Mt. 9:2-8; Lk. 5:17),
nevertheless their ’ attitude is precisely the same and so illustrative of
the zeal of the heresy-hunters. (Cf, Ac. 14:19; 17:13; Gal. 2:12) It
is a revealing trait of these (and perhaps all) hypocrites that they lay
great stress on the external forms and ceremonies of religion while
standing quite mute before the pleas of the deeper, more real demands
of justice, mercy and faith. Is it possible, then, to judge the shallowness and irrelevance of a man’s religion by the amount of undue stress
he lays upon such externals?
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They said t o him, Look. These hard-nosed legalists seem to
have regularly sought opportunities to jump on anyone who did not
respect their traditional view of Sabbath observance. (Cf. Jn. 5:lO)
Your disciples are doing what is not lawful to do on the
Sabbath, or, as Mark and Luke put jt, “Why do your disciples do
(it)?” This question provided what seemed to these inquisitors to be
the perfect trap:
1. Eithei’ the Nazdrene must accept the Pharisees’ premise that
the disciples’ actions truly violated the Sabbath and, therefore,
He must condemn His own followers, thereby alienating them.
This, because, for better or worse, He had taught them. Thus
He would be shown up as knowing little bettet Himself!
The disciples’ actions clearly reflected His tacit approval of
this freedom from the traditional, but obligatory requirements
of the rabbis.

2. Or He must publicly repudiate the Pharisees’ premise that the
disciples’ actions violated the Sabbath, in which case He would
expose both Himself and His followers as transgressors of the
Law. By defending their transgression, He becomes in spirit
Himself a transgressor. In that event, though He would have
defended His followers, they would still have defected, since,
insofar as they shared the basic viewpoint of the Pharisees,
ke would have damned Himself in their eyes.
Either way, it represented a triumph for the enemy. Either way, they
have Him trapped. In either case, He stands to lose disciples and His
popularity will be broken, for He would have committed Himself
ng side of a vital issue on which no self-respecting Hebrew
could afford to be wrong, namely about the Sabbath.
This appears to be a beautiful dilemma on which to crucify Jesus,
but the trouble with it, as well as with any other false choice, is that
the fundamental proposition upon which the dilemma is constructed is
false. The Pharisees could not dream that their own interpretations
of the Sabbath law were of no where near the same validity as the
Sabbath law itself. They had no conception of the possibility that
they themselves, in their very attempt to interpret carefully the
Sabbath law, had in fact become violators of its spirit and intent.
The simplest method of eliminating the dilemma facing Jesus was to
show that, while He took the Sabbath law seriously and taught His
disciples likewise, what the disciples were actually doing was no profanation of God’s original intent. Thus H e destroyed the false proposition
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upon which the Pharisees’ dilemma is constructed, Le. “Our understanding of the proper observance of the Sabbath is rlie only view
possible,” But before showing the proper, original intent of the Sabbath,
He needed to draw their attention to the exceptions to strict interpretation of law which even the Pharisees themselves both admitted
and justified.
But the Pharisees were so sure that they had found Jesus in
flagrant violation of fundamental Mosaic Law because of their exaggerated stress on the Sabbath. The surprisingly high number of
clashes between Jesus and His opponents that turned upon this one
point js explicable in view of the superstitiously high regard with which
the Jews held the Sabbath. Parrar (Life, 329) summarizes their feelings:
The Sabbath was a Mosaic, nay, even a primeval institution,
and it had become the most distinctive and the most passionately reverenced of all the ordinances which separated Jew
from Gentile as a pecular people. It was at once the sign
of their exclusive privileges, and the center of their barren
formalisin. Their traditions, their patriotism, even their
obstinacy, were all enlisted in its scrupulous maintenence. Not
only had it been observed in heaven before man was, but
they declared that the people of Israel had been chosen for
rhe sole purpose of keeping it. , . , Their devotion to it
was only deepened by the universal ridicule, inconvenience,
and loss which it entailed upon them in the heathen warld.
They were even proud that, from having observed it with a
stolid literalism, they had suffered themselves on that day to
lose battles, to be cut to pieces by their enemies, to see
Jerusalem itself imperilled and captured. Its observance had
been fenced round by the minutest, the most painfully precise,
the most ludicrously insignificant restrictions .
CHAPTER TWELVE
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Other religions had their sacred temples, holy cities, priests, sacrifices
and festal assemblies, but to the Jews alone was the Sabbath given
as the peculiar sign of their exclusive belonging to God. The sanctity
with which Jews regarded the Sabbath may the more easily be gauged
by the intensity and deadly seriousness with which they objected to
Jesus’ claiins, teaching and practice regarding it. The importance of
the issue may also be weighed by the unrelenting determination of
Jesus to make His point, even though, for Him, death rode with the
outcome. And the almost delighted conclusion of these heresy-hunters
that what His disciples were doing with His obvious sanction was
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“not lawful on the sabbath,” was prompted by, and explicable on the
basis of the fact that this act rendered them strictly liable to death by
stoning according to the ancient mosaic precedent. (Cf. Nu. 15:32, 33)
Not lawful on the sabbath. Whar the disciples were doing
was clearly a breach of rabbinic traditions, but not of the Biblical law,
so the charge of the Pharisees is false. The original commandment
given by God forbade work. (Study Ex. 20:8-11; 23:12; 31:12-17;
34:21; 35:2, 3; Lev. 23:3; Nu. 15:32-36; Dt.5:12-17)
THE SRBBATH LAW
I. W h o must obse4rveit? (Ex. 20:9)
A. The Hebrew and his family
B. The Hebrew’s servants
C. The Hebrew’s animals
D. Any sojourners in Hebrew cities
11. Why must they observe it? (Ex.2 0 : l l ; 31:15)
A. Because God rested on the seventh day
E. Because God blessed the seventh day
C. Because God hallowed the seventh day as “a sabbath unto
Jehovah,” making it thus “holy unto Jehovah.”
D. The Sabbath is a special “sign between God and Israel (Ex.
31:13)
E. The Sabbath is a perpetual agreement between God and Israel
(Ex.31:16)
F. Penalty for profanation by working was to be- death (Ex.
31:14, 15; 35:2)
G. In order that savants may rest as well as the Hebrews themselves (Dt. 5:14)

111. How must they observe it?
A. Negatively: what must not be done on the Sabbath?
1. The Hebrew must do no work; work must be done on the
other six days (Ex. 20:9, 10)
2. No plowing or harvesting (Ex. 34:21)
3. No kindling of a fire in the homes (Ex. 35:3; Num.
15.32-36?)
4. No baking or boiling food (Ex. 16:23)
5. No treading the winepress (Neh. 13:15)
6. N o hauling of goods or food to markets (Neh. 13:15)
7. No carrying on of trade (Neh. 13:lG; Amos 8 : 5 )
B. Positively: what could be done on the Sabbath?
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1, The Hebrew must rest (Ex. 34:21) a “solemn rest” (Ex.

3532)
2. Holy convocations (Lev. 23:3) Keil and Delitnch ( P e w
tategch, 11, 439) comment:
Moreover Knobel .is wrong in identifying the ‘holy
convocation’ with a journey to the sanctuary,
whereas appearance at the tabernacle to hold the
holy convocations (for worship) was not regarded
as necessary either in the law itself or according to
the latter orthodox custom, but, on the contiraqy,
holy meetings for edification were held on the
Sabbath in every place in the land, and it was out
of this that the synagogues arose. (Cf. 2 Kg.
4:22, 23)
On this latter verse, they comment (Kiflgs, 311):
From these words . . . others have drawn the
correct conclusion that the pious in Israel were
accustomed to meet together at the prophets’
houses fa worship and edification, on those which
were appointed in the law (Lev. 23:3; Num.
18:llsqq.) for the worship of God . . .
Cf. also Ezek. 46:3
3. Sabbath offerings in the Temple:
a. The regular, continual burnt-offering with its relative
drink-offering (Nu. 28: 1-8)
b. Additional, special Sabbath offerings of two male lambs
with the relative libation (Nu. 28:9)

This hasty sketch of the Sabbath law mirrors a true impression of
the absolute simplicity of the Sabbath crrdinancce. After all, God did
not wish to burden His people with a multitude of regulations and so
defeat the very purpose of the Sabbath by making it a burden. But,
ironically, the interpreters of the Law were not satisfied with so simple
a prohibition. “Work” must be defined so carefully as to eliminate
any equivocation. With these definitions came a multiplicity of other
rules, all intended to clarify God’s will. What a travesty on piety to
presume to be able to state God’s will mare clearly than He was able
to do it Himself! But the orthodox took all these minute regulations
with intense seriousness. For them, to keep these traditional definitions was to keep God’s Law. To neglect or disregard them was to
defy God! But when will the Church of Jesus Christ learn the lesson
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that such a slavish adherence to the letter of Scripture, the more precise
it is, usually produces only a wider departure from its spirit?
3. JESUS ANSWERS:
Hummn need rises above strict, legal procedwe ( 12 : 3, 4 )
There are times when it is proper to ignore the opposition, to let
it die frustrated by its own weakness, fall of its own weight. But
the Lord sees that this is not the time. This is the moment when He
must do battle or surrender His cause. In the skirmishes that ensue
He feels absolutely impelled to return the fire of the Pharisees, but
He does so much more than this. He teaches us how to understand
and apply the specific terminology of God‘s law as it applies to US.
He reveals Himself as lord even of the Sabbath. He places the proper
emphasis on real human need, as opposed to inhumane application
of God’s will which had originally been intended for man’s good.
Whereas the critics’ original objection had been levelled at the
disciples’ actions, everyone knew that Jesus, not the disciples, was
really on trial. This explains why Jesus leaped to meet the attack.
There is no apology here; rather He accepts full responsibility for
what His men had done and justified them completely (See on 12:5).
12:3 Have you not read? Mark‘s rendering (2:25) is more
brusque: “Have you never read. . , ?” (ouddfote u d g r s o f e ) However,
Jesus expected a positive answer, as demonstrated by the form in
which H e framed the question (negative ozd). Of couse, they had
cited Scripture many times, but had been blinded to its
significance. This is a stinging rebuke for ignorance of Scripture
when asked of those who pretended to be its official interpreters.
The Lord used this approach effectively several times. (Cf. Mt. 19:4;
21:16, 42; 22:31) Even on this occasion He hammers on the inexcusable ignorance of the Scriptures, driving home their inability to
grasp the real meaning of their own sacred texts. His mgument rises
with smashing force by means of two questions: “Have you not read?
. . . Have you not read in the law?” (12:3, 5) until He clenches
His conclusion with “If you had known what this means (Hos. 6 : 6 ) ,
you would not have condemned the innocent.” (12:7)
What David did when he was hungry, and those who
were with him. The incident cited (1 Sam. 21:l-6) becomes
also Jesus’ vindication of the historicity of the fatts narrated there,
since it is inconceivable that Jesus should deceive men by making
use of facts merely supposed to be true, but which H e Himself h e w
to belong rather to the unfounded or otherwise unprovable traditions
a.

112 :3
of His people. Mark (2:26) reports David’s act as taking place “in
the days of Abiathar the high priest,’’ whereas his father Ahimelech
held that office until his murder by Saul. (Cf. 1 Sam. 21:l-22:21;
23:6) Thus, David asked bread, not of Abiathu but of Ahimelek.
The solutions that have been offered to these apparently contradictory
facts axe:
CHAPTER TWELVE

1. There was a slip of the memory either on the part of Jesus
or Mark, i.e. Mark forgot what Jesus actually said when He
mentioned the right name, or worse still, Jesus momentarily
misremembered the proper name and confounded father and
son. But either of the suggestions is inadequate in light not
only of the inspiration of Mark and the undoubted authority
and infallibility of Jesus, but also in light of better arguments
that harmonize the same facts more suitably, without requiring
the disqualifying of either Jesus or Mark.

Jesus was speaking by prolepsis. Whereas Abiathar’s high
priesthood ’ did not begin until later, yet, because he, through
his association with David, became so much more famous than
his father, is described by this later title by prolepsis. Note
that Mark says no more than epi Abiathbr arcbierhas, which
may mean no more than “in the time of Abiathar the high
priest”, and so not exclusively specifically, “when Abiarhar
was high priest”, as the RSV renders the phrase. (For uses
of epi with genitive to denote time, see Arndt and Gingrich,
286, I, 2 )

3. Abiathar may have already been priest during the high priesthood of his father, carrying out some priestly functions. But
even if he had nothing to do with the high priesthood per .re,
he actually became high priest only a few days after David’s
visit to his father Ahimelek, whose help to David cost him
his life and whose death automatically made his only surviving
son the next high priest. So the high priesthood of Abiathcr
was only a matter of hours after his father fed David and
his men, and so may loosely be described centuries after the
event as high priest, as he was thereafter known.

13:4 how he entered the house of God, not the Temple
but the tabernacle pitched at Nob, apparently not at Shiloh. (Cf. 1
Sam. 21:l; 22i9, 10, 11, 19) And ate the bread of the Presence.
(Cf. Ex. 25:30; Lev. 24:5-9) Which it was not lawful for him
to eat
but only for the priests. On this point the law is

...
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cleat: "It shall be for Aaron and his sons; and they shall eat it in a
holy place; for it is most holy unto him of the offerings .
(Lev.
24:9) But what is the precise thrust of Jesus' argument? Does He
justify David's course, or does H e merely argue as He does because
H e knows the Pharisees justify David?

. ."

1. If this is a mere urgzlmentm ad h~omhem based upon the
fact that the Pharisees excused David for eating the holy
bjead, then His argument goes no further, since it would be
valid only against those who mistakenly justified such a
violation of the law of which David thus becomes guilty. But
that Jesus Himself also justified David is evident ffom the
fact that God also, in a sense, justified David and Ahimelek
by not immediately smiting them for this 'biolation of strict
Levitical practice". (Did God always punish violations of
ceremonial or moral law immediately upon commission of the
sin as H e sometimes did?) Further, were there any hint that
Jesus really condemned David's action, His opponents could
have pounced upon it as a weapon against Him, since He had
placed the actions of His disciples in the same position with
David's, and if they had sensed that He held David to be
culpable, they could have accused His disciples of the same.
2. Or, on the other hand, does Jesus justify David's actions, thus
share the same fundamental proposition with the fiarisees
while using it to show their inconsistency? If so, one must
intespret Jesus' statement: the bread
which it w a s
not lawful for him to eat. How can some action be
justifiable and still be not lawful?

...

of the particular code in question, that bread was for none but
priests only. There was a general prohibition specifically
stated in the Levitical text that forbade the sharing of the
bread of the Presence with laymen like David. (Lev. 22:lO16; cf. also Ex. 2933; Lev. 10:12-15) The presentation
bread was not merely the priests' food, because it was a
consecrated sacrifice. (Lev. 24:9)
b. However, David's actions were in perfect harmony with
good Scripture interpretation, Were Ahimelek and David
wrong to interpret the Levitical law so liberally? God did
not m i k e either man dead for any supposed aransgression
of this law. Nor had there been any Scriptural exception
a. According to a srrictly literal interpretation
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which would permit the high priest to depart from this
legislation in order to show love to a fellow man in need.
And yet when he did so, this high priest and David were
not punished by God for so doing, as was Uzzah ( 2 Sam.
G:G, 7 ) ) Nadab and Abihu (Lev. lO:l, 2 ) who also departed from sbrict legal procedure. The obvious difference
between the apostacy of these latter and the actions of
David and Ahimelek lies in their recognition that even
the letter of God’s holy law may be superceded and set
aside by other, higher considerations, In this case, human
need takes precedence over any ritual, custom or practice.
Keil and Delitzsch (Samzlel, 218) comment:
If they were clean at any rate in this respect,
he (the high priest) would in swh a case of
necessity depart from the Levitical law concerning
the eating of the shew-bread, for the sake of
observing the higher commandment of love to a
neighbour (Lev. 19:18) . . .
c. David’s actions were consistent with good legal adminiswas not lawful
tration, If what David d i d ,

..

~

(as Jesus says), then how is it that the Lord of the law can
let what must be seen as a strictly illegal action pass without censure? Do we not see here the principle that law,
d law, or any given law, is enacted for the otderly exercize
of social relations? Any mature leaders know that exceptions to the law may be made when society is running
smoothly and that the only danger in exceptions is when
they become the rule and chaos results. At such a time,
the return to strict law enforcement is needed in order
to reestablish the order. Exceptions may also be made
when it is evident that the purpose or spirit behind the
law is not being ignored or violated by the exception.
Now while this argument does not PROVE the rightness
of Ahimelek and David’s act in giving and receiving th6
presence-bread, yet it illustrates the fact that Jesus’ concept of law admits the type of exception Ahimelek‘s offer
proposes.
d. David‘s actions were vindicated also by Jewish interpretation, as Edersheim (Life, 11, 57) remarks: “Jewish tradition
vindicated his conduct on the plea that ‘danget to life
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superseded the Sabbath-law, and hence, all laws connected with it’ . . .”
Mark’s rendering of Jesus’ words ( 2 : 2 5 ) puts more emphasis on this
human need, proving thus that Jesus’ attention is dimrected toward the
claims of stark necessity in preference to hard-nosed legal procedure
that would have deprived David of this essential food. The resultant
thlrust of Jesus’ argument is: if David‘s hunger could set aside a divine
regulation, could not the hunger of my men waive your interpretation
of the sabbath no-work law? And if Farrar (Life, 333) is right in
suggesting that David ate the bread of the Presence on the Sabbath,
since the bread was only changed on that day (cf, 1 Sam. 21:6 with
Lev. 24:8, 9), the Lord‘s argumentation takes on more force, as these
Pharisees, to be consistent with their own principles would have had
to condemn the high priest for attending to a sojourner on the Sabbath!
NOTE: The sectarian “law of prohibitive silence” is proven false
by Jesus’ declarations here! The so-called “law of silence”
states that God has clearly commanded everything He
wants men to have or do or be. So, if God has not
spoken regarding any issue, according to this theory, He
must be against it. But this theary of the tacit prohibition or “law of prohibitive silence” contradicts Jesus
here, since God had not expressly stated anywhere that
any others than priests could eat that bread and live,
much less live and be justified by Jesus. This is a case
where not the letter but the real spirit behind the letter
was observed in careful conformity to God‘s intention
and will.

b. Work in GOBSService is permitted

OB

the Sabbath ( 1 2 5 , 6 )

12:5 Or have y e not read in the law? Feel the climactic
construction and striking contrasts that Jesus combines in this sentence!
1. In the Law!
2. On the Sabbath Day!
3. The Priests!
4. I n the Temple!
5. PROFANE THE SABBATH!
6. Yet, are guiltless.
The service of God was the object in view behind the Sabbath-law, not
merely rest. Naturally, the priests worked on the Sabbath in order
to carry out the service of God. In fact, there was extra wmk for them
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to do on that day! (Nu, 28:l-10; Lev, 24:8) Offerings for the redemption of the firstborn had to be made after the thirty-third day

whether it fell on Saturday or not. (Ex. 22:29, 30; Cf. Lev. 12:l-8
and Lk. 2:21, 22, 27, 39) Ex. 22:30 suggests that firstborn animaJs
had to be saaificed on the eighth day even if it were Sabbath. (But
was this the work of the priests at the tabernacle or temple or were
these animals slain by their owner at home?)
Bur the main point Jesus makes is that, if the priests did NOT
carry out their obviously laborious tasks on the sabbath, they would
certainly be profaners of the seventh day. Yet who would dare
seriously asgue that they were, in any sense, violating the sabbath?
And yet, by the Pharisees’ own definitions of work, the law contradicts
itself by making those governed by i t to violate its precepts by keepprofane the
ing other of its requirements! T h e priests ,
sabbath must not be taken literally here, for Jesus intends the word
profane
ironically, since the priests’ work only appeared to be
profanation due to its nature as real work. The Lord’s statement
(“priests profane the sabbath”) is only a concession to His opponents’
mistaken interpretations which dared force the Law to contradict itself.
Lenski (Matthew, 463) suggests that Jesus’ preceding arguments
were but the induction of a geneial principle from a particular case
admitted by all, whereas here H e proceeds to the specific case actually
stated in the Law which verified the priiiciplc inferred earlier: “All
ceremonial laws, including the sabbath-law, are limited in their application.” He rightly teaches that even the Law itself presents its ceremonial applications as not absolute in character and those who would
so understand them must contradict the intent of the Law itself, The
ceremonies are subservient to the real motivation which caused God
to give the ordinances in the first place: i t . the motivation behind
all ordinances is found in their service to the well-being of man. (Cf.
Deut. 30) The only reason the Law required the hard labor of the
fiviests on the Sabbath in the Ternfile was the spiritual need of the
people, for it was this, and not with a mere outward regulation or
form, that God was concerned.
But from Jesus’ argument at this point may we infer that He
somehow elevates His disciples to the level of priests serving in the
service of God in a Temple greater than that at Jerusalem? Though
this conclusion is not absolutely compelling, yet the reaction that this
statement must elicit from His objectors would be: “Whom do you
make your disciples to be? Of course, the priests work in the Temple,
because they are required by Law to do so. But your disciples are

..
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common laymen whom we have caught reaping grain on the Sabbath!”
From this viewpoint we see that the Master may be hinting at a priesthood superior to that of Aaron, which would be described more fully
in the literature of the New Covenant ( i t . the epistle to the Hebrews).
On the other hand, if Jesus means to suggest no inore than the
principle, illustrated by this case in point, that “All ceremonial laws
are limited, not absolute, in their application”, then it is truer to say
that H e is merely attacking the Pharisees’ own misinterpretation of the
Sabbath regulations. However, see on 12:6.
12:6 But I say unto you, that one greater than the
temple is here. What could the Lord gain by antagonizing the
Pharisees with claims such as this? What is the relation of this
sentence to His preceding argument? Trench (Miracles, 196) believes
that this assertion is rationally explained as the response made by the
Lord to a contemplated rebuttal by the Pharisees: “Then, lest the
Pharisees should retort, or in their hearts make exception, that the
work referred to was wrought in the service of the temple, and was
therefore permitted, while there was no such serving of higher interests
here, H e adds, “But I say unto you, that in this place is One
greater than the temple.”
What is the one greater than the temple? (bod hhroizi
mdzdlz estilz hdde)

1. Can Jesus be the one greater than the temple?
a. Trench (Miracles, 196) believes that “He contemplates
his disciples as already the priests of the New Covenant,
of which He is Himself the living Temple.” In favor of
this view it should be noticed that temple (hierdlz) is
neuter and might seem also to have the weight of Jn.
2: 18-21. Accordingly, Jesus’ declaration would be: “I,
Gods living Temple and the immediate expression of the
presence of God, am greater than the Jerusalem sanctuary.”
However, the fact that H e is more often pictured as High
Priest of the heavenly Sanctuary would caution us against
viewing Him as the Temple itself, although it is true that,
while He is the High Priest, He is also the sacrificial Lamb.
(cf. Heb. 8:l-3; 9:11, 12, 24; Jn. 1:29; 1 Pet. 1:19; Rev.
5:6, 9) Perhaps it would be truer to say that, as High
Priest of the spiritual order soon to appear, H e employed
His disciples in a service far higher than that of the
Levitical. But against this alternative is the technicality
of Jesus’ actual accession to the high priesthood. (Cf. Heb.
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2:17; 5:7-10; 6 : 2 0 ) Would He be considered priest prior
to His own consecration
IJiinself in His death?

gs

such, i,c. before He offered

2. M d z o n is neuter gender and so requires that Jesus’ allusion
to be something ot!ier than masculine, as t o an idea, a principle
or the like: “There is something involved here that is greater
than all that the Jerusalem Temple stands for.‘‘
a. Taken in connection with the following verse (12:7),
Jesus may mean that there is a principle of religion entirely
overlooked by these narrow-souled objectors. There ARE
matters of the Law sleightier than all the purely ceremonial
aspects, which include everything from the smallest tithes
clear up to include the Temple itself. (Cf. Mt. 23:23;
Micah 6:6-8;
1 Sam. 15:22) These are justice, mercy,
faith, loving kindness, humility and real obedience! Taken
in this connection, Jesus intends to specify precisely what
IS greater than temple service, by insisting that God wanted
men to learn mercy, not merely how better to offer sacrifices. But, while this idea is certainly true in itself and
much contextually in its favor, it may not exhaust Jesus’
meaning.

b. Lenskj (Matthew, 464) calls attention to three parallel
situations in this section which in some way refer to the
Temple:
(1) David entered the
home of God
( 2 ) Priests serve k the
Temple
( 3 ) Something hete greder
than Temflle

, ..,.

David ate the holy bread
Priests butcher sacrifices
(their own food also)
Disciples pluck and eat grain

H e notes also that in all three cases something occurs contrary to the Pharjsean notion, but what is perfectly in
harmony with the mind of God Who gave to Istael her
Tabernacle, the Temple, and, lastly, the presence of the
God-man Himself, Lenski concludes that the neuter adjective mehorn (“greater”) is more natural when seen as
referring to something parallel in thought with “house of
God” and “Temple”, which are also non.persona1 references.
However, he concludes that the former two symbolize the
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divine presence, whereas Jesus’ personal and immediate expression of the divine presence is far superior either to
tabernacle or temple.

3. Despite the fact that the neuter me2zon (“something greater”)
is the best reading of the Greek text, it can still be construed
to refer to Jesus.
a. That something, in the final analysis, whatever it is, Jesus
says, is superior to the Temple service. If so, it is superior
to the entire ceremonial law which regulated the Temple.
Later ( 12:8) Jesus places Himself above all the ceremonial
law, even above the Sabbath itself, whence the implication
that, even here, Jesus’ presence and service is superior to
the Temple.
b. Or, all that the Hebrews had in Jesus as the Christ was
far superior to everything they enjoyed in the Jewish religion
which their Temple was their most glorious symbol.
c. All that Jesus taught about true religion revealed a view
of God and man far superior to all that the Jews had in
their Temple service. But even this revolves around who
Jesus is, i.e. He is no mere teacher, but the revealer of
the mind of God.
d. Edersheim (Life, 11, 58) emphasizes the Service to Christ
in the following logical form:
The Service of God and the Service of the Temple,
by universal consent superseded the Sabbath-law.
But Christ was greater than the Temple, and His
Service more truly that of God, and higher than
that of the outward Temple-and the Sabbath was
intended for men, to serve God: therefore Christ
and His Service were superior to the SabbathLaw.
But while we are searching for Jesus’ specific meaning, let us not miss
the thunderous impact that this shocking claim must have made upon
His hearers, for, to those pious (and some not-so-pious) Hebrews, what
could be higher, holier or more glorious than the earthly dwelling place
of the glory of Jehovah? The truly devout could answer, with the
understanding of Solomon: “Even the heaven of heavens cannot contain thee! How much less this house that I have built!” Even so,
who does this young rabbi from Nazareth think He is, going around
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to insist that what His disciples are doing is somehow part of a
service to God greater than our temple?
CI-IAPTBR TWELVE

God’s Iryterpet&on of His .Law is more lelzz’ent than yozlrs (12:7)
If you had known what this meaneth
, you would not
have condemned, means “You did not understand Hosea G:6 and
so you transgressed the spirit of real seligioii because of your ignorance.”
(See comments on 9:13; cf. 1 Sam. 15:22; Prov. 15:8, 29; Jer, 7:22,
23; Am. 5:21-24; Psa. 40:6-8; 50:8-15; 51:16-19; 69:30, 31) The
seriousness of this charge (“You , . . have condemned the guiltless!”)
must be apparent, because it classed these Pharisees, “the righteous”
with the most abominable sinners they could imagine, such was the
heinousness of this their religious conclusion. (Cf. Prov. 17: 15; Isa.
5:18-23)
“I desire mercy and not sacrifice, the knowledge of God,
rather than burnt offei-ings.” (Hosea 6:6) Mercy (chesed: “love,
Ebraico,
favor, grace, mercy, kindness,” according to Scerbo, Diziolz~~io
92; “Mercy, pity, piety of men towards God,“ so Gesenius, 294; deos,
according to Arndt and Gingrich, 249, refers to “mercy, compassion,
pity.” Usage pictures this compassion, called for by Hosea, as both
that which God has for man and that which man must show his fellows.
But which meaning best suits Hosea’s intent and, consequently, Jesus’
c.

..

use here?
1. God‘s mercy: “I desire that you learn what my mercy really
means, not merely how better to sacrifice; I intend that you
learn to know ME, not solely the liturgies and sacrifices I taught
you.” Israel in Hosea’s day was being destroyed spiricually
from lack of knowledge, having rejected and thus fosgotten
the law of God. (Hosea 4 : 6 ) They had raised impassible
bmriers between themselves and God because of their sins
and it could truly be said that Israel did not know the Lord.
(Hos. 5:4) Their crying need was to sense once again the
real mercy of the Lord. (Hos. 6:3) Though Hosea vividly
portrays Israel’s sins, and consequent judgments that must come
he pleads with Israel
because of them, (Hos. 6:7-10:15)
to remember God’s longsuffering love and constant tender
mercies. (Hos. 11:l-11; 14:l-7) According to this view, then,
Hosea was pleading that Israel comprehend the fact that God
was not a mere great man in the sky to be placated by so many
sacrifices and ceremonies. Rather H e is a God who punishes
the iniquity of any person or nation, and a God who delights
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in being gracious and merciful even in the hardest cases,
especially that in which Israel then found herself. In this
case, Jesus’ use of this text means: “The essence of real religion
is not the perfect, punctilious and perpetual performance of
the proper practices, but in knowing and responding to a real,
living God who cares about man.”
2. Human mercy. This view sees God as pleading, “When I
taught you to offer sacrifices in the first place, what I was
trying to teach you was not that religious rituals and ceremonies are important. What I wanted you to sense was that
I desire that you show mercy. When you offer any sacrifices,
what are the sins you confess for which you make those offerings? Sins against the people with whom you live. Now, if
you admit that you need my mercy and forgiveness in relation
to those sins, how much does your neighbor require the forgiveness and mercy that only you can give? And if, in
harmony with your obedience shown through your sacrifices,
I showed mercy to you, should not you have had mercy on
your fellow servant, as I had mercy on you?” (Cf. Jesus’
concept in Mt. 18:23-35) This view also has the advantage
of harmonizing well with the original context of Hosea due
to the heartlessness and unmercifulness of Ismel. (cf. Hosea
4: 1, 2; contrast Hos. 10:12)

Probably the latter explanation is the better, since it may also include
the former. This is so, because those who really understand the mercy
of God, have also grasped their own responsibility to show mercy to
their fellows, even as God has shown them loving kindness. And,
conversely, those who perfectly demonstrate human compassion and
forgiveness have learned it from God. Another evidence that human
mercy is intended is the prophet’s antithesis: “mercy and n;ot smifke.’’
Evidently, as sacrificing is a requirement of men, SO mercy is something God expected of them.
Obviously, then, mercy to fellow human beings is far more important to God than the punctiliously correct but mechanical observance
of the letter of the Law. Even so sacred an institution as the sabbath
must take second place to deeds of mercy, because of the greater
importance of people as human beings made in the image of God.
The real purpose behind God‘s commandments and rituals was His
desire to teach men the real value of human life and a merciful spirit
that needs no law other than the cry of human need. All legalists generally tend to be tender and careful toward thce rituals but harsh to
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fellow humans for whose sake the laws were really intended. But
by Jesus‘ constant insistence upon this principle (Hos. 6:6), we are
led to see that that text lays down a principle which must touch and
influence our understanding of the whole gamut of external ceremonies
commanded by God: i,e. the external ordinances were nor instituted
for the sole purpose that man might observe them. Rather, they were
designed to bless man by disciplining him for service to God out of
the spontaneous expression of his own free choices, However, this
observation of Jesus does not countermand either the Sabbath commandment, any more than that any of these Scriptures (Hos. 6:6 et d , )
describe the end of matedial sacrificing, Far from it, many times in the
same context, they pass rapidly from those spiritual sacrifices that are
pleasing to God, to discuss the material sacrifices that must be offered
in the right frame of mind. (Cf, Malachi 3:lO in its full context; note
Jesus’ way of exhorting to mercifulness, Mt. 5 : 2 3 , 24) Even mercifulness of God shown a healed leper did not excuse him from ceremonial obedience to a Levitical ordinance that God had given for cases
such as his! (Cf, Mt. 8:2-4)
I desire mercy and not sacrifice. By this citation Jesus
proves that there were thousands of positive acts of goodness and mercy
that the Jews should have been doing on any and evety Sabbath.
I desire mercy leaves them entirely free how to express the genuine
concern for their fellows, but Jesus’ scorching rebuttal unmasks their
obvious indifference to the positive requirement that they actually do
something useful whether it be Sabbath or not. Lenski (Matthew,
466) thinks that
CHAPTER TWBLVB
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Jesus is not speaking of mere humanitarian pity, nor of merci-

ful actions inspised by the law. The mercy that Hosea refers
to comes from the gospel, which fills also the Old Testament.
But this is not faithful to Hosea’s context, since it would have made
no sense to Hosea’s original audience, if Lenski is right, nor could
Jesus reproach the Pharisees for not grasping this concept. So H e IS
discussing that real, humanitarian pity that causes a man to interpret
and apply the Law in such a way as to do kindness to his fellow
creatures. Not sacrifice, sacrifice here is taken typically for the
entire ceremonial law, the Sabbath-law included, because the ceremonial
aspect of the Sabbath was not the end-all of God’s intention for giving
the Sabbath:” Thus, the Hebrews, should have b& able to see that
Saturday could have been spent in positive deeds of mercy that expressed the active love and compassion of God in them. Mercy is
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something that is always lawful! (Cf. Gal. 5:22f “against such there
is no law.” I Tim. 1:8, 9)
Trench (Miracles, 197) poses the trenchant problem regarding the
application of the principle Jesus stated: just to whom does the Lord
intend to apply it, to His own disciples or to the Pharisees? He
makes a good case for both:
1. To the disciples: “If you had at all known what God desises
of men, you would then have understood that my disciples,
who in love and pity for perishing souls have so laboured and
foiled as to go without their necessary food, were offering
that very thing; you would have seen that their loving violation
was better than other men’s cold and heartless fulfilment of
the letter of the commandment.” ( I presume here that Tsench
means a “violation” of rabbinic definitions rather than of the
Sabbath-law itself. HEF)

2. To the Pharisees: “If you had understood the service wherein
God delights, you would have sought to please Him by mercy,by a charitable judgment of your brethren,-by that love out of
a pure heart, which to Him is more than all whole burntofferings and sacrifices (Mark xii. 33), rather than in the
way of harsh and unrighteous censure of your brethren.”

Should any suppose this standard to be the easier, because God
requires mercy above rituals, let him be merciful and act fully consistent with this standard whereby he gives the other fellow the benefit
of the doubt for but one single day, and he will see that God raised
the ‘requirement to R fax more rigorous demand than ever before
imagined! Sacrifice is by far the easier part of religion. Many can
make great, expensive sacrifices (and they are necessary!), but how
many submit to the daily discipline of being consistently merciful to
their fellows?
Guiltless. This is the Lord’s verdict. It must have brought
raised eyebrows among those scribes who were even then straining
eagerly to wring out of Jesus the very opposite admission. But even
this scandalous remark will be rapidly forgotten after Jesus lays before
them the authority upon which He arrives a t this pronouncement of
their innocence: “As Lord of the Sabbath myself, I find them not guilty
of any wrongdoing on this day!” (cf. 12:8)
a

d. I am Lord of the Sabbotb (12:8)
For the Son of man is lord of the sabbath (kzirios g h
est% Mt.;h6Jte kdtios estin, Mk.) Why does Matthew and Mark use
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these special connectives ( g d r and hGste), when Luke proves that one
can do without them and still have a grammatically good sentence? G h
(“for”) is intended to introduce the reason why Jesus reaches the
verdict announced in the previous verse, concerning the disciples’ innocence, while Mark‘s h s t e (“so”) introduces what Jesus sees as the
logical result that derives from admitting that “The sabbath was made
for man, not man for the sabbath.” (Mark 2:27, 28) Since this latter
declaration is Mark’s record of the context in which Jesus made this
great claim, we are obligated to ask whether Jesus was saying something about Himself, about any man, or both. Since “son of man”
as well as “Son of man” have quite different meanings, even though
both expressions refer to man in an ideal or abstract way, we must
understand whether Jesus intended the one or the other meaning,
when He surprised His listeners with this pithy remark. (Since in
the original manuscripts of the Gospel writers all words were written
in capital letters, capitalization in English translations are the result
of translators’ decisions about the meaning.)
CHAPTER TWELVE

1. “son of man” meaning “any man” taken as a Hebraism,
a. Barclay (Matthew, 11, 29) argues that “on this occasion
Jesus is not defending Himself for anything that H e did
on the Sabbath; He is defending His diJc@les; . . . the
authority which He is stressing here is not so much His
own authority as the authority of human need.” While
Barclay is right to sense this thrust in Jesus’ argument,
nevertheless Jesus’ authority is very definitely under discussion. Even if the Pharisees attacked the disciples’ practice, their intention was to undercut their confidence in
Jesus by whose tacit permission (if not His direct approval)
the disciples violated the Sabbath by their eating grain
reaped on that day.
b. “son of man” IS a Hebraism referring to mankind in general (cf. Ps. 8:4; Mt. 12:31 with Mk. 3:28). Regarded
in this fashion, the phrase is rendered by Barclay’s (ibk!.,
23) suggestive translation thus: “For man is master of the
Sabbath.”

c. Mark‘s context (2:27, 28) seems to promote this conclusion by aevealing that God planned the sabbath to be a
benefit tu man, not a burden. It also makes man, any
man, lord of the sabbath in the sense that any man must
decide what he should do with the sabbath so as to achieve
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his own welfare and please God. The Sabbath-law was not
the lord of man and might temporarily be set aside when
its strict observance conflicted with his welfare or hindered
his expression of the impulses of God‘s Spirit within him.
Bur such exceptions only proved the rule and never replaced the rule. Man was not free to dispense with the
Sabbath as his caprice led. Only in really pleasing God
by obeying Him does one find the satisfaction of his own
best interests anyway.
2. “Son of man” meaning that unique title Jesus took to identify
Himself with humanity. (See on 8:20; 9:6)

a. Those who see this interpretation of the phrase in question
argue that such a marvelous claim is perfectly harmonious
with, and even part of the explanation of, the foregoing,
less lucid claim that the Jews had in Him something
greater than the Temple (12:6).

b. While sheer frequency of use is not determinative in discovering meaning, it should be noted that Jesus uses the
phrase “Son of man” elsewhere as His own unique title.
However, even though He used the words almost exclusively
as a title scores of times, mere frequency of use. cannot
be the final, deciding factor, since, if Jesus meant “mankind” here in this one text, then that is His meaning.
The true meaning of an author is determined by discovering what the author really intended to say, not by what
we may determine from word counts, even though this
method may help us approach the author’s true meaning
with more probability.
c. Matthew’s introductory “For” ( g d r ) argues that this claim

explains
calls for
appeal,
what H e

Jesus’ acquittal of. His disciples, a verdict that
authority beyond which there could be no further
So Jesus really is defending His right to say
does.

If this latter view be the proper one, His vindication lies in what H e
Himself is. As rightful Lord of the sabbath, as His miracles and
signs amply demonstrated, then He may declare what is allowable on
that day. And from the uniquely Jewish standpoint that regarded
the Sabbath above every other day, this makes Jesus Lord of all life,
since, if H e is Lord of the day of all days, He is then Lord of all
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lesser days too. This self-revelation as the ideal Man who is superior
ta the Sabbath-law itself qualifies Him to know what was redly in.
volved in the original ordinance. I t also qualifies Him to expose any
tamperitig with its real purpose. This is why H e defended His followers froin tile accusation of profaning the Sabbath merely on the
basis of inistaken rabbinical notions which entirely missed the point
of the real intent behind the Sabbath, Jesus is no longer arguing with
the Pharisees, He is TELLING them, on the basis of His rightful authority, what the real meaning of this sacred day must be.
The great issue to be resolved here is whether God intended man
to understand this concept of the original Sabbath ordinance now expressed by Jesus, i.e. that the Sabbath was made for man, not vice
versa. Could the ancients have known and understood this and, hence,
practiced its meaning in proper activity on that day?

1. McGarvey (Matthezu-Mark, 277) argues that “When the welfare of man conflicts with the observance of the Sabbath, the
latter must give way. But of this man hiinself is not the
judge, because he can not judge with impartiality his own interests. , . . No one is competent to judge in the case who
does not know all that pertains to the welfare of man, and
this is known only by the Lord.” But this comment ignors
the fact that the very lack of precision surrounding the Sabbath
ordinance itself makes man the sole judge of what must be
done. By deliberately being not casuistic, God literally left men
really free to use the Sabbath in ways that their conscience,
enlightened by His other precepts, might devise. And the
quibble about the human intelligence being incompetent to
know all that pertains to human welfare misses the great
point that God left men unfettered in order that they might
be free on the Sabbath especially to deal with those practical
problems of mercy or necessity which men actually faced. This
freedom left men even inore responsible before God for what
they did with the Sabbath! That freedom did not enslave the
Hebrews with a host of tyrannical regulations but should have
been the first lessons in that great principle of what we have
learned to appreciate as Christian freedom revealed in Jesus
Christ.

2. McGarvey’s assertion (z’bid.) that “the passage teaches, then,
not that men might violate the law of the Sabbath when their
welfare seemed to them to demand it, but that Jesus could
set it aside, as he afterward did, when his own judgment of
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men’s welfare required him to do so,” puts unnecessary emphasis on the word “violate”. A man does not “violate” the
Sabbath by exerting himself in his own best interests or in that
of hi5 neighbor, even though some stickler for the traditional
interpretation of “work” might call his exertion “work, therefore, violation.” The Sabbath-law was notably unhedged about
with minute details about how it was to be observed. This
left man largely inaster of his own decisions regarding what
activities he could pursue on that day. activities, that is, which
did not transgress what was actually written in the Law
regarding that day.

3. The Pharisees’. great mistake was that they had raised to the
level of divine revelation those private judgments about what
could (or could not) be done on the Sabbath. From the
view of tiod’s original intent, i t would have been fairly
difficult to violate the Sabbath, else it would have become
what Jestis expressly affirms that it was not, i.e. the tyrannical
lord of man.
But let i t be noted, contrary to many older commentaries, that
it is no argument for His requiring Christians to observe weekly
sabbaths to say that He is yet Lord of the sabbath. For His
fundamental argument here is that He is Lord of the whole Law that
instituted thc Sabbath for man’s benefit. But this beneficial quality
of the S‘ibbath is no argument for observing it further today, The
Sabbath, as any other parr of the Mosaic economy, was instituted for
the blessing of the people under that particular system. The real
stumblingblock for Sabbatarians of every age is their inability to
conceive of the possibility that God could institute an entirely new and
different kind of system or arrangement SO FAR SUPERIOR TO THE
SABBATH or any other phase of Mosaic Law, that the temporary benefits
of the Mosaic system seem detrimental by comparison! The Sabbath
was a temporary means to achieve a particular end for a certain
people. The Son of Man proved His full, rightful lordship over that
day by disposing of the Sabbath in favor of a system far superior to it.
B.

FOR

HEALING
A MAN’S WITHERED HANDON THE SABBATH
(12:9-15a)

1. SITUATION: A TRAP LAID FOR JESUS (12:9, 10)
12:9 And he departed ,thence, i.e. from where the former
controversy occurred, but that He did not immediately enter their
synagogue, we are informed by Luke ( 6 : 6 ) who notes that it was
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”on another sabbath”. But He DID enter the synagogue, and by so
doing, stepped again into the arena with the beasts. Why, when
His appearance was sure to rekindle the fires of controversy and
invite attack upon Him? Because in the synagogue God’s Word was
going to be read and men would worship there. No fear of possible
trouble was permitted to interfere with Jesus’ felt need to be there.
Their synagogue : these are the same Pharisees from last week‘s
encounter. Luke (6:6)reports Jesus’ usual activity in the synagogue
as teaching. The wily scribes and Pharisees were maliciously watching
($mf,?~oun,
@retaodlzto) to see whether he would heal the cripple.
12:lO And behold, a man having a withered (Luke: “right”)
hand. It is nor clear whether he was “planted” in the audience by
the Pharisees in order to make this use of his weakness, or whether
his presence in the synagogue merely furnished the occasion they
sought. Since Mark (3:2) notes that they were waiting to “see
whether He would heal him on the sabbath,” the man is very much
in their mind as part of their scheme, whether he himself is aware
of it or not. It might be that Jesus let them watch for quite a
while (note the imperfect tense in Mark 3:2; Lk. 6:7), so long in
fact that they felt compelled to make the first move. So they toss
Him a seemingly innocent, almost academic question, but which,
if answered either positively or negatively, would embroil Jesus in
the very trap they had laid for Him. On other occasions they “watched
Him” with similarly malicious intent, (cf. Lk. 1 4 : l ; 20:20) that they
might accuse Him of Sabbath profanation which, if proved, bore the
death penalty. (Ex. 31:14) Perhaps their testimony would go to the
Sanhedrin.
Is it lawful to heal on the sabbath day? By asking this
loaded question, they seem to call direct attention to the man‘s twisted
arm. Could it be that they had judged Jesus rightly, i.e. they knew
that He could not encounter the diseased arm without doing something
about it? If so, how right they were, but how wrong they were to
use this partial knowledge to combat Him on His own ground! Pethaps they thought they had found the perfect dilemma with which
to finish Him:

1. “If He answers that healing may not be done on the Sabbath,
we will unmask His inhumanity to man.” (Or, granted the
live possibility that these Pharisees were not all this sensitive
to human problems, they would more likely have thought,
“If H e condemns healing on the Sabbath, H e will prove us
right.”)
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2. Or if He answers that healing may be done, we will expose
His flagrant rejection of the ancient and revered opinions of
the fathers.”

Is it lawful? is itself a legitimate question, depending upon what
one intends to do with it, for even the Lord Himself used it to open
debate on the legitimacy of healing. (Lk. 14:3) But the Pharisees’
motivation poisoned it. Lenski (Matthew, 468) sighs: “We see how
little impression Christ’s word regarding mercy has made on them,
v. 7. They still ask only . . . ‘is it lawful,’ and not, ‘is it merciful?”’
But, because the case was not one of life and death, since the withered
hand could wait until the next day to be healed, this was an excellent
test case for deciding between the two conflicting views or approaches
to Sabbath interpretation.
Is it lawful? What hypocrisy! The hierarchy consider it a
matter of small importance that they desecrate the Sabbath in order
M challenge, criticize, plot against and crucify this One who alone
proved His right to govern it. They had no interest in proper legal
interpretation, their hypocrisy being betrayed by their own censoriousness. Worse still, since genuine concern for man and a deep unhypocritical love prove to be the best rules of thumb for interpreting
God’s laws, where these are absent, a close, slavish adherence to the
letter of the law, which generally produces a heartless, inhumane
application of that law to others, can only lead to a wider departure
from its spirit.
2. JESUS’ ANSWERS AND CONCLUSION (12: 11-13)
a. A Delibevde Iwtemification. of the Tensios (Mk. 3:3; Lk. 6:s)
Jesus is not at all unaware of their secret motives. (cf. Mt. 9:4;
12:25; 22:18; Jn. 2:24, 25) H e called the crippled sufferer to come
forward to stand before the whole synagogue as the test case. Jesus’
subsequent remarks are made so much more impressive by the sight
of this man standing in a conspicuous posirion among the accusers.
With Barclay (Matthew, 11, 21) we can applaud, as he notes:
H e met opposition with courageous defimce . . . We see Him
openly and deliberately defying the Scribes and Pharisees. This
thing was not done in a corner; it was done in a crowded
synagogue. It was not done in their absence; if’was done
when they were there with deliberate intent to formulate a
charge against Jesus.
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Though they had flung this question at Him, as one would hurl
a challenge, He bounced it right back at them to make them answer it:
“I ask you, Is it lawful on the Sabbath to do good or to do harm, to
save life or to destroy it?” But by so doing, He exposed the Pharisees
as mute, moral cowards in the presence of a real issue. And they
cannot object to His question either, as if He had failed to answer
theirs by asking His. Two reasons:

1. H e who asks a question, asks the favor of an answer, and as
suppliant, he has no right to dictate what sort of answer he
shall receive. Therefore he cannot object if the answer he
seeks is a question that exposes his own weakness and failure,
if that question gets at the truth he seeks.
2. Some questions must be reframed before they can receive a
proper answer, since, in theicr present construction, they d o
not lead to the truth ultimately sought, as the question flung
at Him by the Pharisees here.

So, the real question is not “to heal or not to heal,” as stated by the
dilemma posed Him by the Pharisees, but rather “to do good or
harm, to save life or to kill”. Now, while “to heal or not to heal”
is a legitimate question (see on 12:lO; Cf. Lk. 1 4 : 3 ) , to clarify the
real charactar of the act of healing a man, Jesus sounds out the
Pharisees’ moral acumen by simply asking to what moral class of
deeds does healing belong? Is healing helpful or harmful? Does it
save or destroy life? When the question is put in these terms, it
becomes instantly clear whether healing is justified or not. The real
alternative then becomes not “to do it or not”, answered “one must
do nothing at all”, but “to do good or fail and do harm”, for, to Jesus,
to fail to do good is to sin. (Cf, Jas. 4:17) To leave the man’s
hand shrivelled even one more day is to “do wrong”, whereas to restore
it immediately is an act of obvious moral excellence, worthy of a
Sabbath intended to bless man.
But why should Jesus add “to save life or to destroy it”?
1. This is an argument from the greater to the lesser. By camying this question to its necessary extreme, which extreme has
the moral approbation of His audience, He covers a11 the territory in between. That is, if the ultimate extreme be admitted,
all lesser acts included in the principle are justified also.
There seems to have been no life-and-death urgency about
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healing the man’s hand, so Jesus could not justify His act
as “saving a man’s life or letting him die”. But if they admit
the necessity to save a man’s life, a much greater act often
accompanied by a far greater exertion of energy or “work”
then could they reasonably object to His doing the lesser,
easier task of merely healing him?
2. Knowing that they were out to kill Him if they could but do it
legally, perhaps His contrast is between their desire to destroy
Him and His desire to restore a man to full life.

But they were silent (cf. also Lk. 14:4) Their silence on
this moral issue must have provoked Jesus to real anger. (Mark 3:5)
As He surveyed the entire group, He could find no man who would
commit himself on this question. And the deep anger He felt was
occasioned by their unwillingness to understand, despite the clear-cut
morality of the issue. The mental block hindering their comprehension
was, of course, their unwillingness to surrender their pride and reject
their own conclusions, hoary with centuries of thought, that the Sabbath
no-work law covered certain categories and not others, despite the fact
that God had made no such distinctions or qualifications. Hmdwss of
t5eur.t was that unwillingness to accept truth when confronred with it.
(Cf. Mk. 6:52; 8:17; Jn. 12:40; Ro. 11:25; 2 Co. 3:14; Eph. 4:18)
But why were these theological experts silent when faced with this
dilemma? Why did they not merely raise the objection that Jesus’
question raised a false dilemma, presenting a false dichotomy and that
there existed a third alternative not respected by His statement of the
choices? Why could they not merely have objected in this manner?
“But to obey the law of God as we are able to understand it is g o d ,
whereas healing is work that can be postponed until the end of the
Sabbath. Hence, healing on the Sabbath is really to do harm, and
we sincerely wish the man no harm. Further, the real choice is not
between saving a life or destroying it, since only the man’s withered
hand, not his life, is involved. Consequently, not to heal his hand, Jesus,
would NOT be to destroy his life, as you insinuate.”
1. Perhaps the best answer to this quandary is the fact that in
the case of the Pharisees, the problem lay not with logic but in
their morality. There may have been something in the tone or
manner of Jesus that indicated to them that He was not
discussing solely the particular merits of the case of the man’s
withered hand. The unflinching gaze of the Son of man
may have convinced thsem that He was bringing them to a
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moral show-down, So the contrasts He sets before them describe the two distinct courses of action followed either by
Jesus or the scribes themselves. Consequently, the meaning
is: “Is it legal on the Sabbath to do good (as I am now planning to do for this cripple) or to do harm (as you meditate
it against me), to save life (by bringing it to full, normal
usefulness) or to destroy it (as you plan in my case)?”

2. Morgan (Luke, 85) suggests another alternative:
In the presence of a man like that, you do one thing
or another: you either do him good, or harm. . . .
You alre either acting for his recovery; or you are
acting for the perpetuation of his misery. . . . In
the presence of human misery and derelection, we
cannot be neutral.”
Whoever perpetuates pain or disability, when he possesses the
power to help, becomes guilty of inhumanity, the most iniquitous
of social sin. (cf. Mt. 22:39; 1 Jn. 3:15)
They were silent! They WOULD not say that doing good is lawful
on the Sabbath, for this opened up too many exceptions to their carefully prepared but partisan rules. But, on the other hand, they did
not DARE affirm that doing evil or destroying life was legitimate
Sabbath activity. They were silent! This was their damnation,
for it was their moral obligation, as authoritative exponents of Judaism
and the guardians of orthodoxy, to take a positive stand for righteousness and truth right then and there before the waiting synagogue.
Without any hidden motives or falsifications, they had to permit Jesus
to bring petfect soundness to that withered hand. But their moral
cowardice, grown strong from their constant leaning upon the authority
and opinions of other men, kept them from braving the coFsequences
of having to think for themselves or publicly change ground on this
live issue. They were silent
1. Because they feared instant exposure as frauds before the

people;
2. Because the Christ was powerfully and swiftly maneuvering
them into an inescapable trap and they felt and feared His
terrible ascendancy over them;
3. Because of their determinedly wicked hearts, since they had no
intention of playing nice games of logic or morality with
Him nor did they care about truth, for their avowed purpose
was “to find an accusation against Him.”
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4. Or did some of them, deep in their conscience, really admit
that healing WAS lawful and morally obligatory?
As learned men of the cloth. it was their duty clearly to pronounce
judgment, but they said not a mumbling word. But by their silence
they automatically surrendered their credentials, for who can trust the
authority of a leader who in the face of a real problem must confess
his ignorance and failure, especially in his own field where he had
pretended earlier to be the expert? By their humiliated silence, they
left Jesus entirely free to act without any possible fear of criticism.

“You work by hel#ing a dumb beast”
c. Argumentum ad hQm&&?m;
(12:11, 12a)
Jesus says, “Even if you refuse to answer your own question thrown
back at you, I will abide by the answer to it that you show by your
own actions.”
12:11 What man shall there be of you? Indeed, what
man? (Th &mthropos; tis alone is sufficient ro ask the question
“who? or what man?” so hnthropos becomes emphatic here.) Inhumanity was the Pharisee’s fundamental failure, so the Lord asks, “Who
does not have a man’s heart to feel this?” The ordinary man, what
would he do in such a case? But would the Pharisees’ rules permit
them to do what common sense dictated, if the sheep in question
were their own? That shall#have one s h e e p : this is the owner,
not simply a passerby who happens to see the helpless animal, consequently, someone who feels personally the value of the distressed beast.
But is it legitimate to make out of this part of the illustration
a claim to be the “Owner of man”, as does Morgan (Mdtthew,
127)? The emphasis of the argument here is rather upon
the relative value of men contrasted to that of animals and
the response we make to each.
One sheep, i.e., this is nat a question of the loss of the whole
valuable flock, but of one lone stray. And yet, despite the toil and
exertion involved in saving the animal (see the Lord’s picturesque
words describe the shepherd‘s straining! ) , hardly any owner would even
dream that he was technically profaning the Sabbath. He would probably never admit to having profaned it at all. And yet, despite the
clearly justifiable nature of this humanitarian gentleness to dumb
beasts, it does represent a technical violation of the Sabbath law, unconscionably justified by the average legalist, though not, by any means,
the most rigid rabbis. Here is the irony: the Pharisees, like anyone
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else, ]lave to live in God’s real world, despite his own unrealistic home.
made rules, Because of the very cliaracter and necessities of his own
earthly condition, regardless of what the Pharisee taught about the
strictness of Sabbath-keeping, he himself was forced to do things on
that day that could easily be adjudged to be a very laborious process!
These scribes must be made to feel the keen conoradiction between
their principles, by which they had attempted to blame Christ, and
their own practice by the logic of which they themselves justified what
H e did. Their grudging, narrow-heartedness was brutally exposed by
their own inhumanity to man in the face of their sollicitous attention
to their own worldly interests (by saving one of their own possessions on the Sabbath). But once they admitted the REALITY of their
practice, this argument becomes irresistable.

12:12a How much then is a man of more value than a
sheep! The effectiveness of this argument is proven by Jesus’
constant use of it. (Lk. 13:15-17; 1 4 : 5 , 6; Jn. 7:21-24) Study other
uses of this standard of value: Mt. 6 : 2 6 ; 10:29-31; 1 Co, 9:9, 10.
What kind of blindness is required to render inen incapable of grasping the chasm of difference that yawns between all lesser creatures
and Man, who God destined to be lord of creation! (Ps. 8:5, 6; Gen.
1:26, 28; 9:2) One of the sure products of a false or hypocritical
religion is inhumanity to man. What incensed Jesus was the fact that
these nit-pickers would not have hesitated to help a brute beast in
danger on the Sabbath, but denied Him (and others) the right to
minister to distressed human beings on that day! According to Jesus,
any religion that makes its adherents inhumane is a FALSE religion,
regardless of a11 its other pretenses to orthodoxy. Who would dare
affirm that a hun-ian being is somehow of less value to God than a
dumb beast? And yet Jesus’ question remains one that has not even
yet been adequately understood and applied by Christians.
This rhetorical question is really an exclamation of human value
that damns all human rules and schemes that reduce a man to the brute
level. Why is it true?
1. Because of inan’s inhelrent sense of worth; he, above all animals,
is conscious of himself.
2. Because man is moral, even though this means he can sin
where a sheep cannot, Man should be saved, because he is
so valuable because of what he is.
3. Because of the infinity of the human spirit, not totally limited
to the bounds of the flesh in which man lives.
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4. Because God chose to communicate with and redeem

MAN,

not sheep.
d. Jesus’ Own Conclzlsion (12: 12b)
12:12b Wherefore it is lawful to do good on t h e sabbath
day. This surprisingly elementary declaration rushes from the fulness of
Jesus’ consciousness and concept of God and goes straight to the root of
the problem, shatters all the legalistic objections and immediately resolves the question. Doing good knows no seasonal limitations: this
is what the Kingdom of God is all about. This is why positive help
fulness is not only permissible, but obligatory any day of the week.
(Jas. 4:17) Here Jesus repudiates the standard ecclesiastical rule that
healing might be done on the Sabbath only where there was danger
to life. But more than this, H e rejects the assumption that the Sabbath
was instituted to make man somehow less humane, less willing to meet
the needs of his fellows. Barclay (Mutthew, 11, 34) says it well:
It was Jesus’ basic principle that there is no time so sacred that
it cannot be used for helping a fellow-man who is in need.
W e will not be judged by the number of church services
which we attended, or by the number of chapters of the Bible
we have read, or even by the number of hours we have spent
in prayer, but by the number of people we have helped when
their need came crying to us.

Jesus proved the validity of this proposition in his own ministry
by healing not merely this once, but at least seven times on the
Sabbath!
1. The demoniac in the Capernaum synagogue exorcized (MI.
1:21-28=Lk. 4:31-)7)
2. Perer’s mother-in-law (Mt. 8:14, 15 =Mk. 1:29-31 =Lk. 4:38,

~

39 )
3. The sick man at. Jerusalem’s Bethzatha pool (Jn. 5: 1-9)
4. This man with the helpless hand (Mt. 12:9-13=Mk. 3:l-6=
Lk. 6:G-11)
5. The man congenitalIy blind at Jerusalem (Jn. 9:1-14)
6. The deformed woman (Lk.13: 10-17)
7. The dropsical man in the Pharisee’s house (Lk. 14:l-4)
The conclusiveness of this answer of Jesus to their insidious question is shown by the fact that, whereas they had challenged the rightness of healing on the Sabbath, He proved that it is legitimate to do
good on the Sabbath, and therefore, to heal. The greater includes
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the lesser. (See above on 1 2 : l l ) From this and the preceding illustration, it becomes clear that the Old Testament worthies, who interpeed
the Sabbath law to mean that deeds of necessity and mercy were
certainly allowable on the Sabbath even though this seems to contravene the intent of the law, showed greater understanding of the
Sabbath institution, yes, even of the Law itself, than did these Pharisees
who sought to protect its application by special casuistic interpretation.
There should be no doubt that activities of any other kind than those
of mercy or necessity were really forbidden by God, despite this more
liberal view of the Sabbath ordinance. Nevertheless, Jesus demonstrated here once and for all that man, any man, was lord of the
Sabbath in the sense that every individual person had to decide haw
best, within the few limits God actually placed on these activities, to
worship God and to serve the needs of his fellows on that day.
However, the older commentators are greatly errant in supposing
that Christ merelykchanged the proper holy day of the week to Sunday,
making “the Lord‘s Day” a Christian Sabbath of which the modern
disciple is obligated to make proper use through work and worship
as if it were somehow more holy than the other six days. Even those
usually doctrinally sound Bible students who seek to restore NT faith
and practice in the life of the Church greatly err in limiting their
concept of worship to what is done by the assembly of saints on
Sunday in the local meeting place. The net result of this logic is the
reestablishment of the “Christian Sabbath = Sunday” concept. Both
errors arise from the mistaken conviction that Jesus actually regards
one day higher than another, so that what is done on that day is somehow “holier” or more important or more critical than the activities
in which one is engaged on any other day of the week. But God is
no longer interested in making special holy days, places or special holy
men in contradistinction to the rest of God‘s people, days or places.
This is the prime reason why there are no peculiarly Chistian feastdays or high holy days that are somehow more precious to God than
any other. The stewardship of every day, the special sanctification of
every hour by every person is that holiness which Jesus seeks.

Here again (see on 12:3, 4) the so-called “Law of Prohibitive
Silence” must be found on the side of those Jews who interpreted
the Sabbath law to mean that no deeds of mercy, or acts to alleviate
human suffering, were permitted. The Law forbadie the normal, weekday occupations. But it did not specify what activities might be legal
when done on a Sabbath. The “Law of Prohibitive Silence”, if applied
here, must render quite illegal all of our Lord’s Sabbath activities, for
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in this He went clearly beyond what was strictly written. Further,
He taught that man is superior to the Sabbath law and should be using
it positively for his good and the good of others. Finally, the Lord
argues as if He expected these legal experts to have grasped this truth
and He holds them as inexcusable for their ignorance of it.
e. The MivCtcle Proves Jeszls Right ( 12: 13)
12:13 Then saith he to the man, “Stretch forth thy
hand.” The hand was the man’s right hand (Luke) and, unless he
were left-handed, the uselessness of his right arm only plagued him as
he tzied to work with his less dextrous left hand. Jesus had already
recognized the high utility and splendid service rendered by one’s
right hand (cf. note on Mt. 5:29, 30). Notice Jesus’ procedure: without so much as a command that the shrivelled limb be healed, wirhout
even touching it, Jesus simply asked the man to stretch it out. NO
Pharisean definition yet elaborated could possibly define what Jesus
had just done as “practicing the profession of medicine and healing”.
Nevertheless, just as surely they knew that He had healed rhe hand.
And worse yet, had they but the conscience to see it, they were going
to have to WORK OVERTIME that Sabbath in order to prove that He
had worked! For who could ever demonstrate that to speak a single
word of such marvellous power to heal was an infraction of the
Sabbath?
These Jews had in their own history the marvellous cure of the
withefed hand of Jeroboam by the man of God from Judah. ( 1 Kg.
13:l-10) This was done in connection with the rarifying sign that
God had indeed spoken by the prophet. The chief diffeirence between
the two accounts (that of the man of God and this of the Son of God)
is that the Judean prophet besought the Lord for Jeroboam, whereas
here Jesus heals the hand Himself directly without public appeal to

God.
And he stretched it forth. By this act the man shows his
good sense, expressed his open contempt for rhe inhuman traditions
and interpretations that would leave him a cripple another day, and
confessed his faith in Jesus. Without great eloquence and profusive
confessions, the man’s simple act evinced his acknowledgement Of
Jesus’ authority. He did what he had been told, even rhough he
knew it impossible.
And I t was restored whole, as the other, with the same
shade of tan, matching callouses and identical degree of aging. Should
we expect God to botch the job by mismatching the poor man’s hands
by providing him a child‘s fist or the delicate fingers of a lady?
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Tife Lord had beaten the Pharisees fairly, without unnecessary
roughness and with unanswerable argument and undeniable evidence.
Instead of repenting or humbly seeking His indulgence for more time
to reconsider His position, they are diriven by their instinct to selfpreservation and resort to “violence, the last resort of vanquished opponents.” (Lenslti, Matthew, 471)

3, THE NEGATIVE REACTION OF THE LEADERS (12: 14)
12:14 But the Pharisees went out, and took counsel
against him, how they might destroy him. Their counsel was
not merely about Him, but decidedly prejudiced against him. Justice
and evidence, fair play and commonsense have nothing to do with this
discussion among these ecclesiastics, fa1 no gentle graciousness nor
logical argument on His part could sway them from this verdict of
guilty. Their reaction, according to Mark 3:G and Luke 6:ll is
immediate and pointed:
1. They became furious (e&sth&ztz c m o ~ u s ) , true enough, but
their motivation may well have been mixed with envy of His
sway over the people. Even a relative outsider like Pilate
could sense this. (Mt. 27:18) Why should they not be
furious? He had ignored their traditions, reduced them to
silence and publicly shamed them on vital moral issues! Their
list of complaints against Him is growing:
a. H e had attacked their illicit economic gains produced by
the market which He claimled desecrated the Temple (Jn.
2: 13-16)
b. H e applied Messianic Scripture to Himself (Lk. 4:18-21)
c. ‘He claimed to forgive sins, risking rhe charge of blasphemy
(Mt. 9:3)
d. H e mingled freely with the scum of Jewish society (Mt.
9~9-13)
e. He did not observe their stated fastdays (Mt. 9:14)
f. H e ignored their rules for Sabbath obsmvances and justified
His disciples in the same (Jn. 5:16;Mt. 12:l-14)
g. H e claimled to be equal with God (Jn. 5:17, 18)
Lange (Matthew, 218) summarizes the fundamental basis:
Objections of less weight, and an interminable catalogue of calumnies, were connected with these charges.
But the real stumbling block of the Pharisees, was
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that conflict between the spirit and the dead letter,
between the gospels and traditionalism, between salvation and unbelief, righteousness and hypocrisy, and
holiness and proud self-seeking, which Christ represented and embodied.
2. They immediately counseled among themselves what to do
with Jesus. They had already proposed to kill Him in Jerusalem (Jn. 5:16, 18), but their intention had been thwarted
rhen. Although John does not record any specific attempts
made on His life, apparently His strategic return to Galilee
blocked any immediate efforts in that direction. Ey maintaining a moving ministry (see on 12:15), He kept any concentration of hostile efforts from forming, thus keeping the
attackers off balance. He had already faced their critical judgment at close range and ably defended Himself. ( S e e on
9:2ff.; cf. Lk. 5:17ff.)

3. They formed an unholy alliance with the Herodians. (cf. Mk.
8:15; 12:13; Mt. 22:15, 16) The Herodians were apostate
Jews who not only accepted Roman rule in Palestine and
supported the wicked Herodian house, but also affected pagan
practices in the name of “culture”. It must indeed have been
a fierce hare for Jesus that could drive these usually fastidious
Pharisees to make common cause with those Hellenizing Herodians! Mutual jealousies and long-standing enmity were forgotten in this conspiracy against Jesus, since He was a menace
to both parties equally. But what could motivate the Herodians to join rhe Pharisees? Maybe it was simply calculating
political expediency to unite against this “upstart rabbi whose
religious following could take on political overtones that
menaced the status quo”. Perhaps they too hated the high
religion H e preached that exposed their shameful lives.

How they might destroy him: this is their determination, not
whether to do so but how. To the mind of those who accept the
significance of Jesus’ miracles, this ,reaction is completely irrational.
How could people who had just seen God heal through Jesus turn
right around and plot His murder?
1. Because they could not even guess the fearful power at His
disposal, should He choose to use “ i t in self-defence. (Cf. Mt.
26:53) Could He not use His powerful word to destroy
them? Nevertheless, they do not hesitate shamelessly to plat.
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2. They certainly did not accepr the proposition that God was
actually working through Jesus, Once granted the thesis that
no Messiah could evet be like Jesus of Nazareth, it became
8 simple matter to fault Him with collusion with Satan. (See
on 12:22-37)
3. And if this latter conclusion be true, they were obligated by
their perverted conscience to proceed with His elimination,
the sooner the better.
CHAPTER TWELVE
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With fitting irony Lenski (Matthew, 47 1) unmasks the perverted
mortal crime; but
Pharisaic conscience: “To heal on the Sabbath-a
to plot murder-a p f e c t l y legal act!” Violence is the only hope of
those who are frustrated in their attempts to silence truth. For those
who have eyes to see it, here are the first indications of the inevitability of the cross.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. List the occasions on which Jesus was accused of breaking the Law.
2. State and explain briefly all His answers to charges of Sabbath
braking,
3, Discuss the Sabbath: the law as God gave it; the lapr as the
Pharisees had interpreted it and tried ‘to enfmce it; the teaching
and practice of Jesus on it; and our relation to the Sabbath.
4. Were the disciples accused of stealing the grain?
5. What was wrong with their conduct, according to the Pharisees?
6. Did God make the law to which the Pharisees appealed in their
criticism of Jesus’ followers?
7. Did Jesus justify David’s conduct? How did H e use the allusion
to the incident in David’s life to justify the action of His disciples?
8. Was Abiathsur the High Priest at the time of David’s visit to the
tabernacle? How may the discrepancy be explained?
9. W e r e in the Law does God permit the priests to work in the
temple on the Sabbath without fear of breaking the Sabbath
commandment?
10. What bearing does this mention of the priests’ work on the
Sabbath haw upon Jesus‘ conduct on the Sabbath?
11. What does Jesus mean by saying, “One greater than the temple is
here,” as some translators put it, or, “Something greater than the
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temple is here,” as the Greek has it? What is greater than the
temple?
12. How does Jesus’ allusion to Hosea 6:6 advance His argument?
How would their comprehension of this passage have kept them
from condemning the innocent?
13. Who is (or are) “the guiltless’’? (v. 7 )
14. In what connection does Mark ( 2 : 2 8 ) cite Jesus’ word “So the
Son of man is Lord of the Sabbath”? How does this help the
interpretahon of this declaration of Jesus?
15. How did Jesus respond to the Pharisees’ challenge: “Is it right
to heal on7the sabbath day?”
16. What is the point of the sheep story?
17. How did the Pharisees react to Jesus’ healing the man’s hand?
What did they do?
18. If the Sabbath was God’s Law for His people, why is it that the
Church does not recognize the Sabbath any more?
19. From the fact that the disciples were gathering their own food
in this simple way, what may be deduced about Jesus’ use of His
miraculous power to feed them?
20. What proof did Jesus offer the Pharisees that demonstrated His
teaching correct and approved by God?
J

r\

Section 27

JESUS THE HEALING SERVANT
OF JEHOVAH
(Parallel: Mark 3:7-12)

TEXT: 12:1J-21
15.. A n d Jesus perceiving it withdrew from thence: and many followed
- him; and he healed them all,
16. and charged them that they should not make him known:
17. that it might be fulfilled which was spoken through Isaiah the
prophet, saying,
18. Behold, my servant whom I have chosen; My beloved in whom my
soul is well pleased: I will put my Spirit upon him, And he
shall declare judgment to the Gentiles.
19. He shall not strive, nor cry aloud; Neither shall any one hear
his voice in the streets.
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20. A bruised reed shall he not break, and smoking fjax shall he
not quench, Till he send forth judgment unto victory.
21. And in his name shall the Gentiles hope.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. How does this passage harmonize with those instances where Jesus
told some of the healed to spread the good news of their healing?
b. How does this passage harmonize with those great 6Ublic sermons
that Jesus delivered where thousands of disciples and multitudes
of listeners wcxe present and so stirred up as to decide to make
Him their King? What is the difference between Jesus’ methods
and the tactics described in this text as not to be used by the
Messiah? How are we to harmonize them?
c. Did Jesus ever fail to heal anyone? How do you harmonize your
answer with the fact that at Nazareth, for example, Hie could not
heal many because of their unbelief? (See Mark 6: 5 )
d. Isaiah had predicted that the Messiah would not use’ any of the
methods that great world leaders knew are absolutely necessary
to promote great movements in human society. How, then, could
Jesus possibly hope ro succeed without using those merhods? Now,
after answering that question, deal with this one: how far has the
church followed her Lord and how far has the Church let herself
be vicrimized by the belief that success in this world is to be measured by the world’s standards and gained by use of this world’s
methods?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Aware that the Pharisees and Herodians were plotting against
Him, to arrest and ultimately kill Him, Jesus walked out of the
synagogue, where He had healed the man who had had a shrivelled
hand, and took His disciples down to the lakeshore of the Sea of
Galilee. People in great numbers followed Him down there and
He healed everyone. They kept coming from Galilee, Judea, Jerusalem, Idumaea, from the dismict beyond the Jordan and from as far
away as Tyre and Sidon up in Phoenicia! This vast multitude came
because they had heard about his wonderful ministry. Then Jesus
suggested to His disciples to keep a boat just offshore ready for Him
to board, because of the mob of people. He had healed so many
people that the crowd kept coming, crowding around Him, trying to
touch Him. Whenever people possessed by demonic spirits caught
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sight of Jesus, they would fall down before Him, screaming: ‘You are
God’s Son!” Repeatedly Jesus sternly warned rhem that they must
not interfere with His own revelation of Himself by their ill-timed
revelations. Nor were the freed demoniacs to make Him any more
famous than He was.
This all resulted in the fulfillment of what the prophet Isaiah
had written (42: 1-4):

“Observer what kind of Servant I have chosen for myself:
Notice my Beloved who pleases me well!
I have chosen to pult the fulness of my Holy Spirit bodily in Him.
As a result, H e will be qualified to announce true justice to all
people, even to the Gentiles.
But He will not argue and shout.
Nor will He make loud speeches in the streets.
He will never crush the weak nor destroy the smallest amount
of faith.
H e will not stop until He has won the victory, making justice
to triumph!
He will be the hope of the world!”

SUMMARY
So many people followed Jesus, despite His growing enmity with
the religious leaders, (that the people mobbed Him. Yet H e kept
helping them, keeping an escape route ready in event of necessity
to finish His task. Among those who came for healing were demoniacs
whom Jesus forbade to reveal His real identity and create more sensational( news than His ministry at this point required. This total
picture of Jesus at work brought to fulfillmenr something Isaiah had
said about God‘s Servant: The Servant of Jaweh, fully acceptable to
God would be filled with God‘s own Spirit, thus qualified to announce
His judgments. His appearance on earth would be unassuming, quiet
and helpful to the weakest: He would not give up nor fail without
having accomplished God’s purpose. Even the lowly Gentiles could
have reason for hope because of Him.

NOTES
A. SITUATION: JESUS MAKES A STRATEGIC WITHDRAWAL
(12:15, 16)
12: 15 And Jesus perceiving it, withdrew ‘ from thence,
Here is exemplified in Jesus’ own practice the very tactic He urged
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upon His men: “Be wise as serpents and harmless as doves,” (Mt
10:16; cf, also 10:23) His retreat in the presence of growing opposition is doubly motivated:
CHAPTER TWELVE

1. He steps away quietly from the immediate hostility and danger
of ‘rhe religious leaders plotting His untimely murder. He
knew that He must eventually go to the cross and carefully
prepared His disciples to face that hour, but His “how is not
yet come”. Here He follows His own prudent advice given
the Apostles earlijer, whereby He may live to fight another
day, Rather than destroy His enemies with a single word
of power which would have blasted them ‘into eternity, He
patiently withdrew, giving them more time to reconsider His
message and credentials. By His leaving, He took the pressure
off of thein, permitting them occasion for cooler reflection, In
this we see the real meekness of our Teacher,
2. H e withdraws, not merely to save His own skin, but in order
to be free to continue ministering to the needs of people
while there is yet opportunity. (Cf. Jn. 11:8-10; 9:4, 5 )
This motivation becomes clear, not only from the fact that He
continued to meet people’s needs, but especially from the stlrict
injunction to silence He laid upon the healed, (12:16)
Actually, the greater amazement is that Jesus was able to
carry on His teaching ministry so well as He did, so famous
had His healing ministry become! And, despite the timeconsuming hindrance represented by rhe multitudes as their
needs cut into His available teaching time, still He sent none
away without helping them. (Cf. Mt. 15:30; 19:2; 8:16; Mk.
3:7-12; Lk. 6: 17-19)
*

And many followed him: and he healed them all. (For
details, see Mk. 3:7-12; Lk. 617-19) Why should the crowds flock
around Jesus, whereas their own rabbis lost ‘their crowds? What was
the magnetic drawing power rhat brought these thousands from distant
areas?. Was it merely His wonderful power to work miracles?
1. His miracles are a concentrated exercize of divine power unknown even among the miracle-working prophets of the old
dispensation. The great signs and wonders of ministries
such as those of Elijah, Elisha, Isaiah and Moses, though directly
connected with the giving of the ancient, revelations, were not
nearly so compactly concentrated in the daily labors of any
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one of these great men. By contrast, Jesus’ daily activities
multiplied evidences of God‘s immediate, personal intervention
into Jewish history. This excited the tired, disillusioned hearts
of despairing Hebrews who longed for some word from
Jehovah, some evidence of His concern for His people after
400 years of silence broken only by the now all-but-silenced
voice of John the Baptist.

2. But sqmething else, itself as soul-stirring as the miracles,
proved just as marvellous and just as successful a gatherer of
crowds . a s the working of signs and wonders. Jesus had
proven (Himself to be absolutely Universal: He was ewry
man’s Savior and Friend. He had recognized no classes, separated Himself from no man’s need. Time and again He had
shown Himself quite independent of the exclusivistic prejudices of ecclesiastical Judaism. He not only worked miracles
and preached thrilling sermons. H e acted like a God who
cares about us. Despi,te the frustrations surrounding the teaching of His Apostles, because of the limited time left Him
before the ultimate crises culminating in the cross, still He
chose to teach His Apostles how to minister to people by
being available when people had need. His example made
His teaching easier to catch, so He really taught more effectively even though all seemed to conspire against His efforts.
12:16 And charged them that they should not make him
known. (See on 8:4; cf. also Mt. 9:30; Mk 5:43; 7:36; 8:30; Lk.
4:34, 35, 41; 8:5G) This brder that they keep these things secret
was absolutely essential if He were to remain free to continue His
work. How little ‘the common people really understood the pressure
under which Jesus was operating. Pressure from the murderous religious leaders, pressure from the Zealots to establish a worldly kingdom, pressure from the crowds themselves to give them endless help
of all kinds, and pressure from ignorant friends and disciples who
thought they knew best. (cf. Mt. 16:22; Mk. 3:21; Jn. 7:3,4)
Though the Master had specific goals to meet within the time
limits of His earthly mission, yet here again we see a total absence
of selfish ambition. There is not a foolish seeking after a greater
notoriety so often found among leaders who would consolidate theit
popularity and support. Jesus knew that this would only counteract
against all that contributed to the real success of His ministry. But
even more notable than the absence of selfish ambition here is the
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stern prohibition of that unwanted publicity.

12: 16,17
But the undesirableness

of that notariety stems from two different reasons:
1. It is not the moment of truth for the final showdown with
the ecclesiastical leaders which must ulltimate in His death.
Jesus does not confuse recklessness with courage.
2. Popular movements with their shallow, though high-running,
enthusiasms have a way of (trampling upon important truth,
glossing over significant distinctions and ignoring some people
as unimpontant. This was even more true with the nationalistic movement of the Zealots and their fellow-travelers, to
whom a wonder-working “favorite son“ would mean the
genius to spark political rebellion and revolution in which men
would grind God’s great ideas of Messiahship down into inflamatory slogans and uselessly extinguish precious lives.
B. RESULT: FULFILLMENT OF ISAIAH 42:lff.: JESUS IS
JEHOVAH’S HEALING SERVANT ( 12 : 17-21)
Notice how Masthew has organized his material: he places this
evaluation of Jesus in the busy midstream of His ministry. Whereas
before (8:17 et al.) he had genltly suggested the Messiahship of Jesus
on the basis of His fulfillments of ancient predictions, here he challenges the reader to reflect on all that he has previously included as
evidence. The fact that he includes this evaluation here aava critical
turning point in Jesus’ relationship to ecclesiastical Judaism, throws
into sharper contrast the Messiah who was really prophesied would
come and the popular concepts that tended to deny certain features
undeniably predicted in this undoubted Messianic prophecy.
ix:

12:17 that it might be fulfilled which w a s spoken
through Isaiah the prophet, saying. that (&vu) may express
purpose, in which case it expressed what God had initended should
occur, or i t may mean result, in which case i t expressed merely that
Jesus’ actions resulted in this fulfillment, not that it was His conscious
intention to fulfill the prophecies to defraud or deceive the Jewish

public.
Here is evidence contrary to the theory, popular in some thee.
logical circles, that some unknown prophet (or even uninspired editm)
prepared the latter portion of Isaiah‘s book, chapters 40-66. This socalled “Second Isaiah”, or “Isaiah 11”, according to scholarly imagination,
is supposed to have lived in Babylon during the famous exile there, or
even sometime over the indefinite span of several hundred years. (For
fuller explanations of the Isaianic debate, see the critical introductions
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to the OT in general and special introductions #to Isaiah.) It is a
popular theory which affects not only one’s view of the prophecy of
Isaiah, but also one’s view of inspiration in general. This is because
what is involved here is not merely the unity, inspiration and authority
of Isaiah, but also lthe inspiration and autharity of the NT Apostles
is deeply immersed in this, scholarly imbroglio. (See John Ransom’s
study “Jesus’ Witness to Old Testament Inspiration” at the conclusion
of this chaptep.!) How is this so? Because the authors of the NT cite
specific OT texts, not merely a few times in passing allusions, but
often, giving specific credit to the OT aurhor. In not a few cases,
the NT scribe introduces his quotation naming the ancient prophet and
claiming that the passage is the production of the “Holy Spirit who spoke
through the prophets”. For those who accept the inspiration and
authority of the NT writers, this affirmation is not only conclusive
but also signifies:
1. that the OT book referred to was aotually written by the author
mentioned by the N T writer;
2. that the OT writer was actually moved by God to produce
what is now in our possession as the OT library or canon;
3. that to deny either inspiration or genuineness of authorship
to the entire volume of any OT book cited by the NT writers
is to doubt the inspiration and authority of the NT men
themselves.

It is fashionable in some scholarly circles, however, to wave these
propositions aside by saying that the NT authors do not delve into
the technical problems of critical introduction, and therefore, based
their own affirmations upon the opinions about OT aultharship universally held up until their time. It remained until more recent times
for modern scholarship to open these questions and search for answers
to questions that did not even arise prior to the birth of German
scholatship in the 1700’s.
Notwithstanding chis pride in human accomplishment, the evolutionary prejudices that fostered the conclusions may be dealt with by
referring #tothe following evidence that no such evolutionary development in the history of the book of Isaiah (that we have today) has
taken place:

1. It is gratuitous to assume that the spate of writing thalt began
to flow out of eighteenth century Europe is the only attempt
to delve into the critical questions thac revolved around the
authorship of the IOT books. If the Holy Spirit wwe not
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trying to tell us something by moving the NT writers to cite
OT authors by name, often attributing their work either to
God or to the Holy Spirit, what purpose could be served by
deception at this point? Honesty iinpels us to confess that,
if the OT situation is not that pictured in the NT, then a
pious fraud has been perpetratted upon the believing Church by
the very authors of the Book that documents that Cliurch's
divine origin and mission. But if we accept the divine origin
of the NT, by that act we are coinmitted to accept the critical
information provided in the NT, especially on the subject
of OT aurhorship and inspiration, matters which even in that
first century after Christ were no longer easy to research.
Who can adduce proof that the Holy Spirit did not intend,
by the very manner in which He cites the OT, to provide
exactly the critical information that we need on these vital
questions concerning the OTs origin, unity and consequent
authority?
CHAPTER TWBLVH

2. Many of the citations themselves point not merely to the
book that was then circulating under the name of a given
prophet. They speak directly about the author himself and
quote the message of some passage in his writings:
a. Study the manner of quotation, for exa
12:38-41 where the emphasis is placed
personal vision of Isaiah himself. Young ( ht?odzlctio?z,
218), after noticing that quotations are cited from both
"first" and "second Isaiah" (53:l; 6:9, l o ) , points out
that particular event in the prophet's life which proves
John to be attributing these two prophecies "to the mu^
Isaiah as aurhor."

b. Note Paul's practice in Romans 9:27-33; 10:16-21. A
concordance study of NT citations from Isaiah will demonstrate how Ithe NT writers regarded Isaiah's prophecy.

3. But that Jesus and the Apostles were neither accommodating
themselves to the level of critical knowledge of that day nor
refusing to pronounce judgment upon the controversial questions which engage those who study the OT, is perceived
by Young (llztroductiolz, 30) ;
I

Jesus Christ is the Truth, and when He spoke, H e
spoke words of truth. It is true that in His human
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nalture our Lord’s knowledge was limited, as may
clearly be seen from a passage such as Mark 13:32.
But this does not mean that He was subject to
error. As man His knowledge may have been limited,
but, as far as it went, it was tpe. .Our Lord did not
speak upon those subjects of which in His human
nature H e had no knowledge. All that He spoke was
t p e . If our Lord was in error in questions of criticism and authorship, how do we know that He was
not in error when He spoke of His saving death at
Jerusalem? Admit error at one point, and we must
admit it all along the line. In this present work the
authority of Jesus Christ is accepted wirhout reserve.
He was, we believe, correct when He spoke of His
substitutionary death, and He was correct when He
spoke upon the nature of the Old Tesftament.

That which was spoken through Isaiah the prophet
is not literally reproduced verbally from the text either of the Septuagint Greek translation nor is it even an independent translation of
rhe Hebrew text, as a comparison of Matthew’s citation which either
of those texts will prove. In fact, Matthew provides here an interpretative renderiqg which shows its meaning or fulfillment along
with the citation itself. And, since he bases no doctrine upon a
peculiar rendering, no Jewish scholar can complain that his liberties
taken with the text are unfair to the meaning of Isaiah or dishonest
in the use he makes of it. Such summarizing of Scripture texts in
such a way as to show their meaning is called by the rabbis “targuming.” Thus, if the scribes themselves gave such interpretative paraphrases of their Scriptures, we should not be scandalized if Matthew
uses the same teaching method. But, aside from good Jewish practice,
when the divine authority of Matthew as an inspired Apostle is hemembered, the modern reader can be certain that we have in this text
the right use and correct meaning of Isaiah’s original message.
12:18 Behold my servant whom I have chosen. Delitzsch
(Isaiah, 11, 174) notes:

In 41:8 this epithet was applied to the nation, which had
been chogen as the servant and for the service of Jehovah.
But the servant of Jehovah who is presemed to us here is
distinct from Israel, and has so strong an individuality and
such marked personal features, that the expression cannot
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possibly be merely a personified collective. Nor can rhe
prophet himself be intended; for what is affirmed of ,this
servant of Jehovah goes infinitely beyond anything to which
a propher was ever called, or of which a man was ever capable.
It must therefore be the future Christ. , . Still there must
be a connection between the national sense, in which the expression "servant of Jehovah" is used in 41:8, and the personal
sense in which it is used here. The coming Savior is not
depicted as the Son of David, as in ch. 7-12, and'elsewhere,
but appears as the embodied idea of Israel, i.e. as its truth
and reality embodied in one person.
CHAPTER TWELVE

.

Study these diagrams suggested by Delitzsch, comparing also the

nates

on Mt. 2:15 (Vol. I, 72) and comments on Hosea 1:11 (Vol. I, 83).

Israel according to the spirit as well
as according to the flesh
Israel as a whole nation
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As at the apex of the pyramid, so also at the center of the circle is
Messiah who is the embodiment of all that Israel stood for, since it
was God’s purpose to unite EVERYTHING ,and bring everything to its
full fruition in Him. (Cf. Eph. 1:3-2:22)
So, as Lenski (Matthew, 472) shows, if these diagrams represent
significant OT truth, then even the LXX addition of the words “Jacob
my servan,t,” and “Israel my chosen” to this text is explicable, thus
lending no support either to rabbinical or- modern naturalistic exegesis
that would deny Isaianic reference to the Christ.
Remembet Gods announcement using these words! (Mt. 3:17; cf.
17:5) Did the early Christians mean to call Jesus “the Servant of
Jehovah” when they referred to Him as “the servant or child‘‘ (bo
p&)? (cf. Ac. 3:13, 26; 4:27, 30) Nevertheless, it is significant
d-
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that this NT paraphrase of Isaiah’s word chooses this word which
admits a double meaning: son or seruant, even though the Hebrew
clearly said avdi, “my servant, slave.” Jn this gospel pataphrase is
suggested that nice union of a servant’s obedience and the preciousness of a son, both ideas being perfectly bound up in the person of
Jesus. (Cf. Heb. 5:8; 10:7; Phil. 2:7, 8; Jn. 10:17)

2. HIS AUTHORITYAND TASK(12: 18b)
I will put my Spirit upon him (ep’azltdlz, cf. Mt. 3:16;
Lk. 3:22; Jn. 1:32, 33) Thus, the literal fulfilment of this prophecy
took place at His public anointing as God’s Messiah. (See Notes on
3:16, 17, Vol. I, 117ff.; kindred prophecies: Isa. 11:1, 2; 6 1 : l )
From the point of view of Jews not yet capable of comprehending
incarnation, this promise is essential to guarantee the unquestionably
divine authority of the coming Prophet to do all that is here affirmed of
Him, But this inspiration is not merely incarnation pw se, because,
besides Paul’s telling us that Jesus divested Himself of equality with
God to take upon Himself the form of a man, a servant (Phil. 2:5-11),
Peter also asserts that the Lord went about doing what He did under
the power of the Holy Spirit (Ac. 10:38). It is Jesus alone who
“has ‘the seven Spirits of God” (Rw. 3:1), the power of God without
measure (Jn. 3:34). Jesus claimed to have this powm of the Spirit
(Lk. 4:18-21), and His whole life and $ministry was that claim’s
,
highest demonstration.
And he shall declare judgment to the Gentiles. Judgment (kdsin in Greek and mishpdt in Hebrew), while signifying
“the acr of judging,” “the result of judging,” “justice, right, acquittal,”
or “righteousness (when seen as the sum total of one’s judgments, his
character) ”, derives irs sense from the actual message that the Christ
actually taught, For the Jewish parochialism, judgment meant that
in the Kingdom of the Messiah the Gentiles would only be ( 1 ) cornpletely annihilated,, ( 2 ) merely punished and subjugated to the Jewish
Messiah and His people; or (3) converted to Judaism. (Study the
apocryphal apocalyptic literature of the intertestamental period to
appreciate ,this.) But as we learn from the Gospel of the Messiah
as it was ultimately proclaimed by Himself and His Apostles, the
judgment declared to the Gentiles is of a far different character.
To the Gentiles: what a contrast to that Jewish exclusiveness
thar would keep Gentiles from ever getting real justice. By contrast,
Isaiah had revealed that the Messiah alone is qualified by God‘s
Spirit ro deal out true justice to the pagan nations. (See below on
12:21 and Notes on 8:11, 12 and 10:18.) While it is possible to
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take Gentiles in the pejorative sense (cf. Mt. 18:17; 5:46, 47 which
link ethlzik6s and teldnFs, to mean “the most godless unbelievers,”
perhaps we see the fiery judgments of the Messiah to be poured Out
upon the wicked, This is not too likely, since later in this same
paragraph Isaiah speaks of Messiah as being the hope of these same
pagans. (Mt. 12:21; 6 . also Ro. 15:s-12)
E

3. His METHOD(12: 19)

12:lg He shall not strive, nor cry aloud; neither shall
any o n e hear his voice in the streets. Strive (erizo, AmdtGingrich, 309: “quarrel, wrangle; cf.
strife, discord, contention”)
Like Master like servant. ( 2 Tim. 2:24) Delitzsch (Isdi& 11, 175)
summarizes the Messiah‘s approach :
Although he is certain of His divine call, and brings to the
nations the highest and best, His manner of appearing is
nevertheless quiet, gentle and humble; the very opposite of
those lying teachers, who endeavored to exalt themselves by
noisy demonstrations. He does not seek His own, therefore
denies Himself; He brings what commends itself, therefose
requires no forced trumpeting.
How chGacteristic of Jesus’ ministry that H e got so much done wirhout fanfare and rabble-rousing! His quiet success shames the many
who seem to be doing a great deal .(if we may judge from the noise
they make), but yet produce so little, or even no results.
If we take seriously Jesus’ fulfilment of this pert of Isaiah’s
prophecy, the figure of “Jesus the Revolutionary” as an indiscriminare
destroyer of the Establishment is unpardonably misrepresentative of
His program, deeply ignorant of His real intentions and manifestly
false. Violence, the pulse-beat of the Zealots and the Assassins, was
to play no role on the Messianic stage, except as in the plan of God
the Messiah Himself should have justice snatched violently from Him
as He gave His life a ransom for many. (I!ronically, even if we admit
the exclusive application of this prophecy to the Jewish nation, those
Zealots for nationalistic Judaism of every age, who plocted incendiary
revolution, stand condemned by this their own Scripture. For, according to those rabbis who see no Messiah in these words of Isaiah,
Israel must conquer by meekness, never by agitation and violence!
What shall we say more of lightning war, heavy armaments and astute
diplomacy rather than total dependence upon the leadership of the
anointing Spirit? )
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4. HISGENTLENESS(12:20a)
12:20a A bruised reed shall he not break, and a smoking
flax shall he not quench. Bruised (wntetrimdnon, ArndtGingrich, 801 : “shatter, smash, crush, break,” acquires the meaning of
“bent” or ’ “bruised” when used in reference to anything the strength
and usefulness of which depends upon its being straight, as in out
case a cane reed,) Reed (kdlamos, Arndt-Gingrich, 399: “reed; stalk,
staff; measuring rod; reed pen”) In what character are we to see
this symbolic reed?

.

1, As a simple cawe growing wild along the riverbank? (Cf. Mt.
11:7; Lk. 7:24) If so, how would that attract the attention
and interest of the Messiah? Is the emphasis here on the
common people whose very commonness could normally be
expected to lay no claim on the Messiah’s attention, and yet
He would really care?
2, As a stuff with which one walks? It is not difficult to see
that, once the fiber walls of the cane are bruised, crushed or
broken, the staff becomes useless to the one who used it as
his support while walking. Is there a sense in which God
had been depending upon Israel, bus who in the times of the
Messiah would be practically useless to Him?
3. As a rneaa&ng rod (remember Rev. 1 l : l ; 21:15f.
Is the sense of this symbol to be based upon th
character of Israel as the people of the Law of Jehovah,
now not only badly broken but hideously distorting their witness to God before the world? This idea is roughly parallel to
the smoking flax seen as a smoldering lamp.
4. As a reed #en (Cf. 3 Jn. 13; Ps. 44:2 LXX), the ’ p i n t of
which has been crushed or, at least, bruised beyond the point
where it can any longer be used as a writing insrrument?
’

i

Perhaps the solution is not so much to be found in precisely determining which use of she word best describes the service to the owner, as in
the recognition that the main feature of all uses is its instrumentality
in his hands. Further, it is very likely that the bruised reed and the
smoking flax will be parallel ideas. U n o n tz&menon may be flax
or linen or something made of them. Here the application is to a
lampwick that is smoldering. (Arndt-Gingrich, 476) These metaphors vividly describe the unfortunate, down-trodden, suffering humanity in contrast to the proud, self-sufficient, self-serving great -of earth
who have no need of God. Ironically, i(t has always been the bruised
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reeds, those who confess themselves no better than a smoking flax
that have really turned to Jesus for help, confiding their trust in Him,
leading them to admit their failure and seek His transforming power.
Those who view themselves as the brilliant, the powerful, the wise,
beautiful people have very litrle motive to come to Jesus for help.
(See on Mt. 9:9-13)
Morgan’s (Muttthew, 128) insistence, that Jesus must be talking
only about sioners who deserve ‘judgment bu’t from whom Jesus restrains immediate, inexorable justice or punishment, instead of refering to imperfect humanity in general, is pointless, since there is no
fundamental difference between the two. Any admission of imperfwtion on our part is sufficient to damn us, since absolute perfection is
the standard. (Mt. 5:48) This prophetic text promises that the
Messiah will deal gently and mercifully with this inadequacy and failure
of any man in whom the light of faith burns low and who is broken,
unable to stand erect for whatever reason. As the King, Israel might
have expected Him to dispense with or dispose of all that was imperfect in the land, leaving only a race of moral supermen surrounding
Him. But not Jesus. His mercy will not hear to treading down
anyone or trampling upon the slightest evidence of faith in any
individual, however imperfeotly he expresses it. This verse marks
the moral chasm that separates Jesus Christ from the rest of us selfinterested,sinners. W e are ready to leap on the bandwagon of the
strong, the successful, the prosperous, whereas Jesus’ alttention was
directed to the weak, the failures, the no-accounlts. W e are embarrassed by the presence of the relatively “unfit for our noble company,” but it is by chis very group that the Messiah’s great heart was
stirred to do something about their condition. (See on 9:35-38) And,
greater still, He would not break even a bruised Phariseen reed nor
quench a smoking Sadducean wick! H e did not make use of the
world-shaking power available to Him at His immedialte call, in order
to destroy the opposition. Even late in His ministry He was still
trying to bring about that stupendous miracle of miracles: the convetsion of Pharisees!

5. HIS RESULTS (12:20b)
At this point Matthew’s quoting becomes considerably freer and
more interpretative in light of the fulfillment which he desires to
indicate. While he may leave out two lines of a whole verse and
translate rather freely part of another, it will be seen that he has lost
none of the essential meaning. Whereas Motthew has unto victory
(&J .n!kkos), Isaiah‘s Hebrew text had “in truth’ (le‘eme$h, translated
650
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Our Evangelist apparently made this change

for very good reasons:

1. Emeth, or “truth” in Hebrew bas several splendid nuances all
of which enrich Isaiah’s meaning: “Permanency, durability,
firmness, stability, perpetuity, security; truth”. (Cf. Gesenius,
63; Bagster, 19; Scelbo, 15) Any or all of these terms
picture a Messiah whose zeal will not be extinguished, nor
will anything break His strength, till He shall
in establishing justice so permanently, so tru
else can disturb or hinder or change it. That, says Matthew,
is nothing short of total victory! (Contrast Hab. 1:4; Isa.
S9:9-14; S : 7 )
2. Another of Matthew‘s reasons may have been that the first
part of Isa. 42:4 contains a Hebrew word-play, which, while
translatable into Greek, can also be summarized simply by
the word victory.
a. The Hebrew puns have obvious relation to what was
earlier affirmed of the Messiah: “He will not burn dimly
nOr be bruised,” which means: “He will succeed.”
b. Another evidence that Matthew is simply telescoping
Isaiah’s two verses (423313, 4 ) iato one is the fact that
he begins his citation of 42:3b (or Mt. 12:20b) with
till (h& h) whe,reas Isaiah had no conjunction whatever and the LXX inserts “but” ( a & ) . The word till
obviously comes from Isa. 42:4b where it introduces a
clause similar in meaning to Isa. 42:3, and correctly
summarizes the meaning of the intervening material.
3. Matthew’s free quoting of the Hebrew text should pose no
obstacle, since as Edersheim (Life, I, 206) has pointed out, the
common practice of the day was to give an interpretative
quotation. The distinct difference between Matthew ,and the
rabbis, of course, consists in the divine authority which he
brings to these interpretations by virtue of his own inspiration
as Christ’s Apostle.
4. In the ultimate analysis, what is the difference between twth
as a concept, and victory, meaning “success” or “results”?
If apprehension of reality be the only truly functional view
of the universe, then only what recognizes that truth, or reality,
can succeed. The ultimate pragmatism can be based only
upon ultimate truth. Temporary victories based upon limited
reality can never claim finality, for only total truth, or com65 1
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plete reality, can prevail, because this is just the way things
really are. Or, to put it another way, only that can succeed
which abides by God’s rules.

Unto victory, applied to the Messiah’s work in context with the
murderous hate of the Pharisees, tolls the death knell for every form
of opposition that dares rear its head against God‘s Anointed Servant!
5 ~ i 6.
HIS UNIVERSALITY
(12:21)
12:21 And in his name shall the Gentiles hope. Comparison with Isaiah’s original reveals that Matthew has omitted the
first two lines of Isa. 42:4: “He will not fail nor be discouraged, till
he have set justice in the earth.” As suggested above, he probably
intended to synthesize the meaning of the two verses into one, thus
shortening the quotation without losing any of its essential meaning.
Isaiah had also written. “And the isles shall wait for his law,” (Isa.
42:4c), whereas the LXX translates, with only one minor variant,
exactly as Matthew has i t “And upon his name shall the Gentiles
hope.” What was the link that the LXX translators and Marthew
see between the Messiahs “law” and His “name”?

1. The Messiah‘s Torah (his luw) is the revelation H e brings
to the nations.
2. Vis name is not merely some personal name, but, as in the
case with the various names of God, is a special term expressing some grand revelation about Himself. The name
suggests all that the Messiah will be. Consequently, the
Gentiles will find hope in all that His name reveals about
His office, His doctrine, His standards, etc.

Gentiles: see also Isa. 42,:6, 7 where the description continues
of Messiah’s personality and work for “the people” and “the nations.”
The complete fulfilment of this prophecy regarding a ministry to the
Gentiles was not realized until some time after Jesus’ earthly ministry
was terminated by His ascension. Nevertheless, as explained at Mt.
10, the work of the Apostles, and of the Church born of their preaching,
is simply the extension\of the ministry of Christ in the world, especially
among the Gentiles. But Jesus was not insensitive to the problems
or faith of pagans even during His *earthly work. Matthew has already
,touched very gently upon the Messiah,’$ universality that ignors racial
barriers. Besides inserting the names of at least three Gentiles into
Jesus’ genealogy, he recorded the visit of the presumably Gentile Magi
(2: 1-12), documented Jesus’ interest in “Galilee of the Gentiles”
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( 4 :12-17), examined His cure of the Roman centurion’s slave (8:5.13 )
and described the disciples’ later witness as to be “before Gentiles”
(10:18), Is there any hint, however, that among the crowds that
assembled around Jesus from Idumea, beyond the Jordan, Tyre, Sidon
and Syria, were any Gentiles present in significant numbers? (Cf.
CHAPTER TWELVE

M t , 4:24, 25; Mk,3:7)
In h i s name shall the Gentiles hope.

Is this to be construed as evidence of a world-wide expectation, anticipating the coming
of Christ to the Gentile world? Does Isaiah mean to suggest that
rhe pagans would long for the birth of Jesus?
I. Taken subjectively, probably not, since many turned their backs
upon Him when He did appear, and many flatly rejected the
Gospel of a crucified Savior preached by His emissaries. ( 1
Co. 1:18ff.) The world would certainly be longing for
something or someone who could fill the vast moral void and
bring light to the intellectual darkness of their hopeless
existence. That is, having scoured the earth for answets to
their deepest problems, the Gentiles would collapse in hopelessness because of the apparent futility of living even another
day. Yet, because they do manage to suffer another day, they
sense the blind hope arising in them that there must be some
sense to life, despite all the madness that surrounds them. But
where is it to be found? It is into this spiritual vacuum and
desperation that Messiah will come with answers, life and joy,
direction and spititual power.
2. Objectively, whether the pagans realized it or not, or whether
the Jews wanted it or not, Christ was to be the hope of the
world!
lJ.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Why did Jesus retreat before those who began to declare themselves openly as His enemies?
2. Show how Jesus’ ministry was a complete fulfilment of the prophecy
cited in this section. Identify the prophecy and show its meaning.
3, Explain how Jesus’ ministry fulfilled the prophecy that the Messiah
would bless the Gentiles, even though, as a group, there were
few Gentiles who ever really were contacted by Him personally.
List all the specific incidents in which Jesus deliberately and
personally helped Gentiles. Then list all the hints and overtones
that indicate Jesus‘ interest in the salvation of the Gentiles, as
well as the Jews.
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4. Tell the meaning of the description of the Messiah: “He shall
not strive nor cry aloud; Neither shall any one hear his voice in
the streets.” How was this fulfilled in the way Jesus carried on
His work? Did Jesus ever defend Himself by exerting His
supernatural strength?
5. Explain the beautiful picture of Jesus, expressed under the figure
of someone who would not “break a bruised reed nor quench a
smoking flax.” Who or what is represented by the reed and
the flax? ’ 6. What tactic did Jesus use when near the Sea of Galilee, in order
to make possible better crowd control when they (crowded Him
too closely?
7. Where did all the people come from? Of what significance is
this fact in showing how Jesus began more fully to fulfil the
prophecy of the Messiah’s ministry to Gentiles?
8. Trace in outline form the larger fulfilment of Isaiah‘s prophecy
through the Christ’s ministry to the Gentiles by means of the
Church’s evangelistic efforts after Pentecost.

Section 28

JESUS ANSWERS THE CHARGE OF
’“’BEING IN LEAGUE WITH SATAN
(Parallel: Mark 3: 19-30)

TEXT: 1 2 ~ 2 2 - 3 7
22. Then -was brought unto him one possessed with a demon, blind
and ‘dumb: and he healed him, insomuch that the dumb man
spake and saw.
23. And all the multitudes were amazed, and said, Can this be the
son of David?
24. But when the Pharisees heard it, they said, This man doth not
cast out demons, but by Beelzebub the prince of the demons.
25. And knowing their thoughts he said unto them, Every kingdom
divided against itself is brought to desolation; and every city
or house divided against irself shall not stand:
26. and if Satan casteth out Satan, he is divided against himself; how
then shall his kingdom stand?
27. And if I by Beelzebub cast out demons, by whom do your sons
cast them out? therefore shall they be your judges.
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28. Bur if 1 by the Spirit of God cast our demons, then is the kingdom
of God come upon you,
29. Or how can one enter into the house of the strong vzm, and
spoil ’his goods, except he first bind the stxong man? and then
he will spoil his house.
30. He that is not with me is against me; and he that gathereth not
with me scattereth.
31. Therefore I say unto you, Every sin and blasphemy ,shall be forgiven unto men; but the blasphemy against the Spirit shall not
be forgiven.
32. And whosoever shall speak a word against the Son of man, it
shall be forgiven him; but whosoever shall speak against the
Holy Spirit, it shall not be forgiven him, neither in this world,
nor in that which is to come.
33. Either make the tree good, and its fruit good; or make the tree
corrupt, and its fruit corrupt; for the tree is known by its fruit.
34. Ye offspring&ofvipers, how can ye, being evil, speak good things?
for out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh.
35. The good man out of his good treasure bringeth forth good things:
and the evil man out of his evil treasure bringeth forth evil
things.
36. And I say unto you, that every idle word that men shall speak,
they shall give account thereof in the day of judgment.
37. For by thy words thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou
shalt be condemned.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. How can one’s friends and family be a more treacherous hindrance
to one’s work and the accomplishment of one’s mission, than any
number of outsiders who attack openly from without? See Mark‘s
parallel text,
b. Do you think that Jesus’ frielzds or His family tried to hinder
His busy ministry by attempting to seize Him? On what basis do
you decide this?
c. Why would the crowds begin to remark that Jesus “could not be
the Son of David, could He?” when they knew His name to be
Jesus? What are they suggesting in this negative way?
d. The Pharisees were no fools, even though badly mistaken about
Jesus. How could they charge with any plausibility at all that
“this man does not cast out demons, but by Beelzebub the prince
of the demons”? What is the unstated premise behind this asser-
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tion, a premise more or less acceptable to their audience, which
rendered logically unobjectionable their conclusion?
e. Explain the opposite of the common proverb: “Seeing is believing.”
These Pharisees actually saw Jesus cast the demon from the blind,
dumb demoniac and yet did not believe Him. They saw but did
not believe. Why? What kind of mental block does it require
to reject the meaning of what the senses undoubtedly see?
f.
ecessary to use logical arguments to deal with the false
beliefs of others? Following good Bible examples some believe
that to quote a passage of Scripture is all that is *required to
correct the false or inadequate arguments of others. How does
Jesus’ method in this section broaden our view on this question?
g. Why would Jesus’ family and friends think that He was going
crazy? Does not this fact, that the people closest to Jesus suspected
His mental sanity, disturb you? We have argued before that
Jesus must either be a gross imposter, insane or else precisely
what He claimed to be. How does this evidence from the personal
observations of those closest to Jesus affect our understanding of
His nature and claims?
h. Do you believe that demons inhabit the world today? If so, where?
If not, why not? Can you explain the apparent phenomenon that
demons do not show the same character as during the lifetime
of Jews? Was that merely a wonder “strictly limited to that
credulous age,” as some hold, or have demons changed their tactics
to accomodare to the age?
i. What is your opinion: could Satan and/or demons make more
progress in our materialistic age by pretending not to exist, while
continuing their demonic activity in the souls of men? Beware of
labelling every thing you do not like “demonic activity,” but,
with this caution in ,mind, do you see any evidences of demonic
activity in our age? If so, what Biblical passages lead you to
conclude Ithat demons are really at work in what you see? If not,
what Scripture leads you to conclude that no demons are at work?
j. Supposing that modmn-day miracles, regardless of the religious
tenets of the one performing them, are actual, verifiable facts,
whar safeguards do we have that protect us from &her (1) attributing miracles done by God‘s power to Satan‘s agency, thus
blaspheming in one way the Holy Spirict, or else ( 2 ) being ourselves deceived by demons, hence led off into damning heresy?
Should we disregard the religious tenets of the one performing
the true, verifiable miracle? What should we do if his ministry
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glorifies Jesus, leading men to true conversion in harmony with
the already revealed will of Christ in the New Testament? Whaft
other Bible passages bear on this subject?
If the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit alre all deity, as the Bible
reaches, how can it be that sin against the Father and Son would
be forgiven, but not sin committed against the Holy Spirit? What,
in the nature of the work of each, helps us to answer this?
So many people have difficulty understanding the meaning of the
expression “blasphemy against the Holy Spifit.” Do you believe
that this sin is serious? ’Do you believe that such a sin would
be so involved and so difficult to understand that not only would
most people commit it without ever knowing it, but also that
most Christians would not be able to protect themselves against
it, due to its mysterious, hidden nature? If so, then what has
God‘s mercy provided as an escape or an antidote against it? If
not, then the sin against the Holy Spirit must be something very
fundamental and necessarily obvious by nature, and something
which inyolves the daily thought and practice of everyone. What,
rhen, do you conclude to be “blasphemy, or the sin, against the
Holy Spirit”?
There exist in our vocabzllmy words that have lost their meaning.
However, are there any words in our s9eech that ate entirely
devoid of meaning, words about which we can say “Eut I did
not mean anything by what I said”? Are there an
do not count, words for which God will not hold us accountable?
Why are a man’s words so good an index of his character?
If a person thinks he has committed the sin of blasphemy against
the Holy Spirit and is deeply disturbed about it, has he, ,in fact,
sinned against the Holy Spitit? How do you know? W h i t should
be done about (or for) such a person? Can we tell when a person
has committed this sin?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Then Jesus returned home ‘to Capernaum. Rut no sooner had He
arrived than a large crowd of people assembled, leaving Jesus and
His disciples no time nor opportunity to eat. When His relatives
heard how much pressure under which H e was working, they came
to take Him away by force to save Him from Himself, because they
were saying, “He is going crazy!”
just then a blind, dumb demoniac was brought to Jesus. He
healed him, casting out the demon. The result was that the dumb
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man could both speak and see. All the by-sanders, amazed by what
they saw, kept remarking, “Jesus could not be the Messiah, could
He? .
But when the Pharisees and theologians, who had made a special
trip dowii from Jerusalem, heard that kind of talk, they growled,
“He Himself is possessed by Satan! It is only by special secjret agreement with the king of evil spirits, that this guy drives out the demons!”
Knowing’ what was in their minds, Jesus deliberately called them
to Him and said in proverbial form: “Tell me, how CAN Satan drive
aut Satan? A kingdom torn by civil war is easily destroyed. NO
divided kingdom can last for long. A city or home filled with division
and strife soon destroys itself. So, if Satan rebels against himself,
i.e. if Satan casts out Satan, as you say, then he is fighting himself!
How long can this rule last? If you are right, then he is destroying
himself! And that‘s the end of him! Stop complaining and rejoice!
“Further, if I drive demons out by invoking the devil’s powers,
as you argue, by what secret agreement do your own people drive
them out? If this is your argument, then ‘they themselves will decide
whether you are being fair with me or not.
“On the other hand, if my secret power is really God‘s Spirit
that is destroying the power of Satan’s might, then you may be certain
that God‘s Kingdom and God’s rule has just come to earth. It is in
your midst and you fail to see it!
“(3to put it another way: how could anyone break into the
house of a strong man like Satan and rob him of his victims, unless
he first tie him up? He cannot. But if Satan were bound and gagged,
then a person like me could ransack his house and free as many
demonizgd victims as he pleased.
“Do not forget that anyone who is not on my side is automatically against me! Anyone who does not help me, hinders. Satan
fights me: not for me!
“So I can ,tell you for sure that God can forgive people for any
sin and slander, yes, whatever blasphemy they utter. But to slander
God‘s Spirit is to go beyond the point where God cannot forgive you.
Even someone who says something against me, Jesus, can be forgiven.
But the man who speaks against or slanders ,the Spirit will not be
forgiven-never-either
in this world or in the world to come. “hat
man is guilty of eternal sin”.
(Jesus said this because they were saying, “He is possessed by
an unclean spirit,” instead of recognizing His work as that of the
Holy Spirit.)

. .”
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Jesus went dn, “Choose: if you see that a tree’s fruit is good, you
know that it is a tree of quality, If you see tliar a tree’s fruit is bad,
then you must admit that the tree is bad too. You can re11 what kind
of tree it is, by the fruit it produces, You sons of snakes! How can
what you say be good, when you are yourselves evil? Whatever is
really in your heart will find expression in your talk: it must come
out! That with which you have filled your life is betrayed by your
talk, A man that is really good at heart talks like it, aqd conversely,
an evil- man cannot help but reveal the evil that is in him. It will
come our in what he says, I can tell you this: men will stand accountable on judgment day for every thoughtless word they have
ever said! Do you realize that you could go to bell or be eternally
saved just on the basis of what you once sajd here on earth?”

SUMMARY
Jesus’ family and friends tried to interfere with His ministry.
Since He drove Himself so hard, people thought Him to be going mad.
Jesus cast the demon from a blind and dumb man. Excited crowds
began to attribute Jesus’ power to that which would animate the
Messiah. The religious leaders tried to stifle Jesus’ influence with
the people by charging His stupendous feats to being in league with
Satan, Jesus’ brilliant rebuttal was:
1. Satan is fighting himself? Rejoice, he will not last Long that
way!
2. You do not molest those Jews among you that purportedly
cast out demons, why bother me?
3. Reasonable alternative: God’s Spirit empowers me.
4. To overcome Satan, one must actually be mightier than Satan.
5. Neutrality is impossible: either between Satan and me or
between you theologians and me.
6. Beware of slandering God’s Spirit.
No talk is cheap, since for good or ill, talk reveals the real content
of a man’s life, There are no words that do not count,

NOTES
A. SITUATION
1. THEHEALING OF A BLIND, DUMBDEMONIAC RESULTEDIN THE
CROWD’S
ASKINGIF JESUS BE THEMESSIAH,(12:22, 23)
12:22 Then was brought to him one possessed with a

demon, blind and dumb: and he healed him, insomuch that
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t h e d u m b m a n s p a k e a n d saw. (Cf. Mt. 9:32-34 and the Notes
thereon. For a fuller defense of the accounts of demon-possession
and of the reality of demons, see Notes on 8:28-9:l and on 10:8.
It should be evident that no part of the following conversation can
have any sense, unless both the Lord and His critics are actually
cortect in their assuming that ( 1 ) demons have objectively real existence and are known to inhabit human beings, and that ( 2 ) Jesus
litetally expejted them with a word. Whatever case may be made
for the Phariiees’ superstitious ignorance of the true explanation behind
the observable phenomena, one cannot deny that they had no doubts
about the certainty of their occurrence, nor about the fact that H e had
really cast the demon out.
Is this the same event as recorded in Luke 11:14, 15, 17-23?
That it may not be the same event repeated from Mt. 9:32 is evidenced
by the fact that the former demoniac was dumb (kcifos), whereas this
man is both blind and dumb (tzLfZds k d ktifos), although it is possible
that Matthew has included the fuller discussion here, since it might
have been inappropriate at that earlier place. Here he can expand
upon Jesus’ answers to the Pharisees’ libellous charges, whereas had
he included this material in chapter 9 the organization of what we
may suppose to be his outline would have been clumsy. (See Notes
on Matthew’s organization of his materials, especially on 4:23-25;
this is what really happened, the fact of the demoniac’s
. blindness may not have been important enough to mention. And due
to the topical character of Matthew’s narrative, it may be that he has
included here, for special reasons, the narrative recorded by Luke
( 11:14-23) in its proper chronological setting.
i”
1 2 ~ 2 3A n d all t h e m u l t i t u d e s were a m a z e d , a n d said,
“Can t h i s b e t h e Son of David?” (Cf. similar popular reactions
to Jesus’ miracles: Mt. 9:32-34; Mk. 1:27; Mt. 9:8; Lk. 7:16; Mt. 8:27,
34; 13:54, 57) The trend of these passages indicates that, although
there were undoubtedly many individual .reactions that perroted the snarl
of the Pharisees or else ended merely in a curiosity satisfied about
supernatural phenomena, nevertheless the consistent impression made by
Jesus’ mighty works was that God was doing them. People sensed
that God had come near to His people. But more than this, they
began to draw nearer to the conclusion to which Jesus had so skillfully led them. “Could this be the Messiah?” (Cf. Jn. 10:37, 38)
And the effect continued. (Jn. G:14; Mk. 7 : 3 7 ; Mt. 15-:31; Lk. 9:43;
13:17; 18:43) T h e Son of David=Messiah, the Christ. (Cf. Mt.
9:27; 15:22; 20:30) Can t h i s b e ? T h i s is a surprisingly emphatic
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demonstrative pronoun: this man of all people who does not look
nor act like the Messiah we expect, can HE be the Messiah? Can this
be? (17&
horjtos s s h ) is a question asked in Greek as if a negative answer were expected (“This could not be the Messiah, could it?”),
but because of the circumstances in which it is offered, one can almost
feel the half-joyful, half-fearful tension in those who dared voice it
in the presence of those great theological experts, the Pharisees. (Cf,
Jn. 7:31) This hesitation born of perplexity is cert@ly justified
by their long experiences with the rabbis and by the retort growled
by those theologians just as soon as this wavering question is voiced.
Worse still, their timid question is accompanied by no recorded
challenge to the blasphemous dogmatic assertion of the Pharisees that
Jesus’ miracles were but the result of satanic collusion. In Jerusalem
others had defended the Lord when essentially the same accusation
was levelled at Him (Jn. 10:21), yet here in Galilee no one said a
mumbling word of defense (so far as the record goes). Farrar (Life,
346f.) suggests two chief reasons for this:
1. Despite the merciful expressions that convinced them of His
real concern for them, they intuitively sense that in His presence
they stood on that twilight zone between the earthly, workaday
world and the real, unseen world of spirits. Until they are
personally convinced that the Spirit He represents is God‘s and
not Satan’s, the awesomeness of His personal powers could be
interpreted either way, even though the weight of the evidence
had been totally on the side of God.
2. Those reverend inquisitors from headquarters commanded such
an extraordinary sway over these simple Galileans that it left
them the more easy dupes of this haughty and dogmatic,
however false, calumny. But while none dared stand and raise ‘
his voice against that hideous blasphemy, Jesus needed no
human backing to shatter it to smithereens!

PHARISEES COUNTERATTACK,ASSERTINGJESUS’ WORKS
DONEBY DEVIL’S
POWER ( 12:24)
12:24 But when the Pharisees heard it. Mark (3:22)
calls them “scribes from Jerusalem,” so the pressure is on. (Cf. Mt.
15:1=Mk. 7 : I ) Judging from their pontifical attitude, they are an
official investigating committee sent out to examine the claims of any
popular leader. (Cf. Jn. 1:19)
But when the Pharisees heard what the crowds were beginning to say, they knew that this young Rabbi’s popular movement
was getting out of hand and that H e must be stopped immediately,
2.

JEALOUS
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publicly and finally. But how? Grasping for straws and without a
moment’s reflection, they spat out their abuse: ‘This man doth not cast
out demons, but by Beelzebub the prince of demons.”
Later, disenchanted people jeer similar abuse. (Jn. 7:20; 8:48, 52;
10:20) Had they reflected upon the logical implications of this statement, they might have sought something a bit more substantial, since
the Lord easily mows down their argument. Did the Pharisees themselves believq this calumny? Two views are offered:
1. It was-a clever, desperate lie and they knew it to be false when
they said it.
2. They were psychologically and ethically incapable of discerning
where truth lay: they mistook good for evil, God for the devil.
Beelzebub (cf. Mk. 3:22: “He has Fkelzebul in him!” and Mk. 3:30:
“He has an unclean spirit.” Cf. Mt. 10:25) The charges are two: (1)
that He is Himself demon-possessed, and ( 2 ) that He performs miracles
in collaboration with the demon prince. The first charge is an attack
on His sanity; since “he has a demon” is not intended to affirm actual
demon-possession, but is the affirmation that the person so labelled
acts as if he were, hence, must be dismissed as mad. (Cf. Mt. 11:18;
Jn. 7:20; 8:48, 49, 52; 10:20) This does not mean, however, that
the Jews mistook mere insanity for demon-possession. Rather, on the
contrary, their harsh experiences with demon-possession gave them a
terribly cutting metaphor to hurl at anyone they wished to put down
or put away as insane. Whether or not the Pharisees sincerely thought
Jesus to be the walking embodiment of Satan when they snacrled “He
has Beelzebub,” is not the point, for it is an old trick to turn public
opinion away from a would-be leader by asserting his insanity. The
secondxharge, and by far the more serious, is that of a secret pact
with Satan. And that it is with Satan and n o lesser demon that they
charge His allegiance and alliance, is amply proved by Jesus’ answers
in which He shifts easily from Beelzebul to Satan without any conscious
change of subject. (See on 12:26, 27)
Note carefully the Pharisees’ wording: “This man does not cast
out demons, except by Beelzebub . . .” ,Let it be noted with A. B.
Bruce (Eqt~ositor’s Creed Testument, ad loc.) that the various opinions
offered to explain Jesus (that He was mad, ,that He was the Messiah
or in league with Satan, even Herod’s view that He was John the
Baptist risen from the dead) merely prove the reality of Jesus’ ministry
of miracles. None doubted the reality of His works, even though
they chose to place a different construction on them. How these,
scribes would gladly have cried, “He casts out no demons whatsoever!”
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But the undeniaLIe nature of the facrs drove them to concoct a
hypothesis that would attempt to undermine the importance of the fact.
But beyond their. obvious professional jealousy, what is the
rationale behind this slander which makes it even half palatable to
men who by virtue of their training and position were no fools?
1. The logical rationale may be stated thus: “The prince of demons
z
obliges Jesus by tecalling the demons from their victims whenever Jesus wishes it.” What they are saying is not a t all impossible, since Satan can empower human servants to work
miracles. (2 Th. 2:9, 10; Mt. 24:24) McGarvey (MatthewM N ~ 107)
,
thinks that
The assertion, if believed by the people, would
not only have destroyed their confidence in the divine
mission of Jesus, but it would have established in the
place of it the injurious supposition of a league with
Satan, It derived great plausibility from the consideration, that as there were at least two powers by
which demons might be cast out, and as both were
invigible, it might appear impossible to decide whether
it was the power of God or the power of Satan. The
Pharisees thought that they had advanced an explanation which, whether true or false, Jesus could not
clearly disprove , . .
,
2. The moral rationale is best stated by Edersheim (Life, I, 574)
It could no longer be denied that miracles were
wrought by Jesus. At least, what to as seem miracles,
yet not to them, sinre “miraculous” cures and the
expelling of demons lay within the sphere of their
“extraordinary ordinary-were
not miracles in our
sense, since they were, or professed to be, dose by
their “own children.” The mere fact, therefore, of
such cures would present no difficulty to them. To
m a single well-ascertained miracle would form Irrefragable evidence of the claims of Christ; to them it
would not. They could believe in the “miracles,” yet
not in the Christ. To them the question would nor
By
be, as to us, whether they were miracles-but,
what power, or in what Name, H e did these deeds?
Prom our standpoint, their opposition to the Christ
would-in
view of His miracles-seem
not only
wicked, but rationally inexplicable. But ours was not
%
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their point of view. And here again, we perceive
that it was enmity to the Pevson and Tmchiliig of
Jesus which led to the denial of His claims. The
inquiry: By what Power Jesus did these works? they
met by the assertion, that it was through that of
Satan, or the Chief of the Demons. . . . All this,
because the Kingdom which He came to open and
which He preached, was precisely the opposite of
what they regarded as the Kingdom of God. Thus
it was the essential contrariety of Rabbinism to the
Gqspel of the Christ that lay at the foundation of
their conduct towards the Person of Christ. W e venture to assert that this accounts for the whole afterhistory u p to the Cross. Thus viewed, the history
of the Pharisaic opposition appears not only consistent,
but is, so to speak, morally accounted for . . . their
deeds being evil. Once arrived at the conclusion,
that the miracles which Christ did were due to the
power of Satan, and that He was the representative
of the Evil One, their. course was tationally and
morally chosen. To regard every fresh manifestation
of Christ’s power as only a fuller development of
the power of Satan, and to oppose it with increasing
determination and hostility, even to the Cross: such
was henceforth the natural progress of this history.

B. JESUS BASIC REBUTTAL (12:25-37)
AGAINSTHIMSELF:
GOOD! (12:25, 26)
1. $ATAN Is DIVIDED
Study Jesus’ procedure in making this answer:
1. H e surrounded Himself deliberately with Pharisees, in order
to deal with their slander to their face. (Mk. 3:23)
2. He runs together three well-known and easily admitted illustrations of internal dissention producing weakness and precipitating a fatal crisis: divided kingdoms, cities and homes.
3. He drives home the application to Satan’s case.
12:25 And knowing their thoughts he said unto them
(Cf. Mt, 9:4; Mk. 2:8; Lk. 6:8; 9:47) He discerns not merely what
they had said, far it would require little of anyone to overhear the
w a d s murmured by the scribes for the ears of everyone who might
be swayed by the dangerous opinion that Jesus of Nazareth might
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somehow be the Messiah. He read their thoughts (elzthum?dJ),
those secret deliberations of their minds that motivated their words.
Did the Pharisees’ really believe that Satan could be so stupid
as to combat his own best interests by aiding Jesus to destroy his own
influence exercised in and through the demons? Or was this not
rather just an error in their thinking that they committed without
really being tommitted to the necessary conclusion to which thek
assertions must lead? He who is grasping desperately .for proof in
an uneven debate does not often have time to assess the absurd ramifications that a certain position must take. However, it is true that
“evil is the ultimate folly,” and, in the long view, Sat&’ is the biggest
fool, because he has rejected the wisdom and reality of God‘s moral
government of the universe, Thus, once admitted the conclusion
that Jesus is not of God, a position held by these’scribes, it was an
easy step to conclude that the usually very crafty Satan could perhtips
have been napping intellectually when he empowers Jesus to destroy
the hold of his own demons. Or, perhaps they thought that he could
deceive people by seeming to perform in God‘s name miracles that
were actually Satan’s doing. And if “evil be the ultimate folly,” who
can say that the Pharisees themselves, because of the arrogant tenacity
with which they adhered to their false notions, and by which they
pursued their evil course, could actually reason correctly? Even if
their reasoning is correct, they were wrong, since Jesus’ helping God
by bringing internal dissension to Satan’s ranks, really meant the victory
of God’sKingdom anyway.
Jesus’ argument which reveals the foolishness involved in their
suggestion:
Major premise: Any organization, divided against itself, will
fall.
Minor premise: Satan is divided against himself.
Conclusion: Therefore, his organization will fall.

Rather than make His conclusion explicit by stating it, Jesus frames
it. into a question which neither the Pharisees or anyone else were
qualified to answer: How then shall his kingdom stand? How
indeed? This leads us to see that Jesus puts beyond doubt the fact
that Satan cannot afford such luxuries as the internal strife which the
Pharisees unwittingly attribute to him by their bad logic. Satan could
not tactically tolerate nor practically permit the casting out of his
minions, for, either way, he loses. If he permits or empowers Jesus
to exorcize demons, he loses control over the victims, and Jesus gains
a populw pulpit from which to trumpet His message of the near
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arrival of God’s Kingdom. The constant and vigorous proclamation
of God‘s rule on earth would be a strange platform indeed from which
to mount an insidious, diabolical counteroffensive against God!
None can deny the real, inner discord that reigns in Saran’s
kingdom, but this, of course, cannot refer to a complete break (M a
total self -annihilation through civil war among the demons. While each
part of Satan’s realm is really mutually contradictory and contrary to
every other pa,rt, yet, in relation to God‘s Kingdom, the powers of
darkness are united and solidly against God’s rule. It is upon this
fundamental, unified antagonism to God’s reign on the part of all of
Satan’s servants, that Jesus founds His argument.
No passage could more clearly teach that the reign of evil in the
universe has a personal, malevolent chief who functions as a polarizing
force that unites every other force into its common rebellion against
the rule of God. But this text heralds also the final defeat of that
dark ruler. Here in a few words is the final rebuttal to that dualism
that insists that there are two equally powerful forces in the universe,
one infinitely good, the other infinitely evil, that decide the fates
of man. Jesus’ insistence upon the impossibility of stability amidst
internal strife applies with equal force to God’s Kingdom too: if God
fights the god of this world as an equal, the strife could conceivably
wreck the universe. But God recognizes no equals, much less Satan!
(Cf. Isa. 42:s; 43:lO-13; 44:6, 8; 45:18, 21-23; 4 6 : g )

ABOUT YOUR STUDENTS WHO EXORCIZEDEMONS?
(12:27)
12:27 And if I by Beelzebub cast out demons, by whom
sons cast them out? Therefore shall they be your
judges. Your sons is not likely the physical offspring of the
Pharisees, but rather refers to someone of whom the Pharisees could
say no evil and whom they publicly approved as experts in demonexorcism. Sons, taken Hebraistically, suggests that they were their
disciples. Is this an obscure reference to exorcists similar to those
described by Luke (Acts 19:13, 14) and by Josephus (Arttiq&@s,
VIII, 2, 5 ; Wars, VII, 6, 3 ) ? Two views have been entertained concerning the activity of these sons of the Pharisees:

2.

WHAT

1. They really exorcized demons by God’s power.
a. Lenski (Mu.&ww, 478) uncovers the fmce of Jesus’
argument:
The fact that Satan neither could nor would lend
himself to such expulsions, v. 25,26 have put beyond
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question. Whoever drives out devils can do so
only ,in the necessary connection with God. What
a desperate self-contradiction, therefore, to claim
that when Jesus drives out devils, this is done in
connection with Sutatz; but when their own experts drive them out, this is done in connection
with God! Something is viciously wrong with
men who ascribe the identical effect to absolutely
opposite causes.
b. In favor of this view is the present indicative verb “(they)
are casting out” (ekbdllozlsilz). (Or is this a gnomic
present, Le. one which spenks only of what is thought to
happen in general, without deciditig whether the action
involved is real or not?) It must not be argued, however,
that such a concession on the part of Jesus would somehow invalidate the uniqueness of Jesus’ miracles, simply
because He acknowledged the exorcism of demons by
Jewish cexorcists, any more than that the Exodus narrative
justifies Egyptian magic in competition with the genuine
miracles of Moses, merely because Exodus records these
feats of magic. (Cf. Ex. 7:8-8:18)
c. And if they really exorcized spirits by God’s power, then
the same explanations that described their activity could
well be true of Him as well. (That those exorcists might
have actually worked miracles by God’s power may Ire suggested by the realization that God could easily have done
so in order to give merciful relief to the suffering victims,
despite the inadequacy of the understanding of the Jewish
exorcist whose prayers and incantations were mistakenly
thought to be the effective cause. This, because God has
never promised to limit His goodness to “the righteous,”
and His Son clearly proved God’s concern for the desperately
mistaken. (Mt. 5:44, 45; Lk,6:35, 36)
d. So, for these reasons, these Pharisean experts who labored
to exorcize demons by the exercise of divine pow,et would
be in a position to convict their own teachers of ’ injustice.
CHAPTER TWELVR

2, These exorcists only appear to exorcize demons, but they
really did what they did either by use of human psychology
or by use of Satan’s means and power. ”his becomes an
argument by concession: “Granted for sake of argument that
your students actually exorcize demons . . .”
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a. It may be that these experimental practitioners among the
Pharisees worked in much the same manner in which the
~ Josephus, expelled demons,
exorcists, mentioned by L L I and
Le. by magical formulas or incantations, the use of talismans
and perhaps direct witchcraft. (See ISBE, 1067b; cf. Tobias
6 :1--8:3)

b. If this is the case, then Jesus would be arguing, “Would
you dare assert that your experts cast out demons using
the .indubitable methods of the living God and not rather
; the methods suggested by clever men trying to do this
without God’s help? Those experts, against which you
can say no wrong, are using methods other than the unquestionable power of God. And since YOLI affirm that
these ~ e t d l yexercize a spiritual power upon the demons,
and since you know that there are only two such powers,
and since you cannot attribute their activities to that of
God, you must admit that their methods and power is of
,,Satan! What objection can you possibly make to MY doing
so (for you say I use Satan’s power), when those whom you
approve do the same? They will unmask the injustice
of your accusations, for by blaming me, you blame them
too! ”
d y J

c. This view of the question has the weakness of not really
advancing Jesus’ cause by producing another objective
argument, since this view tends merely to see a tension
meated by Jesus between the Pharisees and their own
disciples.
d. Further, our ignorance of the actual methods or success of
these Pharisean exorcists does not permit us to dogmatize
on their connections either with God or Satan.
5

3. Either way, Jesus had rhem trapped:
a. “If by your own definitions Satan empowers your disciples,
they will condemn you, for they would never willingly
attribute their pretended success to his power. And yet
they cannot, as do I, cast out demons by the simple exercize
of a single word of authority, or they would be noted for
their miracles as am 1.”
b. “If God, by your callculation, empowers your disciples, then
you must prove that they have some better claim to God‘s
help than do I. Since they dare not pretend SO much, else
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they would come forward to challenge my labors, they
shall decide whether my work is God’s or demonic.”
CHAPTER TWELVE

3. REASONABLEALTERNATIVE:
GOD‘SSPIRIT EMPOWERSME. (12:28)
12:28 B u t if I by the Spirit of God cast out demons,
then is the kingdom of God come upon you. Luke has “finger
of God” (Lk, 11:20; cf. Ex, 8:19; Dt. 9:lO) Here in the protasis
we have an implicit explanation of His mysterious power: I cast out
demons by the Spirit of God. This is the reason why Jesus
sounds the dreadful alarm ( 1 2 : 3 2 ) against blasphemy of the Holy
Spirit. While it will be seen that the attribution of Jesus’ miracles
to Satanic influence is not the only way to blaspheme the Spirit, it is
certain that the rejection of Jesus’ alternative reflects a distorted bent
of mind that would drive a man sooner or later to reject whatever
evidence God offers him through the Spirit whether before or after
Pentecost,
Implicit in this alternative is the dilemma universally recognized
by the Pharisees: “Either He expels demons by God’s power or by
collusion with Satan.” Jesus had just eliminated the second alternative
as logically absurd. (12:25-27) The critics are left with the only
other possible alternate explanation: “The Spirit employed by Jesus
cannot be that malignant demon but must be God’s.” And, if so, the
divine authority of everything He was saying was thereby vindicated,
especially what H e had so insistently preached about the n a r approach of God‘s Kingdom.
Then is the kingdom of God come upon you. This is not
merely an interesting, academic alternative: it is a direct, ominous
warning that they have just been confronted with the presence and
power of the rule of God Himself! And, since they had deliberately
and maliciously attacked Him Who in the human form represented
that God they profess to serve, they were caught in open rebellion
against the King of heaven and earth. Because in their view the
corning of the Kingdom of God and the arrival of the Messiah must
occur simultaneously, there is also implied in this statement the
reality that Jesus Himself is the Messiah and King of the Kingdom
which they had so grossly insulted. Bur these Pharisees, blinded by
their own views as to what the coming Messianic Kingdom must be,
could not recognize in the ministry of Jesus the obvious signs of its
beginning. (Cf. Lk. 17:20, 21 where they were still asking for a
time schedule, since they could not visualize anything so inward, so
spiritual as the rule of God by means of a spiritual government right
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in their midst.) These theological doctors could only rock back on
their heels with tongue in cheek and raised eyebrows, smirking, ‘What
kind of a kingdom do you think YOU represent? certainly not the
great messianic reign that WE anticipate!”
Then is t h e kingdom
, , c o m e upon you.
(flhthh,
Arndt-Gingtich, 864: ( 1) comc before, precede; ( 2 ) be just arrived,
then simply, arrive, come; ( 3 ) come up to, attain to.” The Lord is
not here discussing the (then) future appearance of God’s reign in and
throughithe Church, which was the object of much of His preaching.
Instead,.” He refers to the even then tangible evidences that fairly
shouted ”for all to hear that God was taking over from Satan! Satan
is being bound even now! . Instesd of complaining about Jesus’ SUCcesses, these very Pharisees should have led the whole Jewish nation
in festal rejoicing in their glorious good fortune to be able to live
to see the very realization of all that their religion had prepared them
for.

.

“

4. To

SATAN, ONE MUST BE STRONGER THANHE.
(12:29)
12:29 This simple, clear illustration is easily visualized by anyone
who knows what it would require to plunder the house of the strong.
Jesus intended to d o two things regarding Satan:
1. Bind t h e strong man
a. By His perfect submission to the will of the Father,
Jesus had been tying Satan’s hands ever since the beginning
of His ministry. (Mt. 4: 1-11) Since Jesus refused to
indulge Himself along the lines suggested by Satan, the
tempter found himself completely helpless, because the
,
devil could not force Jesus to sin. By staying well within
the will of God for man, Jesus was perfectly protected by
the power of God that obliged Satan to respect those limits.
b. But in this context, Jesus’ argument assumes the fact that
Satan has already been defeated, because His own miracles
prove it. That is, if Jesus has already triumphed over
demons, it is proof that He had defeated their master as
well. Those Pharisees were standing in the presence of the
Conqueror and Destroyer of Satan’s dominion! But in
what sense and a t what time did Jesus bind Satan?
(1) In the absolute sense, he had not done so at that
moment, since Satan continued to attack Him again
and continues to harrass His disciples.
OVERPOWER
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( 2 ) Therefore, Jesus must mean that Satan was bound
only in the sense that he stood helpless to hinder every
single victory that Jesus wrought over his realm,
whether in demon-expulsion or in making physically
right all that sin and disease had distorted,
2. Spoil his house. Spoil his goods ( t d skeae‘ m t o d
bar$dsdi) could perhaps be better rendered “steal his instruments, his vessels, his goods” so that the language may more
clearly r’efer to the paor wretches who had served as his vessels,
(Cf. Ac. 26:18; 1 Jn. 3:8; 2 Tim. 2:26; Col. 1:13) The
fact that Jesus had already begun His victorious liberation
movement to set the prisoners free, proves that H e had
already successfully bound their lord. Though Jesus states
this as a logical necessity, His miracles demonstrated beyond
all doubt that He was doing what He here claims.
The reason the Son of God came into the world was to destroy the
I
works of the devil! (1 Jn. 3:s; cf. also Col. 2:15; 1 Jn. 4 : 4 ) SO,
His argument is: “By the very fact that I am doing my best to unchain
a demoniac enslaved to Satan, I prove myself to be his enemy. Biy
succeeding I prove myself his Master!”
CHAPTER TWELVE

5. WARNING:
NEUTRALITY
Is IMPOSSIBLE
( 12:30)
12:30 He that is not with me is against me; and he
that gathereth not with me scattereth. This text is not to be
confused with Mk. 9:38-40 or Lk. 9:49, 50 nor thought to be the
contradictory of them. In those texts the Lord provides a rule whereby
a disciple is to judge another (with humility and tolerance), whereas
here He provides the test whereby a disciple may judge himself (with
stnct intolerance). (See Plummer, Luke, 259f.) Whereas this terse
axiom simply means to say “Neutrality is impossible,” several knotty
problems arise regarding its application: to whom does Jesus address
these words: to the Fharisees? or to the undecided crowds? To what
does He refer: His relation to Satan or the relation of every man to
tiruth?
1. His relation to Satan. This view sees Jesus as only now cancluding His argument regarding His true relation to Satan:
‘:Satan, instead of helping me as you say, fights my ministry!
He definitely does NOT remain neutral or take my part. I
could wish that you could see the intensification of his efforts
to thwart me at every turn! Could you but see what I
know from repeated personal combat with this Liar, Murderer
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and Accuser, you would never have so carelessly suggested that
my powers are to be explained by some supposed, secret
pact with him!” Morgan (Matthew, 130) has it this way:
(Jesus) had cast the demon out of a man and so had
gathered him back into unified and balanced life,
had gathered him back to His family, and to the
family of God. It was Satan that had scatrered, . . .
spoiled, . . . Do not confuse the Person W h o stands
at the centre of the gathering force with the person
who stands at the center of the scatteriig force.

If one man gathers what another scatters and vice versa, it
should be clear that their goals are completely at odds. This
utter diversity of aims should prove that Satan and Jesus
have nothing in common.
2. His appeal to the undecided in this audience. If this thrust
expresses His intended application, then He insists that no
one can remain neutral when right and truth can be known.
An agnostic mentality, in the presence of the positive, beneficial evidence of my true identity demonstrated by my miracles,
is to align oneself with my enemy: there is no middle ground.
a. Lenski (Matthew, 481) thinks that Jesus now switches from
objective to subjective argument here, having sufficiently
dealt with the truly antithetic positions of Satan and
Himself.
b. But were the Pharisees endeavoring to maintain a neutralist
posture at this time? Evidence against this is their regular
convocations to deliberate the right means of eliminating
Jesus. (Cf. Mt. 12:14 and parallels; Jn. 5:18; 7:7) They
might be feigning a neutrality they do not feel, merely
to pretend, in the presence of the crowds at least, objectivity as they examine this upstart Rabbi and to render
a carefully deliberated judgment.
c. But if rhe Pharisees are not to be thought of as attempting
a mediating position, reserving judgment until all the
evidence is weighed, then Jesus is to be seen as directing
this warning at the uncommitted crowds. This stern
warning admonishes the undecided to make up their mind
about Jesus. The highest degree of psychological probability lies behind their uncertainty, since their new-found
appreciation of Jesus (12:23) now demands of them an
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open repudiation of leaders that had long held their esteem
for their prodigious learning, To this hesitating multitude,
frustrated by its own indecision, Jesus launches this
warning:
( 1 ) The Pharisees, as a group, are far from being neutral
or objective, They do not have eyes for truth wherever
it might be found.
( 2 ) Anyone who shares this mentality is really opposed
to me. Any who accept my message and my authority
must break with that mentality.
( 3 ) Therefore, choose!
It is not necessary to the sense to discover what it is that each
gathers or scatters, for there is enough antithetical tension in the
simple sense of each verb to prove the diametrically opposed purposes
of those engaged in either activity.

C. JESUS EXPANDS HIS WARNING AGAINST BLASPHEMY
OF THE SPIRIT (12:31, 32)
1. ALL SINS FORGIVBABLE,
EXCEPT THATWHICH REJECTS THE
MEANSBY WHICHALL KNOWLEDGE
OF GOD‘S
TRUTHAND
Is COMMUNICATED,
I.E. BY HJS
SPIRIT.
FORGIVENESS
12:31 Therefore I say unto you. Therefore (did t d t o :
“on account of this,” or, “for this reason”) is the conclusion based on
what reason: on account of this what?
1. Immediate context: “Since neutrality regarding Jesus is impossible due to the fact that he who is not with Him automatically declares himself against Him. . . .” Because of this
mindset in those who were against Jesus, it would be patently
impossible for the Holy Spirit to bring enough convicting
evidence that would lead men to submit to Jesus as Lord.
2. Larger context. The terrible warning Jesus now utters is
occasioned; not only or merely because of the impossibility of
neutrality (although this too is involved), but because they
had said at the very outset of this debate “He is possessed
by Beeltebul;” (Mk. 3:22) and “It is only by Ekelzebul, the
prince of demons, that this fellow casts out demons.” (Mt.
12:24) This is probably the better interpretation, being confirmed as it is by Mark‘s explanation of the same ominous
forewarning: “for they had said, ‘He has an unclean spirit.’”
(Mk. 3:30)
That this is truly Mark‘s explanation of the occasion
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of this unusually severe utterance, and not part of the
warning itself, is demonstrated by three suggestive
approaches :
a. Mark‘s citation of Jesus’ words abruptly changes
from first and second persons to third, Le. from
“I say to you” to “for they had said, ‘He has
.”’
This change of persons, admittedly, could be taken
as an aside uttered to His disciples in which the
Lord quotes accurately what the Pharisees were
muttering, without turning their words into first
person, as we do in English: ”for they said, ‘I
have an unclean spirit”’ The change of persons
alone is not decisive.
b. Mark‘s writing switches from direct quotation
(w, 28, 29) to simple narration. Mark does not,
like Matthew, intend to include other marerial on
this same subject at this time. Rather, since he
will move immediately to the next episode, it will
be seen that he inserted this brief word which at
once justifies the unusual harshness of Jesus’
warning and concludes the incident.
c. Mark is therefore nor attempting to define the
blasphemy of the Holy Spirit, thus limiting it to
the accusing Jesus of alliance with demons.
Rather, we should notice that his scope is larger.
Mark would show the brilliance and completeness
of his Master’s handling of two very delicate
situations in which Jesus is being opposed in one
way or another:
( 1) Mk. 3 :2 1: “for they were saying, ‘He is
beside Himself.’ ” ( degolz gdr hdti ex&).
( 2 ) Mk. 3:30: “for they were saying, ‘He has an
unclean spirit.’ (blegolz pn-dma akdthrtotz
echei ) .
So the reason for what follows lies in the fact that the Pharisees were
SO very close to blaspheming the Holy Spirit, if they had not already
done so, not merely because they gave the wrong explanarion of Jesus’
miracles, but because they had for so many years before deliberately
shut their eyes and ears to God and so long resisted suibmission to
being taught by Him, that when they met Him in this direct confrontation in the person of Jesus of Nazareth, they could not recognize
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Him. Rather, their habitual insensitivity to God automatically led them
to discount everything God was saying through Jesus. It is no wonder
that Jesus repeatedly scored them both publicly and privately for their
moral insensitivity and deliberate resistance. (Cf. Mt. 23; 16:5-12)
Every sin and blasphemy will be forgiven: what glorious
news! In our efforts to find the elusive meaning of the unforgiveable
sin, we trample down this astounding anouncement! Every sin, no
matter how heinous, every blasphemy, even those vicious, mocking
words hurled directly at Gad or that spiteful spitting upon all that
God calls holy, can and shall be forgiven. Trumpet this news down
into the self-imposed dungeons of those hopeless souls whose ritual of
self-accusation has them spell-bound into believing that for them thete
can be no hope or forgiveness! And, when Ma’rk (3:28) cites Jesus
as adding: “whatever blasphemies they utter,” he seems to be searching
for the vilest sin to which man can stoop. Not that sins may be
catalogued as “mortal and venial,” but since man would naturally
understand crime against God as the most serious, Jesus includes the
foulest blasphemies of which the human heart is capable: “Yes, even
this shaU be forgiven!” It is not within the purpose of Jesus at this
point to outline the terms by which this forgiveness may be obtained,
this latter revelation remaining for future messages to clarify. But the
usual blasphemies and sins may be forgiven, because, by their nature,
they do not make repentance impossible. (Cf. Isa. 1:18) Who cannot
rejoice here? (Micah 7:18)
But the blasphemy against the Spirit will not be forgiven. To the above-stated general principle, Jesus attaches one allimportant amendment. There are two ways to consider this exception:
1. Is this a sin which is only one of an infinitely long list of
relatively similar sins? Apparently not, because the Lord rhtows
this particular sin into contrast with every (other) sin and
CHAPTER TWELVE

blasphemy.
2. Or 1s this a sin which is so fundamental that it potentially
touches, affects and includes all the others, so that, to fail in
regard to it is to cut oneself off from all possibility of forgiveness for all the others? It is that moral perverseness that,
in full knowledge of the good, calls good evil and evil good.
It takes an unforgivably wicked mind to ascribe evil to someone whose work and teaching stand only on the side of righteousness and merciful helpfulness to sinful, suffering humanity.
Since these fruits of His life are the proof of God‘s Spirit
at work through Him, to slander the Spirit’s gifts and power,
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contrary to what one’s own mind must recognize as from God,
is evidence of the deepest perversity, the display of an incredible maliciousness.
Why is this sin so inexorably unforgiveable? Simply because a man
in this frame of mind just cannot repent. Barclay (Mdtthew, 11, 49)
explains something of this impossibility:
If a man cannot recognize the good when he sees it, he cannot
desire the good. If a man does not recognize the evil as
being evil, he cannot be sorry for it, hate it and wish to
depart from it.
But what is involved here is not the native ability or inability to discern evil, but the gradually developed unwillingness to be able to see
truth as truth, good as good and evil as evil.
12:32 And whosoever shall speak a word against the
§on of man, it shall be forgiven him. Even the very people
responsible for Jesus’ death are described as having done ir “in
ignorance!” (Cf. Ac. 3:17; 13:27; 1 Co. 2:8; Lk. 23:34; 1 Tim. 1:13),
Even though the sins of ignorance are still culpable. (Cf. Lev. 5:17-19)
God did not overlook them. But how is it possible for Jesus here to
pronounce forgiveable what is said against Himself, whereas the Apostles
later would reserve to the hottest hell anyone who dared speak against
Jesus? (Cf. Heb. 10:29; 2 Pet. 2:l; 1 Jn. 2:22, 23; 4 : 2 ; 5:lO-12;
Jude 4; 1 Co. 16:22!)
1. Jesus recognizes the facility with which men misunderstand
the true nature of what appeaks to the Jews as a mere human
messenger but in reality is God Himself in human dress. Incarnation is a unique experience, so unique, in fact, that He
admits that a man could possibly be scandalized by His humanness, as if He were but another rabbi, or, at best, another
prophet. Though the seemingly human Messenger (Jesus Himself) might be open to misconstruction, God’s Spirit at work
on men’s conscience would not be hampered by this impediment of incarnation. Hence to reject wilfully what must be
the admission of one’s own heart under conviction by what
one knows of God’s message must be utterly unforgiveable.
2. The Apostles say what they d o during the unique era of the
Holy Spirit’s ministry. Since it was me Spirit’s specific mission to glorify Jesus, anyone who rejected His testimony to
Jesus thus turned his back upon the Spirit’s best efforts to save
him. So the Apostles warn that to reject Jesus or His message
is to perish! So the apparent contradiction is resolved by
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distinguishing the dispensations under which each declaration
was made.
Blasphemy against the Spirit
,
speak against the
Holy Spirit. Blasphemy is chat speaking against someone or
something with malicious intent, or the defamation of what is holy,
good or noble. While it is true that every sin, whatever its specific
character, tends toward blasphemy, because of that rebellious heart
thar wants to be its own master and is willing thus to deny and crush
all authority but its own self-rule, and while every blasphemy of what
is holy tends toward the defamation of Him who makes it holy, i.e.
the Holy Spirit, because of that bent of mind that calls evil good
and good evil, still Jesus is warning of a line which, if crossed, leaves
no room for pardon, because repentance has then become a psychological
impossibility. Along that line that approaches the point of impardonability are other sins dreadfully near in character to blasphemy
against the Spirit: quenching the Spirit ( 1 Th. 5:19), grieving
the Spirit (Isa. 63:lO; Eph. 4:30), resisting Him (Ac. 7:51). In
none of these cases is found the dire warning against committing sin
for which there is no expiation, as IS found in passages which thunder
their warnings against that haughty trampling upon God's most strenuous efforts to save man. (Cf. Heb. 6:4-6; 10:26-31) These sins are
not so very far apart, however, since,'in the wider sense, every sin
of the believer who has experienced the power and influence of the
Holy Spirit, may be called a sin against the Holy Spirit. But these
sins against His influences in the life of the believer, while potentially
leading man to harden himself enough to want to blaspheme against
the Spirit, still are not unpardonable, for, otherwise, who could be
saved?
But blasphemy, or also, speaking against the Holy Spirit
is the grave danger it is, for this is the external evidence that the
individual has been committed to this unwillingness to repent for
some time. The grave danger, of which this utterance is but the
outward proof, is that bent of mind that has long before chosen not to
recognize truth and goodness when it is encountered. As Jesus says
next (Mt. 12:35), bltisphemy against the Spirit, spoken by the
lips, is but the true product of the heart. What was the person's
mentality will finally come out in his talk. There IS a serious, public
commitment of oneself to that position already taken in his heart, for,
whereas his indifference to truth and goodness had become more or
less to be suspected, the unblushing maliciousness of his wards not
only commits him publicly to his damnable stand, but shows others

. .
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what he had been thinking privately for quite some time before he
arrived at that moment. Viewed in this light, the sin against the
Holy Spirit is, as Barclay (Matthew, 11, 49) describes it:
If a man for long enough shuts his eyes and ears to God‘s way,
and takes his own way, if he for long enough refuses to
listen to the guidance God is offering him, if he for long
enough turns his back upon the messages which God is sending
him,dif he for long enough prefers his own human ideas to
the ideas which God seeks to put into his mind, then in the
end .he comes to a stage when he cannot recognize God‘s
truth . . . beauty and goodness when he sees them. H e
comes to a stage when his own evil seems to him good, and
when God’s good seems to him evil.
Speak against the Spirit. There have been disciples of the
Lard who have insisted upon a resurgence of miraculous manifestations
of the Holy Spirit’s activity as evidence of the real government of God.
They feel that this would serve concretely as scientific proof to an
agnostic world that these modern Christians are really the bearers of
the divine message. Classic Christianity, on the other hand, has rightly
affirmed the adequacy of the proofs once for all given by the Apostles
and early believers to support the divine origin of their message.
Once vindicated as from God, the message needed no continual proppifig
up with continued miracles. Nevertheless, in contrast to this, sincere
disciples urge a resurrection of “Pentecostal power”, and insist that
any who cannot speak in tongues (ironically chosen by many though
not all as the unique sign of the Spirit’s presence) are somehow inferior Christians. Rather than listen to the message of the Spirit that
leads to real repentance and aansformation of life, deeper love for
ignorant and imperfect brethren and longsuffering patience and a
greater constancy, these disciples tend to spend energy and time promoting the external forms of the Spirit’s manifestation of the first
century. As a reaction against this warped understanding of the
Spirit’s word, other Christians, who do not share this view, attribute
the so-called “manifestations of the Spirit”, cited by modern “Pentecostalists”, to forces other than the genuine power of God. (The power
of one’s own spirit through self-hypnosis, demonic activity, etc. slre
mentioned as explanations.) Chagrined, the modern charismatics feel
that this accusation is to speak against the Spirit. Both sides
need to beware lest the one attribute God’s real activity in the modern
world to Satan and lest the other mistake freaks of their own minds
or actual demonic activity for God’s leadership. Both sides must
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recognize their own need for patient love and generous consideration
of the weaknesses of the other, since these attitudes ARE the undoubted
fruit of the Spirit. While it is this author’s opinion that God may
work many true modern miracles through leaders of any denomination,
either out of mercy in answer to their prayers and to convince them
of His love despite their ignorance and imperfection (Cf. Mt. 5 : 4 5 ) ,
or because He desires to test the loyalty of His own people whether
they will follow Him alone or not (Cf. Deut. 13: 1-5), the 2ike2ihood
of repeated manifestations of the Spirit’s special gifts is small due to
their nature and purpose. (See my article “Miracles” in this volume.)
As a result, to object to the unfortunate conclusions of convinced
chaismatics (or those who suppose themselves such) is not to speak
against the Spirit, but rather to “try the spirits” whether they be
of God.
Not forgiven
neither in this world, nor in that
which is t o come. Should the explanation of this sin be based
on the interpretation placed on the phrases in this world and that
to come?
CHAPTER TWELVE
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1. It is true that the word world (dd1zi) is susceptible of being
translated age, in the sense of “dispensation, epcch, era.” (Cf.
Arndt-Gingrich, 26, 27)
a. Accordingly, we should interpret, according to this view,
this lrge in reference to the pre-Messianic or Jewish period,
and the co&g
one in reference to the age of the Messiah,
or Christian epoch.
b. But the alternative explanation, neither in this world
bounded by time and space, nor in the coming world,
as limitless as eternity itself, covers practically the same
ground, since
( 1 ) this world includes both Jewish and Christian dispensations;
( 2 ) furthermore, there is no opportunity to repent nor
any further provision of grace between the present
age and eternity wherein forgiveness could be granted;
( 3 ) the distinction of the Jewish age from the Christian
makes no practical difference anyway, since, if a man
is not forgiven as a Jew nor as a Christian, to what
could he possibly appeal? The Jewish age flowed
right into the Christian dispensation which will halt
only for judgment and, after that, eternity.
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2. Further evidence that the division of this world and the
coming one into Jewish and Christian ages is a false one,
is to be seen in the fact that there is no record of an exception made either by Christ or the Apostles whereby they
limited the universality of their Gospel invitations. So far as
the record goes, none ever excluded any individual who, in any
time previous to their presenting themselves as candidates
for conversion, had blasphemed the Holy Spirit. But the
problem arises, would any who had really blasphemed the
Spirit present himself as a candidate for baptism? (Study Ac.
7:51ff.)
3. Additional evidence against this distinction of Jewish and
Christian epochs is to be found in the specific announcement
by Jesus that every sin and blasphemy (against the
Father) and whosoever speaks against the Son shall
be forgiven. Now, if this world means that the Jewish
age, an age in which Jesus was being'spoken against and in
which He was ultimately crucified, then a man who blasphemed
the Holy Spirit at work in Jesus through His miracles and
His God-inspired message (cf. 12:28), could both have and
not have forgiveness, which is a manifest self-contradiction.
4. This world and the world to came is NT language for
a. This era of human history bounded by time and space
plagued by cares. (Mk. 10:30a; Lk. 16:8; 18:30a; 20:34;
Eph. 1:21a; 1 Tim. 1:17; 2 Tim. 4:lO; Tit. 2:12; Mt.
13:22, 39)
b. The post-judgment era as unlimited as eternity (Mk.
10:30b; Lk. 18:30b; 20:35; Eph. 1:21b; 1 Tim. 6:19?;
Heb. 6 : 5 )
SO, Jesus says that this sin will absolutely never be forgiven. It is
difficult to imagine how He could have stated the eternality of future
punishment in more unequivocal terms! Lenski (Mlatthew, 483) is
right to observe that:
Jesus is warning the Pharisees who had never believed in him.
Hence the sin against. the Holy Ghost may be committed, not
only by former believers . . but also by men who have
never believed.
Neither in this world nor in that to come, taken in reference to this unforgiveable sin, must not be supposed to suggest that
for other lesser sins, forgiveness might yet be hoped for, if not now,
perhaps after death. There is no purgatory or second hope of grace
I
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for those who die without pardon. Jesus’ expression intends only to
reinforce rhe absolute hopelessness of the person who blasphemes God‘s
Spirit. (Cf. Lk. 16:26; Heb. 3:13; 9:27; Gal. 6:7) From the foregoing passages it is clear rhar death wirhour pardon merely fixes a
soul’s destiny and teaches that everything depends upon the choices
man has made in rhis life,
Even the Mosaic economy distinguished between unintentional and
deliberate sin. (Cf. Nu. 15:22-30) For the former, forgiveness was
possible; for the latter, nothing bur extermination was prescribed:
“because he despised the word of Jehovah, and harh broken his commandment, that soul shall utterly be cur off; his iniquity shall be upon
him.” (Cf, 1 Sam. 2:25; 3:14; Isa. 22:14)
CHAPTER !TWELVE

2. ETERNAL
DAMNATIONAWAITS THE SINNER

WHO REJECTS ALL THAT IS

THE SPIRIT’SWORK AMONG MEN.

a. One key to understanding this sin against the Spirit is
the question: What is the Holy Spirit‘s work? When did
it begin?
( 1 ) It began primarily at Pentecost after Jesus’ earthly
message and work wete fully completed. (Ac. 1:7, 8;
2; Jn. 167-14; 15:16, 17, 26)
( 2 ) It consisted in glorifying Jesus and revealing God’s will
through the Apostles’ words and works. (Jn. 15:26;
16:13-15; Mt. 10:19, 20)
( 3 ) It consisted of convincing the world of its sin, its
need of righteousness and the reality of judgment.
(Jn. 16:7-11) It consisted in leading men to repentance. Thus to blaspheme Him is to put the
sinner in an attitude so hardened as to render repentance absohtely impossible, because he mentally
sets his will against the Spirit’s appeals.
( 4 ) It consisted in making men holy, like God. It becomes a deliberate insult to God for men to claism to
be unable to distinguish His work from that vileness
and spiritual rottenness produced by that unclean spirit
which is the antithesis of all that God stands for!
That immoral pretense to be unable to discern lasting
good in the feeblest efforts of God’s human agents
and institutions, however imperfect and ineffectual they
may seem, is a mindset that cafls good evil and evil
good. This is the damnation of agnosticism and of
those skeptics that pretend to be quite unable to make
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a firm decision for truth and righteousness. Even
though some of them admit the rightness of God‘s
standards, they see much unholiness qnd unrighteousness in the Church, as judged bx the, Chwch’s own
ideals, but they do not commit themqlves to. those
ideals nor preach them in the unselfish endeavos to
bring every man up to the snbsmirched standard they
pretend to honor. The end result is their rejecting
as unworthy of rheir higher intelligence the only
work and wisdom which is capable of bringing them
to ultimate reality: God‘s.
b. Blasphemy of the Holy Spirit, then, consists in the
f b a l and complete rejection of all that the Holy Spirit
has used to bring man to repentance: the Scripture which
is His own written message and the Church which is His
living voice in the world. (Heb. 2:l-4; 3:19-4:11; 64-8;
1 Co. 1O:l-13; Jn. 15:l-5; Eph. 3:lO) It is the final and
complete suppressing of all that one’s own conscience, however enlightened by the revelation of God it might have
been, would have the man do. This sin is not one single
act, nor merely backsliding followed by repentance, but
rather that final, complete and perpetual. rejection and
opposition to the Spirit’s message which is the expression
of a mind willfully shut to God’s proffered mercy. (Cf.
Lk. 12:s-10; Heb. 10:26-31)
Contrary to the opinion of some, the blasphemy of the Holy Spirit is
not only possible in the present age, but also much more likely and
common, since prejudices against the Spirit’s influence in one’s life,
and superficial sophistication that close haughty eyes to what is good,
right and true, have had the advantage of nearly twenty centuries of
human experience recorded by history, from which to learn to love
the right and abhor the evil. And yet, despite these distinct advantages that derive from living in this century, nevertheless, men
continue to “accumulate for themselves teachers to suit their own
likings, and turn away from listening to the truth and wander into
myths . . . who will listen to anybody and can never arrive at a
knowledge of the truth,” (Cf. 2 Tim. 4:3, 4; 3:7) QI be moved to
action by it, even though they are genuinely convicted by it.
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D. TALK IS NOT CHEAP ( 1 2 : 3 3 - 3 7 )
1. BECAUSESPEECH REVEALSOUR SENSE OF
MORALDISCERNMENT
(12:33-35)
12:33 Either make the tree good, and its fruit good; or
make the tree corrupt, and its fruit corrupt: for the tree
is known by its fruit. The transparency of this germ-parable is
no problem, for the tree is the source of the fruit, infusing into
the fruit its own nature and vigor, whether for good or ill. (Cf. Jas.
3: 10, 11) The question here is just how the Lord means this obvious
truth to be applied, What is the tree and what its fruit in this
figure? Is Jesus the tree, or the Pharisees? Is the fruit His work,
His results, His doftrine, or theirs or both? In either case, the imperative (“make the tree”) has nothing to do with changing the
objective character of the tree, but refers only to everyone’s undesstanding of that character. This is evident from the fact that Jesus
would not order anyone to make himself morally worthless, nor could
He order them to change His objective character either for better or
worse (“good” or “corrupt”), since this lies outside their power. But
He CAN order them to examine how they put the case in their own
mind, regardless of the persons to which they ultimately apply this
figure. ((3.uses of p o i e h in Jn. 5:18; 8 : 5 3 ; 10:33)
1. Jesus Himself is the #ree referred to and His ministry its
fruit. If so, He applies to Himself here the same rule He
lays down as a measurement of all others. (Cf. Mt. 7:16-20;
Lk. 6:43-45) In this illustration Jesus demands that the opposition make a choice: if the results of His life and work
are evil, then they are justified in exposing Him as evil, for
He produced them. But if casting out demons, and His other
miracles in general, brings only glory to God and blessing to
mankind, then they are driven to pronounce Him good, for
these positive benefits are also His work. Now the Pharisees
themseIves are faced with a real dilemma: “If we! pronounce
His work to be good, we are forced to admit the good Spirit
at work in Him, in which case we will be laughed off as
fools for antagonizing this man of God. apd we will be found
in’opposition to God. But if we judge the freeing of a human
being ‘fiom the clutches of demons as a vile, evil deed, the
people who recognize this act as humanitarian, will damn us
for inhumanity!” The problem He lay before them put
their conscience to its most crucial test: can the evident,
consistent, ewellent results of Jesus’ work be the deed of a
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vile imposter empowered by Satan? (Study Jn. 10:25, 37, 38
in this connection! )
An interesting interpretation of this verse is suggested by
an alternative translation: “Either make the tree good, and
its fruit (will be) good, or else make the tree corrupt, and
its fruit (will be) bad.” The addition of the copulative
verb is perfectly possible, and even though this translation
may
also suggest the foregoing meaning, it seems to give
I
another twist to Jesus’ picture. Instead of pointing back
to the Pharisees’ unfair evaluation of His work, it becomes
an exhortation to purify the heart, so that all that it produces
in words and actions will be sound. Leave the heart corrupt
and all that flows from it is corrupted. In support of this
explanation it should be noticed that in the following verse
Jesus proceeds with this same observation, using more or less
literal language. As Lenski (Matthew, 487) puts it: “The
heart overflowing in speech through the mouth is about the
same as the tree with its native fruit. The overflow shows
what is in the reservoir.”
.12:34 Ye offspring of vipers, how can ye, being evil,
speak good things? O’ffspring of vipers (ganlzbmta ech&o”lz)
is crisp, vigorous language coming right out of the heart of Jesus,
and is the true representation of His heart too, but dotally free of rhat
hate-filled bitterness that language like this usually reflects. It is the
indigation of the righteous in the face of hypocrisy. But, more important, it represents the judgment of the Judge Himself. He condemns
them as morally hopeless! Ironically, by the common standards of
Jewish piety, many sincere people accounted these very leaders to be
a generation of saints, and, granted the basis upon which this supposed
“righteousness” was founded, this popular opinion is understandable.
But the Lord exposes them as a brood of vipers! (Cf. Mt. 3:7;
23:33)
Because the Pharisees had expressed the maliciousness in
their hearts when they accused Jesus of having a secret alliance with
the Devil, Jesus is perfectly justified in pointing out the true condition
of their lives. (12:24) Ye being evil ( = “You are evil”): let
humble souls, heretofore scandalized by the well-known hypocrisy of
these leaders or perhaps burdened by the endless rules required by
themMor staggered by their deadly treachery in politics and their moral
blindness in practical religion, fear them no longer, for they are evil.
Even at this point in His ministry, Jesus spares no words in exposing
rhe devilish animus of these accusers.
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How c a n you? The answer anticipated by absolute Justice is
“YOUcannot!” Viis is the application of Jesus’ implied simile about

trees and fruits: why should anyone expect moral excellence from
you who are so viciously wicked? Should I, or anyone else, look
for prime quality fruit on such trees as you? The reason is clear:
f o r o u t of t h e a b u n d a n c e of t h e h e a r t t h e m o u t h s p e a k e t h .
What is in one’s heart-its
orientation, its prejudices, its points of
view, its ideals, its desires, its hates and its loves-MUST come out in
his speech, whether it be the very wisdom of God or the vilest lies
ever conjured up by the Adversary. (Cf. Rev, 13:11, 5. 6; 16:10, 11;
1 Pet. 1:22-2:2; Jas. 3:5ff.; Tit. 1:15; Mt. 15:ll-18; Mk. 7:21-23)
Study Jesus’ way of arguing the proposition that the Jews could not
be brought to believe in Him precisely because of the condition of
their heart:
1. They did not have God’s Word abiding in their heart (Jn.

5:38).
2. Nor did they have the love for God in them, so the
came from their lips was more than explicable. (Jn.
3. Their heart was set on human approval. (Jn. 5:44)
4. Their heart was hardened (Jn. 12:39) so much so
could not bear to hear the truth when presented
(Jn. 8:43). See also Ro. 8:5-7.
What is in the heart will be revealed sooner or later as the
or unconscious confession of the lips. (Cf. Ro, 10:9, 10)

hate that
5:42)
that they
to them
conscious

12:35 T h e good m a n o u t of h i s good t r e a s u r e b r i n g e t h
forth good t h i n g s : a n d t h e evil man o u t of h i s evil t r e a s u r e
b r i n g e t h f o r t h evil t h i n g s . Study 13:52 where Jesus uses this
same figure to speak of scribes trained for the Kingdom of God as
being similar to a provident householder who is able to bring out
of his treasure both old and new things. This is possible, because
the man actually possesses those things and is, therefore, the richer
for it. Jewish theologians of Jesus’ day who were willing to accept
the mentality of Jesus, His point of view regarding the Kingdom, etc.,
coming as they did from the rich history of God’s dealings with Israel,
were able to produce out of their own religious heritage and theological
experience, great, new insights into true reality and the will of the
living God. From the human stand-point alone, they were centuries
ahead of mere philosophers groping for insight without the benefit
of the same divine revelation which the Hebrews had in their theological treasure. So also here, t o b r i n g f o r t h (something) o u t o f
(one’s) t r e a s u r e means that any man can hope to express, by means
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of his words, actions and influence, only what he himself really is or
what he really possesses in his life, This observation, when used as
objectively as humanly possible, becomes the test whereby we can
judge our. progress toward maturity: what is the general character of
the way we are treating people? What is the general tone of our
conversation? (Use Eph. 4:25-32; 5 : 3 , 4; Phil. 2:14; 4:4-8; Col. 3:s17; 4:5, 6, etc. as typical standards.) It should be obvious from this,
although, unfortunately, too often it is not, that the subject, direction
and tone of our conversations is a perfect mirror of the condition of
our life. Christians may too often presume that indulging in complaining, merciless censuring, selfish wrangling and the like, is perfectly
harmless precisely because it cannot harm the person or possessions
of another fellow human, as would theft, rape or murder. But Jesus
insists here that everything we say is an accurate reflection of what
we are, and for this reason, we must be judged by what we say.
(12:37)
As in the preceding verse, so also here, a man’s treasure is what
HE thinks valuable, whether it be objectively good or bad. It is his
wealth measured in “thoughts, judgments, convictions and the like.”
(Lenski, Matthew, 487) And it is truly h i s treasure in the sense
that only he has made it so by assembling what is there deposited
and only he can draw from that fund of knowledge, opinions or attitudes. (When we speak of drawing on the knowledge-fund of others,
we really mean to increase our own treasure from which we may later
draw as the occasion arises. And we can only draw from their
treasure as they are willing to communicate or share with us what
is in their mind. So it is we ourselves who decide what goes into
the treasury of our own minds.) Barclay (Matthew, 11, 51f.) reminds
us that:

It is an obvious fact that there is nothing so revealing as
words. W e d o not need to talk to a man long before we
discover whether he has a mind that is pure or a mind that
is dirty; . . . whether he has a mind that is kind and sympathetic or . , . cruel, callous, critical; we do not need to listen
for long to a man who is preaching, teaching or lecturing to
find out whether his mind is clear and lucid or . . , muddled
and involved . . . It is the words which a man speaks in his
.unguarded moments, the words which he speaks without
thinking, . . . when the conventional restraints are removed,
which really show what he is like. As Plummer puts it, “The
carefully spoken word may be a calculated hypocrisy.”
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But does not Jesus’ general discourse here contradict much of
human experience? He urges that character is known by conduct: “SO
then by their fruits you will know them. , .
What is in the heart
will come out in the speech, He says. Nevertheless, is it not one
of the facts of experience that right conduct and bad character may
be found together right in the same person? Is it not a rather
common fallacy to think that the really important test of a man’s
character is what he does, thus implying that right conduct is always
a safe and certain clue to character? Marshall (Cbdleage of New
Testmetz.t Ethics, 63ff.) illustrates this point well and concludes that
proper conduct is neither a certain clue to character nor a way to
achieve it. Then he resolves the apparent inconsistency between this
universal observation about human conduct and what Jesus intends
to teach:
It is sometimes objected that such an idea (i.e. conduct is no
certain clue to character) is flatly contradicted by our Lord’s
words: ‘So then by their fruits you will know them.’ Here
surely Jesus teaches that character is known by conduct, that
just as a fig tree is known as such by the fruit it bears, so
what a man is is known by what he does! That is true,
but Jesus is thinking of conduct us ct whoie, conduct so extended as to cover the whole man, with all his actions, words,
motives and thoughts, conduct as the natural and inevitable
expression of a man’s very nature, like the fruit which a
rree bears because it can bear no other. The whole point of
the illustration which precedes this utterance of Jesus is that
without a good tree there can be no really good fruit-and
just as a good tree is essential to genuinely good fruit, so a
..
g d ’ c h a r a c t e r is essential to genuinely good conduct.
When outwardly right conduct does happen to appear in a
man whose motives are mean or base, it would be dismissed,
if all the facts were known, as rotten fruit. That right
conduct of a sort can and does appear in men whose
character leaves much to be desired, Jesus was well aware.

.”

.

So, what has been observed here about one’s unplanned or unconscious
expressions explains why, on the one hand, we can find right conduct in those whose motivations are corrupt, since for some reason
they believe that their own interests can be advanced and so what
they do is done for personal profit. Hence, what they express publicly
as apparently good or right conduct is no indicator of their real
character, for it takes in too little of their total conduct. A study of
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their total conduct would disclose their sinful prudence, their scheming,
their cunning and selfishness. It is in this sense alone that Jesus
intends His dictum: “By ALL their fruits you shall know them. . .
The (genuinely) good man out of his (total) good treasure brings
forth good.
So, what should the good man do, when he hears out of his
own mouth clamor or bitter, hateful talk of which he is immediately
ashamed? Let him thank God for this reminder that he is yet in
need of God‘s grace and dependent upon Him for forgiveness, lest
he be proud of his growth toward maturity. Let him humble himself
and say, “I am afraid that there is probably more vileness down there
in my heart than I had thought, since I had thought myself incapable
of such language. But I was wrong. Forgive me for what I myself
repudiate, even though I said it!” The motivation behind such confession of sin is not only the transparent honesty that admits sin even
in oneself, but also that genuinely righteous unwillingness to justify it
even to protect oneself. In the ultimate analysis, it is only with
For
SINNERS that Jesus can do anything. (Cf. Mt. 9:9-13 Notes)
the righteous (those who fancy themselves such), who drive themselves unmercifully to present themselves as perfect in the eyes of
others, do not wish so to bare their sinfulness before men.
Observe that,..for Jesus, there are only two classes: the good man
and the evil man. Elsewhere the Lord defines what constitutes the
difference between each class and what qualifies a person to be in it:
total confidence in Jesus or lack of it. Even a disciple of Jesus, who
is yet quite imperfect and troubled by sin, is good, by Jesus’ reckoning, because he trusts Jesus to make him perfect. This makes even
the relative good moral person, who trusts his own relative moral
maturity to carry him, an evil man. This concept is more fully developed by Paul, especially in his meaty discussions on the relative
uselessness of the works of righteousness which man himself does
trying to be “good enough.”

.

. . .”

2. THEREARE No WORDSTHATDo NOTCOUNT,FOR GOD
HOLDSUS ACCOUNTABLE
FOR ALL WE SAY (12:36-37)
12:36 And I say unto you. What hUows is no mere addition to the foregoing argument (though it is this too, of course).
What follows is the authoritative declaration of One qualified to
declare the norms by which every member of the human race will be
judged in that great Day. Every idle word that men shall speak,
they shall give account thereof in the day of judgment. Idle
(urgds) means ( 1 ) “unemployed, idle, with nothing to do” of men in
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the marketplace, Mt. 20:3, 6; ( 2 ) “idle, lazy” of widows, 1 Tim.
5: 13, , , “neglectful of, careless , , .” ( 3 ) “useless,” Jas. 2:20; 2
Per. 1:8; rhbm wrgdn, “a careless word,” which, because of its worthlessness, had better been left unspoken. ( Arndt-Gingrich, 104) Does
the Lord ,see some of His audience squirming and uncomfortable
because of His frank appraisal of their most honored theologians, who
would wish to excuse them by whining that they had not seriously
intended to accuse Him of being in league with Satan? Or that
their accusation of demon-possession had been hastily or carelessly
uttered? If so, even those tell-tale words spoke eloquent volumes
about the men who had uttered them. Men ‘are more or less willing
to accept responsibility for words which they have carefully considered
and tend to excuse themselves for careless utterances to which they
give little importance End which are soon forgotten. But the Master
insists that every idle word is the object of God’s notice and
concern, not merely those words which were carefully calculated to
impress the hearers, and if every idle word, how much more those
which are well-pondered! (Ps. 139:4) In the field of human psychology Sigmund Freud receives credit for discovering, or, at least,
popularizing, what Jesus Christ had already stated: what issues from
the lips in speech was really present in the mind of the speaker and
so much a part of his personality as to be a correct index of his
character. A person is really accountable for ALL that he says, even
though he may wish to repent of those his own words of which he
may be ashamed. Thank God for repentance and forgiveness of sins!
But if it be true that “the carefully spoken word may be a
calculated hypocrisy” (Plummer), and if careless, idle speech is that for
which the speaker takes n o conscious responsibility, what is the practical
implication ot Jesus’ doctrine and how are we to understand the
Apostles’ urging Christians to control their speech? (cf. Eph. 5:4;
Col. 4:6; Jude 15, 16, et a!.) Would this not tend to cause men
merely to sublimate their vilest blasphemies, thus leaving their real
thoughts unsaid and so promote the deepest hypocrisy?

.

1. No, because if men for Jesus‘ sake begin to start taking their
own careless speech seriously, it ceases to be idle or cacreless.
It becomes considered speech. And as they seriously ponder
the worthlessness, the carelessness and the r e d damage to
themselves and others that it represents, they arriye a t the
conclusion that they must repent of it and seek God‘s forgiveness. This is not mere sublimation, but elimination.
2. And the conscious efifort to cultivate proper speech that gives
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grace to the hearer is not done for the sake of mere culture,
but for Jesus’ sake and in order to grow up into the image
of Him.

3. The total result of the Lord‘s approach is the conversion of the
character of the individual, so that for him there can be no
words which are somehow secular while others are holy, some
which count while others do not. Here again, as earlier
(5:33-37), Jesus is insisting upon the sanctity and importance
of every human expression.
Our Savior knows that “if any one makes no mistakes in what he says,
he is a perfect man, able to bridle the whole body also.” (Jas. 3:2)
This is why His admonition is psychologically so important, for He
knows that the discipline, required to control one’s own tongue, is
going to produce the desired effect in the discipline of all else in
one’s life. Unlike merely human psychologies, Jesus’ view of man has
a thorough-going theological orientation, so fundamental that it really
deals with man’s total need.
Account in the day of judgment. Here there is no debating the reality or necessity of judgment, but simply the insistence
that we recognize the fact that, though our words be as unrecallable
or ungovernable as feathers strewn in a windstorm, yet God has them
all collected and on file. Long-forgotten conversations that seemingly
made little impression upon our consciousness are subject to immediate recall by God! (Ro. 14:12; 1 Pet. 4:5)
12:37 For: H e states the reason for the surprising conclusion
just given, The severely-measured accountability is based upon the
scrutiny of one’s heart and this is revealed by whatever the mouth
betrays about the heart’s contents and character. By thy words,
or by what a man says, he betrays his real religion, regardless of all
his protestations to the contrary. Orthodoxy of creed is not the final
test, says Jesus, but what that creed causes a man to do or say.
(Jas. 1:26; cf. Prov. 18:21; 13:3; Mal. 3:13-15; Lk. 1 9 2 2 ) Thou
,
condemned. Nothing is intended here
shalt be justified
about a person’s justifying himself by the sheer glibness of his speech,
for the real Justifier here, as ever, is God. While it is true that in
this life we really do justify or condemn an individual by his words,
holding him responsible for what he says, and while it is true that
people try to clear themselves by artful self-defence, Jesus is discussing
issues that will be concluded in the day of judgment. There
only God justifies or condemns.

. .
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FACT QUESTIONS
3, Tell of the character and position of the Pharisees, showing why
they would level such a charge as they make against Jesus io this
section.
2. Does either Matthew or Mark say clearly that the Pharisees (who
said Jesus was in league with Beelzebub) actually did blaspheme
the Holy Spirit? If so, how? If not, what did Jesus mean by
what He said regarding blasphemy?
3. Quote or paraphrase all of Jesus’ answers to the charge that H e
was in league with Satan, Explain what they meant and how they
applied to the accusation.
4. What is the peaning of the expression “Son of David”? How
was it intended by the crowds in this section? Why did the
Pharisees object to its use with reference to Jesus?
5. Did the crowds actually call Jesus “the Son of David”? How
do you know?
6. Explain as far as the evidence goes what can be known about
demons and demon possession. Who or what are demons? List
the phenomena mentioned in the Bible generally surrounding
demon possession. Describe Jesus’ methods for casting them out.
7. Who were the “sons” of the Pharisees who cast out demons?
What was the point Jesus was making by bringing them into the
argument?
8. What is the slander involved in linking Jesus with Beelzebul?
Who or what was Beelzebu1 or Beelzebub in Jewish thinking?
9. What is the meaning of the argument about the strong man, and
the method for stealing his goods?
10. What are the possible interpretations of Jesus’ denial of the
possibility of neutrality: “He that is not with me is against me”?
Give evidence for and against each, selecting which you think best
fits Jesus’ meaning in this context,
11, From what field of endeavor does the expression come: “He that
gathers not with me, scatters”? Is this a Hebraism, parallel to
the preceding declaration, or is this a separate thought, advancing
Jesus‘ argument one more full step?
12. In what sense does Jesus mean the statement: “Every sin and
blasphemy shall be forgiven unto men”?
13. Of what sin were the Pharisees and theologians who were theh
attacking Jesus guilty? What was the real source of their sin?
14. Explain the connection between the discussion about the sin of
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit and the following discussion
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about the nature of one’s heart.
15. Had the Pharisees and theologians committed the sin of blasphemy
against the Holy Spirit? What evidence indicates this?
16. Had Jesus’ friends committed rhe unpardonable sin against the
Holy Spirit by referring to His unflagging zeal to keep on helping
people at the expense of His own rest and comfort as “madness”?
17. W h o were these well-meaning “friends and/or relatives” who tried
to save Jesus from Himself by seizing Him to take Him away
from it all? How do you know? What relation does your answer
havk to the fact that shortly after this event Jesus’ mother and
brothers interrupt Jesus’ preaching by asking Him to step outside
to talk with them?
18. Can a man speak righteously and have a wicked heart? Can a
man speak wickedly and have a good heart? State Jesus’ general
rule and then show how the seeming exceptions to the rule are
not exceptions at all, but examples of something else of which
’Jesus warned us, which, in turn, proves this general rule true also.
19. What kind of a word is an “idle word”?
20. What is the meaning of the expression (in Mark‘s parallel) “He
hath Beelzebub”?
21. Was the remark, that Jesus casts out demons by the prince of
demons, itself blasphemy against the HoIy Spirit? Explain.
22. Is the sin against the Holy Spirit something people can and do
commit today? If so, how? If not, why not?

Seaion 29

JESUS GIVES THE SIGN QF JONAM
(Possible Parallel: Lk. 11:16, 24, 26, 29-32)

TEXT: 12:38-45
38. Then certain of the scribes and Pharisees answered him, saying,
Teacher, we would see a sign from thee.
39. But he answered and said unto them, An evil and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign; and there shall no sign be given
to it but the sign of Jonah the prophet:
40. for as Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly of
the whale; so shall the Son of man be three days and three
nights in the heart of the earth.
41. The men of Nineveh shall stand up in the judgment with chis
generation, and shall condemn it: for they repented at the
preaching of Jonah; and behold, a greater than Jonah is here.
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42. The queen of the south shall rise up in the judgment with this
generation, and &all condemn it: for she came from the ends
of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon; and behold, a
greater than Solomon is here.
43. But the unclean spirit, when he is gone out of the man, passeth
&rough waterless places, seeking rest, and findah it not.
44. Then he saith, I will return into my house whence I came out;
and when he is come, he findeth it empty, swept, and garnished.
45. Then goeth he, and taketh with himself seven other spirits more
evil than himself, and they enter in and dwell there: and the last
state of that man becometh worse than the first. Even so shall
it be also unto this generation.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Discuss repentance. What is it? How is it important? What
statements by Jesus show that a negative repentance, or the mere
putting an evil thing out of one’s life, is insufficient?
b. How should we understand and apply what Jesus said about a
demon returning to the man from which it had departed?
c. John said that a record of the miracles was given that men might
believe (John 20:30, 3 1 ) , and Jesus clearly stated that miracles
were basic to faith. Here, however, Jesus rebuked the desire for
signs and said that it proceeded from a wicked heart. How do
you harmonize these statements?
d. Do you think that something more than evidence is needed to
produce conviction in a man, that is strong enough to cause him
to change his life? What is the relationship between a man’s will
and the evidence presented to his mind?
e. Why do you suppose it was so sinful for these theologians to ask
for special supernatural proof of Jesus’ authority? What kind of
sign would have satisfied them? Why were they seeking a sign?
Were not they the rightful religious authority that, as defenders
of public morality and religion, not only had the right but also
the obligation to demand the credentials of all religious teachers
including Jesus?
f. What do you see as the difference, if indeed there is a difference,
between the requesting of a sign from heaven on the part of these
Pharisees on the one hand and the requesting of signs from heaven
on the part of someone like Gideon, on the other? (Judges 6:36-

40)
g. What is so special about the resurrection of Jesus from the dead
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that causes Jesus to say that it is the one sign He will give, that
would convince the Jews of His divine identity and authority?
What about the other miracles that He had done that accomplished
the same purpose for other people before the resurrection ever
took place? (Jn. 14: 11) Was there something inferior or deficient
in those other miracles?
h. How do you account for the fact that Jesus in this text declares
that 3 H e will give no other sign to that generation than that of
Hiseiresurrection, while, as a matter of fact, He is recorded as
having done many other miracles long after this statement, yet
they were done before He died and rose again. How do you
account for this fact?
i. Is not God to be the Judge at the great judgment? How then can
the people of Nineveh and the Queen of the South stand up at
the judgment to condemn the people of Jesus’ generation?
j. Jesus gives a precise statement that no one can mistake: “So shall
the Son of man be three days and three nights in the heart of
the earth.” Yet, none of the Gospel writers, Apostles and enemies
of Jesus ever record this prophecy or sign as being actually fulfilled. All who ever speak of Jesus’ predictions or of the fulfilment, describe Jesus as having arisen “on the third day,” or “after
three days,” or something similar. How then do you harmonize
this precise language in the prophecy or sign with the loose language of the supposed fulfilment? Is it possible that Jesus made
a mistake? Is it possible that the Apostles misunderstood His
meaning here? Should we reinterpret all the Last Week passages
that concern the facts of the burial and resurrection period as so
to fit the “three days and three nights” prediction even if this
makes the Apostles contradict the Lord?
k. Some scholars are for various reasons not convinced that the book
of Jonah is a book of sober history. They describe it as “poetic
fiction, an allegory, a parable, a prose poem, a didactic story, a
midrash, a symbolic book, a legend containing a kernel of fact.”
O n the basis of Jesus’ use of the experience of Jonah here in this context,
do you think it possible to discern whether it is any of the foregoing,
or else a narrative of historical fact? If not, why not? If so, upon
what basis?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Then some of the theologians and Pharisees demanded, “Teacher,
we wish to see supernatural proof from God that establishes your
authority to teach.”
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But Jesus refused, “Only evil and faithless people ask for more
proof of my identity as if all the proof I have just given were not
enough, I will not provide further proof to satisfy your idle curiosity,
except the portent involved in the miraculous history of Jonah the
prophet. That demonstration is this: In the same way that Jonah
spent the better part of three days in the great fish and so became
a sign from God to the inhabitants of Nineveh, so will I, the Son of
man, spend the better part of three days and nights buried in the earth.
By this means will my experience become a supernatural proof to
the people of this present age that God is actually speaking through me.
‘The inhabitants of Nineveh will stand up on judgment day
along with the people of these times and the Ninevites, as mute
witnesses, will condemn you. This is true because they felt their
need to turn to God and did so with reference to the message preached
by Jonah. But you have heard something here greater than Jonah!
“Similarly, at the judgment, the Queen of the South will stand
up as mute testimony against the unbelievers of this generation and
condemn you. You see, she felt the longing for greater wisdom than
she possessed and came halfway around the world just to listen to
Solomon’s wisdom. Listen: there is something involved here greater
thsn Solomon!
‘This evil, unbelieving generation is like a man out of whom a
demon has departed. The demon goes through dry country looking for
a place to rest, but he never finds it. Then the demon says to himself, ‘I will return to my home I just left.’ So the deman retutns
EMPTY. Then
and finds the man empty, cleaned up a bit, tidy-but
the demon goes and rounds up seven other demonsihat, for wickedness,
make him IQok like a beginner! This gang of demons comes and moves
in to live there. So in the end, the plight of that man is much worse
than at the beginning. And that is just what is going to happen to
this generation of evil people!

SUMMARY
Jesus warned the skeptic religionists of His day that a religion
that only makes a man empty and unable even to discern the obvious
evidences of God’s working in his own generation, is false, regardless
of all else that might be said for it. It is incapable of filling life.
There have been people in history that, with less evidence than the
theologians were demanding of Jesus, turned to God and expended
great effort to learn even a portion of God’s wisdom and truth from
God‘s people. But there is far more evidence now for this generation
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than those underprivileged people of Jonah’s or Solomon’s generations
ever possessed. This generation will be condemned by those far lessprivileged people who did better with their far inferior opportunities
to know the truth,

NOTES
A. UNREASONABLE REQUEST (12:38)
12;&3 Then certain of the scribes and Pharisees answered him, saying, Teacher, we would see a sign from
thee. Then (Tdte) suggests an immediate temporal connection
between the preceding incident ,and this demand that Jesus present
His credentials. Whether it , occurred immediately upon the conclusion of the Lords forensic victory over the Pharisees or, as Luke
suggests (11:16), was part of their original attack, is not so important as the spirit which this question manifests and the additional
illustration it provides us of the sin of blasphemy against the Holy
Spirit. Certain of the scribes and Pharisees, though not the
same persons as those who accused Jesus af secret alliance with Satan.
(Note Luke’s hk.woi, 11:16, if parallel.)
Teacher, w e would see a sign from thee. Their right to
requested this is undoubted and is the proper safeguard against imposture. (Cf. Dt. 18:15-22; 13:l-5) Because of these Mosaic regulations granted to the Jews on the importance and nature of supernatural
credentials, they were so ahead of the- rest of the world that Paul
could safely generalize, describing his people: “Jews demand signs
and Greeks seek wisdom.” ( 1 Co. 1:22) But in this group of rabbis
now surrounding Jesus, were there any who were beginning to feel
that Jesus had brought‘ them face to face with real, divine authority,
or that He might possibly be, after all, the Messiah with all the
concomitant majesty and authority? Were there any who, feeling
themselves so deeply but strangely swayed by His unparalleled ministry,
now sensed their need either to acknowledge Him once and for all or
to repudiate His claims and destroy Him? Were there any who felt
that some compelling miracle would really overcome what they had
come to believe were objections honestly arrived at? While a
mentality of honest and proper doubt is at the base of this demand
for signs in general, lest those who are to be influenced by the
message vouchsafed by them be deceived by presumptuous revelations
falsely attributed to God (cf. Jn. 2:18 and the attitude of the Jerusalem committee toward John the Baptist, Jn. 1:19-28), more often
than not this sign-seeking attitude was, as A. B. Bruse (Expodtor‘s
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Greek Testament, itz ~ o c , ) termed it: “impudent, insulting and hypocritical.” Whereas their tone is formally respectful, it is motivated
by infinite cunning, because it was really an appeal to the multitudes
by a display of authority, and, at rhe same rime, a ploy to maintain
their own prestige, a stratagem they often employed when n o other
reasonable objection presented itself. (Cf. Mt. 15:391>-16:4; 27:42
and par,; Mk. 8:11, 12; Lk. 11:16, 29, 30; 23:8; Jn. 6 3 0 ) Their
purpose here, as elsewhere, is clearly to trap Him by means which H e
either cannot or will not escape. (Cf. Mk. 8 : l l ; U .11:16; Mt. 16:l;
19:3; 22:35; [Jn. 8:61) Though their action is descrilbed as Fez%zolttes, which can be interpreted as that neutrally oriented testing ob
a !thing to see of what it is made, or the testing of a person to see
how he reacts, nevertheless Jesus reads their motives written on rheir
hearts and declares them as evil and adulterous. So their nicelyworded challenge is neither objective nor sincere. Their imposture is
unmasked when they who sit on the jury of inquest, because of personal prejudices and moral failure, refuse to admit the evidence of
signs already given. By rejecting the obvious proof of other evidence,
they disqualify themselves and automatically surrender their right ro
demand signs, for, by their tacit admission, they cannot arrive at a
satisfactory conclusion verified by and based upon all foregoing
evidence. Their hypocrisy is discovered when these self-appointed,
but disqualified, judges resolutely maintain their effrontery in making
such a demand.
From thee: They demanded not only that the sign be done by
Jesus but thar it be from heaven. (Cf, Mk. 8:ll; Mt. 16:l; Lk.
11:16) What were they expecting? (Cf. Jn. 6:31; 1 Sam. 12:18;
1 Kg. 18)

1. Is Lenski (Mdtthew, 490) correct in putting the emphasis upon
“a sign to see” (stmez”oni d e k ) , as if they demanded something that required no faith, but just sight in order to be
converted to Him as the divine Messiah? Do we see here an
unhealthy craving for an astronomical circus performance in
which the sun, moon and stars perform antics, in which unworldly visions appear against the heavenly backdrop or in
which angelic armies suddenly become visible as they pass in
review in the presence of God?
But what is wrong with drawing back the curtain to the
spiritual world, permitting mortals to see the universe full
of music, color, light and beauty-worlds
crammed to overflowing with evidences of God’s presence and care? After
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all, is this not the promised fulfilment after which our
Christian longing yearns? Could there be any spiritual harm
in demonstrating once and for all that Jesus alone can, by
the single force of the spoken word, penform greater feats
than those of which even the wildest imagination of writers
of science fiction or of the tellers of ancient myths could
dream? Are the commentaries correct in saying that such
prodigies would meet no spiritual need, would point to no
salvation from sin and would share nothing in common with
ssaving faith? Is it true that such portents would only satisfy
tkmporarily that morbid part of our being, because when fed
would only cry for more, and when no more is forthcoming,
reverts to the old dissatisfactions, doubts and denials? (So,
Lenski, ad loc.) After reading C. S. Lewis’ Christian mythology (The Tules of N m h ) and his trilogy of science fiction
(Ozct of the Silent Plunet, Vopzge t o Vemo and That Hideom
SHmgth), one can no longer be so sure that such visions
must necessarily produce such bad fruits. Lewis makes a
good case for living out one’s life on earth in genuine conformity to God’s will even after having personally walked
and lived among angels and stars. Further, however imperfectly Lewis may have imagined the reality, such experiences
left the earthling more than satisfied with their reality both
while they were being experienced and longing for them when
he left them to return to the present experiences of earth life.
But the longing for the breaking in upon earth‘s reality by the
celestial life, as Lewis imagined it, was perfectly consonant
with the longing for the presence af God. But even among
Lewis’ characters we find people who were not gently drawn
to these same happy conclusions. Rather, just because of their
character, they are repelled by everything that attracts and
satisfies those who choose to be servants of God. This, of
course, just proves the validity of the evidence which they
rejected and consequently the justice of their condemnation.
Lewis proves thus that it is possible to imagine a personal,
first-hand experience of celestial phenomena without one’s
freedom being violated.
And that such a vision could
spiritual needs is demonstrated by
could have opened their eyes to
even as God did for His lesser
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prayed that He grant this vision to his servant. ( 2 Kg. 6:1417) He could have drawn back the curtain for an apocalyptic portrayal of the past, present and future vicissitudes
of God’s people and their final victory in Christ. And this
kind of demonstration, such as we actually find filmed in the
book of Revelation, could have been made so as to produce
in the witnesses that kind of satisfaction with the reality of
Jesus’ authority that to deny what they would have experienced
would be a denial of themselves. This does not mean that
they would have automatically submitted themselves to His
will or entered His discipleship, for sheer display of heavenly
power or vi$ons can produce quite the opposite effect. (Cf.
Mt. 8:34 Notes; Ex. 20:18-22) Naked supernaturalism does
not impel belief. Therefore, Jesus tould have performed this
sign without damaging their will, so that they would somehow have been forced to believe against their wishes. So
why did He not do it? See on 12:39,40,
CHAPTBR W E L V E

2. From Heaven: Is this a Hebraistic circumlocution for “from
God”? Or was this demand due to a popular suspicion that
miracles done on earth could be rigged, whereas signs from
heaven, taking place in a sphere where no human hand
could possibly manipulate, would not be deceptive, spurious or
counterfeited, hence, more genuine, more convincing? Under
the influence of the Jewish apocalyptic literature of the intertestamental period, they may have actually been demanding the
literal manifestation of the messianic, royal display pictured
in those popularizations of Jewish expectations regarding the
Messiah’s appearance. Also, since some of their own disciples
or even rabbis themselves were known to have performed
exorcisms (as those to which Jesus Himself alludes for sake
of argument, 12:27), or since some of their rabbis claimed
to have healed by their great (supposed) piety or prayers,
let Him provide some astounding, decisive and indubitable
proof of His authority. (See Edersheim Life, 11, 68, 69)

B. LOGICAL REFUSAL (12:39)
12:39 But he answered and said unto them, An evil
and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign: and there
shall no sign be given to it
The very -character of the
questors themselves is Jesus’ reason for refusing to give what they
ask, not that H e could not, in the nature of signs, provide the most

...
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extraordinary miracle to demonstrate His identity and bedazzle them
with His glory and power. But in what sense are they so culpable?
(Cf. other similar characterizations of people ,who, stand in the
presence of substantial proof 'but act the part+*off,
unbelievers: Mk.
8:38; Mt. 17:17; Ac. 2:40; Phil. 2:15) Are they more specifically
wicked than perverts, kidnappers or any other sinners in the catalogue;?
Their request provoked a groan in Jesus (Mk. 8:12), because here
are the elders of His nation, the standard product and best examples
of thaf religiqn they professed to be from God in exactly the traditionaliyTd form currently taught, whom He must condemn, placing
them on a gar with brutish, irreligious men. And He MUST do this,
because their religiousness has made them into persons who can
fly in the face of all foregoing evidence that should have been
sufficient to convince them and still demand signs, as if nothing
worthy of the name had ever been done!
1. They are adulterous. Adulterous, in this peculiarly Jewish
context, describes that spiritual infidelity according to which
Israel, formally united to God by a covenant as binding and
as intimate as marriage, spurned her divine Husband by
idolatry, hypocrisy and indifference toward God. (Study Jer.
2:2; 3:l-22; Hos. 1:2-2:20;
4:lO; 7:4; Ezek. 16 and 23)
What were the percentages for believing that these spiritual
descendents of patriarchs, who could commit fornication in
,the name of religion in full view of the burning, holy mountain where God had just given the most fantastic display of
His own holiness and presence, would somehow respond any
better, or be more significantly affected by a marvellous
display of supernatural fireworks? It is unfaithfulness to
God to ask for more signs than those He deems already
sufificient!
2. They are evil:
a. Because their motive for asking for a sign is not that
they might have good reasons for believing Him and submitting to His Lordship, but that rhey might be even
more confirmed in their despising His revolutionary doctrine. They were not asking for evidence for faith, but
for more material to criticize.
b. Because they desired to be vindicated in that rejection in
the mind of the multitude. Their eye was not set on
seeing rruth, but on seeing their prestige and influence
reestablished with the people.
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c. Because these unfaithful Jews are rejecting those portents
by which God had already signalled the identity and
consequent authority of the Messiah. In their perversity
they ipiescribe what course of action God Himself has
to follow to suit their whims, Because they turned their
back upon the multitudinous evidences thar God had
already given, it became morally impossible to concede them
what they require. Dictating to God is evil!
d. Because it is sin to reject evidence. (Dt. 18:18, 19; cf.
Lk. 16:30, 31) These scribes were being disldyal to
their own law and blatantly blind to all the prophetic
precedents in their long history of God’s dealings wjrh
Israel through men who brought just such evidences as
Jesus now presented.
CHAPTER TWELVE

So it would not have mattered what manner of evidence the Lord
have presented them, their character rendered any objective
examination of it impossible. The word generation refers specifically
to this evil generation of Jews then confronting Jesus (v. 45;
Mk. 8:12; Lk. 11:29), but the denunciation is also applicable to ANY
group in any era that refuses the testimony of evidence that contradicts
their pet theories and by which refusal they hope to defend their
skepticism. In order better to appreciate what is involved here in
the nature of supernatural evidence, contrast Jesus’ answer given to
the Pharisees with that sent’ to John the Baptist. (11:llff.)
The
Pharisees could not be treated in the same manner as was John,
since they rejected the evidential power of Jesus’ miracles as credentials
by ascribing them to the power of Satan, whereas John accepted the
witness of Jesus’ works as the mighty acts of God. So, in his case
the Lord could refer him to them.
And there shall no sign be given to it
McGarvey
(JeJZrs und Jondh, I f ) argues that:
COULD

...

In demanding of Jesus a sign, the scribes and Pharisees denied
by implication that any of the multitude of signs which he
had wrought were real signs; and their demand was for one
of a different kind. In answering that no sign should be
given but that of the prophet, he could not have meant that
he would give no more of the kind which he had been giving;
for he did give more of these, and in great abundance; but
he meant that none should be given of a different kind,
except the sign of Jonah. This was different, in that it
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was wrought ~ p m
him, and not by him, and it was therefore
a more direct and manifest exhibition of power from heaven.

C. MERCIFUL EXCEPTION 11.2!3 9 ~ :46)
12:39c and there shall no sign be given t o it but the
sign of Jonah the prophet. Here is written the wisdom and
mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ: in the presence of His fiercest
opponents, who themselves deserve nothing but an eternity of tortured
consciGdce, He graciously grants them precisely what they ask, a sign
of a ;different type. For even this merciful exception to His own
strict ‘ h e (“No sign shall be given.” )is in itself a demand that
these critics suspend judgment until the fulfilment of the sign given.
Study Dt. 18:15-22) From a Jewish standpoint, therefore, they gat
everything they asked for, even though it was not precisely what they
would have dictated, had that opportunity -been offered them. Our
Lord can make even the most insidious, dishonest, unfair demand to
boomerang upon those who make it, and, at the same time, provide
Himself,with further evidence of His true identity. So the resurrecrion
is to be the one great sign which might yet convince them, since d
signs and miracles previous to the resurrection are given power and
significance by it. No one miracle stands alone, but receives its
meaning from the resurrection, because a permanently dead miracleworker is of less abiding significance than a living, resurrected Lord.
Thus it was that Jesus was to be “designated Son of God in power
according to the spirit of holiness by his resurrection from the dead . . .”
(Ro. 1:4; cf. Jn. 2:18-22) This act of God in raising Jesus from
death was His authentic stamp of approval not only upon the words
and acts of Jesus (Cf. Ac. 2:22-33), but also God‘s guarantee that
it is with THIS Man, and no other, that all men must have to do.
(Ac.‘17:31)
The sign of Jonah the prophet, as a phrase, suggests that
it would have been a sign well known to the original hearers, especially
to anyone acquainted with the history of that prophet. However, in
what did this particular sign consist? Did Jesus intend to apply
only certain features in the episode of Jonah’s life, i.e. only the incident
of the sea monster and not the preaching of repentance to the pagan
metropolis? These questions are answered by Jesus’ next statement,
which, while there is absolutely no textual evidence against it, has
been the basis of many ingenius, but unsuccessful, attempts to expunge
it from the original words of Christ. (See Plummer, M&$bew, 183;
McGarvey, Jesm and Jonuh, chap. I; Keil, Minor Profiblots, I, 383)
The sign of Jonah must be interpreted in light of Jesus’ own
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application of it in this context, and not by some other use He i s
thought to ha;e made elsewhere of this incident in the life of Jonah,
(Cf. Lk. 11:30 and Plummer’s comments thereon as well as on Mt.
12:40. The agnostic commentaries tend to place the emphasis on
the preaching of Jonah and deny as preposterous the miraculous
elements in Jonah’s experience.)
12:40 For as Jonah Was three days and three nights
in the belly of the whale, so shall the Son of man be
three days and three nights in the heart of the earth.
Despite the no little temptation to see in Jonah’s mission to Nineveh
a symbolical and typical importance (with Keil, Milzor Prophets, I,
383ff.), these words are Jesus’ explanation of what HE means by
the sign of Jonah. McGarvey ( J e w s 4 Jonah, 9ff.) argues that:
His own resurrFtion, after entombment for three days, is
called the sign of Jonah, because of the similarity of the
two miracles. This view is confirmed by the consideration
that it was undoubtedly a miraculous sign which the scribes
and Pharisees demanded; and the word sign in his answer
must be understood in the same sense. . , . But how could
Jonah have been a miraculous sign to the Ninevites? H e
wrought no miracle among them; and his preaching could not
have been regarded by them as miraculous until, by means of
some separate miraculous sign they were convinced that
was a miJaculous prediction. That which made him a sign
to the Ninevites must then have been his experience in the
fish, connected as it was with the command twice given to
go and cry against Nineveh. Bur did the Ninevites hear of
the sign of Jonah before they repented at his preaching?
These men and many others answer, no; and they so answer
because the fact is not stated in the Book of Janah. But
while it is not stated in that book, it is stated by Jesus, and
there is nothing in the book which coniflicts with the statement. On the contrary, the book leaves the way open for
the supposition that the news of the miracle reached Nineveh
as soon as Jonah did, if not sooner. . . Necessarily, then,
if there was a real analogy, and not a sophistical assertion of
one, the sign in the p&on of Jonah must have been communicated to the Ninevites, and it must, as in the othes case
(Le. of Jesus’ resurrection, HEP) have been the controlling
evidence on which their hith and their consequent repentance
rested
the sign of Jonah was the miracle wrought on

.

. .
I
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his person, and . . . this was certainly known to the Ninevites
before they repented at his preaching. . . . "
And it is to be noticed that, in drawing an analogyhetween His fume
resurrection and the experience of the prophet, the Lord asserts that
Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly of the
whale (sic: ASV; better: sea monster, so ASV footnote and AmdtGingrich on kkos, since whale may be too specific a word to describe
this specially prepared fish.) Attacks on the force of Jesus' affirmation
of thdi historicity of the facts surrounding Jonah have been suggested
along the lines mentioned by Plumrner (Matthew, 183) :

.

Our Lord's mention of Jonah as preaching to the Ninevites
does not require us to believe that the story of Jonah is
history.. In His own parables He made use of fiction f a
instruction. Why should He not use an O.T. parable !or
the same purpose? If ,He were on earth now, would He
not quote Dante?

McGarvey (leszcs md ]om&) has so thoroughly dealt with these and
other similar attacks, that one could da no better than to summarize
his answers to the objections and simply acknowledge our indebtedness.
Page numbers in each case refer to JSJW md J o d .

1. Objection: 'Writers and speakers of every age and people
speak of fictional characters and their experiences as if they
f r ~ + were real, without, at the same time, assuming any objective
reality for the existence or activities of those characters. Or,
in relation to written works, they may refer to +hem without
concerning themselves about their historicity, literary form,
authorship or date of composition."
a. McGarvey (19): "If the hearers of Jesus had so understood the story of Jonah, the cases would be parallel; but
it is notorious, and it is freely admitted that they understood the story to be true, and when, therefore, Jesus
spoke of it as a true story, he deceived them if it was
not."
b. In other words, such allusions to fictional characters and
experiences are permissable only where wsiter and readers
or speaker and audience know where each other stands
on the question of the objective non-existence of those
characters. One can cite even Wait Disney's cartoon
characters as illustrations without being thought a fool,
so long as his audience is aware of where he stands on

A

r
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the question of their ultimate, objective reality. But where
he gives the impression that he holds their view of the
matter when he really disagrees, then he conveys a false
impression;
2. Objection: “The reference to Jonah is an illustration md, as
such, serves only to suggest a thought which does not rest, for
its effectiveness as a means of conveying the thought, upon
the full historical validity of the thing which serves as the
basis for the illusrration.”
a. McGarvey (20) : “The question is not whether an illustration drawn from a supposed fact would be invalidated by
the discovery that the account of the fact is allegorical;
but whether the particular use Jesus made of the story
of Jonah implies that Jonah was in the fish . . . for if
Jesus treated the stofy as historical in speaking to men
who held it to be so, then He was either mistaken about
it himself, or he deceived his hearers. There is no possible
escape from this alternative.”
b. But granted that this is an illustration, what is thereby
proved against the historicity of the story upon which
the illustration is based? Agaisn, McGarvey (21) : “The
undoubted reality of the past fact is what gives force to
the assertion sespecting the future one. . . . If the Pharisees could have answered Jesus, as these critics now do,
by saying, Very well, Master; Jonah was not in the bowels
of the fish; they could -have added: therefore, according
to your own showing, you will not be in the heart of the
earth. Instead of being an illustration of something . . .
the remark was a solemn prediction of a fact yet to be,
which should be analogous to one that certainly had been.”
3. Objection: “The b o k of Jonah was a well-known didactic
parable written expressly to communicate a great moral lesson.
Hence, Jesus’ hearers would have understood His reference
to that parable of Jonah and, consequently, H e would not
have given them a false impression.”
a. Who can prove, however, that the Jews of Jesus’ day
understood the book of Jonah to be anything less than
sober history?
b. But for any sort of moral lesson to be taught, the audience
must understand the reference made by the speaker. While
it is possible and admissible to use fictitious characters
or make reference to imaginary facts as if they were real,
CHAPTER TWELVE
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if Jesus were doing this, then, His hearers did not understand His allusion, since they thought Jonah to be history.
If Jesus believed Jonah to be fiction, ,then He made a
false impression, because He talkad’las if it were fact.
( McGarvey, 23 )
c. So what is left is a Jesus that cannot be acquitted of the
charge of intentional duplicity if He knew that the event
was not real and yet used it to {confirm their impression
that it was. (McGarvey, 24)
Nor is there any hope of admitting a portion of the book of
Jonah as containing a kernal of truth, while rejecting the rest as
unhistorical, unreliable accretions of a later age. Some would teach
that Jesus’ notice concerning Jonah may be trusted only to justify
credence in that kernal of fact upon which the traditional exterior
ultimately rests. But the “traditional exterior” which is passed over
as “unhistorical, unreliable accretions”, that is, referred to in this
manner by the critics, is precisely those elements that are miraculms.
McGarvey (32) is right to notice that:
(.

If the words of Jesus . . . prove that the narrative of Jonah
rests “ultimately upon a basis of fact”; that the outlines of
the narrative are historical, and that the Ninevites did
actually repent, why does not his explicit declaration that
“Jonah was three days and three nights in the bowels of the
.sea monster” prove that this also is historical? I am afraid,
after all, that the ultimate reason for denying the credibility
of the narrative is that which is the avowed reason of unbelievers-an
unwillingness to accept the miraculous in the
s t a y - a n d this is the very essence of skepticism.

.

‘Others, in the endeavor
seeing Jesus committed to
critics, follow the expedient
say this, the statement itself
Plummer (Mdtthew, 183):

..

to relieve themselves from the dilemma of
a position unfavorable to the skeptical
of pontificating that Jesus did not actually
coming from some lesser voice. Compare

There is no doubt that ver. 40 is part of the original text
of this Gospel; it is absent from no MS. no version. But
there is good reason for believing that it was no part of
Christ’s reply on this occasion. 1. It is not in Lk. 11:29-32.
2. It does not fit the context, which speaks of preaching producing repentance and is in no way concerned with the
Resurrection. 3, It would not be intelligible to Christ’s
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hearers, who knew nothing of His future Resurrection, 4,The
, But
parallel drawn between Jonah and Christ is not true.
the facts will not justify the statement that Christ’s body was
“three days and three dgbts’’ in the grave. , The verse
may be a gloss which got into the authority which Mt.
used; or it may be an insertion made by Mt. himself on the
supposition that Christ’s mention of Jonah referred to him
as a type of the Resurrection. , ,
But to deal with these arguments in detail it is necessary to observe
‘I
that:
CHAPTER W L V E

..

I

.

.

1. While admitting for sake of argument that these two passages
are parallef, the fact that this statement (Mt. 12:40) is not
in Luke 11:29-32 is no argument against its being reported
by the eyewitness Matthew as over against Luke who was
not present. And were even both men present to hear
Jesus’ original reply, it does not follow that both would agree
on a verbatim citation, as even a superficial examination of
thousands of parallel synoptic Gospel texts reveals. However,
it is debatable whether they be even parallel reports of the
same event.
2. The context speaks not merely of preaching producing repentance, but specifically of this captious demand for a sign,
hurled at Jesus. This, and nothing else, is what called forth
this answer of Jesus, Contrary to that skeptical mentality
that refuses to admit the objective reality of any supernatural
events, the Jewish mentality requires that a sign consist in
some prediction which can not be manipulated by the one
giving it, nor which can be foreseen or presupposed by
normal human sagacity or foresight, i.e. that it be specifically
supernatural in character. So the sign does not lie in some
supposed contrast between the preaching of Jonah which
produced the repentance of the Ninevites on the one hand,
and the preaching of Jesus Christ which resulted in the impenitence of the unbelieving Jews, on the other. This, because
the impenitence of the Jewish nation as a whole was already a
foregone conclusion. If not, the standard procedure through
Jewish history was the brutal rejection and murder of the
,living prophets and the hypocritical glorification of the dead
ones. (Cf. Mt. !23:29, 30) So, from a practical standpoint,
there could be no sign, nothing supernatural, in predicting
their refusal to repent. To think so is to ignore all that the
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Jews really intended to convey by their demand for a sign.

3 . To speak of Jesus’ future resurrection so those hearers would
perhaps be unintelligible, but so what? P$II.~s they would
be unable to foresee the mechanics of that event, but what
does their inability prove about the right or propriety of
revealing otherwise unknowable truth? That is what revelations are for! Did Nicodemus instantly comprehend the new
birth when Jesus tried to capitalize on that rabbi’s confession
that “You are a Teacher come from God”? Rather than let
Jesus teach him as One possessed of the requisite authority to
reveal otherwise unknowable truth, Nicodemus began to argue
against what he could not immediately comprehend, since, to
him, the mechanics of the rebirth were quite unclear. No,
the objection here is based upon the prejudice that God
cannot reveal to man what he does not already know or
what does not immediately appeal to his intelligence as right
and proper. Even the Apostles themselves, befol‘e the resurrection actually occurred, stumbled at the clearest, unfigurative
explanations of this event, but that did not hinder Jesus from
continuing His patient efforts to reveal it to them. (Cf. 16:2123; 17:22, 23; 20~17-19)
4. The objection, that sees the parallel between the experience
of Jesus and Jonah as fundamentally false, since in no sense
can it be said that the body of Jesus lay in the tomb a full
+‘ k
three days and three nights,” is based upon the mistaken
notion that this phrase is literal and, hence, to be considered
the most precise expression of the schedule of events governing the Last Week of Jesus’ life. But that this phrase is
not in any sense literal nor intended strictly to govern the
time schedule for the death, burid and resurrection of the
Lord is proved by the following considerations:
a. If we must understand Jesus literally here, we must also
expect Him to prophesy His own resurrection elsewhere
as taking place “on the FOURTH day,” if He is to remain
in the tomb literally three days and three nights,
no more and no less. But this He never says. It is
always “on the third day” or “after three days,’’ which
are two exactly parallel statements of a Hebrew idiom,
as a careful analysis of the various Synoptic texts will
verify. (Cf. Mt. 16:21 and Lk. 9:22 with Mt. 8:31; Mt.
17:23 with Mk. 9:31; Mt. 20:19 and Lk. 18:33 with Mk.
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. 10:34; also Lk. 24:7, 46 and Jn. 2:13) Surely Jesus
I-Iimself understood His own language when He explained

elsewhere to His disciples what He meant here when put
under pressure by the scribes to furnish them a sign,
Therefore, unless we are to accuse the Lord of selfcontradiction, we must permit Him the usual liberties to
use language as men normally use it and we must look
elsewhere (other than to a literal meaning) for t e correct
9 J
interpretation.
b. One possible explanation of these seemingly pre
is that we have here in idiomatic Jewish usage which
must be interpreted according to Jewish patterns of speech
and not by the way Gentiles use the same words. Study
of the following passages in their contexts will reveal
that the Semitic mind habitually expressed time sequences
in relatively precise language whereas only an approximative time element is intended. (Cf. Gen. 42:17, 18;
Esther 4:15-17; 5 : l ; 1 Kg. 125, 12; 20:29; 1 Sam. 30:12,
13; cf, even Cornelius’ manner of reckoning time, Ac.
10:3-30. Or is the entire account retold from the Semitic
standpoint of Peter or some other who served as Luke’s
informant?) Thus, this usage among the Hebrews of
counting a part of a day for a whole day really existed.
Further, the chronology of Jewish kings is notoriously
problematic due to the habit (to us, frustrating) of counting a part of a year for an entire year. While this usage
is perhaps strange to the western ear, this strangeness does
not cancel its real existence in Semitic speech patterns.
Taken in this sense, then, Jesus is speaking as a typical
Semite when He says “three days a n d three nights,”
but means no more than “sometime within a period of
three days more or less.”
c. Another possible explanation of these seemingly precise
words is the fact that this expression is part of a sign,
or a prophecy of things that must come to pass in the
future, and like all prophecies, must be handled according
to the normal exegetical rules governing the proper interpretation of prophecies. One such rule most pertinent
here is that the sign, or prophecy, must be interpreted in
the light of its actual fulfillment and not on the basis of
any meaning attached to its words that would disregard
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that fulfilment. This same prophecy, or sign, was stated
literally elsewhere. (See under 4a above.)
d. Jesus’ Jewish enemies understood Him to mean less than
72 hours. (Mt. 27:62-64) Their testimony to the meaning of this expression is invaluable in that they were the
most interested in seeing the failure of what they considered the most iniquitous imposture, and yet it was
.b to this very class that Jesus addressed the sign in question
31
in precisely the language recorded by Matthew.
e . Luke names the days involved in the Last Week schedule
of the death, burial and resurrection as “Friday (paruske&,
translatable as “preparation” for some festival day, as here,
the Sabbath, or rendered as the normal Greek word for
Friday), Saturday (the Sabbath), and Sunday (the first
day of the week). See Lk. 2354-24:l.
Matthew,
though less obviously, is just as clear: “evening” after
Jesus’ crucifixion (Mt. 27:57), “Next day, that is, after
the day of Preparation” (Mt. 27:62) or “sabbath” (28:l)
and “first day of the week” (Mt. 28:l). Similarly, Mark
follows much the same pattern: Mk. 15:42; 16:1, 2, as does
John 1931, 42; 20:l).
The great obstacle in question is not whether the story of Jonah
be credible and worthy of God or not, for Jesus’ authority vouches
for its. authenticity. The insurmountable problem lies in trying to
prove that OT account to be anything but true history. McGarvey
(lestrs and Jonah, 61) argues that “if the story of Jonah is not history,
it is, of course, a piece of fiction . . . which originated in the brain
of an Israelite.” But that this alternative is itself even more incredible than the view it is invented to supplant, is proven by the
following considerations suggested by McGarvey :
1. “It is incredible . . . that any Israelite, capable of conceiving
and of writing such a story, would be so irreverent toward
one of the great prophets of his nation as to make him act
the part ascribed to Jonah . . .
2. “It is still more incredible that the leaders of the chosen
people at any period of their history would have allowed such
a document a place among their sacred books . . .
3. “No Israelite, inventing a story of God’s dealings with a great
Gentile city like Nineveh, would have represented him as being
so regardful of the welfare of its people, so quick to forgive
their sins, and so tenderly mindful of the innocent within its
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walls. Especially would 110 Israelite write a story whose culminating point was a stern rebuke of his nation for animosity
toward an oppressive heathen power. , ,
4, “This incredibility is intensified when we consider the date
assigned to \the Book of Jonah by those who hold it to be
, A Jew of a later age would be the last man
fictitious,
on earth to invent a story showing tender regard for (Nineveh
and the Assyrian Empire) on the part of Israel’s God. , . ,
The farther down the stream of time you bring the date
of the book, the more incredible that it could have obtained
the place which we know it did obtain in the sacred writings
of the Jews.’’
While their arguments are largely based upon psychological probabilities, which in no sense can be considered mathematically certain
however likely they may seem, and so could be rejected as hypotheses
contrary to fact, still the canonization of Jonah’s book by Jewish
leaders is a fact, a fact that is explicable only on the hypothesis that
its history was objectively too true and documented to permit them
the right to reject it.
In the heart of the earth need mean no more than within
the earth, since it is a common expression used without its literal
signification. (Cf. Dt. 4 : l l ; Ezek. 27:4, 25ff.; Jon. 2:3; Ps. 46:2)
Nothing is here affirmed of the depth of Jesus’ future entombment
nor of the exact location of Hades, but simply the reality of that
burial. It does not really matter whether He means simply the grave
of Joseph of Arimathea or Hades, because for the purpose of the sign,
the meaning is the same. (Cf. Lk. 23:43; Ac. 2:27, 31; Eph. 4:9; I
Pet. 3:19?)
I

..

D , JESUS CONDEMNATION WELL GROUNDED (12:41,42)
1. NINEVITES
HEARD
ONLYTHEPROPHET
JONAH (12:41)
12:41 T h e men of Nineveh shall stand up in the judgment with this generation and shall condemn it. If God
be the Judge, how is it true that ancient pagans could be said to
condemn anyone? In the sense that anyone who fulfills what is
required of all, condemns those who fail to do f i a t was in their
power, because the former prove that all COULD have done their duty
and that any who do not do so are left without excuse for their failure.
In this case the duty, required of both the men of Nineveh and
the Jews of this generation in which Jesus lived, was repentance.
God is still the Judge and He will be justified in the verdict H e
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renders against the unrepentant Jews by the fact that the Ninevites
proved that repentance toward God is both humanly possible and
the right reponse of the generosity of God.
But why would the Ninevites condemn this generation?
Because Christ’s preaching was based upon far better attested evidence
than that of Jonah’s. Did God accompany Jonah’s ministry with
the variety and abundance of undoubted supernatural evidences of
the divine authority of his message, as He had done for His Son?
If not,. those Gentile Ninevites had far more reason to demand signs
of that foreign prophet from a tiny subject kingdom than did this
generation of God’s chosen people, nevertheless those godless pagans
repented and this nation of “God-fearing” Jews did not. Apparently
the men of Nineveh received the ‘marvelous story of Jonah’s deliverance
as sign enough and proof enough that he truly spoke for the living
God, so they believed his message. McGarvey Uesus and Jonah, 56)
imaginatively fills out the picture thus:
When be began to cry out in the streets of Nineveh, ‘Yet
forty days and Nineveh shall be overthrown,’ the question
necessarily went from lip to lip, Who is this? The answer,
that it was the great prophet of Israel, by whose supernatural
foresight the, victories of Jeroboam, running through a period
of forty years, had been won, was enough to arrest solemn
attention; but when it was added that on first receiving the
i 6.3
command to come and utter this cry, he med to escape the
task by running away, and sailing far out upon the sea, but
that Jehovah, who had given the command, overtook him,
brought him back in the bowels of a fish, cast him out alive
on slry land, and then ’ renewed the command, this added
tenfold power to the word of the prophet.
The Ninevites’ honesty in receiving the sign and preaching offered
them, however limited the number of signs and sermons, was still
Gentile honesty, because it originated outside the pale of Jewish
advantages and enlightenment. But the Jewish response to Jesus,
coming as it did from a people endowed with four thousand years
of rich history of the wonderful dealings of the living God, a people
who, rather than face up to the moral responsibility required of them
by the abundance and variety of signs proJided them in support of
the message of Jesus of Nazareth, would dare to demand some proof
of His authority, can be described as nothing less than callous dishonesty and moral irresponsibility! God‘s standard of judgment here,
as everywhere, is: “According to the light against which you have
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sinned will be your judgment.” (Cf. Lk. 12:47, 48; 2 Pet. 2:21; Jas.
4:17. Study other examples of Jesus’ use of the superior quality of
Gentiles’ response to God despite great handicaps, in order to throw
into greater contrast Jewish unbelief notwithstanding their excellent
opportunities to know God and do far better. Mt, 8:lO-12; cf. 15:2228; Lk, 11:32; 13:23-30; 17:ll-19; Mt. 21:43; 22:l-14. See also
the examples where pagan cities, because of lack of opportunities, will
be punished with less severity than privileged Jewish cities wh9 knew
\
Jesus: Mt. 10:15; 11:22-24; Lk. 10:12, 14.)
shall condemn this generation.
The men of Nineveh
Here is further evidence of the uniqueness of Jesus’ message, proof
that He does not intend to express the aspiration of His age, for,
instead of picturing the nation of Israel as standing in judgment of
the Gentiles, He affirms that these Gentiles will condemn the Jews.
Our limited knowledge of rabbinic thought current in Jesus’ day does
not permit us to pontificate about all the views of His contemporaries.
However, we may timidly ask where was the rabbi that dared raise
his voice to take so radical a view of Jewish culpability, as does
Jesus here? We ask this, since we do not know who would have
been spiritually mature enough as to be able to conceive an idea so
inimical to all that Maccabeanism and its spiritual children stood for.
Further, Jesus clearly sees the outcome of judgment that only
Jehovah could know with certainty. Who is this that dares place His
own people on the balances with those penitent pagans only to find
Israel condemned? Who is this that sees the outcome of the proclamation of His own death and resurrection so clearly as to be able to
warn His people that the Jews of that age would reject that future
sign and thus seal their fate?
They repented at the preaching of Jonah (meten&san
eis td kkrugma Iond) “Faith-only” groups who would deny any connection between obedience to Christ in Christian baptism and remission
of sins hope to sustain this theory by appeal to this passage and Lk.
11:32 as evidence for a special use of the Greek preposition eis. Eis
is used in Ac. 2:38 in the phrase “for remission of sins” (eis hfesin
t6n hamartisn) where most translators render the phrase: “for the
remission, in order to receive forgiveness, so that your sins will be
forgiven, etc.” But since those, who exaggerate the sola fede principle
as to exclude baptism from theVRlanof salvation, must dispose of the
damaging evidence of such texts on salvation as Ac. 2:38; they think
themselves to have found in the Greek phrase the solution to their
quandary. Upon superficial examination of our texts (Le. Mt. 1 2 4 1
CIHAPTER TWELVE
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and Lk. 11:32), it would seem that evidence for some other translation of the Greek preposition might have been discovered.
It is argued that the Ninevites repented eis td kkrugma lonh, i.e.
“because of the preaching of Jonah.” Therefore, it is said, it is proper
to translate Ac. 2:38 in harmony with the “faith only” view as follows:
“Repent . , . and be baptized , because of the forgiveness of your
sins,” i.e. because your sins have been forgiven. That there is a causal
use of the preposition eis is affirmed by grammarians and lexicographers,
as, f@ example, Dana and Mantey, A Mannual Grammar of the
Greek N e w Testament, 104; Robertson and Davis, N e w Short Grammar
of the Greek N e w Testament, 256; Arndt and Gingrich, Lexicon,
227-229. However the best evidence upon which they affirm the causal
use of eis is based principally upon Matthew 12:41 and Luke 11:32.
The weakness of this evidence lies in the fact that it ignores the usual
meaning assigned to the word kkrugma: “proclamation, announcement, preaching.” (Arndt-Gingrich, 432) Nouns ending in -ma are
regularly and primarily considered the result of the action implied in
the verb from which they are formed. (Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar of the Greek N e w Testament, 12) Thus, the kkrugma of Jonah
was not the action of preaching, but “the thing preached” by him,
Le. the message itself. While it is historically true that the Ninevites
repented because Jonah preached to them (Jonah 35-10), this is not a
proper translation of what Jesus said. Rather, Jesus said, “. . . for
.” (Mt. 12:41 and
t h e y - w e d to the message preached by Jonah
Lk. 11:32, Charles B. William’s translation. Or, as Plummer (Luke,
307, 308) has it: “ 7 n accordance with the preaching’ they repented;
2 Tim.
i.e. they turned towards it and conformed to it; compare
2:26; or else, ‘out of regard to it’ they repented.” That the repentance
of the Ninevites was directed toward (eis) a definite end which
formed the form and substance of Jonah’s message is well-known.
(Consider ;other examples of this use of eis: Jn. 3:16-19, 36; 1:12;
2:11, 23; 6:29, 35, 40; Ac. 10:43; 14:23; 19:4; 20:21; 24:24; Ro.
10:9, 10; Ac. 20:21; 2 Tim. 2:25; Ac. 26:18; 11:18; Lk. 24:47)
Thus a well-meant attempt to prove that Peter meant “be baptized
because your sins have already been forgiven” fails of necessary proof,
because it cannot be sustained from our present text. The repentance
of the Ninevites was their definite move toward (eis), their willing
entrance into (eis) harmony with 4 . t h a t was the burden of Jonah‘s
message. Whereas their former conduct had led them to turn their
backs upon righteousness, sobriety and fear of God, the kind of
conduct which was the very opposite to that which Jonah’s oracle
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proclaimed, their repentance was their personal commitrneiit to ( a s )
all the moral implications that his kk~~g7774
demanded.

Behold, a greater than Jonah is here. (Cf. this saying
with 12:6 with which Matthew places it i n context. Is fi2el“o?zJ“more,”
different in practical emphasis from me!zzovJ “greater”?) Lenski (Matthew, 495) is right to notice that the “neuter pbetoii includes everything the Jews had in Christ.” Jesus is claiming that right in the
presence of these dishonest critics and prejudiced authorities was
something far more important, something of greater proportions
than Jonah. Whereas the neuter something might tend to draw
the mind to the many, convincing signs that had characterized His
minisrry, or perhaps .to the ministry itself, the very mention of the
man Jonah as the standard of comparison brings us back to the
unstated implication: “I, Jesus, am greater than that inspired prophet
whose message called forth from his. pagan audience the most amazing
demonstration of repentance!” He is fully justified in severely censuring His own people, since He had already proven Himself, beyond any
reasonable doubt, to be superior to the great prophets of the past to
whom these Pharisees gave full honors and yet pretended to be unable
to recognize the proper Messianic identity and dignity of Jesus.
2. THE QUEENOF THE SOUTH HEARDONLYSOLOMON ( 12:42)
12:42 The queen of the south shall rise up in judgment
with this generation and shall condemn it: for she came
from the ends of the earth t o hear the wisdom of Solomon:
and behold, a greater than Solomon is here. This is obviously
a second example reinforcing the point stated in the foregoing illustration, and, as such, becomes the historical validation of those OT texts.
( 1 Kg, 10:1-13; 2 Cliron. 9:l-12) Here again the same arguments
are valid that were used in reference to the historicity of Jonah, for,
had the Pharisees been able to deny that the Queen of the South ever
came to Palestine to visit Solomon, or that Solomon really never
possessed his fabled wisdom, then they could also have retorted: “Your
claim to possess a wisdom superior to that of Solomon is an empty boast.”
The Queen of the South had received authentic, though
somewhat partial, news of Solomon’s wisdom. Her felt need, her
longing for greater wisdom than she possessed, was sufficient to cause
her to make the long, arduous journey, ignoring the hardships, dangers,
time and expense involved, to hear him, Her diligence in seeking out
that wisdom stands in bold contrast to the attempted neutrality and
cold indifference of Jesus’ own people. She was also outside the
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influence of the Mosaic economy, hence, not blessed with the enormous
advantages and opportunities to know God as did the chosen people.
Therefore, even though it was the famed wisdom of Solomon that
drew her, by which the Lord glorified Himself in him, and even
though she felt compelled to exclaim her praise fur Jehovah his God
for His love for Israel that had placed such a man on the throne, yet
there is no impelling evidence in the SOT record that she was converted to Hebrew monotheism, since her “acknowledgement of Jehovah
as 1sraej:s God. was reconcilable with polytheism.” (Keil, Kzngs, 160)
And thi‘s i s wdat we would expect of her: that she return to her own
realm &h serious doubts about her former paganism, that she live
up to the light available to her. In the record she speaks consistently
of Jehovah as “your God,” .as if she did not claim Him as her own.
(Cf. 1 Kg. 10:9; 2 Chron. 9:8)
The wisdom of Solomon, the point of comparison here, was
of a practical sort, the best human psychology for excellent human
relations. But its origin was a God-given gift that manifested itself
in the fipest practical philosophy man has yet seen. This is at the
same time its greatness and its limitation, since it was not particularly
presented as a divine revelation to save men from their sins. There
were definite religious overtones and a positively religious basis,
but Solomon sought his psycho-sociological orientation within the
religious framework of the Mosaic system. (Study Proverbs and Ecclesiytes to sense this.) The most religious maxim in his work
presuppose a complete religious system explained elsewhere.
With this view of the Queen of the South and of the
wisdom of Solomon, we begin to discern that the second illustration is not exactly equal to the first. Rather, Jesus has moved, with
excellgpt rhetorical effect, to an illustration involving a pagan who,
though deeply moved by her contact with Hebrew monotheism, apparently did not become converted to it, in contrast with the Ninevites who actually repented. Further, in contrast to the preaching
of a divinely inspired message by Jonah, we have in this illustration
only the wisdom of Solomon. As a seeker after truth and as an
expounder of great wisdom and knowledge, Solomon and the
Queen of the South make an excellent point of contrast wherewith Jesus may censure His own privileged age. Solomon’s truly
great erudition was so far inferior to the grand revelations of Him
who is the Wisdom of God personified, and yet God‘s own people
could not recognize that same Wisdom right in their midst, in their
own land! And, as will be discussed in connection with Jesus’ use
of parables to hide truth about the Kingdom while, at the same time
UIiJ
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revealing it, we see that the Jews in genernl did not take the rrouble
to understand what was nor clear and wcll-founded in the message of
Christ. They just wrote Hiin off as ii religious fanatic. Despite
their great advantages to know by l~ersonal investigation, they just
did not care that mucli about truth,
Greater t h a n Solomon: on the neuter plefon see on 12:41
and on nzstzoiz a t 12:6. H e k again the neuter (p1e1:ov) speaks of
all that Clirist represented to the Jewish people. He had b$ep laying
before them the eternal wisdom of God and they did nothing. but
scorn it. But that ancient queen condemns not only those unbelievers,
but all who cannot discern in this young rabbi from Nazareth “all
the treasures of wisdom and knowledge” (Co. 2:3) nor see in the
face of Christ “the light of the knowledge of the glory of God.”
( 2 co. 4 4 , 6 )
The obvious conclusion to be drawn from Jesus’ words is that
every man is judged according to the light against which he has
simed. What would the Lord say to the Twentieth Century? “You
have enjoyed even greater opportunities to investigate the truth,
granted the historical perspective of twenty centuries. The Christians
who lived out their lives in the early years of the Chuach and sought
our the truth, with far less advantages that you, will rise up in judgment against your generation to the very extent that it does not live
up to its privileges and the knowledge of God’s will rhat it could
have obtained.” Barclay (Mm?bei?o, 11, 5 6 ) rightly concludes that “in
Jesus we are confronted with God; and the one real question in life
is: ‘What is our reaction when we are confronted with God in
Jesus Christ?”’ Do we see in Him a revelation of God greater than
the inspired prophets of the Old Testament, a wisdom greater than
the wisest man who has ever lived? Do we bend evelry effort to
know the truth, regardless of the expense involved, and then, having
found it, submit to it, even to the extent of the Iiumiliation of repentance?

E. WARNING: THE DANGER OF THE
UNCOMMITTED LIFE ( 12:43-45 )
Earlier (11 :16-19), Jesus had described the moral caliber of
His generation by dramatizing them as fickle children playing in the
marketplace whom no one could satisfy. Here His tone is graver
as H e likens them to a demonized man! (Cf. Lk. 11:24-26) ”his
is a parable illustrating the fundamental impossibility of neutrality,
indecision and inaction where truth can be known and when that
truth requires a positive response. The text for this story may well
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be 12:30 (Cf. Lk. 11:23 as context for this same illustration.)
Biut the unclean s p i r i t (cf. Mt. 1O:l; Mk. 1:23; 3:11, 30;
5:2, 8, 13; Lk. 4:33; 6.18; 9:42) When he is gone out of the
man: by what insrrumentality the demon leaves his victim, Jesus
does not say. Since the demon thinks himself free to return to his
old habitation (12:44) and proves his thesis correct (12:45), we
might conclude that the demon was not cast out by Jesus, for His
stern rebuke, given in the case of the demonized boy, specifically
forbade the demon’s return. (Cf. Mk. 9:25) Considering the completeness of Jesus’ cures, many presume His practice to have been
uniform and His attitude the same at all other times. On the other
hand, demons are not notoriously obedient to the will of God however expressed. Further, the very prohibition of the demon’s return
in the (case cited suggests that, had Jesus not so spoken, the demon
would have returned. Passeth through waterless places : why
waterless? Is this an example of Jesus’ accomodation of His
language to a popular superstition connected with contemporary demonology? Or is He actually revealing something that demons really do?
(Cf. Isa. 34:14; Baruch 4:35; Tobit 8:3) Concerning this problematic
expression McGarvey (Jesz~sand Jonah, 15) wrote:
While it would be hazardous to make it the ‘basis af a
demonology for which he is to be held responsible,’ he
certainly is to be held responsible for the remark itself. If
an evil spirit, when he left a man, did not hequent waterless
places, I should be glad to learn from Professor T. what
kind of places he did frequent.
The critics are thus forced by Jesus’ assertion to prove that demons
do NOT in fact frequent arid areas, in order to demonsrrate His
words as mere accomodation to popular demonologies. The present
state of their knowledge of demons does not permit them such
pontifical powers. They too are dependent upon the Gospel narzatives
for much of their information on this subject and merely betray an
unscientific bias when they begin arbitrarily to sift out what information seems to suit their preconceived notions as to what can be true
about demons. Seeking rest and finding it not may be just
part of the scenery of the parable and intended to reveal nothing about
the spirit world. It serves to explain why the unclean spirit wanted
to return to his old habitat. But this rigidly limited information does
not permit us to speculate further about the mentality or habits of
demons.
It might well be questioned whether Jesus intends to provide us
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a rudimentary lesson in demonology while teaching on an entirely
different subject, and not rather a simple parable the details of which
are not to be pressed to provide information on demons. That this
is a parable is clear not only from the moral indicated at its close,
but also from its application to the Jewish unbelievers. But to describe this story as a “parable,” does not need to imply that what
Jesus says about demons therein must, therefore, be impossible or
incorrect so far as it goes, Even though this information ,may not
have been offered to provide some insight into demonology; nevertheless it could have been jusr as much to Jesus’ purpose to give US
correct information on demons as to invent a fable to teach His
truth, even though fables function remarkably well to reveal a truth.
The Lord knows better than anyone then or now how demons act
and is probably speaking accordingly in this parable. If He did not
speak in harmony with reality, we cannot know it and H e certainly
missed an excellent opportunity to cast some light onto that dark
page of spiritual reality. Granted, His major thrust has nothing to
do with demonology, but with what is the fundamental meaning and
application of this‘ story, i.e., the empty heart of a Judaism purified
but uncommitted. But though this is admittedly a question of probabilities and not one of certainties, yet, until we we prepared to
demonstrate the details of Jesus’ story to be unrealistic in their portrayal of demonic thought or behavior, we remain dependent upon
His words for any information we have.
The man who is the victim of the demon’s caprice is this evil
generation (12:45 ), so what happens to him is but a picture of the
vicissitudes of Jesus’ contemporaries who were even then rejecting
Him. The fprtunes of the demonized man represent the nation under
the present spiritual domination of the scribes and Pharisees and the
party bosses of the other movements and parties competing for the
attention of the nation. Because Jesus’ mention of the last state
of the man (12:45) suggests an earlier period when lesser evils
plagued him, and as this last stage of his condition coincided with
this evil generation, it is necessary to recognize the historical
precedents that lay the groundwork for his later condition. A. B.
Bruce ( ExfiosLor’s Gpeek Testament, Synoptic Gospels, 193) thinks that:

It is not at all likely that Christ’s view was limited to the
period dating from John’s ministry. Moral laws need large
spaces of time for adequate exemplification. The most instructive exemplification of the degeneracy described is
supplied by the period from Ezra till Christ’s time. With Ezra
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was ended materid idolatry, But from that period dates the
reign of legalism, which issued in Rabbinism, a more subtle
and pernicious idolatry of the letter, the more deadly that it
wore the fair aspect of zeal for God and righteousness.
Jesus is painting the outlines of Jewish history in which the nation
has been liberated of its bent for idolatry since the time of the
Babylonian exile and remained free from its allurements during the
Maccabdn revival. But this temporary repentance from the worship
of wohden gods was merely succeeded by a reverence for the letter of
God‘s law which proved so fatal to the m e spirit of the worship and
true service of God. Into the shrine, emptied of its idolatries, had
swept the Pharisean scrupulosity and Sadducean liberalism, Herodian
worldliness, the unrealism of the Essenes and the nationalistic bigotry
of the Zealots, all so much more deadly because the old gods had been
merely substituted by anything but submission to God. Is the superficial repentance and revival partially a reference to the flurry of
religious activity promoted by the disciples of John the Baptist who
had not also become disciples of the Christ? Is rhere also a reference
here to the activity of Jesus, intended to bless and free Israel from
the very evils to which it must necessarily fall victim when this evil
generation will finally crucify Him who is their last hope?
12:44 Then he saith, I will return into my house
whence I came out. The demon still considers it his own dwelling,
as God- had not been invited in to occupy every room in it. My house,
as a phase, does not decide the question whether the demon has
been driven out, for he could still describe his former habitation this
way, even if driven out, especially if he suspected it yet empty of
occupancy since his departure.
And when he is come, he findeth it empty, swept and
garnished. Empty (scholdzonta, “unoccupied, standing empty”),
not occupied by any compelling force, not positively committed to
any cause, neutral. Why should Israel remain uncommitted to the
will of God in the face of the great issues with which it was continually faced?
1. The man on the street was probably roo absorbed in the every
day business of making a living to concern himself seriously
in seeking Out and submitting himself to the truth.
2. Others, confused by the great debates between the learned
rabbis, may have excused themselves on the basis of theological
incompetence and so left it to the experts.
3. Yet others, seeing the truth and admitting that Jesus was right,
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were afraid to rake an unpopular stand,

4. Others may have desired merely to be left alone, since they
wished to be undisturbed by hard decisions,
5. Some may have begun to grasp the spirit of adventure involved in the spirtual messiahship of Christ, bur preferred
the security of the old ways, rather than launch out taking
the risks requifred by the adventure.
There were probably as many reasons as there were people who held
back and, for one reason or another, did not bow to the will ‘of God
in Jesus Christ. But in all these excuses there is one commons
element. Morgan (Matthew, 135) describes this spiritual vacuum
in the heart of Israel: “There was no indweller, possessing, holding,
(Contrast with this state of affairs: Ro, 8:9; 1 Co.
mastering . ,
3:16; 6:19; 2 Co. 6:16; Eph. 2:21, 22; Jn. 14:23,) Jesus’ criticism
cuts to the heart of Judaism: “Your religion has only made you empty;
it Cannot fill you, It leaves you the easy victim of any power that
can fill that vacuum!”
Swept clean of all the repulsive foulness of idolatry and heathenism. Garnished (Lekosm~nz~~lzor,
Arndt-Gingrich, 4 4 5 : “1. Put in
order; 2. Adorn, decorate.”), but not filled. Decorated with the external beauty of Pharisaic devotion to the study and practice of the
letter of the Law, the nation was Jiving an outwardly reformed life
characterized by empty virtue and hypocrisy and hollow ceremonies.
God is not there, the only One who could have successfully resisted
Satan. (Cf. 12:29)
12:45 Then goeth he, and taketh with himself seven
other spirits more evil than himself, and they enter in
and dwell there. A total of eight spirits is not unusual, since. the
8:2; Mk.
Gospel writers describe cases of multiple demonization.
S:9r:Lk. 8:30) Spirits more evil: what could be more repulsive,
more foul than idolatry? Pride, unbelief, fanaticism, greed, selfrighteousness, formalism, hypocrisy and, worst of all, rejection of
Israel‘s Messiah! It must be noted here that Jesus never confuses
demon-possession for sinfulness, nor does H e ever identify demons
simply with sins or even temptations to sin. Let us not make that
mistake either. Nevertheless, it is very true that the basic teaching
of this parable, which speaks exclusively of real demons as the basis
of comparison, may find splendid application in reference to the vacuous
religious life out of which certain evil practices have been removed
without transforming the resulting idleness into positive Christian
activity that leaves no room nor time for evil because filled with all
I
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the fulness of God. Dwell there (kutoikej): just as God is said
to dwell in the Temple, i.e. make His permanent abode there (cf.
Mt. 23:21, katoikohti), so these demons wander no longer, but take
full possession of theiir victim. There is nothing said here of a forced
entry into the dwelling, since there is everything about the house to
invite habitation and nothing .to prohibit it, The first demon did not
need the others to help him force an entrance, nor are they described as
being especially "stronger than he." They are only more evil than
he.
And the last state of that man becometh worse than
the first. This sentence is the turning point in the Lord's parable,
belonging as well to the application as to the story itself. Vicious
evils, both more in number and virulence than those once repented
of, can take over the unfilled life. (Cf. 2 Pet. 2:20; Jn. 5:14; Heb.
6:6; 10:26f.) And with these evils, of course, comes the attendant
responsibility and greater guilt. (Jn. 15:22-24) Even so shall it
be also unto this evil generation. While this statement, stated
in the future tense, menaces a dreadful future, there is still opportunity
to repent. Plummer ( Mutthew, 185 ) observes :
They have not reached this desperate condition yet, but they
are in danger of it, and some of them will reach it. The
warning is similasr to that about blasphemy against the
Holy Spirit, which He does not say that they have committed,
although they were near it.
But this hope is almost academic, since the very nature of this spiritual
hardness practically eliminates the possibility that Israel would yet
turn to God in any great numbers. This evil generation ($6
ge@ed" tudtl t& po'~?d") is no merely technical, eschatological term
referring to the entire Hebrew race clear down to the last trumpet.
On the contrary, it is a practical expression that precisely pinpoints
Jesus' accusation upon the Jews then living and rejecting the real life
and hope He was even then offering. (Cf. Mt. 11:16; 12:39, 41, 42, 45;
17~17; 16:4; 23:36; 24:34; Lk. 11:29-32, 50, 51; 17~25; 2 1 ~ 3 2 )
This generation means those people who, with the living lessons
of Hebrew religion before their eyes and with the echo of the voice
of John the Baptist ringing in their ears, had merely cleaned up their
lives superficially, removing only the grosser, cruder sins of the flesh
but leaving untouched the sins of the spirit and the depleted spiritual
power and untenanted temple of their hearts. They had not surrendered the habitation and control of their life to its rightful
Owner. (Study Malachi 3 ) By leaving the word generation general
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and unapplied, the Lord leaves the hearer free to feel its implications
either in the formal expression of the Jewish life and religion or
in his own personal emptiness before God, By attacking Judaism
at its best and finding it wanting, Jesus’ own message stands out as
the only true alternative. Thus, the Lord has met the opposition by
claiming that His teaching was absolutely essential to fill human
need, leaving no place for the return of the vileness that had SO
permeated its existence before. This is a clear claim to absolute
religious authority, if not to Deity itself, because, after all, who could
speak with such finality about the whole generation of which he is
a part and be unable to find any redeeming feature in its people,
its priesthood, its government, its religion, its popular ideals, its
practical ethics and its national hopes? The Lord had already explained His charge. (Cf. 12:39 Notes) That evil generation felt
the full blow of Jksus’ condemnation when God permitted the Romans
to destroy them to the uttermost within just a few short years after
this pronouncement, never to rise again for nearly two inillenia. (1
Th. 2: 16)
It is interesting to observe that this vigorous battle of ideas began
with the Pharisees’ accusation that Jesus was demon-possessed (Mk.
3:22, l o ) , but Jesus does not terminate it without first proving
conclusively that the Jews themselves were so very much like a man
repossessed by eight vicious demons! But this is no mere tit lor tat
rebuttal or name-calling, because Jesus can see the true nature of
His people more clearly than any other contemporary observer. But
He is no Judge to remain in the ivory tower of heaven to condemn
but a compassionate Savior who labored incessantly to save that very
generation! Instead of complacency and self-justification, we find in
Him that deep concern and pained patriotism that longs for the
salvation of these very opponents who refuse to see that their very
accusation itself is symptomatic of the disease which they believe to
diagnose in Him.
From the Master’s application of His parable, we are able to
discern profound lessons for ourselves, suggested by Barclay (Matthew,
11, 57):
1. The mere removal of a few of the fouler, more repulsive sins
of which we are guilty, and the temporary victories over
Satan, must not be confused for the final, decisive triumph
over sin. So long as self is alive in the individual, the evil
once banished from his life has not yet been destroyed.
This is why the total filling of one’s life with all the fulness
CHAPTER TWELVE
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of Christ is so very important. (Gal. 2:20; Eph. 3:17-19)
2. Out of the foregoing comes the observation that mere negative
religion can never suffice to hold virulent evil at bay. Those
whose piety consists entirely of the observance of God’s prohibitions are only half-armed against the assaults of Satan
whose delight is unbounded when he can convince anyone
that doing nothing is as good and useful for the promotion
of godliness as doing positive acts of useful helpfulness to
0th
3. Consequently, the Church that would keep her converts permanently saved from sin will find this task easy in proportion
to her success in givifig them Christian work to do.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Explain the position of the scribes and Pharisees in Judaism,
showing the theoretic reasonableness of the request they made of
Jesus.
2. Explain why Jesus’ refusal to comply with their request is more
reasonable than the request itself.
3. Explain why Jesus complied with their request, even though He
had sufficient grounds for refusing.
4. In what way was Jonah “a sign” to the Ninevites? Does Luke
11:30 relate here?
5. In what way, was Jesus to be “a sign” to His generation?
6. Narrate briefly the story of Jonah’s ministry to Ninevah showing
the relevance of Jesus’ use of that experience as proof of His
identity. In what respect is the sign that Jesus offers the scribes
and Pharisees similar to Jonah’s experience?
7. Explain the judicial principle involved in the fact that both the
Ninevites and the Queen of the South will “stand u p in the judgment with this generation and condemn it.” How is it possible
for one group of human beings to condemn another group of
people, all of which are imperfect?
8. What is that “something greater than” either Jonah or Solomon?
Did Jesus intend two separate items that in each case are greater
than the two men named, or did He mean one item of surpassing
value, illustrated from two separate angles? Ate there other
possible translations of this phrase that shed a different light
on the meaning? Why is this “something” actually greater?
9. What “generation” was the object of Jesus’ condemnation of “this
generation”?
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10, State the occasion upon which Jesus had spoken of His resurrection as a “sign” before this. Note whatever similarities may
exist between the several situations i n which He gave this sign.
11. Explain the Jewish usage involved in the phrases: “three days
and three nights.” What do the Gospel writers describe as rhe
fulfilment of this expression?
12. Did Jesus fulfil the “sign of Jonab”? How? When?
13. How does the story of the seven demons in a beautiful apartment
connect with Jesus’ teaching on signs and on repentance?
14. What is repentance, as illustrated in the account of Jonah?
15. HOWmuch may be learned about demonology from the story of
the demon here narrated? If nothing, why not? If so, what information is to be gained?
16. Explain how that generation of Jews was like the demon-possessed
man.

Section 30

JESUS REFUSES TO ALLOW FLESHLY
TIES TO BIND HIM
(Parallels: Mark 3:31-35; Luke 8:19-21)

TEXT:

12:46-50

46. While he was yet speaking to the multitudes, behold,
47.
48.

49.
50.

mother
and his brethren stood without, seeking to speak to him.
And one said unto him, Behold, thy mother and thy brethren
stand without, seeking to speak to thee.
But he answered and said unto him that told him, Who is my
mother? and who are my brethren?
And he stretched forth his hand towards his disciples, and said,
Behold, my mother and my brethren!
For whosoever shall do the will of my Father who is in heaven,
he is my brother, and sister, and mother.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Discuss Jesus’ personal manner of life: Where was His home?
W i a t was His trade or craft? What means of support had He
during His ministry? What were some of His personal habits
or practices? How would you analyze Jesus of Nazareth as a
human being? Do not try to dodge the issue by saying H e is
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incapable of analysis, even though you may have to revise your
estimate many times and remain, finally, unsatisfied with your
attempts. Take a long look at Jesus to see how you would have
reacted to Him, had YOU lived in HIS family, in HIS town, had
you been a part of His world.
What does this text reveal about His relation to His family?
What, do you think, was the purpose of Mary and His brothers
in trying to talk with Jesus at precisely this time? Do you think
their purpose was perfectly normal and neutral, a simple wish to
be with this beloved Member of their family? O r , looking at the
situation from Jesus’ standpoint, do you decide that their purpose
was hostile, a desire to save Him from the necessary, inevitable
clashes and climax of His ministry? Is it important to know this
in order to understand Jesus’ refusal?
What is the meaning of Jesus’ response? Is He refusing to see
Mary and His brothers? Is He refusing to claim kinship with
them? What is the point of His obviously symbolical remark?
What does this passage teach, if anything, on the subject of the
possibility of Mary’s becoming an intercessor between God and/or
Tesus on the one hand, and sinners on earth, on the other?
f. DO you think Jesus means to elevate every brother, sister or mother
on earth to the same level with His earthly kinfolks? What is
,then important about whether He intended to do so or not?
g. -If you take the view that Jesus’ kinfolks were intending io “save
Him ffom Himself,” hence were essentially hostile to the ministry
H e was performing, what is so very wrong with the request they
made?
h. Do you think Jesus ever gave Mary and His brothers the interview
they sought? On what basis do you say this?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
While Jesus was still talking with the people about the accusation of His being in league with Satan and the theologians’ demand
for a sign of His authority to teach, His mother, Mary, and His
brothers, James, Joseph, Simon and Judas, arrived at the crowded
house where He was teaching. However, they could not get near
Him, because of the people )crowded all around Him. So they remained
outside, requesting to speak with Him. They sent a messenger to
Him to call Him: “Look, your mother and brothers are here, standing
outside, asking to speak to you.”
But Jesus sent them this answer, replying to the man who had
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W h o are really

I

brought the message, “Who is really my mother?
my brothers?”
Then looking round a t that circle of faces all around Him, Jesus,
with a sweeping motion of his arm pointed to His disciples, remarking:
“Here are my real mother and brothers! You see, anyone who listens
to God‘s Word and does what my heavenly Father wants, that person
i s really’ my brother, sister and mother! That is all the family I
really recognize! ”

SUMMARY
While Jesus was busy teaching, His physical family called Him
to step aside to speak with them, since the crowd was too dense
t o permit their getting near Him. But Jesus refused to let family
ties bind Him, since the only significant bond, as far as Jesus is
concerned, is the tie of discipleship and obedience to God.

NOTES
I. REGARDFUL RECALL TO REPRESS RECKLESSNESS
(12:46, 47)
12:46 While he was yet speaking to the multitudes,
behold, his mother and his brethren stood without, seeking
to speak to him. While , speaking creates a definite link
with the discourse that has just been recorded and provides‘a clue to
explain this move made by Jesus’ relatives, The total context of this
episode is peculiarly illuminating! (Cf. Mt. 12:22-50 with Mk. 3:1921, 31-35; Lk. 8:19-21) The events which lead up to this section,
and perhaps motivate Mary and her sons to react as they do, are:
1
1. A busy ministry that permitted Jesus and His men no leisure
even to partake of necessary food. ( M k . 3:20)
2. The vicious attacks by ecclesiastical spies from Jerusalem
(Mk. 3:22; Mt. 12:24) Did this charge seem to have just
enough truth back of it to convince Hi5 family that Jesus
was becoming so absorbed in His work as to be lasing His
mental balance? Did this trigger their move to seize Him?
3. His own alarming language, so unique and audacious for Him
whom they took to be simply thei’r kinsman, may have
prompted rhis action.
These factors make the solicitious care of His kinsfolk the more
understandable: they wanted to save Jesus from Himself and from
the dangers to which He seemed oblivious. (Mlc. 3:21) And yet even

. .
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their misguided solicitousness for His health and safety make the
situation, from which they would save Him, even more critical, for
they are interfering with the directions and schedule of the Son of
God! What may be surmised about the internal family connections
of Jesus?

1. The real atmosphere of Jesus’ former home life is apparently
only good. Even though this interference on the p e t of Mary
shows her failure to comprehend His mission, it does not
distrust. Even if the assertion “He is beside Himself,”
secret fear and the brothers’ open expression, it is not to
be‘construed as a criticism, but as the anxious convktion of
those who love Him.
2. This action of His brothers in united agreement does n
prove anything one way or the othet about their age
reference to the question as to their exact relationship to
Jesus. (See ‘The &etbhrerP of the Lohrd; special study after
13:5458; also Mk. 6:3; Jn. 7:3-5; Ac. 1:15) lSBE (520)
notes that:
When it is urged that their attempts to interfere
with Jesus indicate a superiority which, according to
Jewish custom, is inconsistent with the position of
younger brothers, it may be answered that those who
.
Ii pursue an unjustifiable course are not models of
consistency.
I

3

Lange (Matthew, 231) agrees that what is happening here is not the
expression of an unbelief that deliberately rejects evidence, but rather
the practical, however temporary, failure to be what the word “disciple” really requires of the one who wears that title:
They do not press through the crowd, nor lay violent hands
on Him; they send a respecrful message, and patiently await
His answer. Besides, we find that some time afterward the
brothers of Jesus are not of the opinion that He should not
work at all, but rather ask Him to transfer the scene of
His operations from Galilee to Judea, and openly to come
forward before all the world (John 7:1, etc.). In this light
the conduct of His family must be viewed. Their unbelief
consisted not in doubting Him, but in imagining that it was
theirs to preserve and dilrect Him by their worldly policy.
Meper is therefore mistaken when he maintains that the mother
of Jesus was, at the time, not decided in her faith. Such
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instances as the later suggestion of His brothers (John 7:1),
the history of Peter (Matt. 16:23), that of Thomas (John
20), nay, that of all the disciples, prove that during the
period of spiritual development prior to the Feast of Pentecost, there were seasons when even believers might far a time
be unbelieving, i e , , self-willed, and deficient in the spirit of
full surrender to Christ.
However well-intentioned this interruption of Jesus' career, however
highly motivated, it is nonetheless an interference and must not be
tolerated. Worse still it is the sort of interruption in which Jesus'
mother and brothers make their claims upon Him felt 8s their Relative.
Had Mary forgotten those words that so early had begun to separate
Him from her? (Lk. 2:49) Or that His earthly course was not to
be dict%ted by His earthly, fleshly ties? (Jn. 2:4) Had these brethren
known what surely their mother must have known, would they have
been so quick to suppose they could counsel Him or teach Him
wisdom or pretend to know what was best for Him or the movement
He had set in motion? Standing without. Aside from the accidental circumstances which caused them to be outside, what were they
doing there standing without, when they should have been inside
listening to Him!? Again, if even their own special relationship to
Jesus gave the advantage of many private conversations with Him, by
what right can they interrupt the lessons of others who heard Him
gladly?
12:47 And one said to him. This almost accidental notice
of the man who shouted to Jesus affords us insight into the informal
teaching situation and atmosphere maintained by Jesus. The man
felt he could interrupt the Lord without incurring censure, Eut the
man, by his good services, is also contributing to that view of governments that promotes the competition and contrasts involved in
hierarchy, dynasty, honors, position and authority. Even though he is
simply trying to do a service for Jesus and His relatives, he unconsciously
elevates these relatives above common disciples, since these latter can
wait while questions important to the family are attended to. It is
as if the very relationship which ehey enjoyed guaranteed them His
attention prior to that for common followers. And even if none of
this was intended by that generous, unknown person, it has since
become the doctrine of an apostate Chuach and deserved to be dealt
with immediately and decisively. This, Jesus does next,
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11. REFINED REBUFF REJECTING THE REPROOF (12:48)

12:48 But he answered and said unto him that told
him, W h o is m y mother? and who are my brethren?
Were Jestis merely human and a king of earthly governments, He
might have been expected to stop His instruction, either make room
for them to find special places in His audience until finished, or, in
deference to their urgency or desire for privacy, go along with them.
(Cf. 1 Kg. 2:19, 20) Instead, “The words of Jesus have the undoubted ring of conscious authority and express the determination of
one who wills the control of His own life.” (ZSBE, 2002)
Though framed in the interrogrative form, Jesus’ question, uttered
in all seriousness without even the faintest accent of scorn or satire,
becomes the strongest kind of denial that family ties were more
binding upon Him, or more important to Him, than spiritual telationships. In His own personal case He damns that old skeptical
proverb: “Blood is thicker than water!” ( = Family ties are more
binding than those formed through one’s baptismal relationship.) And
the mentality of the people to whom this saying is directed renders
it so much more poignant, The oriental concept of family solidarity
had probably no more vigorous exponents than the Hebrews, since
the reciprocal responsibilities of parents and children had been ingrained
in them for centuries, Notwithstanding the many unfortunate exceptions to this fine rule, where family ties counted for little (cf.
Micah 7:2-7; Jer. 9 : 4 ) , nevertheless the concept of family was very
highly developed among the Jews. (Cf. Edersheim, Sketches of Jewisib
S o c d fife, chaps. VI11 and IX.)
Despite the background of His
people and His own deep love for His kin, He must‘ publicly deny
what their request implied. Remember A. B. Bruce’s sensitive comment (Expositor’s Greek Testament, Synoptic Gospels, 194):

There are idealists, promoters of pet schemes, and religious
devotees whom it would cost no effort to speak thus; not
,
an admirable class of people. It did cost Jesus an effort,
for H e possessed a warm heart and unblighted affections.
But Jesus’ denial, that physical bonds are somehow more important to
Him than spiritual, has proved to be not only essential for Mary’s
understanding at the time, but also for His followers’ instruction in
all ages. PHC-22 (317) has it:
It certainly is no fault of Mary herself, whose name should
ever be held in the highest respect by all who love the Lord,
rhat a corrupt church, reversing all the’ teaching of the
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church‘s Head, not only elevated the earthly relationship far
above the spiritual, but in virtue of this relationship put the
mother in the place of the Son, and taught an ignorant people
to worship her and trust in her as a mediator. But the
fact that this was done, and is persisted in to this day, shows
that when our Lord set aside the inere earthly relationship
as one that must be merged in the spiritual, He was correcting
not only a pardonable error of Mary, but a n1ost unpardonable
error that afterwards, without any encourageinent whatever
from her, should be committed in her name.

That the Roman Catholic denomination persists in this error is demonstrated by the Documents of ,the Second Vaticnn Council in the follow~~nz
Chap. V,
ing references: “Tlie Liturgy” ( S u c ~ o s u ~ ~ c tCoizciliwz)
paragraph 103; “The Church” (Lfwzefz gentizllii ) , Chap. 11, par. 59;
Chap. 111, parr. 60-62, 66-69; “The Apostate of the Laity,” (A$o.rtolicm,
act@osit&m), Chap. I, par 4; “Ministry and Sacerdotal Life,” (Presbyteroram OrdiGis), Chap. 111, par. 18; “Missionary Activity,” ( A d
Gewtex), Chap. 111, par. 42, The Closing Speech, Third Session, 2 1
November 1964, contains the proclaination of Mary as “The Mother of
the Ghwch“ and worthy of worship, as well as a prayer directed to
Mary.
Jesus is the Master of interruptions! With perfect mastery H e
deals quickly with this badly-timed, wrong-headed interference caused
by people who should have lcnown better. Without hedging about
His fleshly relation to His kin or withuut getting embarrassed with
them for their presumption, Jesus not only does nut scold them for
putting this unnecessary pressure upon Him, but rather, He deftly
fields their appeal and turns it into a supepb opportunity to reveal
what we needed to know about His kinship! Jesus was fast on His
feet, because He was long on His knees: these answers came out of
His communion with the Father. Study how the Master Orator, even
in this preplexing situation, tosses this surprising question into the
air to excite even greater interest in the answer. And this qudstion, put
in exactly this form, automatically drives the hearer to seek a profounder meaning to the terms mother and brothers.

111. RECOGNITION OF HIS REAL RELATIVES (12:49, 50)
12:49 And he stretched forth his hands towards his
disciples and said, Behold, m y mother and m y brethren!
12:50 For whosoever shall do the will of m y Father who
is in heaven, he is my brother, and sister and mother.
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His sweeping gesture heightens the dramatic effect of Jesus’ question
and draws even more interested attention to His answer. Lenski
(Matthew, 503 ) feels this:
And while men’s minds are still searching, and before they
can center on a wrong answer, Jesus himself gives the terse,
striking, perfect answer which, because of the way it is
introduced, will the more remain fixed in the memory.
But what is the intent of Jesus’ affirmation here?
1. Is it to censure His kinsmen for interrupting His teaching the
Word of God? This may be implied, but it is not direct
criticism. H e knew they were spiritually ignorant as were
so many other genuine friends and disciples, especially when,
driven by the anxiety of their deep concern for Him, they
say, “He is beside Himself!” (Mk. 3.21) But H e could
recognize a world of moral difference between their mistaken
concern, even if it was prompted by misconceptions and
partially by their imperfect faith, and that malignant, deliberately insulting judgment that snarls, “He has an unclean
spirit!”
2. Is H e denying the claim of all family ties under all circumstances? No, but He puts them to the test of discipleship.
Hi: dying thought is the responsibility for, His mother’s care.
(J-n. 19:26, 27) His family relationship must have been of
the very best sort, if H e could use them as illustrations of
His relation to God and His disciples. “Jesus would scarcely
make use of the family symbolism to designate the sacred
t;elationships of the Kingdom of heaven, while, at the same
tibme, H e was depreciating the value and importance of the
very relationships which formed the basis of His analogy.’’
(ISBE, 2002) Rather, H e would have us see that the only
hope of permanence for these ties beyond the horizons of
this earth-life is that they be joined with the bonds of common
discipleship in the Kingdom of God.
3. Is H e merely using their appeal as an opportunity to point
out those ties that are far higher and stronger than any
fleshly bonds? Without despising His family, or requiring
that His disciples do so with their own families, H e simply
puts God agd‘His spiritual family first.

On spiritual kinship to Christ, consider the following texts: Ps. 22:22;
Mt. 28:lO; Jn. 20:17, 18; Ro. 8:29; Heb. 2:11-18; Mt. 10:35-57;
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19:29; Jn, 1:13; 8:31-39 (cf. John’s message, Mt. 3:7-10); Lk. 11:27,
28; 2:49; Jn. 2:4; Jn. 15114; Jas. 1:22ff.; Eph. 2:19; Gal. 6:10;
Ro. 9:6, etc.
For whosoever shall do the will of m y Father who
is in heaven, he is my brother, and sister and mother.
Ironically, God is the way to Jesus Christ. just as in other connections the Scriptures teach that men cannot make claims upon God
unless they come through Jesus (1 Jn. 2:23; Jn, 14:6), so here we
learn that no one can make claims upon Jesus unless they come to
Him by way of the Father’s will! The will of m y Father is no
matter of small importance to Jesus, because H e sums up the whole
point and direction of the life of a true disciple by picturing him as
he who does the will of my Father. Some extra-sensitive and
perhaps less-informed disciples nervoLply wonder how they can tell
what God’s will for their life should be, and unfortunately, they overlook grand passages of Scripture that spell out exactly what the Father
wills dor them every day! (Cf. Mt. 7:21; 18:14; 9:13; Jn. 6:28, 29,
39, 40; 7:17; Eph. 5:17; 6:6; 1 Th. 4:3; 5:18; 1 Tim. 2:4; Jas.
1:18; 1 Pet. 2:15; 2 Pet. 3:9) Here again is written your name and
mine: whosoever! The grand lessons that pour out of this declaration of our Lord are many, not the least of which are these:
CHAPTER TWELVD

1.

Even though we did not get
to walk with Him in Galilee, though we never saw*a miracle,
never felt His healing touch, still the humblest Christian among
us today stands side by side with Nazarene and can call Him
“Brother!” The kindest Christian inother today is as dear
to Jesus as the “Holy Virgin.” The most obedient little
boy or girl, who for Jesus’ sake, does what their daddy or
mommy says, is Jesus’ little brother or sister! Would to
God we could get that paganism out of our hearts that
longs to “walk where Jesus walked,” but refuses to do what
God says where we DO walk! That kind of longing to have
been one of Jesus’ immediate family, which cannot seek to
please the heavenly Father in the simplest, ordinary acts of
common courtesy and helpfulness in our own family, can claim
no relationship to Jesus of Nazareth! In these simple words,
Jesus throws open the firont door of His house to us who
live in this land in this century, that we might enjoy all rhe
joyous privileges of His home! Although in one, true sense we
are the willing servants of God, yet in another sense we are
not servants in God’s house, but SONS, and that makes Jesus
WE TOO ARE KIN TO JESUS!
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our Erother! (Study Gal. 3 : 2 3 - 4 : 7 ; Heb. 2:lO-13) W e are
His poor relation, but this does not make Him ashamed.
(Heb. 2:11) Best of all, He plans to own us as His own
before the entire spiritual universe assembled before the
Father! (Mt. 10:32)
2. To Jesus, this relationship is supreme and becomes, at the
same time, the standard by which all men will be judged.
So the test of connection with Jesus is not church membership, family ties, or other accidental or unreal tests that do
not really describe our real standing, but whether we do
God’s will or not! How many will be lost, because they
permitted their loving, concerned, well-meaning family to
come between them and Christ! (Cf. Mt. 8:21, 22; 10:37; Lk.
9:59-62) What an example in the personal experience of our
Lord Himself! When it comes to doing the will of God
first above all, whether it be the Messiah Himself or one of
His lowliest servants, no human ties or claims may be allowed
to interfere or dictate our course. Even the Lord of glory
has walked this lonely, difficult path and dealt with these
thorny problems. He faced this crisis in His own life and
gave us a brilliant example of dealing gently but firmly wirh
a delicate, trying situation where those nearest and dearest
would take us farthest from the Father’s will.
3. “Whosoever” is Jesus’ disciple is in the family of God,
whether he is a member of our group or not, whether he is
of our race, nation or social class, whether we like him or
not. How this gospel of the true family of God rebukes
every sort of sectarian attitude and breaks down prejudicial
barriers!
4. Chrysostom, quoted by Lange (Mdtthew, 232) is remembered
as saying:
How many women have blessed that holy virgin and
her Nomb and have desired to be such a mother as
she was! What hinders them? Christ has made
for us a wide way to this happiness: and not only
women, but men may trend it: the way of obedielzce,
this is it which makes such a mother-not the throes
of partwition.
.
5 . And even as we find spiritual kinship to Jesus founded upon
our common interest and our common commitment to do
the will of the Father, we will also discover the fundamental
>.
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secret underlying Jesus’ promise that those who follow Him
will gain in this life many more fathers, mothers and other
dear ones than they ever gave up, (Cf. Mt. 19:29; Mk. 10:29,
30; Lk. 18:29, 3 0 ) These are the people who really understand us and share our commitment to the Lord, for they
too are really Jesus’ folk and we really do have so much more
in common with them than with our own unbelieving, ungodly kin. Furthermore, this is the reason why the “family
of God” is no mere figure of speech or academic question
buried under dusty doctrines. Gods family is a REAL family.
6. Another lesson in this text is the warning against the subtle
danger of allowing ourselves as Christian workers to be distracted from our rightful duty by those dear friends and
kinfolk who would cause us to place self-interest or selfpreservation or our family ties first. W e are easily selfwarned and reasonably braced to face the taunts of our
enemies, but the perilous persuasiveness of those who love us
represents a far greater threat to ow best good than any enemy.
Jesus led the way by putting family claims upon His time
and life into their proper perspective.
7. When we remember the anxiety of Jesus’ relatives for His
health and safety when He was burning Himself out campaigning for the Kingdom of God, and given His inflexible
adherence to what was clear to Him as the will of God,
we see that it is too frequent a temptation to presume, with
Jesus‘ brethren, that the Kingdom of God may be promoted
and protected by the practice of prudential policy borli of
experience in this selfish world and learned from it.

CONCLUSION
Matthew’s orderly method of organizing his materials, which places
this event at the logical conclusion of a major section, is quite revealing. Even as he concluded his eleventh chapter with Jesus’
thanksgiving for bumble, honest hearts who trusted Him, in which
He pointed out that, while God’s revelations are for all, only disciples
will understand them, since intellectual gifts are not the determining
factor, so also here Matthew concludes this section with Jesus’ declaration that, while the Kingdom of God is open to all, only real disciples need apply. The credentials of discipleship are validated, not
by one’s family ties, but by his obedience, Despite the evidences of
a growing negative response to Jesus and despite His growing necessity
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to deal vigorously with slander and opposition appearing in every form,
Matthew triumphantly concludes rhese sections on opposition to the
Master by including this brief piece that fairly shouts the happy news:
“No matter how black seem Jesus” hopes of reaching this evil
generation, nevertheless, He has won a few good hearts in those
disciples who do the Father’s will!’’ In addition, Barclay (Matthw,
11, 22) is probably right to see this section as Jesus’ invitation, once
again offered to “enter into kinship with Him through obedience
to the will of God . , , to abandon our own prejudices and self-will
and to accept Jesus Christ as Master and Lord. If we refuse, we
drift fatrther and farther away from God; if we accept, we enter into
the very family and heart of God.”

THE DEITY AND GREATNESS OF CHRIST
IN MATTHEW 12
12:6 Jesus claimed to be greater than the Temple of God.
12:8 H e claimed Lordship over the Sabbath!
12:28 He proved that His works, done by the Spirit’s power, were
clear evidence that God’s Kingdom had just arrived.
12:40 Jesus claimed to know not only to what end His ministry would
’
come, i.e. His death on the cross, but also its glorious outcome,
Le. the resurrection after burial.
12:41 Jesus. claimed to be greater than Jonah the inspired prophet
whose labors produced the most amazing repentance in his
hearers.
12:42 Jesus claimed to be wiser than Solomon whose wisdom had
never been surpassed by any man.
12:50 To do God’s will is to become a kinsman of Jesus. “My Father”
is a daim to uniqueness. (cf. Jn. 5 : 17, 18)
This staggering series of claims contains no apology for their being
made nor even an explanation of their meaning. They are offered
to be understood by their original hearers at face value. Jesus expected them to take Him literally. But, if we %re sure of His sanity,
we cannot take Him literally without either crucifying Him as a bold
imposter or bowing our knees before Him to confess Him Lord of
Qui- life! And this is the very conclusion to which Matthew in his
presentation of the Gospel would lead us: to decide!

FACT QUESTIONS
1. During what general period of Jesus’ ministry is this paticular
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2,

3,

4.
5.

6.

incident to be dated?
What was the general character of Jesus’ life and work at this
time, that provides particular poignancy to this incident?
List other incidents in Jesus‘ life and ministry in which the mother
or brothers of Jesus showed particular misunderstanding or lack
of true appreciation of His great purpose for having come into
the world.
Discuss the meaning of Jesus’ answer given in reply to His kinfolks’ request that He stop what He was doing to step outside
to talk with them.
Name Jesus’ brothers.
Discuss the three fundamental views offered as to their actual
relationship to Jesus. Which of these three views do you accept?
State the reasons for accepting this one and rejecting the other
two.

7. According to Jesus, who are really members of His own true
family? On what basis does He establish this kinship?

DO YOU HAVE IT IN YOUR HEART?
Matthew 11, 12
Do you know who said each of the following statements? What
or who prompted them to say it? What did they mean by it?
What, if any, are the textual problems or tsanslational ,,;rariations?
How would you apply the truth contained in their words to your life
practise?
1, “Thou didst hide these things from the wise and understanding , . .”
2. “Wisdom is justified by her works.”
3. “And if ye are willing to receive it, this is the Elijah, that
is to come.”
4. “. . . he that is but little in the kingdom of heaven is greater
than he.”
5. “Behold, I send my messenger before thy face,
Who shall prepare thy way before thee.”
G. “Blessed is he, whosoever shall find no occasion of stumbling
in me.”
7. “Art thou he that cometh, .”
8. “A gluttonous man and a winebibber, a friend of publicans
and sinners!”
9. “For the Son of man is lord of the Sabbath.”
10. “And in his name shall the Gentiles hope.“

..
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11. “Can this be the son of David?”
12. “. . . neither doth any know the Father, save the Son, and
he to whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal Hk.”
13. “for out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh.”
14. “An evil and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign; . . .”
15. “. . . but whosoever shall speak against the Holy Spirit, it
shall not be forgiven him . . .”
16. “. . . and the last state of that man becometh worse than
the first.”
17. “Behold, my mother and my brethren!”
18. “He that is not with me is against me . , .”
19. “A bruised reed shall he not break and smoking flax shall
he not quench till he send forth judgment unto victory.”

JESUS’ WITNESS TO
OLD TESTAMENT INSPIRATION
By John Ransom
Is the Old Testament inspired of God? Is it scientifically and
historically accurate? Is it consistent with itself, not contradicting
itself in various places? These things, and more, will in this paper
constitute inspiration. That is, the Old Testament Scripture is “Gdbreathed” in the original copy and was fully inspired and without
error or contradiction.
Many faithful believers have serious doubts about the Old Testament, even some who have a firm faith in Jesus Christ. Therefore,
in this study we will approach such a group, assuming here the deity
of Jesus Christ, that He is God‘s Son. W e will turn to Him who is
God in the flesh for an evaluation of Old Testament Scripture. While
we value the studies of men in higher and lower criticism and external
and internal evidence, we will, as Christians, look a t these Jewish
Scriptures through the eyes of Him who is our Saviour, Jesus Christ.
As Harry Rimmer reminds us (Internal Evaence of Im@rauiolp,
149) :
For if the Lord Jesus Christ is in truth and fact the Son of
God as H e claims to be, He is then the highest authority on
any subject of which H e speaks. . . , He could and does
speak from the standpoint of omniscience , . . He can speak
from the source of divine wisdom, knowing that even the
future cannot alter His teachings. . . . So wheh we study
the testimony of the Saviour concerning the nature and source
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of the text of the Bible, we are consulting the final and
absolute witness. His statements should settle the question
once and for all.
It seems wise at this point to plunge immediately into Jesus’ use
and opinion of the Old Testament, these being proofs of its inspiration. W e notice:
I, HIS WHOLE LIFE’S COMTLETE SATURATION WITH
THE OLD TESTAMENT.
The things He says are frequently couched in the language of
the Old Tesqament. H, S. Miller (Getzeml Biblical I?atrodactiolz, 53)
lists a great many of these; “The abomination of desolation” (Mt.
24:15 = DanieP 1 2 : l l ) ; “Great tribulation such as hath not been
since the beginning” (Mt. 24:21 = Daniel 1 2 : l ) ; “The blood of the
covenant” (Mark 14:24 = Exodus 24:8); “My soul is exceedingly
sorrowful” (Mt. 26:38 = Ps. 42:6, 12; 43:5); “where the worm
dieth not and the fire is not quenched” (Mark 9:44, 46, 48 = Isaiah
66:24); “Blessed is he thar cometh” (Mt. 23:39 = Psalms 118:26);
“Into thy hands I commend my spirit” (Luke 23:46 = Psalms 31:5);
“Say to the mountains” (Luke 23:30 = Hosea 10:8); and many more,
Jesus’ whole life was bound up in Old Testament references. H e began
His earthly ministry with “It is written” (Mt. 4:4, 7, 10) and ended it
in the same manner. (Luke 24:46)

11, HIS ACCEPTANCE AND FULFILMENT CYF OLD
TESTAMENT REFERENCES TO HIMSELF.
On one occasion Jesus said in reference to the Old Testamenr,
“Ye search the Scriptures, because ye think that in them ye have
eternal life; a d these dre they that beM witfless of me.” (John 5:39)
Then, almost irilmediately, He went ahead to say in vv. 46, 47: “For
had ye believed Moses, ye would have believed me: for he wrote of
me. But if ye believe not his writing, how shall ye believe my words?”
Again He acknowledges and accepts the prophetic voice pf the whole
Old Testament in this sweeping statement, “These are my words
which I spoke unto you, while I was with you, that all things must
needs be fulfilled, which are written in the law of Moses, and the
prophets, and the Psalms, concerning me.” (Luke 24:44) N o statement could be more clear than this as to His absolute assurance of
Scripture, nor could any opportunity be more suitable to express doubr,
had there been any.
The Gospel writers have faithfully recorded for us event after
event in Jesus’ life that fulfilled Scripture. This begins with His
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birth (Mt. 1:22, 23) and continues throughout His life (Ut. 2 : 5 , 6,
15, 17, 18, 23; 4:13-17; 8:17; 13:35; 21:4; 26:31, 54, 56; 27:9, 10,
46) up to the very time of the crucifixion (John 19:24, 28, 35-37).
This demonstrates clearly how “His whole life was a fulfilment of
Scripture.” (Miller, op cit., 54. However, see the special study “HOW
Does Mdtthew UJe the Prophesies?” Vol. I, p. 81ff., HEF)
An example of His own application of prophecy to Himself may
be found in Mt. 21:42 where He foretells His own rejection as recorded in Psalms 118:22, 23. Rimmer (OF cit., 176-178) notes that
‘:He had no doubt in His own mind about the certainty of the fulfillment of the prophecy concerning Himself, and history certainly
vindicated His reliance upon the infallibility of the written word.”
In John 13:18 He quotes Psalm 41:9 of His betrayal by Judas. In
Luke 22:37 He quotes from Isaiah 53:12, referring these words to
His own death. In Mt. 12:40, 41 He takes the account of Jonah
and makes it a figure of His own death and resurrection.
Notice also His acceptance of prophecies other than those concerning Himself. Rimmer (p. 165 ) comments:
In Matt. 15 (7-9) He definitely declared that Isaiah spoke
of and to the people of Christ’s time. That is
had anticipated by seven centuries the social and religious
conditions of the nation of Israel and described them in
terms that were historically fulfilled. Since men cannot foretell the future ,and since prophecy is the sphere of omniscience,
His conclusion is that Isaiah was borne along by the spirit
of God in such passages.
1

mer’s conclusion is fundamentally correct, his choice of
as a specific case in point is unfortunate or, at best,
inconclusive. See the comments on that passage, HEF)
Who would dare say, after examination of Christ’s knowledge,
use and application of prophecy, that He did not have explicit%-faith
in these Holy Scriptures?
111. HIS STRESS ON OTHERS KNOWING AND

FOLLOWING THE OLD TESTAMENT.
If one would very highly recommend to you a doctor, lawyer, book

or certain action, you could conclude that that person were either
trying to deceixe..you, or else that he had strong fairh, in what he
recommended. Such is true of Jesus, and we are convinced that He
was not a deceiver! In His omniscience, Jesus plainly trusted the
Scriptures and strongly recommended them to His listeners. In the
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Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5:17-20) Jesus shows the extreme
importance He attaches not only to a knowledge of the Word, but
also to the practice of teaching it to others. In fact, those who follow
and teach the Scriptures “shall be called great in the kingdom of
heaven,” while those who disobey and teach others to disobey “shall
be called least.”
On four occasions, as Miller ( o p cit,, 53) notes, “He expressed
surprise that the Jews had so carelessly read their God-given Scriptures,
(Matt. 19:4, 5 ; 21:16, 42; 22:31, 32; Mark 12:26; from Genesis 1:27;
2:24; 5:2; Psalm 8:2; 118:22, 23; Exodus 3:G)” What a biting
rebuke it must also have been to the Pharisees, who prided themselves
on their exact knowledge of the Word, when He said to them in
response to their ignorance on some point, “Have ye not read the
Scriptures?” (Mark 12: 10; Matt. 21:1G, 42)
His real’ attitude toward the Old Testament Scripture and particularly its relation to man’s behaviour is revealed when H e says,
‘Ye do err, not knowing the Scriptures“ (Matt. 22:29). In this H e
alludes to the fact that a basis for error in spiritual matters is ignorance
of Scripture. Also implied in this is the implicit conclusion that the
Scriptures themselves do not err.
Yes, this was the guide to which Jesus continually pointed His
listeners. Would our Lord purposely lead theml’to a faulty, erring
production when He Himself had the Word of Life? I believe not!
rl

IV. HIS COMPLETE ACCEPTANCE OF ITS
HISTORICAL ACCOUNTS.
Many critics have a t least denied the historical records of the
Old Testament, but Jesus’ view of the inspiration of the Old Testament was, as we stated at the outset, an assumption of the full, or
plenary, inspiration of that document and this included its historical
accounts.
This is demonstrated when He, many times almost casually, and
yet with utmost assurance, referred to these events. Notice Matt.
12:42 where Jesus tells of the visit to Solomon by the Queen of
Sheba. When He does this, the whole weight of His authority is
cast behind the authenticity of I Kings 10 and I1 Chronicles 9. Almost
in passing (Luke 4:25-27), He confirms the accounts of the widow of
Zarephath to--whom Elisha was sent and the cleansing of Naaman
the Syrian leper. In these last two illustrations, as Rimmer points
out (09 cit., 169-172), Jesus upheld with His authority some of the
greatest (and most often criticized) miracles of the Old Testament.
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This is so likewise in John 3:14 where H e compares Himself to the
bronze serpent which Moses lifted up. Again Rimmer notes that:
Here He approves another Old Testament miraculous event
without the slightest intimation that it is unhistorical and
untrue. In fact, He found nothing incredible in the fact that
Gad could do such marvels.

Our Lord also established some of His most basic teaching on the
truthfulness of these Old Testament accounts. In John 6 3 2 , 49 He
makes certain reference to the feeding of the children of Israel in
the wilderness. YJpon the credibility of this section of the Old
Testament text, Jesus Christ bases His entire ministry and offers
( 172 ) . (However, Rimmer overstates his
salvation to men.”-Dimmer
case here. Perhaps he should have affirmed that the Lard based His
avgmelzt about His ministry upon universally believed facts of the
OT passage, not the ministry itself upon the credibility. HEF) Recorded in Mark 12:26 are Jesus’ remarks concerning Moses and the
burning bush. Jesus used this historical ;vent to propel His teaching
on immortaliry to the unbelieving Sadducees, and, ultimately, to the
whole world. In Matt. 12:3, during an argument with the Pharisees
concerning the Sabbath, Jesus cites the episode of David, recorded in
I Samuel 21:6. Rimmer notes (173) : “Upon the historicity of this
event H e bases His reasoning concerning the superiority of man over
the day of rest.” Still another example of this type of unshakable
confidence in the historical accounts of the Old Testament is found
in Matt. 19:4-9. Here Jesus gives His teaching concerning the
sanctity of marriage, referring to Genesis 1:27 and 2:24, thexeby
accepting and confirming in one sweeping statement the creation by
God, the origin of marriage and the existence, words and work of
Moses.”
To obtain a broad view of what Jesus thought of the historical
accounts in Jewish Scripture, we might think of it in the following
way: Jesus believed in Noah and the flood (Matt. 24:37-39; Luke
17:26, 2 7 ) ; in the accounts of Sodom and Gornorrah (Matt. 10:15);
and in Lot and his wife fleeing from the city of Sodom (Luke 17:2832); in the ,call of Moses at the bush (Mark 12:26; Luke 20:37); and
that David really ate the shewbread (Matt. 12:3-5; cf. I Samuel 2 1 j .
Our Lord believed that God created man and established marriage
(Matt. 19:4-6)) that Solomon reigned as a glorious, majestic King
(Matt. 6:29) and that the Queen of Sheba came to visit him (Matt.
12:42). H e is certain of the great miracle wrought for the Gentile
widow of Zarephath ( I Kings 17:lO-16) and the healing of Naaman
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the leper (Luke 4:25-27) as well as the lifting up of the bronze
serpent in the wilderness by Moses that the people might be healed
(John 3:14), Jesus showed no doubt whatsoever that Israel actually
wandered, in the wilderness and was miraculously fed mana from
heaven (John 6:32, 49). He showed no doubt that righteous Abel
and Zachariah were really slain as recorded (Luke 11;51; Matt, 23: 35) ;
or that Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were real persons (Matt. 22:31, 32).
He believed that Moses lived and spoke (Mark 7:lO; 12:19, 2 6 ) ;
that David was a divinely inspired writer (Mark 12:36; Luke 20:4144);that Daniel was a prophet (Matt. 24:15); and that Jonah actually
spent three days and nights in the fish‘s belly (Matt, 12:39, 40; 16:4).
When my Lord held such a view of the historical aaounts of the
Old Testament, how can I doubt or how can I have any less confidence
in them than He? Surely His testimony must be of prime importance
to me!

V. HIS APPEAL T O IT IN EVERY SITUATION.
Jesus’ own’words were of great power and authority, and H e
Himself recognized this. In Mark 13:31 He said, “Heaved and earth
shaIl pass away, but my words shall not pass away,” and again in John
6:63, “The words that I speak unto you, they are spirit and they are
life.” Furthermore, He affirmed that these words were not His but
the words of the Father who sent Him. Yet was it to His own word
that He turned in every situation? No! Whether Jesus is attacked
or questioned on the subject of the Sabbath or vows, marriage or
the resurrection, His answer is usually Scripture, and an abundance of
it. The Old Testament Scripture is the authority in all of these controversial matters. He pierces right through their ancient traditions
and distorted opinions with His accurate and to-the-point references,
So teaches Pierre Ch. Marcel (Revelatio# and the Bible, 122-124) To
this BroomaII (Bib&& C&icism, 36) adds:
Christ held the Old Testament as a final authority dealing with
matters ‘of faith and conduct. H e appealed to it frequently
with His characteristic “It is written . , .“ as if to say, “God
has spoken in His Word and that settles it!” (Matt. 4:4, 7,
10). He even cited examples out of the Old Testament as
authoritative for His own conduct (Mairk 2:25ff.). Its statements about legal matters were considefed authoritative (John
8: 1 7 ) , and its predictions concerning Him were looked upon
as true and of supreme authority in deciding His messianic
claims (Luke 24:25-27, 44ff., John 5:45ff.). The voices
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of Moses and the prophets were‘ considered as authoritative in
matters of the soul’s destiny (Luke 16:21-31). Christ believed
that if a principle of truth were taught in the Old Testament,
there was no need to appeal to a higher authority.

VI. HIS OBVIOUS STATEMENTS AS TO THE OLD
TESTAMENT BEING FROM GOD, HENCE, GOD’S WORD.
of Jesus’ most important assertions of Old Testament
e H e plainly reveals God as the source of the Word
and also indicates the nature of that inspiration: “Not one jot or tittle
shall pass from the law till all be fulfilled.” Broomall ( o p c&., 35,
36) comments:
In Matt. 4:4 Christ cites Deuteronomy 8:3 (“Man shall not
live by bread alone, but by every word that praceedeth out
of the mouth of God”) in His reply to Satan’s temptations.
Here Christ gives His approval to the belief that the Old
Testament. comes “out of the mouth of God.” (cf. Hebrews
1:l .
In citing Psalm 11O:l Christ affirms that David
spoke that verse “in the Spirit” (Matt. 22:43; cf. I1 Samuel
23:2; Rev. 1 : l O ) .

..

Rimmer (04 cit., 164) reminds us that:
In Mark 7:8-13 there is a typical instance containing a dicect
statement of Jesus as to the authority of the Scriptures. In
condemning the Pharisees on the ground that they had left
the commandment of God and retained the traditions of man,
He said to them, “Full well do ye reject the, commandment of
God, that ye may keep your own traditions.” Thereupon He
quoted ,the words of Moses as they are found in Exodus 20
and 21; Deut. 5 and Levitibs 20. At the conclusion, He says
that by their conduct they make void the woTd of God by
th& traditions. It does not take an analytical mind to notice
that when Jesus quotes words by the pen of Moses, He stated
that these are the words of God and should be obeyed.

Carl P. H. Henry (“Inspiration”, Bakefls Dicti0raft.y of Theology, 278)
notes that
In John 10:34ff., Jesus singles out an obscure passage in the
Psalms (‘Ye are gods,” Psalm 82:6) to reinforce the point
that the Scriptures cannot be broken.”
He then very clearly labels this as the word of God delivered to men.
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Warfield (“Inspiration,” ISBE, 1476, 1477) joins the following illustration:
The confidence with which Jesus rested on Scripture, in its
every declacration, is further illustrated in a passage like
Matt 194. Certain Pharisees had come to Him with a
question on divorce and He met them thus: “Have ye not
read, that he who made them from the beginning made them
male and female, and said, For this cause shall a man leave
his father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife; and the
two shall become one flesh . . . What therefore God hath
joined together, let not man put asunder.” “He who &
them , said.” “What therefore God hath joined together.’’
Yet this passage does not give us a saying of God recorded
in Scripture, but just the words of Scripture itself, End can
be treated as a declaration of God‘s only on the hypothesis
that all scripture is a declaration of God’s.

. .

All of this seems to sum up Christ‘s positive and unequivacal
stand on the inspiration of the Old Testament. Nothing could be clearer
and mare to the point than these many references (and many besides)
that plainly attribute the Old Testament to God Himself and to His
Spirit. As men and women believing in the Christ, we too will view
the Old Testament as being delivered unto men by the mouth of God
through faithful witnesses.
Perhaps rhe cme basic question still in the mind of
inquiref for truth is: “Did Jesus’ endorsement of the Old Testament
include dl the Old Tesament, or only certain portions of it?”, This
brings us to Jesus’ seventh proof of Old Testament inspiration:
VII. HIS ENDORSEMENT OF THE COMFLETE
OLD TESTAMENT.
H. S. Miller ( o p cit., 38, 4 4 ) informs us that the Jews divided
the canon of the Old Testament into three main sections: the law,
prophets and writings (or Psalms). Jesus quoted from and made
definite reference to each of these by name. Miller continues:

“All this” (the events thus far in this chapter) “was done that
the Scriptures of the prophets might be fulfilled” (Matt.
26:56; Mark 14:49). Hence, the prophets are Scripme and
must be fulfilled, Jesus expounded “in all the Scriptures,
b e g h i n g ut Moses and all the prophets, the things concerning
Himself” (Luke 2 4 : 2 7 ) . Hence the . . . first two sections
are Scripture and the theme is Jesus. (Next) the heart
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of the travelers burned within them as He opened to them
the Scriptures (Luke 24:27, 32)
Then a little later as Jesus appealred to them He said, “These are the
words which I spoke unto you, while I was yet with you, that all ,
things must be fulfilled, which were written in the 2cMu of Moses
and in tbe prophets, and in th’e Psdlms concerning me.” (Luke 24:44)
Here in this sweeping statement Jesus includes all of the Old Testament, each of the t h e e sections are clearly named as if this were
exactly His intent, i.e. to point out the unity and authority of the
complete Old Testament both to His first century disciples and to US.
In addition to this, Miller ( o p cit., 52) notes that “He covered
and endorsed the entire Old Testament in one statement, “from the
blood of righteous Abel (Gen. 4 : l - 1 0 ) unto the ~ b l dof Zachariah’
(I1 Chron. 2420, 21), or from Genesis to Chronicles, just as we
would say ‘from Genesis to Malachi’ (Matt. 23 :35 )
Jesus’ whole view of the inspiration of the Old Testament was
strongly opposed to the idea that only parts of the Bible are infallible
and trustworthy. Edwad Young (Thy Word is Tru.th, 48) argues
that:
”

It is not only in specific teaching or in great doctrines that
the Scriptures cannot be broken. Rather, in all parts, in its
very entirety, the Bible, if we are to accept its witness to
itself, is utterly infallible. It is not only that each book given
the name of Scripture is infallible, but, more than that, the
content of each such book is itself Scripture, the Word of
God written and, hence, infallible, free entirely from the
errors which adhere to mere human compositions. Not alone
to moral and ,ethical truths, but to all statements of fact this
inspiration extends. That inspiration which the Bible claims
for itself is one that is full; it is plenary inspiration. As
our Lord said, in giving expression to their very doctrine,
“Think not that I am come to destroy the law or the prophets;
I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil. For verily I say unto
you, till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no
wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled.” (Matt. 5:17, 18).

To this R i m e r (09 Git., 168) adds: “The statement that the fulfillment of the Old Testament was more certain than the continuance
of the physical creation, lifts those writings so high above human
literary productions that they can be considered only as supernatural in
their origin.”
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As

we examine the Old and New Testaments and additional
historical evidence, it may be seen that the majority of the people
in Jesus’ day accepted the Old Testament Scriptures that we now have
as in a real and true sense “God-breathed.” Jesus and His followers
were certainly no exception to this, James Orr (Revelation dlzd
Ztzspjration, 182 ) observes that while “modern writers may question
whether the view of Jesus and His apostles was a correct one, ,
they will nor question that the view was there.” This leads us to
Rimmer’s statement of the conclusion (09 c h , 179): “The only
alternative to rhe acceptance of the Bible as the Word of God is to
discredit the person of Christ and discount His testimony.” And,
quoting Westcott, Miller ( 0 9 cit., 54) says,

.

W e must either accept the doctrine of plenary inspiration

.,.

or deny the veracity of the evangelists. If our Lord’s words
are accurately recorded, or even if their general tenor is expressed in one of the gospels, the Bible is indeed the Word
of God in the fullest spiritual sense , . .

It also seems well to note, in the midst of all His positive statements of acceptance (of the Old Testament), Broomall ( o p ci.6, 36)
notes the negative fact that Christ nowhere insinuates that the Old
Testament is erroneous in any detail. , , . There is not the slightest
suggestion that it is in need of correction. Even His famous ‘but I
say unto you’ as found in the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5:22, etc.)
is not to be interpreted as a correction of the former revelation, but
is to be understood as a correction of Jewish misunderstanding of the
Old Testament teaching,” (While not quarrelling with Broomall’s
basic conclusion, we may construe Jesus’ statements of authority in
another fashion, i.e., rather than the mere correction of Jewish misunderstanding and rather than a simple correction of former revelation, He stands fully in agreement that the former reyelation came
from God but upon His own authority raises the staddard to perfection itself. See my notes on Mt. 5:20, ‘f.7esus’ Purpose,” Vol. I,
255ff. HEF)
Yes, Jesus affirmed that, although heaven and earth would pass
away, His words would endure (Matt, 24:35; Mark 13:31; Luke 21:33).
Yet to what did He turn in His hour of dire temptation? the Old
Testament. Or in teaching? Or correction? To the Old Testament.
When His own word was everlasting, would our Lord turn to anything
lacking these same great God-given powers? I think not!
R i m e r (op C Z ~ 178)
,
reminds us that:
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Whether Christ used (the Old Testament) for illustration,
argument, in warning, or as prophecy fulfilled in Himself,
He handled the ancient record with a holy reverence in the
belmief that it was the Word of God.
May we gain and foster such a use and‘reverence for the Word ourselves.
-
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